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FARMWORKERS I RI AL AMERICA, 1971-1972
ti

.

(Land Owners*, Use, and Distribution),
.

TX7B8DAY, JANUARY 11, 1972

ITS. SzNATZ)
SVIICOMNIFIVEi: ON 1IIORATORYLABOR OF ME ',t,

3 COMMFIVEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,
San ,Francisco, Calif.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m. in the Cere-monial Courtroom, .19th floor, Federal Building, 450 Golden GateAvenue, non. Ad lai E. Stevenson'III, of Illinois (chairman of thesubcommittee), presiding.
Present : Senato'r Adlal E. Stevenson III.
Staff members present: Boren Chertkov, majority counsel; EugeneMittelman, minority counsel; Basil Condos, professional stag, mem-ber; and Julia Weatherman, staff member.
Senator SrEvnxsoN. The Senate Sulrommittee on Migrato.ry Labiwill come to order.
This is the first of 3 days of hearings that the subcommittee is hold-,. ing um California. We ,are continuing a series of hearings held bythis subcommittee which began early last yet and will mini beyondthis hearing.
I would like to say at the outset that we will keep the hearin.grecord open if anybody. here, including the witnesses who are sched-uled to appear here tocIfty, would care to addAtatements or commentafter the hearings. Thdlie statements and materials will be welcome.I. will leave- the record open also for the purpose of toking morequestions of my own, and we will include the responses.I am very grateful to all of those wlio have accepted our invitationto take-part in these hearings. We have sought testimony on a broadrange of subjects pertinent 'to onr inpliry, and we have made anearnest-*ffort to assure that _divergent interests have an opportunityto be heard.
For the past 6 months, and longer, the subcommittee has been ask-. ing questions about rural Americans, farmers and farmworkers, andthe land on which they live.
Our inquiry has brought us face to fare with the vast elmnge which

has taken place in rural America, a revolutionary change which, untilreekntly, had gone unnoticed by most Americans.
Even those who have noticed it have not fully understood it. Often,in speaking of life in rural America, we resort to statistics, amid thefigures sometimes disguise as much as they reveal. They tell us, fortrample, that Americans in great numbers have been leaving thefarms and moving to the cities. But the numbers do not capture the'hidden meaning 4.ifi.the rural migration, the ruined hopes, desertedhomes, a dying way of life.

(GG5)
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The American drearil; whatever elk it may' mean, has (ilways had
something; to do with free men f filling their own soil,. prosperous, inde-
144Rtnt citizens in 'control of their own lives, enjoying a hill and
fair return for their hard work.

The 'dream. goes along way back. Thomas Jefferson was its most
eloquent champion. lint iks still very much a part of .our image of
wirstskes. 11ost,of stillTelieve:or- want to believe that a man of
filmiest means van survive alid -prosper-by his own toil on land he
calls his own.

-There are some these day s Ailiotonsider that version of the Ameri-
can dream quaint, -if not obsolete, like the buggy-whip or the Pot-
bellied stove. They call themselves realists. They are devoted to prog-
ress and efficienCy. Thgy advance a pew sort of ideal-for rural America
,which emphasizes bigness and economies of scale. They do not mourn
the passing of the family farm and the small town. They tell us that,
today, the earlier version of fiie American dream is little more than
a nostalgic fantasy.

liut I 1,m- not so sure. ILa-l_n not ready to abandon that old .dream
until Ive study the alteinritiVes, until we examine the new way of-

-rural life adniired by these so- called realists.
If reality_ nust mean bankruptcy and frustratiOn«for the family

farmer ankthe farmworker, what price reality?
If progreSs in rural America means huno.er,- disease and malnutri-'

tion, poor medical care and low eduetitionr-al, standards, bad housing
and deeayburemnruunities, then what price progress?

If efficiency means that we must have a permanent underclass
Migrant workers, ilepresSed disposSessed, what' price efficiency? N.

If economies of scale mean that_ our cities must bear the pressure
of rural outmigratioii, with it burden of welfare payments, un-
employment and social tension4hen we can rightly a0c if reality is
worth what it is costing us.

We are concerned in these bearin gs about the human story which
lies behind the statistics of rural change.

Since World War II, the number of farms in .America has de-
elined from 5.9 million to 2.9 million. Fewer and tewer people, or
businesses, own more and more land.

In California, for example, 3.7 million ;tyres of farmland are now
owned by 45 corporate farms; one corporation, Tenneeorcontrols
more tlMn a million acres. in California. Nearly half the agriviltural
land in this Stint is owned by a small fraction of the population.'

More than half the land area of the State of Maine, 52 percent, is
said to 1w owned by about 12 corporations, and go percent of Maine's
land area, by one estimate, is held by absentee owners.

In ip69 the largest 40,000 farms in America, less than 2 pereentl
of theitotal number of farms, amounted for more than one-third of
all farm sales.

InC1960 only 1 percent of Florida's citrus lands were held by large
farming-c anning corporations. Now. fully 20 percent Of those lands
are in sneli ownership. -

Farmer Jones and Farmer Smith, those durable figures in Ameri-
can folklore and American reality, are being displaeed all over

ci America by newcomers to the farms with names like Tenneco, Gulf

A#
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I'Vesterk4 Goodyear, Monsanto, Union Carbide,. Kaiser, Boeing,
and Dow Chemical, to name a few.

Meanwhile, one and a half million family farmers are struggling,
for survival inur a Million migrant workers are living. in- poverty.

In the face of figures like these, _I think it is important that we ask
some questions:

What is the real meaning of this vast change? Are we promoting, .

in the name of efficiency and progress, the disappearance of the inde-
pendent farmer, the deeline of rural fife?

What is efficient, the family farmer working his own soil or the
agribusiness hiring- farm workers to man its machines?

What is the meaning, in human terms, of a radical new pattern of
land ownership? Are large .corporate owners enhancing Ale quality
of rural life, or ignoring. it in a heaillonequest for prolitS?

Is the U.S. Department
. of Agriculture living up to its self;

declared moral and legal responsibility to farmers and farm workers?
Or is it through indifference or design or soulless realism, abetting.
the destruction if the family farm and of farm families?

Is the public ao1jey benefitting the public, or do farm subsidies,
tax breaks, wage laws, land reclamation projeets and agricultural
research work t( the speial advantage of the biggest and richest
farmers?

If that is the sum total of 17.S. farm volley, we must face the fact
that we are not helping farmers, we are subsidizing Simon Legree.

Beyond- these questions lie questions about' the kind of America
we are building:

Will it consist of teeming, troubled cities, on the one hand, and a-
wasted rural landscape, onthe other?

Will a citizen in the America we are building be able to find a
accent, independent life in a small town or.on his own farm land, or
will he be a nameless worker in a vast fopt:proeessing combine; man-
aged by a corporate owner?

Will rural America b dominated by its own citizens, or by ab-
sentees who eare greatly about profits and only vaguely about the
quality-Of rural, schools, rural hospitals'and rural life?

Will the goal of public policy be a decent standard of living for
all Americans, or simply a higher kvel of profits for some

Not too many years ago we were a largely agricultural Nation. `I'lw
experience of rural- Americans wits the experience of a majority. A
generation ago, when economic disaster struck, John Steinbeek was
there to sketeh the devastation of the rural-poor in unforgettable de-
tail. Walker Evans took his camera down the back roads of America
and fixed in the Ameriean mind his stark gray images of empty
houses. deserted farms; and rusting plows.

Now we live in cities. 'Men we leave them, we race to our degtina-
tions in airplanes or on superhighways. What, is happening in rural
America, =eh of it happens out of our sight and hearing. Rural
Americans. no longer a. majority, have lost voices which once spoke
for them.

But the fate of the. country is' still bound up intimately' with their
fate. The plight of our eities, arises almost directly from their plight.
All. of have a rosponflbility to Concern ourselves with the questions
whiel 'e facing them.

.
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Our purpose is to find a national policy whose effect is not simply
efficiency or progress or econcany of scale, but a decent life for all
rural Americans.

In pursuit of such a pollen we are asking questions':
Whatis happening in rural America ?-_,Why is it happening? Who

is responsible?
To begin with, We must ask who owns rural America, and so far

in these hearings, it appears that--no one in America knoWs.
Ourfirst witness is Mr. Berke Bulbulian, a farmer from Sanger,.

t kalif.
I hope,

.

Mr. Builatlian, that .you -will tell us this morning a. little
about the history of your family's involvement in farming, the fru-
gality of hard 4vOrk, perseverance, siicces,s, and whether that story is
possible now.

STATEMENT OF BERGE B.ULBULIAN, FARMER, SANGER, CALIF'...

Mr. lirraurAN: Thank you; Senator..
I could-very briefly say, "Hear,- to what you ,said, `but I will

go ahead. '.
I am speaking today"as a private citizen and. alsoon behalf of the

National Coalition for Land Reform..Triis is a new organization we
have just started here in the WeAt. We hope it will grow over the
net few:3ears to, include forwakd-looking. citizens in the South, the
East, tmel the Midwest: We hope that among' those who will join
the"eoalition are small fanners, farad workers, city workers, minority
groups, young people, persons ermeerned about the environment, and
all citizens who believe that America must *be something more than

happy hunting ArYound'for giant corporations. -
Our-coalition hopes through edueationali,legal, and political action

to preserve 'and strengthen .the voice of the ,independent citizen in
Ameriea, to ease poverty in both rural areas and in the cities, to en-
courage population dispersal in such a way that more people can live
decently off the land without, destroying it and to redirect; Govern-
Inent polieies so that they help workers-of the land rather than,ab.
sentee7 owners. 4

.Our family has been funning since 1929 and my -father, wlio is 79
years old, and I farm 1.50 acres Of wine and raisin grapes iii 'Fresno
County. Iii-sPite of his " advanced age my Sather. still is actively
-volved' in the elay-to daY, operation of bur farm. Together we do all
the Work we can and hire only that which we cannot,do ourselies.
lie came to this. country from Arnie* in MO after the massacres
by -the .Turks and did various forms of labor, including farlTefelbor,
until lie WilS able to'save enough money to make a down payment on
20 acres of vineyard. He has had a total, of 4 years. of schooling and
my mother, who is deceased. was illiterate. In spite of my, parents'
lack of educations. we were able to progress in the business of .farming
and today we earn a very satisfaetory living. We have been able to
progress from illiteracy to a university' degree in one generation. Two
of my. Athildren are.now in eollege: and the third will be in tha fall.

The point I am trying to make is that it has been possible for a
man with a Meager education, at best, to become self-sufficient and
attain a measure of success. Today, his aceompliAment, however
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en to market many °tiny crops; too,
eexteut &have Atempted to, cash in

not to, the extent giant farmers do.
I have no political clouti and lobbying to me'means writing a letter

to my'Congressmanor Senator. But that is not -*hat efficiency is all
about. r ,. .

Efficiencyhasto do with the relation between input and output. islo,
they big agri-business firms are not efficient except in farming the

Ngovetnment, andeven if they were, do you think that this efficiency
! . 'Will- be translated into lowq. prices to the consumer, when, and if a

small handful of agri-business giants control agriculture? And if they
do give you. for: a lower price, What about the Social costs in-
volved 3.h the out4tigration of 'peop from the rural 'farms and

--- ,towns ?. There, are Many. osts -that mu t be- considered and most of
,thtin will not be paid.at the corner sir rmarket.

While there are no panaceas, there are solutions to the_prob/em. I
pro'pose that we pursue a plan of hind. reform,

in
land reform. We

have preached its efficacy for ,other countries, in Latin. America, in
Southeast Asia, et cetera, but for our own country it has been viewed
with alarm. ,The oryvfor land reform dates back to ancient times and
is not eveiPa`new concept in our oven country.

We have on the legislative bboks an excellent piece of legislation
which I belieVe was meant try its framer's as a vehicle for land reforni,
butitrhas been anything -but that. I am referring to the Reclamation
Act; the so-called 160-acre limitation. i

The Reclamation- Act provides that no one will receive more water,
. than is required to irrigate 160 acres from any federally financed irri-

gation ptoject. A:couple can fatin 320 acres under this law and irri-
Late it with iubsidized Water, -substantially More land than it takes. _

our two families "to earn a.good living. Any land in excess of the 160-
-acres per person must be sold' within 10 years for the price of land,
not to include the value Of the subsidized water:.

Unfortunitttlly, the law,has been enforced_ with less than complete
devotion to law and oraCi...Vast acreages in the State portion of the
combined State-Federal: Water project in) the west .sid.e of the San
Joaquin Valley are or will be irrigated with no limitation in force, a
situation which three other farmers and I are trying to remedy with
a suit against the State and I+, GovernMents. "

In the Federal portion- prthis project' contracts are being signed -

with the Department of Interior which provide for the eventual sale
of the excess land, but in many cases the land is being assessed at too
high a priee. First these ginnU of agriculture=-,and there is not much,tne I-,
sweat-of-the-brow type of -land,acquisition thereused their. political.muscle to get the best terms they could. in terms of repayment,; then
they delayed the signing of lbontracts as long as they could on teclmi-
cal grounds,. and theil they received land assessments too high to
Conform to the spirit of the law, and then they will continue to farm

*the land for, an indefinite period of time, in many cases not just 10
years, for there will be few, if any,;buYers in parcels which will4co4, n-

4
, form to the lawoless than 160, acres per person.

I propose that the Federal Government.acquire tlifs land at realis--
:. tic prices which conform to the law and sell it to qualified buyers

with long-term, no-interest loans. Yes, no-interest, not low interest;-
. I

9
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for the present landowners-are being provided with water with"simi-
lq,K terms. The buyers may be farmworkers who want to have the
pride of owning the land they work. They

that
be city people who',

are tired of the compression chamber that is the modern city. The
parcels may be privately owned and operated by individuals; they
may be larger units fanned-.cooperatively. It may even be.nece5sary
to provide these new landowners with technical, assistance through, a
program similar.-to VISTA and thd Pea& Corps. We have- provided
technical atsistance to much of the world ; it should, not be too much .
of 'a strain to provide it for our own people.

I propose a major overhaul. of our tax structure which is now sup-
porting and encouraging the conglomerates to invade the field of

iagriculture. Under present laws, they need not,make money in fann-
ing and, indeed, can afford to lose large sums of money in arming
and._still profit, on their overall operation. .Professional -people are
encouraged to buy land not for farming but for speculation. They
make no contribution to the land or society, but their do profit. We
put`a greater value on the income from money than we do the income
from labor, for we tax labor at a higher' rate than we do the gain. on.
the purchase and sale, of property. :We -must change the law so that
each' business is taxed separately so .that farm losses cannot be offse
by profits in other bnsinesses. We must do away with the capital gains
tax. Pitt the giant corporate farms on the same level we 'family ftir
operate and we will see who is efficient and who is not

In any event; efficiency -is not the problem. American agricultu
has been all too efficient already.-

k

4

I propose a thorough investigation of all corporate conglomera es
in agriculture and other giant farming and processing firms to (let r--
mine if their operations are legal within the framework of atititr st
laws: .

In our own area an investigation of Teuneco'and the Gallo Wine
Co. are certainly in order. Many wine grape growers, whp have been
traditional Gallo supplieis were linable to sell their crops'-this year. .in spite of ever-increasing demands for wine. Rumors were rampant
in the field that there was some kind of agreement between Tenneco
and Ghllo that caused these problems. These rumors- may well be
unfounded, bttt certainly grape growers in the San ,Joaquin Valley
who.are alarmed by thobeavy planting of grapesby conglomeratesand .other investors are entitled to know the :facts as uncovered by

-objective investigators. Similar conditions probably exist in other

Karl Marx wrote of a class-struCtUred society in which the classes
_would eventually. conflict. Heik in America -we have felt that this

;situation would not prevail. Wle are now,rapidly moving toward a
socioeconomic milieu with an elite propertied class, a professional
class,.anda class of uneducated, unei-nployed.Por underemployed haid-
cbre poor which is ever increasing in numbers;' The free' enterpri65

-*system is probably even now'more of a "closed. enterprise 'System,"
in Ralph Nader's words. Mitsteg cOntinde to work,. to make Marx'
prophecies come true, or will we strive to solve our problems with at
least as much respect for people- as we have shown for money and
property?

commodity areas. .
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To me the choice is clear. Let us- solve the problems in rural
America, difficult though they may be, before they spawn even more

" difficult problems elsewhere. If we don't solve these problems, perhaps
we should change the ijiscription on.the Statue of Liberty from the
noW-present, "Give me your tired, your poor," and so oh, to something
like this, "Keep out, enterprise closed." e

Senator STEVENSON. When did your father buY land after, corning
to these shores from Armenia?

Mr. BumumArrllie came in 1920 and-- bought the fatin in 1929,
the first 20 acres.

Senator STEvEnorr. Where was that, hi the San Joaquin Valley ?' .

Mr. Bur..numt.N. 'Yes. Near the small town of Del Rey in Fresno
onntyl
senator STEVENSON. He bought .20 acres, you say. Could he sup-

poithimself on 20 acres?
BULBULIAN. Not with just 20, no. He did .farm labor dven. then.

Senator S:rEvENsox.. How much did the 20 acres cost?
Mr. BELEULTAN. As'I recall, about $5,000.

;Senator STEVENSON. And you testified that the price of similar
land would now be roughly $2,000 per. acre?

-6 Mr. BuLnuLtis.N. In our area, yes, and more.
Senator STEvEssori. If hd arrived on these shores today, penniless,

a farmer; could' he get started, could lie buy land to support himself?
Mr. Purocir.44.N. No. We 'have-great difficulty ever saving enough

. money to make a downpayment, even considering how conservative
my fatlyer was with moxl'ey then arid even now. -

Senator STEVNSON. I it is hard to get started-in farming?
Mr. &MEMON. It is impossible to.,get started, not hard.
Senator STEvEssox. Once started, whether through inheritance .or

however it is you conic by the land, it is hard to stay in farming, too,
isn't it? : ;

For examIlle, you said that the small farmer is more efficient thin
the large farmer. If that is so5if he can produce more efficiently than
the corporation, then why can't he survive in At free enterprise
system? -.

Mr. l'imatmanisr. There are a number of market problems and of
course, the problems I cited here, the tax problems which make it
difficult for him to compete with a situation that is not really fair.
competition, I think he could compete very, ery easily if everybody
M agriculture were in it for a profit, but many people aren't.

Certainly, I am not saying a 20-acre farmer of 1929 or 1030 period'
could make it today. Even then, he couldn't make it on that small ari
acreage.

r.

Senator STEVENSOi. One of the points:you ttre making is that the
family farmer now has to compete with corporate fitrmers Who don't
have to make a profit in order to survive, that is what. you call tax-
loss 'farming?

Mr. 13-c5promArt. That situation prevails -now.
: It does tale a little more land, but certainly not the thuosands of
acres the conglomerates want. r .

. Seriatot STEVENSON; It takes more land and it takes more equip-
merit.
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Mr. BULB" tritior. Indeed. 4%, .

Senator STWENSON. And it takes more .credit to acquire- the equip-
-me:lit-as well as the land. Is that one of the problems3.

MT. BULBULTAN. Yes. You very often have to live t 'lirough perhaps
2 crop years before you get your return; especially if you are-market-

. ing thrqukh 6, co-op as-we do. I still am not paid off on the 1969 crop
of raisins -and we probably won't be for several more months. Sb we, .. are talking about at least a 2-year investment in the crop. . .

Senator STEVENSON. I don't. s ppose the large corporations. have
much difficultrobtaining*the n essary credit at a reasonable rate:

N` You say the cost of credit is lo ar for the larger corporatiOn than
it is for the faniily farmer?

Mr. BULREILIAN. Indeed. The of interest 'is higher for the
smaller borrowers.

Senator STEVENSON. Continuing ALithe assumption that the little
fellow, the family farmer; is a more -Mient producel., he can produce:
at a loWer cosh than the large fellow, are there other policies of the.

.Governinent or activities of governmental ,agenCies which'discrimi-
nate against him to the advantage of the. large corporatioi? The
Labor Departinent's Farm Labor Service; for example? Do they

'help the little fellow as much as the large, corporation? .

Mr:Iltimepr.,TA74.r. I can answer ,from personal experience to the latter
part of that questiofi. Rarely, if ever, am I able to get any help from
the Farm Labor Service except when I don't need. it..

Senator . , xsox Except when you don't need it?
-Mr.,.:BuixatrAi4. Right.,!When I cloneed it, they don't have any

laboi: 'So I lon't -eyen-bothein*::iiiost cases, except to kid myself I
. have done something t&tryto find Owe labor. As far as I am per-,

"sonally concerned, .and` this would probably be true of a*number of
other farmers in my area, they con14:,PrObably close up the Farm
Labbr Service and:We mouldn't njiss it. ' .

In addition totlie first4part. of your question, I think much of the
. researchof the ITnitersity of California is-aimed at the large. farm:

I think they have already `sold tint* t* idea that the small farmer t
is down the drain, so they hakbettei- think of research for the large
landowner. . ..

An example, tb,ere will be., an i implement show in Tulare next
month. and one of the topics that mill. be discussed, along with the
showing of the implements, if I remember the exact terms, "Substi-
tution of Capital for Labor."' Much of the machinery .that will be

shown at this show, some of which was developed by university re-'
seayeb; is aimed at extremely large operations and 'certainly not the
:Tian, efileie4,, family sized operation. _

,,- Senator SAVENSON. You mentioned university research. Do you
e. have any opinions about'the activities of Land grant Colleges and

whom those activities primarily 'benefit?' . . ,
uMr. I3tri,eurTAN. On this shortmotice, no specific opinion, unfortu-

nately. .nately. .. ...
.Another point I would like to make, Senator, is that I think the

free enterprise system does not imply merely the right to get bigger;
it should imply the right, to get started. -I think that situation no

.

longer prevails in agricultUre. ,,
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Senator SnvENsox. -you made that point very eloquently, Mr.
Bulbulian, in your statement. And . I think it is a most significant
aSpectpf our subcoininittee investigation. You have pinpointed many
issues that I am- hopeful Will be discussed by other persons as we
proceed. l appreciate your -help. ; -:

Thenk you very mach for appearing. here this morning.
Senator KrENTN.so:;.- Our next witnesses are Mr. George Ballis, a

journalist from Fresno; Mr. nary Miller, an attorney. from San
Francisco, and -avinsultant to Ralph Nader; and,Mr. Al Krebs orig-
inally of California and now with the Agribusiness Accountability
Project in Witshington,,DP.

These iv tlemen will form a panel to discuss ownership of land- in
California incl.. the Nation, the difficulties that we have in simply
finding on who owns the land, and about the impliCations of the con-
tinuing tr ,nd toward ever-higher concentration of land and economic
-and poli cal power in agriculture. .

Please proceed in any order you like.
;' mixu..4:liaVe a 'general summary of the problem, and r think

these t, vo gelitlenien can give some illustration that would amplify
tilis74fackgvitiat

STATEMENT- OF HARRY MILLER, ATTORNEY, SAN FR CISCO,.
CALIF

Mr..AfiLLER.. I might' say that, while.I am glad the'subcommittee is
here, since the inain .concern' of the hearing is located outside of San
Francisco, you should spend as much time as possible in :OW agri-'
Cultural regions of the State, and I am. glad you are going_ there. I

;Myself am not from there, and am not representive of its problems;
if .anything, I represent the urban consumer of the 'products of the
land. ' . .

. The work that. I. did on the Nader study took- place in -1970. did
it list a concerned citizen, concerned about the Aevelopments.':,-,
in the State relating to land use, but not necessarily agricultural hind. ,

One -of the main questions. we started out with was whNowns- the ",'
land in California. It seemed a worthwhile starting point. There were .

some debates_On whether we should go into making an .1nrentory of
this material,.-and we decided, to *go ahead and do so..

One of the reasons we decided to go ahead and do so was, that it
was so yeryhard to come by any reasonable estinuitesjir indications
of vlio owns the land and-how the land was being used. We all knew
it was being used in a way. that concerned and e} en. aggravated' as,.:
otherniso, We wouldn't have been involved in ai study. So we 'set out

_ to do this end, as I say, one of the most remarkable aspects of it was
that there was 'really no-single Source or even a ntunber of sources
of this infornMtion and it was particularly discouraging- to find that"
the regulatory bodies of loCal, State, and Federal Government knew
virtually nothing about this very important economic ingredient of
our lives, namely, land, that is,' its ownership and its use. Those who
had knowledge and information had great qualms afloat making any
of it. avaihible..

17 r
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I would refer to the USDA which has information about the
acreage of the recipients of subsidies which seems to be very pertinent
to the public interest; but since they had classified it as a trade secret,
itovas unavailable to us under the Freedom of Information Act, ac-
cordipug to them.

Because we were In a hurry to get our study together, we don't
have a chance to make a court test of that designation. But it does
illustrate the attitude on the part of the people who are supposed to
be regulating.' in the public interest, that they are not willing to co-
operate with inquiries concerning the effectiveness of that regulation.

Senator STEVENSON. You are talking about the USDA, the. Depart-
ment of Agriculture?
. Mr. MITT R. Yes. .

--', Senator. STEVENSON.. Why wouldn't they litive'every reason to be
cooperative? What reason would' they have to conceal information
from you?

Mr. MILLER. I happen. to use the Nader analysis of the pioblem,
" which is that they are controlled by the agribusiness lobbies, and the

agribusiness lobbies get away with what they 4et away .with by keep-
ing it as much in the dark as possibleAI thihk that, frankly, is-the
explanation why the USDA was hiding this and giving us a: lot
of trouble about finding out pertinent facts concerning, the use of
land and ownership. .

Senator STEvExso-s. Does the WSDA know who owns the land in
California or how much the corporations own?

Mk. MILLER. Yes, they certainly do. They know.whfr the receivers
of subsidiaries are, what thepereage is for the 'calculation of subsidy
and so 'on.

Senator STEVE;NSON. Bilt, not all farmers, including corporate farm-
'erS in California, receive crop subsidies. Probably possibly fewer re-
ceive, them in this State than in other States?

. MILLER. YeS.;
. So we had this problem, of information and knowledge.Another
potential source. Was the State utilities .commission. There is abso-
lutely reason why the State utilities Commission shouldn't have
at hand information about acreage under the control of utilities, to
make sure the utilities are using the land according to the mandates
tinder which they operate, namely, to provide the public services that
they are charged with providing. HolVeVer, the same condition exists..
They have a rough idea, in terms, of dollar value, lioAT much land is in
a given utility's portfolio. They have no idea hew iris being used.

The SEC has made a very interesting inquiry into one of the
utilities in the State which has diversified into corpbrate land hold-
ing, agribusiness, and a number of fields completely unrelated to pro-
ision of electricity and gas: I don't know exactly what the conclusion*

af thiS investigaIon is going to be, but the utility has obviously
strayed far away from its mandate and the terms of its exemption
from the Public Utility Ilolding Company Act.

X'Ohicidentally, the company found its diversifications into land
very lucrative. That is,why they went into it. The stock began to rise
bemuse the analysts began to see that the.tax-loss .farming was going
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to improve, heir incore. Another very. interesting incident is. that
this utility has apparently cornered the market in pistachio nut
production nd they were going to be able tb -use :their monopoly
position to xact, monopolistic, profits. That is an instance of the
waion bell nd this movement. Of corporatiohs, conglom ates, into
agriculture It is very easy way of carving out a-natural onopoly.,
If you ]lay a piece of land suitable only (or. oTowing pistachio nuts
;ma you' e: quietly go in and buy out all of the farmers trying to
eke out a ,iving on small acreage and combine it then, this world is
yours.

Senator Suivt-xsox. Before we move off the point, you laid that at
the Feder 'I level, USDA either won't tell you or doesn't know about
the owner hip of land by corporations. You liaye said now, if I under-
stand yoi there are no goveFnmental agencies in the State of Cali,
fornia to provide you with this informatipn. (Even the reollitory
ageticies tein't have facts in the case of their \regulated industries,
is that r. lit?

Mr. M wit, That is precisely thc, point I am making.
Senato STtivi;:xsox. Jfave you tried the Census Bitreau, or the agri-

cultural ensus in progress? Does that agency have the, information
on lantl iwnerShip by eorporations?

.

. 8,

Mr, '.N ir.i.rit. We did this'work hi' 1974k, in the sunimer,;ana Nee had ,

a limite innount of time to get the information together,. I -don't
.,,,,,_ recall p rsonallyaying in ule any contact will the ,Census Burean.

We we t to the people Avho had the inforniation. that we' felt well.
wi. win to organizations we .ft,it 'Would ,rbermOst Jiltely.,,he,e,AuAeicrt :---'-:'
their d ities. to have the infwziataion,

..might d lave it, but; then they might- not, So we might as well go to
The lensus Bureau ,seemed to us Sueli a general source that they

the pritnary responsible- ageney.;a, utility eominissim with-yespeet to
utilit his, the trsia with respect-to. subsidy -recTiturs, and so on.

lien itor STE:YEN:40x. I think your assuinptihn that files,- might not.
.shave he information is a reasonable one. The Census tureau. Too.

. does lot' have the information; they xIon't know who o/ths the land..
,M Altman I don't see any reason why they .shod know. ,But

inasmuch as there is a great reluctance (iii, the Censs Iihrean's part
to nihke an adequate inventory even Of human beings in this country,

lea gl :It de\al of complaint from minority groups in California. who ),,

feel they- were completely slighted acid undercounted in tlkif 'Census, ,
..f dion't know that, at this stage, we can expect them to do a lintels
mo'v adequate job on agriculture. .

int:this is the first time that the. spotlight has been turned. on on
a g .1 e id t u IT . in California. I thinlrit is very healthy phenomenon be-
en, ire in bringing to light these deficiencies in our knowledge; at least,
w NO. can piece then - together, as we tried to (lo with- the' ader report. ,

I leave to -say we raidn't. go around in various, eounties and make
i iyentories.

Senator SrivExsox. Would that be possible?
. MI'. :Vim= It .woiild be possible, yes. It wouldn't be .practical,
think. -- . , ,. .

Senator STEVENSON. It would be imPossible in my State of Illinois
because of the use of land trusts. Ownership Of land iS 'commonly

9°
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concealed for this reason in Illinois. I don't knowiabout other States.
Mr. MILLER. It's happened here, but I think is probably less

-common, and we tried to use certain deductive techniques in our own
. survey. We used secondary sources such as Metzger's map, on which

ownership is plotted, in counties where-one entity controls large units
of land,-Secondly, we used the assessor's OfficeS to the extent we could.
Assessors don't keep records from which figures on ownership and
use are readily derived; but sometimes old hands in the offices, lust as
amatter of common knowledge, have this irtformation at their fin-'
gertips and Mould share it with you. There certainly no statutory
obligation for them to do it; it is .just the question of familiarity.

Then we sent around a number of questionnaires to which we got:
some very interesting anSwers.The first question we asked peoplv,wo
what acreage they owned. We developed a list of landholders from
various registers and indexes. Most of the .first juestionnaires came
back unanswered, so we tried to make our questions more specific by
giving a- figure which was our best estimate, based on all we knew
about -an individual or .a. company, the rand they owned, and asked
them leverify. We got Better results wide that, arid a lotof our data
checked out what we got from the secondary sources.

So the general picture that emerged was on of .concentration. We
found that 25 corporations owned 14 percent of the privately-Owned

'land 61 the State. We came out with 29 corporations owning 21 per-
cent of the cropland,of the State. .There are about 12 million acres
of cropland. Actually, there was a *USDA survey of corporate farms
that indicated Ilia they owned an even high r percentage; 45 corpo-
rate darms owned 61 percent of the prime fa hind in the State. So
there is tt great deal of concentration existin at the moment and, on

`top of that, there seems to be a trend steadily ncreasing over the last
decade.

The second characteristic of ownership was the fact that the new
owners have concentrated the land into- theit)liands seem -to be
large corporate owners.- That is something you mentioned in ydur
opening statement, and I won't -go into that in greater detail.

Senator SrevEr.;:solq-. Is the corporate ownership of land principally
in finits and /vegetables, Its opposed to feed grain, cotton, and other
crops? .

Mr. MILLER. That is a..quotion that I can't answer offhand, I don't
kn6w. My impression is that the corporate ownership. ,is evenly dis-
tributed because you have probably a situation where it is greater in
the grains and the other cash crops such as cotton, sugar,. and so on,
becanse you have to have a larger basic unit to reach minimum effi-
ciency. It is only around 700 'acres, as opposed to 100 acres in the
vegetables and, frtiits.

Senator S'i'EVENSON. If you ,corild. furnish us at some point with
further information on the distribittion of the pattern of corporation
ownership according .to activity in agriculture, it .might be helpfid.

Another aspect of your testimony that I believe should be reflected
in stir hearing record is that when we talk about corporate ownership,
we are not talking about the family corporation, We are talking about
the big corporations and conglomerates.
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-Mr. Mtr,tEn, Tharisian important distinction to make, and wti have
-a statistic on that which indicated that of the corporate ownership
ner,half was by corporations that had most of their business in other
fields* than -agriculture. So.there is a V'ery heavy incidence of owner-
ship by the .congloinerate corporation which is operating primar-
ily in industrialsai '1 or commercial fields and secondarily in,agricul-
ture. I will submit for the record an excerpt from page II-50 -of the
Nader report, whili indicates smile of the statistics you need.

(The offormatiOn referred -to follows:) .'

. 1
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(Excerpt from page U-50 oftheNaderreporo

Thole results were. releaood in necember of 1970 in
"A Statistical Profile of California Corporate Ramo,"

. cited in*Chapter It above. The findtngs revealed an extra-
ordinary and increas,ing share of CaIifornia'o agriculture in
corporate hands. Table 21 indicates that from one fourth to., $

one third of cropland production from California's 57,289
'total farmo Como from 1,673 corporate farm. Corporate
farm account for 35.6% of 'California's corn, 29.5% of all
other grains, 32.5% of potatceo, 29.5% of sugar beets,
23.2g of strawberries, 38.4% of cotton, 29.9% of'citrus,
24.2% of tomatoes, 62.3% of lettuce, 89.2% of melono,.
34.6% of carrots, tc. Theoe levels have steadily increased.
They now control i6.1 million'acreo, according to the Report's
,estimate.

More important, thoughAdis the nature .0f the new corporate
faro. Firot,46.4% of Galinftda's agricultural' corporations
operate farm in two ata'tec or more. Twenty-five percent
operate them in four states'or more. second, 20% of the
corporations do more than farm. Significantly, this 20%
controls one half of the acreage held.by corpoPate farms.
267,000 'acres art held by corporations engaging in agribusiness
on the aide, averaging 2,453 aere4 Per farm. Those engaged
inother business-unrelated to agriculture hold 2,384,000 acres
and average 16,553 acres ,lo An additional small VNrber arc
engaged'both in atribuoineos and other no:1,4am related
bu.,ilneoco ,Corporate frmo engaged in Just farming hold
2,866,000tacroo, averagitg 2,293 acre.;. Further, those
aorporationo confined, to farming rent' one half, of their land.
Those engaged in othe'r business rent less than 15% of the4r
land and own the remainder. Third,39% of farming corporations
are oontrolled by another corporation or by unrelated .

individuals ("Other Controlled). Once agdin, thin 39% '

non-family group io much larger in 34.110, averaging 8,481'abreo
as opposed to 2,924 acres per family controlled farm and
1,690 acres per individual controlled farm. The "other
controlled" farm accounts for about 40% of corporate crop
production from fewer and larger farmo.("Other controlled" ,

farms are larger for eighteen of the twenty-four ci'opo surveyed.)
"Other controlled" farmo account for 34% of California'o cor-
porate fare dIttle production, 64% of LtR beef ODWO, 55%
of yearling, cattle and substantial percentages Of milk
cows, hogs, sows, broilers; hens, turkey and sheep.

In summary, the once minor involvement of the conglOm-
erate'.'farming corporationlo.minor no longer. Corporations

engaged in other business enterprises and controlled by
unrelated individuals or other corporations now hold nub-
otantiar acreage and account for aubotantial shares of crop
-and qveotlrok production. They own most of the land they
farm, witi- much larger than average farms. Mirobv-al*e-altilloce

22
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Mr. 'MILLER. Concurrently with this trend in ownership, there -
also a loss of the prime agricultural land at a very quick rate in tW
State here. Now,.that is a fact that huts created a great. deal of dispute
among till; people of the Nader Task Force. Sonic people don't think
it is too serious a problem: The State has a 1(A..of prime agricultural
land, and there is no scarcity factor. here, and so.-on.-

My. own impression is that it is probably a very' adverse, be-
cause what. happens is you have the production' being _pushed into
marginal soils. It means that (Treater economic costs, are .developed
in developing this marginal soil and there are humaff -costs. in the
sense that more fertilizers, chemical fertilizers, and pesticides, have
to be used to get this marginal land'into production. So think that

is also an adverse develdpment.
I. don't .know what your subcommittee or: the Federal Government

can do about that. One of the Wings I think is that the subsidies
which encourage this corporate inovenient into agriculture should.
denfinitely be curtailed. One of tliesubsidies that has made it attrac-
tive to push production into the marginal areas is the water subsidy.

Z' It is a combination of subsidies-
Senator STEvExsoN'... -By-water subsidies, you mean among other

things, tint failure to enforce the 160-acre limitation?
Mr. Miles!:, Yes. The subsidies and the tax structure arc really the

range for the corporation to he interested in agriculture. They are
really interested in land. I can't say they are interested in agrieul-
ture; agriculture is 'in endeavor on )and, it is attractivOo them. but
Most of them are holding this land for speculative purposes. Sooner
or later they would like to titrn it over and reap the speeulator's
profits on the. land. r

Senator STEVENSON'. Did you also. exathine in your studies the in-
'vasion of rural America by 'corporations with other purposes, namely,

exploitation of timber and mineral resources. or the dqelopment
of recreational facilities?

Mr. MILLER. Yes. We have a. lot of material on that in the.' Nader
report on power and land in California. It is a fact that the corpo-
rate developersiand subdividers have moved into the countryside of
California and bought it np and tried to subdivide it. They sub-
divided over ]U0JHH acres and there are probably less than '4000
buildings that have been built on these lots. This is being reflected in
the marketplace now. The result is the massive Eleelnie and lack of
evfidenee in the recreational home builders, such as Boise Cascade,
and that has its own problems, bei;ause they have been pushed to more
and more extravagant ,sales techniques, extravagant financing tech-
niques.

A far as the quality of the land goes, my impression is that, by
and large, speculative pressure has been. emieentrated more in land
that will have a trade-off value in recreation, as opposed to agri-
culture.

Mr. Chairmaii, at this point I would like to submit for the'..reeord
a selection of materials from the Nader Report on Power and Land
in California, together with an analysis by Mary Claire. Clark of
sociological patterns on various types of California. farms. .

(The information referred to.. except for the -excerpts from the
Nader report. which appear in the appendix. follows:) .

2q
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BACKGROUND ON SOCOLOGICAL PATTERNS OP CALIFORNIA PARMS

(By Mary Claire Clark, associate of Ralph NaderlaCenter
for the study of responsive law and member,of the California
PoCir and Land Project; Berkeley, Calif.)

In order to understand California agriculture; it is

necesearyfirst to nnderathnd somtoth:..k: OboW,

far ms. lany urban dwellers% including most rolitIciAe,,

kei±exexIkiitare nnawaierof the many aifferent kinds of farms
. *

found in'the.state, Described below are a fewxXxxh.:xrnles
7

mixiaxasxerxfte examples of California forms. Even this view

ift too simple. The number of variations on these paiterns:

must be almost as great as the numbbr of forms i the'ett!te._

1. The traditional "family form"

::cursors of advice

AstIpL.

FAC..t.fvnts
.

k3rm
::qcx.incr

Governmental cent:lets

'Aaricultural LStatc Dept.
ammissioicr Aaricultura

P

Near- around hcluds iSaapocafl=r1
Spraying T4Loulsa-
Irrisatina Picking

its.

Despite the trend toward "factories .in the

there are still many growers in California whose form 1:1 tfcr..'

castle, who live on the premises and spend many hours dr..ving

tractors and other equipment, and who have a perooncl hind

all ohases of their farm!uoperation. The Californ1a Farm

BuroLu Federation and the State Dept. of Agriculturc woled hove

.us bel tree that this -kind of farm is almost universa1.1In'

one very important way, the American dream of the-frily farm
44.

2 4
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does not correspond. 0 reality-. In the dream, the.tfaauy

farmer ibansinted by bin sons, who will one day inherit the
if

farm.fL Lim., In prActice, most farmers' sons have away ;

to college or the cities and left the'farmforelier. The "farmer ;
z

in assinted by a handyman who can /a little,of everyttin,; that

needs to be done throughout the year. The fernier and has handynn

hire temporary workers to help 'during the hararent time. 'Mere

is littlee ;i:Sanny$ communication between the.Spanich.-sPeetkint

temporary workerp,and the farmer and his puma* Vngli*apeekiils

permanent hands.

frrm

:kiarCed:of advICelAexix
I on in (1)_1

idevernrabnit'ai contact° i
an in (1) ,-

_F
l

A Sprayers Prmers IThinsep I ViekerS

4

This pattern is doubtlesoly more common than -the tiirat.

The farm or randh'is larger. Thegrower still lives oh the

premises, but canhot maintainvernonal nupervinion.of all

anl,ectr, of his operation,. He concentraten on.certain aspects,

primarilysales, and delegates the rest to a foreman or. series

of foremen answerable to a head foreman or Opexximix superintendent.

The foremen hiretemporary workers to cultivotb irrigate, spray,'

thin, and harvest the crops. The temporary workers rare

responsible only to the sub-foreman and have little if any

contact with the superintendent, much less the Owner himself.
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1. A centee 1:1-1(0ord cornor: Prism

06,aces Of &dvice7
as:in° (I)

Rasidant 11'411z:et

or
Sepurintendent

Pest Control
operators

an o er
contracted
services

t
Jr. t:n. contoctrAGove-r e /%
ac (1)

On-Para
Labor Labor
Comp Contraltos

Thinners Ytcksrsl Xte.

1 OMNI*

The dominating characteristic of,this.fcrm is that

the Xf owner is not a Earner ct all.:' the land isoWned by a

doctor, dentist, lawyer, baseball playpr, or someone olue'hundreds

of miles away up ate* refuge, a place to rele4h weekonde,

and no forth. Or the land max be owned, not bkfut: identifiable

individualm but by a corporutiOn or invettment company for
A

epeculatige purpoees. The owner han'ny3hing to 1-, ,::ith imam:gists

the day-to-oay probleme of farm operation. ho .,::..- eLL 0...

,,,c 3ver to a managen who Loy be full-tame aLa 11,,,LL; or. tyre

hold',Lnc or prtrt-time, managing farms for ilrfiral mane. tee

lonalordo at once. The manager Loy hire a .-f: labor contr:ctor
tLe necessary

t reerait/seasonal workereom .-mxmxtry The -ncr dote, not '

know and doer not care where the contractor rec:atts the laborers,

whit kintof people they are, or even now ILi,y bhert are:
. .

under the piece-rate system of payment, it 'woe n 'the $4mkorto

the mcneger. Total labor costa are the c' me v.ilther 25'skilied

2 6



,W,Orkerework a. full day and make good wages, 5O workers wotrk
4 4 .

,?

half a day,aor 75 totally inexPerieneed workers fumble grdand:
There may be a nearly complete turnover in the workforce each

and male miserable wages./ AlternatiArelY, managers with very

`Abur demands maySend an agent to the Mexican b...rtior

o recruit."green carders". These men arrive without M01".
r

families and are honied and fed on'the ranch in army sAyie

liarrackg: They have almost no contact with the Society around

; them. Stkitiimaxxxkx To date, the ownersy cOrporgte fCrmg have

.1;ent-alMost totally;insulated from thesocial, health, snd ecological

implidatilons of their land ownership.

4. "AssoCiationwor "Cooperative" farm

d.71)

Spraying,
Other Special`I.

Services

Association

[

Field
Men

Foremen

4,Pick&s Loaders igte:71

This kind of farm is particularly commoiin the

, *
,citrus inonotty, although almonds, walnuts, avocados, and

certain other crops hlso have st6nea16sociatilons" ofo'Coo,oratives4''
.0/

to leiich landowners may turn over all their responslibilAies

if they Wish. Under this pattern, the absenteeowner/Of an

orchard grove in TUleNeCounty, for example, may ha the choice
6

or joining the Strathmore Sulf434t Association, t e Blue Goose

AssOciatiOn 18brremaining independint. He had no interest in
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or:aptitudefor supervising -his own magmMizmiimit orchard, 'se

he signs up with Sunkist. From thie moment; every phase of
the

the operation cared for by /Association: -irrigating, pruning,

disking, spraying; and marketing. The owner does not need to

hire anyone to stay on the farm, or invest in any equipment

unless he feels it it:Ito his advantage. At the end of the season
w.

Association bookkeepers caICulate the, value of the services

rendered by the Association tckhis landowner/ the price which

his fruit has brought in the marketplace, and pay hini the difference.
4.

Most of. the key decisions in the farm's pperation

ermade by roving field representatives ofthe Association.

They decide when an orchard is ready for picking, and how much

is to be picked. (Citrus operates -under a pro rate system whereby
limited

the price is maintained by releasing only a xprociitzd amount

of fruit each day throughout the season;Jsee section of

this chapter for market orders) The representatives decide
. . .

en an orchard should-be sprayed with pesticides, what it

should be sprayed with and the amount..

Crew leaders employed by the Associatih recruitthe

necessary seasonal help. A crew leader may take his workers

to 'Several different orchards in the same day. The seasonal

worker may work for the same crew leader year in and year out.

Thule employment system probably isxlks mix offers the fart

worker more etability than the other three. Accurate, and

'frequent communicatien-between the Association's field

'representativesanehe., crew I dere, and thus the, seasonal
to

workers, is essential lox the he lth. and safety of the farm

'workers in these orchards.

2,
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WHO WORXS ON CALIFORNIA'S PARS.
- 700,000

The/men, women , and children who labor iA California

fitlds are as varied agroup, culturally, ethnically, sinC1-

linguistically, as the popult,ticn of New York City.. In Ae

Imperial Valley, almost all agricultural labor is performed

by Mexican men, many of whom commute across the border every

day. In certain highly seasonal crops groWn in areas farther

north, such as cherries in San Joaquin County or.peaches in
(or "Ang106

Stanslaus County, there are primarily°Caucasians/ working as

man-and-wife teams-. Perhaps it is Tulare Cqunty that includes
California

the most representative cross-section of.,,zik the mx4mxxgrzupx

ixx*lue farm labor force..sw

Many Filipinos live in the eouthern end of Tulare

County. Teviston is a! farm community in the centex* the county

composed almost entirely of Negroes, In Strathmore, Plainviem,

and several other placet there are sizable enclaVts of Anglos

many of whom are still working in agriculture after migrating

from the Bust Bowl ixxikt during the 1930's. There are 4 few

American Indians and Puerto Ricans. But the majority of farm

workers, in Tulare County as in California and indeed the entire

Southwest, are persons of Mexican extraction.'

Many of the Mexicans are first generation immigrants:

born in Mexico but now living permantntly in the U.S. either as

naturalized citizens on with Visaa. Many are second or even

third generation: born in the U.S., but unable to move out of

the farm labor force becuase or educationa.1 disadvantages and
society at large,

.the ethnic prejudices of thitxklamtsiliummxttxk Still others

are "green larders;" citizens of Mexiedwho enter with visas

'supposedly obligating them to remain in the US, but who in

fact-return to tjeir families in Mexico three or four months

29
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2

. .

each gear. Finally there are a large but indeterminable
.

,number.of "wetbacks," illegal entrnnts who aresubject to

immediate deportation "if. the Immigration andY:gaturalizatiOn

Servicd ixxixectxmli.Sakes action against them. Emplovie4nt of

"green carders" and 1,wetbacks"-in.California agridulzure is
labor

discussed in greater detail in the section on/subsidies to

agriculturstin California.

30
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Senator STEVENSON. Fine. Before we hear from Mr. Bali* we will
insert your full statement in the, record at this point.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Miller follows:)

31
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TESTIMONY before U.S. Sen. SubcoMmittee on Migratory Labor
San-Francisco, January 11, 1972

.liarty
1 Rayburn St.
San Francisco CA 94114
Nader Taskforce in California
California'ACtion4 Inc.

.228 McAllister St,Rm. 205
San Francisco CZ 94102

I. Land Ownership, Use and Distribution

Private owners control about 51% of the total area of

California. Of the remainder, the federal government owns

44%; the state and *ocal governments,. 5%. In the lel decade

federal holdings have declined about 5#._

A striking feature of private land in California is

that so little is known about its ownership, use and distri-

bution. The work of the Nader Team appears to be the first

effort to take a systeMatic inventory. These facts are

markable in light .of the existence ofmany regulatory bodies

for which-knowledge of land ownershili'and use is integral to

the discharge of their duties. Chapter One of the Nader Report

on Power and Land in California, which is attached hereto as

Exhibit A and is incorporated herein by reference, describes

the state of information about land ownership and use in greater

detail and the methods of the Nader Team used to expand the

existing material.

The results of the Nader Team's Verk, summarized in

Exhibit A and presented in detail in the Appendices thereto,

. which are attached hereto as Exhibit 13 and are incorporated herein

by reference, confirm the trend to concentration of land

ownership in the hands of a few corporations that has been

observed by others. Twenty-Vive corporations own at least

14% of the privately owned land of thd state; 257 entities

control 25%.*

6243 3 0 72 pt. Iff. 2 32
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High as these'figures are, they probably understate the

degree of concentration Of ownership of agricultural lands.

According to the Nader Report, of the 12 million acres of

cropland in the state, twenty-nine corporations own 21%;

seventy-five corporations own 27%; and 220 entities

own 35% .on a.cumulative basis. By contrast, in its profile.

. of California ferns published in 1970 the U.S. Department of

Agriculture found that fortprgive corporate farms, representing
A

less than one-tenth of one percent of the farms in the state,

controlled 61% of the prime farm land.

With respect to commercial forest land in the state; the

same pattern obtains: twenty firms own 43% of all private

commercial forest land, as compared with twenty-three owners

of the same percentage. area in 1963.

Another indicator of the concentration in holding of

agricultural land is the steadily increasing average acreage

Of California farms. Inspite of the' fact that numerous studios

show that efficiency does not require large acreage and that

a farmer will reach maximum technical efficiency around one

hundred acres in fruit and around six hundred acres in cash

crops.like cotton, by 1969 the average size of California farms

had increased to 627 acres from 250 acres in 1930.

The second major characteristic of ownership of agricultural

lands in California is therise of a new class of absentee
,

corporate landlords. One-half ,of the cropland is now farmed by

corporations controlled by unrelated individuals or other

corporations in contrast to the families who till the soil.

Almost half of the land under the control of these corpopns

is owned by corporations with subhtantial.other business outside

33
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of farming, the Dun and BradstreetSodbusters

Concurrently with the trend in ownership, the state

has lost prime irrigable agricultural land to urbanization."

According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Economic

Research Service for the twenty-year period from 1944 to 1964,

39 counties showed a total decrease of 933,000 acres of cropland

while 19 ccunties showed a total increase of 1,511,000 cropland

acres, thus giving the State a net growth over the period of

598,000 acres. By contrast between the agricultural census

years of 1959 and.1964, forty-four counties showed a combined

drop in cropland acreages of 461,000 acres, while only 14

counties lu.d increaSeSt which totaled 291,000 acres. For
3,this five-year period California lost some, 170,000 acres of

cropland. An unpublished report of the Soil Conservation

Service projects that between 1967 and 1980 another 2 million

acres of California land will have "gone under." It is estimated

that over one-fourth of this land will be the best irrigable land

in the state.

What accounts for the trend to concentration of the prime

cropland of the state in the hands of the Dun and Bradstreet

sodbusters?

1. Subsidies which favoi large units of prodUction: price

supports, free water, cheap labor, free research.

2. Speculation land encouraged by the tax structure.

3. Lack of cheap credit for small farmers.

4. Use of monopoly tactics in marketing.
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II., Implications of Concentrated Corporate Landholding for.

Producers and Consumers
r,

0
the d evelopments in land ownership and use described

above hays the following implications: ,

1. Continued withdrawal of prime cropland from production

through speculative holding.'

2. Greater'use of chemical fertilizers andypesticides

as production shifts to marginal lands.

3. increased costs of production and higher food price .

4. increasing pressure on smill farms.

5. Loss of open apace and urban sprawl

6. Poorer crop yields, decline in quality and variety of

crops, partly as a result of. the resort of corporate farMers

to syniheitictectrtiques in food production^ partly as a result

of increasing eXternal costs of production such'as pollution.

7. Monopoly control over marketing.

O. Stronger.lobbies against regulation in the public interest.

'9. Perpetuation of subsidies to large-sdale producers.

10.1 Formation of a new class of serfs on the land.

The foregoing developments are described in detail in

Chapter Two of the Nader Report on Power and Land in California,

which is attached hereto as Exhibit C and is incorporated herein,

by reference. The various points will be the subjects of later

speakers.

.) 4
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE- RALLIS, JOURNALIST, FRESNO, CALIF.

Mr. Ru.tas. My name is George Rallis and I have lived in Fresno
for the last 19 or .20 years. When Eisenhaver went to the White
House, 1 went to Fresno.

Senator SITSENSON. I might have been tempted to join you if Ihad known you were going to Fresno at that moment.
Mr. Ru..ms. Your father carried Fresno,:
Senator SrfskiNsox. Fresno sounds like- a. tine- town. We are goingthere tomorrow, somewhat belate
Mr. BALms. While in Fresno worked 16 ;c.ears part time as aneditor of the A1411'10 newspap r, the Valley Lalxn. Citizen. During

that time I also worked, in the oil, nizatiou of farm workers and.par-
ticularly on political campaigns. on both 'a Voluntary and professional
basis.
0 It was while working in polities, in trying to help in the organiza-
tion of farm workers, that I started getting interested in the IsmerOf the San Joaquin Valley and why certain .people are Denmcrats and
.Republicans at the same time anti how that -sort of thing worked. I
hall just gotten out of college and I had been-. reading ont of the his-
tory books about how the Demovrats hate the Republicans.. MPH Imet this marl in Fresno by the name of J. who is now de-ceased, President of Producers .Cotton Oil Company: `I'he politicaljoke when I got to Fresno was that there wore really three Jack
{)'Neils, there was the Republican ()'Neil, the Delmer:ale- O'Neil,and the real Jack O'Neil.

He had one vice president in the Republiean iParty, and sitting at
the head tables of all of the diuniirs. and it didn't make any differencewho the candidate was.

.There was another vice president who was a hard.eore Democrat.
So I started thinking about that. and I figured it might hall.* sonicimplieation on who.really runs the joint. So what, I would like todo right now is to submit four stiulies which have been made relating.to the San Jotupiin Valley, and I would like to verbally suilnuarizethem.
One study is called the "Profile of Power Structure in San Iortquiii

Valley". That was written about 4 years ago for research done byKin Blum and myself.
One

with
the other reports is called the "Imperial which-deals with the same sort of study of the Imperial Valley, on theborder of Mexic6 and California.

Another is called "Del- onte". which deals with an analysis of
one large corporation wide! is involved in agrieultUre in California.

Another one is called "The Dispossessed' which was done as astudy in part of our production () 16.millimeter documentary film
which indieates that the same corporations which control the agricul-
tural land of California also control the -mountain areas and, in fact,the Indian problem is the same problem we are talking about when 0we are talking about agriculture.

Senator SEvENsos, We will include in our hearing,. record at thispoint the two Reports which you have submitted to the iieominittee.
(Tile information referred to follows
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,/ . norm at Emu srucTun x11 SAX JOAQUIll VALLXY

The singular fact of economic and political power in Califordis is. that much

of its prima agricultural lands are hold
in large tracts by absentee owners. The

patterns of large holdings .. or large holding .._ prevails in the Delano grape

area, western Stanislaw,
County,'the Sacramento.San Joaquin Delta, Orange County,

Imperial Valley and, most significantly in the San Joaquin Valley's wasand

-
soUthsidss between Los Banos and the Grapevine (south of Bakersfield), .Once the

significance!of concentrated landownership is understood, all of the political

fights over water and farm labor -and most of the staWs other public policy

battles . fall neitly into focus. The interests which control this land are

Interlocked with all other &Meta of the California economy. They 0Oric4n both

political parties. They romance organised labor, p articularly the building

trades.

The largest holding in the San Joaquin Valley Is'Kern County Land Company

(KCL) which owns about 950,000 screw in Kern County. 'That's equal to a 6 mile

mid* strip of land extending from San Francisco to Sacramento. Or from Los

Angeles to Santa Barbara.

This holding was acquired in pont-Civil 'Aar days through political fraud,

economic pressures, legal harrasaments and conventional purchases.

KCL in 1966, isOtowever, far more than a land giaAt in a remote agricul.

tura county. It Wan international corparati botopue. A modern illustrasiont

of the moxlu that thn Ains of fathers shall be visited upon sons.

KCL oparates cattle feading yards in California and Kam's, oil lease*

along the Gulf Cana and ,in Auntralla and *ada.

Tuanty.fiyeparctret of American iaomo'alles era cquippad with eNbsust pro.

ducts pwo.loce0 by a KCL euteidinry, 4n1per Olnufiletnrino,.*,. tee of ..!slterts three
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plants i# located in Aberdeen, MisaissipPi.Another subsidiary, Datums Produ4s,

Ntlich makes,sel filters has a plant in lolly Springs, Mississippi.

XCL holds controlling interest At J. Case farm machinery, It is Bevel..

oiling real estate for residential, commeiElal and indOstrial use in Bakersfield,
4 F

Santa Monica, and Hawaii:

KCI owns interests in a Palo Alto electronics firM, a Coalinga asbestos mine,

a co-op winery. It holds canal companies, an almond hulling plant, a fruit

packing operation.
I; 4

Ito directors sit on the following boirdii lm some cases with high offices

-Bankers 'Trust, General 'electric, .Matson Navigation,. Pacific Mutual Life Insuratica

'California InkOlewlett.Packard, Varian Associates, Pillsbury, Owens- Illinois Glass

Aestarn States Life Insurance, American Trust, Emporium Capwell, Pacific Telephone,

Astern Pacific, Railroad, Pacific Gas & Electric, Rand Corporation, Brunswie Drugs,

Security First National Bank, First National Bank, Firemen's Fund Insurance Com.:

pany, and others.

The XCL operation was put together in the 1870's and 1104 by Jamesilasiin

and Llcyd Tevis, two SanYrancisco financial manipulators, and Bill Carr, who

gained fame as chief political hatchetman for the Southern Pacific Railroad.

'the trio, with Carr as the man in Bakersfield,, moved into Kern County with

100101110 financial resources and tremendous political juice. In less than 20..years

they gained title.to nearly 400,000 acres.

Wean the .Southern Pacific was selling land to no one, the ring ..., as the

Haegin.Tevis.Carr operation was rolled by the liberal San Francisco Chronicle ....

was able to'buy vast SP tracts, directly some 100,000 acres, Indirectly :another

62,000. The fact that Tavis was Vice president of Sr helped.

In the mid- 70's the ring obtained 30,000 acres which had been entered with

forger% soldiers' scrip.. The titles wars clouded so Congress passed and President

Grant signed, on his last day in office, tho Desert Land Act.
.
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IRotors the general public discovered
the implications of this measure, the

ring hi(0. secured the 30,000 acres
of fraud and entered another 70,000. acres, All

a.hvoulth dummy filings.
The Visalia land office was put at the disposal ' of Carr

all through a Saturday night mnd Sunday to file the entries,

The Desert Act allowed entries up to 640 acres for $1.25 an acre, while'

charges under the regular Homestead Act were $2.50senscre for 160 acres.

The new act also waived the residency requirement on the grounds thatthe

so called desert lands could not. be inhabited until reclamation projects were

completed.

Bitter protests led by the Chronicle forced a federal investigation which

proved that most of tho dummy entrymen had perjured themselves in the affidavits..

rbm.. 16" never sein the land on which
they filed end they did not know If it was

desert land.. in fact large portions were farmed without irrigation. Among the

dummies were employees of firms controlled by Tevis and Retain, including dells.

?ergo and Central Pacific Railroad, plus government employees under Carrys c trol

at the 'hint and the customs houses. All the.dummies gave their land to thi r I

Inc later hearing, the ring admitted that it had inspired entrymen friendly

ti to their interests. Hagen declared the whole frardulant operation was justified

because reclamation and irrigation
projects were feasible only under large owner.

ship and that the ring planned, once the-projects are complete, to sell off the

land to settler*.

The federal government bought this a rgument. Heggin's claim that the big

operators would build irrigation
projects and sell off is Comic in light of modern

.

day developments;
the Central Valley's Proles: financed by the federal

government and the 'State Aster Project financed by Vtate and Federal funds are

bringing water to these lands.

Incidentally, KCL land is not for sate .. the cost factor was so low that

sales would put the company in en unfavorable tax position. However, KCL in 1964,
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did sell 10400.aorea 1* sorthern XernCoonty. The realm according to the XCL

land office inAlakersileld is that)rhe situation might arise when the compsay

could no longer guarantee delivery of irrigation water to these lands, farmed by

tenants. The future is uncertain because the federal government has basa talking

about enforcing a faders/jaw which limits the 4eliverY of irrigation water from

subsidised projects to.no more than enough to irrigete 160 acres of land.. Kern

River water is now supposedly subject to that law «. as yet unenforced... because

the river is regulated by the federally constructed Isabella Dee. It

. The federal government debates this issue with itself while KCL tangelos

reach far beyond the "hone" base in Kern County. In fact, "home" base is not

Kern County, but San'Irrancisco has been since the beginning. XCL never held a

stockholders' meatins in Kern County until 1961.

Southern Pacific Railroad owns 201,003 Acres in i .1 Valley. It got this
: 4

land free about 90. years ago for building a railroad part of which wis never

completed.

The Roston Ranch Company holds some 37,000 acres. It. is owned by J. C.

Nowell who also holds 02,364 acres in his name. Also under Roswell control

are: Crockett'.Oambody, 28,503 acres; Wars Lake Land Company, 10,392; and

Hiller and Lux (by lease). 25,313 acres.

Over160,000 acres If-owned by the Tejon lanch which is cofitrollid 50 per

cent by the Los Angeles. Times, explaining perhaps that newspaperla greet Coricern,'

for water development. Tejon holds another 100,000 acres south of thelern

County line.

Another large holding in the San Joaquin Valley-is the $2,000 acre Vista

del Llano owned by Anderson, Clayton and Covany (ACCO), the largest cotton

marketing firm in the world. ACCO is the most extensive private Etn*ndier. of

crops in the U. S., a key exporter of Srezilien cotton .. and coffee, part owner

of a layge ship operating combine, a manufacturer of oleo, soft drinks, instant

4,.
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pieta, salad oil., ACCO owns-an insecatide plant in Mexico, a soap factory in

trizil, a farm in Peru, cotton oil milli inArgentins..cotton gins la Paraguay.
. .

It has agencies'inThadiend andTurhey, Korea and HoIlind, Yugoslavia'and South

Africa and 38. ethar countries.

Another, large holding 'is the DIGiorgioluitCorporatIon owning a total of

26,000 acres of California farm land. DiOlOrsio,subsidiariei !ncludet ekiod

Canning, S & A poOds, Tveesweet Products, Su:. Vista Foods, Klamath ?,umber, Earl

fruit, Philadelphia Terminals Auction, New.ork Fruit Auction, and Chicago Fruit.

Auction. 'The'Naw.York and Chicago auctions are owned 45 and 13 per cent ronce..

,DiGiorgio.controls the grO4fng, cnd shipping, the canning and the

selling of its products on the eastern
ese

Directo of DiGiorgio sit on the following boards, "me cases with

ern maricets.

No,

high. office: Banl of America, Union 011, Brosdway"Hale Store's:T:1;1E1c Telephones

Lockheed,Aircrafi, PitroleUm Equipment Suppliers, Southern California Edisors

Foremost Dairies, Fibreboard Taper, California Ink, bank of Caldfornit Aerchants

National Realty, Transamerica Insurance, -Firemen's Fund. Insurance,?.:oific Gas

and Electric,. Crocker-Citizens National Bank, Bell
%
Telephone of Nevada, and others. :

The biggest portions of the larger holdings are Controlled from. San FranclaCo

,(KCL and DiGiorgio), Los Angeles (Tejon-.Ranch), and disEantpoints (ACCO). Even

some-of the local big operators are involved in non..farm corporationst The Oiffen
.1
of-Treano4owns some 60,100 acres in this area and farms-yerhaps mother

60,000 under lease-mainly from SP. %.saeli Oiffenis a director of thilicific

G Electric, the world's largest plvate utility.

Now under construction ehrOugh'tne westside of the Valley, is the.State-

.

Federal San Luis irrigation and municipal whzer project. The main canalenters

Eros' the 'north approximately at Zos Banos and extends loath-southeastward:through.

the middle of all these above mentime0oldingsexcept piGiorsio. Tiiieanal will

turn sharply eastward near Bakersfield and w1,1141eiVe..the Valley through.the Los

Angeles Times'. Tejon Ranch..

4i
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'This project will be subsidized.by the State and Federal-taxpayers -- over

0,00041er acre in tomeplaces.,Ch water projects financed.in any way'by U. S.

tax funds, the Federal law sets a subsidy limittoany one owner: enough water.

to irrigate 160 acres of land (320 acres for man and-wife). This subsidy limit
,

bAs been waived on the major.portion of this land by Federal administrative .flat--

contrary to legislation by Congress. .Then small-farmers, unions, and church.

grouis in 1964 stormed a'U. S. Senate interior-subcommittee:in protest, the

Federal administration announced some re-tightening of its loose reguletions.

Since then, Department of Interiorofficialshaveonceagain relaxed in favor
.

of_the.Ierge landowners. 4

in one 600P00 acre portion of the Valley, federally subsidized _irrigation,

water will be delivered through alocal governmental.agencY'created under Calif-

ornia State Water law. The name of this agency is the 4estlands Water District.

SP owns 120,000 acres in this district; Offen and Anderson-Clayton operate here.

:Then the district. holds an election'each person hasone- vote for'every dollar's

worth of property he owns. The SR land agent drives down from San Francisco to.-

catt.20 per cent of the vote All by himself: It is notsurprising that he holds
. ,

one of the director's chairs. The president of the district is aussell Giffen

a 100,000 acre operator who also is adirector -of Pacific Gas_& Flectric.

Manager of the district is a lawyer named Ralph Brody. Brody began his

career in the U. S. Bureau of.aeclemation which builds the water. projects. Ue

learned the water law so well that when pat Brown was electeciGovernor, he named

Brody his special counsel on water. Brody succeeded in snaking the State water

plan -4 which will deliver water to the large landowners through a hesitant

State legislature. Brody succeeded where two RepUblican..Governors had failed.

41m6st immediately he was hired as the manager of destlands and appointed by

Governor Brown as chairman of the California State mater Commission, a body

whichmakes basic decisions on irrigation water projects. &conflict of interest?
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It is Ralph Brody who speaks or tht State of California at Congressional hearings

on Federal appropriations
for water developmeCts.'...It is almost funny to have him

sitting before a U. S. Senate committee as'Ater Commission chairman and introduce

himself as manager of. the land barons'. Jestlands dater District.;"

On the charted portions:of this map, some of the riehest'land in America

/Waite full exploitation. The largest block ofclass I soil in the U. S. lies

just south of Los Banos in lestlands. It is useless, of course,. without

tion water. Its value dry is estimated at about 5100 per acre; with pumped water

from expensive deep wells around'$356;,with subsidized canal Water, $1,000.' The

land will be worth just about what the taxpayers will pay out in subsidies.

These. subsidies and the fabulous increment in land values explain why, when

a $1.75 billion bond issue to finance part of the State's Contribution to the

project was on.* November, 1960, ballot, the biggest financial donors ta0the

successful "yea" vote were Tejon Ranch and Southern Pacific.

The area nf the historic Delano grape strike includes the following' holdings:

DiGiorgio 26 030 (4,130 in strike area)

Schenley. . . ... . 3,700 (plus 730 leased)

Anthony Bianco 6 795

\4. B. Camp . . . 0 . 4,908

.Anton Carsten . . 1,129

. Mils Caratan. . . . 2,183

P. J. Divizich 5,500

John Dulcich. . . , . 1,431

Elmo Vineyards . . 30610

Guimerra 12,459

George Lucas P940

Pando16. Sons . . 2,288

D. M. Steele 4,187
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A 6t N Zeninovich . 4 .... 2,283

Marko Zenimvich 3,686

V. B. Zaninovich . . * 2,157.

These holding; are no4,..entirely in the sttike area. .Ao ere the `owners of tISess
7

lands?
(

Anthony Bieneo, for example, owns gropes outside Of Delano. His headquerters

eraf,lyjreeno, and he owns 240 acres of grapes 16 Fresno County. .He also owns

400 scresidf grapes at Arvin which is near Bakersfield. He-Ahes packinghouses at

Sanger tA Fresno'County, and in Wino. He also grows grapes near Thermal in

tiverside County, where he also has a packinghouse. He has a 500 acre peach

orchard near Tipton along with 200 head of cattle and Pasture land. He has. cherry

orchards near San Jose,'but hit. biggest ranch is 4,100 acres of lettuce, cotton,

vineyards, and citrus near Glendale, Arizona. This was bought by a syndicate

formed by A. Memos, Sr., and Jr., Carl Jerson of Detroit and Peter Nalbandian

of Phoenix for $2,610000. The Delano ranch cost $500,000 and the Tipton ranch

also cost $500,003. Blame has an office in New York to handle eastern shipping.

He ships 3,000 rail and truck lots a year. Each carlot holds about 1,250'lugs,

so he ships a total of 3,750,000 packages a year. Of course, not all of these

are grapee, and not ell of the fruit is grown by him.' He buys from Lodi and

Modesto southwards throughout the San Joaquin Valley.
.

Anthony Bianco is A director orthe Grape Crush administrativelCommittee

which administers the 1:31k wine marketing order. He is also on the board of the

Allied,Grape Growers 3asoeiation, a grower wiine processing co.operativc.

z,d. B. Camp, who was an assistant dirac c of the/AgricultursI Adjustment

Administration (AAA) during the New Deal was head of the entire cotton division,

and was also the director of the Southern Region. He care fresh from his Job of

agricultural appraiser for the Bank of America (1929,033). He made his money

of the destruction of potatoes on a Kern County airstrip which as the New Deal's
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way of putting business back onto its feet while 19 million workers vire unemployed

and haegrY. He owes his fortune to the Democratic party.' He warill6preeidnt of the

quasi.facist Associated Farmers of California, the director of the agricultural

committee of the State CheMber of Commerce. His wife is a farmer in Edgefiele

County, South Carolina and is a director of the Bank of Trenton, South Carolina.

11.Camp is mainly a cotton grower, and Is a smell grape grower.

Delano has been a relative late comer in thehistory of California agricul.

Cure. Aa in almost all of the State's farming, the wellspring of wealth ani power

Is water .. captured, pumped, stored and 'spread but on the rich land at the cooman$

of the grower.

Even by arid California standards, the
Delano area was not well-endowed by

nature .. it was mostly sagebrush, with no rivers nearby so the first settlers

went elsewhere. The keystone development came in the 19200s when Joseph DiGiorglo

an entrepreneur with a Sicilian grape background, began to pit vines and well

water against the Delano sagebruill. After a faltering start and much experimen.

tattoo, DiGiorgio and others who saw him making it, expanded their operations and

perfected their grapes.

As they drew more and more water out of the ground for'theireultiplying

vinei, the underground water table sank lower and lower. The expense of drilling,

new wells down to the fading water
table.bieame'prohibitive for all but the bigger

operations.

According to records cited by Chief Engineor.4ana er, Sam Fortier of the

Delano . Earlimart Irrigation District
(the strike ar a), between 1905 and 1945

the water level dropped at least 103 feet; andin ome parts of thi district, as

much as 250 feet. DiGiorgio and the other grape growers were literally pumping

themselves out of business.

In the 1930,s, the U. S. Bureau
of Heclamation began work on the huge Central

Valleys.Project. One of its long range aime.;i tJto bring river water some C.
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100 milas.into the Delano area. This rescue Water began to arrive, via the Friant.

Kern canal,: in 1951.

Since then the water table has gradually .risen. The average rise has ken

50-feet; AS high as 100 feet.

Federal officials place the cost of supplying Central Valleye Project watt

at $700 on acre, of which the growers repay $123. The reassiniog $577 per acre

comessfrom Federal taxpayers and thoriliers of project electric power.

The 160 acre subsidy limit is supposed to apply to the Delano area. Some

of the big growers,.moatly'notably DiGiorgio, have agreed to this limit in signed

contracts; but compliance has been bogged down in weak-kneed enforcement of A

weak law.. and 01Glorgio continues to use'subsidized"water f6r much of its

holdings . contrary to the letter and the spirit of Federal law. Others of the

big growers, Schooley for example, have decided not to sign any agreements of

'compliance with the Federal Ir.o; and the huge whiskey maker is allowed'to pump

all the subsidized water he wants from the underground wells replenished by tax

del ivated water.

The production of gapes in Delano is s big business established by hard-

working, creative men. It is a big business which was once rescued by Federally

subsidized irrigation water and now depends upon this water fot its very existence.

California' growers are enriched and empowered not only by subsidized irriga-

tion water ._ the world's biggest welfare program some have-claimed. The' big

growers strengthen their control of our lives through political manipulation which

brings thaw the tax financed subsidies of soil conservation programs, marketing

orders, acreage allotments for crops, guaranteed prices, etc.

These government prograMs are administered entirely by local.vommittees of

farmers. The big grovera control the committcos whieh'pareel out the subsidies.

The size of some of these subsidies strainshe.imaginstion.'

10
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.

ohn Uilliams-of Palawan. inserted in the Con,

gressionsl liecord; a list of direct price support payments received by big farmers

ncluded on this list were the following big opera..throughout the United Sates.

.
tors on the west and south side

direct subsidies (welfare) they

of the San Jeaq

)
in Valley and the amounts of

received from the Federal treasury during 1966:

j. G. Boswell . . . 14 83,313,000
4 .

Giffen, Inc.
2 397 073

South Lake Farms ........ . . . .. 1,468,696

Salyer Land Company 1 314 no

Vista Del Llano . . . . .. ... . . 622,840

Kern County. Land Company 652,037

Astlake Farms
622,569

Tejon pinch
121,0%

(The aboive is just a swap

listed by Senator lilliams. A

received direct price support

This paper 1mm:w, is tit

frauds and current political g

cherish freedom and would port'

The warning is simply thi

trated by this paper is furtht

individual freedom will be eve

in the San Joaquin Valle? .. a

The landownership p4tter,

the reverse of what exists on

Bureau of.Beclamation in the.

Fresno to Bakersfield, over 8

less than 160 acres each (a n

District as cited above).

e a the California farmer welfare recelpients

total of 84 farinilg operAtions in California

ayments of over 8103,013.in 19660'

a light, more'than an expose of past politcal

veaways. It becowas a warning to all of us who

.ct its practice in Aiaericti.

: if the economic political power structure illua.

enriched and entrenched by huge water subsidies;

more severely limited, if nut entirely eliminated,

id thereafter much of the State.

on the east side of the lan..baquin Valley.is jut.

the west" and so:th sides. According to the U. S.

ntire area served by the Friant-Rern Lanai, from

per cent of the holdings are under owner:Mpg of

table-exception is the Detano.lailimart Irr!c-onn
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The 'scale of holdingslw reflected in the. local c omMOroties. Smell fare

Communities, according to a U. S. Senate subcommittee tin smelltusioiss,
offer

more opportunity for small business, for community activity add
ikrticipation, for

jobs. A recent study by Fresno State College 5avealed, also, that the
smell farmer

on the east lids of the Valley. pay higher wages than the big operatingt**
the west

side.

* * * * * * * * * *

THE STOCK PORTFOLIO OF A "TYP/CALH,RANCRE%

.

O. Todd Dofflemyer was, until his death March, 1966, a substantial sBip*r loci.
grower of oranges in Tulare County. For many years he sat as member and ch.irikre
of the Exeter Irrigation District Board, which administers the Federal Governa.fitts
water program, providing growers with water at a small fraction of its real cclt.
Needless to say, Dofflemyer and his fellow board members, all of them large trottra
using the water they administewere not over-zealous in their enforcement of tie
program's 160 acre limitation. Or. Dofflemyer's will, available in the Tulare
County Recorders office, makes very interesting reading, especially its itimiza-
tion Of his somewhat lavish investments in stocks:

St . .
't..1

2000 ,shares Agnico Mines, Ltd. 100 shares Signal Oil &Gas Company-
200 shares aex Corporation 1000 shares Sigma' Mines, Ltd.

' 400 shares AMerican Cynamid Corp. 200 shares Southern Natural Gas Company
53 shares Arne', Inc. 110 Timken Roller Bearing Company
116 shares Arvin Industries , 303 shares Tennessee Gas Transmission Co.

. 200 shares Arvida Corporation 100 shares United Aircraft Corporation
2000 stares Benquet Consolidated* Inc. 300 shares Unitid Shoe Machinery
109 shares Callahan Mining Corp. 1003 shares Upper Canada Mines
203 shares Cities Service Company 150 shares Union Carbide & Carbon Corp.
300 shares Denison Mines, Ltd. 230 sharesAlleghenyrLudlum Steel
2000 shares Deer Horn Mines, Ltd. 100 American Can Company
300 shares borne Nines,,Ltd.. 200 shares American Smelting & Refining
400 shares furofund, Inc. Company .
250 shares Englehard Industriesm, 1000 shares American-South African

Investment Company
shares Anaconda Copper Company
shares Atlas Consolidated Mining
shares Atchison, Topeka S. Santa Fe
Ilailway Company
ewes Babcock & Ailcox Company
shores Bunker Hill Company
shares Cerro Corporation
shares Colt Industries
shares Continental Can Company
shares Draper Corporation

Inc.
100 shares Greet Aestarn Sugar Co. 200
150 shares Uecla Mining Company' ' 100

229 shares Homestake Mining CO. 400
103 shares Ideal Cement Company
200 shares International Harvestor 203

;)shares International Fakeers 103
2 shares Japan Fund 155

400.- shares VerrialcGee.011 Industries 100
103 shares Lockheed Airtraft Corp.. 203
200 shares Melville Shoe ComPany 432

69-133 0 /2 pt. 3A 4 48
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Imperial County, California, on the U.S.-Mexican border,fia tne

oixth richest agricultural County in the United States. This

wcalth is 1004 dependant on a' heavily subsidized federal irri-

system (welfare plan) whioh Illegally delivers water to

largo landowners. Those farmers gat additional welfare support

in form of:
0

*subsidies for growing and not growing crops.

*soil conservation funds for improving their lands.

*land managemnt and crop advice.

*illegally low farm-assessments.

*cheap labor, V4st of it foreign, mue:4 of it illegal.

One of their welfare programs - cotton-grain subidies in Ifd.:,

aria 2i,2 Imperial growers $8 million compared to the 07.;,

....O.: received by the 17,700 local residents on poor peeple!a

24 per cent of the Imperial County populatioh is on poor

peoples welfare. The official cdunty =employment figure 10

over 11 per cent -- nearly 50 her cent above the state-wiCe race.

.%ecording to the local director of the state employment office,

0a per Cent of Imperial farm jobs are held by Mexican cammatera

w...o'cress the border daily. In the past 10 yeixs, one of every

two farm jobs has diaappeared. _Tar= emPloyment hapluva,ated

from 14,700 to 7,500. In the peak season, jobs and SiOarce; in

tne off-Season, non- existent.

6o.7 people's welfare, in contrast to what is availablto tne

:..andowners, is meager, and Many times not readily at hitnd. 6zo-

pceially for those who are not up-to-date articulate On the it

r.,ghts.) Sp fOlka get hungry.

::6c,a4:g the abrasive Imperial gap between the few rich and the

..a:.y poor is the "war on poverty*. One of the local ointment:.

49
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iA this war is the Rural Dovalopmant Corporation (EEC) which

has 4C;17. 011t to promote housing, educate the farm workers, and

develop jobs.. It has an English and citizcaship program in

which students ;eceive a stipend of $20 a week hardly. more

than; gas money to lotto school, in a-rural area. Thia7Wintor

tho classes progressed on.the.long ±apga4benelits of citizen

participation-and learning English, RDC students, teachers 4nd

admiaiatrazors becama overwholrad- with the blowitg-ia-tho-wind

fat''' "y of trying'to talk away =the rising tide of utemployt,
deprivation, and hunger. The end of Vebruary 1971 (beginning of

the. farm sltmp season in Imperial) REC was able to release 45,000

,2b: emorgency-food distribution. The money was. passes'out in

q:30 food ordors-per'family; 166 familios wore helped. Perhaps,

hardly more than another futile gesture, but RDC couldint stand

there.talking about democracy and conjugating verbs without try -

ing to do "Something" immediate for starving paople.

Tho citizenship classes of RDC were uaedfor outreach to contact

huagry families. This is some of what they tound.on the first

day of food distribution:

*** family with eight children. The father breaks his

leg and then can'.t find work for several months-. In aanuary ha

disappears. The wife and kids live in a sMall trailer. There

is no tablo in the kitchen and the rest of the trailers laid

out as a haphazard sleeping quarters.

***A widow with eight children pays over $100 monthly for

four rooms with no inside running wator.

*** A family with 13 kids. Last year, the, man joins the

farm workers strike to improve wages. Uo is blacklisted by

Imperial Valley roaches.

***-Numerous farm workers with families cannot find work

daring the.February-rune off-season in Imperial. Welfare is

iac--0'ngly hard to coma ay, so they migrate to TexaS or the

San aoaquin Valley of California (sometimes without their families) .

-2-
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***'AfarM worker's,Widow with five children lives in a

one-bedroom house. .

. *** A fa: ill six children. Wife it dying of cancer.

As ',:he woman.gets,weaker, her husband atays at hone to take care

of her last three months of ]time, (he can't afford to do thi.s.)

No can't afford. any kindof.hZ11p. One week after receiving their

food voucher, the wife dies. as this is being written, the hus7

band is taking 'up a c011ecticin ameng his neighbors and friends

to pay burial expenses.

*** A family with three kids. Nusband falls off tractor,

and an operation at the county hospital leaves him almost palm-

.1Yzad. . flis disability runs out, but his scar from mid,-stomach-

zomid-back'swells ainfully/whenever he exerts hiz;Pelf. Ne

works occasionall when a obis available, but he doesn't

think he can continue.

*** A family with six children has been living in a three

room house for six years (rent:$45) inside toilet or bathroom.

Ne money for school-clothes.

distributed $5,000 worth of $30 food order vouchers. A few .

hundred people were fed. RDC is planning to pass aut an additional

$10400 this spring -- a few hundred people will be- fed a couple

of More times. Now far, does a $30 food ardor go with six to .13

'Aids??? It_takes some of thp edge'off'the hunger. Draws some.

o2 the fire out of the anger, but nothing will have changed in

Imperial Valley. The rib-a will tentinue tp La very rich. Very
0

powerful. Very subsidized. Very illegallysubsidized. The poor

will contine to be deprived, powerless and effectively ignored,

and all the kids will once again be hungry a week after the

last food voucher is issued.

The poor will continuo to be poor because the rich are hogging

she public welfare.

NoAing will over change in Imperial County until the basic pri-

orities of that society are radically altered to conform to the

democratic principles and laws of.thi6.land. The first step in

that direction is a recogaition that Imperial County is a corpo-

rate-socialistic-province in which the ruler's claims to wealth

and power rest on the sueationablo laurels of unfair and of times.

-3-,
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illegal subsidies (welgaze) payments end the bald exploitation

o2 thu poor, particularly those of Mexican heritage. Litt us

mow look at these laurels.

.4.
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THE WA :la uU2sIDy

Imperial County is a hot, .dry, low desert. The annukl-rainfall
.

a
ranges between two and three inches. The soil is rich from

Colorado River silt aposited over the eons, but farming-would

he impossible without irrigation. The big Colorado is'the source.

In 1901 the first irrigation water *as brought to Imperial from.'

the river SO miles. away Pour years liter', a roaring ::food washed

away-the-diversion works, and water poUred into.the VaIljy for

two years until 1907 when the Southern Pacific ,Railroad finally

filled 2:4 breach. Even after that irrigahion,in Irc,erial was a

chancy business. The Colorado was unta=d. The flow was sea-

sonal. The Alamo Canal which'fdd water into the valley from the

river traversed part of northern Mexico first. The U.S. :Am: all

of Reclamation said these Conditions "severely impaired the full

eecnalic development of the area."

Imperial landowners wanted an American Canal and a.harnessed

COL,OZ4C;0. They got both with the boulder Canyon Project: .1.001/".Y.:,

Parker, Davis, General, Wash D4MS and the first delivery of irriga-

tion water through the All-American Canal in 1940. It now may

be said with confidence," bragged the Imperial Irrigation District,

"t'bez no section of our nation /s more assured of a permanent

and prosperous future than is this valley." In other words, the

'boulder project financed by the U.S. taxpayers.- and built by the t.

Zureau of Reclamation saved the Imperial Valley from recurring

disastrous floods and, now delivers into perpetuity and on order

the irrigation water required to make that desert a garden. The

subsidies built into this system would stagger the conniving

imagination of that mythical welfare mother who continues to

produce kids so she can collect more dolt).

(1) 2= DAMS

Th. Tmleriel farmers who unc irrigation water from the Coloz,7,4o

imo;act do not na one red cent for th cost of the three elc.mt

t'octulato the river, store. their irriciation:watert deliver

t',1i) water on their demand and save them from flobds.,
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nareaa of Reclamation states:

"aooVer BaM vionoored reclamatio pra;:,ent-day

develo2ments. Its benefita encom?ass the whOle cond4ya
of river control."

"Whe dam controls floods and stores water for iY.. igation, manici-
-pL1 and industrial uses, hydroelectric :.owes generation, recreation

and fisb and wildlife...This water is released in a regulated, year-
rOnad :.IOW to garrs,.homas and.factorias downstream."

",.:er stored in Lake Mead (behind Leover.Daml irrigates 3/417,-
.1.:.oa,Qczas o2 land in this country (over 1/2 million aczas in the--

Im2orial Irrigation District) and 1/2 zillion acres in Mexico...
"Colorado River water storad be I:ow= Dam irrigates. soma o;
;I'morica's richestfarMlands."

California Dapartmant of Water Basources says, "Davis, Da U7

4wnstram (from I:oover)...is usadprizarily.to ro-reguli.:te

the water...in accordance with doWnstreaM,Watar requirements in
tne wised States and Mexico. ..t

% .0
"Senator Wash Aosorvoir...providas fora limited but valuable

aMoantof'additional regulation." .

Bos?itethese statements of the irrigation benefits derived,Zrom

4au,;;o taraa dams, the Duraaurof Reclamation in its financial

Szaaements does not allocate one cent o2 the dam's costs to

4rrigation; therefore, irrigators renav nnthinct. ',Milky get a

2.w.ct :tido. A subsidy. A dole. Most of the'Boover ant D4vis

.C44::,1-,1 Costs are allOCated to hydroelectric power and reimbursed by

1:4WOZ. %Oat of the power is used in urban areas which maanstha'a

theeloctric customers in the cities (as far away As Los.Anoeles)

otbsidizing irrigation for Imperial '2A:474r11. When Bureau a.

aeolamation cost expert Cane sines in boulder City, Nevada, was

aiii Way none of these dams costs ware allocated to irrigation

in'vlew of the admitted irrigation benefits, he said, "Apparoatly

tnere were no.obvipus beneficiaries at the time the Costs wara-

allocazod." .

Tao Loulaoll Canyon Project Act was authorised Dacambar 21, 1528.

T.:10 Im;arial Irrigation District (IXD) was Organizna in X9111 and
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.4)

bega actively leading the campaign for the Xpover bam and Ail'

American:Canal n 1920.,The Xatropolitan Water biftrict-Of

SOurhernalifornia,:(Los-Angelesr:area), anotheragency which,
.

doliva-s irrigation water illegally from'Vhe ColoradO,' was

o:iganized:in l928. before theproject. wasapprOvedc,and its

representatives lobbied for its passage.

Estimated Irrigation. Subsidy From

&lora& River Dams*

P.
Total Cost. Estilad Irrigation SUbsidy

Ebover $177,000,0.00 '1\ $35;00.0000

Par%eirDavis $152,000090' $304.000,000.

Wash $ 58,000,000 $.58,60'1000

*Based on a 20-7; ratio for irrigation On Hoover, Parker., and

Davis,_-and 100ri for General :Wash. The-20r1.. figure is on- ae-.1ow

sideto.compensate for the--lerge- aMount of city -Water in the Los
.

Angeles :part of the project. is allocated, over 60Q

:of costs' in the federal Central Valleys Project in California.

I gu6ssthat,100 fi of,a.h Wash is chargable to irritation

because :the onlypurPOse -of thedam. is to regu/ate the river,
.

for the farmers.

The. Boulder Canyon Act contains, language which permits the

irrigatof'S to get free. dams'. The legislation says; no

echarge shall be made for water for irrigation for potable pUr-

poses in Imperial'or Coachella ValleYS.."

Such phrasing, however, does not preclude a realistic:

evaluation of the subsidy involved. In srdard Bureau of Recla-

mation procedure, -the functiOn of the allocated cost concept

is to give a clear piotUre.of the division of expenditures by

fundtion on multi - purpose projects such as Boulder Canyon. The.

reimbursable costs refieCt,the'division Of repayment 'obligations,'

P if any, by the Various users. The 73:ureail pglicy on irrigation,

for example, is that the users are Charged'not on the basis of:

costs but on the baSis of the Bureau's estimate of their ability
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.o.pay." In the Central Valleys Project the bureau allocated
.

over,60r4of,costs to irrigation. The reimburSable costs -
what the were actually required to repay -Was-In.
The amount

r

of the irrigation subsidy there, iseasy to figure.
Notse on the Colorado. .Apparently the big landowner-speculator
coalition. (led by Los Angeles Times -and lrvinewhich promoted..
the project desired to. have the subsidy (welfare)" tracks (covered)
'as much pOssible..

(2 zam FLOOD CONTROL

Minor proportions of Hoover Dam costs and'the entire cost of
Cy4:-.aa- Wash Dam are allocated to flood control Which-is a to-

0
tally now-reimbursable .item. The cost is paid.bylthe federal

taxpaye5s, nothing is paid by those. protected from floods --
like.thaIID. Another subsidy. Another welfare prograM.'

Non-reimbursable Flood Control,.

Neover Dam $25,000,000
wasn

- $58i000,0D0

Mote:, None of the Parker-DaVia Dams' costs :axe 'allocated

to flood control or irrigation As noted abover-bui:out of the
$152,000,000 expenditure some $13 million is allocated to Muni.7.
cipal and industrial water, Presumably for the Metropolitan Water
District whose water is diverted from the Colorado at Parker

:Uuhwevi-in-the-bursalts-xila=41-10-Bwateeu
ye 13 1tillitrI41Ohca_ges-this-413-millionl-to-clectrim-prower. The Met si;...i.-no,cbwoutzArtim...),-rtvoiNCoymt.piNt. 1.-Afe.,144Mg:Wiam.

stit.:e.r=o4.vg*s. Incidentally, the Met does deliver irrigation
'

water from the Colorado, soma to Orange County. The biggest
landowner there: Irvine Ranch, - 88,000 acres. Irvine is the
second largest landowner in Imperial with 10,000 gores.

(3) FREE WATER

e As noted above,: IIId'is not charged.for any water it uses
from the Colorado by. Special exemption from Corigress. The
arNment,4in effect, being that since YID used river water beilore
the project Went in, they had some sort of a Property right
tie Federal GoverpMent could not chargeamperial for water it-
lready owned. As noted in therettion. on "Free from the :Law,"

of v1..t.1 17 Ne:a.N:iw W.A.:g1
-8- . ei
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'4,41-0w, ownership. of the water is not tha key factor in appli-

cation of the 160 acre limitation. The law applies to all.Water

stored, 'c'egulated and/or delivered by a.federally -subsidized

rMperial Irrigation District (IID) receives from the Colo-*

ratio :liver 2.6.mil1ion acre feet of water a' year: This is slightly

more. thanthe 2.5 million acre which.'isused yearly from all its

. sources by the entire ketrcmolitan Water District. The popula-

tion
.

tion of Imperial County is abdutj4,000. The Population Of the

Viet which extends frormOknard toSen 'Diego is over 10 million..

tZ4.c.,e5
An acre foot of water is 1.61, 000 gallons -- enough water.

to cover one acre.one foot.deep. One acre foot-would supply T.

city dweller with enough water for over four years if we assume;

tge daily per- capita city use is 200. gallons -- a highfigure.
. .

Per capital use in Los Angeles ie now 188 gallons; in San

Diego, 15B.

Assuming about twonmiklionlacte feet of IID's water gets

ita'500,000.irrigated.acres, that means that each acre uses
.

four acre feet ofwater a year. An individual could survive

over 16 vears.on that much water..

(4) rgi2EREST

IID does havesome obligation to pay on the Boulder. Canyon

ProtSotcosts. It pays a pro-rate share of the costs for the

diversion works and the All - American Cana1which carries the

water to the district from the river. This is a 40 year contract

-- in reality a 55 year contract. (see paragraph below.) On

this contractno interest is charged. The federal taxpayers pick

.
UP these vosts. Another subsidy. Another dole. . If interest

were charged the $28 million now being repaidby IID would be

nearly tripled.

(5) Pfl AIDE VOA 15 YEARS

All-AmeriCan Canal began deliVering water to IID. in 1940.

The distriCt began repaying its reimb'ursable share in 1955. That's

like buyinga house and not making a payment for the'first 15

years.

a
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(S) NORM FREE FLCOD.CONTROL

All-Amerioan,Canal costs $70 million; of this, $4.5 Million is-

allocated,tp non-reimbursable flood control. When asked- about

this,Bines-C-f 'the Bureau at Boulder City said that figure covers'

some levees built in the valley to. preVent flooding.--

(7)'FREE FROX TiLE LAW

Terms of the Federal, reclamation law under -which the' Colo-

redo River-facilities Were'bUilt require .that delivery frOm any

federally subsidized irrigation project- be limited to enough wa-
tdr to-.ZarM 160 acres for each owner. The law has. been inter-

preted liberally to allowman and wife 320.Acres -:and areaIi-

conniVer could run-in a 160 acres each for a couple other relatives
also.

Reclamation .law further states that one owner may obtain
enough -water to irrigate endless acres. if he signs a contract.

with the federal government:Am which he agrees to make available,

for Sale his "excess land" (over 160- -acres) within 10 years at

a price which does not take into consideration the increment in

value resulting from the sUgsized water.' The. purpose of. this,

sectionis to prevent-"undue enriChment"-amd tp stop profiteers

from gouging buyers for the "unearned increment" in land prices,

contributed by the federalproject..
,

.

Zarry Horton, late buyer for IID, once toldCOngress that

under terms of this section, the big operator mould Sign'the

contracts, farm their lands for 10 years, sell at about- any'

price. and come -out quite well.

Another part of reclamation lawXvides that the acreage

limitation shall apply to all waters which are stored, regulated

and/or delivered by facilities financed in whole or part by the
United. States. The same law requires that irrigators live en

.

or near their land.

The specific rationale for these regulations is that the

benefits should be Widely dispersed becausevall federal irriga-

tion water is heavily subsidized through free. interestifree.

flood control, electric-power, etc., and as.a result the land

skyrockets in'value. The general rationale; the better society

.58
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the one in which the power and the wealth are *broadly enjoyed

and controlled.

.
Clearly_ this law applies to the Imperial Irrigation District..

-Zut in the lame. duck February, 1933, days of the NooverAdminis-.

tration IID was exempted, without benefit of a goverhmant legal

apinion (by a Mysterious soried-ofmemos). 'IID's, attorney wrote.

Assistant Recamation Co: miasioner Porte:: Dent asIting for a rul-

ing'on the 160-acre limitation in Imperial "Provided, that such

ruling would be that the 160 -acre limitatien did not apjey."

Dent passed the request, with an approving' memo, on to Northcutt

.+1y, as Assistant Secretary of Interior. Ely agreed.vitheut

following the usual procedure of attaining a legal opinion froM

the departm..Int's solicitor.' An exemption:letter was drafted and

signed. by Secretary of Interior Wilbur.

Two weeks later, Roosevelt replaCed :hoover in the White Nouse,

and Northcutt Ely took a retainer with the .IID-- a postion he

1l :hods .

. .

In.1964, Interior Solicitor Frank marry/ that Wilbur's

Letter Was "clearly_ wrong," and that the la/ applied. This fed-

cral '.runabout set the stage for a court case preluded by another

curious set, of events -- another object, lesson in California power.

politics. p
.

.
.

To fight the new attack, Mmperial's largest landowners orga-
,

nixed Imperial Resources Associates_ (IRA). Its initial guiding

light was.Robert Long, vice-president of Irvine Ranch (10,000 acres

in IMperial, 00,000 in Orange County, both illegally receiving

Colorado water). Long is now a vice - president (in charge of- agri-

ctl-,.aral loans) for. Lank -of America, world's largest back, finan-

cier of over half of California's farm production. Long.'s favor-

ite speech was a warning about how the little farmer would suf2er .

along with the big.grower if acreage limitation were enfo,fced.

IRA elected Is its president, Stephen Elmore whose three family

companies farm over 17,500 acres in Imperial. :Presently the Recla-

mation Commissioner, Floyd DoMiny, representing the agency man-

dated to enforce the law, went to Imperial and told the growersi

"1 think it is tine to examine whether the 160 -acre principle is

, 5 9
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.4.1'cient for today's farming." Vollowing this rousing support
of law and order by DoMiny, lID and the farmers rejected all for-
mal Zureau of Reclamation proposals to apply the limitation. On
January 11, 1967, the U.S. Justice Department filed a suit against

. .

IID it San San,Diego federal court.

YID wettinto battle with its regular legal battery while
IRA hired O'Malvenp.& ,Byers.

.04X, a.bi7partisan political powerhouse,in California, attaches
one of its'teimen to every important candidate in every irortatt
political race in the state. In 1970, they had a man with,Reagat

r. and'a man, with Unruh. In the: U.S. Senator's race they assigned

a man to George Murphy, a an -to Norton Simet and. three mon to
John Funney, the eventual winner. One of Tunney's 005aSsistants

was Warren Chrisopher who first mat Tunney in Washington when Tunney
was the congressman from Imperial and Christopher was a deputy
attortey gcneralson leave from O&M. That was when Christopher's

partners were defending Imperialt big .farmors from this federal
. onslaUght, 'Perhaps a conflict of interest?:

Lnother.O&M partner, Allyn :Crops, was a honCho in the winning
.1968 campaign of California's other liberal senatoriaAlan Crantton.
:Kreps in 1964ran the initiative campaign which killed Much of
California's fair housing law. Chief sponsor of that law was

Assemblyman Jesse Unruh, the candidate for goVernor. Kreps managed
in 1970.

Republican Governor Reaganblasted attemptt to limit farm size
.in Inverial, and the State of California in the person of its.Demo-
cratic attorney general entered to case on the side of the big

0 operators.

In January 1971, V.S. District Judge lloward Turrentine ruled
the 160-acre law did not apply in Imperial. His decision relied
r,tinly on the 1933 Wilburletter and the fact that it had not been
openly challenged by the Congress. The.Justice Department brief
had said,

"...the Wilbur letter must:bblreCognized for what it was
.a partisan effort by a lame-duck administration to effect, by
ad.aini:strative interpretation, an exemption...that proponents
never dared rLsk seeking directly."

. .a
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Turren4ine!s decisilon was in haapinc1 ii% California water

lLtazion history: os4 lc" courts rule with thobig lnndowners;

" J.S. sw'reme Court '10ales for the ;:loPle. At-one point, Tur-

renzine was guoted as s ying, "Let's get it on the way to the

Supreme Court." nowove

administration.

.acreage limitation. Lib

take the case up to App

Meanwhile another

on 125 mostly landle

the resident reguiremen

, appeal now depends on the politics of

Nixon has long been on record against

governMent has until early April to

alb Court. 4-

uit is pending in San Diego

s ImPerial.Valley folks are

s-of.the law be enforced in

Federal Court.

asking that

:ID. A little,

gtoted section of the 1 w states that farmers irrigating with fed-

erally subsidized watorimust live on or near their land. Z.bont

:70,L of ::D is held by r4sentee owners 1iving.outside of the county.

'Vne Case is to be heard in mid-March. Art aranwasser of San Fran-

cisco is attorneyofor t.ofolks led by, Dr. pen

The battle over ac'

Waver in the nearly 73-

unforced. The special

in the final analysis,

prevail. Tho stakes in

throughout the West (pa

of all, the hi ooerato

;acts and nay the full

ment for subsidies. Th

and in the long view no

water to arid land mull

possibla great wealth.

in irarial, the wealth

.e.e c=rxunities' econom

operators not only i;ve

cage limitation has been long and -bitter.,

ear history of the law has .t been strictly

nterasts 'arrayed against enforcement have,

con too strong for the public interest to

torn of power and wealth in :Mporial and

titularly California) are staggering. First

s. could not build their own irrigation pro-,

ostsi so they tUrn -o, the federal govern-

subsidies involved re only the beginning

much more than inc' ental. Delivery of

plc:: the value to to tenfold. Water Makes

With a small number of big operators, like

is thereby conoantrated as is'control of

' oolitic 1 destiny. imperial's big:

babies on their water welfare program,
4

they have continentals, ,private planes'and their very own V.S.

Senators.

Strict enforcement of the 100-acre law in Imperial would

dethrone, but far from impoverish a priviliged class of owners

who have been enriched on the public dole for over 30 years.

61'
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..ccoriing to 1939 figures of thO Imperial County office of the

V.V. agricultural Stabilizationand Conservation *Service,

individuals and -companies fern over 601 of the XID (300,000 Plus
acres) in operations of more than 1,000 acres each. Tha'139

figure -io farther narrowed when the overlapping ana'7;oil'It.owc2-

c,%ixi.arc considered. The Llmoro family,- for example, has three
co:,;panies with a -total o2 over 17,500 QOZOG. Cdnglomorates have

moved into Imperial to cash-in on control of the Colorado and

chea water Purex, United Zrtit, X-=-,--A4tna, Dow, and Irvine
Ranch. The closest estimate of 'OUtSida, absentee ownership, is

about 70C. of :ID's 500,000 irrigated aC;NIS.

When tire. "farmers" organited against the 160-acre limitation,

he driving force cama4rom'trVina Ranch with headquarters in

Orange Connty;; near Los Anggles, a';: d -t'- Llmores who livoon thp
coast nearDiegoilsp, 22 for other Imperial lawsuits)

NUNDLk

poor folks

;6.2t0 SUSGIDIRS

196 Wel'are in ..:aerial County

TOTAL PA=NT

17,760 $7;C00,000

farmers* 252.- .$8.,04400

*federal program for groWip4'aria not growing

Sugar payments not included.

PLR CT.PITA
YEARIX.AVLRAGB

$439

$31,746

cotton and grains.

The federal.government also gave Imperial Valley growers over

$2.0,million in sugampaymants in 1969.

::any of the same growers are involved in both programs. Tho

=ores, for examplo, collected $409,006 in cotton-grain-subsIdies

inthreedifferent companies. Under the sans three names they got

f.:3,652 in sugar payments. Irvine Ranch as doled-$174,400 in

cotton-grains; $17,000 in sugar. Even the local congress1 .n,

Victor Veysey got in on the handout. no war paid $10,000 in the

cotton-grain program and .$3,500 in sugar.

last year Congress enacted a $55,000 subsidy limit pdr farmer

per crop. A man can collect $55,000 for cotton, $55,000 for wheat

-14-
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Zer barley, etc.* Also a far2Zr ea r. rent out his crap,.

a:lo,:msnt over the limit in each crop and realize 00:: to 90g's

is« what ae took in previously, .depending on how much rent he

C..A charge. Also the sugar program is not included in the limi-

tation.

SOIL COX82RVA=ON SU2.17.DI2S

Over the ,past'five years, 1956 through ,1970, the. U.S. Soil

Conservaeion program has paid growers $1.7 miliion to

improve their land. Nearly 90f.i of these funds have been used

«or concrete ditch lining and underground drainage tiles to leach

away. salt laden water. This work 1.as been carried out under a

cost-sharing arrangement ostabished by IID which is also the.

local soil CoAservation district, the. only tandemoperation.

. V:au county. Under district policies, landowners. pay 25C 'to BOt

o« the costs; the district and. ..the federal government pick up the

rose e« the tab.

LAND KANAG2M2NT AND C202 ADVIC2

Imperial County, like other.counties, maintains an agricultural

aommiaoioner's o2«ice and a farm extension service. These offices

oarry.out state laws on inspection of crops, control' of weeds,

and predatory animals and provides farmers with advice and

assiseanca in general farm operations. The IMperial County 1970-71.

budget for these two department:3 is 4340,000State hires and

pays 11 technical and,professional workers ii..;ibe-V*tension o«fica

at an added expense of about 4150,000.

mnnnca :7, VASTD=7,

:ID is conducting three experif,'Lnt ins coOperation With (being

subsidized by) government agencles

To control Weeds in the canal system, an .AltrIpan fish is being

introduced with help from the California DepartMnt of Fish and

Game.

ollutana in irrigation and drainage water Ara being mon.ir

toted with help frbm the U.S. Geological Survey.

dater consumption and drainage problems are being studied

with help from the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
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2,50C,G00 acrao2oet

iloor naoole 1.11:c1

nai! cloctrio ratan co .4.1e birr lalld=orc.oaA

IL=GALLY

:a mid-GOs local cre;:adinci Dr. Len Ifellen-bevan exposinr..

asSussments" on ,:ac4a: p °parties. By cc: parinc ale prices

val.as Z1650440.e, by the county H.: ta:: purposes, ha 2v4(.;

CT.".;, .in inc acco,os,.ia ,17, to %If:. nat'%ot v while

ocsac;:oe...2E; A state I': owners

,,,5404 study conirmed char.cee. XII 15a "Zellan

announced .:or county asJessor. Ca ran a close third, but t:he %win-

a:ern ineembent wuL de:ace-zed anyway. The, vi ;or: it .ate'

ao z;ccosoorn collector
A c?o'.1 Chock in :february 1571 56C=; to indicate that the ":aeke

asfiea'aments" o:a 4:..X or sev,:;n years wjo are notquito as

.they used to be; but the Zarners ati201 seem to bo:Zavored.

arm:iand tonds"to be assessed at tear market value; oityland, over-

aa,e:.:,ed. And it 56=3 that-the most voss:overassessmonts occur

04 Z4k.: cheaper houses. The old - soak - ha -poor' philosophy IMperial

Coenty is bein5 carried into the 70s. To substantiate those charcas

a complete study county land sales2or the past year would be

recuired.

OtTaashed tivht yp against Imperial's 40=-46* line is the

-0,',IeJcal. Mexicali slurs, M6Niols :lastest gromaig city. Stories

o2 I:an:see geld draw literally hordes destitute "campasinoan

here ia::lem the sparse interior. Mo./Lc-ails population is soaring-

over 450,000: The whole Imperial County is only 74,000. The

2ressure o:- -the border is lean, hunury and relentless. Legal :Jor-

tVr croJsiAgs haVe risen :lrom a.p. million in 19CS to over 11 million

1D15. ri4o a',yorehension (y..1 illegal Xexiean aliens `the Tmperial

distriet has nearly doubled in five years.. Tho U.S. border patial
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....ao.aa i,,v5d wareacsa in 10US; 131:::,a in

7,f000 2a= ;;oh:: are held ay C04:0Z.;

1Wcul iT.C. illegal. The horde: patrol is o.h.eageously

hnd denenstrablytsethn",-""o nhout thu werhae%
a open comtnity secret in mperial that thousands c. Nor:-

ichs.; work illerally on the U.S. silo o2 the border. Same QI:Q

W0VC:;.. who cross surre:ftionSly, eithdr evading the border patrol
oe.,;a:sing- with Corgedpa:?cra. Others cross "legally"

hr.anrs and stay on illegally to work. ::any 1744dle

hohseholha have'6heap doestic help in this cata-
illegals are knew to we in any diC2urant Tm,7arial

hundreds GC miles north GC the horder.

oneiIlegalws.:9xposed recently wer%ing .or
a war en p:ogz,-.;4 !;00 miles noetn or

had bean'thore tnr,o yearo.)

Tn.; aoraer presotre wdeh.; Loth ways1.° worhera what to ;,,5

saran; haa1neus whsto to ;.,v0 aosth. Under a conveniena no4atay
ow-c L5 U.S. GWe.2.; 21Lata are 0:14",:iA1.1

6no *.rgest a-pleyer 1n this catagery is whian

Ias woeneeo n 4

:'J1e wage z:tea: S2.(h3 a day, Loet1L.;
e,sre 2or diesework. T4e peo:?le work oi% days, earn shout wch .

'nurden o2 this nearly ol;:z4a-Lo.. anat%e conccatAion
04 Ihh owner hip is re2lected in L:oorialls-stage.ant eceac,Ty.

hoald W. Osorresen, Ze:Lg:ZXG:1 a.+4,;01: tho Center Or
htse1eS in Internationaine,,oin Los PhIgedeS says,

sera in Uoathern CaliCornia :tad.: 9.: oar staggering welCare cost.

and.he to she overClOw, legal and illeghl, 02 indigents :sews. the
.0srdaz."

1!-)60 avia Ceesay':, va,Jalatien r,hhina
,Laaic aa 74,000. 2hy pere,ntareo2 2%.11o.; eeclined 2re:1 to
.JhC; Chic a40: 1ne.:ehoed ;::ox, to- 27C.

Oyez 7 i u o: .,:u county'J low 2ilies live in Oal,:sieo,

tiny 010,000) community jnst scrosi; e hordor Cr:i

shaen 1003 1:a 19,1,0 while Car.. dho decl1nold chastruc-,

,a.on :;o0s drolved 10',,mans.:acturing :;0*ao-rczained static.'
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Over 24!. ofIMperial County. is on peer'keepleis Welfare.

The doctorpatient _ratio in Ymper.1 County :.5 One for every:

2,14 while the national average is one .for every 650.

. 4 1970 U.A. Department of Labor study concluded:

;1) "Commuters generally are.paid the sate wage rates_ as rodidents

of the border community, but wave rates in most border areas ,are

lewe'r than ia the remaining sectors of the border states and lower

than.3dle.national averages for similar. .industries....

Zt) -Unemployment rates on the United States. side ol the border...

LX0 1!4= higher tAan the aVerago unemployment. rates for the border .

a'Aa are among the highest in the country...

_(.1;t. "Border areas have arelqi:ivelyhighincidence of federal

wage-hour.violations." t

Clearly, the COnCOnellatiO. of landownership, Much of tt

;..:;Jon.zoo, is sucking the local earth out of the county:.

Clearly, American: corporate socialism, both agricultural

ia.1;strial, is exp:leiting the poverty on both sid&i.oi! the

border. he poor, in effect, are subsiditing the rich through

cheap wages, juGt as the rich are being subsidized through various

welfare programs they have courtesy of the U.S. government.

Dr. Yellen has filed suit in Washington, D.C. federal court

inan.attempt to have the Bureau of Reclamation sat the electric

rates for =D. Federallaw requires that when the state Fublic:

U-'ties Commission does not set-rates for such as =DI the fed-

eral-government must.

Yellen. also promoted California Rural Legal Assistance (CRZA)

to filo a:one.2man, enaHvotasnit against In, because the voting:

alf,aricts Were not close to equal. Judge-ark in the Ymperial

i'A.prier_Court ruled against caLA. 2ho case was appealed and Co-

manded to ark. 'CRLA will seek to have ark disqualified this time

For over 10 yearn beferebecomine a judge, ark worked in

t: , ^_. law firm which rem:asentod
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Mr. BAttas. In tryilig to' verbally summarize all, of those four
things, I ant going to mention some specifie.names of spMfic people
and specific companies, and I don't want to leave the impression
that, these are necessarily the bad guys, because I don't think they are
bad guys. Most of the people I mention are upstanding members of
the community, they support children's-hospitals and United Giving
and `Boy Scotts ma they get medals from the Pope and all that sort
of stuff, and, to my knowledge, only one of them beats his wife.

What I am going to use them for is illustrative purposes. It is my
basic contention that the law and the ethics of our society specifically
encourage the exploitation of land and the speculation in land at the
expense of the people who live and work that land, whether they be
white, black, Indian,.Chicano, it doesn't make any difference. I think
that has been so in our country since the very beginning. Slavery,
it seems to me, is only the most outrageous example of that.

Even in historic instances when the so-called common good has
been explicitly legislated, the weight of that ethic, that exploitative
ethic of ours, has demanded.an administration which has subverted
the common good in the interest, of expemht exploitation. There are,
I don't know, a hundred legislative acts, I think, which illustrate
that point, and I will mention just a couple.

First of all, the. Homestead Act was passed in Lincoln's days and
the propaganda around that was that each settler and his family
were going to get 160 acres and a mule. Within a couple of decades
the speculators had cut the cream oft° the top of all the land that, was
available. In 1902 under the first Roosevelt administration, the Recla-
mation Act was passed. We were going to open up the West and a
settler and his family were going to get HO acres of water and we
were going to prevent water monopolies as Berge B dbulian pointed
out earlier. That law has never once, been effectively enforced.

During the second Roosevelt, administration we had the crop sub-
sidy program. The rationalization for giving money to the farmers
was that we were going to keep small farmers on the land, guarantee
them an income, and they wouldn't go running off to the cities and

1 create'slums. It was a great idea, but, within a few 'years, that also
was turned upside down and for the past go years the crop subsidy
program has been used to enrich and eneottrage huge corpqrations
to go into agriculture and force small farmers orr the land.

Ifow about the war on poverty? That is the Johnson administrati
and the Kennedy administration. That is a great idea, too. The (4ov-
ernmentis going to help the people fight, poverty. But in t4heaadminis-
,tation of that program the two most effective proven ways in this
country to fight poverty were very quickly administratively outlawed
and this have IHIPII so since. There are two ways in this country for
oppressed minorities, oppressed groups, whether minority or ma-
jority type people, to'be able to improve their economic conditions as
a.group. One is to organize unions, specifically prohibited by the war
On poverty. Two. is to take over local governmental agencies which
pass out money, like the Irish did in the eastern cities. You can't
do that eithe in the war on poverty. You can't organize politically
and you can't organize, economically under the war on poverty, so
all you can learn to do in the war on poverty is to dress right and to
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speak correct English, which doesn't necessarily put, any beans in the
pot, and it certainly doesn't upset the applecart of the powerS that be.

Now, there are other things which I won't ,get&into. Model cities
is the same sort. of thing: It enriches the people already in power-N , -

under the pretext of giving people some control.: Urban renewal is
the same thing. In California we have what, is known as the William-
son Act, Under the Williamson Act, another .very great idea, what
we were going to dd was to' help farmers stay in the Tarming business
and not tax their lands so hedvily that they would-- be forced to sell
to subdividers. That is a great idea. If a 'far er, agreed to keep his
land in agricultural production and was-near a , ou would give
him' a jbwer tax rate. That is a good idea and I don't think there's
anybody who disagrees with it. But the way it's been 'administered in
California is thatevery large landowner has all of his land under the
agricultural preserve and thereby cheats the other people on taxes.

.For instance, in Efesno County; on the west side of Fresno County,
I will show you a map, in a, minute, which is dominated by large hold
ings, Southern Pacific, Anderson-Claytion, those sort .of corporations,
all of their land, 70, 80, 90 miles from, the nearest city, is in agricul-
tural preserve. By putting it in a preserve, their taxes are lower. As
a-result Fresno County' alone laSt year lost $5 million in taxes. They
didn't actually lose it. The $5 million in taxes 4Was shifted to the
small businessmen and hoineowners of the city:

What hapPens? I would like to go backbefore I turn out the lights
'and show this map, and talk about polities, because I think it is very
important that we understand that, as ' far as these issues . are con-
cerned in California, there is no political party and_ soniebody, some
great journalist one -day wroteand I forgot his nameAhat there
has never been a -great Senator from California because every senator'
from California is dominated by large' landholders, to a man.

For instance, in imperial County, just to take a piece out of that
report; the .Federal Government has ad a suit goink to enforee. the
160-aere limitation. There is a judge ho.ruled. on that case last year.
He-ruled. against the enforcement o the law. Before he was made a
judge, that man was in the law firm! which'represented the Imperial
Valley IrrigatiOn District which is the large landowners in the Im
period Valley.. At the timd that the Government was drawing 'up its
case, 1966-1967, in. the Iiiiperial Valley case; the Imperial Valley
landowners organized the Natural Resources AssoCiates to raise
money to fight that case. The leading organizer of that campaign
was a rnarranamed Ding who at that time was the vice president of
the Irvine Ranch. He is now vice president of the: Bank of America-
and I understand is going to. testify here. .

In many of the speeches 'that he made at that Lime he said that the
small farmers were going to be hurt by the enforcement of the acre-
age limitation. He went around and raised money from these large
landowning folks, and they hired a law firM. The law firm was
O'Melveny and Meyers, a large Los Angeles law firm. At the time that
O'Melveny and Meyers were representing the Natural Resources'
Associates of the Imperial Valley a senior pdrtner.df O'Melveny and
Meyers was working as an Under-Secretary or Assistant Attorney
General to the Justice Department in Washipgton.



Now, it might be said that O'Melieny and Meyers ha sort of a
shUttle service:between their offices in Los !Angeles and Washington
because they always' had a man strategically located in a Federal
office and 'when statewide political campaigns come up in Califorriial
O'Melveny and MeYers, has some radiciI,Dernocrats and some -very
conservative Republicans, so that they also have a man in every lead-

. ing campaign, whether the candidate is Norton Simon, :Rafferty,
Tunney, Cranston, or whoever it might b, 'l

Now, at the same time in the Imperifil Valley that the, Federal
Government was bringing their case 0 enforce the law, 'the Case
which I always call'sort of a strawman kind of a case; the Commis-
sioner of the Bureau of, Reclamation wont t9 El Centro in the. Im-
perial Valley and spOke'to,a dinner of the ranchers. in which he said
that the 160-acre limitation is not a, very good law and ought to be
changed, and he is charged with enforcing the law. ,

Now,. this all soundS very scandalous, but, you know, in terms of
er, it is s-verY reasonable: On certain' ds of issues, it is the large

land ners' government and they get ou of their government what
they ant and sometimes they get it legally through the law and
someti es they get it illegally when, h attorney general signs legal
opinio on New Year's eve at midnight, and they get it. from Ken-
nedys and they get it from the Eisenhowers, and they get it from.
the Pat Browns and they get it from the Ronald Reagans.

I would now like to show this Map which sort of gives'an i_ dea of
the land ovnership-pattern in one part Of California.

This is a map ofithe San Joaquin Talley. This is Highway 99 (in
dicating). We ha*Bakersfield here (indicating), Tulare' here'. (in-
dicating), and. Fresno here (indicating). Each one of these little
sqiiares represents one section of lanai: 1 'square mile, 640 acres.

Do you see the red checkerboard herd? That is Southern Pacific .

land, 210,000 acres in this part of the 'San Joaquin Valley which
they got free from the Federal Government, about 90 years ago for
building a railroad, part of which was never completed.

The black holding down here in the Kern County is the Kern.
County Land Co, now part of Tenneco. In that part of Kern Cbunty
there is 340,000 acres of land. That is roughly equal to a 1-mile-wide
strip of land extending from San Francisco to Los Angeles. If you
have trouble getting; all of that, it is 6 miles wide from San Fran-
cisco to Sacramento. They obtained this land in a number of very
interesting free-enterprise fashions, through what might be called
political efficiency. They got one piece, 100,000 acres, this piece right
here (indicating), on the last day of the. Grant administration. How
is that for long-range planning? On the last day of the Grant admin-
istration, March 3d, 1817 ss, Congress paed what might have been
called at that time a war on poverty Measure for Civil War veterans.
It was called the Desert- Land Act and under the terms of this act
a poor veteran and his family were 'allowed 640 acres if they went 'out
and rode across that-land and sairlit was desert land and agreed that-
they 'mild go' out and live on that' land and improve it.

1$ very strange, because this piece of legislation was sort of
rushed through the Congress and signed by President Grant and the
story didn't get to the newspapers very quickly. The story did get



very fast 'by telegraph to 60 ',places in. California, three places, to
the Federal Land-Office in. Visalia, And; San Francisco and to the

,promoteis of the Kern County Land' Co. Over one weekend when the
Federal Land Offices were closed to the public, they.,were open to the
Kern. Coimty Land Co. The' Kern County Land- Co. sent in their
employees, one:after another, and they perjured themselves by say-.
ing, "I Went outhere and Lrode over the desert lands. I am going
to take the wife and kids out there and we are going to improve this .'
land." c -

Over one weekend and in the beginning of, the following week in
San Francisco in the Federal Land- Office they got ahold' of 100,000
acres of land. .

In these days the San Francisco Chronicle was what might be
called a radical newspaper today. They started talking about the
land barons and the land steal and all that sort of thing' and the next
thing you knoW- the government appointed .a Commission, I guess
that is where we get that idea.about Commissions, it is not anything
new.'They had this 'investigation and .tho Commission held hearings,
just like they do today. Of course it was without television and all
that. They got-all of those Kern County employees, up there one by
one, -they Said, "Sure, the boss ,gave us the money to get that piece .

of Paper and sure we gave the boss the piece. of paper when we got
out of the office," and most of the people -had never even seen the
land on which they filed'. els

The president'of the Kern. County Land Co. was also-questioned by
the Commission and he of up there and said, "Yup, that is what we ,
didl.and the reason we did it is 'because it takes large, efficient corpo-..
rations to develop the West."

They kept the land; they still own it. In fact, they own a lot more
of it. They have all of it but 360 acres, the 360 acres icy ga
a new 'college hi kern. County, and the College, fortunate right'
in the-middle "of that black spot. That is sort of nice, too; it's ,like
eating your cake, giving- it away,'and _still- having a bigger piece; be-
cause what his iappened is,:whent the college is built theret`they will
build a town akOnd the, college iinCtlie dormitories and' restaurants
and everything else. This is what Irvine Ranch. has done sin Orange
County. I think 'Kern County .Land" Co. learned that trick from
Irvine Ranch.

I guess 'everybody knows about Terme* so I won't go'into that.
Over here (indicating) we have this orange piece that is called

the Tejon Ranch, but it is controlled by the Los Angeles Tithes, which.
in part.explains why the 'Los Angeles Times is interested in the price
of farm labor, and irrigation projects,

We have another little piece, the pvirple piece up here (indicating)
which is called the Boswell Ranch, which is 37,000 acres. It is con-
trolled by J. G. Boswell Co. Iti:CINBoswell also controls, under sev7.-
eral different other names, in Biding his own, about 125,000 acres,
and J. G. Boswell 'is ohe of the heavy owners of Safeway Stores,
along with Norman Chandler of the Los Angeles Times, and they
are sort of related by marriage, which is kind, of like keeping' the
world 'in the family.
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Safeway and'the Los Angeles Times also own. Shasta. County where
the Pit River Indians are having trouble. So that puts it all together.
And Safeway. Stores was the leading chain in the country in opposing
the organization of farm-workers.

All of these folks, of course, all of these corporations hold director-
ships on the Stanford Research Institute which does all this welfare
research. Boswell, of course, is the leading recipient of public wel-
fare in the world, last year having received $5 million for growing
and not growing various and sundry crops, like cotton and barley.

There is another man up here named Russell Giffen, and he doesn't
have any particular color, but lie owns 130,000 acres of land and he
is the second largest recipient of public welfare in the world. He,
received about. $31/2 million.

Russell Giffen until last year was a member of the board of direc-
tors of Pacific Gas & Electric Co., which is, I think, one of the third
largest public utilities in the world, and the Food Machinery, Corp.,
which makes farm machinery and armored cars.

Right in the middle of this now we have the State water plan that
was created by. Pat I3rown and John Kennedy. That is the water plan
which Mr. Bulbulian mentioned that is going to deliver huge amounts
of water to large corporations illegally through. the 'courtesy of.
liberal Democrats. These guys don't cake who they 'take their
money from.

Also under construction alongside that canal, is a freeway. Now
the freeway is bein.ghuilt by the Federal Government mainly and it
is being built, it is my understanding, in direct violation of the
guidelines for, the Federal Highway System, because the - Federal
Ilighw4 System said that, I think, all urban areas over 50,000, or
something like that, have to be connected by the Federal. Highway
System. This is Interstate 5, and tlid areas of over 50,000 that it
misses will ba Bakeisfield, Fresno, and Modesto.

Now,...t.his is sort of like long-range planning, too, bectase what
happens is we have a transportation system and then we have heavily
subsidized water an& their; when somebody wants to build a new
city or they are talking now about putting a liranch of the University
of California in Fresno County, you sort of figure where is that
going to be, and'yon know darned well, on the basis or Irvine Ranch
and Kern. County, what, happened there, that the branch is going
to be right next to or in the middle of the largest corporate land hold-
ing in Fresno County. It won't, necessarily be the best location and it
won't necessarily be the worst, but it will be the one which is deter

. mined by the power which controls that county, and not in the best
interest of any education.

The subsidy on the water, by, the way, the cost is going to be about
$2,500 an acre for every acre which will be irrigated and the land-
owners who use the water wilLrepay approximately $1,000 im acre.

I don't think this is particulaily outrageous. I think it is a condi-
tion which, exists and, if we understand how society is controlled,
then we understand this is the way it will hap-pen. These'guys have
the power; it is their government, so they will get what they want
out of it. It doesn't make any difference who is in office. Thee. is s:



. radical friend of mine who was 'asked once during the presidential
'campaign of 1968, which I think is a pertinent point, as to whom be
was going to support, whether it was going to be Nixon or Humphrey..''
He said "Well, you know, I don't think it makes a whole hell of a,
lot of difference because, look at it this way, if you go down to the
beach and watch these guys riding a surfboard and you ,see a guy
who is really good. on the surfboard, you don't say, 'Look at that guy.
gush the ocean around! you say,' 'Look at that guy. ride the wave.'
So a good politician will be a man. who rides the wave."

The problem here is to .Create a new wave, to create some new basis
of power, As long as this power will subsist and is edlowed to expand

'7" and is encouraged by the administrators who will not enforce the
kw; by the politicians who go. down to .Delano and wave a Iluelga'
flag and go back to Washington and' give all of California's water

the large corporations, this condition is going to exist, and it is
going to get worse. . .

Now, the interesting part- of this map is that, it is .really not, if
you really look at it, a map-of the-San Joaquin Valley. This is a map
of the Imperial Valley.. This is a map of the Sacramento Valley. This
is a map of Missisgippi, and this is al, map of the South China Sea,.
because the 'South. China Sea has been divided up this way; too, by
the same people who are interlocked with this setup.

Senator STEVENSON. Is that snap a part of materials you are Sub-
mitting for the record?,

BALLIfil. Yes.
Senator STEVE/kS011. Is it a part of other niaterialS?

416 Mr. BALMS.
Senator Sirsvivio-x. We will mark that exhibit .1 and expect to

receive a copy of it for the record.
(The map, exhibit 1, has been retained in the subcommittee files.)
Mr. BALLIS. I will say one more thing, then I will, stop.
The latest example of how this system works, it seems some &di-

cated.bure,aucrat went. down and started nosing around 1(0111.COnnty
a couple of months ago on the crop subsidies,- and under the program

. now a grOwer -has to have a set-aside acreage in order to qualify to
receive a subsidy, and they found that some of, the.growers were set-

. ting aside airstrips and desert land and stockyards in order to qualify
for the crop subsidy, and some of the farmers doing this 'are officials,
in the Vepartment of Agriculture back in Washington, and another
who set aside an airstrip' happens to be the chairman Of the A,S.C.
Committee in Kern County which is supposed to administer this law.

Senator STEVENSON'. Thank you, Mr. Ballis.
I tun going to have to ask All. witnesses to keep your statements as

Concise as possible or we won't have enough time to hear everybody.

STATEMENT OF A14., V. HREBS, MEMBER OF THE STAFF OF THE
AGRIBUSINESS ACCOUNTABILITY- PROJECT, WASHINGTON, D,C.

Mr. Knits. I would like to submit my full statement for the record,
and I will just mention some of the highlights Of my prepared State-
ment. .

Senator STEirn7ssas. Your statement will be entered and made. a
#. part of the-record and printed following your testimony.
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'Mr. Kates. Mr. Chairman the Agribusiness Accountability Project
appreciates the opportunity to present testimony today on the impli-
cations of, landuse and ownership.as it affects farmWorkers,.'fariners,
and consumers, particularly here in California.

My.name is A. Y. Krebs and..1 am here as a-Member of the staff of
the Agribusiness Accountability Project, which is based in Washing-..
ton, D.C. Our project is a public interest research organization-that is
sponsored by the Center for Community Change and the Project on
Corporate. Responsibility. We are funded by the Field Foundation.

For over a year now we, have been attempting to doeument the
..'nature and extent of the role of the big business in ri ral.America.

in California, the terms "big buSinetsr and "land ise". are .alniost
synonyinous, for nowhere else in this; nation is land, vast tracts of-
lair', deified as they are here in this State.

As Arthur Miller noted rather wryly in his "Lilies from Cali-
fornia," a "philosophy is a keen sense.of land values and the patience
to wait,"

. .

Despite the colOrful legends about California the State never even
had...a frontier or -real. homesteader's,. for it was already owned by, a
select few land barons before it ever came into the TTnion. Through-
out the past.12ti years, most of that land has remained the property
of a few while being plundered for whatever would bring its owner
a fast and Profitable

. We have cited some statisties on heW rich California is in terms of
agricultural prOduction.Tn'that sense it is really notssurprising that
Pacific Gas & Electric, in this ad which appeared. in the New York
Times a couple. of years. ago, shouted:

goldloin the second.
business nurtured by none .r and central California's rich soil, ideal climate,

.fie Discover 'the gold' in agribusiness. The super.

plentiful water, and ingenionslarMing know-how. Big _crops, and a big variety
of crops make big business tot farmets, processors, paekagets. manufacturers,
and countless other industries. M is all agribusiness, the No. 1 industry ingold. rush country.

Mr. Chairman, like that first, lit+ bonanza that came: upon this
State over some 100 years gold rush today also has its rather
sordid and shameful side. . .

-,Eroui the beginning., through a combination of massive land grabs,
viiMnce, foreign, explojtatien, political intrigue, slave labor, just plain
greed, the -frequent ignering of State and- Federal laws; the giant
grfting,- pixicessing, and packaging conglomerates like the Del
Monte Corp., Tenneco, thel)iGiorgio Corp., Sunkist Grewers, with
heir interconnecting directorates, who control the vertical integrated

flow of food froni the field to the table, agribiisiness has
grown, wealthier, more elite, and more powerful.

It is .ainied- at total control of the State's economy:In the process.
of doing so, it has enjoyed the enriching benefits derived from .State
and federally subsidized water and transportation, abundant amounts'
of.money from. Bank of America, and- free and almost, unlimited use
of the research facilities of the land grant University. of California,
and exorbitant 'U.S. Department of Agriculture cash giveaways total-
ing .nearly one -half billion dollars in crop subsidies just since 1066.

What has happened' in the past, in California and is even now
intensifying is also beginning to take place. on a grand scale threugh-
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out American agriculture. Large; impersonal, and often vertically
integrated corporations are becoming the dominant force in rural
America.

Land ownership, of course, remains the touchstone of agribuSiness,
particularly in California..We cite some figures not only of outright
landowners but some landowners through. subsidiaries:- It is no acci-
dent that land concentration is so high in this State. In combination
with the historical' reasons mentioned earlier, it should be emphasized
that U.S. farm programs have been more directed toward farm prop-
'erty values than the welfare of the-people. No wonder the large
growers in this State, backed bb this kind of gpvernment policy, have
parleyed their vast land holdings, with ready reserves of private.,
capital, to amass huge personal fortunes.

The large farm corporation§ in this State today have, indeed, be-
mime unique creatures of the banks. Just as Dr. Frankenstein is
remembered for his special creatiVeness, so the Bank of America in
this State is revered by many for its ability to manufacture new
forms from old bodies.

At one time the Bank, as recently as a couple of decades ago, was
one .of the largest landowners in the State, with nearly 600,000 acres.
It was making a profit from agriculture of $642,000 a year.

I would direct the particular attention of the committee and also
to the members of che press to the testimony you will be. hearing,
probably tomorrow in b resno, from. Mr. Peter Divizich and hiS ex-
perience with the Bank of America. The Bank has evidently not
seen itself in any less. of a role in dominating agriculture, as, Mr.
Divizich will be telling you.

It is no wonder, shortly before he stepped down, that the bank's
chief executive officer, in 1068, Rudolph A. Peterson when speaking
to a California Canners and Growers luncheon. said:
. Why is a banked talking about agricultural policy? Because tank of. Amer-

ica has a deep stake in agriculture. We are the world's largest agricultural
lender with lines of credit for =agricultural production running at about a
billion dollars a Year. Out total agricultural commitment is probably around
three billion. We have been in agriculture a long time and we intend to stay in
agriculture for a lot longer. In a 'very real Reim, then, agriculture is our
business.

Mr. Peterson, I should add, Mr. Chairman, is a good example of
the modern agribusiness gentleman farmer for, in addition to serv-
ing as chairman of the I3ankamerica Corp.'s executive committee, he

-is also a board member of Time, Inc., Kaiser Industries, Broadway-
IfalOStores, Standard Oil of California, Consolidated Foods, and is
one of three bank board members serving with the DiGiorgio Corp.

The agribusiness accountability project has prepared for the hear-
ing a profile of California- agribusiness, which attempts to demon-
Strate the deep inroads 'that giant corporations have made into the
State's agricultural economy. Some of the activities of corporations
like Pacific Lighting Corp., as Mr. Miller noted, a utility company
moving into diversified areas, is documented here.

We focus our attention ,only on 50 major corporations, making
subjective selections to indicate a wide range of agribusiness, holdings.

An examination, of this profile would show that these 50 corpo-
,rations not only have deep roots in California agribusiness, but also
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are integral parts of ,the national corporate power structure. Agri-
business in (7alifornia may not be any more Californian than it is
rural. ,A.Kribusiness is corporate power, period. The agribusiness
accountability project has found that one does not go into the fields
to fight agricultural power today, one goes to the financial districts
of then cities, from Montgomery Street in San Francisco to Wall
Street in New York.

It is important to know, for the committee to know, what this
profile is not. It is not intended as a complete directory of the agri-
business community in California, nor do the individual profiles
attempt to exhaust the picture of the corporation and its agribusiness
involvement. Rather, this profile simply is an indicator of the kind
of financial power that is at work on the land throughout rural
America.

I should add that, under present laws of corporate disclosure, it
is impossible to get a focus on the true nature and extent of corporate
domination of rural America. Whether you public interest re.
search organization, an independent family r, an agribusiness
stockholder, or even a U.S. Senator, you must engage in an absurd
and frustrating game of corporate hide.and4eek just to obtain a
rough picture of .American agribusiness.

Before Senator Nelson's Subcommittee on Monopoly, we presented
testimony which we would like to enter in the record of this Com-
mittee, detnanding greater corporate disclosure laws, particularly in
the realms of agribusiness and .agricultare.

Senator SrEvy.xsox. It will be entered in the record, and some d the
material will appear in the appendix. You are also entering a profile
of California agribusiness in the record, too, is that correct?

Mr. ICimes. Yes, that's right.
(The prepared statementOf Mr. Krebs follows:)
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Statement of thr
Agribusiness Accountability'PrOjeCt

, Before the U. S,'Senate
Migratory Labor Subcomthittee
San Franeisco, California

January 13, 1972 .

AGRIBUSINESS AND LAND
IN CALIFORNIA

Mr. Chairman,. the AgribAnesc Accountability. Project appreciates
the .opportunity to present testimony today on the implications of
land use and ownership as it affects farmworkers, farmers and con
sumers, particularly here in California.'

My name is A. V. Krebivend I aft here as a member of the staff
of the Agribusiness Accountability Project which is based in Washing-
ton, D. C. Our Project is a public-Interest research organization
that is sponsored by the Center for Community change and the Project
on Corporate Reeponeibility. We are funded by the Field Foundation.
For over a year now, we have been attempting to document the nature
and extent of the role of big business in rural America,

in California, the terms "big bueinees" and "land use" are
Almost synonymous, for nowhere also in this nation island, vast .

tracts of land, deified as they are h4e in this state. As Arthur
Miller noted rather wryly in his Ling from Califortia, "a philosophy
is a keen sense of land values and the patience to wait,"

. .

Despite those colorful legends we'read about and often see on

TV, California never even had a frontier or'real homesteaders for it

was already owned by a select few land barons before 4.t ever came
into the Union. Throughout the past 125 years, most of that land

'
has remained the property pf a few while being plundered for whatever
would bring its owner a Cast and profitable dollar.

A Second Gold Rush

California today leads the nation in food prodUction:

--it furninhes 25 percent of -the U. S.'s table foods, the
lareent mingle producer of over 50 of the some 200 common crop
varieties owed in this country;
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4--it accounts for one-third of the nation's canned and
frozen vegetAble:, and fruits making. food processing, canning and
uekagisg alone a $2.5 billion induStryi

--it pbrchases over $1.8 billion Of sped, fertilizer,
machines- -and labor,-each year;

--its cash farm receipts are over $4.$ billion, making
agribusiness in this state worth over $16 billion, a value
whichexceeds that of its production of aircraft and transpor-
tatien equipment, the next largest industry, and four time
that of California's petroleum productiOn1

--eight of the top ten agricultural count&es in the U. S.
by value of all farm products sold are in California as three
patcnt of the nation's farms and farm acreage account for
almost 10, percent of.the total U. S. call: farm receipta

No wonder this pacific Gas and Electric ad which appeared a
couple of years ago in The New York Times shouts: "Join the second
gold rush! Diticover the gold in Agribusiness: the...super-business
nurtured by Northern and Central California's rich soil, ideal
climate, plentiful water. and ingenious farming know-how. Big crops- -
and a big variety of 'crops- -make big business for farmers, prOce:xors,
packagers, manufbeturern and countless.otherA.ndustries. Its all
Agribusiness- -the number one industry in Gold Rush Country....".

But Mr. Chairman; like that first rich bonanza that game upon
this state over 100 yearn ago, this "gold rush" today also has a
sordid and shameful side.

From its beginning -- through a combination of massive land grabs; .

violence, rev:sign exploitation, political intrigue, slave labor, '
greed, the frequent ignoring of state and federal laws, and giant'
growing, processing and packaging conglomerateS (like the Del Monte
Corp., Tenneco Inc" IiiGiorgio Corp., and Sunkist Growers, Inc.,
with their interconnecting directorates) who control 'a vertically"
integrated flow of food from the field to the tableCalifornia's
agribusiness has-grown wealthier, more elite; and more powerful.

Xnat5 :pest for total.control of the state's economy, agri-
busiposa has enjoyed the enriching benefits derived from state and
federally subsidized water and transportation, abundant amount:- of
money from Bank of America, a free and almost unlimited uscoVthe
research facilitio of land-grant Unlvernity of California, and.
eXorbitant. U. S. Department of Agriculture cash give -aways totaling
nearly one-half billion dollars in ASCS subsidy payments alone
nince 1966.
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But what has happened in the past in California and is even now
intensifying here, in also beginning to take place on.a grand scale
throughout American agriculture: large, impersonal and often verti-
cally integrated corporations are becoming the:dominant force in.
rural America.

The Agribusiness AccountabilityProject believes that it is
* time to ask some rather fundamental luestionsabout the role of bi
business in agriculture.

If Agribusiness is to become what PG &E called a usui7er-
business," aro consumers, taxpayers, citizens andlaborers alike
willing to. pay an exacting price. for an unappealing sameness in their
food, a publicly paidfor but privately profitable corporation, a:
blighted rural landscape and-a.chaOtic and croWded urban environment
with able - bodied workers being replaced by 'machines?

Land and Land Ownorshin

Land and land ownership, of course Mr. Chairman, remains the
touchstone of agribusiness, particularly in California. In 1069,
the Agricultural Extension Service of the University of California
and the Economic Research Service of the U. S. Department of Agri-
culture found in a survey that 6.1 million acres of land out of a
total of 11.0 million acres of cropland were owned by corporate
farms, with 45 farms (less than one-tenth of orid'percent of the
state's commercial farms) controlling 3.7 million acres or 61 percent
of the land surveyed.'

Some of these large California agricultural landowners includes

, --Vista del Llano Farms (Anderson'Clayten, Inc.)--52,000 acres
F --South Lake Farms (Bangor Punta)--60,000 acres 40 acres leased

--San Francisco and Fresno Land Co. (Dank of California,
7600+ acres

--Blue Goose Growers, Inc. (Pacific Lighting Corp.)--6,000 acres
-- Southern Pacific Co.--163,000'acres
-Tenneco, Inc.--562,940 acres-- 33,690 acres leased

-- Standard Oil Company of California-306,000 acres
--Purex Corp.--30400acreS

It is no accident., that land concentration is GO high in this,
state. In voabination with the historical reasons mentioned earlier,
it should be emphasized that U. S. 'farm programs have been more'
directed toward Earm property values than the welfare of people. No

wonder the large growers in this state, backed by this kind of

\
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government policy, have. parlayed their vast. land holdings- with road'!
reserves of private capital to amass huge personal fortunes.

The largefarm corporations in this .state today have indeed
become the unique creatures of the banks.. And just as Or. Franken-
stein:is remembered for his special "creativeness" 4o the Bank of
America, in this state is revered lip many for its ability to manu-
facture new .forms from old bodies-.

1Pdtween 1926 and 1930, Dank:of AmetiCa reportedly foreclosed on
some 1,321 farms.. It abandoned the least, profitable ones. to the
governthnt foronpaid.taxes and through an affiliate, California
Lands, operated:some 2,642 farms by 1936, growing over 61) cropsand
realizing an annual profit of $643,000. .,'

e,

In the early 1940's, after becoming the state's biggest land-
, owner with over 600,000 acres, the Bank began selling off its
choicest properties to. select growers. A look at the Bank's board
of directors today chows how it has successfully concentrated ugri-.
business in California.

Chottly before he stepped down in 1968 as the Bank's Chief
Executive Officer, tudolph A. Peterson asked a California CannorS
and Grower's luncheon:

"Why is a banker talking.about agricultural policy?
Because Bank of America haiva,deep stake in agricul-
ture. We are the world's largest agricultural lender
with lines of credit for agricultural. production
running at about a billion dollars a year. Our total
agricultural commitment sic probably around $3 billion.
We've been in agriculture a long Limo and we intend
to stay in agriculture for a lot longer. In a very
real sense; then, agriculture is our business."

Mr. Peterson, I should add, is a good example of the medern
agribusin6ss "gentleman farrier" for in addition to serving as chair-
man of the Bankameric,vCorp. executive committee, be in also a board
member of Time -Ins., Kaiser Industries, Broadway-Bale Stores,
Standard Oil of California, Consolidated Foods, and is.one of three
Bank board members nerving with the DiGiorgio Corp.

GI 133 13 rat.
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"A Profile.of California Aoribusineris"

The Agribusiness AcCountability Project has prepared for thin
bearing a "Profile of California Agribusiness," attempting to
demonstrate the deop inroads that giant corporations have made into
rthe state's agricultural economy. We focused our attention only on
450 majot corporations, making subjective selections to indicate a
wide range of agribusiness holdings.

An examination of this Profile will show that these 50 corp-
orations not only have deep roots in California agribusiness, but
also are intergral parts of the national corporate power structure.
Agribusiness in California may net be. any mere "Californian" than'
it is "rural." Agribusiness is corporate power, period." The
Agribusiness Accountability project has found that one does not go
into the fields to find agricultural power today---one goes to the
financial districts of the cities, from Montgomery Street in an

Francibco to Wall Street in New York.

/t....ls important to know what this Profile is not.. It is not
intended as a complete directory of the agribusiness community' in
California, nor do the individual profiles attempt an exhaustive
picture of the corporation and its' agribusiness -involvement. Rather,

this Profile :simply is. an indicator of the kind of financial power
that is at Wbrk in rural California and throughout rural America,

.41

Under present laws of corpOrate.di closure, it is impossible to
get a focus On'the true nature and ex nt of corporate domination of
rural America. lWhether you are a public interest research organiza-
tion, an independent family farmer, an-agribusiness stockholder or
even a United States Senator, you must engage in an absurd and
-frustrating game of corporate hide-and-seek justto obtain a rough
picture of American

J
agribusiness.

On November 23, 1971, the Agribusiness Accountability Project
appeared before Senator Gaylord Nelson's Subcommittee on Monopoly.
In our testimony, wo called for more comprehensive public disclosure
lawn concerning agribusiness corporatiOns. Project Director Jim.
Hightower noted: .

"Corporate agriculture today affects.far more than the
investing public, and it is essential that we expand
the traditional rationale for disclosure. Corporate
agribuSinesseS err_ making private decisions that are
having an enormous--maybe devastating - -- public impact.
Putting aside the questions of whether we can COntrol
those decisions, at least the American eublie and their

-,:pelicy makers have a right to know about them.."

4,
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We renew that yaWbere today for greater eorpor.ae diselor s
/t is.an.ensential first atop toward restoring somesemblaeaa of.
balance to the power. relationship 1..otween the American people and
American bunineca.'

r Nopded: 7 4,14y.fArm

-Corporato dieclo'spro;.however, is only one step toward
challenging big buaineaa' invasion of agriculture. What: is necGed,
most urgently todala.is some serious thought and alction oe the question
of land reform lathe United States.

As a model aimed at making corporate AmeriCa.more reoponsive to
the common good,eConomist JohnKenneth Galbraith has suAgented that
the railroads of the country he nationalized. the Aarqibuuinesu
Accountability Project endorses that suggestion, for we see in such
an action a chance to demonstrate an effective land reform program.
The Project calls for federal reponsesaion of the massive land
holdings awarded the railroads years ago, and we call for.a redis-
tribution of those lands into family-farming.parcela that would be
large enough to be economically efficient and commercially viable.

Nationalizing a railroad like the Southern Mollie Compluyp
for enample,! would mean that the federal government coald reposse
and redistribute more than 3.8 million acres of land that originally
belonged to the people of Nevada, Utah and California.. Certainly,
such a plan would bring'about a large Incantire of the true land
reform needed in America, where more than 70 percent of the
population is aqueezed.onto less than 2 percent of the lancl.
California, wore less than 10-percent ofthe farms own more than
71'percent of the available cropland, is a state where land reform
in a critical need.

Redistribution of public lands, presently in the hands -of the
railroads, would he one stop toward helping the little man of this
country, and it would be a welcome step away rom the long-stoading
federal practice' of subaidizing large corpotalEions at the enpense
of millions of rural Atioricans who want-'to remain rural, but who.
are being forced instead to live on the fenced-in concrete of our
cities.

Thu Projecl also entlaUliaStieally endorses the aims of tto
newly-formed national Coalition for Load, Refdra6 based here iu
California. The coalition is right in its statement that "ownership
of land by those who work and live on it. is the hey to alloviatina
rural poverty, casina urban overcrowding, reducing welfare coats and
unemployment., proteeting the rural enviroamonraudbuilding airououv
demookary." Ihe Pro ivet will,virk, with tbc coalition .uvi. sePpolt its
effort every chaacv we wt.



Ib-addition, there is much to commend in the pending
Reclamation .LandsAuthority-Act-sponsered in thefienate hy-Senator
Fred 11-orris:and iatho House-by several California congtessmen_The
buying of "excess land" etA)re-Watot-ptiees by a special; presi-
dentielly,-"aPpointedboard and selling orleosing'that-land at post-^
market: ptiee$,. With'profits going into anSdutation, conservation*
and ecOnomi440PPextnnity fund -ii a progreSsiye concept, an effective'
step.towatd, land teform and i'Lwelcome.investment in rural POOPle.

Senator Nelsons. Family Farm Aet of 1972, also inttodUced in
the'HOUae by Representative Aboutezk, is an equally iMpOttant means
toward barring. letge.corporationafrom-permanently establishing
themselves in agrieblture. ylacing these corporations under the
anti7trust:and monopoly ,provisions, of 'the:Clayton Act would allow
efficientfamily,farmato prosper Onde again and tohelp stabilize
our rural cOmmunxties

. .

If true land deform .is. to flow:from thesekindstof suggestions,'
beWever',4t will be necessary to shore=upthe goverDments anti-trust':
,enforeement"eapabilities,e, At present,. that capabilitY is inadequate,
as,deMonstrate&recently.by°the decision of the; Federal Communications
CommissiontoAtepitsproPmed study of the giant AT&T. Another

of Our government'S enforcement Potential is the f4ct that
the entire 'budgettif the Justice Department'sAntitrnst Division,is
only 1/20.thofthe advettising budget of Proctor and Gamble.

If the anti -trust and- monopoly Ihws of this country were to be
enforce9,74,gribbsiness Would feeren immediate is Peet4 for market
'control has become. the name of'.the,gomein `agriculture. ,"Put the
pro in produde, Tenn0Co reminds us:..

arge,4ettiCaIly-integiated corporationa ate, the 'dominant.
:(and: increasingly overwhelming) fOrde in American eqrieulture:'%

P These are giant processors, feed cOmpanieS,and others "up" the food
line, either growing their own crops .OA theiebWn land or making
one-sided contracts with independent fatmers, 'foxOng the'felamsr to
serve the corporate interest rather than his own. These also are
the aorporationa that are moviAgf to Mexico to exploit even
cheaper, labor there and,to update the', ndependontpreducers here
at home.::.Their motive is profit, period .,They'have deMonatrated

- a willingness and an ability to exorcise their economic power
about anr-waY that wi,11 increase that. profit, even if that m net .0

be it the bestanterest of.rutal Ametica. -Alfred W. Barnes, r., the
Chief F;cecntive Officer of the Del Monte Corporation, expiess
single -mindednesa ok agribusiiss in. this statements,

"Del Motto's, corporate game pin. cdlls.for continuing
4eveIopment:based on our ent4b7 ishec1 strengthin
producingL1, distributing,SnO markcting food., Withid



thatframpwork continue ,explorexplore specific ;
oPPortunitios offering the potential for aboveravcragc
earnings growth,

mr: Chairthani our proposals here today may seembit radical
to some but they are taftr"1114ed When measured against the Axuly
radical changes changes -that have/beenwrought
in rural America lair agribusinenterests. Certainly our pioposals
are modest when YOu consider the - enormity -of the problem with which
we are faced: how to make gianteoporationa, particUlarly the
dozenathat are invadinggagriculture, more accountable to the public
that they should serve

In California, thy problem is-parti7Cularlyracute because of
the-enormous plaWer which agribusiness has bought over the pastI25
yara. overshadows all of California's public and private
institutions, busineSses, its politics, its educational system.
and its social life. As:Anne and Bal Draper haVe written in their
exCellent pamphlet, The Dirt on California: Agribusiness and the

"It would be an exaggeration to say that'agribusiness is
the.master 'theP"sooi.al order in California, but it would
be an exaggeration' only' because agribusiness nhadesTinto
the"financial: power'structurd so neatly, and it is that
combination which is the master.'"

.



[From the San Francisco, California Agriculture, February 1970]

MONTGOMERY STREET : HOW IT CONTROLS CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURE.-
HAWAII REPORTS ON CONSERVATION, TOURISM, SPORTS

.THE SECOND GOLD RUSH

(3Y A. Y. Krebs, Jr.)

joili the second gold rush! DIScover the gold in Agribusiness . . Big.crops
and a big variety of cropsMake, big business for farmers, processors, peek-
agerS, manufacturers, and. Countless other industries. It's all Agribusiness
the number one industry in Gold Rush ,Country.--From an ad for PG&E in the
N,Y. Times, Dee 11, 1968.

Corporate, giants are striking it rich in the'fields of California. A mesh of
interconnecting directoratecomposed of executives from banks, utility com-
panies and other mammoth Corporationscontrols the flow of food from
field to table. The large 'corporate farms that control California agriculture
havetecome creatures of the banks.

Ever since the wealthy miners of California's first gold and silver bonanzas
returned to San Francisco with their fortunes a. century, ago, this City has
been the financial capital of the West. Today, in the midst of what the Pacific
Gas and *lectric Company advertises as the "second gold rush" the City is
again prospering this time from the wealth being taken by farmers out of
Chlifbrnia's 'rich and fertile land. 4.

B t these faithers are not the individualistic, industrious men America has
so 1 ng revered; 'who work froni dawn to dusk seeking to proyide by the
swea of their brows a modest living for them and their families.

Th' y, are rather the same corporate giants such as Bank of America, South-.
ern dile, Wells Fargo Bank; the.DI Giorgio Corp., Kern County Land. Com- .
pony and others who have for so long controlled the political .and social des-
tinies ,

-Di dose itlliance 'with the utility companies,. such as PG&E .and Pacific Tele-
phone Co.; and other,huge growing, processing and packaging conglomerates
like Safeway Stores, Inc. and Del Monte Corp., with then'. interconnecting

of California.

directorates they 'eontrol a vertically integrated flow of food from the field to
tahle.
A At preseqi California leads the nation with .a $4.3 billion total cash farm
interne: It grows 40 per cent of the nation's vegetables, fruits and nut crops.
It-raises 90-100 per cent of the total U.S. ,production in 15 crops and leads the

,nation_ in another 25 crops. By the time the 200 commercial crops are har-
vested, 'transported, processed and packaged their market' value reaches some
$10 billion. One of. every three jobs in the state is dependent on agriculture or
a closely rerated industry.

Despite its great economic and politigal power, agiibusiness in -California
"still rests on the backs of 750,000 ill-liouSed, ill-fed farm Workers who .in 1907
earned an average of $2024 ("the highest paid. farm workers in the U.S.,"
according to state agribusiness spokesmen).

The efforts of Cesar Chavez's United Farm Workers Organizing Committee
(AFL-CIO) in the last four years to gain better conditions and .wages for
these workers through union recognition and collective bargaining (rights
denied by law to agricultural laborers) has now begun t6 cause some uneasi4
ness within the..S.,F. business community. .

For it is in the buildings on Montgomery street and that immediate area
where historically .the important decisions that inevitably determine the
'wages and working conditions of the state's. farm laborers are made. Citizens
of San Frandsco, both the rich and not-so-rich, - play important roles in
making these decisions.

Long before John Steiribeck wrote his classic Grapes of 'Wrath, farm workers
were seeking better wages and conditions through orgainzation. Beginning
with the Chinese, who. were brought Jo this countrYrialS.F.'s ,"Big Four" in
the late 1800s to work on the continental railroad and then later ,duniped into
the San Joaquin Valley, this City's entrepreneurs have contolled the lives of
janenese, 'Hindu., Armenian, Portuguese, Italian, Mexican, Filipino; Negro and
Mexican-American farm workers used In California for. over a century to grow
and harvest its bountiful crops.



It was in the depression - ridden Thirties that a Major effort was made by
a variety of unionsincluding some that were backed by the Communist
Partyto.. organize farm workers. 'When the threat that they might succeed
became so. immediate, vigilante groups were formed to terrorize workers.. .

Chief among those groups was the Assodated Farmers of California,. Inc.
with headquarters in San Francisco's Russ Euilding. The initial fun.ds for the

-.. organization were raised by .Earl Fisher of PG&E and Leopard Wood of
California Packing Company. , . .

A study by the SiMon J.' Lubin Society of California, Inc.. In 1938 showed
that seine of the major contributors and backers of the AsSociated Farmers
at the time included Santa Fe, Western Pacific, Union Pacific 'and Southern
Pacific railroads, PG&E, Southern. California Gas Co,, Transamerica Corp., the
State ChamiLer of Comnrierce,, Jos'eph Di Giorgio- rind:Mortimer Sand Herbert
Fleishhackellramong others. .

nnti-picketing and so lied "emergency-disaster" ordinances in many of the ---

Not only were the otitsociated Farmers responsible for enacting many of the

state's rural counties (which still exist today ) but they also maintained a
strong and powerful lobby in Sacramento.

Carey McWilliams has described this. era. in the state's history as "constitu-
tional facism." In Ill Farea the Land. lie writes; .

"The. gentlemen who sit in their offices in: San Francisco and Oakland And
Writecheeks.to the Associated Farmers are not the men who, wearing. the .arm-
bands of the group, organize mobs to browbeat and coerce agricultural work-
ers. They have cleaverly stimulated the farmers and townspeople to act as
their .storm troopers. Nevertheless,, the real .headquarters of vigilantism in
California are to be 'found on Montgomery Street in San Francisco and not
in the great valleys of the state."

A.sotnewliat less violent,hut quite vocal 'version Of the Associated Farmers
(boasting that they are 'the second-largest- statewide farm organization")
still exists today with offices, at 225 Kearny. It is reported that they maintain
one Of the state caPitol's highest-salaried. lobbyists.

At their 1968 convention. he organization not only Called for state and fed-
eraf l egislation to outlaw ttie UFWOC's ;national fable 'grape boycott but also
passed re olutions opposing .extension of:uneinployment insurance coverage to
farm w kers "because it would undermine -motivation and plate a premium
on idl ess"; opposed any legislation "designed to guarantee or force collective
barga ing rights fqr farm workers"; asked that the bracer° program (which
was tern:gltted In 1965) be transferred tiOrti .the' Department of Laber to the
Department of Agriculture ; and called for an investigation of the State Indu8-.
trial Welfare Commissions right. to establish a: $1.65 minimum wage %for
women and' children.

While it is not known whether the AssoCiated Farmers still enjoys the finan- _

cial backing of their past patrons, many of those same giant . corporations,
along with the California Farm BureaU, the Council or California Growers
alid the State Chamber of Commerce, maintain a powerfullobby in 'Sacramento.
and Washington, D.C.

(When the Delano. -table grape boycott first began to attract. national. atten-
fion, the State Chamber of. Commerce sent more than 80,000 letters to business
lenders, trade associations. and chambers -of, commerce throughout the 'nation
urging opposition to lIFIVOC's action, calling the campaign an effort to orga-
nize workers by "blackmailing their employers.")

Many-. Congressmen and U.S. Senators have been heard to . echo former 'U.S.
Secretary of Labor James Mitchell's Words that California agribusiness Is
"the toughest lobby of all" in Washington. There are Many examples of this
.lobby's political and financial power.- .

*.uring the S.F. Board of Supervisors' debate in 1968 to detertaine whether
the 'City Should -support the Delano boycott, it Was learned, although none on
the Board would say who publicly, that several of them had been approached
by powerful Members of the State Legislature from agridulturai areas who
told theln that San' Francisco could well face retaliation on. City. rojects If
it did- hot dropthe boycott issue.

Grape groWers, who have suffered a 25.35 per cent loss ip sales because pf .

the boycott, have managed in an unusual exercise:of power to convince the
U.S. Department of DefenAe to increase their shipment of table grapes,to Viet-

'. nam by more than 800 per centin the last two years.
4 4,

o
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It is reported that many pounds of. the two million shipped in the first halfOf fiscal 1968-!,69 are either rotting in Saigon warehouses or being sold on thelocal blackmarket for $42 per 26-pound box. (California . growers have re-cently been receiving between $3.25 and $3.75 a box for these same grapes.)
Many shipments of these grapes destined for Vietnam have been moving freelyacross Bay Area docks.

Another exercise in aglibusiness' power came to light as summer whenIState Assembly , Minority Leader esse Unruh charged that "numerous Cali-
fornia table grape growers are anxious to join in negotiations with theUFWOO, but are under pressure not to do so by more powerful, corporate
growers." Unruh, ,however, when qiiestoned by this writer, declined to namethe specific "cOrporate growers." '- ,

UFWOC picket captains report that some growers have told them in the pastfour years that they would be willing to negotiate a contract with the union,but if they did it was highly likely that their bank would not extendfurther credit to them.
-- In a state where seven' per cent 44 the farms own 76 per cent of the land(and employ 7.5 per cent of the farm workers)' the large corivrate. farms that

_ presently control California agriculture have simply become creatures of thebanks.
Financing more than half of all agriculture in Calliornia today. is the Bank

.- of America. The bank's recently retired president,Illadolph A. PeterSon, in out-lining "a new .national, agricultnral, policy" before the California, Cannersand Growers in November 4068, explained that corporation's .role.° "Why is a- banker talking about ngrieffitural, policy?" he asked. "Because
Bank of America- has a deep stake 'In agricultureWe are the world's largest
agricultural lender with lines of credit. for agricultural production running atfthOut .a billion ddlhirs a year. Our total agrieuittiral commitment is probably

.-around $3 billion. We've been.in agriculture-a long time Lind *e intend to stayin agriculture a lot longer. In a' real sense, then, agriculture is ourbusiness."
. .

Peterson is also on the boards of Dillingham Corp. (which controls much ofHawaii's sugar. crop), Time, Inc.,. Kaiser Industries, Consolidated Food Corp.,
. the State Chamber of Coinmerce and the Di Giorgio Corp.

.The latter firm, whose headquarters are,. in San Francisco, is headed by.
Itobert Di Giorgio. Once one.. of the largest growers' in .California (and a long-_time symbol to farm workers of anti-unioniein), the Di Giorgio Corporation
today lois become an International consumer gdoda,,' forest Products, recrea-
tional. vehicle, distributing and land development complex. . .

Besides -being president and thief executive officer of his own corporation,-Di Giorgio is also on the hoards of directors for Pacific Vegetable Oil Corpo-
ration, Broadway-Hale Stores, Union Oil Co. of California, New rork FruitAuction. Corp., Philadelphia Fruit exchange,. Inc., Pacific Telephone and
Telegraph, Bankamerica Corp. and Bank-of America.

How the world's largest bank manages Its agricultural loans, the propertyits ,owns and the workers who harvest the crops on that land came to public
.attention after the UFWOO charged that a 600()-acre hank-owned ranch in thestrikebound Delano area was refUsing to bargain collectively with its morethan 500 employes.

Bank officials contended that their ownership -NVIIA only temporary and thatthe land was leased fo a firm called "Agri-Business Investment Co.", The arti-cles of incorporation for the leasing firm, however, showed as two of its officersattorneys employed by the bank.
The land's former owner, who after being -allowed to run upa $7.8. million

loan debt and forced into bankruptcy, had to sell it to Bank of Atnerien for$5.8 million. The hank also obtained a certificate of indebtedness and lien on
all, his. crops (mostly table., grapes), which means that he will probably '136 pay-
fig of the money lie Owes the bank for the rest of his life.

One union spokesman said that Ids union had signed up most of the ranch's
wOrkers, and had asked the bank to negotiate with them, but their request was
promptly rejected. In respOnse, bank officials noted that although they were
a major agricultural financier they were not themselves engaged in farming.As one can see frown the numerous' positions held by ex-bank 'President Pet-
erson, (who was recently appointed:by President Nixon to head a task foice toreappraise the U.S. foreign aid, program) and DI Giorgio, the labyrinth of
agribusiness' interconnecting directorates begins here and eventually spreads
into every major bank ins arge corporation in, the state. .
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For example, PG&E's public relations campaigns have been handled in
the pitst.ky Whitaker and Baxter Public Relations of San Francisco, the same
trim that is presently spentliag a $1 million table grape growers' "war chest"
in an effort to counteract the national boycott. !

Another typical example of the ihfinence,,:and power men, in agribusiness
have today in California is Peter Cook Jr; In Pacifle. Telephone and Tele-
graph's 1968. Annttql Report, Cook 10 simply listed 1114 "Farmer, Rio Vista." But
Cook is more. than just a farmer r he is vice-president and director of the
California-Western States Life Insurance Co. and Westerlic Corp. He also
serves on the boards of directors for Wells Karp Bank;'Emporitun .Capwell
Co., Pacific -Telephone-and Telegraph Co., Western .Pacific Railroad, and is'a
former member of the board -of directors of the Kern -County Land Company,
which owns land twice the size of Rhode Island.

Wells Fargo Bank, with headquarters in San Francisco, is another large
bank that numbers among its board of directors many In agribusiness. The
bank's chairman of the board, Ernest C. Arbuckle, for example, is also a mem-
ber of the executive.commIttee of Safeway Stores,- Inc. On Safeway's board .-

there are men who, in serving as directors of other corporations,. own nearly
one million acres of land in California.

While farm .workers go without, adeqUate housing, food and decent Wages,-
and California's small and marginal farmers continue to decline at a rate of
5000 a year men like Jr G. Boswell II, who sits on the Safeway board Of direc-
tors, draws huge 'cash subsidies from the Federal. Government for not grow-
ing cottfin.

Besides owning more than 108,814 acres a California land and . about 500
acres of table grapes in Arizona, Boswell's company lenses some 25,000 acres
from the famous Miller-Lux holdings which Carey McWilliams described in
detall,in his famous Factorial in the Field. In 1907; for not growing cotton,
the Boswell company received $4,091,818 in subsidies from the government's
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service. That same year 2270 cot-
ton farms in four San Joaquin Valley countiesHern, Tulare, Fresno and
Kings---received $05,414,483 in subsidies.

In 1968 Boswell received approximately $500,000 from the Australian gov-
ernment for ',growing cotton on land he awns in that country, .thus .contribut-
ing his share to a bountiful world:cotton market or which the United States,.
In au effort ,to 'protect its own prices, was obliged to pay Boswell more than $3
million to not grow cotton in this country!

This same- cowpony-7 37,555-acre Boston ranch IN alsorsiated to be irrigated
from the state and federally-subsidized multi-billion dollar Westlands Water

Projeet.-The federal subsidy on this project is estimated to be over $1000 an
_.acre. Legally, only farms of 100 acres or less. qualify for this type of subsidy'
but in California that law is often overlooked if not ignored by agribusiness.

With men like Boswell on: Safeway's board of directors ft is not difficult to o.
understand why the nation's second largest retail food chain remains a major
holdout against the UFWOC'14 efforts aimed at getting them to remove their
table grapes front their shelves, The, supermarket chain, which is the largest
handler of California table grapes in* the Western United -Stateg, buys More
than 250 railroad carlots a year from the Giumarra Bros. Fruit Co.

Giumarra, who claims to be the world's largest table grape grower, owns
some 3500 shares of B. of A. stock as part of his $2ti million corporation.

Despite the UFWOC and other farm labor groups' efforts to "refolutionize"
California agriCulture, the trend toward corporate farming continues with
Purex Corp., 'Dow Chemical Co. and the United Fruit Company emerging as
new farmers In, the state. San Francisco, of course, will continue to play a
major role in these new businesses for as Richard B. Cooley, president of Wells

'Fargo Bank, bas- said:
"Son Francisco is an executive headquarters city and much of its economy

dependsopon papervather than produets."
Or, as,local trade; unionist Anne Draper and her New. Politics editor-bus-

. band point out In Melt recent pamphlet, "The Dirt on Californi gribusiness
and the University" :"

"It would be an exaggeratiOn to taty that agribusingss is the aster of the
social order In California, ,but it would be an exaggertftion only because agri-
business shades Into the financial power structure so 'neatly, and It is that
combinaton which is the master."

And it is in San Francisco, it city which prides itself for its freedom, its
concern for so lel justiccii:O.nd its achievements in labor organizing, where
that "shading" ekes placefeirery day of the year.
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Cmar 10-,. Link: *

On page 25 of the February 1970 Issue of San Francisco, In a story by
A. Y. Krebs, Jr., the statement 1$ made that, "while it is not known whether the
Aasoclated Fermers still enjoy the financial backing of their past patrons, many
of those same giant corporations, along with the California Fanelli:4mm, the
Council of California Growers and the State Chamber of Commerce, mantlIn a power
ful lobby In Sacramento and*WashIngton, D.C."-

We won't pristaWic,speak for the other orgahlzatioes flamed, but the
Council of California Grower* never, In its ten years of existence, has maintained

lobby 'either In Satramento or Washington. We do not endorse, oppose* support,*
Orlobby for or against any legf$latIon. We are strictly an informational, educa
tional and public relations organization which seeks to reflect the thoughts,

.., Ideas, and attitudes of California agriculture.

Upon further:reading of the story, we hay: come to the ooncluilen that
the rest of the article shOws about the SIMS desire, of accuracy as the statement

concerning the C,C.02,;;,, , 7

Asialysls'of the article reveals It as a poorly researched effort.at muck-

-raking. It really Is a coaPitatIon of quotes and materiel from the lame tired old
sources width themselves have been proved of doubtful,accuracy.

lc* us imagine another statement from the article. Mr. Krebs says there

are "750000 111- housed, 111-fed firmworkers who In 1967,earned an eveieg* of
$2024" Nsport 830, no. 6,. from Research and Statistics Section of the Eepartmant
of Employment, entitled "AgrIcultUral.Worsicers Covered by the OlsabIlltyAnebramiss
ProvIslose of the 0nomploymomb Durance Code,0 (which Is. Alt fend workers) Orli*,
307shows that the MAXIMS miler of people who did ANY formwork that year was
11111,137. 'This Includes people: rho may have !millmol an hour, A day, a walk, or Just.

t few ..Meer ,'

''Ehla Is only a maw of an error of 61,000, true, but that constitutes.
eipOilty slmod city. Est more Important, Is the fart that the accurate throe!
erp'omoy to obtalm, 1g one rmallywomta them,.

.Merch 17, 1970
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. Tho "California Annual Farm Labor Report" for the year 1967. Issued by the -"%.
.,pepartment ofImployment, shows the following figures for that year. The peak number
of workers was 375,300. Of those, 91,000 were farmers and members of the farm family.
Another-94,200 were hired year-around somplOyess.

:ghat loaves only 190,6'00 seasonal workers, of whom 135,000 were local
workers' So the groat myth of "migrancy" comes down to the fact that oUtTrala total
of 375,000 workers, only 54,800 were migrants, or Just over 14 per cont. Furthermore,
32,000 of.those,were Intra-state migrants, California residents who maintain homes In
this state swid,trayel for short periods to.harvest crops.

the difference Imam 686,000 and. the 375,000 can be accounted for by the
.

large number of casual workers who may "give farm work a try' for a 'day or, two and
cannot be countad as. true firm workers..

. ./he state says a professional farm Worker is 000 who domnoihlisi bur-Term
work, and who Is'employed In farm work In mach of the four qUarte0sAfthe year.

Insurance figures show that there are close to 100,000 of these; therSheir
median earnings In 1967 were $3,669.; and that about half of them wor"ted for four
different employeri and had median earnings of $4,670:,

. -Ono final note on thtssubject:. The state's figures do not show earnings
for work outside California, so there are 22,600 Interstate workers whose annual
earnings were higher than shown and which would Increase all the earning statistics.

. ,

Mr. Krebs says collect'''. bargatOrtg.rights "are denied by lam to agricul.
itural laborers." This is not correct. Farm workers have the right to bargain
collectively. They are excluded from the National Labor Relation's Act, and, as a
result, colloctivd bargaining is not mandatory.

.

What,he did not say was that California agriculture Initiated in this
session of Congress a btil to give farm workers a collective. bargaining law Mr of
their own. It was Introduced by Callfornie!s-Senator, George Morphy,.andhearIngs
currently- are.bolng held. .

a

Mr, Krebs Alio could- have checked hls flguris on the movement of table
grapes with authoritative agenclei, rather than simply. copy the propag.j claims of,
the United Farm Workers organizers.

41.,

ServiceTM Federal-State Mirkets News Seice Indicates that grape. sisints are
ahead of last year. Prices are down, primarily because 1969 was a tr ndoui'crop
year. The harvest foir grapes was considerably larger, than tha prevlou
dompeting crops such as apples also had bumper harvests. of

The prices of.these fruits are determined by the supply and demand, with
qo government support programirthereforo, In years of large crops, like 1969, the
prIces'are lower,

9
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One always should be suspicious of statements 'starting withrl'It wad learned"

or "It.has been reported." This generally means that'it is something the'repiorter
wants to'say,,but can find no supporting evidence for the statement.

';,

. 1969 saw an event that flatly contradicts the quote from Assemblyman Unruh.
A dozen.California grape growers DID enter into negotiations with the United Farm

Workers organizers. Among'thoselnegotiators was one grower whose headquarters is in
San'Francisco and, therefore, probably should be considered as one of Mr: Krebs'

establishment people.
. .

Those negotiations f led completely because of the union representatives'

1refusal to bargain In good fal . The negotiator for the growers, during a Los

Angeles press conference after he collapse of the talks, said that on the very day
the talks were broken off, these.growers were prepareakto sign contracts, That was
the time, he said, when the union people reneged on ati.prevlous agreements andcame
forth with new demands, making further discussions useless.

Any discussion of errors of fact or omission In the Krebs'. article would
not be complete without a comment on his statement that DiGiorgio Corporationis a
"long -tlme symbol to farm workers of anti-unionism." He shoUld have added that it
was the DiGiorgio Corporation which was one of the first farming organizations In
;California to negotiate a contract with the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee;
and, to borrow Mr. Krebs' term, it has been reported that the.subsequent failure of
the union to furnish competent workers, the obstreperousness and 1ntractibility of
the union officials., were among the Major reasons the DiGlorgio people got out of the

farming business.
..

.

Another place where Mr. Krebs was trapped by a careless quote was his state...
ment that "seven per cent ofthe farms own 79 per cent_of the land (and employ 75 per
cent of the farm workers)."

-

The most recent census of agriculture compiled by the lureau of Census,
U.S. Department of 'Commerce; shows that seven per cent of the farms actually own 76
per cant of the lan4...some29 million acres out of some 36 million devoted to Agri -'
culture in California.

. However, nearly 23 million acres of this Is devoted to pasture-timber land.
Over half of a01 the farms involved are livestock ar_win farms, neither of which
employ large numbers of workers. As a matter of fact, all the ferm4 in California of
1,000 acres or more employed only 48,000 workers, according to the census. Using our
375,000 peak figure, this would be about 13 per cent of the workers, not 75 per

Mr. Krebs seems to be, amazed over the fact that such industries as P.C. S. E.,
Pacific Telephone, the various hanks and the railroads all have an interest in

California agr1culture

If he were more familiar with agriculture, he would not be quite so surprised.
First, agriculture Is the largeSt industry In the state. It uses about one third of 1

the rail transportation, the majority of the highway transportation, and nearly one
half the value of all waterbOrm exports from California ports. This would account for

the interest of such firms as Southern Pacific, Santa Fe, Union Pacific, Western Pacific

tl
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And any other railroad or steamship compani.

California farmers use an average of more than 60,000 kilowatt hoursa
Year, almost seven times the national average. This would explain the interest In
agriculture on the part of and.Southern California Edison.

The most recent census-of agriculture shows that California farmers own
more than 100,000 automobiles, 125,000 trucks, 140 tractors, 20,000 other-pleces of
machinery.. This, coupled with their expenditures of $100 million a year for petroleum
products would account for the Interest shown by manufacturers,AlstributOrs and
dealers of these products.

There were more than 70,000 telephones on farms. Just one shipper of
California fruits and vegetables, whose offices happen to be in San:Francisco, said
his annual leilePhone bill runs over $100,000. This would account for the telephone
company's inearesttn,agrIculture.

.

The most recent report from USDA Economic Reseirch. Service shows that
California farmers spent $222 million for repair and Operation of capital items,
$241.2 million for depreciation and other consumptiOn of:farm
million In Interest on farm mortgage debts all In one year,.

This would,account for the Interest shown In agriculture by the -tank of
America, Wells Fargo, Security Pacific; United California, the Federal tend Bank and
the Intermediate Credit Bank, to non* a few. About the only Independent small banks
left In the state are those which are located In agricUltural areas, serving farmer

" custoomrsvprImarlly,.which seems to contradict Mr. Krebs again.

, Mr. Krebs apparently Is trying' o make same nort.gLcomperlsonbetWisen the
decline in the number of farms and the size of some fares- liMliforrila.

'`:
,FIrst, It should be pointed out that 12 other st4614010104nlied;'Btates

outrank California In size of farms,Ancluding such citadels'OHamily,farelng:as'.--
Kansas, Nebraska and Oregon.

Secondsitomust be said that It is true that, the.number,of feria. In
. California 1s:declining and that the remaining farms are gettli5g larger. This.lsas
much an economic fact as the disappearance of the corner grocery. - It wasn't the
chain store that drove the corner. grocery out of business, It was the customers.,
They preferred'to shop In the larger,:more complete, store'. it Isn't the larger
grower who is driving the small one -out of business, It Is the inflationary economy
which makes It impossible for small growers to stay in business. Nigh farm Wages,
taxes, mechanization, and other costs have made it uneconomic for the small grower. to ..
survive.

.

Out this Is not confined to 'California. Undersecretary of Agriculture,
J. Campbell, recently said that "In 1947 there -were nearly 6 million farms In
thercountry with roughly 26.million people living on them." By today there are
"about,3 million farms with only 10 mIlltdn poople living on them," he added.

in, California the comparable! fitures are 137,000 twenty years ago to about
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. .

65,000 today. A little arithmetic showtAlhit the disappearance of small fanners In
California is alkost exactly at the same rate as the national fipOres.

It would appear that wile Mr. Krebs may have used some accurate figures,
he, drew some completely Invalid conclusions from those figures.

Sincerely,

0. N. Fillerup
Executive Vies President
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Editor
\\

BAN PRANCX9C0 NAM=
120 Green streets
Sea Frenol.4o, Calif. 94111.

Editor(

Anyone reading the vast news roles.** and' newsletters
published by the California Cannon of Growers should be
able to oloorly see thOt this organisation, not only opposes
protootive legislation for farm workers but ridicules and
critiosir*s those groups who support such staaurop.

N.

/twould be naive of us to thinkitt4tsuoh an organization
whioh boasts of reflootinethe t to, ideas and
attitudes of California assioultura did not exeroise a
considerable degree of political eusols in the otitis, and
nation's capitol,

Rather than *nog* in a nuMbers gale with the Comma
might simply point out that farm labor statistics both in'
Californio and the United States are difficult for anyone
to ((tato with accuracy divan the inexaot methods by which
various government agencies ascertain their figures..

The foot still renOina, however, that sany tong of thousands
of California farm worker, illhoUsed end ill-fod.

The current tart, labor altuation'eloaar shows thatahnless
management is required by la* to bOrgain collectively with
their workers any or organization representing the
Workers is poworlOss.' For example, in some (light eleotione
and card chocks held, 89.4% of the nearly 200 Workers voted
for union representation. Xot today the moc hon.only threi
contracts with table grape growers. The rest claim their
workors are happy and death vent a union. .

Taking sharp` rception to toy remark about the DiGiorgio
Corporation being a "long-time symbol to farm workers.of
anti unionism," the Council of Growers betray an ignorance
of California history, They should have read Dr. Ernesto '
Galen a'. new book SPIDERE IN THE DOUSE AND.WOHEBHG IN TUN
FIELD (Notre Demo Presslo, an account of the infamous
190,50 Di Giorgio Arvin strike, Wore leaking such a room*.

A. V.-Erebs
N.D. 3, Bouts 28

Somerville, N.J. 08876
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d PESTICIDES

WASIIINGTOpr (UPI). The Environmental Protection Agency was asked to-
day to issue an emergency rule to prohibit experimentation on California farm
workers wild are being used as "guirien pigs" to test the effects of crop pesti-
cides on humans.

A formal complaint was filed by the agribusiness accountability project, a
Washington-based, public-interest research organization, who charged that the
'experiments by two companies were "reprehensible and unpardonable."

The organization eluirged the insecticides manufactured by the two firms
were similar to "A form of nerve gas developed in Nazi Germany during World
War II," which they said caused serious nervous disorders. .

The two manufacturers were identified as the Niagara Chemical Co. of
1311ildleport, N ., a subsidiary of the FMC Corp., which produces the pesti-
cide Ethion, d. the Chepagro Corp. of Kansas City, go maker of the
Pesticide Guth on.

The organization said the two firms paid bonuses to farm workers last
summer to pick crops In the fields seven days after the pesticide had been
spraydd, even though the California Department of Agriculture requires a
'30-dak delay period.

40prding to a report by the organization, Niagara signed 19 wbrkers at the
lifklit) Packing Co. near Linsey, Calif., and make experiments in latn_july and '
14.

,..e August,August, 1970. Chemagro signed 30 workers at the Terra Bella orchard
-,:a. the Whittemore orchard, both in Visalia, and made tests in late August and
'Vfitember. Blood samples were taken from the workers for which they were

paid $3.50 for each test.
.

A report made for the organization by A. V. Krebs Jr -a field researcher,
said the organic phosphate InSecticides "shOrt-eirenit the nerve processes of
not only insects- and animals, but also human beings:*

Ile said the two companies made the tests to:prove a seven-day waiting
period after spraying was sufficient.

Dr. Raymond- E, Jolinson of the Environmental Protection Agency's Pesticide' ..
Office said "there are some valid aspects to their (agribusiness accountability
project). charges, some serious aspects."

Johnson said to his knowledge "there are no restrictions that I. know of"
to prevent such experimentation, except those of decency and morality.

"It's a Serious thing," he added. "It's extremely difficult toosolve this prob-
e loin, because. regardless of the use of restrictions, we are still unable to regu-

late bun= behavior."
JohnSon said his Office has "seen this problem shaping up" since last sum -.

mer. "We are generally familiar with the problems of re-entry of people into.
fields recently treated- with organic phosphate chemicals," particularly in
southern California, Arizona, and in tobacco fields of North Carolina.

The organization which made the study said it was formed "to inquire Into
the accountability of large Arneriettn corporations and agribusiness interests
for the plight and powerlessness of migrant and seasonal farm workers,"t Their'
Study was a joint effort by three groups, the Project on Corporate Responsi-
bility, the ('enter for.. Coninntnib Change, and the Washington Research
Project. .

Tite investigation showed farm workers selected for the Niagara tests in-
cluded n 3R-year-old woman suffering groin anemia, a 13-year-old girl who bud
suffered a skull -fracture in 1969, ft 44-year-old man with diabetes, and a 24-
year -old man being treated for chronic headaches.

Blood tests by both emnpanies showed significant drops in -red Woad cell
levels among the workers, it test which "is conceded to be a specific measure
of central nervous system damage," the. organization said.

-0:: ;Terry T. Berninii and Jim IIightower, leaders of the projects' research
program, elpirged the experiments ,represented ."a case of corporate ntrcroity,
committed for corporate profit." :,

.
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Statement of the
AGRIBUSINESS ACCOUNTABILITY PROJECT

November 23, 1971
*---; Subcommittee on Monopoly
'if;' Senate Select Committee on Small Business.

CORPORATE SECRECYAGRIBUSINESS
;

, Mr. Chairman,. the Agribusiness Accountability Project

to present testimony today., a
kA

fundame ntal society---corporate secrecy.;.:

My pain. is lip C. Horeneen, and 'I appear'today as

.the Chairman of the Advisory Committee 'Of the Agribusiness Ac-

cOOntability Project. I ars accompanied by. Jim Hightower, Director

of the PrOject, and by Martha Main. Hamilton, who is Director

of Government Research for the Project.
,

Thil.`.7kgribusinssi Accountability. Project is a*public

interest research organization that is sponsored by the Center'

for Comunanity Chang: and by the -Project on Corporate Renionsiz

:-
bility. He ere 'Xunded by the 'Field Foundation. For over a year

.

now, we have been attempting to document the nature and eittenb of

the role of big business in rural America. Because of 'corporate'

and governmental secrecy, this has not been an may effort.

AN. OVERVIEW OP AGRIBUSINESS /N RURAL AMERTch

One thing we do know is that agribusiness corporations

generally have become the dominant force in rural America. Their

concentration. of agriculitural markets and their per over rural.

people is incvasir, wary day. It is our finding that Ambrican

agriculture hau moved from the fields to the citiesthe
.

"IE
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critical deciaions today are made in the board rooms in New.YOrk,

Washington, Chicago, Atlanta, IZanSaa City, RoUston Los Angeles

:ana:L.°

Otfier centers of 1.314 business.

Thereis nO doubt that agriculture is bigbusiLess, In

1970;AmeriCana paid $114 billiOn for fOod4 Fiber, tobacco and

other;_ agricultural prodlicts,addlAtlions more to Matta agriculture

the biggest business of all- - -bigger than aut6mo4ilas, bigger

than defense hardware, bigger than electronics. Agriculture

the-biggest:Oontibutor-to our balance of payments and a Major

./..source of dbployMent. 'Three out ok everyften jobs in.private
. ,

.. ;..

employment are related to agriculture.

But it is not .the average rural Amerigan who is pocket-
.

k a
ing the billions generated by agriculture. 'Instead, it is agri-

'

business that enjoys the profits-r-alpomplex of huge seed and feed

companies, chemical and fertilizer produCers, farm machinery
$

manufacturers, processora, canners and packagers, marketers and

di4pributors who increasingly are moving irikto productionl.

On the surface, agriculture appears to be a highly.

dispersed industry thatwould not lend itself to takeover. -IA

.majority (56.5 per cent) of all 'farms -in the country are classi -'
1

fled as. "small." In fact, their impact is/esmall," in spite of

their numbers:. They accounted.for only 7:8 per cent of farm
_.,

4*
sales,according to the 1964 Census of Agriculture.

04 the other hand, a mere nine-tenths of one per cent

of this country's farml accountedfor 24. 3 per cent of all farm



sales. These giant producers averaged, sales of $272,000 that

`,`year.( The U.S. Department of Agriculture estimates that by 1969

thesaulargept" farms "accounted for''.at../east one. third of total

sales by all farms." ..The Department projects that by 1980 these

schperfarms will account for more.. thin half of all farm market

ing.

(

4 4.

gri

USIA alttempts- to minimize the iipportnceof corporate ,"

agriculture by pointing out that Corporations account for only

one per centof all farms:and seven per cent of the.land-in

farms. .It says nothing, about the :real power agriliuSiness-exert4

in. the market plade and through contracts. Campbell's song; fbr*
ekample,.owns no farM nor 'does it leaseanY,.but throUgh?.,,

contractsveith producers itefgectively controls thousands af.,

acres, and hundredS.of farmers.! USDA does not 'bother to report
.

that.

Thanksgiving is only two days sway. This traditional

celebratioh offers a dramatic'insght into the corporate inva-.

sion of agriculture) Pilgrims ,and Indians provided their -home-

grown food-for the ,first-feast, but.corporate1merica has pre-
$4.

packaged the dinner, this year% The Smithfield ham comes.froM

IT&T. The.turkey is a produCt:ofpreyhdnnd Corporation. The.'

lettuce cdritea-ifroM DOWChemical.COmpany, the potatoes are pro- '

sVided tie BneingtomPany, and Tenne4Ineciroraied brought 1,

the fresh fruits and vege abide. ,11.1m apple saved is made '
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available by Brands, while both Coca Cola and Royal

'Crown Cola have provided.the fruit juices. ,,For desert. there

are strawberries by PUrex.

0
But we. should hesitite'hefore'bowing td give thanks to

t.he corporate providerq This SUbcommittee has pioneered in the

investigation of cOrpOrate agriculture, YOU know from'your 1968
. -

hearings that it is an unproven myth that corporatiOns inherently

areOmore efficient than family agriculture. YOU knaWilfrom your

4 . s

' investigatlions in the field that:cOrporations do not make good

eighbprs and that they change mere thanthe patters of fa*mingt.

when' v4they into an
*

YOU. know that .there are er4ous
-

qUestions'about the cJuafity of food that comes ogk the assembly

. 0
Una of .corporate agricUlture. And your hearinge:raised the

fundamental and, stillunanswered questions about corporate mono-,
)

polization of agricultural products.which may.leadto piice fix-

1,*
a.

Mr: ChairMan, we

old homestead. ,It is

,
_everybody forty'

that the answer

lowing corporate

p eculiar image.

$

are not_suigesting return to the

obviOus that7the answer is not to give

acres 54id a mule. Xt should be N.01 as obvioue./

is not 'to continue stumbling along blindly;,i,ait;.

agribusiness to re-make "rural America ih4ita own

. ,

'Xtis.one thing to, buy Thanksgivin ,dinner from

corporate merica ratherthana family farmer, b4t it is quite
,/

anOther thing to addon the staggeri social<afid cultural cost,

thatcome with the shi,ft in the make --dip, agriculturp. ."

0
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- -1.5 million farm workert averaged an in-
come of $1,003.in 1970, while another mil-

' lion workers. averaged $2,461 by 'doing some
non-farm work too; .

- -some 12 million rural'Ameritans exist in
.poverty, with millions more existing just
on. the edge; !

--more than 2,00gfarnie a week fold---more
than "I million have folded since 1940;

7-for every six farms that fold, a small-town
'businessman boards U.15 his store; and

--whole-rural communities and small towns are
being abandoned.-..

The very character of ogr country.it chafiging--.-farmers
.

are being,reduced fromfree enterpriters to. corporate cogs, small

towns are being abandoned foeurboh.and suburban-kbncentratione;

and tural'America is becoMing a factory. qpr national leadership

-4,

has yet to question whether these.radical changes are.desirable:

. If we want more in rural America than corporate profitability,
114

;then we must have a national rural policy. 'But before we can

develop any rural policy,,we must strip away the myths and under-

stand in detail the'reality. That means asking agribusiness cor-

porations.V tell us more ebout themselves, and asking the feder-
Yal government for enough information about agriculture to analyze.

An .

#r

*
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*
.Mr. Chairman,,. the conventional argument for corporate

disclosure has been the right of the inventing public'taknowc

As explained below, bhat right is not beintprotected adeciaately,

and corporations should be asked to raveal.moris td investors

.

.about *air agricultural involvements.
k7

, 1
dk But corporate agriculture t9day affeCts faroore th4

, 4

the investing public/and it.is.esitntial that we expand the

traditional rationale for disclosure. '.orporpte agribusiness:Is

are makingprivatetclecitiOns that are havirig an enOrmousgr-7maybe
C

devastating - -- public impact. Putting aside .th)questiOns of

'whether we can control those decisions; at leastthe American
/

.

public end. their policy. makers have i'right .toknow.about them;

.,Tfle public has a double investMent.it agribusines.s.

both as consumers and as taxpayers. The federal government alone
4 i

spends billions of tax dollar's to subsidize agriculture" xnvari7.
. "

,ably,these subsidies work peimarllY to the'blinAfit of agri

busineAsessubsidies including farm program payments, research

at land.-grant colleges,- water"frof# federal reclamation projects

and loopholes in the federal tax structure.

' 0
But the fact is that the public cannot now know much

at.all about agribusiness corporations. Consider his basic

t question: Who are America's farmers? Xt is impossible to know

even that.
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In 1065, the
A

Internal Revenue Service (IRS)reported

that-3,265,3I .2 farm inqOlme, tax returns-wete fired. Only i7O78
c,7

Of those were filed as corporations. By those figural', 99.5 per

cent of the farms in this country aIrref- family or partnership
-

endeavors, suggesting an agricultural system with strong compe*

titive safegUarde. Duethe IRS count includes only those cbrlook,

ations whose "principal buItiness" is farming.

For giant conglomerates; theacquisition of a farming

egbsidtary can mean substantial capital gains, favorable.depre-
..

4.' ciation rates on-equipment and machine", and tax losses written

off against non-farm income-- -all amounting to major tax savings.

-But their 'principal line of business is not farming, and they

need mot Bother to file a lartnincome tax rethrn.

IRS does not include Tenneco in,its farm count, even

though this conglomerate controls close td 2 million, acres. of

I.
farm land. Tenneco's Item -county Land Company received a farm

program paymentthis year of $1.3 million=- -the fifth largest

Made---and it xecaived a $13.2 million credit on its income tax
A

in 1969 Booing Company has bout 100,000 acres for farming in.
.

eastern OregOn, but they will not Appear as a farMer under4hS'

rules. 1Boeing will use fgeraIly*sUbsidized water for!its

potato crop. This list of."farmere cal go drkand.on---000dyear

Tire and Rubber, Purex, Penn Central Alico, Standard Oil'of

California, Prudential Insurance, Bank of America, etc.
t

102
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But these conglomerates are not the only corporate

missedfarmers miesed byIRS. ..pel Monte, Libby McNeil and Libby,

Stokely-Van Caitp,. Green Giant, Ralstoniptrina, Coca Cola and

Pillsbury arlyertically-integrated agribusinesses that have ex-,

panded diredq into farming without being counted as farmers by

XRS. Priquenli, these processors and marketeri turn to farming

in order to secure cost savings'intheir purchase of, farm pro
)

ducts that they use rilttther business activities. IA the prpcoss,
. .

they eliminate markets. and dilve down tte'pricee for independent

farmers struggling to stay in business." In ste,,Of the huge ,

acreage owned an4 the massive impact of
-f
their farming operetionsc

they do not even have toofile a farm income tax return., '

Information at the Securities' and exchange CoMmiesion

is not much better. Tro'documenti filed there by public corpor-

ations provide theirulk of the informatiOn available On specific

businesses. They 'ire the Form 10-X. ciledannuilly,.and the

Fora S -1, filed at the: time secdrities,IOre registered. 811i

.

gloss forms tat]: to 1ittle or nothingoeboutthe farmLnsopera-
.

.itions of the.corporations. We can learn from theee forms that

a corporation is involved in farming, hut not the extvt of its

invostmeAtiri farmingwe can learn.tfiet aocOrporation owns
> ".

farm land, but not the location, of that lands We have sustorized

the available information from the current 10 -K and S-i forms of

o
Tenneco and'Stokely-Van Camp and hppen4ed themito our testimony.

.

.L

SEC requires infOrmatlion on Aincs of business within

4 -

IVa
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.

'multlrfaceted corporations only when the division amounts to AO'

psk cent or morelof the corporabion's total sales And revenues.

..;With constantly increasing,conglomerate-growth, this could allow
.

'major producers of specific coiioditiee to omit farming froM their
1 0

reports.

VSrtWallY integrated processors and distributAfs can
f..

avoid diicussing their farming operations even if farthin4, does

account for more than 10 per ceit of sales and revendes.

Apeci*Cally exemp ted from the 10 pep centregUirement are

situations "whets material amounts ofeproducti or services are
541k

transferred from one line of business t6 another..." These

maybe considered one line of business.

The conventional argument against disclosure has been

competititn---the right to protect business operations frOm the
. 4

drying eyes of competitors. ,Yet the function of vertical inte-

.gration and conglomerate growth has been to limit copetition.

Will'proceisors, exporters and marketers bring to farming the

6ohcentration they have created in their own areas of business?
' 1

According to,the National Commission. On Food Marketing in 1966,
1'

.

li "There,is a tenddncifor business in the
q several fields of the food industry 1.o become more

[,' :condentrapd in the hands of a few large firms.,
.Tn neither food procastingnor distribution do econ-
omies of.operation resulting from large size neces-
sitate high cOncentration.ininational markets." .

We can reasonably expect vertical integeation to extend this

# trend toward concentration' into farming'.

104
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SEC disclosures through expansion of alreadydexistilg

mechanisms can provide the infration with which othe gencies

of the federal government, and the public, can develop an Under-
.

r
standing of uho controls or is gaining control of agrictiltural

production in America.
.

Porinstance, the need 'far:disclosure about contractual

arrangements between agribusiness corporations and producers must

bemet before any complete-analirslie oftrends in food production

can'be attempted. The %information available nbw on numbers of

producers of commodities is inadequate for the purpose.

In poultry production,' for example, 35,126 farms

produced broilers in 1964, the latest.year-for.Uhich/ig res are

available. On the surface, that appears to be'a highly competi-
.

tive situation. In fact, since 1964, 98 percent of broiler j
.1

' . productiOn has been under contracts, with Ralston Purina, Swift,

sand Pillsbury being the dominant contractors.

. In the ease of broiler.productio the trend toward

agribusillesi dOmination is clear. In Other commodities, we are

left to guess.

131,650 farmers were raising vegetables in 1964, again

an apparently competitive situation. But agriculture secretary -

0
4

'

designate Earl Butz, a former meriber"of the board of Stokely-Van

Camp, said last week that of 12,000 acres producing vegetable for

processing by Stokely, 9,000 are under contract. No matter how

br
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many farmers titre nominally suppliers of'Stokellt, in fact three-'

quarters, of the land is under Stokelli's control, and those farmers

ard not free to compete, for betterprices.'

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. The Securities and Exchange bOmmission should expand its
reporting.requfrements to provide a clearer picture of farming
operations of verticallyLintegrated agribusiness corporations
and conglomerate:. Attached as appendix 2 is our suggestion
for Additional requirements.

0

XI. All farms in USDAls"largeet" category, those with annual.
saiessof more than $100400, should be required to Submit an
annual registration form to USDA, supplying the arm type of
information as the SEC.. would requite on farming operations of

a publicly held corporations. Attached'as appendix 3 is Our
' suggestion for the requirements of this registration.

XII, The Pedeael TradeCommission or .the 4ustice'Department
should be required by Congress to issue an annual pUblio report
on vertical integration and the movement, of conglomerate, into
farming, with the purpole ef assessing the impactoot increasing
concentration'in'agriculture. Expanded disclosures such as
those suggested above wound hole in.ccoMpiling`this wort.

IV. We particularly endorse Ralph Nadar's November 9th recom-
' A mendation before this Subcommittee that corporate income tax.

returns should be public information.

Sr
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So far we havetaltzia'about the major issues involved

in corporate secrecy, information about corporate activity that .

is not available for public inspection bec4ie no-federal agency
0

requires its disclosure.

For the industry analyst, the kuckaaker, or the inter-

: -ested.stockholder, the roadblocks set in his Way by those who

oversee acpest to public Infogmation can be just as important

and twice as frustrating.

'Our task of analyzing what is going on in agriculture

and who is behind what is going on in agriculture has been compli-

dated in a variety of ways, ranging from patty harassment to

perverted interpretations of the public's right.to know'r *

We have several latter' that reflect difficulties we.

have encountered in gathering allegedly "public" information.

Let ma summarize three easel, briefly.

- -Ms. Kathryn Seddon is a corporate researcher for the

ProjeCt. As part of her jcp,,,,she spends hour after hour at SEC

pouring over material that has been filed with the commission by

agribusiness corporations. Because of the volume of material

she has to deal with, it is fregUently expedient to photocopy

4- .

pages from annual reports of twoxy statements rather than

4 )

laboriouily copying information by hand.

M. Seddensisn't lazy. She simply has a large volume

of m4gprial to handle in a short

MF

A /EASCO machine in the public reference room of the
*°

4

I
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Q

S4C makes copies for 25 cents a'rege t high pride in comparison

to 'Other photocopying machines. Ma. Seddon wrote the commisfion,

questioning the high-prices and asking, what benefits the S4C rt
*

ceives.frordLEASC00,x operations. As it turns out, "The Commis-

sion's reward for entering into1 thie contract is the public ser-

vice it performs through. encouraging the dissemination of public

information.""-According.to their answer, a rather esotyric

reward for a business arrangement.. SEC does tot lease space to
0 .

the -company for tne machines or derive any monetary benefits from'

the'operation.

-Ms. Sue DeMarco is actively working on a study of
0

land-grant colleges for the project. As a result,"she has
4

needed tb gO.to USDA occasionally to interview agriculture de,

partment staff. On a recent occasion, she was told that the

could not Park-her car in a visitor's parking lot': flfyou are

familiar with the location of 0S120s main offices, 'you know

there is no nearby available parking after 9 a.m.

tti% 1 USDA official explained to Ms, DeMarco that "visitors"

meant people on official business" that 'is of benefit to USDA."

Apparently, he believed that an analysis of the activitiei of

land-grant colleges would not be of benefit to USDA.

Ms. DeMarco has made a fOrmil requeut for permiss On to

15aAt in the visitors lot on subsequent.Visits to USDA.

-- shortly after X :wont to wOrk_gorthrriblect, USDA
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,
released its list of recipients of-farm pkogram paymedis of more

triqp $socp. Since there .is a substantial history of legitimate'.

t
.

congresSional andpubliccconcvn ever how public'fddds kreLdistri-
,

buted-end who farm .program payments benefit,, :I' was disappointed

to learn *ow limited USDA's,concepE'ef "'public'

. MUSEA did not take issue with wh;ther*the,ptmes of reci-
e.

pieptS should be made publice but it did see to it that access

the.informatiod was4mited.' It ."made one copy atiailable to

the general public in a small room in aback hall of its WaShing-

ton' office; another copy available to,535 Senators andRepresen-,

,

tatives through the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Agri-
.

ulture.
' .

For those who found it,inconvedient to spend hours at::

USDA squinting at thefig6kes inch-tht4 volumes of.com-

puter printouts---or for those who don''t live here, USDA had

another alternativei;for $150, an individual can have his own

printouts; or for $75, an individual with.a computesican have a

magnetic tape to use to run off his awn list.'

4
limited by'the public's ability to. pay.

.
4%These examples, not critical in themselves, suggest

In other words, the public's right .'to know, is often

ttlat pioViding for.wider disclesure of, corporate information is

not enough. There must be p change, in. the attitudes of -the

custodians ef pUblicanformation, a change that reflects the

fact,thattgovernmenE employees are at the. service of all of
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:APPENDIX L...

Two documents filed with the Securities Exchange CommIssion

provide most of the infqrmation used in assessing the-nature

of's corporation's-bu§iness,
particulary-its agricultural

-activities. These are Form*LO-K -- filed annually under

AP

requirements of the Securities'Exchangb Act of 1934 -- and

Form S=1.'-filed at the time secUritiesare registered under

thS proVisions'of the Securities Act of:1933. ReggireMents

for .completing"theseforms areatt4*.
1-

We have .01bAen two examples te.inditatsthe type ;of

informatien regardingagriculture-which is av41016 from. -
these forms. The:aMount of detail in. aportihTvarie4n

::-

froaCeorporatiOh.to corporation. SoMef,
Considerably

descriptions of a business's agricultural activities are,

far mOre'comprehensive than others: '..OUr exaMples,are.neither



TENNECO CORPORATION
Form 10-K for FisCal Year ended 6e ember 31, 1970.
Filed with Securities Exchange Commission on March 31, 03.

Item 1: usiness.

The description of business includes three categories directly

-related to.agrimilture. They are "Packaging", "Land Use and

IfevelopMent", and "Manufacturing". Introductory paragraphs

reveal the number of employees engaged in all lines of business

in a lump sum. The following types of information are' given fcir

each category:

Packaginga-general description of the type of containers

produced and their- uses. For example..."cartons'are used

PrincipallY in-the packaging of soap and detergents, .'food products

and beirerages anti a wide range of ,consumer goods. Molded

pulp.products are sum:lied for,Packaging of apples, Other

fruits and e99P, for use'as transfer plates in the baling
w

industry and for use as prepackaging trays for meats, fruits,

and vegetables used in self service.markets".

--a percentage breakdown ofsales according to

4
, 4

type-of containerlfOr:inStance,4paperboard) ti

--number of plants according to, type of container

.produced and themuMber of plaint locations

--a4regate amount of shipMents for. e7Ch category

of container except for plastic. products
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--the source of raw matsrials--described as

"indepepdent logging contractors", the operation of reclaimed;.

.,paper stock collecting plants, and °other sources".

- -acres of land, used in the operation are described'
.4

as follows; 'Packaging owns, leases, or-has gutting rights

over apptoximately 206,000 acres of Michigan forest, land and

over approximately 285,000 acres of timberland in Alabama,

Mississippi, and Tennessee".

--competitiim,within the industry is ddscribed

as "intense".

Land Use and Development--
,.

listS total number 9f, acres owned and total

pUmber'-of acres leased in eagh,int'bwdatates

...;.toial.numbecif:aereb devoted to irrigated farm lands ;

(Po' loca ions listed)

nomber'OE acresa armed by Tenneco Weat,.

and umber farmed by independe4 farmers undr lease'

--a statement that "Metz of these irrigated farm%
. *lands4lave been-upgraded from grazing lands".

,4 --a vague statement that TennecoWest has usUbstantial
a

water rights on .the Kern River in California and an. extensive

1
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canal system w ch serves TenneCo West's: lands and certain'

lands of eth

4
--a statemgAt that .Tenneco is also ehgaged in

develop nt of commeraal londin Bakersfield, CaliforAia.

..-the name of the subsidiary which acts as "sales

for growers and Shippers in four named statts

Manufacturinga listing of divisions including. J.1. Case. .

der aa; Case,

-4 list of tilt types of agricultural machine's

and "othef itdms" produced.'
);

'..H.per cdnt'of J.Z. Cate!s total sales accounted

fox by agricultural equipment

-.the statement that."markets are highly competitive"

--the total number of ,independent dealers and

retail outlets in the United States and Canada which market J.I.

Case pioducd

--the number of domestic manufacturing plants and

a list of fives states--but not cities--iA which they are

located, but no information about how many are in each state.

--names of foreign_countries in which subsidiary plants

are located. . J

,"

a.I..Casecredit Corporation, anunconsolidated hubsidiary

of J. 1. Case, is simply described as financing "purchases

and'leaSe, of Case products by dealers and their customers."
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The share of4renneco!s business during the last four years

is geportedin dollar amounts Tor "Paakaging", "Agriculture,

.Land Development"and Jae'Case according. to ;loperatingand

iron- operating revenue" and "income" before interest, tzOtea':4

and,extraordinary expenses. :Net.sales for 'the years 1466-1976:
A *

are reported according tobroad categories:

Machinery, equipment and shipbuilding
Packaging
Land Use

Item ir Summary of Operations.

en the -notes tothe Financial Statement, Tenneco iist;:'

'recent Mergers and acqUisitions and'describesbriefly the

tarms(ciah And Stock) of the transaction.

Item 3: Properties.
(The guidelines ask for location, general character,
whafthar or not. leased,'etc.) .

-

."The Company believes that tha Sante and,equikment of Its

*

subsidiaries, substantially all of which are fully Utilized in

their operations; are in general well maintained'and'in go0d

operating cOnditip."

Xtem 4: Parents and Subsidiaries.
. M I.

Lists of names of subsidiaries include suhsidiaries.of
.

subsidiaries, place of incorporation and percentage of voting

( .

securities owned&by parent company. ,At the end oethe list **

. 1 .

a



.appears the statement that "certain other subsidiaries Whitt'

-,TennecUtiest., Inc.', an4.Tenleco InternatiOnal Inc.-, own,

either' directly or. indirect .through totally .held subsidiaries,
4

.name0...areCmittedisinc in the aggregate as a'single
,

'Subsidiary ley do not.constitOte a sightficant subsidlary."

Item-5 :1Pending Zegal.Proceedings.

Tennecopovides. a brief:desexiption of pending legislation

.identifying the court And the prinicpal partres involved. The

date of filing is not inclUdefl.
1

//
Itedis VI-Tx are omitted'as they do.not bear directly on

agricultural activities,...

It2FILIWinancial"Statements and Exhibits Piled.

Schedule y of the financial statement is entitled "Plant

and Propelty": Telro attaches,a dollar figure to the

propertytused in the three divisionstpackaging; machinery,

equVment and shipbuilding; and land use and other."

or
A separate. financial statement is'filed for J.I. Case

Credit Corporation.

Aethe end of the report; Tenneco lists other exhibits on file

with the Secu ties Exchange Commiiiion. The list includes

the typo of ex ibit, date,filod, and registration number.

..
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4
TENNECO CORPORATION
Sal Statement, Piled October 21,>1970. '

Amendment riled NofeMber 23, 1970, `se

6

The S-1 statement occasionally provides.infOrmation which,

supplements that available from tip 10-K reports. .Thai most
t

recent Tenneco

Report 51f use ,to

be put--a specified

statement yields the following: il

i

which proceeds of this sale of stock willit.
.

dollar amount is to be Used to pay in fir'

The "balance",will ioe,added to general,"short term notes ".

funds and, "used for

,

the expansion of the business'

subsidiaries. The proceeds of such short term notes dery

used by the DoMpany for the expansion of"its operations,

and by
.

Tentleco,Corporation:for the expafttiomof'the businesses

of its subsidiaries".

..: Description of business--the description of the three

categories of agricultural-related business fa almost

identical to that which appears in the 10.t1t.fofm. Additional

information is reported regarding packaging" activities

the name: of a subsidiary and the location of its plant
and its output

'the number ef forested acres ownsd, leased, or on
* # Which the subsidiary has cutting rights and

the naives of the three states in which the land
is located.
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4

sToxEty-VAN CAMP, Zno.r
101t rorm for fiscal Year' ended May 31, 1971.
Filed, Augus(730, 1973 e

/tem it 94iness.

--described as "processing fobds for human consumption"

..eprincipal products listed are canned and fpozen
- .

vegetables and fruits, 64140 oils and non-carbonated drinks . ,

41,

'--prtncipal market,ire described as "food wholesalers"

and "other procemsorp" . .

-the'lridustry-asta wh.Ole is described as "highlyr

competitive withtiut a ddminant leader". Stokely consideri

itself -a "larger propessor.of seasonal and non - seasonal vegetables
. t .

-and fruits" '' i ,4

..- sources of taw materials. Vegetabie and fruits are

gown on-contract. Dry beans and oils are purchased on the )

*open market".
$

item 2. tummary of Opelations.
, .

-- Dollar figures for sales, costiefprgducps, taxes,-

etc., are reported for the last. five *Ars. There is no break down

'According-to product;

.Item 3. Properties.'

.L.stokely provides a summary description of types
4

of plants "owned and operated"...throughout the United States

4
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,and Canada". The locatibn of an edible oil refinery is given.

Xtim*,4 Taranta and SObsidiarien:

-The. names of .subsidiaiies,.place of incorporatiori,
.

and the Percentof voting securities owned by Stokely are listed.
i

"All' significant subsidiaries are included in the consolidated

'Ottatsments.

/tim 5. Pending Legal Proceedings.

40.

....Stokely briefly describes a suit pending against

it and names the party to,the suit and the date on which it was
I

filed.

Items 6- 9 ,omitted.
,

ea

Item 10. Financial Statements and Exhibits Filed.

V-"Property, plant, .and' equipment"

Aggregate figures for "additionsat.cost" and -"retirements

or sales" appear for 1971 and 1970. Details Xgarding these
,.1 .

changesin property are not peovide5 because "neither the

.total additions nor total deductions fir 1970 and 1971 were

more than.1011 of the balances at the ea of the respective years."
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APPENDIX II
PROPOSED SEC DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS
FOR PUBLIC cortpopaxoNs IN FARMING:

.

Z. *Perm Lang -Owned.

A. Acreage

1. Locations zr

--bys,prciperty taxing jurisdiction
- addresses

2. When acquired

3. Acquisition cost of land purchased during
reporting yearN.

B. Crops Produced' ..' -.4

1. By conventional ieasuie (bushel e, air lots, poUbdi,"
etc.)

42:''"Siabiidies received

XX. Farm Land Leise4

A. Acmeagi

1. locations

--by property taxing jurisdiction
--addresses

2. When acqOired

3. Acquisition cost of land purchased during
reporting year

B. Cropi Produced

1. By conventional measure (bushels, car lots, pounds,
etc.)

2. 'Subsiaies received
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(2)

OUppliers of Crops
I

74... Under contract

1. By crop

number of contractors
-*volume

B. 4th' suppliers

1. Nunar

2. 'Volume

Vmployaes

By Diviaion (annually)
.. :*.

ala

. Volume

. .Agribusinessemployeesilraported quarterly)

1. By activity.(farmiig, processing, marketing, packing,
etc.) ." ,

A, 0.
2. Number

3. Volume

1 20
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APPENDIX. III
ANNUAL AGRIBUSINESS REGISTRATION

. .

Producers*

A. Acreags, owned

1. .LoOations

a. by taxing jurisdictions

b. addresses

2. When acquired

3. AcqUisition'cost

4. Food and fiber produced
I,

a. byouonVensional monetize

b.

,

subsidies received

Land leased

1. ,'Locations.'

a. by taxing juriedictione

b. addresses

2. When'acquired

3. Acquisition cost

.4, rood and fiber produced

a. by convensional measure

subsidies received

C. Employees

1. Number

2. Wage
, .

*Producers with agricuItUral sales of $100,000 or more in the

repOrtingyear
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(2)

*Producers: name* type of ownership

'a) soli proprietorship (males of owners)
r. "4,11.-

b) partnership (name's of 'owners)
ft

IF

c) corporation (name of corporation and names of all share-
holders owning 10% or more Of:corporation stock)

. .

Xtemization of other agricultural businesses and/or
activities (packing, shipping, in -put Companies..pro
ceasing, etc.)

For those activities accounting foi t4g or more of
the cost of,production

Ztemize sales figureifor any activity producing
cso,opo or more in sales .

e
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KRE138. Corporate disclosure, however ,is only one step toward
challenging big business's invasion of agriCulture. What is needed
most urgently today is some serious-thought and action on the ques-..tion of Iand reform in the Unit* States.

As a model 'aimed at making corporate America more responsive..
to the common good, economist John Kenneth Galbraith has aug-
g.e.§ted that the railroads, of the country be nationalized. The Agri-
business Accountability Project endorses that suggestion, for we 'seein such: an action a chance to demonstrate an effective ;and reform
program. The project calls for Federal repossession of the massive
land holdings awarded the railroads years ago, and we call for a
redistribution of those lands into family farming pareels that would.
be large enough to be economically efficient and commercially viable.

Nationalizing a railroad like the Southern Pacific Co, for example,
would mean that the Federal Government wbuld repossess and re-
distribute more than 3.8 million acres of land that originally belonged,
to the people of Nevada, Utah, and California. Certainly, such aplan would bring about a . large measure of the true land reform
needed in America.

I want to emphasize that. land reform is only one part of it, because
you can distribute the land to any number of farmers and still have
the policies of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the limited way
of getting farm credit, the denial of farm workers' legislative Tights
that are gfanted to all other workers, and it would still be agriculture
in the name of big 13usin(ss. an is an overall policy that is needed,
not just land reforga.

We enthusiastically endorse the aims and goals of the National
doalition for Land Reform. We also at the time want to endorse the
Reclamation Land Authority. Act that was recently introduced by
Senator Fred Harris, and. Senator Nelson's Family Farm Act of
1972.

But if true land reform flows from these kinds of suggestions it
will be necessary to shore up the government antitrust enforcement
capabilities. At iiresent; the capabilities are inadequate, as demon-
strated recently by the decision of the Federal Communications Commission to drop its proposed study of the giant A.T. & T.

Another indicator of our government's enforcerhent potential is
the fact that the entire budget of. The Justice Department Antitrust
Division is only one-twentieth of the advertising budget of Proctor

Gamble.
If the antitrust and monopoly laws of this country were to be'

enforced, agribusiness would feel an immediate inipact, for market
control has -become the name of the game in agriculture. Put, the pro
iniroduce, Tenneco reminds us.

arge vertically integrated corporations are the dominant and in-
creasingly overwhelming force in American agriculfare. These are
giant processers, feed companies and others up the food line, either
growing their own crops on their own land or making one-siaed
contracts with independent farmers, forcing the farmers to serve the
corporate interest rather than his own. These also are the corpora-
tions that are moving off to Mexico.
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A 'giant supplement from a -December 18, 1971, issue of "The
Packer", gives almost a complete roster ;which we would' like to offer
into the record as-to just who these corporations are that are firming
now in Mexico and taking advantage d that country's cheap labor
and cheap land prices.

Senator STEVENSON. I am not certain it can be printed because of the
format of the materials. Under any circumstances, it will be retained
in the official files of the Subcommittee.

,.

Mr. 'KREBS. Their motive is profit? period.. They hive demonstrated
a Willingness. and an ability to exercise their economic power in about.. ,

any way that will increase that profit, even if that may not be in the
best interest of rural America.

Alfred W. Eames, Jr, the chief executive officer of the Del Monte
Corp., expressed this single-mindedness of the agribusiness in. this
statement: . ,

Del Monte's corporate game plan calls for continuing development based on
otir established strength in producing, distributing and marketing food. Within
that framework, we will continue to explore' specific opportunities offering
potential for above average earnings growth.

Mr. Chairman, Mr. %His has prepared a chart on the intercon-
necting directorates of the Del. Monte Corp. for the Agribusiness Ac-
countability Project. As you will see, it is an enormous thing and I
won't try to take the time now by explaining it, but simply that the
'members of the Del Monte board ark across -the top and their
corporate and personnel interconnections are listed below and it reads
like a who's who of American business.

Senator STtviii-sow. Can we have a copy of that for the record, too?
Mr. KREBS. Yes.,,
Senator STEVENSON. It. will be marked "Exhibit 2." It is Clear,

however, that so large is the exhibit that I doubt it can be printed.
We will, however, retain it inthe permanent files of the subcommittee.

Mr. KREBS. Mr. Chairman, our proposals here today may seem a
- bit radical to some, but they are tame, indeed, w measured against
the truly radical, often violent changes that have een wrought in
rural America by agribusiness interests. Certainly, ur proposals are
modest when you consider the enormity of the problem with which
we are faced. How to make giant corporations, particularly the
dozens that are invading agriculture, more acqounta,ble to the public
that they should serve.

. .

In California, the problem is particularly acute because of the
ienormous power which agribusiness has bought over the past 125

years. It overshadows all of California's public and private mstitu-
dons, its businesses, its politics, its educational system, and its social

life.As Anne and Hal Dr aper have written in their excellent pamphlet,
"The Dirt on California : Agribusiness and the University," and I
quote:

It would be an exag ration to say that agribusiness is the master of social
order in California, but it would be an exaggeration only because agribusi-
ness shades Into the financial power structure so neatly, and it Is that com-
bination which is the master. .

Senator STEVENSON. Our time is escaping us and I want to thank
you all for your provocative statements this morning. and'for raising
the question which you have. All of them go to the heart of our in-
quiry. Thank you very much. ,
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I would emphasize, too, for the record, that we do expect to hear
from all Sides on these. questions. .

I would-also-note that in my own juiment, California is very
fortunate. to be represented as it is now in the U.S. Senate. Both
Senators have Been-extremely helpful to this subcommittee, including
assistance wkth the,arrangements for this hearing.

Before we proceed to our next witness, I am going to recess the
hearing for 3 minutes.

(At this time a short, recess was taken.)
Senator Srmrsigsoic The hearing will be in, order.
The subcommittee's next witness is Dr. Paul Taylor, professor

emeritus of the Economics Department at the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley., I think it is fair to say that Dr. TaylOr is a
foremost expert and authority on the issues raised in these htarings
in the State of California; and certainly has been over the years one
of the Nation's most thoughtful and perspective students of rural
America. He can provide us' with a vision of the -past, and perhaps
of the future, WO.

Thank you, Dr. Taylor, for joining us this morning.

STATEMENT OF DR. PAUL TAYLOR, PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF
ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

Dr; TAYLOR. Thank you, Senator, for your very kind introduction:
My name is Paul S. Taylor, and I reside in Berkeley, Calif. This

statement represents my individual views.
I first became familiar with migrant labor beforerWorld War I

in the Middle Western- Wheat Belt. Since 1927 I have studied agri-
cultural migrants in many parts of the United States. To amplify
treatment of historical aspects of the problem?, I attach four of my
previOusly unpriuted studies On migratory workers, a . recent New
York Times editorial, and two current Chicago Sun.-Times news
stories on agri-business, with a request that they accompany this
statement in the printed record.

Senator STEVENSON. They will be entered in the record together
with your entire written. statement and any exhibits, at the close of
your remarks.

Dr. TAYLOR. The Chairman has invited me to view from an his-
torical perspective current developments in California agriculture,
including the ownership, use, and distribution of land, together with
their impact on farmworkers

'
farmers, and others whose lives are

affected by it, and the extent to which our government policies and
programs are meeting anti serving the needs of all the people of rural
America.

My response will relate to the 1970 headlines on ithe volumes of
1970 hearings, namely, "Migrant and seasonal farmworkers
lessness * * * who is responsible?" Broadly speaking, it is,.1
cisions of others than. farmWorkers, decisions in the*,marketpli;
in the; halls of

igovernment,
that create the conditions into WhiWthiali,-.

subcommittee is inquiring. Generally. speaking, migrant and seasonal
farmworkers, simply accept, and adjust to conditions created by
others. With residence unstable and income low; they tend to have
small influence within their communities on the wages to be paid,
the housing to be furnished, the legislative protections they are to
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receive, et cetera. In those ,respects owners of agricultural land are
far more 'influential. The decline in access of people to land, a' conse-
quence of unabated farm enlargement. and concentration of land
"ownership, id an important element in shaping the problems not only
of farmworkers, but also of working farmers, town businessmenrand,
indeed, all elements of rural society.. . .

In California concentrated landownership appeared early, ob-
structing the rise of small farms owned by those who worked theni.
The California Constitution Revision Commission recently. sum-
marized in a staff 'report as fellows:

I quote : ,

The Forty-Niner. 'era Produced several diverse- breeds of persons. One 'of
these was the .claiin-jumper, who usually employed force to attain his ends.

'lAnother, the and pirate,. Ooften resorted to more subtle means, Fraudulent
Mexican land grants were commonly employed to separate the. gullible new-
comer from hiS life's savings. By 1879 California abounded in depression

,debtors and the forced sale'of their properties resulted in increasing hardship -

and concentration of land ownership in the hands of a few wealthy individUals
.and large corporation. * * * iThe. Constitutional .Debates of 1879 were fife
with denunciations. of the twin 'curses of cheap imported labor and land
.monopoly. Labor-saving machinery was driving men oft the land and into the
cities. Huge corporate interests were said to be hovering nearby, ready to
gobble up the property titles of pauperized landowners. ..

These' means of acquiring lands produced the condition described
by AmbaSsador James Bryce in the early 1890's as the farmers' diffi-
culty in acquiring small freeholds and the reliance of California's
enormous farms upon a mass of unsettled labour, thrown without
work into the towns at certain times of the year. The temper of those
in charge of the land in early California .was never more vividly
expressed than by the California Farmer in 1854, fOreseeing a future- .

of great crops of cotton, sugar, et ceterdi
uotetI q .

I 4
Americans will not become the working men of our tide land, in our rice

fields and our cotton plantations and other departments of the same kind of
. labor. At the South, this is the Work of the slave, but slavery cannot exist
here. * * * Then where shall. thelaborers be found? The. Chinese ! And every- .

thing tends 'to thisthose great walls of China are to be, broken down and
that porklation, educated, 80010, and drilled in the cultivation of those
prodUcts, are to be to California what the African has been to the South. This
is the decree of the Almighty, and man cannot stop it.

Without, water, land in California is :valuable mainly for pastur-
age. A Federal Commission, sent to California to explore the feasi-
bility of irrigating lands in the Central. Valley?' reported in 1874 that
irrigation was feasible, that government subsidies would be necessary,
and thatthe coming of water would increase land values many fold.
The incentive to capture these subsidies and 'windfall 'profits. from
anticipated public investment was electric. In 1877, only 3: years after
the Federal report, the Visalia Delta described it:

No one -would believe that Shrewd, calculating businessmen would invest
their moimt on the strength 0 land rising in value while unimproved, for even
the farmer himself has to abandon it who endeavors to add to its value with-
out water. At the same time, purchasers are of lacking-Ng/he would add it to
their aireat extensive dry dmain and the.4eople * * Will find themselves
,confronted. y an array of f rce and talent to secure to capital the owner-.
ship of the water as well as of the land, and the people will .at last have it to
pay for. * *-*
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This 9'5 -year -old. forecast explains why .COrigress, to `protect the
public interest, inclUded in the 1902 reclamation law the well:known
acreage -limitation and residency .requirementS. TheSe were. designed
to assure that *prior monopoly of arid. lands shall not; upon the
coming of water, deny' access to the many who would move up the
agricultural ladder and themselves farm the irrigated soil as means
of.livelihdod and homemaking. Reclamation law states, and *I quote:

No right to the use of water for land. In private ownership .shall be sold for
a tract exceeding 160 acres to.any one landowner, and no suchsales shall be

made, to ,any landowner unleSs he be an actual bona fide resident upon sueh
bind, or occupant thereof residing in the neighborhobd. * * *

The landless farniworker seeking access to land, in whose interest-.
this law .seeksito open *opportunity, has been unable to protect his
own interest. Passing. A la* does not assure enforcement. This law,,
has been under tenacious attack within each branch of government
A. unanimous U.S Supreme- Court decision reversed a California i
SUpreme Court opinion holding acreage limitation unconstitutional,
In 1959-60 Congress refused, after 4 days of extended Senate debate
and 2 days in the House, to exempt a California water project jointly
using Federalitteservoir,iiumps, and canals, froin acreage limitation.
The 'administrative branch shortly nullified congressional debate and
action by ,criving exemption, anyway. On the west side Of. Central

; . Valley Federal construction proceeds to serve with water 500,000
acres. or more, around two - thirds of which are ineligible to receive
it; a single owner holds over 100,000 acres within the project.

In Imperial Valley -233,000 acres exceed the legal limit. The De-
partments of Interior and Justice refused last spring to appeal -a
Federal tdistrict cou* decision that acreage limitation does not apply
to Imperial Valley' , although Justice had argued stoutly in court that
it does. Justice declined to argue that residencyin the same sat,
tents of the law as acreage limitationapplies. Last Noveniber in ..9.
suit brought 'by.landless persons a Federal district -judge held that

. residency does ap ly.
. In this decisio , barely 7 weeks gpf. the Feclgral judge cited ad-

ministrative I ity and pointed to t powerlegness of the landless.
The opinion holds that :

.

From' its very inception reclamation" policy has been to make benefits there
from available to the largest number of people. * * * The idea was to create
.a class of self-reliant family farmers * * * to provide homes for people.
Homes are., possibly only where speculation and monopolization are not possi-
ble. * * * The fact that -residency has not been required by.the Department
of the Interior tor. over 55 years cannot, influence the outcome * * * it.is well

. settled that administrative preetice cannot thwart the plain purpose of -a valid
law * * * lapse of time serves' to dramatize the unavailability of relief in the
past and points toward the need for increased access to the court in the future.

Existing law aside, frequently it is argued that family, farming is
but a nostalgic relic of the past, and that its displaCement by indus-
trialized agriculture is inevitable 'and proper, especially in these
days of heavy machineu. The 'claim of cutting unit:costs of some
crops has limited validity and. can be easily exaggerated. As,..condi-
fions approach .monopoly; it is questionable how much of cost reduc-
tion is shared with consumers, and it overlooks tbe working fariner's .

sew-interest in Maximum production per acre. Smaller farmers gen,

tr
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evilly denpthe claim of superior efficiency and they support Acreage
limitation. .ITse- of largescale ntiehinery is not dependent' upon
large-scale ownership of land. Contract operation .of- machines by
smaller farmerS is common practice in California today? as here and

or century. Superior operating efficiency is insufficienta
explanitti n of the swallowing up of family farms by larger farms
and tong merate corporations. Other factors are tax loopholes to
be taken advantage of by purchaSes of farmland, local tax practices
that reflect suburban sprawl in higher assessments of adjacent laud
used for farthing, and superior reserves of funds seeking investment
hedges against inflation. A Presidential task force in 1967 demanded-
that the Interior Department "enforce the 190-acre limitation ", and
called for a halt to western reclamation, saying that without it "the
South could have 'stronger: agricultural 'and' rural economies, with
fewer poverty- stricken people."

A question far more fundamental than which scale of farming has
the edge over the 'other in operating costs is.to compare their -total
social efficiency from a public viewpoint. The'impact of uncontrolled,
even assisted,- displacement of smaller farms by larger, even giant
farmers, is far more pervasive than Simply.° icting farmwOrkers'
and wouldbe farmers-) access to land. The =pact is felt throughout
the business social, cultural, and political life of the entire rural
community.' classic 1046 study comparing two contrasting aim-
inunities of generally equivalent numbers iital economic base isyalid
today. It Compared Arvin, resting upon industrialized, large-scale
agricultural production, with Dinuba, resting upon family-size farm-.
ing. Dinuba was founa to be a community homogeneous .in every
sense. Arvin-lacked balance and homogeniety..The smaller farm com-
munity supported nearly twice the 'number of separate business
establishments, about 20 percent more people per dollar volunie of
agricultural production, a volume of trade nearly two-thirds greater,
a, better standard of living with expenditure's for household supplies
and buildhig equipment more than three times greater. LeSs than
one-third of the breadwinners iit the smaller farm community were
agrieultural wage workers, Com ed with nea ly two-thirds in the
large-scale farm community. Thy.' al faei 'es for community liV
ing, such as paved streets, sewage a .,' rbage disposal, werd far
greater in Dinuba; schools, parks, and recreation facilities welt more
plentiful; lOcal participation in local government was greater; or-
ganizations for tcivic improvement, social recreation, and :religious
observance were twice as numerous. Dinuba supported two

religious

-newSpapers, Arvin but one.
In conclusion, not only the laxly administered national reelamation

law, but programs for direct financial assistance to farthers :tend to
favor large-scale farming. In the year iminedirOlY preceding con:-
gressional enactment' of at-$.55,000 ceiling on agricitiire'Siibsidy pay-
ments, a single California. farming. corporation received over .$4
million. It may be well to obserye whether the Department. off, Agri-
culture will be as lax in its interpretation of the .$555000 ceiling as
the Departnient of the Interior-has been in interpreting' residency
law. Government assistance to, qualified landless persons to purchase
farm homes, a program begun during the Great Depression, has made
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only limited progress toward improving access to land. Migrant and
seasonal farmworkers-, notably exposed to_regularly recurring

are left:uncovered by er.oveniment programs a unemploy-
ment :insurance. TheSe. are examples of imbalance in Government
programs which. in the interest of the Whole rural community, it
would be desirable to correct. With respect to reclamation, T recom-
mend "specifically; that Congress adopt S. 2863. sponSored by. four
Senators,,and its equivalent in -the. House, H.R.- 5230, sponsored by.geneCongressmen,CongreSsmen.

1`

These bills aim to enforce reclamation law by authorizing the Gov-
ernmeiWitscif to purchase "excess"-lands at the prewater price at
which 'existing, law .obliges their owners .to dispose of them. With
these lands itiGovetannent possession, effective- planning of the en-
Yiyonment becomes possiblik-through attachment of land-use.: regula-
tions; agricultural greenbelt§; and access of people to land can be

. pieseryeth.aud:revenues can.be.devoted to the support of eduOation
in,tfie land-grant tradition«oSocial efficiency in the interest.,-of.the
community as!kwhOle is the .proper guide to policy. .A.

- -A final -word Perhaps should .be 8aul in- partial' explanation of the
poiverles.sness of .farinworkers to secure the affective enforcement of
acreage;` limitation, laW that would improve their access to land in
the :western reclamation,h4 The issue is discussed usually in terms
of fattning. elUcieney, but this obseures the -powerful incentive to
thwart enforcement in order to obtain speculative windfall profits

acreageihnitation law says shall not be monopolised, This incen-,
tive naturally' is strongest when development- of cities is expected .on
lands receiving'subsidized water under reclamation law.

An eXarnple might be the 88,000-acie. Irvine Ranch in southern
California, which receives Colorado River water developed under
the Boulder Canyon Act Which authorized. the building of Hoover
Dam by- the Bureau of Reclamati Apparently, the Irvine' Co..
intends to develop a City of Irvine on 50,000 acres of its property,
"three times the size.of Manhattan Island," and' anticipates that it
will be inhabited by half a million people. This, of course, is but one
conspicuous example. 'It- may serve, howeVer,- to drainatize . the fact
that iii Many .western reclamation veils urban speculation hopes,
as well as a search for agricultural gains, explain the strong opposp
tion that stands iii the way of access of farmworkers and would-be
farmers to land developed in its supply of water by the U.S.. Bureau
of Reclamation under reclamation law.

will tender theie documents) whichI will not read, but which.
/support .what T have said.

Senator STEVE:;'soN. Thank you. Dr. Ttrylor..The information you
submit will be included in the hearing record at the close of your .
remark

Would you. remain lust for question or two?
T)r. TArLoa. Certainly.
Senator STErzxsorr,.. If the -Land Reclamation Act had been en-

forced over the years,: includinwthe 160-acre limitation, would this
in itself have been enough to have changed the Complexion of land
ownership in rural California now?
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4AYLOR.. It Would have been it crucial factor. Ithink other.
programs could have helped, sitch-as. un expanded. Farm Security
Fromm which began as a resettlement program in. farm security.
I think the Government could assist the smaller farMerl,in.Ways that
could be very effective and Very widely diSpersed in_theit inipact and
balance the imbalance in a lot of its programs,.snch'ad those-Med a
few moments ago.

Senator STEVENSON. What will happen in rural Calittligii.O.if the
policieS and the -activities of the Government aren't 'changed-T-34/R
the trend tdward -ever-larger *cent rations &land -continue
in your opinion, new natural forces enter the pictfite to arrest" that
trend?

For example, if itistrue that the familyfarmer is a more efficient
producer than ag4ibusineSs giantS, which, as you point. out, are also

.socially inefficient,- won't the giants in the ordinary course of agri.
business. developments, begin to -depart the rural American scene?
Isn't this happening already in some cases?

Dr. 'TAYLOR. If I understand your questionr-yon are asking Reif
. enforcement of the- reclamation law especially is approved by the.

bill which I have recommended and AVIIIOT is in the senate and the
House, -nevertheless

.. Senator STEvt'ssoN: What I and asking you is, if nothing happens,
if the bill isn't passed and the attitudes of governmental agencies
aren't changed

Dr. TAYLOR. It will accelerate the disappearance of the rural com-
munity as we have known it, and the crowding of many more people

:into the cities. Some people, can go into the cities to their own per-
sonal advantage, and thereis po objection to that as far as I can see,
but I think there is greatobjection to the sweeping of people off the
land into the cities which are not equipped to take care of then-and
to provide employment and the other services to which people are
entitled in our society...

Senator STEVENSON. And though 'tile giant corporation isn't, as
efficient a producer as the small farmer, at least in many cases, _it will
stay with it and,fo ulteriorreasons, such as..the appreciation in land
values, it is not going to start' getting out of agriculture because of
its unprofitability?

Dr. Txmou. If reclamation law is enforced, and especially if this
new law is.enacted which will improve its enforcement, then I think
the opportunity for agribusiness to sweep-people off.the land will
disappear; then agribusiness.won't lie able to do it. . .

Senator STEvENsox. Just from enforcement in California?
Dr.- TAYLOR. No; in the 17 western States.
Senator STEVENSON. In the ltwestern States?
Dr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Senator Surrssox. Water is flint important?,
Dr. TAYLOR.. Yes.The rest of the country is financing our, reclama-

tion out here, and I think it has a responsibility and a right -to say
what kind of rural society we :should have in the West.

Senator STEVENSON. We'perceive the same trends in the outer parts
of the conntry, in which rural America isn't so itependent.:on irriga-
tion programs, and where the 100-acre limitation, isn't an issue.
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. Dr. TAYLoR. that is true. You are speaking of the Middle West,
for example? .

Senator STRrENSoN. Yes, where I. come from.
Dr. TAYLOR. I come from the Middle WeSt, -too. I think it is a

question for the Government to examine. as to whether or not we
wish to allow that trend to proceed without curbs and controls in
the public interest. I think it open to serious question whether the ..
Government ought -not -to revise some of 'its pobcies 'So as -to-retard.
its trend there.,

Senator STEvENSON. What would 'be the iminediate... effect, of. en-
forcement Of the 160-acre limitation in those 17 States? Would those
in violation begin selling off their land and, if so, Ivhat. would be
the effect on _the prices of the land?

Dr. Txyr.ou. On the prices of the land?. The proper .sale price is
already established in existing lam, the prewater price. That is not
to say that they would not be allowed an element of price for .the
improvements that they have made upon the land, to make it irri-
gable and so- on. But the price of the land itself, as is set in the
existing law, is the prewater, preproject price.. I-think that is fair,

ibecause the increment in value, changing land from pasture; to Citrus.
fruit or cotton or whatever, is owing to 'the corning of water, which
is publicly subsidized, and windfall profits, as the law .states; are not
to be monopolized by the .few.

Senator SYFX.NsoN. Is one of the consequences. of publicly sub.
.Sidized .water over-prodttetion on the land,' and,- consequently, lower

s which, in turn penalize the small farmer nixie than the large.
I)1, TAvi.ou, Yes. There is as hazard of tinfoil(' I quoted from the

President's. task force on rural poverty in 1967 which said `that the
expansion or ret.lanation in the West was increasing the distress of
the poverty-stricken of other parts of the country. We now see 'that
farmers in our own State of California on the.eust side of the-valley,
which has been irrigated and cultivated for a long time, are-.com-
plaining,.that they are going to be- facing a depreSsed ,market in
certain crops which are .being put in on the west side; So that
problem exists both within And outside of the reclamation belt. .

Senator STuvr:ssox. Would you also say 'that publicly subsidized
irrigation projects encourage overconsumption- of limited resources
of water?

Dr. TAyr.on. That is a. question which- needs serious investigation.
Agriculture is a very great consumer of water. 'Urban and industrial
development-consume mull less. I think it is a subject which should
have serious study in order to shape Our reclamation .policy in the
years ahead, comparing whether that water should go, to .agriculture
or to urban development, did in what proportions, and where.

Senator S'rEvrnisON. Do' you have nay general opinions about 'the
desirability of policies which might tend to redistribute population
growth patterns in the country, shifting- growth away from the
largest metropolitan areas into the intermediate sized metropolitan
areas and into rural communities?

Dr. TA-rmat. I think, that would be highly. desirable. We have- an
bubalrifice, It doesn't require very acute observation to see that our
cities are filled with More people than we can well- tAke care of there, p
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We have been willing to sweep people off the land with machinery
or with whatever has been the reason: and let it go at that. I think
W3 are paying the price, and it is a price visible, to anyone who looks
at our society at all.

Senator STEVENSON. The trend is such now that virtually all of the
population growth of. the country is in largest metropolitan areas,
particularly in the suburban area.

Dr. TAYLOR. I think its desirability is highly inestimable.
Senator STEvExsox. How :do you reverse thatPtrend?
Dr. TATiv. There are various ways of doing it. Unpin this State

and in ,the reclamation belt' is by enforcing the reclamation law. The
Arvin anti Dinuba study referrd to shows what can ba done. You
get a much.better balanced poMmunity with a much .better quality

smliving.. You can: distribute industry to some extent into these
aller communities. If we want to do it, there are a lot of ways that

could be found.
Senator STEVENSON. We would welcome at all times suggestions

as to new and additional ways in which it could be-done, Dr. Taylor,
if you have any further thoughts along those lines.

Dr. TAYLOR. If you wish, I will prepare a short Statement that will
. have some suggestions in thatdirection.

(The supplemental stateffi-elit of Paul. S. Taylor, follows:)

*am
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Supplemental statement by Paul 8:Taylor

A number of means are available to pre fris the -vigor and health
4 -

of rural communities. The following su estions are offered:

1. In the 17 western states enforce t acreage .imitation and

residency provisions of federal reclama ion law. Steps in this

direction includi*

-a. Instill in the bureauoracis of the Interior and Justice

Departments .a grater appreciation of the importance of securing

Observance and enforcement of the acreage limitation and

residency requirements of reclamation law.

b. Pacilitaicaccess to the courts by landless person' and

smaller farmers seeking to preserve their interests under

rclaiatiOn lawwhen government bureaudracy fails to do this,

by mesing legal service' more readily availableto them through

ohannls such as the Office of Economia Opportunity.

o. (nation by Congress of a Reclamation Lends Authority, as

proposed in 8.2863. to provide government purchase of-excess"

lands on reclamation projects and their administration to

facilitate public planning of the environment, preservation

. of open silicas and agricultural greenbelts, and return to the tftsum17

Of revenues from windfall profits in land values resulting from

public investmnt in rec/imatien, so at to provide revenues
.

to Support education in ill.tradition of land grants for education.

2. Wend acreage limitation and residency law to irrigation and

flood control benefits to land wherever in the Ph/tad States.

p;04414 may by constructed. The Flood.Contro1 Aot of 19414:was'

intandd as a step in this direction.
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2

3., Assist landless. persons to finance acquisition of land for

farming, in the manner begun during. the Great DeprestiOn
N

through the work of the Farm Senuritradminiatration. (The

subsequeot thwarting of the .objectives of this agenCy Is described

by Sidney.BAldwin in "The.Politios of Poverty.")

4.. Re- emphasize the original objectives of land grant colleges

of agritulture and agricultural extension services epitomized

In the inscription on the. walle-of Hilgard Hall Authored by

'Benjamcn /de 'Wheeler of the University:of California, which

reads: "To ;fescue for Human Society the Native Values of Rural

We."

.5, Create a new National Commission on Rural Life, following the

preCedent of President Theodore.Rooseveltts Country Life Commission..

This, Commission should study in dopth'and over a period of ars

the.prOblems-or -rural society and, means of ameliorating them, with

the aim of fostering homogeneousoand. avoiding polarized communities.

In addition to measures euggested above to improve rural society,.

-the Commission should inquire into the potentials of revising

tax structures, of controlling undesirable invasions 'a agriculture'

by corporations, of relOcatingindustry by diversion into rural-
.0

communities where thisoan be beneficial to create-employment

opportunity, and of recasting and improving the role and status

of,agrioulturarlaborers4 The Commissionsohould study pro4ems :

and measure) such as these in the broadest perspectiVep for the

democratic character of our society ii at stake as will as the

best use of technology for produotion.
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Senator STIVIOISON. Thank you
teetimony,I order printed in the
statement together with exhibits
appendix.

r. TAYLOR. Thank you.
(The information referred to follow8:.)

ry -much,"Dr. Tayloraor your
ord at,this point your entire

iwof which will appear in the

136,
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Statement, of Paul S. Taylor prepared for Senate'Subcornrnittee onMigratory Labor hearing, San Francisco, California., ,Tanuary U, 1972.
My name is Paul S. Taylor, and I reside in Berkeley, California. Thisstatement represents my individual views. I first became familiar with migrantlabor before World War I in the. Middle.Western Wheat Belt; since 1927 I havestudied agricultural migrants in many parts of the United States. To amplify .`.treatment of historical aspects of the problem I attach four of my previouslyunprinted studies on migratory workers, a recent New York Times editorial andtwo current Chicago Sun-Times news stories on agribusiness, with request that theyaccompany thia statement in the printed record. a

2. The Chairman has invited me to view "from an historical perspective))"current developments' in\California agriculture" "including the ownership, useand distribution of land, 111together with their "impact on farmworkers, farmersand others whose lives are affected by it," and the "extent to which our govern-. ment policies and programs are meeting and serving the needs of all the peopleof rural America. " My response will relate to the 1970 headlines on the volumesof 1970 hearings, viz., "Migrant and seasonal faimworker powerlessnesiWho is responsible?" Broadly speaking, it is the decisions of others than farm..workers - decisions in tha marketplace and in the halls of government thatcreate the conditiOns into which this Subcommittee is inquiring. Generaliy°Peaking, migrant and seasonal farmworkers simply accept and adjust to conditionscreated by others. With residence unstable and income low, they tend to havesmall influence within their communities on the wages to be paid, the housing tobe;furnished, the legislative protections they are to receive, etc. In thoserespects owners' of agricultural land are far more influential. The decline inaccess of peopleto land, a consequence of unabated iarrn enlargement andcon-centration of landownership, is an important element in shaping the problemsnot only of farmworkerei but also of working farmers, town businessmen, andinde4i1 all elements of rural society.

3, In California concentrated landownership appeared early, "obStructing the riseof small farm* owned by those who worked them. The California ConstitutionRevision. Commission recently summarized in a staff report as follows:
.The Forty-Niner eta produced severaldiverse breeds of persona. One ofthese was the clairn-juniper who usually employed force to attain his ends.Another, the land pirate, often, resorted to more subtle means. Fraudulent Mex',icon land grants were commonly employed to Separate the gullible newcomerfrom his life le savings. By 1879, California abounded in depression debtorsand the forced sale of theft-properties resulted in increasing hardship andconcentration of land ownership in the hands of .-a few. wealthy individuals andlarge corporations. . The Constitutional Debates of 1.879 were rife withdenunciations of the twin curses of cheap imported labor and land monopoly,Labor-saving machinery was driving men off the Iand and into the cities,Huge corporate interests were said to be, hovering nearby, >ready to gobbledi up the property titles of pauperized landowners. (Article XVII, LandOwnership. Background study No. 4, October 1966. See. ConstitutionalDebates pf1879, pages 81; 96, 100, 470, 602, 1137, 1149 and ff. )

4. These, means of acquiring lands produced the condition described byAmbassador lames Bryce in the early nineties as the farmers) difficulty inacquiring "small freeholds" and the reliance of California's "enormous farms"upon a ltnass of unsettled labour, thrown without work into the towlis at certain



. .
. times:of the year. (Hryce,, .Arneridan Commonwealth. Chap.3CC) The temper

of thole in charge of the land in early California was never more vividly
expressed than by the California Farmer in 1854, forseeing a future of great crops
of cotton, sugar, etc.:

Americans will not become the working men of our tole land, in our Rice
fields and our Cotton plantations' and other departMents of the same kind of
labor. At the South,. this is the w ork.of the slaire, hut slavery, cannot exist
here. . . Then. where shall, the laborers be found?. The. Chinesel And
and everything tends to this -'*those great walls of China are to be broken
-down and that population, edticated, schooled and drilled is the cultivaticin
of those Products,' are.to be to CaliforniaQihat the African has been to the
'SoUth. This is the decree of the Almighty,- and man cknnot stop it. (California
Farmer, I, May 25, 1854, 104,4

5. Without water, land in California is -valuable laiainiylor pasturage. A
-Federal Comniission, sent to California to explore the feasibility of irrigating
lands in the Central Valley, reported in 1874 that irrigation was feasible, . that-
govermnentvsubsidies would be necessary, and that the coming of water would
increaseland values "many fold. 1-1 (House Ex.i.13ac. No. 290, 43 Congo , 1

77-80) The-incentive to capture these subsidies and windfall profits from
anticipated public, investment was electric. In 18.77,. only three years after the
federalreport, the Visalia Delta describedit: .-

No one would believe that shrewd, calculating business men would investtheir
Money on the strength of land rising in value while unimproved, for even the
farmer himself has. to abandon it who endeavors to add to its value wittiour'-','
water. At the same time, purchasers are not lacking who would add-it to ,
their already extensive dry dophain and the people . . will find'themselVes
confronted by an array of force and talent to secure to capital the ownership: -

ofthewater as well as of the land, and the people will atIast halie it to pay
fork. . (May 5. 157'.4

. 6. This 95 -year old foreCast explains why Congress, to protect the public
interest, included in the 1902 reclamation law the well-known acreage limitation
and residency requirements. ,These Were designed to asp:re-that prior monopoly
of arid lands shall not upon the coming ofwater, deny access to the many who
would move up the agriculturalladder and themselves farm the irrigated soil
as means of livlihoodand homemaking. Reclamation law states:

No right to the use, of water for /and in private ownership shall be sold for
a tract exceeding 160 acres to any one -landowner, and no such sale shall be
made to any landowner unless he be an actual bona fide resident upon such
land, or occupant thereof residing in the neighborhood . . . (43- USC 431)

7. The' landless farrmtforlcer seeking access to land, in whose interest this law
'seeks to open opportunity, hal been unable to prOtect his own interest. Passing '
alaw does not assure enforcement. This lam has been under tenacious attack within
each branch of government, A unanimous U.S..Supreme Court decision reversed .

a California Supreme Court opinion holding acreage limitation unconstitutional.
(357 U.S. 275) In 1959-60 Congress refused, after -four days ofeitended Senate
debate and two in the House,' to exempt a California,Water Project jointly using
federal reservoir, puroprand canals, from acreage limitation. The administrative .

branch. shortly. minified Congressional dexate and action' by giving exemption anyway.
On the.,westside of Central Valley federal construction proceeds to serve with
water 400, 000 acres, around' twit-thirds. of which are- ineligible to receive it
a single owner holds over /00,000 antes within the project. In Imperial Valley
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Z33, 000 acres exceed the legal limit.. The Departments of Interior and Suiticerefused last Spring to appeal a federal district court decision that acreage limitation" does not apply to Imperial Valley, although Justice had argued stoutly in court .that it, dries, Xuatide deelined to argue that resigency - in the same sentence ofthe law as acreage limit- applies, Last November in a suit brought hy.,,landless persons a federal district judge held that residency does apply,

In this declition barely seven weeks ago; the federalpidge cited adminis-trative laxity and. pointed to the powerlessness of the landleis. The opinionholds that

From its very-inception reclamation policy h i been to make benefitsfrom available to the largest/number of peo e... . The idea wait to create'a class off s elf.reliarefamily farmer. . . to provide. horne s for people.Homes }re possible only where speculati and monopolization are notfact that residency not been required by the Departmentof the Interibt for over 55 years cannot influence the outcome . . . it.is wellNettled that aditanistrative practice cannot thwart the plain purpose of
lapse cif time serves to dramatize the unavailability-of relief in thepast and points te.6vard the need for increased access to the court in -thefuture. (Yellen et di. v. Hickel, Partial summary judgment in the U. S,District Court-for the Southern District of California. No. 69-124-Murray,Nov: 23, 1971)

up.,
Existing law aside, frequently it ii argued that family farming is but anostalgic relic of the past, -and that its displacement by industrialized agricultureis inevitable and proper,' especially in these days of heavy machinery, The claimof cutting unit costs of some crops has limited validity and can-be easily exagger-ated. As conditions approach monopoly, it is questionable how much of cost, reduction is abated with consumers, and it overlooks the working farmer's self. interest in maxiniurn production per acre. Smaller farmers generally delay the

. claim of superior' efficiency and they-Bupport acreage limitation. Uso of large -scale machinery is-not dependent upon large -scale ownership of land. Contractoperation of machines by smaller farme re is common practice in California.today, as here and elsewhere for a, century. Superior operating efficiency isinsufficient explanation of-the swallowing up of family farms by larger fermi andcongloMerate corporations. Other factors are taxlloopholes to Ise takes. advantageof by purchase of farmland, loCal16x practices that refldot suburban sprawlin higher assessments of adjacent land used for fatming,. and superior-reservesof funds seeking investment-hedges against inflation. A Presidential Task forcein 1967 demanded that the Interior Depar trnentlenforce the 160-40re limitation, 11and called fora halt to western reclamation saying that Without it'uthe South, .could have stronger agricultural and ritral nonaies, with fewer povertystricken people.' I (The people left behind, 13.8- )
s

ID. A qUestems far more fundamentaithan wh ch scale of farming :has the edgeover the other in -operating costs is to compare their total social efficiency'from a public viewpoint. The impact of uncontrolled, even assisted, displacementof smaller farmers by larger, even giant farmers,: is far more pervasive thansimply obstructing farmworkerat and would-be farmers' access to land. Theimpact is felt throughout the businesg, ocial; cultural and political life of theentire rursticommunity, A classic 1946 study comparing two contrasting commun-ities, of generally equivalent numbers and economic base, is valid today. Itcompared Artriri, resting upon industrialized,- lassge-scale agriculturalproductio:twith Dinuba, resting upon family-size fat-tub:lg. Dinuba was fOund to be a,
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community homogeneous in, every !sense. Arvin lacked balance and homogeniety.
The smaller farm community sup carted nearly twice the number of separate
business establishments, about 2 percent more people per dollar yolurne of
agricultural production, a volume of trade, nearly two - thirds greater, a better
some rd of livisitisith empenditur s for housuho supplies and building
equipment 'more than,three time greater. Le s than one..third Of the bread-
winners in the smaller farm com unity re 'ag icultural Wage workers,
nonwared with nearly two-thirds in th -a ale farm community, Physical
ficilities.for community living such as pay treets , sewage and garbate
disposal. werl far greater in Dinuba; schools, parks and recreation
facilities were more plentiful; local participation...in lbcal government was
greater; organizations for civic improvement, social recreation and religious
observance were twice as numerous. Dinuba supported two local newspapers ,
Arvin but one, (Small Eusiness and the Corarnunity;a study.in Central Valley
of California on-the effects of scale of farm operations. Senate Small Business
Committee report-No. 13, 79 Cong., 2 sass. 1946)

.

IL In conclusion, not only the ilaxly administered national reclamaticallsatr, but"
programs for 'direct financial assistance to farmers tend to favor largiwkeale
farming. In the year immediately preceding C'ongressional enactment of al,
$55.000 ceiling on agriculture subsidy payments, a single' .California farming
corporation received over $4 million, lernay be well to observe whether the
Department of Agriculture will be as lax in its interpretation of the $55, 000
ceiling as the .Departinent of the Interior has been in interpreting residency law.
Government assistance to qualified landfalls pars one to purchase farm homes.
a program begun durint the Great 'Depression has made onlylimited propose
toward improving access: to land. Migrant and seasonal farmwOrkers, notably
exposed to regularly recurring unemployment, are left uncovered by s

government programs of unemployment, insurance. These are examples of
imbalance in government programs which; Lithe interest of the whole
rural community, it would be desirable to correct. With respect to
'reclamation I recommend, specifically that Congress adopt S. 2863 sponsored
by four Senators, and its equivalent in the. House, H.R. "4236, sponsored
by seven Congressmen. These bills aim to enforce reclamation.law by
authorizing the government itself to, purchase nexcess,0 lands at the pre-water
price at which existing law obliges their owners to dispose of them. With .
theee'lands- in government p ion, effective planning of the environment
becomes possible through .attachnent of land-use regulations, `agricultural

,
greenbelts and accost. of people to 'land can be preserved, and revenues
can, be devoted to the support of educatiots in the land grant tradition.
St`ticial efficiency, in the interest of the corntnunity:As a whole is the proper
guide, to policy.'
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A final word perhaps should be saielin partial; explanation of the powerlessnaos
of farmwo ricers to secure the effective enforcement of acreage limitation law
that would improve their accean to land in the western replantintion belt, The Josue
is discussed usually in terms of farming efficiency, but this obscures the'powerful
incentive to thwart enforcement in order to obtain speculative windfall profits
that acreage limitation law saysshall not be monopolized.' This incentive naturally

it strongest when development of cities is expected on lands receiving subsidized
water under reclaMation law.

An example might be the 82000-acre Irvine ranch in southern. California,

which receives Colorado RiVer water developed under the Boulder Canyon Act

which autheriZed the building of Hoover Darn by the Bureau of Baclaination.

Apparently thd IrvinoCompany intends to develop a City of Irvine en 50,000 acres,
of its property, uthreetimas the size of idanhatten Island" and anticipates that
it will be inhabited by half a million people. "- This, of course, is but one
conspicuous example...It may serve, however, tO.,dramatize the fact that is
u.any western reclamation areas urban speculation hopes, as,well as a search
for agricultural gains, explain the-strong opposition that stands in the way of

access of farsoworl.ersi and would-be farmer, to land deVeloped in its. supply of
water by the U.S.' BUreau of 'Reclamation under realanaition law.

(Append as 'documents; '.0Acroage limitation: petty political tyranny. U. Western
Water N , Septe ,ber 1969. 11,,t $5 billion:city next to crops. San Francisco
Chronicle,. 31. h 1971. ."!Planned urbanization lives with agriculture. u

San Francisco Chronicle, 2 Apri11971.15hvon calls Irvine Deal 'unjust "'. Daily
Caiifornian, 'county-Water district. a Western water News, Oct. -Nov.

1962. hxcerpt Iron, ImPerial Irrigation District News.. Feb. 1965%)
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Mom The New York Times; December 28, 19711

(rditorial Page)

Tar .FArat RworuTmili
The short but sharp fight over the confirmation of Earl L.iButz as Secretary

of Agriculture turned the spotlight on some unhedithy long-terin trends on the
nation's farms. Despite his estimable personal qualities, Mr. Butz encountered
opposition because he epitomizes the rapidly growing power of giant conglom-
erate corporations which have extended their activities into agriculture and
are already in. a position. to. dictate the price, quality and variety of 'many .

foods.
As in any situation where two or three suppliers are able to dominate the

market, the buyersin this instance, every' housewife and her familybecome
victims. The quality and variety of food in . this, country have' already begun
to deteriorate because many crops are grown, harvested, and marketed in ways
which fatten corporate profit margins rather than please anyone's palate.

Corporate farthing is most profitable if crops can be machine harvested-The
quality of most tomatoes has declined because only bard tomatoes with thick
skins can be picked by machines. The same process is now being applied to
strawberries-and other fruits and vegetables.

These. invisible losses to the housewife are matched by the social costs to the
small farmers and small towns of America. Not all farmers are its badly off
as the chicken farmers who have become "poultry peons," but whether a small
fartabr is growing potatoes In 'Idaho, fattening cattle in Texas, or raising hogs
in Iowa, he finds that the procesSors can whipsaw him on prices and the corpo-
rate Conglomerates with their far greater financial `resources can dictate the
terms of competition.

Corporations and big commercial farmers have \the capital td introduce mod-
ern technology rapidly with consequences which are unplanned :and unprovided
for.. Thus, the, mechanical picking of cotton evicted hundreds of thousands: of
sharecroppers and marginal farmers from the land' withiti a .few. years and
their migration Contributed significantly to the welfare and housing crises in
the cities. ..`

lip to now In the absence of any national policy or regional plan, the agri-
business corporations- have simply availed themselves of tethnical change to
maximize profits and have left society' to cope with . the human consequences.
They have succeeded in. stigmatizing -ethics of their narrow, single-minded
approach as enemies of progress. But the nation no longer accepts this myth
where the automobile or the supersonic transport or the strip mine is concerned.
It is time to examine this technological mystique of "progress" in agriculture
and subject it to rational choice anddeliberate judgment.

THE nut tEvos.ganolfII
A million family-sized fiirrOS were consolidated out of existence in -the

.1950's and,another million in the 1000's. For 'ex-farmers, the postwar revolution
in agriculture has doomed their cherished way of life. Small towns which live
by serving farmers have also suffered. It has been estimated that one small
town businessman goes under for every six farmers who quite farming.

Is the trend toward fewer farmers desirable? Is it inevitable? Does the tak-
ing over of the actual growing of crops and 'livestock by food processors and
conglomerate corporations serve the public interest?

Earl L. Butz, the new Secretary of Agriculture, has evoked intense con-
troversy because he answers these questions in the affirmative. He has preiticted
there will be a million fewer farms in 1980. formerly a director of two agri-
cultural conglomerates a 1 a dean of Purdue University, which bas close
research ties with: agribu 1ness, Mr. Butz is an unabashed apologist for corpo-
rate power.

Secretary Butz's assutnptlgs of inevitability and progress are not necessarily
valid. The rapid mechaniza io of Southern agriculture released many share-
croppers and marginal farm s not "to do something else useful," as Mr. Butz
claims, but to rot on the welfare rolls in urban slums. or-.-as Senate investiga-

- thins of hunger have shownto starve in rural slums.
The entrance of diversified corporations into agriculture had not prodUced

better or .cheaper or more varied food. America dotoe :riot become a healthier,
more diversified, more self - reliant society by reducing farmers to the status of
corporation. dependents wholly controlled by long-term contracts for their
crops or selling in markets dominated by a feW large companies.
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If the nation is to contain and roll back corporate power in farming, how-
ever, there, will haie to be a legislative and political struggle' as intense and
prolonged as the effoyt to control the highway lobby. Senator. Nelson of Wis-
eonsin and several.. other Democrats !have introduced a "Family Farm Act of
1972" which would require corporations owning more than $8 million in non-
farm enterprises to divest any lands used for agriculture.

But much more is needed, Including it revision of the depreciation and
capital gains 'sections of the tax law 'which. favor corporations and wealthy
non-farm Inviators,. a law requiring processing companies to bargain collec-
tively with 'ftOperatives of small funnels, and a radical revision of farm
subsidies and farm research priorities.

Far-reaching changes .in the organization'And technology of agriculture af-
fect consumers and taxpayers as well as farmers. Only if these Issues are
brought Aut of the political ghetto of the farm bloc and made matters of wide-
spread national poncern can policies be devised which take account of all the
costs and consequences of the farm revolution.

(Prom the Chicago Sun - Timer, Dec. 649711

AanniusxrassA GRIM. REAPER?

( By Nick Kotz)

WAsimorro14.;The controversy over Earl Butz's nomination as secretary- of
agriculture has its obvious political aspects. It also focuses rare national atten-
tion on revolutionary changes in the nation's largest business, its food supply
system. These .changes are having profound effects on. the fate of rural Amer- .
Ica, as well as on congestion in our cities.

The obvious opposition to Butz was explainaille in terms of partisan Demo-
cratic politics, of farmers' unhappiness with low corn prices, wig of the nom-
inee's role in the 1950s as an -assistant to Agriculture Sec: Ezra Taft Benson,
whose name still raises farmers' bloOd pressure. Butz. is such a 'convenient
political target that some Democratic strategists actually were worried that his
nomination would be defeated by the Senate. They'd rather have him around
for the 1972 election. ' . .

But another explanation is needed for the .spontaneous and intense grass
roots farmer. hostility against But; a, man .most farmers never even heard of
until his nomination recently. The issue goes far deeper than the genial, 62-
yeitr-old Appointee and the exigencies of partisan politics. Butz simply syxn-
bolizes a force in the changing food supply system that many farmers have
come to regard as their oppressive.ieconomie enemy.

A thumbnail sketch of ButVs'eareer marks him to the farmer as a repre-
sentative of "agribusiness"a descriptive word that svasn't around a few
years ago. For the farmer, agribusiness means all the other elements in the
food supply chain that are highly organiied and represent big business: the
national retail food chains, the giant national food processors, and the conglom-
erate companies that perform an interrelated series of functions in the foOd
system.

The farmer has seen these other segments of the food supply system con-
solidate their economic power while he --even as:hia numbers have dwindled
by millionsremains unorganized and 'relatively powerless in the marketplace.
The agrieultural marketplace has changed radically and farniers wonder .

Whether traditional laws of supply and demand function anymore. In bygone
years, many buyers competed for the farmer's produce. But the middleman and
the open competitive market now have virtually disappeared. For example,
Safeway and A&P buy lettuce directly from the fields of California, and
farmers say such Companies' huge purchaSes set the market price.

Alost disturbing to the farmer, the giant Arms in agribusiness now are verti-
cally their business, combining and performing many stens in the
land;to-market production. of food. Ralston Purina Co. and other feed mann-
facturera now own, feed and proem poultry for sale to supermarketm The
once independent farinerhas been left with only AshareOropper's role Of caring
for and feeding Ralston Purina's feed to Ralston Purina's chickens. Similar
integration is now planned for bogs and cattle. 4, '

69.1,33 0 - 7.1 pt. 3A 10
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In short, American', agriculture- has become more and- more like other, big
business -- increasingly dominated by conglomerate companies and administered
prices. Even, efficient, large-size family f§rmers find themselves isolated at thb
bottom of the food chain -- forced to supply cheap raW materials to the eco-
nomic giants above them.

Against this background, Earl Butz steps in and Cliffor,f1 Hardin steps out
as agriculture secretary in a do-sl-do that totally confirms the farmer's percey-
tions about how things really are.

Hardin Warted out as an agricultural eronomist, became an "Ag school"
dean, served as a land grant university president, became agriculture secretary
and now departs to become vice chairman of Ralston Purina, taking a seat on
its board of directors being vacated by Butz after 13 ears.

Butt also started out as an agricultural economist, served as a Purdue Uni-
versity department head, became an assistant agriculture secretary under
Benson, then returned to Purdue where he ran the agriculture school, while
serving on the board of four agribusiness. corporationsRalston Purina,
Stokely-Van Camp, 'International Minerals & Chemicals, and Z. I. Case, The
energetic Butz also found time to make 100 speeches a year, mostly in the
employ of the General Motors -speakers' bureau, to serve on various agri-
business-financed foundation boards, and to take an unsuccessful 1008 fling ,
at winning the GOP candidacy for governor of Indiana.

Knowledgeable farm observers in Washington are convinced that an actual
Hardin-for-Butz swap was engineered by a few executives and lobbyists from
agribusiness.

In political terms, the Butz - for - Hardin trade indicates that the White House
has little .understanding of. the rising populist resentments of farmers and
small town businessmen. The merchants watch their towns dying, as more
and more farm houses are boarded shut, and as the new conglomerate farmers
buy their supplies wholesale from the factory rather than from local stores,

President Nixon and the Republicans are not unique n their failure to
respond to these growing rural concerns. The Democrats e not performed
all that ,differently. With either. political- party, the econom power of agri-
business has far more political clout than farmers have, e ept where they
have joined in giant, corporate-like co-ops. When Butz was questioned by the
Senate Agriculture Committee, Sen. Hubert H, Humphrey (D-Minn.) made
much ado about farm prices and the farm Programs of Ezra Taft Benson. But
he did not touch on the agribusiness ties of Butz. Agribusiness companies and
their executives have been among Humphrey's major political-supporters.

When Butz said there would be a million fewer farms in 1080 than there
are today, he was merely agreeing with estimates of 'USDA's economists. The
nation lost a million farmers under Benson and another million under Orville
Freeman and neither official was to blame, or could do anything about it, said
Butz. But it is not politic to say such things and silence about hard truths has
obscured what is really happening.

Much of the decline,in the nation's farm numbers has probably been un-
avoidable. Industrialization, scientific developments, and new economic arrange-
ments made it inevitable that millions would fall by the wayside.

The central issue for national policy today, however, should be whether this
trend will be permitted to continue to the point Where rural America becomes
a wasteland, devoid of people; eXcept for those farmers who serve agribusiness
factory farms as feudal serfs. The continuing depopulation of 'rural America
adds greatly to urban problems.

Butz,.along with most persdas making farm policy today, regards present
farm trends its inevitable and ifpresenting "progress."

If the nation decides, however, that it cannot afford too much more of this
kind of agricultural progress, then it will have to pursue far more radical
policies than those which both Democrats and Republicans have addressed to
the "farm problem." _

The price-support anftcreage-retirement programs historically have served
the interests of the wealthiest farmers, rather than millions of small family
farms.

If the efficient family fanner-businessman is to survive, he will need far
more help than just another farm ,program. Farmers need legal authorisation

'for collective bargaining power similar to tbat.now held by labor unions. small
farmers and farm workers need flnancial.and technical assistance to organize

14,5
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eo-ops. Farm corkers need-tunionization to win a living wage. Antitrust laws
will have to be applied.-vigdrously against agribusiness firms that try to mo-
nopolize farm commodity or food systems. The government will have to direct
its vast feed' purchasing power toward the family farmer, rather than as
'subsidy to 'agrIbusiness.

. 'Government and university officials will have to break up the cozy trian-
gular arrangement in which government and land grant colleges serve Agri
business and neglect other rural interests. The career of Butz atPurdue
typifies this arrangement. But it irs not unusual, except perhaps for th0..namber
of his corporate directorships. Agribusiness firms put money into the land
grants for research that will directly benefit themselves, and the universities
and federal government eagerly co-Operate. Too often forgotten are the needs
of family farmers, farm workers, and rural communities.

The nation also will liave to bring more than political rhetorid to the
concept of "rural development," Which is now being served up as a magical
alternative for those displaced from agriculture.

The President's proposal to replace present rural aid programs with several
billion dollars in revenue sharing would represent scarcely a drop in the bucket
to meet needs of the vast rural expanses that lack services and jobs. As an
alternative, the Senate Agriculture Committee is pushing a rural development
bill, but the question is seldom asked; Development for whom?

A Johnson udminitstration idea for rural development in Mississippi included
creation:of a vegetable industry in which wealthy cotton planters would be the
growers and processors. Farm workers and small farmers who share in this
plan would have $1.80 an hour Jobs picking vegetables and $1.00 an hour jobs
in the processing plant. But even such.rural development.tichemes as these have.
been few;

The last three Presidents have talked in generalities about the need for
rural development and population balance. It will take a lot more to bring
prosperity back to rural America.

GROWING PAINS DOWN ON THE FARM

PAW LOBBY-A PEEOLS VOWS ON CAPITOL MIL

(By Nick Kotz)

Wasnirtorots.The name Tenneco is not yet a household word. to U.S. con-
sumers, but it weighs heavily on the minds of the nation's embattled farmers
and of government officials who worry about the cost of food and the fate of . ,
rural America.

For Tenneco Inc the 34th largest U.S. corporation. and fastest-growing
conglomerate, has become a farmer.

Its new activities symbolize an agricultural revolution that may reshape
beyond recognition the nation's food supply .system. Dozens of the largest .

corporations with such unfartn-like names as Standard Oil, Kaiser Aluminum
and Southern Pacific have diversifi nto agriculture. What concerns farmers,
processors and wholesalers is that le new breed of conglomerate farmers does
not just ,grow crops or raise cattle.: The corporate executives' think in terms of
"food supply systems," in which t ley own or control production, processing
and marketing of food.

"Tenneco's goal in agriculture is integration from seedling to supermarket,"
the conglomerate reported to its stockholders. Its resources to achieve that
goal include 1970 sales of $2.9 billion, profits of $824 million and assets of
$1.8 billion in such fields as oil production, shipbuilding and manufacturing.

The conglomerate invasion of agriculture comes at a time when millions of
farmers and farm workers have already been displaced, contributing to the
problems of rural wastelands and congested cities. More then 100,000 farmers
a year are quitting the -land, and more than 1:5 million of those who remain
are earning less than poverty-level farm incomes. Their plight is severe.

Although the TIM. census stilt counts 2.0 million farmers, f50,000 grow one-
third of the country's food supply and 200,000 produce more than one-half of
all food. The concentration of production is'especially pronounced in such
crops as fruit, vegetables and cotton.
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In 1965, 3,400 cotton growers accounted for 84 per cent of sales, 2,600 fruit
growers bad 40 per cent of sales and 1,600 vegetable growers bast 01 per cent

.of the market.
The medium to large-size "family farms " -- annual tales of 120,000 to ;500,-

000--surnived earlier industrial and scientific revolutions in agriculture. They
now face a financial revolution in which traditional functions of the food
supply system are being reshuffled, combined and co-ordinated by corporate
giants. *

"Farming in moving with full speed toward becoming part of an integrated
market-production system," says Eric Thor, an outspoken farm economist and
director 'of the Agriculture Departthent's Farmer Co-operative Service. 'This
system, once it is developed, will be the same an industrialized sydtemst In other
U.S.Industries."

Efforts to bar large corporations from farming..have come too late, says
Thor :"The battle for bigness in the food industry was fought and settled 86
years agochain stores versus 'ma and pa etores.' "

Contrary to popular notion. and most galling to the efficient, large, independ-
ent farmer, the corporate giants generally do not grow food cheaper than they
do. Numerous U.S. Agriculture Department and university studies Nhow that
enormous acreage is not needed to farm. efficiently.

For example, maximum cost-saving efficiency is generally reached sat about
1,600 acres for cotton, less than 1,000 acres for corn and wheat, and 110 Beres
for peaches. Thousands of independent family fanners possess such needed acre-
age, and farm it with the same machinery end techniques used by their new
rivals.

In fact, studies show that the largest growers incur higher farm production
costs AM they employ more workers and layers of adniblistratorts.

The farnteneees everyone he must deal with iri the food productIon'syitem
acquiring more power------except himself. The superniarket chains, the grocery

. manufacturers and the new conglomerate farmers all have economic clout in
the marketplace and political influence in Washington. Even migrant farm

. workers, still the lowest paid laborers in the country, have made some progress,
signing contracts with the new conglomerate farmers, who are vulnerable to
boycott of their brand products.

Only the individual farmer, with the exception of powerfuco.operatives in
a few crops, remains unorganized in the marketplace.

A. battle to aehieve market power now pits rival farm, producer groups
against eaeli other, farmers against .processors and farmers against migrant
farm workers.

The battle has produced some strange new alliances and has strained old
ones. It is now being fought with strikes and boycotts. and in the halls of Con-
gress.

In terms of effective political power, the 200odd Witshington lobbyists re.
presenting the food Indust* are far more influential than farmer lobyintil.
Food processors shave plants scattered all over urban America and can appeal
to urban as well as rural eougrestunen. For example, the Grocery Manufac-
turers of Amerlea,. a trade association, mope 'out its legislative campaigns with
charts shoWing the location of food 'dente in each congressional district.

"Most members of the agriculture committees wish this farm bargdining
issue would just go away," says one agribusiness lobbyist. "'Whatever they (10,
the politicians figure they will make one friend and six enemies."

The Nixon administration also feels and reflects the conflicting preilitures
from -farmers and food manufacturers, The administration leis tentatively
supported a Farm Bureau mandatory bargaining bill. But a high administrn-.. tion motive confides.

"The White house owes a politleal debt to the Farm Bureau, but we aren't
very enthusiastic! about this legislation. If you look at' our proposed qualifying
amendments, you'll see there really isn't much, left."

The political disputes anti maneuvering are. still largely, regarded by con-
sumers, urban politicans and the news media as intramural issues involving
"the farm probletn."

But the broadest issue involves the future shape of AMerica and of its rural
communities.

What will heroine of rural America if the greatest migration in history-
40 million to the cities In 50 sears -.is further accelerated? Farmers have
provided the economic base of the 81111111 towns and that base is becoming per-
ilously small.
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[From the Western Water News, SepteralAr 1969]

Adit Aot LI)IITATION I PETTY POLITICAL TYRANNY

(By Robert W. Long) 6

Slightly over a century ago, the Civil War strived to lipttle by combat a -few '
limes involving human rights, plus a decision as to who VOuld govern a young
nation. At the same time an, economic decision was made by Someone unknown
that government policy relating to distribution of government lands to war

. veterans (the 1862 Homestead Act) world be limited to 160 acres.
Such.an expanse of land.no doubt represented an adequate economic unit. at

the time. By the turn of the century this principle was established doctrine in
the minds of esattern and midwestern politicians and therefore readily incor-
porated into the Reclamation Act of 1901, which governs the unit of land to be
served by irrigation Water from federally sponsored projects. It was also hazily
referred to in the Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1927 when the Colorado was
finally - harnessed for the benefit of the entire southwestern region of the 'United
States. .

The result of these actions is that Western nited States have been forced'
to live under an archaic, and ridiculous law,, atered by provincialism and
eastern political jealousy, lor over a hundred yet rs and thereby subjugating
economic realism to petty political tyranny. Lven in our modern era, when
the West has gained In political strength through population migration, there
continues to be Substantial resistance to change:fromwet ncerned Congresa-
men representing regions with little or no involvement and our own liberally-
oriented Representatives.

Part of the continued opposition to a realistic revision of this old kw stems,
from a misconception that by these moans the myth of a Small family' farm.
will,,be sustained. 'Volumes of literature have been written on the issue of
acreage limitation by federal flat and tons of recorded testimony in Congr
have piled. up over the years in an almost unbelievable mass which
serves as a monuMent to how a free republic can bog down in a nearly hOpe 6
tangle of sentiment, petty.poiitics, legalism and economic unreality.

The State of California has finally come out with the first sensible program
since U.S. Senator Clair Engle attempted to devise a workable formUla to solve
the problem in the tnid-100's. Briefly, California has propotted that all restric-
tions relating to irrigation water from Fede chi be initially set at 640
acres and that anything above this level be subjecte to additional levies to be
determined by adthinistrators in localized regio s. This proposal deserves
serious and PronlPt consideration as a step town d correcting the increasing
inequities which arewrising from attempts to administer a ridiculous law in our ,

rapidly changing agricultural economy. . .
There is absolutely no merit to continuing this 'ancient concept; and worse,

It la- tending to Inhibit the necessary adjustments in new metheds of food
productIng in this country, thereby forcing our highly mechanized agricultural
industry to compete with domestic and world production at a still greater
disadvantage than ever before.

Is this sound publle policy? Is it really fair or just .for nearly two-thirds of
a geographic area in America to subject the 1 estern third of the nation to a
form of vassalage? Maybe this is what cause the seeds of a civil war. Instead,
our Western Representatives should preset to Congress a united front in
support of modernizing reclamation law relating to Federal irrigation projects.
Everyone will be,a winner. It is urgent that we place before the Congress this
year a united front, and I urge our Western Representatives to support Cali-.
fornia in this important effort.

(From the San 11'11120mo Chronicler PrIdar, Apr, 2, 1971)

PLANNED Va9ANizATioN LIVi s WITH AoR1Culltin

(By Henry Schacht)

When ;fames Irvine bought around 100,000 acres of Spanish grant land in
1864, he could not have guessed that just over a century later it would be this
country's most astonishing example of agriculture living successfully side by
side with planned urbanization.
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-The Irvine Company (myna approximately one -fifth of Orange county. The
largest mtuster-planned acreage in the world undek one ownership, we were
told when we .toured the new City of Irvine and the neighboring Irvine Ranch
early this, month.

Six thousand acres are in orchards. Irvine is the largest Valencia orange 4

grower in the State. Thirteen thousand aetes raise altalftsvegetables, nursery
crops, and berries. Another 50,000 to 00,000 acres of barley and rangeland sup-
port the cattle operation.

Even though much of the ranchland is now in an agricultural preserve to
protect against urban-level taxation, intensive development is ,necessary to
make the ranch pay off in its 'situation.

When we were there a thousand crates of asparagus were being paled daily,
Half or more were being flown out to European markets. Eleven hundred I
acres are planted to asparagus. The plan is to expand to 1500. The ranch will
have $450 Invested in every acre of "grass" when it comes into production.
Not until the third year of cutting will it show a profit. But ;vine hits an
early market with good quality and heavy 'Nelda Over the p'511 asparagus
should be a winner.

Thee ranch has also placed Its faith in such crops as celery, caullflowin,
string beans, bell peppers, lettuce, carrots, tomatoes, sweet corn, cabbage, grs-
ley. A typical rotation, we were told, might be from celery into canning toma-
toes and after that to sweet corn and cauliflower. =

Strawberries are a leading crop, Yields run as high as 25 tons to the acre.
lilanagement thinks. this can be surpassed substantially in the future.

Orchard land. rattles oranges, lemons, ,Inapefrult and avocados. A major
long-range readjustment is in progress with the orchard crops. As older or-
chards, or orchards bit by "quick decline" of citrus, are pulled out, they are
not replanted in the fiat valleys that run into the hills. Instead they are being
moved up to higher, warmer hill land `where frost danger is lower. Sprinkler
irrigation makes it possible.

Water for the ranch comes 27 miles by gravity flow from Irvine Lake reser-
voir. Some also Is drawn from Colorado river water. And 10,000 acre feet are
pulled up from the ranches own deep wells. Rainfall on the average is only eight
to nine Inches.

At times heavy winds shrill through thesevceastal hills _and valleys. Tojro-
teat crops and orchard trees windbreaks 02 eucalyptus are planted for les.
When new land is to be developed windbreaks as slanted two or three years
ahead, water being hauled to the young eucalyptus; so protection will be there
when the new plantings need it.

Another budding problem born of the surrounding Urbanization Is smog.
Leafy vegetables already.are showing some effects. Citrus may, too.

+When the Irvine Rawls was founded this was cattle country.The ranch Still
runs a herd a 15,000 Hereforde, But the economics of the cattle bussineSs in
raeent years had led management to buy stocker cattle for later mile to cattle
feeders. They come from Mexico and the Plains. Lower gratiti cattle, mixed,
looking "like a cross between a jackrabbit and a beagle," but they make money
on the Irvine range.

The uninitiated may equate a big ranch with big profits, Bigness can just as
Well mean bigger than average losses without expert management. We gathered
that the ranch was under pressure to produce as a "proilt center" within the
huge Irvine Company complex. We didn't see the books but got the feeling
things were in band.

[From the Sao Freed/we Chronicle, Mar. 31, 19711

A $1 BILLION CITT NEXT To GROPE

ay Henry Schacht}.
Back in the 1800s three men named Bixby, Flint and Irvine got together to

buy up two and part of a third Spaniels ranchos.
They did quite well on their deal.
Bixby's. land now includes the city of Long Beach and some choice oil prop-

erties.
If you, were to stand on the corner of 7th and 13iondway in downtown Los

Angeles flint's land Would be all around you. Buried under oflice buildings,
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Iriine's properties are now administered by the Irvine Company which is

still extensively engaged in ranching but is simultaneously developing a planned
city destined to cover 10,000 acres of company territory and be inhabited by
half,a million people.

This stunning development lies 4ticslay cheek by jowl with citrus grooves,
asparagus fields and rolling coastal rangeland.

The city of Irvine Is to be threetmes the she of Manhattan Island. The

at 20 per cent f that.
final tab for c eating it is estimatedat $5 billion with the land alone 'Valued

We toured it the othe.kafternooti in the company of Bill Williams who
heads the Irvine ranching setup; We liked what we saw. The city is planned to
the nth degree. It is both functional -and beautiful. One Irvine official. is
quoted as saying, "The people are coming here whether. we plan for them or
not." Irvine 1018 done the planning. Tie wholelhing is remarkable.

sity of California campus and th ough the surrounding residential develop-
ments, it .seeited impossible that just over a ridge cattle should be grazing
near the faded red barns of.the livestock headquarters.

We ate barbecued steak in an oak grove in Bomber Canyon. Looking around
you 'might have thought you were in some faroff coulee of Montana. Yet over
the hills In one direction was Irvine and in 'the other the beach community of
Newport.

How can an agricultural operation. life right next to that Mild of high-
density, high-tax development? By the book the taxes and the restrictions
should kill you. . .

One thing Irvine has (Ton' is to take advantage of the law permittin?Yanch,
era to place their land* an agricultural preserve, agreeing not to turn it over
to commercial development so long as it is nixed only at its agricultural poten-
tial.

Forty-eight t ousand acres were placed under such an agreement with Orange
county in 1000:. he term is 10 years. Timelo breathe and plan.

Another move has been to switch land out of 'der crops such as grain and

Bill Williams. ays, ."If we still grew barley, a we were years ago, at $2 an
Into higher-cost rid higher-risk, but also higher-pr fit, crops.

acre proflti or were trying tab grow low-profit lima beans instead of asparagus',
and strawberries, or if we were still planting, orchards at 48 trees to the acre--
instead of 14(). to 100 now being planted, we simply could not stay in business."

Tits is whit it takes to survive as a rancher in one of the Nation's fastest.
growing counties and right next to the largest planned city on our continent.

.__.___.. . .
e,

[From the Daily Californian, Berkeley. CAM, Oct. 0, 10703

HistoN CALLA ntslifil ITEM. 11111istofiTH

(By Craig Oren) .

Iron ANortze.--Norton Simon, a member of the I1C Board of. Regent-
charged yesterday that private Interests would be "unjustly enriched by .$480
million" in connection with a proposed deyelopment plan for the area round
the Irvine campus.

At a press conference 'in the Ambassador Hotel, Simon announced that he
would ask the Regents to Me suit against the Irvine Company, Which owns some
80,000 acres of land around the Orange County campus.

The Company, in response to Simon's charges, promptly denied. any wrong-
doing.

The story' behind Simon's allegations gOes back to 1000, when the `University
decided to locate a new campus on the Irvine Ranch, which is owned by the
Company.

BTUDENT 110111aIrca

The University negotiated an agreement with the Company, under' which the
University was given the 100() acres on which the Irvine Campus is. located
find an option to buy on another 000 acresto be used for student housing.

In return, the Company agreed to accept as a "preliminary planning concept"
It plan calling for development of a 10,000 acre,' "UniversIty-oriented" tom-
munity, of about 100,000 in population.

150
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Under this, plan, housing, for studeats and staff would be provided pear the
canna's. The main business district .and City'11all of the prOposed City were to
be very close to the camPuS. .

Several years laterf in 1964, the University exercised its option and pur-
:chased 510 acres, Since thenestudent housing hus.heen constructed by thiS land,
although there still ig a substantial housing shortage that has forced many
students to live far from the campus,

REVISION

however-,---the Irvine Company wants to revise-the original-plan. Ac-
cording to it new proposal released in March, the city would have a population
of 430,000 and would cover, not 10,000, but 53,000 acres of land.

In 'addition, the area around the campus would be high-income housing and
the downtown area would be more distant from the campus,

Simon claims the move is aimed at increasing the Company's profits. In a
prepared statement, Simon said the move would profit the Company at least
$.130 million.. He based this figure on an average price rise of $10,000 per afire
'q development, which Simon claims is a conservative estimate of what the.
actual increase in value would be. ,

The Irvine Company's elieeutive vice-president, Raymond L. Watson, main-
- tains that the revised plan was adopted "in order to better plan-for the entire
area."

" A"People are ,going to come to 'Orange ,ounty whether we like It or not,"
Watson maintains. "Our only choice is whether or not we will plan for them
or not."

"INTEGRITY imettorrsO"
. ,

Watson also called Simon's chargeS.-"grotindless-.Implications. We categor-
ically deny any allegfitions that impugn. the integrity of our planners," he said.

.Watsmcontended that provision had been: made for student housing. "The
University is building h9using in the 610,a.ere area we sold them," he said.

"ANOTHER ISLA. VISTA"

But Simon Anaintallis that the propOsed lila'', will
Vista" and will .result in sloths in neighporing
for the University," Simon said. :

Simon has expressed. opposition to the plan, since its
he has gained little.support from fellow Board members.

Simon has indicated. that if lie cannot, persuade the
gidered certain, he' will initiate independent legal action

result in ranother Isla
"This plan is a disaster

announcement. However,

Board to sue, as is con-
to stop Ahe plan.

THE 04A NOE COUNTY 1VATER,,DiSTRIUT-A 3.IA GNI!? ICENT A CCOM PLISIIMEN'T BASED
ON LOCAL, INGENUITY AND L9CAL FUNDS

(By Howard W. ()woke, Secretary-Manager, Orange County Water District)

OUTLIVE OF PROGRAM

The format' for the expanded program was provided in the 1953 and later
amendments to the Orange- County Water District Act adopted by the Cali-,
fornia Legislature. These amendments expanded the area .of the District to
include all the lands receiving water from the groundWater basln. In addithat
to an ad valorem tfix on all properties within the District. The 1953 amend-
ment& provided for the levy of a water 'replenishment assessment or "pump
tax" on all ground water produced, at a rate which would- take care of rePlac-

. ing the annual overdrafts.
More recently, in 1001, the Legislature adopted amendments to the Act which

prOvided for an increase in the ad valorem tax from not to exceed 8 cents per
$100 of assessed valuea to a top 'limit of 20 cents`per $100, with all4funds ac-
cruing from any levy.over the 8-cent rate to go into a special fund designated
-as the Mater Reserve Fund," to be used exclusiVely for the purchase of water
for ground-water replenishment :water from outside the watershed of the
Santa Ana River.



DRY' `YEARS, pram (mow=

The year 1959-60 was the second driest 'season in the history of Orange
County. The .following year was the driest of all time. Demands for Water in
Orange Connt,y in these sant& periods increased in direct proportion to the
area's' well-known population-1nd industrial growth. In spite of this adverse
combination of circumstances clue to the - Districts Witter importation program,
well levels were beld'about e tant during this period,. With the return of near
normal rainfall in the 1961-6 eason, well levels raised substantially. . .

During the 1961-62 season: about 85 per cent of the water' used, in Orange
County was imported for (114egt use and ground-water replenishment. As pre-

viously stated, the Orange COM, y Water District imported 220,000 acre-feet of
Colorado River water for Isrot, R pia-water recharged in 1.961-62. Because e

ar'near normal rainfall that ye was well distributed, irrigation of lawns and
crops was drastically reduced. ,

THE DRAMATIORESULT

A' dramatic result of this favorable set of circumstances is hrought into
focus by the rise in well levels throughout the area of the District. For ex.!'

, ample, all the wells operated by the City .of Santa Ana, which are located ap-
proximately in the central portion of the basin,-"Were 17 feet-higher on the.
average on September 1, 1962; as compared with September 1, 1961.

Obviously, such progress has been at considerable expense to the citizens of
the District:. The cost .of the water that was purchased. for. ground-water
charge alone in 1961-62 was nearly 83,000,000.

LEADE?HIP -AND FORESIGHT'

Those leaders ,whose foresight sparked the present replenishment program
have continued to look beyond the horizon. The District is now laying plans
that will preserve the integrity, of the ground-water basin and assure a firm .

water supply -1a spite of, possible adversity in the area of the District.

[Excerpt from statement by Paul S. Tayler in opposition to H.R. 9 proposing authoriZa- .
tion of the Colorado Elver Basin Projectl March 1907, House Committee on Interior,
90th Cong. 1st SeS,, p. 687J

The Chief Counsel of .Imperial Irrigation District, Reginald L. Knox, is
reported to.. have said that "If tlie, (Imperial Valley) opinion of Solicitor.
Frank Barry is rorrect, it also applies tO all areas receiving water from the
Colorado River, including land in the Metropolitan Water, District which sup-
plies water to some extremely large holdings on the caast. According to Knox,
there has never been any:referene. to that area, but lithe opinion is correct, it
would 'necessarily apply there also," Imperial Irrigation ,District News, Feb.
1905; Vol. XXVI, No, 9, Lk 1. Apparently the Secretary of the Interior has
Made no- move to apply the law to lands receiving water from the Colorado
River under the Boulder Canyon Act through the Metropolitan Water Dis=
triet of Southern California., .

[From the Bay Guardian, San Francisco, Calif., May 19, 11071

THE BIGGEST GRAB OF THEAI ALL

On e again, as Paul, Taylor warns in the ,start of an important series- On
page '3, the battle is on to abolish the 160-acre minimum in Theprdore Roose- .

velt's Reclamation Lacy. The purpose ,oto this great act of conservation was
simple : to prohibit *land and water monopoly, to allow the landless' to, own and
work hunts of their own, distribute to -the many The benefits of public
water and public reclaniatidn.7,,

It never-worked that ,way in California. Land speculators early got much of
the choiee California, lawiscape and .wholesale evasion of the reclamation law
allowed them, not only Co retain it but to skyrocket its Value through publicly
subsidized. reclamation. Now, their descendants want to make the sky the limit
by abolishing the limitation outright
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It should be clearly understood that thiie landowners are asking tfie public
to give them the use of water that belongs, not to them, but to us'all. Further:
it should he clearly understood that they are asking the public to contribute
about $1,000 an acre toward the cost' of getting water to themmoney they
never pay back. In the San Joaquin ,Valley, tor example, some 36 landowners
own three-quarters of a million acres; getting, water to their lands will cost the
public some three-quarters of billion dollars. .

It is unconscionable that the. taxpayers of -California, as well as of the na-
tion as a whole, should. be asked to supply this gargantuan subsidy for the
benefit of a handful of private and corporate interests. For the point is that
the original 160-acre provision was and is a large subsidynow $160,000 per

- person; $320,000 -for- man and wife--which .was fully justified if it opened up
land to landless farmers, workers and veterans, if it arrested the- - dangerous

_trond__te cornorateAtrid_ubMIte_e farining_and if it helped conserve the state's
valleys and farmlands.

But these are opportunities that cifn be realized only if the reclamation law
is preserved and enforced in the public .interest, not abandoned on -behalf of
private interests.

NoW, with the press of population and the loss 0.365 acres of farra land a
day in California, the law offers the greatest-Opportunity of all: the Machinery;
by which the federal government can buy excess acreage to preserve valuable
agricultural land, to assure greenbelts .around cities and to control urban
sprawl and to conserve the state's natural heritage.'

{From the pay 'Guardian, San Francisco,Caiir.1

A BA r GUARDIAN INQUIRY INTO RECLAMATION

"TODAY TILE' LAW IS TWISTED INTO A PitOGRAM TO BRING MTGE sonsiows,
VAST UNEARNED INCREMENTS; AND MONOPOLY OF WATER TO A PEW"

(By paul Taylor)

Reagan has now assumed leadership.- in the 80-year-old campaign of
huge landowners to grab the West's most valuable resource water.

The grab centers, as it alWays has, upon, Theodore Roosevelt's Reclamation
Law and overriding the 160-acre provision that pr01111)14, land and water
monopoly by limiting' the use of federally developed-water to no .more than
160 acres per owner and 320 `acres per man and wife in California.

Sen. Wayne Morse once Called the attacks upon this anti-monopOly provision
a proposed "water 'steal' reminiscent of the great scandals" of Teapot Dome
awl the "great land frauds." At stake in the fight to eliminate the provision:
hundreds of millions of dollars of public subsidies, t4e course of much future'
development -in California and the. perpetuation of concentrated political
power that goes with laud and water monopoly. -
. Reagan has called the provision "archaic," asked for revision in "the public.
interest" and appointed a . task force to make recommendations within 90
days. .

Members are distinguished, his news. release asserts, by their "intimate
knowledge and substantial experience" with the problems. The Point: the com-
mittee is heavily freighted with the same land-holding interest (chairman:
Burnham Enerson, water attorney for the Kern County Land Co.) who have
fought for decades to abollab the ceiling and open the floodgatesto subsidized
water.

Given the governor's mandate and,the make up of the committee, there is
little doubt but what it will recornmenit

The-practical purpose and effect Oftthe 160-acre law are often,raisunderstood
by..the public.,Itis to place n. ceiling on the amount. of public 'subsidy that an
individual landowner may lawfully receive (about $160,000) and a man and
wife '( about .$320,000.) .

Have-,,Modern't onditions made public subsidies of $160,000 and $320,000
reasonable, and consequently "archaic?" What should the -ceiling be? Should
the sky be 'the limit? The urge to remove subsidy ceilings of thia magnitude
makes attacks up a the 160-acre limitations by landholders with 50,000 to
150;000n. acres readily understandable, but, from any public, point of view,
hardly.justillable-

153.
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I invite the attention not only of . Californians to this question, but of
. people in all parts of the nation; whose money is being Misused in the West,
whose sons are being confronted in West with opportunity diminished'
below the intention of the law and whose solemn ;statutes are being twisted
like -pliant rubber hose- from. their true purposes tinder the pressure upon
pUblic officials from powerful western interests

The truth is the first casualty in the usual public .discussion of the 160 -
acre law California's water developraent. So let us' begin by ,Speaking of...
truth and of its concealment, for. the next. step after ev.a,sion of th.e..tritth- Is
evasion of the law.

)

The truth about the 100-acre law can be discovered easily. It.ean be read In
the text of the law Itself as enacted by Congress. It can be read In a penetrat-
ing ,analysis by a faithful and competent administrator of the law, former
Secretary of the Interior Harold IckeS. It can be read in authoritative words
of tbe Supreme Court of the United States interpreting the law.

The statute says simply, that "No right to the use of water for land in*
private ownership shall be sold for a 'tract exceeding 100 acres to any one
landowner."

Ickes,' secretary of .the interior under President Franklin Delano ',Roosevelt,:
said that "It is the age old battle *over- who is to cash in on the-.unearned
increment in land values created by a public investment."-- (Ickes to Prank
Clarvoe, editor of the San Francisco News, Oct. 31, 1045)

The Supreme Court 'spells out the functions of the 100-acre limitation un-
mistakably : "That benefits may be distributed in accordance with the-greatest .

good to the greatest number of individuals. The. limitation insures thatothis
enormous expendittire will not go in disproportionate share to a . few individ-
uals with large land - holdings: Moreover, it prevents the use of the federal,
reclamation service for speetilativd purigteh." . "irrigation . . . WithOlit in-.
terest charge is a subsidy, the cost Qumich will never be recovered in ft111,"

.The function of. the 1.00-acre limitation, then, is to assure that the people's
money and the peoples water are ;used to create opportunity for the many, by
preVenting .the few from monopolizing the subsidies, the water, and the.incre-
mental land values created' on reclamation projects by public appropriations.
I refer specifically to reclamation. projects in the Imperial Valley and in south-

:ern California under the Mulder Canyon Act and northward in the San
Joaquin and Sacramento Valleys in the Central_ValleY project: . .

Here are the clues, in .acres and dollars, of the; magnitude. of the stakes and /
power -of motivation for the Western forces to evade the . reclamation -law..
AbOut 200,000 acres, or 40 per cent of the irrigated lands in Imperial ..ValIeY,
receiveCalifornialliver water 'in evasion of the Id*.

In the San Joaquin- _valley, 36' large landholders have been identified as
Owners of thrgeottarters of a. million of acres of irrigable land, averaging
22,000 acres apiece. At Westlands, on the west .aide of the San Joaquin Valley,
owners of 400,000 acres an area .about 'half the size of Rhode Islandare on
the eve. of receiving illegal water from the 13ureati of Reclamation. Southern
Pacific alone-holds 120,000 acres. here.

There, at Westlands, the national treasury is pouring a half billion dollars
onto a half

of
acres, with -assessed value of only $26 million, and present

population. of only 25,000 persons.. Unless their owners qualify their lands
under the 100-acre limitation,. three - quarters of the half ion acres are
legally .disqtialified from receiving benefits. in the form of islie money and
public water., . . .

To recapitulate,. the plain truth is: '(1) reclamation heavily subsidizes
private landowners; (2) the 100-acre -limitation,. properly enforced; prevents
water monopoly, places a liberal ceiling on individual receipt of public subi-
sidles and controls distribution of unearned increment in land Valuesall to
protect the many from the few ; -(3) the 160-acre. limitation,. applying to
ownership rather than to scale of operations, does not stand as a barriar to
efficiency as'- embodied in mass production- methods and use of, machinery on a
large scale:

These -are truths. They expose untruths which underly evasion of la and
the campaign to remove the 100-acre limitation.

What are the techniques of law 'evasion? -They are as numerous and inge-
nious as representatives of large ,landholdings and unaympathetic administra-
tors .t.an conjure uP.' A few examples :
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Ignore the legal prohibition of delivery of water to an individual for more
than 100 acres, and substitute delivery of water to a district, instead, allowing
the district to distribute the water as it'pleases.

Ignore the legal requirement of agreements from owners of excess lands
prior to letting contracts for construction and, instead, construct the project
first, leaving excess-land owners unlimited time thereafter to volunteer, or not
to volunteer, to dispose of their excess lands.

Create a outright Action. The truth is that the' law applies to all project
water, N h .ther 4t reaches land by canal on the -surface or by underground
reservoir. 'he tactic is to simply ignore the law if the water reaches the land
via the un erground, an escape hatch used since 1937.

Oppositi n to the excess land law moves in two ,m in directions,-attack on
the law it elf and pressure on administrators to Weaken enforcement. The
former tactic is preferred, for congressional exemptions are final, if they can
be ,won. However, the effort to obtain outright exemptions is likely tCr arouse
popular and effective resistance in Congress. Rut, of the alternative, a spokes-
man for large landholdings candidly explained to Congress that in some cases
rtonenforceznent,"would not be a safe solution .. . landowners could not, rely on
continued future nonenforcerneilt." The twin catnpaigns against the law and
its administration have proceeded simultaneously with fluctuating intensity.
Gov. Reagan now breathes life into the first.

We stand face 'to face with the end of the reclamation era. Reclamation
began as a great measure of conservation- initiated. under President Theodore
Roosevelt, planning and assisting the development of western waters to create
opportunity for the many.

As now administered, however, the program is, no longer reclamation. It is
twisted into a program to bring huge subsidies, vast -unearned increments and
monopoly of water to the few. We are not only "giving away" to a very few
the water that belongs to all the people; we are .spending 'huge sums of the
public's money; a large portion of which never is returned to the treasury, to
make sure that the few actually receive these waters that belong to the many.

Instead of gratitude for this largess, the law is attacked as "outmoded," and
unfair by those whom the law sought to bring under its control, but who now
virtually control the manner a its administration on the greatest of the
reclamation projects. Since Congress and the S prome Court have sustained
the law, the pressures are heavy upon strators provide the exemp-
tion that the legislative and judicial branches of government have denied.

The' plain fact is that the real orientation of the 100-aere limitation from
1902 to this very day, 1E.; and always has been toward the future, not the past.

The future that impends in California is a future without open spaces in -its
valleys, without greenbelts, with its most productive agricultural lands over
wheimed by ever-spreading urban slurb and sprawl, prospectively, from San
Diego to Mt. Shasta. Measures initiated by the State, although commendable
in purpose, are limited in possible effectiveness, and could be greatly aug-
mented by it program of government purchase of excess lands.

According to estanates by the AIPL-CIO, there are 000,000 acres today in,
California that are excess" and not in conformity with the requisites of the
160-acre limitation.

Government purchase of The excess acres would be a long step toward
assuring conservation of natural beauty in the valleys and on the plains of
California and the West. The West has a right to demand that the federal
government live up to its' responsibilities under reclamation law for the qual-
ity of its future.

A

(Prom the Bay Guardian, San .'raneiseo, - Calif., Sum. 20. 1067]

Iv REAG&N Is SERIOrti

A. Alan Post, state legislatiVe analyst, wrote cautiously in examining Gov.
Reagan's 1960-67 budget, but his meaning was unmistakably...clear.

The State Water Project, he said, is "increasingly rnonopoliiitig the state's
bonding capacity." More :.future water bond sales "may increasingly iintrude
on the sale of other general obligation bonds of the state." Still more:. "To the
extent that this occurs . . . the effect will, be either higher interest raft for
all State bomb, whether Water bonds Or 'school bonds, greater financing of
other programs from increased tastes,. or the curtailment of expenditures in
either,the water program or other programs."
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What does this mean? This means, as Prof. Paul Taylor makes plain in his
demolition job on the water plan on the opposite page, that the pe4le of the
State of California are further subsidizing the public movement of.public water
to enrich a handful of huge' private landowners, mostly in Southern Califor-
nia. The, ultimate Cost : billions of dollars. It is almost that simple.

Reagan, faced with Post's financial alternatives, is spelling out his prefer-
erence in letters of 96 point Tempo Bold. First: lie intends to curtail expendi-
tures for "other" programs, beginnings with education and mental health.
Second : he intends "greater financing of other programs from increased taxes"
In the case of education (perhaps from higher student tuition fees) ; in the
case of BARTD (perhaps from higher bridge tolls charged to motorists.)

Third, he has no intention of applying the same budget-chopping standards
to the financing of the water project that he does to everything else. Rather:
He intends to spend *100 million more on the project in 1967-68 than did his
predecessor, Gov. Brown, in his last fiscal year in oftlie!--This will bring the
state'sdproject expenditures to a grand total of $370 million a yearalmost
three Mines the annual expenditures projected in 1960 by the project's feasi-
bility report.

Reagan's silence on the state's massive contribution to the project contrasts
sharply with his eloquence on austerity for everybody else. To cut education,
mental health and other humanitarian programs while raising the ante to keep
this special interest project movingthis more than anything illuminates the
shallow base of Reagan's Creative Society.

More : this isn't even good business. For, as. Taylor points out, the whole pro-
ject easily could be returned to the federal government where it belongs. This
would free California of horrendous expense and it would help insure that
monopoly and speculation would be controlled by federal reclamation law on
land benefitting from federally developed water.

"This alleged state project," Sen. Wayne Morse once said, "is merely a``?
vision created in the hope that it,i6an somehow transfofm everybody's water to
water reserved only for a few p&ple." This is the point of the project: "every -
bodyls water," moved at "everybody's" huge expense, for the luxury of .a "few
people."

If Reagan is serioua'about economy, this is where he can start.

(Prom the pay Guardian, San Pritneieo, Valit'..JUnQ 20, 10673

TIIIE6NCItiDIBLE WATER PROOECT,'YOU PAY FOR THE GREED or GIANT
LANDOWNERS

44D, A BAY GUARDIAN INQUIRY INTO. TUE UNFOLDING DRAMA OF WATER,
(By Paul Taylor)

Popnlar efforts to move water in vast quantities, like building the -pyra-
mid's of Egypt, inrovide some of the west's historic draMas. Moisture comes to
the western earth unevenly..in quantity,. and inconveniently in time. '

SO the problem for technology is to move water from where it falls at the
"wrong" places and at the "wrong" seasons to lands elsewhere that can be
made productive when it comes at the "right" places and the "right" seasons.

The problem for public policy, -. in wards, of the Supreme Court, is to insure
that popular water- moving efforts bring "the greatest good to the 'greatest
number' of individuals.:,

The California State Water. Project has now become the most importantanq . controversial act in this continuing drama of water. It seems fitting,
therefore, to use dramatic form to present this account.

PROLOG

The cost of huge dams, and canals running hundreds of miles, always has
been far beyond the ability of immediate landowning beneficiaries to pay. They
always have needed public subsidies and lots of them. Everybody in the West
knew this at leasbas long ago as 1902.

Western _citizens- and their representatives in CongressCalifornians prom-
inent among themunited at that time in appeals to Congress to bear finan-
cial water-moving burdens too heavy for landowners and even for states,
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The 57th ;Congress responded: "Yes, under suitable legal controls over pri-
vate monopoly and speculation in the benefits from Federal appropriations,
we will open the doors of the Federal Treasury."

The 160-acre Reclamation Law insured this principle of control, by limiting
the use of federally developed Water to no more than 160 acres.per owner and
320 acres.per man and Wife in California. The practical purpose was to place a.
ceiling on the amount , of public subsidy an individual landowner could law,
fully receive (now about $1,000 an acre,)

Later, when reclamation projects generated hydroelectric power, Congress
added a public ,power preference clause of lower power rates to consumers.
Thus: the Meaning of the phrase "under reclamatiOn law" combined open-
handed financial largess to private beneficiaries with stringent .public controls
over monopoly and speculation.

The objective of the present drive against the 100 -acre provision is simple:
to destroy publiecontrols, but to retain the largess.

California reaffirmed 30 years later the 1002 decision pointing to the desk-
tbility of federal, instead of state, financing for water-moving programs be-
cause of the state's financial incapacity to subsidize programs on this scale. In
1U33, California voters approved a $170 million water 'Wild issue, .but invited_
federal aid at the same time. .

The Legislature followed with , an appeal to Congress to authorize federal
construction of the Central' Valley- Project "in accordance with reclamation

California thus got a $11/4 billion federal project, with two crucial . condi-
tions: (1) federal, not state money, paid for the project and (2), reclama-
tion law.protected the public against monopoly and speculation.

-There were early fears that California's large landholders might be unwill-
ing to accept reclamation benefits if forced to comply with the 100-acre law.
They were put to rest by 1903.

"For California," house organ of the "booster" group of the day, carried
thlsstatetnerit from a eivirengineer :

"Already owners of more than 70 huge ,ttiets of land have signified their
willingness to subdivide their lands for the benefit of intending settlers. This
shows which wily the wind blows and may be taken as an indication that
when the 'government is ready to go ahead our Patriotic landed proprietors
will be willing and ready to cooperate."

In confirmation, landowners at Orland In the Sacramento Valley soon ac-
cepted a .40-acre limitatipn to help bring the first federal reclamation project
into California.

A :generation later, "the wind" had changed;; In 1944,hitherto concealed
hostility' of the landowners surfaced and a wide array of tactics was unveiled
to remove the 160-acre provision.

These tactics were produetk what Secretary of the Interior Stewart L.
tTdall now calls "careful planning" One showed the willingness, of landowners
to shift the heavy financial burdens of reclamation back to the state, Said
litisiness Week of May 13, 1914;

"A proposal, Finid to have originated among the big landowners of Fresno
County . . for the State of California to take over the Central Valley Projeet,
paying the entire bill . This . would side-step the 100-dere limitation."

However, outright stat(hpurellase of CVP was too costly to be politically
possible. Resides : Secrets} of the Interior Harold .14. Ickes indicated that
the -federal 160-acre low would be included in any contract of sale to the state.
7 Thereupon, after more "careful planning," the large land-owners came up
with a "compromise" tactic in the early 19308.- The tactic: to impose upon-the
.state .as muell, but preferably not, more, financial . burden than might be:
necessary to free most of the big landownersIroat Reclanutton Law.

The name of the ''compronlise" tactic: the State Water Project
'sr."'

SeENO 1. 1958-1000WASIIINOTON

The State Water' Project was revealed to Congress in 1039 by California's
official spokesmen. In explanation, they said they wanted two things from
Congress first, federal assumption of the burden of a halfbillion dollar addl.
tion to (WP at San Luis .Westlands) ; and second, permission for the incip-
ient State Water Project to use "joint" reservoir, canal and pumping facilities
free from the 160 -sere law.
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In Washington, this gave immediate incentive to California spokesmen tq
maximize the financial burden the State was about to lift from the shoulders
of Congress. Later, the incentive would be reversedthat is, to Minimize
the burden being imposed upoil the people at home.

Sen. Thomas H. Kuchel flatly told the Senate. on. Aug. 15, 1958, that "The
State Project will cost the people of California $11 billion when completed."
Naturally, this was good news to Congress to hear that the people of Califor-
nia Were ready to transfer so heavy a financial burden from the nation's back
to their own.

In this spirit, Sen. Arthur V. Watkins Of Utah rose "to congratulate the
State of California and California's representatives in the Senate, Senator
Kuowland and Senator Kuchel, on the fact that the great State of California
will build the project, and a still greater project which will cost in the neigh-
borhood of $11 billion, .and do it on its own.",

In Washington, there could be no mistake nor misunderstanding. Less than
a year later, Kuehel said the cost would be "nearly $12 billion." Sen. Clair
Engle, who had replaced Kuowland, Stood shoulder to shoulder with Kuchel.
The "ultimate cost of the state Water plan is presently estimated at $11 hit-
lion," said .Engle. "The Federal San Luis Unit of the Central Valley Project
is but a small 'part of .a tremendous self-help program of the State of Cali-
fornia."

Gov Brown joined in testifying to theweight Of the financial load NA be-
lieved the people of California were prepared to assume, The "state Itself,"
he told Congress on March 10, 1959, "Is launching an unprecedented water

. development program of its own. We know that we cannot and should not
,depend .entirely on the federal government. 1 hope and expect that the State
of California will commit itself to invest more than $11 billion in the next 25
years over and above the Federal program to insure adequate statewide water
development."

SCENE 2. 1 000-1 0 07CALIFORNIA

Little news of these public proffers of the lavish 'generosity of the people of
the State trickled back to California from 'Washington except, perhaps,
through the Congressional. Record. -

When the water bond issue surfaced in November, 1900, the price tag on the
State Water Project "compromise" was, not $11 billion, but only $1.75 billion,
or less than one-sixth of the figure quoted only the year before by Rachel,
Engle and Brown.

The state needs water, the voters were told, and they approved the plan by
a slim margin. Construction started, notably on the Feather River at Oroville
Dam, and the state began to shoulder its assigned financial burden.

The first financial returns are now coming in. Gov. Reagan's Water Re-
sources Task Force warned in May: "from.the standpoint of uhort-range finan-
cing" the: "next three to five years are the critical 'ones;" that "authorized
funding could be exhausted as early as the beginning of 1070," and that
"there is a short-term deficiency of up to $300 million, and a long-term defi-
ciency of up to $000 million."

Meanwhile, Reagan attacks as too high the budgets of education and mental
health programs. He has yet to level similar attacks against the State Water
Project.

Under these financial strains, some division of interest and opinion within
the state is appearing. "If a bond issue is indeed sought for bailing out the
water plan," stated a recent San Francisco Chronicle editorial, "In all equity
It should be a bond issue voted knot by the State at large, but by a special
Southern California water district, composed -of farm lands and communities
that will benefit from the transported water together with the vast acres s

I .41141StatPeetaitte
rich themselves by."

The Governor's Water Resources Task Force says nothing about the prin-
cipal pressures that burden the state with a State Water Projectland-own-
ing pressures to circumvent the acreage limitation and public power prefer-
ence policies of Reclamation law. The task force says nothing about the $11
billion cost estimates made by Michel, Engle and Brown.

Instead, it favors turning a few units of the State Water Project here and
there back to the federal CVPto save the .state some money. But it says

1
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nothingabout the obvious financial solution for the state; to bring Into Cali-
fornia the 4uge federal interest-free subsidies by returning the entire. State
Water Project to federal reclamation, with this transfer would come the mo-
nopoly and speculation protection of the 160-icre provision,

Ignoring these "gut" lashes of finance and policy, the task force offers sooth-
ing reassurances that "the State Water Project is eminently sound in engi-
neerinnd concept." It recognizes Reagan's budget - cutting by appealing for -
"economies 'wherever possible, no matter how small and insignificant each one
may appear to be."

Reagan's state treasurer, Ivy Baker Priest, immediately jarred the placid
mood in which the task force closed its report. The State Water. Project, she
reported, already is imposing on the people of California an annual interest
carrying charge approaching. $28 million. This total will rise to about $65
million a year when the balance of the $1.75 billion water bond issue is sold.

But this is only the beginning. The San 'Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit
and the Southern California Metropolitan Water Districts soon may be obliged,
because of the enormously expensive water bonds, to pay higher interest rates
on their own fresh bond issues. For much the same -reason, each motorist
crossing the San Francisco Bay Bridge may be paying an extra dime each
time he passes through the toll gate.

`
EPIL00 ,,

The State Water project, then, is seen as a "compromise" tactic that enables
giant landowners to circumvent the federal 160-acre Reclamation Law, keep
their vast holdings intact and force California taxpayers to pick up the tab of
bringing public water to -their lands for their private development purposes..
As such, this "compromise" must run a long gauntlet of questions. Among
them;

When Kuehel follows task force recommendations and tries in Washington.
to save the state money by handing back a few water projects units to fed-
eral reclamation, will Congress remember his promises that things would work
the other waythat the waterproject would relieve the federal government of
a $11 billion liability? .

Will Congress accept without question his attempts, already started, to re-
turn from the state to the Federal government Black Butte, New Hogan, a $94
million peripheral canal, and "such sums as Inay be necessary to carry out"
construction of the San Felipe division of OVP?

Will Congress note that Kuchel proposes to do this, In S. 1111, with an
exemption from the 100-acre law for ground water? .

How much additional financial burden is it worth to the,people of California
(if anything), or indeed to the people of the U.S. (if anything), to help large
landowners to circumvent the 100-acre law? To, help, say, the Southern Pacific
Railroad with 120,000 acres aloe in the WestlandsWater District?

The public is entitled to "ea ful planning" in its own interest, and in the
open, To whom, among Its oMel pokesmen hr appointed task foreea, can the
people of California turn to learn the financial burdens and policy manipula-
tions surrounding the State Water project?

(Front the Bay GUartlian,"Sitn Francisco, Calif., Aug. 10, 106T]

ARID WESTLANDRTEE WATER SCIARTAL

(By Paul Taylor)
(),,,f the countless episodes in the chronicle of the, West as "The Plundered

PrTvince," there are-few to -match in effect and extent the giveaway of mil-
-11ontrirnorblaroiChrdollitimtituythlirpublIc tfiffertbli. iiiiittlirgrouporfand--

owners in a. huge sectiofi of the an Joaquin Valley.
The name Westlands may someday be to water what Teapot Dome was to oil,
Westlands, is the -name of a water district covering a vast 500,000-acre

chunk of semi-arid land on the west side of the San Joaquin Valley. The Ms-
triet, stretching from Los Banos to Iettleman City, has only 22,500 persons
in an area about two-thirds the size of Rhode Island. Landowners,. 210 of them,
are hugefor example, the Southern Pacific Railroad owns 120,000;acres or
187 square miles.
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For 25 years, landowners 'here have mined water from their underground
reservoirs as miners once mined gold. So exhaustively have their pumpis
sucked up water that-the land surface is sinking about a foot a year and the
underground4reservoir is badly depleted in quantity and quality. The sinking
land jeopardizes' the canals, now being bat, that are needed to bring water to
check further landdamage.

this is changing. Reclamation is coming and with it the inevitable
co>fiponents of urbanizatio,a; more intensive farming, new towns and cities,
more people, soaringland prices, gargantuan profits to those who own land.

Reclamation means the public subsidy of moving water to private lands. At
Westlands, this subsidy amounts to about *1,000 an ,acre (money the landown
ers never repay) and an ultimate public investment of $500 mylion in an
area with an assessed valuation of only $26 million.

This subsidy underscores a question that persistently dogs) the efforts of
Westerfi landowners when they seek to gain Eastern and Southern support to
invest federal funds in western reclamation.

The question:: Who reaps, the benefits? The, answer: The private landowners.
-Here's the background: At the beginning of reclamation in 1902, Congressman
George W. Ray of New York warned :

"Behind this scheme, egging it on, encouraging it,' (are) the great railroad
interests a the West, who own raillions of acres of these arid lands, now
worthless, and the very moment that we, at the public expense . .. construct
these irrigation works and reservoirs, you will find multiplied by 10, and in
some Instances by 20, the value of now worthless land owned by thoge rail-
road companies. .." .

To quiet these -fears of water and land monopoly and uncontrolled specula-
tion, westerners inserted a provision in the reclamation bill that no individual
landowner can receive water for more than 160 acres. With this in the bill, the
West's spokesmen assured Congress that reclamation .svould bring about the
"breaking -Up of any large land holdings which might exist in the vicinity of
the government worlm."-

In simple words, President -Theordore Roosevelt explained that "every dollar
is spent to .build up the small man of the West and preVent the big man,
East or West, coming in and Monopolizing water and land.

Roicoe Pound, a .great dean of the 'Ilarvard University .Law School, once
said that "the life of the law is in its enforcement." The 160-acre law is still in
full vigor on the books, but its administratorh have reduced it to a dead letter.

For the fact is that about three fourths of the Westlandn, districtthat's
-400,000 acres, or 600 square miles, owned by 240 individualsis legally inelig-. 0.
ible to receive the massive benefits flowing from reclamation. And Stewart L.
Udall, who carries responsibility for enforcing the law as Secretary of the
interior, hasn't asked the landowners to comply with the law before they get
water.

The project is designed to bring water to the landowners by two routes: (1)
by canal:on the surface; (2) by raising the water level in the landowners'
well through a combination 'of percolation from the surface delivery, and by
reduc tion of the overdraft. The fewer the pumpers (to explain the last
phrase), the higher the water table for those who continue to pump water
from the grifund.

The first dodge: the public pays for both surface and grqlfoknrker, improve-
ment; but the excess land owner (who owns more than 160 acks(W can escape
the 14w and keep his holdings intact if he can get enough Wider' Underground.

The second dodge: Interior sweeps under the rug the 1914 statute requiring
the Secretary of Interior to obtain compliance with the law from ,excess. lands

. owners "before any contract is let or work begun." This destroys enforcement
(Tp cover this .wholesale frustration of the law at Westlands, Interior pre-

fers To ignore the 1914 statute and duck behind a 1926 statute holding that
- ,exthsts lands in non - compliance shall 'not "receive water."' ThuS: the phrase

"rhiitie-water"t-is-narrovirinterpreted-----tcr-metranurface7vatei-valyrlandown-
era getting ground water are permitted to escape enforcement.

(HoweVer, Os the department's own solicitor Made abundantly clear in a
1961 legal opinion, this amounts to a distinction without a difference and per-
mini' "no cover" at all. "As the excess land provisions, have evolved from 1002
to the present. ; . ," Solicitor Frank J. Barry wrote, "Congrests has sought not
to weaken but to strengthen; not to open loopholes but to close them; not to
encourage speculationhut to stop it.")

0.133 "12 pt. ato 11
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At West lands, Udall has chosen to weaken, not to strengthen ; to open
gaping loopholes, not to 'close them; to, encourage speculation, not to stop it.

From the beginning, glint landowners have shown their clear purpose, in
one way or another, to avoid or to circumvent the 160-acre law. The owners
have welcomed support from administrators when they were compliant and
attacked them when they Were dedicated to "the law." This phase, which be-
gan to unfold in the 1930's and 1940's, underlies what is before our eyes in the
1960's.

As federal funds began to flow into the Central Valley Project in 1985 and
- CongresS placed the project under reclamation law in 1937, the drive promptly

began to remove the 160 -acre law, tither, congressiona r by .administra-
tive action.

As early as. 1937, so a spokesman for Kern County Land testified to Con- .
grew% landowners "were assured by ogclalso, of the Bureau of Reclamation that
... we count with certainty that before the project was completed, the acreage
limitations would be removed. Until 1944 this was the general. understanding."

Bureau omcials, he claimed, gave assurance on the ground, in part, that en-
forcement of the law would be impossible since ranch of the project would be
devoted to recharging ground waters.

Xn 1944, Russell Giffen, now head of Westlands Water District, m-erapha-
sized this feeling among excess-land owners, between 1937 and 1944,, that the
100-acre law would not be applied to them. "Two members of our committee
went to Denver and talked with Mr. harper of the Bureau," he testified.
"It was indicated to them there that the 160-acre proviSion was not to be
taken "seriously."

Then, as if to bind a bargain, the large landholders' put up $25,000 in match-
ing money for groundwater surveys on the west side of tie San Joaquin Val-
ley, apparently at the suggestion of Bureau of Reclamation officials.

When bureau omcials later, under orders :from. Secretary of the Interior
Harold L. Ickes, failed to support attacks upon the 160-acre law in 'Congress,
Giffen testified: "It seems to me that the Bureau was completely in bad faith
in taking the $25,000, knowing that our district could not accept that."

In Congress, Sen. Sheridan Downey and Rep. Alfred J. Elliott (from the
Kern-Tulare-Kings counties district) led the attack on the 160-acre law until
the late 1940's. By then, growing public awareness of their special interest
efforts ended their political careers.

The Downey-Elliott drive moved in two directions: (1) To seek congres-
sional exemption from the 160-acre la3v;, (13) Ttd's failing, to remove from
office those Bureau of Reclamation omcials who were supporting the law
before Congress and trying to enforce it in the Central Valley.

In due course, a Downey "rider" to an annual appropriation bill denied a
place on the public payroll to Commissioner of Reclamation Michael W. Straus
and Sacramento Regional Director Richard L. Bokeon the pretext they were
not "engineers." By this subterfuge, they were driven of the payroll for seven
months; only the re-election of President Truman in 1948 made possible their,
reinstatement.

In 1004, Udall conceded mildly to Congress that over the past 35 years, the
Executive Branch (that is, his department) had "on occasion exhibited a
degree of, concern for the excess-land owner which may be difficult to recon-
cile with the policies embraced by the excess land laws." Application of the
160-acre law, he added, has been "uneven and uncertain" and "the difference
may be the result of sheer accident or careful planning."

Are 30 years of "careful planning" by large landholding interest now paying
off? Is official "good faith" in the sixties replacing the "bad faitli" charged
against high Btireau of Reclamation ()Metals in the 1940's when they supported
the 160-acre law?

At Westlands, death comes to the law by calculated circumvention.
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Morn the Bay Guardian, San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 80, 10691

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

You have a very interesting paper, but I .do wish you would take another
look at the California Water project. It is true that it would have been much
cheaper, if under the Federal Reclamation Laws, the Federal Government
had built the project.

Yen should know, however, that there were many, many projects ahead of
the California 'Water project and it probably would have been twenty year
before the Oroville Dam was built. I had to-make the decision based upon
human lives. The floods of 1955 caused 35. or 40 deaths and millions and mil-
lions of dollars worth of property damage.

If we hadn't built the dam, there would have been greater damages in
1964, 1065, and 1968.

Northern California needed flood control and recreation projects and they
also needed additional water. Southern California needed more water and
helped pay for the entire project.

It is true that large land owners would benefit from it, but I saw no way of
building the project if we had to fight the. 160 acre Federal limitation. As a
matter of fact, there are far more benefits to more people in a large corpora-
tion that distributes its earnings rather than the acreage limitation which
benefits relatively few people. One hundred and sixty acres is not a small farm,
because these farms are worth on an average of about $1,000 and a, 100 acre
farm is worth about $160,000. This is ndt the atriall farmer of the reclamation'
days of 1902.
!,When I was governor, we ear-marked the tideland funds fer education. The

Reagan administration, under pressure from the Water interests of Southern
('alifornia, repealed this statute and gave the funds to the water project. This
was absolutely wrong and .resulted in diminished education f9r the people
of this state.

It is a long story and I don't think yOu have it all
EDMUND G. (I AT) BROWN,

Beverly Bills, Calif.
EDITOR'S NOTE

The Guardian supported you for governor in 1966, a position we feel is
strengthened with each passing day of Gov. Reagan's administration. But we
disagree with you on many critical issues, notably your state water project.
and its descent toward ecological and financial disaster.

You admit federal construction would have been "much cheaper," but you
say the state was obliged to build Oroville Dam to halt repetition of the disas-
trous floods in 1055. Exactly the opposite view was expressed two years be-
fore you became governor by Sen. Kuchel, a man intimately familiar with
prospects to get federal appropriations for construction in California. He told
Congress in 1956: "I Would venture the guess that if the State .had not in-
dicted its interest in Oreville, we Would have had long before last year's
flood a federal.dnm at Oroville."

SpecifleallY, what flood control and recreation benefits does state construc-
tion bring to Northern California that would not come from cheaper federal
construction? (By the- way, did you tell the people as you told Congress in
1059 that Californians will put up $11 billion to build the State project?)

Already the financial pinch is on, and only $2.8 billion has been spent. True,
you did not slash education and mental health an Gov. Reagan is doing, but
you inaugurated the water 'project and the financial pressure on him to divert
funds to salvage it.

Your preference for large corporations to distribute "more benefits to more
people," instead of giving them direct benefits of owning their own farms
under Acreage limitation, is curiously reminiscent of Mellon's "trickle down"
theory.

IlowMuch really trickles down? Compare. the quality of life in compumites
on the east side of the San Joaquin Valley with those on the west side sup-
Ported by large corporate farming and you will have the answer in five mina
uteri: not much trickles dowh.
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In fact, as Robert Jones' grape strike story makes plain, the corporate
growers have put together a massive public relations attack to break the grape .

boycott and, keep Chavez's fermi workers from forming a strong union and
getting thelfair share of these corporate benefits and earnings.

. We recommend your forth-right statement that 160 acres "it not a small-. farm." It exposes properly the current propaganda by enemies of acreage
limitation who seek to cajole the uninformed city folk into thinking 160 acres
113 too small to afford a decent living.

When you were attorney general, you courageously reversed your nredeces-
sor and carried the fight to preserve acreage limitation to an 8-0 victory in
the U.S. Supreme Court. You then were fulfilling the Democratic Party Plate
fornqi.

Query : After you became governor, why did yeti switch and scuttle this
acreage limitation on the water project that, as you say, benefits "large land
owners" and costs California so much, more than federal construction?

Further query: What kind of water project is it, anyway, that brings
Rep. Henry Reuss' Conservation and Natural Resources Committee to San
Francisco to try to protect the North from what the Chronicle calls the "Water
Raiders' of the state project?

[Front the Bay Guardian, Ban Francisco, Calif., Aug. 10, 10071

Cutouziarronne rot WA
14 grant you," the late Sen. Clair Engle once said, "you start kicking the

160-acre limitation and it is like inspecting the rear end of a mule. You want (
to do it from a safe distance because you might get kicked through the side of
a barn.

"But it can be done with circumspection and I hope we can observe circum-
spection."

This, ladies 'and gentlemen,, is tile Engle formula- for California's big land-
owners, and their powerful political allies, to circumvent the 160-acre provision
that prohibits land and water monopoly by limiting the *use of federally de-
veloped water to no more than 160 acres per owner. That is to say, by circum-
spection.

Keep this in mind because our latest circumspectora Sen. Murphy, Gov.
Reagan and Reagan's advisory committee on waterare now at full gallop
across the land.

_Their ploy: to propose federal legislation, through Murphy, to raise the 160-
acre limitation to 640 acres (doubtless a tactic to get 1,280 acres on the old
man and wife formula.)

The background: President Theodore Roosevelt, a great conservationist, put
through the 160aere limitation as a conservation measure that would prohibit
hind and water monopoly, conserve the land and open up farming opportunities.
The big landowners- Southern Pacific Railroad, Kern' County Land and Co.
have for decades fought to' abolish the ceiling and open the floodgates to the
enormous development profits of subsidited water.

The 640 formula is their latest maneuver. It has surfaced from Reagan's
advisory committee on water that is heavily freighted with the same land-hold-
ing interests' (chairman : Burnham Enerson, water 'attorney for Kern County
Land) who have led the limitation fight. There was little doubt, the Guard-
ian pointed out when the makeup of Reagan's committed was announced, what
it would recommend.

The public Subsidy now amounts of $1,000 or an acre, money that is never
repaid. This is $160,000 for each man under Reclamation Lhw. Why should it
now be raised to $040,000, or $1,280,000 for man and wife, under the new Mur-

. phy/Reagan formula? Isn't $160,000 enough in these days when we can't rustle
up enough. money to pay for the sick, the aged, the mentally ill, the collegejsigelgy

teniber,-Prasidenttohnson's ,advisum..eammitteeourUralAIOveiti--
made two important points; (1) that "no more public money" should be in-
vested in developing privately owned farmland; (2) that the Department of
Interior shoIed enforce the 160-acre limitation.

We agree. 'The Murphy/Reagan business should he kicked through the side of
the barn.
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(Front California Agriculture' , March 19701

COXFOXITE FAIMINfi IN CALIXOXNIA

(By C. V. Moore and Z. H. Snyder)

Corporate farms tend to be larger, both in .terms of acres of land operated
and gross farm sales. California's farming corporations tend to concentrate in
the intensive high-risk-capital enterprises. The fate . of incorporation appears

: to have slowed considerably in the past three yearn. In the future, it is likely
that existing corporations will expand the size of their present operations,
along with some consolidation of smaller corporations through purchase by, or
merger with, large diversified corporations. Also, as farms achieve a larger
size, they will tend to adopt the corporate form of business organization.

There has been a growing concern over the expansion of the corporate- form
of businesa organization and interest in what its long-term erects on Cali-
fornia's agriculture will be..This report summarizes a recent sdrvey of Call-
fprnia farming corporations.

In the spring of 1969, a mail-out queitionnaire was sent to 2,666 firms thought
to be incorporated and engaged in agricultural operations. A total of 1,915
respondents returned 'completed. questidnnaires for a 76 per cent response. Only
1,233 of these schedules qualified for further analyst's, the remaining respond-
ents had no agricultural operations in California, were inactive corporations,
or were not incorporated. A nonrespondent bias check was made through per-
sonal interviews to deterrable if nontespondente were significantly different
than the earlier mall-in respo`ndents. Nonrespondents corporations were found
to be significantly larger operations than the original. respondents and all data
presented here and in accompanying tables have been adiusted to reflect this
Mos.

Corporate farms in. California operate about 5,638,000 acres of land or an
average of Slightly over 3,600 urea per unit, (table 1). The average acreage
per farm was influenced by who controls the corporation. Where the controlling
stork was own:0, by an Individual, corporate farms were smaller (about 1,700
acres) while farms controlled by stockholder groups were, larger. (almost 8,500
acres) per unit. Extremely large corporate farms influenced the average acreage
inward. For example, although the average corporate farm contained over

) creel, 53 per cent of the farms in the survey contained lege than 500 acres.
I% any corporations with agricultural operations engage 14, outside business

interests; some of which are completely 'unrelated to agriculture. For all farm-
ing corporations in California, 18 per cent had outside business Interests, but
only 9 per cent had business interests that were completely unrelated to agri-
culture or agribusiness.

NOT NM

Farm incorporation le not a new phenomenon In California agriculture. Al-
most half of the active corporate farms at the time Of the survey were Inpor
pOrated pilor to 1000 and a few of the were incorporated prldr to 1000. An
important intpetus to incorporation came in 1058 when federal tax laws were
amended to permit certain closely held corporations to be taxed as partner-
ships. The impact of this change In the tax laws wan felt primarily in the
first half of the 1960's. The rate of new incorporation ham slowed considerably
since 1966.

Commensurate with their larger acreage, corporate farms have high gross
sales of farm products per farm. Twenty-seven per cent of all corporate farms
had gross sales of farm products of $500,000 or'more in 1964. Corporate farms
controlled by other corporations had higher gross :mien than those controlled
by individuals and tfamilies. Groan sales Of farm products of a half million
dollars or more were reported by 25 per cent of the corporate farms controlled
by IndiVidualq as compared with 39 per cent reported by corporationa controlled
by stoekholder groups in 1064.

size; 131SFAXITY
:t4

...Theilieparlty,letween theAtize-at _corporate farms sad 411-eammercial farms
in California Is best shown by the data in table 2. ThelLS. Census of Agricul-
ure for 1064 reports 67,289 commercial farms in California. About 3,000 of
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these contained 2,000 or more acres of land. In this larger size group, 365 Or
12.1 per cent were incorporated wbereas,corporate farmsmade up only 1,2 per
cent Of the smaller size groupthat is, those farms under 100 acres in size. The
45 largeit corporate farms operated over 3 million acres of land or 60 per cent
of all the land. operated by corporate farms. Slightly more than 25 per cent of
the 'smallest corporate farms operated only 0.3 per cent of all the farmland
operated by corporations. These smaller tibits include feedlots, poultry farms,
and greenhouses which use laud intensively.;

Activities of corporate crpp, and fruit farins are concentrated in the_ high-
value-capital intensive Commodities. Table 3. compareedata from, the cOrporate
farm survey to data froin USDA Agrieultural Statistics, 1968. dIver 60 per
cent of California's lettuce acreage and 89 per cent of the melon ateage was
in corporate farms and slightly over 39 per cent of the cotton acreage was
owned by corporations: Of corporate fruit and nut farms, citrus had the
est acreage (almost 30 per cent). Other tree fruit such as apples, peaches, and
pears were grown on smaller traditional farms owned by individuals or part-
nerships; less than 17 per cent under corporation management.

LIVES TOCK

Corporations were also important in California's livestoitic industry (see table
4). 'Over 46 per cent of the fed cattle sold were fed by corporations whereas
only about 12 per cent 'of the beef cows were maintained by corporate farms.
This,,as in the case of field crops, indicated greater corporate 'activity in the
intensive high-risk-capital enterprises. The mayor exception vas the sheep in-
dOstry. The poultry industry, especially broilers and layers, involves a high
degree of concentration oreapital, refletting the movement toward vertical
tegration in this industrY.

TABLE 1. SELECIED CHARACTERISTICS OF CALIFORNIA. CORPORATIONS HAVING AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS

BY TYPE, OF CORPORATION, 1969 SURVEY

Item

"Type of corporation

Individual: Family Other All

Number riported' 377 875 285 I 1,537
Total acres (1,000 acres) 637 2, 558 2,417 5, 612
Avervege acres per unit_ 1,690 2,924 8,461 3, 652

Percent distribUtion by acres:
Less than 100_,

. 100 to 499
500 to 999
1,000 to.1,999
2,000 to 4,999
5,000 or more

29 28 19 26 ,
30 25 41 27
14 13 19, .14
8 ..11 > 25 11

12 13. 12
7 10 11 10

Total 100 '100 100 100
Business interest: .

Farming only ' 83 76 82
t Agribusiness$ 5 6 11 7

Non-agribusiness? 11 8 12 9
Combination. 1 2 1 2

Total 100 100 100 100
Year began operation as corporation:

Before 1960 49 50 ' 43' 49
1968,to 66,__ 45 46 51 47
1967 to 68 .. 6 4 6 4

Total 100 100 100 100
Gross sales of farm products 1967;

Less thad 20;000 12 7 . 9 9
20,000 to 39,999 8 8 6 8
40,000 to 99,999 17 18 17 18
100,000 to 199,999 , 17 20 10 18
200,000 to 499,999 I 21 21 19 20
500,000 or more 25 26 39 27 %

Total 100 100 . 100 100

I Total estimated number including nonrespon dents interviewed, 1,673-Operating 6,109,000 acres of land.
$ Farming plus manufachire or sales of farm supplies, Or marketing, processing of agricultural products.
3 Business activities unrelated to farm inputs or marketing of farm products.
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TABLE 2. CORPORATE AND COMMERCIAL FARMS, BY FARM-SIZE, CALIFORNIA, 1969

Number Of t Acres in Number of,
corporate Cumulative corporate Cumulative commercial Percent

farms Percent percent A forms 1 percent farms corporations

Under 100....., 428 216 25,6 18,000 0,3
100 to 219._ .,,.. , ,, - .. 226 13.5 39.1 37, 000 . 6
220 to 499 227 13.6 52. 7 79, 000 2.2
A00 to 999 241 14.4 17.1. 171, 000 5, 0
1,000 to 1,999 186 11.1 , 78. 2 , 263, 000 9.3

2,000 to 4,999 '''''' 194 11, 6 "89.8 617, 000 19.4
5,000 to 9,999 74 4.4 94.2 483, 000 22.3
10,000 to 24,999 52 3.1 97.3 727,000 39.2

2.7 101 0 3, 714, 000 100.0

100.0 ..... . - .... - 6,109,000 A

25,000 or .. . 45

1,673

I Estimated,
2 Census of Agriculture, 1964.

*34494 1.2
7, 2.9
5, 878 3.9
3,692 6.5
2, 437 7.6

3, 015

57,289

12.2

2.9

TABLE 3, ACREAGE OF MAJOR CROPS OF CORPORATE AND COMMERCIAL FARMS, CALIFORNIA, 1968

Crop

Farming
corporations t AU farms Percent

(acres) (acres) corporate

Corn
Other grains
Hay.
Potatoes
Sugar beets ,

f Ries
Dry beans and peas
Apple&
Peaches

tlaarWbies
Fruits, n,
Cotton S.,
Grape ,
Citrus .,f
Tomatoes . ....

Lettuce'
Melons
Green peas
Carrots
Green boa ns.
Vegetables, n.e,s

TOther crops
greenhouse

66, 000 185, 000 35.6
662, 000 1, 872, 000 35. 3
223,000 1, 864, 000 11.9
30, 000 , 92,100 . 32.5
75,000 254,000 29.5
83, 000 432, 000 19.2
8, 000 214, 000 3.7
2, 000 1 26, 361. '7.5

19, 000 4 113, 248 a 16.7
6, 000 1 45,402 13.2

60,
2, 000000 8,600 23. 2NA

264, 000 687, 400 38.4
91, 000 1 500,576 18.'1
58, 000 1193,-498 29.9
59, 000 , 243, 800 24.2
64, 000 4 102,600 62.3
64, 000 71,700 89.2
2, 000 14,100 14..1
9,000 26,000 34.6
6, 000 33,000 18. 1

107, 000 MA
157, 000 NA

7,000 NA

1 Source: Agricultural Statistics, USDA, 1969. All other data' obtained from 1964 Census of Agriculture.
the.s.-Not elsewhere specified, including specific fruits and vegetables.
NA-Not available,

TABLE 4. NUMBER OF LIVESTOCK, CORPORATE, AND COMMERCIAL FARMS, BY TYPE OF LIVESTOCK, CALIFORNIA
19681

Livestock

Farming
corporations All forms Percent

(number) (number) corporate"

Fed cattle sold 1,378, 000 2, 965,600
Beef cows calved 119, 000 995, 000
Yearling cattle sold 99, 000
Cows milked 40, 000 857,000
Market hogs sold. '29 000 230,000
Sows forrowed 'lay 228,000
Broilers sold (1,000) 8,010 23, 090 34.6

Turkeys sold (1,000) , 2, 000 14,33
14, 31, 36. 4

13.9
Laying hens (1,000)

Sheep said 87, 000 1167, 52.0
. -

46. 4
11.9
NA
4.6

122.6.

Source: Agricultural Statistics, USDA, 1969.
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Exposure of plants to ethylene as has brought about various responses, in-
cluding flower induction: change in direction of growth; accelerated fruit
ripening, leaf and fruit abscission, and hastened seed germination. Besearch in
1967 revealed that fig fruits were stimulated to grow rapidly and mature early
when exposed to an atmosphere containing 5 ppm of ethylene: The cost and
inconvenience of confining a gas such as ethylene to fig trees makes impractical
its application to induce early fruit maturity. On the other hand, application
of a spray that produces effects similar to those of ethylene would be of great
value to the fig grower. When applied as a water spray, the proprietary com-
pound Ethrel (2-chlOroethylphosphonic acid) penetrates the leaves and other
plant organs and then decomposes to form ethylene, chloride, and phosphate.
The results of experimentation during 1968 and 1969, described in this'Ireport,
show clearly that the effects of Ethrel on fig fruit growth and maturation, are
like those of ethylene.

[From California Farmer, Sept. 18, 1971]

IS TIIISA.1STEW EIMIN.CALVORN4 AGRICULTURE?

(By Hartt Porteous)
Mountains form a backdrop for the new type of farming in Tulare County.

There are citrus, trees in the foreground, an experimental orchard in middle
distance -and developed orchards in the background. This may become Califor-
nia's garden of Eden.

What happens When irrigation water is introduced'Iato an arid area? Does
the 160 acre limitation help or hinder? What does farming become under im-
posed conditions?

Southern Tulare County may not give a final answer, but it is. old enough so
there is a pattern of farming emerging,

A short decade ago water canie into, the southeastern part of Tulare County.
Along with it came the 160 acre limitation. Today those once bald and barren
rolling hills are sprouting white and green sticks marking new trees. In some
cases, great flowing verdant patches are marked here and there with high air-
conditioning propellerS.

There are still patches of bare land where cattle roam, but those, for the
Most part, are not attached to the flow of water from reclamation projects.
Does this water solve problems or create a surplus?

Leslie Taylor, of Taylor Farm Management, Inc. may have some answers
because he ims been On the land before and after the water came. He appears
to have solved finanCing, whicD is perhaps the most Vexing of today's, agricul-
tural problems, and he has .pushed other perplexities out of the way on his
125 acres near Terra Bella. ,

Short term financing has beconhe almostroutine. Methods to make agticulture
profitable are working. Economies of big production are in evidence. Also, the
economies of the small producer are tliere. Farm planning has been brought to
engineering "perfectiOn. Production costs have been held if not actually re-
duced.

In short, farming in southeast Tulare County has taken on a new glamor
under the 160 acre limitation rule, or so it would seem. This has been done
even in the face of the accusation that the limitation was throttling, rather
than helping, agricqlture.

The limitation rule actually appears to be solving long term, financing-prob-
lems fora many owners. This is much the same as the financing of public cor-
porations. Public corporations are able to carry their debt ,without ever
repaying it, an advantage not seen in agriculture up to now.

Les Taylor, owns only.125 acres of the land he farms. His wife owns another
160 acres, and his son owns 15 acres. He sees little adventage to getting bigger.

andHe manager over 1000 acres and in the process is able to affect 'many of the
economies which larger acreages can do. .

Les Taylor has spent many years acquiring the knowledge, skillS, and ability
Which go to Make up good farm. management. He spent 33 years in two com-
panies dealing with management of land. It was during this time that he
started buying the nucleus of his present property: Finally *buying the land to
-which he had taken a, liking, he began developing it Other people asked him
to develop land for them, some from the Very beginnihg. -



An example of the knowledge Sand skill necessary in today's agriculture is
the 120 acres Taylor is currently developing. Through experience, he has fou d
the right temperature tones for many of the tree crops which will grow there.
His engineering skill allowed him to lay out the land for elevation., irrigation,
Soil and all the other considerations one must take into account in agricultme.
He has run contours on the highest land and laid it out for avocados (1441's,
Zutanos and Bacons) with lemons at the next lower ,elevation, then Mineolas,
and at the lower and colder elevations, Autumn Rosa plums. f

He bas taken annual rainfall and runoff into consideration and developed
the natural waterways, so the land won't be subject to erosion and so a maxi-
mum of wildlife can enhance Riving in the, area. (The land is too rolling to be
leveled.)

As part of the development, he has created a natural lake 'which not only
contains game fish, but also acts as a reservoir for sprinkler systems which ir-
rigate the trees. .

Taylor has an Accredited Farm Manager (AFM) degree. He was president
of the California Society of Farm Managers and Rural. Appraisers in 1970.
But he would likely have had his skillsin the bowels of a large coseporation for
the rest of his life were it not for the new water,

To ,keep owners informed, Taylor has instituted a cost accounting system
which details the same type of information (and much more) that a. publicly
herd corporation only passes on lightly in a quarterly repprt.. A difference here
is .that a computer can give immediate reports. So owners and financial insti-
tutips may have money matters under immediate control and judgment. A
computer also has advantages in farm record keeping.

-At the same time Taylor owns and operates all the machinery needed for
this large acreage. He has such close contact with the operation, repair, and

. maintenance of raaehhiery that he is able- to cut costs far below that of a larger
corporation. A single shop takes care of all equipment and allows all of an
owner's acreage to be planted with no space taken for buildings or yards.

Some owners have picked a homesite for later use with enjoyable tree types
close at hand.

Ray Cawelti is Les Taylor's superintendent of ranches. He is a skilled me-
chanic and green thumb artist, we well as a beginning owner of 20 acres, of
producing trees. This, too, may be an advantage of many ownerships'and co-
ship hopes and ambitions which large acreage owners deny their workerd.

. The 'quality of living, too, in this new water area is good and has becom'e
operative farm management. Capable persons, such as Cawelti, can have owner-
available to many people. All houses and mobile homes are modern and well
kept in keeping with this new found type of agriculture.

In this operation, efficiency usually attriblited to large acreages can be met
and perhaps surpassed for an owner of less than 160 acres, while the quality of
country living is increased.

The barren land of southeast Tulare County is at becoming a profitable
garden with high quality country living.

Leslie Taylor, of Taylor Farm Management, Inc., and many other farm
managers like him, may be lending California agriculture into a new era of
Well being, which.older 'irrigated areas may find a pattern for imitation.;



iibliogrephy on the Anti - Monopoly Water Law

by Cherie* L..3mith, Jute 1966

Note to Readers:

Cotgress pegged the National Reclamation Act it 1902 to help water development in
the West by federal subeldiaa. These- subsidies to privately -owned lands are tew r49'.
nine from 01,000 to $2,000 an Acre, according to studies by the U.O. Bureau.ot the
Budget.

In order to prevent monopoly by the, few of water, of subsidies, and of unearned
increment, Congrass'includid provisions in the National Reclamation Act to limit the
benefits any individual nay legally receive. These'protections against monopoly of
the-government-supplied watetare sometime' called 'excess lend law," "acreage limi-
tation," or "160-acre law."

The'lLS. Suprara Court, Ap19587, deecribad the'law'e purpose in theme words:
"The limitation insures that thiienormous expenditure will not $0 tidiSprOpOrtiOnStO
share to a few individuals with large land holdings. Moreover, it event the use:of
the federal Xeclamation.service for speculative purposes." 357 U.O. 275, 297 (1958)

. Basic Documents

Senate: Joint Resolution #18 adopted Feb. 16, 1878,. Chap. 23 California Legislature.

Federal lecliaationli4,.June 17i 1902 (32 SegB 388).

Roosevelt, Thcodore,7Trinsactions, Commonnealth,Club of California 108 (1912-13).
illan&

Bryce, (Lord) James, American, Commonwealth, Ch. 90 in unabridged edition only,Mac/192-E3,

"Pact -finders :repoit,"Tederalreclamation bv.irritation,.Senata document #92,:48th
. Congressp lit4easitt, 1924.. ;

Excess Land Lan, Omnibus Adjustment Act of May 25, 1926, 43 U.S..Code 423E, 44 Stet':
649450.,,

j-

Report:to Legislaimite of 1931. on State Water Plan, California Dept, of Public Works,.
Div. Of Watet Resources, Bulletin No. 25, 1930.

State Water Plan Association,. Manual for Speakers in Support of Central Valley
Project Act, Special election, Dec. 19, 1933,'Dec., 1, 1933. .

Cates, Paul Wallece,"ftmestead. Act in an Incongruous Land.' System," 41 American
Wistaria]. Review 652 (1936).

Packard, Walter The.Economic Implicationi4of the Central Valley Project, Baynes

Foundation, LoaAngelei, 91 pp. maps, tables, 1942.-

Historical Background of California Agriculture and Its Labor Problem,.8edate COOP.
.mittee on Educition and Labor on Violations of.pree Speech And Rights of
Labor,'77 Cong(2) Den. Report 1150, Part 3i pp. 219-229, June 150942.

Angel, Arthur D., Pima,. Thetis, POlitical and AdministratiVe:Astecte of Central
Valley Project, U,C.L.A., 1944, 398 pp., bib. pp. 371-398. Available, on
interlibrary loan.

U.S. Satiate Subcommittee on Military Affairs Hearings on Central Valley Project 160-
Acre limitation,. San Vrancisco, April 7, 1944, 121 pp. mimeo U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation, Sacramento.

.business Week, "Valley Divided," May 13, 1944, pp. 21,.24.

Oterings on U.R. 3961 Before a Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Commerce, 75th
Cong.. 2d Seas; 635 (1944), S. Res. 295 July 24-29, 1944, 503 pp. 78:2.

U:S. Bureau of Reclamation, Central Valley Project Acreage Limitation, Report on
Prob. 19 with appendicesitontianing all the reports, stetaments and resolu-
tioni made availab1e to the-committee. 277 p., Sept. 25, 1944.
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Proceeding', Governor's-Conference on Water, 1945, Seciamento.

Montgomery & Clawson, History of Legislation and Policy Formation of the Central Valley
Ptriject; Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture,- March
1946.

Small business and The Community, Goldschmidt, Welter R., Ph.D., Assoc. W. Anthro-
pology & Sociology U.C.L.A. (Arvin-Dinuba Study)...Report of SpecialCommittee
to Study Problems of American Small Business, U.S: Sep. 79:2 Print #1.3-s.
28; Dec. 23, 1946, 139.pp.

17:L.D.1., Bur. of Reclamation, Land Ownership Survey On Federaliteclamation Projects.
1946,

U.S., Sen. Comkttee on Public Land", Subcommittee on Irrigation:acid.Rectimationt. Pro.
posed Exemption of Central Valley Project and other ProjeCts'from land
limitatiOn provisions. Hearings. S. 912, May5-au4e 2,4947, 1329 /4.-80:1.,

Shelley,,, Jack, et al., .Housa Publiclands Committee, Heirinebn H. Res. 93, SO Cong.,
. .1st Sass., ComMittee Hearing #27,.Sept. 241 1947.

Downey; Sheridan, They Would--Rule the Valley, 256 PP., 1547.
. Central Valley Basin,"SePato Doc; 113, Slat Cong. latSese..- A Comprehensive Dcpt.

Report,,Eur. Recl., Aug,*1049.

Fri:fell, Alice Joy.-Seme EconOmic andTalitical aipects of Water Resource Development
in the Central Valley opalifornix, M.A. Thesis. U.C. 1949.

Central:Valley piejeet,(whole ii*Oitalifornia law Vol. 38; 728, 730.732 (1950)

Casey,'. Jack Tull', Legislative 'History -of theVentiel Valley Pioject, 193331949,
Dectoral-Distertation, U.C., 1950.

Maus
'
Arthur A., Muddy RiIersiija'rverd, 1951.

Central Valley Project: Federal or State? Astembly-Interim'Comm, Reports, 1953-55,
Vol..13 #6, 1955.

' - . t

Centgal Valley Project Documental: Heiite boc. No 416, 84 Cong,, 2nd sass, 1956;
House Doc.11o. 246, WCang.;* 1st sass., 1957.

statements of Position by. Various Groups. See Paul S. Taylor ff'4120, page 10,
. 10 Stanford Law Review 76-111, Dec. 1957.

Acreage Limitation (Reclamation Law) Review. Hearings on $1425, S2541, S3448 Before
the Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation.of the Senate Committee on
*Interior and 2nsularAffairs, 65th Cong. 2nd Sees, April 30 and May 1, 1958,
271 pp. k.app,

.

Report of a Special Reuse Subcommit a on Irrigation and Reclamation on Central Vella),
Project, California a" I r suit of hearing held Oct. 29, 30 & 31, 1951
(1951 House Special Rspor ), 105 Cong. Rec. 7486 (1959).

Belli", Geo., California Water Plan. An Evaluation, 7 pp.(1960), Public Affairs In-
dtitute, 312 Pennsylvania Ave. S.E., Washington 3, D.C. Preface by Pao. S.
Taylor, Foreword by Dewey Anderson.

Main, Chas. T. . General Evaluation of State Water Resources Development System,'
Interim Report, Boston, 1960.

Conk. Record, Application of excess land law to California "state service area" of
California water project, 10$ 5687-5725, 6237-6240, 7809,-787:4, April 2, 10
May 4, 1962.

Hearings Wes/lands Water District Contract, Senate Comm. on Interior & Insular
%Affairs, 88:2, July 8, 1964, 37-049.
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Ilikolitch, Sncloja, "The adequate family farm -.mainstay of farm economy4". U.S. Dept.
of Agriculture, Aerie. Economics Research, July 1965, pp. 84-39.

Cong. Record Wastian& Debate. 110 17493-4.7503, 17912-17922, Aug. 5 7, '1964;

111 40592-206080 Aug. 23, 1965.

Special-Library Collections on Water, including Acreage Limitation; can Ws found on

the UC Berkeley campus at:
Bancroft library
Institute of Governmental Studies
Water Resources Library

Writines of Dr, Paul 11. Tav or

;"Central Valley Project: Water and Lend, " Western Political Quarterly,
June 1949.

"160-Acre Water Limitation-and the Peter Resources Commission," Western Political
9t1v.,-.Vol. 3; pp. 435-450. Scope. 1950.

"Building the Central Valley Project," Pacific Spectator, 5: Autumn. 1951, 17 pp.

"Who's Dam is Pine Flat?" Pacific Spectator, Sept. 1954.

'Incest Land Law: 'Execution of a Public Policy, 64 Y.is t. J. 477-514, Feb. 1955, #4.

"Destruction of Federal Reclamation Policy? The Ivanhoe Case," 10 fian. L. ReV.' #1,

76-111, Dec. 1957.

"Exceis Land Law on the Kern?" 46 Calif. L. Rev. #2, 153, 284, Hey 1958.

-"Zaccese. Land Law: Legislative Erosion of Public Policy," 30 Reek*, Ht. L. Rev.,

pp. 1-37 (1958).

."Excess Land Law; -Pressure vs. PriCciple," 47 Calif. L, Rev. #3, pp. 499-541

,(Aug. 1959).

Incase teed Law, A Note on Promoura vs. Principle in the Courts," Weatern.PolitiCel
Qtly_; Vol. 12, #3, pp. 828-333, Sept. 1959.

Statement before.California Assembly Water Comm., April 11, 1961, mimeo 20 pp. (U.C.

.

"Excess Land Law: Secretsry's Decision?" A Study in Administratien of Federal-State

Relation:v. UCLA Lev geeilev4)1, pp. 1-43, Jan. 1962.

Statement to Hearings before the Subcommittee on the War on Poverty Program of the

House Committee on Education and Labor, 88th Congress 2nd session, on

'HR 10440, pp. 1678-1681, April 22-28, 1964. ,

"Emcees Lend Law: Calculated Circumvention," Calif. Law Rev, Pik:- 52, pp. 978 -1014,

Dec. 1964. Reprint #83, 978-1014.

Letier to Editor, San Prancifngunonicli, Jent114. 1965.

San Luis Unit. Letter datedalay 19, 1965 tollesrings. PubliwWorks Subcommittee, .

House Comm. on Appropriations, 89th Cong. 1st sess.,'Part 4, pp. 1320-22.

Lower Colorado Basin Project, 4672, House Cant. on Int. & ins. Affairs,: Statement

Aug. 30,....1965. See index,

Westlands water distribution construction test;Inony before House and Senate Public.

Works Appropriations subcommittees, April 26,.27, 1966. 6 pp.

2:229-253,
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by Charles. L. Smith, Sept. 1969

Basic Documents, -continued

Arashiro, Francis and Anatole Antol, The Great Water Project Scandal,.
How-.Reagan Robbed the State Education ,Funds, Open P ce , v.4 f9.
Jan. 22, 1969.' (San Francisco State College, 16t6 o oway,SF94132)

Bancroft Library of- Western History, Univ. of Calif., Berkeley.
Regional OralHistory Office: lnterviewsand personal papers of
twenty prominent figure; involved with water and land problems.

Clipping file and'additional items, on the. Central Valley Project,
compiled by the Bureau of Reclamation.

Beamon, Frank, The California Water Project, ballyComMercial News,
" sixteen articles, July 9-30, 1968. Reprints 500 125 12th St.,
San Francisco, Ca. 94103.

Brubaker Sterling L., TheImpact of Federal Government Activities on
California's Economic Growth, Ph.D. Thesis, Univ.Calif.Berk. 1959.

California Assembly Interim Comm. on Water, Nearing!, 1959, Statements
by large landholders and their represenTifras. 75 pp., mimeo.

Committee on Water, National Research Council, National Academy of Sci-
ence, Alternatives in Water, Management, 50 pp., 1966.: Pe : Civil

.(2101 Constitution IVi77-WiliETE5f677. C. 20418) Ennr. June '65,
Congressional Record, 1964: July 21, Phil eurtot:Keith-MITIY-Vt*.

1968: H. 420, Jan. 25; S 775, Feb. .1, McGovern;
E. 2155,March 22, Cohelan,P.S.Taylor on Reagan Task Force.
$,4652, April 30, Nelson.
.S 971.2-A9, July 30, Senator Wayne Mcrse :Paul S. Taylor,KPFA

1969,, E 6591 -92, Aug. 4, Ecl<liardt, Paul S. Taylor,Texas Observer

91310E 97-S, oct.2D, obblan,P. Taylor National Water-Commission
126,_Jackson Solt Rivr_Project.

Daviaon, Stan ey Leadership of the ecismation movement, lidf>-.1U
Ph. D. Thesis, Univ. of Calif., Berkeley, 1951.

Degnan, James P., Water; Who Pays? Who Profits? The Many Pay, the Few
Profit, Frontier, v. 18, #2, p.8-11,. Dec. 1966. .

de Roos, Robert, The Thirsty Land, Stanford University Prest,265p,1948.

Goldberg, B. Abbott, InterpositionWild West Water ayle,
Stanford Law Review, v. 17, ; p.1-38, 1964.

Goldschmidt, Walter, Al You Sow, Free Press, Glencoe, 1947.

Goodall, Merrill R., Land and Power Administration of the cvp, J urn*
of Land and Public Utility Economics, v.18, #3, p.299-311, ug. 2.

tovernorto Task Force Report on Acreage Limitation Problem, Jan.4,1968

reprinted:Cono.Rec.March 24.19h9Sen.Murpbv. S3047- 53
23 pp.,(GOvernor's ofMe, State Capitol, SacramentsVa. 95814.)

Hundley, Norris7-Cr.r-uividing the Waters - A century of ontroversy be-
tweenU.S. and Me3TEUTUniv. of Calif, Press,Berkeley, 1966.-

Maass, Arthur King's River Projectin the Basin of the GreatCentral
Valley--A Case Study, Appendix 7 to Appendix L, Task Force on Nat-
ural Resources, Report of the U.S. Commission -on Organizationof
the 'Executive Braodraf Government (Hoover Commission),Gov't Print-
ing-Office, Wash.; D.C. 20402, 1949. Reprinted r in Bar-
eaucracy, R.K. Merton et al, Free:Prest, Glencoe, 1 , .';I1 37..
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Movement, they. Who Owns California?- The Kern County Land.Compaq TO-
v-.2, -#2, Feb, 1966 (449 14th St... Sari Francisco 94103)

Murray, Keith, Water:You Lost 4 'Round, the 1berel democrat, March 1962,

Water, Power and California, ,the liberal democra , MayJuly,1964
reprinted. n Cong,Record, Jul-Y'21, 1964, ongressmen Phil Burton.

Penney, Brooks, Why California Needs Land,ReforM, 'The Movement,v.2,#6,
July 19(4 (address above).

Pinchot,'Gifford.,. ,Breaking New Cround,Harcourt, 1947, 522 pp.

President's National Advisory Comm. .on Rural Poverty, The flute Left
Behind,Sept. 1967. See recommendation 5 and 6 on 'Mass Land-17-

Irrigated Areas. (The White House, Washington, D.C. 20000)

Reich, William, Lend, Water, and Power Mon09_13 in Californiatseries of,

ten programs given on KrrraWURPFK,-Fib=Aug. 1967. (Loan reprints
from KPFA, 2207 Shattuck Ave., .Berkeley, Ct. 94704)

Reprinted ln part in firm kw, v.5,#3, 1967. (Ed. by Henry Ander-
son. P.O. Box 1173, 947.-WaTaY. Ca. 9!i701)

see Paul S. Taylor, one of the ten programs, April 23, 1967.

Sierra Club, Minutes of the Executive Committee, March 17, 1968
(1050 MfTTiTcr, San Francisco, Ca., 94104)

St. Lnuia Post giipatch, Editorial: In /he Name of.Decency, June 6,1966.

Temke, Allep, Statement. to White House Comm. on Urban Problems, Hearings

in San Francisco, July 5, 1967. Vol. 2, p.210-215.

U.S. Dept. of Interior, Exceat Land Provisions of Federal Reclamation
Laws and Payment. of Charges, 2 part's, May 1956. Prepared at the
request of House Gov't Operations Subcomm. on Public Works and

-Resources. (located in Committee files, at Dept. Interior, and
Library of Congress).

U.S. Senate, Subcomm. on Irrigetion and Reclamation, HearingA on San

Luis Unit, CVP. 85th Congress 2nd Session. 195'4 .

86th Congress, .1st Session, S.44

U.S. House ofIRepresentstivestilnferfor and Insuler Affairs, Hesriogi,
H.R. 399, H.R. 7155. Bith Cong. 1st Session, 1959.

Vizzard,'Fr. James L., S. J., The Water Poachars, America, v.112,

pp.220-223, Feb. 13, 1965.

Watkimst Tim, ed., The Colorado River i American West Pub.., Pale Alto,

1969. Includes by au Taylor end Helen Homer:

Alison, E. and Clawson, M., A rfeehltucal ling Ownership And Operation

in the Southern an Jelaqun x ey, Ur. S. Dept. of Agric., Bur. of

Warn: TO771-omcs, BerieThi, une 1945, 100 pp. processed.

Wood; Samuel E. and D. Lembke, The Federal Threats to the California
Landscape, California' Tomorrow, 1967, 66 pp. The Grab for Water,

p. 42-51. (Room 393, 'Monadnock Bldg, 681 Market, San Francisco,

. Calif, 94105.) .

.

(see also: Financial contributions, annuli statement required for all
utilities, on file at CalifOrnia Public Utilities. Commission in

an Francisco and Los Angeles.

(see speech by Theodore Roosevelt before'the Commonwealth Club where he

predicted riots in the cl.tiesi if this taw was not enforced.
7 Transactions, Commonwealth Club of Calif. 108 (1912 43).
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Witinals gf Dr. Paul S. Lula, 'continued

Acreage Limitation Review, Hearings, U.S. Senate Irrigation and Recla-
mation subcommittee on 6.1457 2541, and 3448. 85 COng. 2nd Sess.
1956.

Washington Post, Letters to Editor, July 23, 1964; Response by Ralph
riRi, Aug. 29, 1964.

Hearin kg;.S=es::=1;r614Irripgnigg and Reclamation, on.S1275,

statement on HR 4672 at al, proposing authorization of Lower Colorado
kiver Basin Project. House Committee on Interior and Insular
Affair', Aug. 30, 1964. p.930 -936.

Statement, in files of U.S. Senate Interior Committee, July 29) 1966.c.
Water and Land Monopoly in California, Series of three articles in

San Francisco Bay Guardian, May 19, June 29, Aug. 10, 1967.
(1070 Bryant ST', San Francisco, Ca. 94103)

Evasion of Federal Acre Limit Laws, KPFA-FM, April 23, 1967. .

Hearing', House Irrigation and Reclamation subcomm. on HR 3300 at at,
Cong. 1st Session, 1967. p.686-687.

Conservation and the 160-Acre Law Statement, White House Commission
on Urban Problems, San Francisco, July 5,-1967. Vol. 2,p.213,
234-.2364

Statement to California State Board. of Agriculture, March 5, 1968.

reprinted in CongrestiOnal Record,' E 2155, March 22, 1968 by
Congressman Jeffery ohelan.

Water, Land, and Pesple In the Great Valley, 21.5,,American West,
v. 5, #2, March 1968, 0.241.29+ (577 Coiregi Ave., Pal Alto,
Calif. 94306, $2.00 per elvy, $9.00 per-Year)

Comment on Governor Reagan's Task Force on the Acreage Limitation
Problem, KPFA-FM, Berkeley, June 1968, 1st of two programs,

Conservation' Education, War Poverty and It! 160-Acre Limitation,
end of two programs,rWA=PM, BerkeTFY,-Utin-F-T907-

Both of the above two programs reprinted in .9stgressionsl Rec rd
5.942-949, JUly 30, P9681 daily edition,by Senator Wayne. orse.

Ari Francisco Chronicle, Letter to the Editor, July 28, 1969, on the
State Water Plan deficits Editorial replyrJuly 29, 1969: Water

-Raiders Ride a Rider,

Hearing", House SubcoMmittee on Conservation and Natural Resources,

Washington, D.C., May 1969, Appendix, pp. 229r237.

San Francisco, JAugust 1969, Bay'Poltution.
(copies available:. Cong. Henry S. Reuss, Chairean)

Voter* of41'exas: Leak before you leap ,,a warning from California,
Texas Observer, July 18, 1969..(504 W. 24th St., Austin, 1.78705),

biweekly, $6 per year
reprinted in Szgressional Record) #6591-92, Aug. 4, 1969 by

Congressman -Bob Eckhar7C---
Rec.:Aspirations & Achievements, 115 Cono.Fee., -E9677-80,Nov.174969
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Anti7Monopoly 160-Acrellater Law:. A Bibliography - page 1, 1970

Writilme of 2141, S. aylor, continued

Planning .method for our water resources (statement to Natiopal Water'
Commission). 115 S2.29L11 ionat Record. E8597-8, Oct.. 20, 1969,.

oly? en tered- bydaily editi, enrid-by ong:-NiTiry Cohelan.
Water Grants for Education, Congresaional Record, E9090 9093,

October 9,1970, enteTaby Senator Lee Metcalf

The Fight for Water, AFL-CIO American Federationist;Dec. 1970

Miscellaneous Writings, Cont.

Barnes, Peter Water, Water for the Wealthy, New Rep blip, May8, 1971
(Imperial Valley); series of 3 articlei7June 1971. NR.

Fellmeth, Robert C. ed. Power and Land in California, 2 vole, 1971,
Ralph Nader Task ftep5r 'on Cant use '1nn3aIif,

Perelman, Michael, California Water Plan, Freedom heAl.v. 4, no. 9,4P.
Sept., 1970, monthly newspaper (P.O. Box 1087TRichmond,Ca.94802)

Ackerman, Adolph J., Final Report on the Feather RiverSouthern
California AquTRET.,--Oci710, 1960, 27 pp., mimeo (available at
Water Resources Library, Univ. of Calif., Berkeley)

(see also: Using Engineering to Enslave You by A.J.Ackermsn,
Civil Engineering magazine, July 1964)

Cooper, Erwin, Aqueduct Empire, Guide to Water in California,
A.H. Clark Co., airidiTe, 1968, 439 pp. r:

Hirshleifer, J., J.C. De Haven, and J. W. Minimal); Water Supply,
Economics, Technology, & Policy, Univ. of Chicago Press, 2nd ed.,
1969,* 386 pp. (see especially Cost-Benefit discussion)

Sax, Joseph L., Water IAA Planning and Policy, Cases and Materials
Bobbs-Mer7TTT, iTiVianapolls,-1360, '20 pp. Ilaw text)

McWilliams, Carey, Factories in Ant Fields, Little, grown, 1939, 334 pp.

'LeFollette Committee, Report of the Senate Committee on Education and
Labor, S. es. 2'0, '74th Cong.; 77 Cong. 2nd Session,
Senate Report 1150, parts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

78th Cong. 1st Seas., S. Rapt. 398, parts I, 2; 3, 4, 5.

88 Cong. Rec. pp, 0311-8339, Oct. 19, 1942.

San Luis Debate, 104 long, Rec. 17723 - 17735; 1958.

Authorization Bill for San Luis (Westlands) 1959, 1960:

Senate: 105 Cong. Ran, 7483-7498; 7665-7691;
7849-7877; 7986-8001.

House:. 106 Long. Rec. 10448-10471; 10553-10566

Ixemption to California Water Project, 1962

.Cong. Rec., 108, 5687-57V5; 6237-6240; 7809-7814' .

see Transcript, Federal Court in San Diego, Dec. 1970, enforcement of
Acreage Limitation 14 Ikperi0 al Valley"

,

(additional copies of this bibliography,. 4 pages:1966; 3 pages: 1969;.
1 page:1970 available from Charles L. Smith, 61 San Mateo Road,
Berkeley, Ca, 94707 500. each, 30 tax in California)
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(Ottite e1 itItaolititcrr Central
Mutfraton,/a,C. 20330

Dune 1,. 1971

AXR MAIL

Mrs. Stephen L. Stover
34L. North 15th Street
Manhattan, Kansas 665024

Dear Mrs. Stover,

Your letter of May 28 has rcaehed me this
morning. Until it came, I.had not seen the article
in the New Republic. You are the first one who has
'brought it to my attention. I have now located a copy
of the issue of the New Republic forMay 8, 1971, and
have read the article with interest.

As' so often happeni'in these matters, it
is a one aided presentation of a rather complicated
situation. You would not know from the artielefor
example, that the project for the irrigation of the
Imperial Valley was started about 1900 and was
virtually completed by 1920, without any participation
by the federal government. It was,an expensive project,
and it was natural that there were large landholdings
there.

When the Xmperial Valley was developed, the
water rem the Colorado River 142710 brought in by.a
canal which ran for a number of miles through Mexico.
This led to a number of problems. About 1930, in
connection' with the development of Boulder Dam, a new
All-American canal was built. This was entirely in the
United States, and was undoubtedly an advantage for the
Valley. However, the All - American Canal did not result
in the reclamation of a single acre of desert land.
After the All-American Canal was completed, there was
no more land in cultivation in the Imperial Valley than
there had bean for many years before.

0133 0 - 72 pt. 3A 12
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It is true that there iea provision in
the reclamation laws which provides that when land is
reclaimed through a federal project, land boldings
cannot exceed 160 acres, However, as X have indicated,
no land was reclaimed by the construction of the All-
American Canal. it 1.0, thua,.a real questions to
whether the acreage limitation in the reclamation laws'

Applicable to the Imperial Valley.

This questiOn was considered and determihed-
hy the secretary of the interfor, Ray Lyman Wilbur
(Preeiously President of Stanford University) in 1933',
now more than 38 years,ago. That determination was
ected. On, and relied on, for many years, and no question
was pepioUsly raised about. it until about 30 years after..
pecretary Wilbur's decision.

Recently, the issue was submitted to a court,
and the court.decided that the acreage limitation does
not, apply t6 Imperial Valley. Xt then became my \
responsibility to decide whether an appeal vhould.bo
taken from that decision. x considered the matter
carefully and thoroughly, and. over a considerible period
of tiMis. As a result of my consideration, X became
convinced that (a) we would not win the case in the
couri'of appealsj'and (b) we should not win it. lh
this situation, x cAme to the conclusion that it was
my duty as a responsible officer of the government slot
to authorize an appeal.

xn making that decisien, I issued a statement
saying that my determination was applicable to the
.imperial valley only, since that was the only,plaCe
that had this sortlef a history. The statement by .,

Harnesin his article to the contrary is entirely
without foundation. As I have indicated, my determination
with respect tothe Imperial Valley (and Oecretary Wilbur's
determination 38 years ago) was basbd on tharfact that the
Imperial Valley was fully developed long before any federal
money was spent to build the.All4merican Canal. The
federal project did not reclaim any land in the Imperial

177
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Valley. Thus, t eterminetion with respect to the10111

imperial Valley has no application to other projects
Where there was actual reclamation of land as a result
of the project. /

try truly yours,

/ 74
Erwin N. Griswold
Solicitor General



geltc4or General Er Win N. Priovica4 announced today ihat the .

pepartrnent of Xnsti Ce,willnot appeal a Tj,g, Piatrict Ceurt dectsien holding

chit igk. Lir#4.at.t94 p1:91409OF of rfglaKfl4tiPTI'l4W hot app1y tar privately
0

OVni*E1 I*PdP in thtt Imperial lov igg4g#911 t14tilet of imther4:califernia..,

;we, Hpwayti B, TRryentinc of 411 plOgg issued the ruling on

January 4971, in the j'ustine Department's; 1967 'nit against the Imperial

Irrigation-District.

The iicac1141e for *ppear.ing the decision t9 the U, s5, ocOurt pf

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit was toinorroW;i The Department of the

interior had reconirnended against an* 4,
-

s

In making his 4determination,' Solicitor General griswold

stressed that,..-his deeftion related only to.the situation in the Jrnperfal

Vi i1ey.

wrhe 4gasion does not in any way: affect Oe GOverarpeatil
, *.

P°Siti°4 With tefPF4t to VgClarAgigri PFP)eetf .10 4thcr areas where different

fiSti 4.x2! involved," he said.

M t11c fisueet"9f the fltg11.9;" DOEar.tine?Its the 111141.tig$ Pepirtment

badIggcl thc..ci.vg spit seeking g depliratory judgrnent that,the160.acre

limitation applied to. pri.ya!jo land holdings nt the linperial Irrigation District.
,



IFrom testimony by Paul S. Taylor, he curing before !rouge Subcommittee on Irrigation
and Iteclamation of Interior and ,Insular Affairs Committee, 89th Cong., let sees
on H.R. 4571 and similar bills, 9311

Official and unofficial Utudies, .before,and since, support the Congressman's
emphatic conclusion of fact. For example, Pendleton, history of labor in
Arizona-irrigateli-ngriculture, unpublished doctoral dissertations,- Berkeley,
1950 ; Klaus (1. Loewald, hearings before. Senate Irrigation and. Reclamation
Subcommittee, 85th Congress, 2d session, on S. 1425, S. 2541, S. 3448, rip. 230-
238 ; U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, landownership survey odFederal reclama-

% tion projects, 1946, p. 16. Congressman jackson's gloomy prophecy stands
fulfilled even today', if the acreage held in excess has diminished, the subdivi-
sion occurred without benefit of the controls that Congress wrote into reclama-
tion law to limit private speculation in the interest of settlers.

Nonenforcement of the excess land laws for a half century in Arizona is
matched on the California side.of the Lower Colorado Basin for a generation.
Secretary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall showed a courageous awareness of
longstanding' nonenforcement in Imperial Valley when he announced on the
last day of 1964 that he intends to bring nonenforcement there to an end by
divestiture of excess holdings.- But the Secreatry has Made no similar promise
to end nonenfOrcement either in Arizona or on southern California lands
wktered under the Boulder Canyon Act, Othei than in Imperial and Coachella
Valleys. No sooner was the Secretary's decision to end tionenforcement in
Imperial Xley announced, than the Imperial Irrigation' District News, sum-
marizing a: 'opinion of its chief counsel, Reginald, L. Knox, pointed out that:

"If the opinion of Solicitor Frank tarry is correct, it also applies to all
was reviewing water from the Colorado River, including land in the Metro-
nolitan Water District which supplies water to some extremely large holdings
on the coast. According, to Knox, there has never beeq any reference to, that
area, but if the opinion 'is correct, it would necessarily 'apply there also" (Feb-
ruary 1965, vol. XXVI, No. 9, p. 1).

Nonenforcement, its rootn deep sn The past, has received added impetUs dux-
, ing recent-yea0. Its temper probably never was described more clearly than by

Congressman Clair Engle, of California, speaking to the House in 1955:
" I- grant you, you start kicking the 160-acre limitation and it is like inspect-

ing the rear end of a mule. You want to do it from a safe distance beeause you
might get kick_ ed through the side of the barn. 'But it can be done with circum-
spection, and I hope we can observe circumspection" (1955 hearings before
liouseAubcoMmittee on Irrigation-and-Reclamation, on 104, 11R.--384,
and H.R. 3817, 84th'Cong., 1st sess., p.- 70). .

The devices refiecting,"circumspection" are numerous; at. leadrone of them/ '
the "Engle formula" for repaymentsubstituting 43mall money payments for
policy--incorporated in the Small Reclamation Projects' Act, received- congres-
sional approval under circumstances leaving a trail (if expressed dissatisfac-
tion across the years and on4the Senate floor (102 Congressipnal Record'13650 ;_
103' Congressionnl Record 6737, daily edition May 23, 1957). Without gongres-
sional aPproval,,,unsympatletic administrators -frustrate the law bp snbstitut-
ing "Interpretations"-of the law that 'thwart its purposes, in the place of inter-
pretations that would achieve them. Two exenples may be cited here that I
have discussed more fully elsewhere:

(1) Substitution of a "quantity of. water" 'measure fox the statutory pro-
hibition that no ineligible lands: i.e.,, exceeding 160 acres per individual, hball
receive ,kvatei; and

(2) Creating a distinction as to applicability of the excess land laws, be-
tween water reaching project lands via surface delivery, and water reaching

d' them underground, a distinction not found in the' statute nor-lOgically consist-
ent with its justification for public expendit s for, private benefit. See
Taylors "Excess Land law : Calculated Circu s s ention" (52 California Law '
Review 978, 980, 990, 1011).
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Of course, inlicialscharged with responsibility for administering reclama-
tion law know and proclaim its purposes. For example, Commissioner of Re-
clamation Floyd E. Dominy recently said: "I am proud that our basic princi-
ples remain essentially .unchanged in concept. This program lg. reimbursable
* * * and will repay the Federal loan that finances it. We are today, as we

, always have been, fully committed to the conviction that the family farm is a,
national asset of fundtunental importance." (Address before Mississippi Valley
Association at New Orleans, Feb. 3, 1961; vain release, Feb. 3, 1961.)

Solicitor of Interior Frank J. Barry, in his opinion M-36034 (Dec. 26, 1901)
spoke of

-0* l"* the resolve of the Congress) as a, matter of deliberate policy, to pre-
scribe by statute measures aimed specifically at the early breakup of pre-
existing * *.



Mon. Irvin N. Griswold

Solicitor GenerAl of the Uhited States.

United States Dept* of Justice
Washington, 20530

Dear General Griswold;

Someone sent me a copy of a letter that went out. under your signlure,

&did June 1, 1971, to Mrs. Stephen L. StOVerofEenhatten, Ones*. The

letter inquired about the position of the Juitice Department in the erases

1464 tale involving the Imperial Valley 6n Califernia.

As one who hai written about the Reclamation Law, /as surprised to-
-ese in your letter the following:

. there 1.4 provision in the reclematIonjaus

vhich-provida-thnt when land is reclaimed through a
federal project, land holdingccannot exceed 160
acreIG . ...no land was reelaimed by the construction-

, of the AllvAmerican,Chnel."

Ocaleionally.one recalls the warnings he received in law. school, among

them the danger in paraphrasing statetory language. My recollection it that
the excess land provision of the Reclamation Lew, 43 U.S.C. Section 431, says:

"no right to the use of water for land in'private.

ownership shall be sold for a tract exceeding 160
acres to any one land owner:'

1-s

. I recall no general provision in the law that limits the excess land law

to laid "reclaimed through a federal project," end'if yqu eriemine thelegisla-

tive history of the statute, you will recoil!. that Representative Newland.,

the sponior of the Act, took no such view. 36 Cong. Rec. 6734 (1902). Of
course a great many reclamation projects involve the supply of supplementary
water to land already in cultivation. To the best of my knowledge it has
paver been thought that this fact exempted the-project from the prevision
of the excess land law.



General Erwin M Griswold,
Supteabei 10 1971

rage 2
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Y recOsnles that the Imperial 9411ay.cige vas a ccmplaX one; but Lthlnk

Mrs. Stover vai entitled to a pore accurate oxplanition.

9410 truly your.:

Joseph L. Sax

Professor-'of Law

183



Irwin N. Gtipwold

Solicitor Genbral

Office of the S'olicitor General

Washington, D.C. 20530

841

:September 21, 1971

Dear General Griswold: . -

I appreciate very much that you took the time to. reply to my letter of,.

September. 1, commenting on the Imperial irrigation District-cape.
0

-1 know it would be an imposttion to engage you in further correspondence,

but pope you will permit ms to make..an observation or two about the future.

. .

As you know, for many years the ekes, lend law was little enforced,. and

the residency requirement of the,reclamition law hes been wholly ignored.

Those concerned about reclamation law were therefote understandably pleased

when the Interfor and Justice Departments decided to go forward with the //D

case. 'I recognize the complexitg.of the issues there,. but I hope that the

Department of Justice will make a concerted, effort to enforce the excess lend
law.

,Though bills-are annually introduced in Congress calling for repeal of.

the. excess lend prbvisione as an anachronism, this is certainly not the case.

A great many agricultural workers, particularly in California, would welcome

the opportunity to became farm owners, if only that .opportunity to acquire

fettile farm land. were made under reasonable citcumstances. Indeed 'it is
my own view that many of the current farm labor problem' would be best

resolved by, encouraging the creation of an owner class Among -family farmers..

At the present time_now.enforcement Or limited enforcement of the excess

land, and relidentitt. laws .stand as anobetacle,;to this development. Once
theAlaws are enforced, of course, steps v1,1111100 to be taken to assure credit

for the purchase of farm lends/so the -joqie a complex and extended one; but

enforcement of the law is a needed first step..

It may.seemromantic.today. to suggest that the very votive that lay

hehind'enactment-of the reclamation law in 1902 is still i sensible policy; '

1 Amour* that'as you look into the, question, you will find many.

very well informed people who think that this is precisely the case..



General Irwin N. Griswold,

September 21, 1971
. Peg* 2
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.

It 1.4 often said that the excess lend law cannot wOrk because small farad
are uneconomic. Even to the extent that this is true, it does not speak to
the problem of, ownershipi but only to management practices; If it is economically.'

necessary to operate and market farm product' on 4 large scale, it is perfectly

possible to do this by cooperative arrengements among's. number of owners of
modest sited fatally farms.

.

.

4A
I make theses comments only, because it is só gfdely bel ved in Weshington

that no signiftasot public pelicycould be advanced vig,cous enforcementv°of the reclamation law, .Perhaps this view effectrieilbur own judgment about
-Aty.,

the IID case. If so, '1 hope you will explore, the gdeetion further as opportuni-
ties arise, , ,../

.t,
1

Cordially yours,.

Joseph L. Sax

Professor of Law

JLS /kh

CC: Sen Yellen, N.P.

Mrs.'Stephen L. Stover,
Peter Barnes .

P.S. I am very glad to follow your suggestion about,diettibutioo of the

letter you sent me om September 16. I am, however, sending copies of
this.letter to several interested parties.
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Mechanized Agriculture and Social Welfare: The Case of
the Tomato Harvester*

Amptiw SaDMZ AND vow SECKLIOIL

Au integrated publbsprIvats appeosob to mechanical fraiv-eAllig of tomatoes for canning his
sharply reduced producers' labor requirements. Cross Stela returns to aggregate research and
development expenditures are in the vicinity of 1,000 meant. Even if displaced labor had been
compensated for wags loss, net social returns ars still highly favorable. Since tomati- pickers -

were unorganized, no compaisation'wu demanded or paid. The analysis Indicates a Seed for
policies designed to distribute /be benefitsjusd costs of technological change more equitibly,
Social scientists could properly he concerned with developing Institutional ONIADO of achieving
this goal. .

A
T- TIM beginning of the industrial revolu-

tion in the 19th century gangs of work.:
men known Al the Luddites roamed

England, systematically destroying machinery.
To their Compatriots in the Netherlands we

,:owe the. aiord "sabotage," after "sabot," the
heaviirootlen shoe that Dutch workmen threw

,.: into the grinding gears of the new technology.
The other side of the coin is well illustrated

by the lament of John M. Horner, one of the

Such acts as the one named upon a man like Mr.
Homer because he had invented a labor-saving
machine should arouse the spirit of the.libn
among all good men and they, should unite and
hunt up the offenders tad mace them feel the
heaviest penalties-of the law for dimples-and
then be driven from every civilized community.

The rhetoric of this ancient c* ,1;changed, but not its substance:,"T hilolOgii.mon-
displacement"as it is n s emiitically

mventora of the wheat combine.1 Writing to his ,..calledremains the source f some of our great-
friend, 'Colonel Warren, editor of the. California `" eat social problems. This is particularly true in
Farmer, in July 1869111, 221,.Horner said, agriculture. 'We point with justifiable pride to

thefact that now only a small percentage of the
total population produces our food needs. But
we tend to forget the painful process of adjust-
ment that accompanied the transition from
rural to an urban society. We have forgotten
that for many people the transition was in-
voluntary; that many people hive been forced
off the farm only into an economic and social
limbo in rural towns and urban ghettos.hood to perform honest labors, and harvested The overall purpose of, this paper is to pro-11,6001 acres in a good workmanlike manner
vide a means whereby the broad social costs ofto the entire satisfaction of our emplciyers---so

much so that most of them wanted us to consent, technological innovation can be mapped into
to harvest their next crops. the framework of economic analysis. It focuses

specifically on i recent technological change .

affecting agriculturethe mechanical tomato
harvester.

Devolopment of the Tomatotliarvistt*"

... we were brought more particularly to
reflect upon our position by the burning of one
of our machines.... We ask ourselves; liave
we injured anyone so that personal- vengeance
is pursuing Us, and this burning was done to
gratify a revengeful feeling? No. We have had
no misunderstanding with anyone, in fact, not
an enemy in the world, a conscience void of
offerite to all-men. We entered that neighbor-

Colonel Warren promptly responde4 with an
. editorial in his piper (11, p. 231:111.,

Glannini Foundation Paper No. 310. We appreciate the
data made available for this study by various departments
at the University of California, Pavia, and the University
of Michigan. lank Blackwelder, Clarence Kelly, Philip
Parsons, Gordon Rowe, Loy &unmet, and Ron Schuler also

,provided valuable information. We thank Roy Bons for
computational resistance and Bill Martin and Loren Ihnso
for critical comments.

s We are indebted to Paul Barkley for this reference.

Amax* Smarm is snisissi Pressor eJ arkeleed
ssurnics and Drams SZC1CLU is outing uncials loofas*. of
*triads** unetnies el Mt University e Califento, loth-

e

The history of1the development of the10-
mato harvester is a subject of interest its at .
It is an outstanding instance of the parallel de:
velopment of innovations: dovetailing into a
viable system. As Rasmussen. (26, pp. 532-533]
states,

The invention of the mechanical tomato
listvester contrasted decidedly with the do-
velopment of the cotton picker. The tomato
harvester resulted from the "system approach."
A team made up of an engineering group and a

569
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horticultural group, with advice and Inhumes
from agronomists and irrigation specialists,
developed suitable plants and an efficient
harvester at the same time. The necessary
changes In planting, cultivation, and irrigating
were developed concurrently. .
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livelihood of numerous-agricultural laborers.
In this paper we attempt ta appraise both the
heightened production efficiency Ind its effect
on the welfare of workers. The pioneering
work of Schultz [31) and Griliches [81 is carried
one step furtherinto an appraisal of impor-
cant social costs as well as social benefits,

Both gross and net social rates of return to
the tomato harvester are computed; the dif-
ference is the wage loss of the displaced workers.
To compute the gross social rate of return, we
employ as a basis the framework used
Griliches [81 and Peterson (24) who estimated',
respectively, the benefit to society from the
introduction of hybrid corn and from poultry
research, ,

Hsi% the concepts bf consumer's and pro-
ducer's surplus, Caches analyzed, two polar
cases. In Figure 1(a) supply is completely
elastic and the original supply curve is 8'; after
the development of hybrid corn, the new supply
curve is S. Since supply is completely elastic,-
producer surplus does not exist and the net
gain, .8+1; represents the addition to con-
sumer surplus. In Figure 1(b) supply is per-
fectly inelastic; with the introduction of hy-
brid corn, supply shifts fzom 5' to S. The gain
in consumer surplus is A+13; the gain in.pro-
ducer surplus is A+D; and the net gain to
society is A+B+(A+D)., 8+D, from
which is calculated the gross social rate of re-
turn.

Peterson, on the other hand, used the in-
between case of a positive sloping supply curve.
Thus, as demonstrated in Figure 2, the net
benefit to society is G+P+11-14, that is, the
area between the two supply curves and the
demand curve, as in Figure 108. This is so
since the net gain in consumer and producer

The systems approach was also followed in
the development phase of the harvester. Manu-
facturers, scientists, and extension personnel
worked closely with farmers, first in growing
the new tomato varieties, then in getting the
tomatoes harvested. Processors subsidized the
firstcropsbyloweringthek purchasing standards
on the new tomatoes all by adjusting their
Production techniques to accommodate the
changed inputs. In the opinion of E. Black-
welder of the Blackwelder ManufacturingCom-
pany, which produced one of the first harvest-
ers, it would have been virtually impossible
to develop the harvester without an industry-
wide integrstion of efforts. Thus, the harvester
represents k. social Is well as a scientific and
engineering- success. Through coordinated ef-
forts on many.fronts, the industry was able to
achieve results not economically available to
any individual Member.

The first 25 harvesters were used In Califor-
nia hi 1961. By 1964, 7$ were in use; a year
biter, 250. The number increased to 1,000 in
1967 [16), when approximately 80 percent of
the California acreage was harvested by ma-
chines. However, in other tomato.producing
states the harvester was adopted after this
period._ -

Purpose sad Frsmework of Analysis
Like the cotton harvester, the mechanical

tomato harvester has created important pro-
duction economies but has also undermined the
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surplus is E+G+P-1-(E+11+1). As pre-
viously, the gross social rate of return is cal:
culated from the area remaining after account-
ing for the changes in surpluses.

Various attempts at estimating the elastici-
ties of. demand and supply of processing to-
matoes have met With little success .2 Therefore,
in computing the pro's social returns trom'the
harvester, we take the, total production after
the new equilibrium is achieved anctpultiply
this by the ensuing coat savings per ton of
tomatoes harvested. Thus, we are essentially
measuring area EGPX in Figure 2, where (21 is-
the equilibrium level of tomato production
prior to the implementation of ,the harvester
and Q, is the equilibrium level Of production
when the harvester is in use. Therefore, we
would overestimate consumer surplus, and
hence the gross social gain to society, by K if
the demand for tomatoes were DD and supply
were perfectly elastic. However, if the supply
curve for tomatoes is not perfectly elastic, our
calculations underestimate the gross social
rates of return if the true demand and supply
functions for tomatoes are approximately those
represented by DD and (compare SOK and
GP111).1

To compute the out social rate of return from
the development of the harvester, we explicitly
took into account its effect on farm workers.
With reference to figure 3, prior to meehanist-
.11,1rcor coustoer moats Mad, solomed

Oa prior eloiticity to be If. hi was statletkally
inektellkoot. They amilteted Mir inittnIty to mistatiot
to data problem. Fee supply respond of plastid mutt°
anew, tiny sminatell the shert anti loognot peke Ms-
deity is be .li aced_ 4 4g bt Intilano; 1.05 and 2.451e Oido.

2 Other sullonation for supply mold load Nan err.
animas of the gross social Wm of room

we

Ilusbor of Worker',
A

Mom 3

tion thk demand for tomato workers is Et, and
the supply is 4, but subsequent to the har-
vester the demand becomes Dl. As one extreme,
we computed Ws (Q,--(21)the unemployment
caused by the harvester assuming no alter-
native employment possibilities and tudiuning
ther the remaining employed workers receive
wages at least as high as those obtained prior to
the implementation of the harvester. In addi-
tion, we calculated the net social rate of return
assuming different. levels of employment for
farm workers in nonagricultural industries. -

Cross Soda Rate of Hoturrr
Croat toad return's.

We. use "gross, social. returns" (GSR) to
moan the value of the retinced'costs of harvest-
ing tomatoes by the 0$4,LAir,t1,11arvester!
These returns differ fronli, f'fbcial returns"
by the value of the costs inetiried by workr
displaced by the harvester. L.

Only for California ,havedednitiveiltuWit
been made of the con isarative costs 'of hind
and mechanical tomato *vesting methods
[23, 36j, and these data *reused here for other
tomato-producing states as well. According to
the California studies, mechanical harvesting ,

reduces. coats by $5.41 to $7.47 per tort; in-
Sou bunks et the itariester have ban omitted Mot

our estiesatas. %NOM bonito mottos to fornan onto.
tries (Oormany, the U.S.S.R., and Lind, for example) tint
have 'mated this aneldses.Manufactuters' profits from
the We of the meadow wire sot ndeperalottly otiosted,
but voter our Ludy* as a cost et the nothings. Royalties
received by the Maturity of Callforubt, which holds a
pout it the sustroototooly used machiass, were sot in-
cluded in our sotinata of books; these unmated to
S234,712 by 11119.

Time cut *ohm an sun glint isplicitly to the stud.
des; they ware ompund fray Zobri's and Name work
123, 36, 371. Detsind eakslation area vailable oo moot
frees the pothers, as are the detailed .de. tioss *Ado, -

lying the ressatolier ettliis paper.

1 8 0
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Table 1. Rate of adoption of the tomato, Table 2. Grose social returns to the tomato
. harvester, United States, 1985 -1273' harvester

Percent of tentatnts
harvested by machines

TOW U.S.
acreage of
tomatoes

harvested y
mumps.

bCalifornia Other stets

1965
1966
1967

25
60
SO

0
o
o

48,302
112,704
144,905

1966 35 10 161,005
1969 90 20 193,206
1970 95 30 209,307
1971 95 40 225,405
1972 95 50 241,506
1973 95 60 2571608

The rate of adoption war negligible before 1965 and is
mourned to be zero for estimation pie se*. .

Sources: Adoption nits prior to 1968 were taken from
Lynch 1161; succeeding adoption rates ert the authors'
projections (see footnote 7 of text). Estimated tomato
acreage harvested by machine for 19654965 war' derived
by applying the above percentage rata of adoption. tortlia

culture .The equilibrWrri acreage in processing tons-
acreage Vas reported, by the U. S. Department of Agri.'

tom was amend to 4421019, of which '257,608 are
mechanically barrested.

eluding amo tioa and interest chtigei,Xt 6
percent o p-triaihine costs. -The data apply
only to itoea for processing since.tornatoes
for nonnrocessing are still handpicked.

Xn order to estimate GSR from The yarvester
for the United States as a whole, it is necessary
to estimate its rate of adoption. These esti.
mates, presented in Table 1, are based on
total U. S. acreage of tomatoes for:processing
of 322,010, the average foi1966-1969.4 We esti.
mate that California will harvest 95 percent of
its acreag6 by machine in 1973 and that the
maximum rate of adoption by other states will
be 60 percent. Webb (34, pp. 1-51 has esti.
mated the total U. S. average rate of adoption
to be 80 percent?

Given these data and an estimated average
yield ,of 22 tons of tomatoes per acre, we can
now compute the GSR to the harvester for the

NAM this study was completed before 1969 anettge
*tees were available, total 1969 acreage was estimated to
be 80 percent of the 1963 figure.

*Accurate stimuli on the current rate of adoption do
not exist, It appears, however, that for California at lest
90 percent of the acreage is now mechanically harvested and
could easily reach 95 percent by 1973. On the other hand,
several people have expeneed the opinion that our 60 per-
cent adoption figure by 1973 for other states is too high, It
may well be, however, that more processing tomatoes may
be grown in California than the 55 percent of the acreage

* (Sure used, Therefore, ws feel that the total acreage of
257,606 mechanically harvested of a powibis estimated
322,010 acres Is a conservative estimate.

4

Returns

Estimated cost reduction at

65,41 87.47
per ton per ton

1. Cumulated GSR,
1965-1973

2. Annual value of
cumulated OSR,1973

3. Annual GSR, 1973
4, Total, 2 and 3 -

199,140897

11,947,494
30,660,524
42,608,015

274,792,805

16,487,568
42,335,299
53,522,867

United States. AU estimates have been carried
to the year 1973 when, by assumption, tomato
acreage attains's constant amount. Thus, the
annual GSR for each year, 1965-1973, are
calculated at 6 percent interest to 1973 and
then converted to an annual perpetual sum?

^This; together 'with the annual GSR in 1973
and thereafter, constitutes the annual value of
GSR to the liarvester. The results are shown in
'Table

Itaseaidrind development costs of the
tomato .harvester'

Several universities and private firma con.
tributed to research and development (R and
D) of the tomato harvester. Reasonably good
-information is available On the costs incurred
by two of the major parties to this invention
the University of California at Davis and
Blackwelder Manufacturing Company of Rio
Vista, California. The University of Michigan,
the University of Florida, and the University
of Maryland also have engaged in research and
development; and some other firms, including
H. D. Hume Company, Food Manufacturing
Corporation, Massey-Ferguson, and Button
Manufacturing Company, have incurred sig.
nificant R and D costs in the development of
tomato harvesters. Estimates of costs incurred
by these universities and firms represent only
an educated guess based on interviews with
knowledgeable persons. Total R and 11 esti-
mates compounded to 1967 are given in Table
3.'

We owlet peedict the ultimate impact of the harvest-
er on wages, prices, and output; so, unless °the:nettle stated,
we have easumsd these to remain the came se in 19654969,

Estimates Include only direct R and D -cats of devel-
oiling the harvester. Costs to farmers and processors of

Atneition to the new technique are not Included, nor are the
'Meets of the harvester on procering coats. R. Schuler of
9filifortia Canners end Growers Association indicated that, ,

.189
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Table 3. Research and development *span&
e tures on the tomato harvester

F.xperidltitrca

ValvereltIss (to 1967)
Uelvonity of California,
Davis
.Nrulitanelon activities

-Batorricat and related
activities

Other tiniversities (Including
lf.stension)

Total utdirepitlea

Private fume (to 1961)
Blackwelder Ilasufscturing
Comany
Other

p
Anna

Total farms

Total 1067 value
Total Rand D costs:1973 value

(cumulated at 6 percent)

$ 363,000

100,000

600,000

avt,268000

$ 491,000
1,473,000.

$1,964,000

$3,252,000

$4,5115,330

Figures rounded to the nearest thousand.

Bate 'of return
Given the above data on benefits accruing

front the tomato harvester and the R and I)
costs to make the harvester a reality, k is pos-
sible to calculate the gross social rate of return

o (GSRR) to 11. and D costs as follows:

this assumption as relaxed and-the costs in-
curred by workers due to adoption of the tomato
harvester are explicitly taken into account;
but first we discuss welfare criteria relevant to
this expanded view."

Welfare Criteria,
The concept of Pareto optimality implies

that one cannot recommend a change front a
state "A" to a state "B" unless everyone is
better off in B than in Athat is, no one is
worse off in Band at least one person is better
off than in A.

A major problem arising is that Bareto
optimality favors the status quo. But almost,
every conceivable change leaves someone
worse off. Consequently, making recommenda-
tions on grounds other than "whatever is, is -
right" involves the inextricable difficulties of
interpersonal comparisons of utility. If, for
example, one is 'willing to recommend a change
that will leave someone -worse off than before,
be is implying that he can cardinally evaluate
the increase in welfare of the beneficiaries,
subtract the decrease in welfare of the losers,
and find a net increment in welfare. This is
indeed a heroic presumption.

As a kind of halfway house between these
extfemes, the followmg "compensation" test

GSRR
total annuli value of gross social returns

(100).
research and development costs

Thus, Lamming the .1o;rcost saving of $5.41
per ton,

GSRR.
$42,608,018 (Table 2).

$4,585,320 (Table 3)
(100) a. 929 percent.

Similarly, for theprcrat saving of $7.47 per togs,
the GSRIt is 1,282 percent ($58,822,867
+$4,585,320). Hence, the gross social rate of
return may vary front 929 to 1,282 percent.

To this point we have followed traditional
initials to calculate the rites of return from an
innovation in which the distributional effects
are assumed to be zero. In the next section,

It is extremely difficult to determine whether the net gut
on proerming costs is positive or negative. finally, we lava
net entered the discusaion u to whether the new tomato
grown for harvesting is of infirfor quality than
that grown to inethardatiom. If the new variety Is
Inferior, w is debatable, than the costs Incurred because
of inferior quality are not accounted fqr.

harbeen proposed by Kaldor and Hicks. It is a
necessary condition to recommending a change
that the gainers shall bh able to compensate
the losers and still be better off. If ,the benefits
of the change ire nor sufficient to pay its or-
dinary costs and compensation it cannot be
considered socially desirable. It should be
noted, however, that it is not sufficient that
compensation could be paidit mkt actually
be paid if a change from the status quo is to be
recommended. Otherwise, the problem of inter-
personal comparisons of utility still remains.

" We cermet gel:Arial] the co uple:dam of welfare theory
wilsalarnThreolej. waited reader L referred to little 1141 and
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The implications of this general analysis to TAM. 4.
the specific problem of the tomato-harvester
are clear. In order to determine the value of the
harvester, we have to determine whether the
gainers (producers, consumers, etc.) could com-
pensate the losers (workers) and still be better
off than before."

Net Social Bate of Return
The tomato harvester displaceff roughly 91

manhours per acre, of tomatoes harvested (23,
pp. 1-9].12 Using the acreage and adoption rates.
of Table 1, 478,637 roan-hours were displaced in
1965; in 1973 and every year thereafter,
19,477,227 (see Appendix for calculations)."
The average wage of harvest labor in California
was approximately $1.65 per hour in 1967 [23].
With these figures, we computed the net social

_rate eturn (NSRR) under varyingissump-
'tions iernative employment opportunities
,end, the amount of compensation (C)
ne , to t offset the impact of .technological
change. Thb formula used is:

GSR C

R and D

The results are given in Table 4. For theflow.
cost savings estimate of $5.41 per ton, NSRR"

main losers from this particular technological
theme* are farm workers. .."UndoulmeAl.there are other
people who also lose, but these are iT8Fdiscussed in this
pew. Furthermore, it becomes clear that costbenefit

- studies must 'consider both allocative and distribUtIonal
problems (see, for example, Frest and Turvey (251, Mos-
snwe (nit and Knetclt et 41.(131):Compermation is a races.
sexy but not a sufficient condition for appraising an im.
Movement. See Little (14, eh, 6J for it discussion of the
Scitovaky reversal problem,

s'llte amount of the labor saved by...the mechanical har.
vestry is given in Parsons i231,p, -11rThe nuinhours oared
per acre vary from 29 for excellent workers to 178 for poor
workers, The figure used, 91 man.hours, while substantially
above that for poor workers, is only slightly below the man-
hours displaced for good workers, However, It should be

. painted out that Persons' calculations are based on the
specific type of harvester available in 1966 when *ppm?,

. tamely 20 good workers were needed per machine. s new
tomato harvester will soon be made available which will
require substantially less labor to operate; the use of an
electronic sorting device ran reduce the requirement to less
than 8 workers per machine, In view of these recent de-
velopments, our estimates of labor displacementresulting
from the harvester Mt probably conservative.

".When calculating the dhplatement by the tomato
hatvester, the analysis would become extremely complex U
one attempted to distinguish between domestic workers and
temporarily admitted aliens. In our analysis, we have as-
sumed that had the tomato harvester not been invented the
total workers employcd would be the same err In the early

. -A 1960's.

a

.5

191

Net rates of social return to xi and
D on the tontatoharvester

Percent of &placed Annual 1973
wage bill paid amount of

in oompaseation compamtatims

Net rate of social
return to R and Er

Estimated coat
savings at

$3.47 $7.51
per ton pee ton

idlers puma

.0 0 929 1,210.
2$ 10,746,610 694 1,048 .

SO 21,493,262 460 ill
75 32239192 26 579

100 42,,947,,523 2 a 34$

varies between 929 and 8 percent as the
amount of compensation changes from 0 to 100

.percent of the estimated displaced wage bill.
For 100 percent compensation, it is assumed
that displaced tomato workers have no alter-
native employment opportunities. For the cot
savings of $7.51 per ton, NSRR varies between
1,288 and 345 percent..

We have not attempted to estimate the
actual amount of unemployment created by the
harvester, since this would require knowing all
displaced workers' future employments." The
estimated wage loss from 1965 through 1972
has been compounded forward to 1973 and then
converted to an annual flow. Thus, assuming a
wageof $1.65 per hour, the cost to the workers
is overestimated because, while the conversion
to an annual flow makes it possible to calculate
the NSRR, this assumes an infinite life for the
displaced labor. This assumption is untenable
unless one believes that there is a lasting effect
on the workers' families in denied educational
opportunities and the like resulting from unem.
ployment caused by technological change.

Actual Payment of Compensation
We have shown that the rates of return to

R and I) expenditures on the tomato harvester
were highly attractive when measured in the

"As Robinson128,p. 2J points out, "Nearly four Million
workers were employed in 1937 in industries which did not
exist or hardly existed in 1900. If wit had been looking for
lobs for thole workers In 1900ove should never have fora
seen the present number of worlters In the motor industry
and motor transport, In the making of gramophones, wire.
less or television sets, in electricity, or aviation. At any
moment it is hard to foresee bow those workers will ulti
mately be absorbed, for wheels services in their former oc
cupations there 13 likely to be less demind."

v
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conventional way. More important, the rates of
return reins in attractive after deducting reason-
able amounts of compensation for costs incurred
by displaced workers. However, since compensa-
tion' has not actually been paid, it cannot be
concluded that society as a whole has bene-
fited from the tomato harvester.

Our analysis has focused on unorganized
workers confronted with technological displace-
ment. Compensation' was not paid because they
lacked the organization to compel it. Contrast
this situtaion with one in which workers were
powerfully organizedthe International Long-
shoremen's and Warehousemen's Union. Under
the leadempip of Harry Bridges, this union
was able to mitigate thejmpact of technology
on worker displacement through "featherbed-
ding" provisions in its contracts, which it pro-
vided for many years. In the late 1950's, how-
ever it became apparent that the momentum of
technological development, particularly in the
containerization of freight, would eventual-
ly overpower employment-preserving rules.
Bridges recognized this in 1957 (9, p. 145]:

I would say that we have resisted the impact of
labor-saving machinery, mechanization, auto-
mation, whatever you want to call it, possibly
with greater success than any other organists-
tion. Ft has been a combination of ways and
means of going things and it has involved
strikes, slowdowns, and what =not. However,
we have reached the point possibly, and some
of the demands that you are putting in (take
this resolution, for example) and some other
proposals for changes reflect the feeling that
you have readied the point, where the battle
against the machine for us has becoMe a losing
one. And we can continue to fights losing battle,
and we will lose in more ways than one, and
finally after we hive thrown away a lot of energy
and a lot of ,bargaining power we will put on a
showdown, last stand fight, and we will lose
that one, too.

Under Bridges' leadership, the union entered
negotiations to trade its featherbedding pre?
rogatives for job and income security and lion a.
settlement of $5 million per year for 1%1
'through 1965; this, together with previous pay-
ments, totaled $29 million (9, p. 176]. In the
union's view, $18 million of this, or approxi-
mately $3 million per year, was compensation
for technological change or, as they put It, "the
men's share of the machine" (9, p. 180].

The essence of thicontract for the union was
the principle of "sharing the machine." As
Hartman (9, p. 344] says,

59 133 0 - 71 rd. 31 = 13

CNICULT1112 AND SOCIAL WIEL.SAltr . -S*e.

In the longshore experience, the older workers
won a great deal; the retirement bonus
equivalent of more than a year's pa
younger workers were offered less but their
prospects for promotion were enhanced by ac
celerated withdrawal of the older men, Furtheri
they believed that the principle of 'sharing in
the machine' had been established and would
provide benefits to them in the years to come.'
The longshoremen achieved a share in the

machine of approximately $3 million per year,
on an estimated annual industry net savings (in
1965) of no more than and probably consider-
ably less than $59.4 million 19, p.3321. Thus, the
settlement was certainly no less than 5 percent
and probably no more than 10 percent of in-
dustry's benefits. While the two cases are per-
haps noncomparable, it is ifiteresting to observe
that, had the tomato workers received a similar
share in the machine, their compensation would
have been between $2 and $4 million per year.
On this Vasil, the conservatively estimated
'het social return to the harvester would still
have exceeded 700 percent.

Concluding Observations -

Our study of the development of the mechan-
ical tomato haivester provides a microscopic
look at a general social dilemma. The talents of
science and industry combine to create enor-
mously productive innovations, but the very
success of these sectors of society creates con-
sequences which bear unfavorably, as Fuller
(7] has pointed out, on less organized and there-
fore more vulnerable sectors.

In order to illustrate this fact, we briefly
examined the contrasting impacts of technolog-
ical change on tomato workers and longshore-
men. But labor unions are not the only means of
protecting vulnerable sectors of society. Indeed;
as Schultz (29) has stressed, it is the social
scientist's task to devise a variety of institu-
tional structures appropriate to the problems
with which society is afflicted.

'Thus, for compensation purposs; an alter-
native to unionization may be a form of state
intervention in which a tax is itnposed on units
of output. The proteeds from this tax would
then ]le used to finance retraining, relocative,
and retirement programs. This solution is
theoretically sound, but if extended through all
sectors of the economy that are subjec t` to tech-
nological displacement, it would be an organs,
izational monstrosity. Before embarking on
programs of this type, it would be wise to seek

192.
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more general solutions to this general class of
. problems." Specifically, we might explore

whether there are 'any possibilities that general
social programs could significantly reduce the
need for compensation itself. We believe thers.
'are.

The process of adjustment is particularly
painful for displaced tomato workers because
they are highly immobile, mainly because of
limited occupational versatility. If a fraction of
the great economies generated by such tech-

See, for example, H. G. jihnson [12].

nological innovations as the harvester could be
allocaterrout of general taxes and applied -to
destroying the "vicious cycles of poverty" that
afflict society; immobilitiesand thus the social
costs accompanying such innovations as the
tomato harvesterwould be substantially re-
duced. Interventions of this sort would allow .
social costs and benefits to fall more.or less
randomly on the population as a whole and,
thus, in a sense, cancel each other. If this were
to occur, "everyone" would be better off with
technological change. That is, to us, the moral
of tomato harvester.

Aprnslix
TotalMan-Hour Displacement by theinimato Harvester

The base acreage used prior to 1965 (that is, hours were employe' a (297,289X163). After the
prior to the year when the harvester was used harvester was adopted, in.1965 for example, the
substantially) Is 297,289, the ;Lycra& Alltm 1958.412m:ober of man -burs. employeidNroriped to
to` 1964. The base acreage used sub4equently is/. 47,979,490, coMptited as folltiiVi: 322,010

.322,010, the average Iran 1966 to 1969. Cali- [(163X.85)±(72 X.15)]. This represents a dis- ..

fornia is tuned to-harvest approximatel31 55 placement. of 478,637 men-hoUrs (4t458,127
percent he processing tomatoes,grown in the 47,979,490)..
United.; States. Using the computations of Par- *It is estimated that in 1973- only 28,980,900

. ., .
. .

sons123j, 163 man -hours were employed per acre man-hours will be employed, computed as.
prior- to the hatvester; with the harvester this follows: 322,010063X20)+(72X.80)]. Total
was cut to 72 man-hours. . . displacement4ill then be19,477,227man-hours

Thus, prior to the harvester, 48,458;127 man.: (48,458,127-28;980,900).
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Senator _STEVENSON. Our next witness is Mr. Robert,',12ong, vice
president of the Bank 'of America.

We have had to shift the order of appearance of some witnesses.
Dr. Friedland, and Mr. Henning will follow Mri Long..

Thank you very much, Mr. Long, for accepting our ,invitation to
testify. ,

STATEMENT OF ROBERT LONG, VICE PRESIDENT, BANK" OF
AMERICA, SAN FRANCISCOATTV

Mr Low+. hank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Robert Long, and .I am Et senior vicepresident''.of the Bank

of America in charge of its agricultural lending program.
I would like to ask,you, . Senator,'I have a short statement, f can

read if if you. would like, or I can file it with yOu.
Senator STEVENSON.. I think, in the interest of saving time,- if it

is all the same to y'ou I would like ,you to summarize it.
We will enter the full'statement in the record at the coficlusion
your testimony.

Mr. LONG. We have attemPted'to, in our statement,'separate the
areas. of issue that seem to be a part of your examination, Senator,
from the standpoint of the business of 'agriculture as we .would call
it, as one-question certainly you; and the other mhickinigh,t,
involve the hutaan and social environment in rural: America.

The principal thrust of our statement will relate to ^the "busiffess
aspects of agriculture where we loan substantiaL.futids and _where
we are primarily involved.

It has been- noted here that we make a large,iimount of credit
available to ,California farmers and, related In
excess of a billion dollars for farmers the
billion in the. area of `farm cooperative
businesses.

If you would compound that with
it woad be two or three tiinesIth

We deal with the important
fQrnia agriculture which' sho
briefly.

ItilOrbeen frequently r
or farming units ,tha,
there was somethin over 100,000 and today we
ing upon which the statistics you care to fo , somewhere in
the neighborh od of 06,000. We feel that this dramatic change is
primarily a elated with the pressures of rising cost of production,
taxes, lab and. equipMent of all kinds, which are incurred without

o ,cornme rate increases in the return on the sale of products by
.

Mid consequently, we are coming up with fewer farming units.
"is largely a factor of new technology, requiring larger operations

nd services means that the farmer needs a much brbader base today
to maintain a competitive unit of cost. Therefore, the .requirement

SQ we note that farms must expand6 farmers seek .q:skel3p pace

,
h the trends in agriculture.' Higher cost of purchase of supplies

stry4 something in
vex and maysbe a half

and iminediately relatedr

direct services for agriculture,
amount.

ends, That are taking place in Cali -
"d be set forth, and I will note these

erred to today about the number of farms
operate today in California. Ten years ago

dawn to; depend-
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,
,, Another factor that is important in this situation is the. need for" . increased capitalization. of our farms here_ in California. .Unofficial

estimatesawd there are no'pPecise figures on this that-Jam' fully
aware ofprAce the average iris astment per farm in/Palifornia at
about $400,000: -Net ineome, which ,was.reported by the .1I,S-.D.A..
in their recent CensuSlaken,in 1970,,.about $10,000per farm, which-..
would. be about 4 percent on theit.inveetment. ...

I personally think, frominy own experience,. this might be a little
higher in California at-thisimes ..

We further note that some three-fourths pf .this increase .in total
.investment in the 1960 was attributable to the appreciation of -real
.estate in the-farminecOmninnity. With the supply of farm- land
constantly decreasing, there is a clear trend. Increasingly, too, non-.

,agricultural Arses encroach upon agricultural land., In addition the
property tax provides' the basis of lOcatgovernmentfinance in Cali,-
forma, as it.- does in alter communities in the Vnited States, and this
increases thellieavy pressures on agricultural operations. -

. 'Another factor is the .incorporation by .farmers. Of the incorpo,
rated farms InCalifornia, about 83 percent are exclusively, in farm-
ing, and 90 percent had 10 or fewer stockholders. Farmers-incorporate
for about the same reasons that ether small Imisinesses do; specific
examples would be inheritance taxes, liquidity, managenient con- s
tinuitv, limited liability, and Other factors, related to cOrpOittions

. and their value as ii,business- entity.
Of the incorporated farm's in 'California, about ,56 percent are

., what we would call family farms or run by .families. Family farm-
ers incorporate basically. in self-defense. .

Recognizing these Vreinis, farmers have nati ally tended to spe-
eializer shifted toward 'Meier valued crops. they also have been
faced with more sophisticated marketing .vs ems and 'more sophis-
ticated consumers..The relatively low price paid for farm products i l'
reflects the competitiveness iii the industry much is basically a free-

-. enterprise system, probably one 'of the -best illustration's of its use
in our IT.S. economy. . . . .

In your letter to role .you asked about the impact of these .trends
on the lives of Calyorimi farm families. I thinlcit might be helpful, .
Senator, if I gave you a feW specific examples which , come from
our Statewide iitn files of the bank, .

Take' the case of a farm in California's Central Valley. This farm
happens to grow cotton and Thompson 'seedless °Tapes. The grapes
produce, about $55 a toil on'the current market. He produces this
crop on 130 acres. His animal °Toss income is expected to be, in. this . i

current period, about $50,000. He hopes to net abOut $9,000 in annual
income 'before. personal income taxes Seasonal is crop line of
credit from us amounts to about $4;4000: The totitl- investment in
his farili happens to be.-$270,000. his annual net income represents
about :3 percent' of his investment. -We'have financed this farmer for
years; he is a good farmer; we want-his buSiness and, of course, we
want him to continue in business. .. i

-Let- me gip you another case where the results well) somewhat -
different. A 250-acre farm in the San.Th,aquin Valley,-.this farmer
used about $57,000 in lines of credit from us to grow cotton, alfalfa,
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grapes, corn, and some pasturage. Total investment in his farm
amounted to ab ut.$380,000:He,had a gross income of abont$59,000, 4'

which yielded about $2,300 in net income, a net return on invest-
ment of less . han 1 percent annually. .

I will giv t yOu one more exarnp16 of a farm of 250 acres growing
peaches an grapes. His investment in this farm is about $400,000..

l-i He used line of credit from us of about $120,000. His gross sales
were $16 ,600 and yielded about $46060. In this case he had an
annual ,return..of about 16 percent on his investment, which would
be reasonably good by. most standards.

In contrast, a farm with a similar investment, in this case amount-
ing to about $430,000, used a line of credit ,of $84,000 from us and
generated sales of $85,000. His net income on 255 acres of alfalfa,

/ k co ion, and tree fruit was less than $10,000, which is an annual return
lo less than 21/2 percent, \I have some other examples here in the statement.

We see this . situation as a confrontation which creates specific .
and difficult credit, problems and, in our concern about this increasing
trend, we have undertaken a careful examination of certain specific
areas within Californialln the Sacramento Valley, there-are many
peach and prune growers, among others, who are confronted with
some real difficulties. I will give you quickly some of theitrends in-
volved in our examination. a a

There was it growing trend toward OperatiliddeficitS triggering
a decline in value of the land and hence a depletion in 'their bank-
able equity, There was excessive production combined-with a poor

declining abf' ilit to 'service addi-
-

and 'price situation. There was rapidly debt and debt
service obligation in the face o

- tional debt.
These conditions combined to weaken the finandial position of

gropers in these two industries. Many of them have fallen below
desirable _and sound -credit standards, . ..

. .

Our analysis, substantiates our reboil for concerti, because we
fpund the ratio of, debt to equity in a level of about.60 percent.. In
most instances; this is too high for agricultural people 'to carry.

Appraisals by our own people, confirmed by the:USDA, showed
this particular area to have a value ptir acre of $2,000 in 1967. In
1971 the average value of the same acreage was $1,200.

Our study was limited, but we find that conditions like, this in .

'various parts of the State of California are not iinrealistic. This is
the kind of trend that many farmers are experiencing where low
profits prevail. ,

Frequently there are terms used such as "large" and "small" and
,so forth. We would like to emphasize in our testimony that such
applications have kaning only in relation to specific crop& Forty
acres of a well-sustained, well-established farm raising a variety of
grapes in the Napa Valley might be quite satisfactory as income,
but a peach grower with about the same investment in the Sagra-
.mento Valley, with the ,same acreage, would, be in a very difficult,
position today.

The Bank of America supplies about 40 percent of the` crop .pro-
duction loans in the State of California. W would like to be able
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to increase it beea e most farmers throughout the State need, addi-
tional capi al to op rate their farins. As you 4n see from some of
these situations, it i. becoming increasingly difficult for all financial
institutions, include g ourselves, , to meet the credit requirements
with' the conditio that exist today. -

Sinaller, farming operations. find it difficult to achieve the econemies,
of their;:neigWors, sometinies only .twice their size, wd this iS. the
real impact in California in terms of,,whattis happening to the size
Of farninnd the number of farikas.

rmiiistakably, one of the problems they face is their ability to
market their production, The farmer is up against a highly sophisti-
cated farm -to - market mechanism and he is also faced with a price-
Oonsci-dus Consumer in today's, family slipper. There are numerous
farm-marketing cooperatiVes in Californ a, probably the best deVel-

'.oped marketing system of its kind anywhere in the worleThey are
primarily designed to assist the small or medium sized fariner in
efficiently packadai and selling their production, To some degree Li
they have assisted thisiS.size operation in continuing in business.

We have extended substantial lines of credit. to these eboperativ4"
over long periods of years. ,

The -bank supports a desirable goal to have a healthy and' pros-
perous

.-

farm community. In addition to extending bankiug credit'
to a wide range of farms of all sizes and farming interests, we spon-

' sor a wide variety of prdgrarns designed to serve- rural California,
and the emphasis in this program is upon youth.

In #1).71 the blink paid-about $,300,000 to young people for ani-
inalS which they raised; and we undertook to collect the purchase.
price from the ultimate buyers, which, in effect, guaranteed their.
market and provided them an opportunity to At involved i0.. the
business of agriculture in .a meaningfhl way. % ( ) i

Some $110,000 went into various fait', youth grants?
and awards: Nearly *$50,006 went to farm youth auctions; $3562000
financed 1,300 junior agricultural projects, and there are more simi-
lar program's. ,

lin ,finalizing my comments, I am particularly concerned about
utile feeling many haVe that financial institutions, including our own
in California, only finance the large operatilins, I Went out to the
San Jqaquin Valley and talked With... .our manager at the FOwler
branch. We have a branch system which provides a total lending
limit of the bank to every braiich within the, system, and there is
no shortage of credits or loanable funds tivairable,to agriculturelin
California. I found,oin looking over his portfolio of loans, ieranged
all the way from $1,000 to $300;000,. and something in excess of,100 .
individual credits extended in . a yetir. It does not necessarily tell .
us the size of the farm, but it. does indicate the majority' of these
were.probably small to medium size. Fowler is a reasonably typical
farming community in the San Joaquin .Valley of California.

To summarizes we would like to say that our bank and.inany finan-
. cial institutions within the State of California have a large stake.
in agriculture. We are concerned, about it and 'we share in that stake
in many ways. We are their partners in a financial sense, so we are
concerned about the size of their debt, which is ggowing, and their
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ability to service it. We are also concerned over theirshibility to
generate sufficient capital 'from their own operations to satisfy the
increased requirements for operating successfully in California. But
we do have faith in California's agriculture, and the future of the.
State's rural population. We are there and we expect to remain there
and we expect the community itself to grow and prosper.

I wish to make one final comment on unit efficiency,' firmly believe
that there are efficient levels, depending upon the cropS grown and
.the mix of these crops, in which a medium and even a smaller farmer
can compete quite effectively and be very efficient in terms of all eco-
nomic standards with any vize farm up to several hundred thousand
acres.

Their problem is the problem of -economics of the business, which
is no different than in any other part of the United States except
it may be more intense here in California. So our main concern, our
main effort, and our main involvement is trying to help find ways
to help these people to be more viable and mote able to remain profit-
ably in' business and in a healthy condition.

In summary, Senator Stevenson, this is the substance 'of our state-
ment which we live provided to your committee 'and we hope it
mill be helpful in -your. examination.

Senator. STEVENSON. It is very helpful, Mr. Long, and I thank you
- . for it.. 2

Yon say therBank of America has a stake in agriculture; clearly.
it does, all of the people of California do."It is the Not 1 industry in
California.

credit is in agriculture now? .Can you tell us what percentage of the bank's ttt. outstanding.

Mri,LONCI. Frankly we do not separate our statistics in the bank,
agriculture as opposed to mother commercial entity. We consider
agriculture part of the commercial loan portfolio. I would .guess, if
you would allow me that, that is it less than i.0 percent of the total
outstanding portfolio of the bank.

Senator SrEvmsozr. Would you guess or know if that percentage
has increased in the last 10 years or decreased?

4.10
Mr. LONG. No. It weld have decreased in relation to total bank

lending because, as you probably realize in a; bank of our size, we
are in all types of lending. We :as?) have what we call a wholesale
aspect of the bank in which very large sums of money are involved
here in the United States and other parts of the world and there
would he no way for any one comm6lcuil activity to maintain a con-
gala ratio in relation to that kind of growth. There, I think, would
be a declining relationship in all industrial and commercial activity
against this total. Agriculture would be no exjeption.

Senator STEVENSON. That being the case, do you believe that the
credit facilities in California are adequate to the needs of agricul-
ture, including the small farmer?

I apologize for using that Aid, small, but I don't know how you
draw the line.

Mr. LONG."Smaller, at least.
Senator, I can respond iv this sense. It has been a longstanding

policy of, the bank and continues so today, to never restrict funds
o

6 I
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to agricultural bOrroWera. We have on occasion restricted other areas
when we have been in tight money -situations, which occurred; as
you may know, in the sixties a couple of tinaes..It'has never been
true for agriculture. -..

What I am tryink to stiy,is that the diffiCialty we face today with
Jur agiiculttiral borrowers is their inability to 'support the credit*
requirements which are increasing, and they ca,nnot, on normal credit
a plication standards, really support that increased requirement.

is is the probjfin.
. Senator STEvErisex. That is what 1 ani getting at. What I/ am
wondering is wlfethet additional credit facilities, - perhaps publicly
supported- to assist family farmers with public guarantees of credit,

Aren't needed in order to help the family armer acquire the land
.' and nib equipment that lie needs in. order to ompete in agriculture?

Mr. LONG. Yes, I think so. We supported an welcoined the increase
for' a more liberal lending capability of the Farni Credit System, for
example, and mainly because we see a broad and 'growing need. We
can't service it all

i
ourselves, we know that. Present, policipolicies prob-

ably should be strengthened. in this area.
We would further hope that. the ability of the Farm Credit Sys-

tem :would not be 'diluted into other activities, away from agricul-
tural neet, needs of the farmers and growers. If public policy can
support this, we certainly would agree with it. More funds are needed,
not less. .

Senator STEVENSON'. Would you say, hi addition to the funds
needed for farmers; that assistance and managerial. skills, particu-
larly for family farmers and cooperatives in order to make them
more attractive borrowers from your bank, is needed?

Mr. LONG. Yes, this is a subtle but important area. Most of our
farmers toddy are, by standards of production alone, very efficient,
people. They wouldn't be in business today if they were not. Those
who are not efficient probably have gone out of fanning some years

Bago:ut they do have to develop stronger skills in financial manage-
r ment, in general management, in anticipation, in being able to fore-

cast`the trends in their industry and their own operation within that -..

framework. , . ,
One lirogram which we have in the process and, will be available

this year is a new system to provide for farmers assistance in devel-
oping better cash flow, befter profit and loss statements, better final).-
eitil' statements, all of those things which are basic financial tools

..1 and. will assist in their 'operations. It will actually help the smaller
' operations more because those are the ones who don't have available
, the sophisticated computerized systems of today. This system will

be made available statewide this year.
Senator STEVENSON. Lasked' that partly because I noticed through

your enumeration' of services to people m agriculture, you did nqt .

enumerate managerial help. But I take it that is because you regard
that as a different form of service? . ,

Mr. Loral. It, is an important contribution to their needs. I think
we have lived and 'worked long enough with them to understand
where these needs are, and of course, there is an acceptance require-
ment on the part Of producers, too, that they feel therneed for this
capacity.

- 4
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Let nie add one thing in your earlier question about credit avail--
ability. I would. like to go back to a previou,s point that'I am con-
cerned with which is the present levels of t arningS in agriculture
and the farmer's ability to service credit. They do have to repay. the .
loan. .

Senator SrEvExsorr..You are not too gg neerned about the ability of
TennecO, and other so,,called corporate faAds, to 'repay ?

Mr. LONG. N6. These services they don'eneed; they have that abil-
ity now. A personal opinion, I think it would help, yes. I would
hope, vhatever we did, we would do it through the, existing credit
system, both public and private,inolne form.

Senator SrEvENsorr. As part of (he existing system, we do have
the Small Business Administration progromguarahteed loans to
small business. I am not sure we have anything quite comparable for
agribulture.

Air. LONG. Agriculture does not qualify in that. area; it is specifi-
cally excluded. .

Senator STEVENSON. yrom the SBA, yes...
Mr. Lorro. Yes. ti
Senator STEVENSON, Let me just make sure I understand some-

thing that you said. Am I .to understand that the Bank doesn't hal
a breakdown of youroutstandindloans,large and small, for example,
by aggregate amount) or by number of loans to, say, farmers with
an average of 160 acres, as opposed to other farmers? You don't
have any such figures?.

Mr. LONG. I am sorry weldon'tp41 would imagine it would he useful
inforMation for ourselves as well as others if we did know.

As I pointed out earlier, that is not a consideration as far as their
financial relationship with us, and so our statistics are not geared to
this type of division..

Senator STEVENSON. Would you have any such breakdown based?
on gross incottne of the borrowers as opposed to land holdings?

Mr.. LONG. No; although .I think maybe the USDA. does have some
information on the. subject. I have read reports which they have put
out. The Federal census has already provided some separation of
a real farther, as opposed to someone part-time farming or other-
wise, and have them categorically divided. There may be more infor-'
illation in the most recent census. We are looking forward to that
report also.

.

Senator STEVF.NSON. The USDA wou'dn't have- figures on your
outstanding loans to farmers of .$10,000 in income or less, that you
don't have? . . .

Mr. Lorro. No, they don't, and I don't think anyone has that type
of information, Senator, at this time.

Senator STEVENSON. In your statement you say the business of
agriculture and human and social environment in rural. America
are separate issues. Could you explain a little what you mean by
that?. Why are they separate issues for you as a banker?

Uf..LONG. Yes. As we see it, our concern, the primary' concern,
iat the present time, as a lender, is with the farmer and the rancher.

Senator STEvErrsorr. Without regard to the social impact of his
activity?

Zit
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Senator. LONG. 1Srot necessarily. We-see them as two separate issues,
and our testimony here this morning is primaiily, as you can tell,
related to the business ftspectS of .agriculture in California.

Senator STBVEN£30N. Mr. 1.4ong, I was interested, among your exam-
ples, of borrowers, in the disparity in return- oniinvestinent. How. .-
do. you explain that? Does this depend upon the crop, or, is it the
managerial skill, the industry of the farmer? * .

..,,

31r. Lore. Managerial skill would enter into it. I *ink the biggest
bfactor is in the variation in .the crops. In other words, there are a , -.

wide range of crops produced in California, as you'know, and in*
farmers and most farms have more than one of these crops. Each of
them 'can have an entirely different, economic !cycle in which they. . .

iare,operatmg in any given year. .
or example, peaches and prunes, ..which I noted in one of the,

illustrations, returns are below production. costs right, now for most
producers..In contrast, varietal grapes have gone from an average .. .

earnings of something over WO per ton to as high as $600 per ton.
There are relatively few in number-in this category whocali't make
quite a handsome living.

So you have tremendous extremes in conditionsI have tried to
make. the point that it doesn't always matter how many acres. are
involvedthe most important thing is what is' on it.

Senator STEVENtiOX, These examples would also, I suppose, 'make
it quite clear. you do know something about the income of your bor-
rowers and I should think, as a matter of prudenVbanking, you '
would have to follow rather closely the financial ups and .downeof
your torrewers, including their income from year to year.

That being the case, wouldn't it be possible. to break out the figure.
on the bank's total outstanding credit to farmers with income of, '.
say, less than .$50,000?

Mr..LoN.o. I think that. in-the next few years we might be able
to do it..13ut. the only way we could today, except to do ii' by hand,
would be by going, through branch by branch, account by account,
totaling it in that way, It would be asvery -expensive and a very slow

0 Process, and we have had no economic reason to do it.
Senator Sria.mvsos. Would it help for me to give you a reason..

like a request for breaking that figure out ? Would it-be .something
you could do for us?

Mr. TAING.,Wo,ewill have information of this kind as we CO vert
computer,data that we have in our branches to the re

in the process of doing. When we have, that,. most of it will p .p-

\
gramed in such a way triat we will be able to determine a wider,
range of information that we don't now have, even for our own man-
agement, inforination. - ,.

We are hopeful that this will not only be useful knowledge to us,
but will help in assisting ouNustomers on forecasting, giving tiled,
better financial counseling in terms of their need. It'is likely to hap-
pen as a result of the inforniation we have. We 'will-make it -avail
-able to the .borrower. I don't know whether it would be possible
except with months of work to produce the information along .the
specific lines which you :just .suggested. ,

Senator S'EEVENSON. If 'it 'is.possible, we would welcome it. If it is
not possible, we would be very glad to get it when it does become -1

available through your computerization.
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Lei me gjust raise another issue which has been raised before in
our hearings and, if not ie testimony this morning, I Think it haS
been in some of the materials that have been submitted during the
cotirse of the hearing this morning.

.
Charges and complaints are .Made periodically. about so-called in'.

terlockinff the members Of your board or of Agri-busi-
nesses who serve on die boards,.of both corporations as well as .on.
many other corporations, Witlithe suggestion being that Ow relation-
ship gets cozy and that a corporation and agricultiiral member- of
its board on the board of the Bank of America gets preferential
treatment.

Would ypi just care to comment at all on this whale issue?-
.Mr. LONG. -I would make this one comment, and it is strictly' in-

terim of. the Bank of America's policy, and I won't comment about
anybody else's, the Bank of America's management ''group, from its
president. on down, may not be,.in. my.understanding,.. a member of
another board during the, course of their active management re.spon-
Abilities with the bank, To the best of my knowledge, none of them
are. .

.

I did hear the. reference to Mr. Peterson this morning in rekard
to the various boards-that he is on today, and, of course, all of this
participation took place after he retired as a president of the hank.

Senator.SrEVENsoN. Let me just.make sure I understand.. No mem-
'her of the board

Mr. Lena. No, I didn't may the.board; I said the management of
the bank. I am saying the management of the bank, the .president

....
and all the executive officers. .

Senator STEVENSON. What is the policy with respect to interlocking
directorates?

.

Mr. Loiru. I don't know; I haVe no knowledge.
Senator STEVENSON. One other question, Mr. Long.
I. used to be a lawyer for a large bank. I think I can ,appreciate

the.biisiness problems that.you. are faced with in this ease. But isn't
the little -farmer also penalized, when -it comes to acquiring credit,
by higher interest rates? Iteis apt not to be as good a risk, I suppose, .
so therefore be gets charged with a higher rate of interest..11e doesn't
get the prime 'rate, does he?

Mr. LONG. No farmer does in California, all sizes, any'size.
Senator STEVENSON. By.. farmer, do you include conglomerates?
Mr.i.oiin. We have few of them in California. It depends, obvi-

ously, on their financial strength if they are able to borrow at the
best rate and anyone may, whether he be a very small farmer or a
large corporation, if they qualify under those terms, would get the
prime rate or our bebt rate. This relates to the deposits they keep
with the bank. It rdlates to all their relationships, the 'ability to
repay. I think you arc familiar with those general requirements. It
conla. apply to the very small farmer.

Senator 'STEVENSON. Yes, it could apply, It probably. doesn't very
often.

Mr. Lorin. No.
Senator SynvENsoz,t."hrould a, system of guarantees, public guaran-

tees, for roans to the small farmer eliminate that rate differential?

It
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Mr. Lo No. I think it -would redUce it. Lwou ld be speculating now
in terms of my. own opinion as to the nature of the guarantee and so
forth, but. I would assume that if -the full faith and credit of govern-
Ment were behind a particular guarantee program, one kind or an-
other, it Would have an effect on the rate. .

Senator SruvEssorr.. It..would have an- effect. on the .rate, but it
wouldn't eliminate it, I suppose, for among otter reason0 the:little
farmer doesn't: have compensating balances, :clogs he?

Mr. LONe. Woove don't require balances from the farmers. This
is the reason his rate is slightly..higher; but ho higher than other
commercial borrowers in any business. We have what we call a. pre -
vailing rate in California for our commercial borrowers-at all levels,
and It is .generally higher. It is the pritne rate level Pitts whatever
interest, rate relates 'to that particular borrower.

The fanner actually, if you pencil it out,- and include the fact that
*e do not require balances as we require them froth corporate lor-
rowers who receive the prime rate,theiiIactual cost of the ,funds is
no greater than to -the corporate borrower.: This is 'because of the
compensating balances and other financial featUres under,which they
must qualify to get the prime rate: So actually fai'mers do very
well rate-wise in California.

Senator.SrEvel.iscrs. The family farmer?
Mr. LONG. Yes. -. PSenator STEVENSON. Vis-a-vis..the corporate farmer because of the

compensating values required of him.
e must move along to other 'witnesses. Thank yyvu very much,

Mr. Long. We appreciate your aivearance here this morning..
(The prepared statement of` Mr. Lon f and the following letter'

which was hand delivered to'Senator Ad ai T. Stevenson III, chair-
Man of the subcommittee, during the afternoon session of the hear-
ings on Jamtary 11; 197'21 follows:)

N. 204
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STATEMENT TO SUBC014MITtEE ON MIGRATORY LABOR

OF THE SENATE LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE OOMMITTRE

BY ROBERT LONG; SENIOR VICE

BANK OF AMERICA N.T. &

, .
JANUARY 11, 1972

4

Mr. &airman, Senator Tft, %name is.Rogeft W. Long, and I am 'a

senior vice president pf the Bank of America responsible for igricuitpral loans.

I am impressed with the &ample:city of Your inquiry outf ed in, your letter

licst month.; The bank's .ataff has worked hard to assist me in eveloping a

meaningful response concerning the bank's role in CaliforAia's diversified

.agrimilturm. Your letter cov'red thesvast areas:V.
* You talktd of trees in agricultural developsiient;

ownerstip; use and distributiZn of land.' t

*You showed, a concern with the effect these trends have upon the lives
..

of farmena, farm wotk-ers..and others

* You expressed a de'sire to, learn firsthand of the impact of governMental

policies and programs upon the persons in ruial America.

And specifically you asked to hear, About the way in which a Bank such

aaTlie Bank of America has been able to help promote agriculturnal development 'in&

Manner which' benefits farmers, firm Workers and consumers,

-4, First, the Bank of Amerlica had a record, of service econd' to none in the

rural roanunities and #to the agriculture of .thiti,:state, Bank,of America in 1971 -

4
had lines -of credit:, the agriCultural production and processing tom:unity in excess

of 1.5 billion dollaim. Our ,total commitment to interest: closely allied to

agriculture may.well be three time this total.



.AgtiCulturil credit always has heen a fist line tesponeibillity.at

Bauk.Of reties., Since we'operate a statewide branch bankingAyseem,the-ellititA---

resources)f, the Bank are available Within out'legal lending limit to all btauchea.

The Bank of Ametica, in tires of short money supply, has Occationally.

restricted the dollars available .14 in 'erne areas. of commercial Agricultutal

credit has never been restrioted

Ftom the Very beginning, the. Bank of AmeriCa perhapiv4e than any
. K.

other financial institution in California. has consistently and effectively

4%, supported. agridultutein California.:'

Because we arp so deeply involved in the agricultural.production Within

California, we know-ite atclgtfis and its weaknesses,* We are aware of the economic

,trends. -.Thia knowledge also forces'Os to concerniuraClves with the direction in

which thevatioue'legments Of the industry are moving.-,.

Befote we examine economic ttendi -- and the points Whichodr letter.

raised let me clarify one point. In my eFinion,,,thert are two:dittinct,Cop.

sideratiOne Which are befete /ou today. Fiist there is the question of the tautness

of agriculture. Second, thereAe,the huMan and Phial environment in ruril'AMeiida.

These are Separate issues, even though agtiCulture forms a vital pait of r1144

JoseriCa.

From the economic stan4oint, a healthy agricultural p action serves the

wea-being of, rural America. But farmers alone;eanliot resolve the social erudition'

in rural America. Nor can government alone solve these social issues only through

agricultUral policy. It probably will^ require a partnership between the public and

private sectors.

4.



Clarlyiheire4statistidal-definitiop-applfed by the federal

gcnternsiedirdef,*

California way Per Cali engaged in agricultural production if not. the I

AILAmerica_at.temmunitieW_Of.4500_periono orleO0. In

majority liVe la,comMunities- of more,than 2,500. 11Y.thesame token a sub7
. t,

-_division of 50 .hdoes and possibly 20'0 people outside theboundaries- of a small

tew0.':eleY ho.:elakeifiedas rural while therels.little likeliheod of anyontwithin

othat_sUbdiViAiOnWho.makee-sOiying.froimfarming.

-NtreInclititiVe-is,fhalact that the rural population remained at roughly

.54sMillion,persos over the,141A. decade, while the farm pepUlien p4oporiien

of.that pepulatiop declined steadily. In 1920 farm peoPle Made up three-fifths of

!ru*aa'America in 1974 farm people made, up oniz one-fifth opural America. Many

factori contributed,' but agricultural chniges,represented only o(,part of the history.

anOther illnstrationi equely.dramatic,,comes froOMthe,California 4-11

Club movement. ilegijhe tembershiP,:65 per..tent'areurbsn,,dwelleS.

'

The trends in California agricutPlee-7 including the patterns of land

are refledted 1,n these four key indicators:

First, the number of farms has fallen harplY from 104,000 ten-years ago,

t0 eome 56,000:farms today. Ihicxeflects.the pressures asaociated with rising coax-
.

of production and oflan4 taxel,7.1aber and eqUipment hout 'commensurate increases

in the returns from the sale of Oropo.

second,. farms must expand as. farmers seek. tokeep pace with the trends in ,

agticul..ture. -Higher coati of purchased supplies Lad services 4eanthat a farmer

needs. a,broader base to maintain competitiveunif uosts. Therefore, it-is the
..,-,

requirement of new technology whiChfiercet larger and fewer
°
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Third, farms zieqUire increasing capitalization, Undfficial.,esrimates

1,14c&total_average__investinent_iper--Celifornia-farm-at-about-$400-,000i.With-net..

income in 1970 reported by the U.S.IDepartment of Agriculture at tome. $16,000 per

---.
farm, net'return on investment would be about 4 in cent-.

.Some three-fourths of this increaie in total investment during the 1960'ii
.

was attributable to appreciation of roil estate valuer.' With the supply_ of land
. . r

constant. and thepopulation increasing the trend is clear. :Increasingly, too,

.:,

non-aigricultural,uses encroach upon agricultural land. In addition, the property

tax provides tbebasis'of local government finance in Californim../Bhus, increasing
< A

.

demands upon local', goverment weigh heavily upon the farmer.
.

BoUrtb,many farmers are incorporating. Of incorporated farms in

California per cent are exclusively in farming'. Ninety per cent had 10 or

?
fewer stockh ldern. 'Farmers incorporate for the same reasons as do sma4merZhants

end professional men and woolen. SpecifiU-retsons include inheritancetax4,IiquidiPY,
i

management continuity and limited. liability. .0f.the incorporated farms in California

56 per cent are family farms, knmily farmers incorpOrate in self4delfense-ni our

moiety grows more complex.

We do not keep our records from the standpoint of the site of the borrower.

But in an effortoro give you some ides,ollte scope of the Ennio's lending programs'.

.went to:four branch manager in the.San.Joaquin Valley farming community of powlnr.

In V.Owler all our credit'lines range from $1,000 to more than $300,000 w,111 the

majority being less than '20,000. Obviedely theyare nearly all small or medium
A,.

size operation'. P ,

.

/ ..1
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111 the face of todaY's trend., :farmersihave specialized and have /

-' shifted toward blither valued 'cTdps. Theyllavt77'faced increasinglyymoreaophistieated

consumers. The relatively low prices for farm prodycts also reflect the

competitiveness of the industry as well as the relatively weak:market bargaining

position,of thegfarmers generally.

You. asked about the impact of these trends on the lives of California

zfarm.families. let me cite specific examples frwm the statewide loan Plea of bank
.
of AZImrica, a

-

Take the ase of a family far* in California's Central Valley! This

farmer.gr!aws,cdt On and Thompson seedlesi grapes (the $55 a ton variety), on 130

acres- His a uaI gross income for 1972 i4 expected to::run about $50,000 and he

hopes to net about $9,000 in annual income before persoig income taxes. SeasonallY
.

lint -of credit amounts to nearly $45,000 and thetotilinvestment in his

farm avhutd at more than $270,000. Thus, his annual net iiIlLnmerepresents a

return in.inyeatment of Cnly3 per cent. We have financed this lamer for years.

He is a good farmer. We want his businets and-we want him to continue in business-.

Now let's look at another case, where the result* were different.. On

this 2.5,0 .acre farm, the farmer used $57,000 line of credit to grow cotton, alfalfa,

grapei, corn an&pasture. The total. investment in his farm amounts. tn$380,000.

He had a gross income ofabout $59,000, which yielded him only 42,300 in net income

_a net return on investment of less than one per cent annually.

Another family farm growing peaches and grapes on 250 acres had total;

investment of $400,000"and used a line of credit of nearly $120,000. CrossAtiiles

of $160,000 yielded net income ofabout $40,000 to thie farMor an- annual return
. ,

of 10 per cent on investment.

-



In contrast, a. farm with A similar total:investmatt.(mmanting to

44304000) vied-a line of credit of 44,000 and. generated grog. sales Of 485,000.

Net lures: on this 255 acre alfalfa, cotton and tree fruit farm was less than

410,000. This is an annual net return of less

. A grape grower with 220 tcrep had an

Oredit.of 4140,000 and, Bros. sales of 4150,000.

than 2} per cent.

investment of 4570,000, a line of

Him 49,000 net income gives him
. :

a net .return of less than -2 per cent vlth nothing for his labor aid minagimAnt.-

)

r

4"have similar examples numbering in the.thousands, but my poiL here is:

First, that there is i-.ride range of income performance, on farms of similar.size

and investment, depending on lotation, typo'. of cropp grown and managerial ability:.
0 ;

Second, that farms with investments ranging'Cp to (sod beyond) one-half million

dollars provide income:' barely, if at-ill, that qualify in the range of "middle..

Incomes,"

,Confronted by increasing credit problems in two.'specifin indnatties:

prunes. and cling peaches in thcSairamentoVAlley, sank of hi rice undertook..,i

study of thAlinancial and economic Andi4o0* underlying this problem. .'

The findings. :thawed that the _farmers were confronted with (1) I tend
':,-

toward operating,deficits: (2) a decline in the vette of land; (3) a dept ion

of bankable equity; (4) excessive prodpction combi'ved with a poor market *4 piice ,

Situation; and (5) rapidly and debt Service. obligations in the face of

A declining abilittto service add tional:debt. Items conditions had greatly
o

weakened the fininciel politic:in of growers in these two industries. Many` of them .

have...fallen below.-desirable and sound credit standirdx.

Our analysis substantiated our reasons for concern. The ratio of total

debt to equity for these. growers was nearly 60:per Cent. This iela relatively high

ratio of. debt by most business standards, especially is view of.* net retut:n on

investment of only 43/4'per

4
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Receht appraisals by qualified bank personnelishow a substantial drop

In the value-of 'good quality producing orchards fres 12000 per acre'in 1967 tof

about *1200 in 1971. This is corroborated by data recently published by the

IT.S.D.A. and documents the weakening of the growers equity positionfurther

06ipoun4ine his financial problems.

Mhile our sample in this study was limited, the findings are

characteristic of 'economic problem* in many farming areas of the state. The.s._,

diffioOltier.these farmers are experiencing ere'due toadfaVorable'economiC and

market cOnditions within the indUStry. Many of these farms are simply approaching

.

the limits of the debt burden their farms can carry.

-

As Y noted earlier in the eiimples of farming operations in California,

Ir.
the terms "small".and 'Plane" when applied to farms have Meaninirlyin relation

'to specific crops. !arty acres may well sustain a flmily tank raising varietal

grapes which can, bring more than 1300 a ton. Butpeich grower with 40 acres

requiring A similar investment maybe in bad shape.
.

The only reesonthat.tenk of America which proxldes nearly 40 per cent

of all non -real estate agricultural loans in California ..,:einnoi substantially

increase its credit cos fitment to fernier' is because of these deepening economic

pressurei which we have discdssed earlier.

The miller farmer whbee Operation is unableito achieve the same or better

economies ot his neighbors, 10 natter that size, will no bevable;to continue fist the

. present economic eircumatan00. Te try to perpetuatethe minimal operation Would be

'no kindneer to the farmer 00 probably:would result ittrielng losses fbr the bank.

Well managed, effiCient Unit*, no matter what sail thi operaeion, can and will.

surviVe.

11

1
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0nmietakably, when it c6.41: to'elbrketing, the farmer is up against a

ItIghli sophisticated farm.to-market mephanime as well as a ihighly price - conscious

consumer in todaysilemily shopper. The numerous marketing coteratives. in 'California

axe designedto sasisOmell farmers 114 efficiently packaging and se/ling their

production. They have proven,to be highly 'successful.. We have for years extended
..10

apbstantisl credit lines,tothere cooperatives. 1

As I stated earlier our sank supports the esiraNle goal of a healtky

and prospirous farm community:* In addition to attending banking credit to a wide
1 c

ranie of fax and fawning interests, we sponfor s variety of program designed

. serve rural California with particular emfhisis upon its youth.

Al 1971, for examples the hank of Amert9i paid 42,325,000 to young people

for animals which they raised, and the Sank then Undertkk to collect the purpose

. prick from the various buyers. This guarantees the market for, the youthful producer.

' Some $116,000 vent into farm youth grants, scholarships and awards.;

nearly 350,000 vent into ferm.youth awards and auctions; $356,000 financed some

1300 juniotlgricultursaprojects; and acme 400 award's were sive' by'the Sank:at

various 4 -fl field days alone test year.

lankof America apppoAs ererfetijor livestock show in the state of.
California and co.sponeors. with'tha California D4partment.of Agriculture andthe'

f
livestock industry the well kno;11 "California tivestock Symposium" in Fresno. We

sponsor young farmer programs, Farm Sureau youth programs, all'4.11 and Future Farmers

of Americaregionsl field days, scholarships for graduate work by agriculture,
.)

twherm, and all in all some 100 different prograasito batter California.

2
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to bpnefitTpresent farm customers we are in the process of developing
44

en agricultural business planning service -- a service which should benefit

farmers large and small. This system is designed to assist in setti#1 more

helresponsive lending policies, ping.officats wake individual cridi decisions

and serve as a'planning tool for the individual farmer too. Xf anything, t_

system will be oriented toward the small farmer who today lacks access to.

sophisticated budgeting procedures and advogCed computer technology.

We in California have a big Stake in agriculture. We in Bank ofQ

Amor)ca share in that stake. We want viable, self- reliant customers.

We have faith in Cifornia agricultursandin,the future of She

state's turaltommunities. WI are there, and we expect to remain there in

financial capacity:

213
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Allowing communication was received from Mr. Long
on the afternoon of January 11, 1972)

lc 14

. BAOSIK0F.AMERIC.A

11011114. Yer LONG
Monter Vold% Steal-int

R.HataP AdINTY114 NIrgaamaa T41
Cl4kis4..#4

Subcaiiiirree 41n,Higratnty Libor
c/o Senator Atiat Cranston
450 Coldon Cats Avenue
San Francisco; CA'

January 11, 1972

Dear Senator Stevenson:

After returning to my office following sly testimony this
'10Faini, X farad that My response to one of your citations
war inaccurate. You asked ms to commantconcerniag.ths ex-
tent of interlocking directorates in our bank. X stated
that X had no commont'or particular knowlcdoo.of tho othar
directorships hold by our own boardiamabors. X wont oft to
say that our bank had a policy against having its active
officers holding directorships in'othar business corpora.
tibns. It has best pointed out to Oa that there are

.limited exceptions to that policy. Soma,officers have
:been psimitts:1 to retain existing directorships when thoy
aro hired by the baaT4, and quite recently wo have permitted
a 40 .Wow, to acespVinvitations to loin boopho at I
liteoletore WHIR Italy apt al I t 41 year ar Iwo Ill Un IV/Wag
AVIV 111.41 01111) I1V11 04.41:11.1 I num whan J,L.Jo noevitthitry iu bow*

hank oiiicar ropranuat &flu bunk's Anturaut aa Outlaws ut
a substantial block of stock in a closely hold corporation
which iehavitig'difficultios;lt

X.would like to roiterato that tho bankla policy is as X
state''' it this mornind, but X should hawarccogniscd ut
the timo that this policy, like all human ruluo, io ouljuut
to oxception.

Yours vury truly,
I

mar, w Aka nicA NATIONAL inuo,T AND CNANSI AOCIATION RANK OF AMtniCA PLAZA ISAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA WO

a 2 4,
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Senator STEvExsdx. Our next witness, and I apologize to him and
o all of our witnesses this morning for running so far behind sched-,
le, is Mr. John Henning, tha,executive secretary-treasurer of the

I alifornia
I might. add Mr. Henning has also /Tad a distinguished career in

Public service, among other things he is the former Undersecretary
of t e Department of Labor.

Th nk you, Mr. Henning, for joining us. -
I w I say the same thing to you as ,to io other witnesses, that if you

'Could j ist summarize your statement, we would be gla4 to enter the
full sta meat in the recOrd, at the .end of your 'testimony, but pro 1!.

ceed as y i wish. .
I

STATEN T -OF JOHN -HEN NING, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY-
TREASU ER, CALIFORNIA AFL -CIO, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Mr. iirsicrsk Thank you, Senator..
If you don't drnd, I would.like to read some of the'more pertinent'

points.
FirSt, NVe appre ink the opportunity of testimony. The ,plight of

the farmworkers in California relating to haying its origins in land
distributiof and corporate greed has along history, and Federal and
State agen ies.haVe reyiewed this problem over most of this century.
It was my, pleasure to participate in some of the More interesting
views of the past, among them the Warren Cominission study in
1949, which was concerned with maldistribution deaths of the San.
Joaquin:ValleY....Seven children died in far labor. camps that year
and I don't remember the Bank of Ameri a or any other corporate
institution showing any social conscience at the time.

it was also my pleasure to participate in the 'hearings of 1950 which
were conducted by President Truman's Migratory Labor COmmiSsion.
We got very little out of those hearings in the past. (hut of the War-
ren Commission on Malnutrition did come the registration of fitrm
labor .contractors. And I would like to think that out of President
Truman's -Migratory- Commission at least there came some impetus
for the expansion of social security and minimum wage protection
on a Federal basis. '

.

In the. final 'analysis, however, the only way . farinworkerS can.
achieve an adequate standard of living is through unionization.

Senator, I would like to -speak first. to thermion issue and, secondly,
to the land and: water 'question..

We need something like the great Union organizin drives of the
1930's ,which lifted millions of unskilled industrial Tvorkers Out of
poverty. To 'indicate how farmworkers aren't keeping pace, in the
year 1971 the average C.alifornia farmworker received $1.39 per hour;
the average factory worker more than ,.$4-.an hour. The farmworker
doesn't know constancy of employment. 1-107averaged less than 1,200
working hours in the year as against 2,000 for the industrial workers.

The 'ITnited Farms Workers Organizing Committee, our affiliate,,
has been notably successful in its efforts, despite the resentless oppo-
sition of powerful agricultural-interests here in California and else-
where.,

Wy
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.A spokesman for the Bank of America referred to services to

culture inthe-Past. He did not include subsidies granted to antilabor
organizations, the purposes ,of which included 'the denial of, farm-
workers' rights to organize and bargain'.

On this question of opposition, Senator, I would ask you and .your
committee to look at the alleged 'assassination stories concerning _
Caesar Chavez, the director of the 'United Farm Workers Organizing
Cornmittee.- Our organization has, formally requested the Attorney .
General- of California to investigate the charges which have their
-drigins in the statements of a TU.S. Treasury Department informant
This.is public. property, Senator; however, what is not pliblicairop-
erty is 'the fact or the report provided us that the U.S. Treasury
partment is refusing to give to the law enforCement agencies of this
State tape recordings provided that Department by the informant
sent underground to Meek the assassination. story or charge regard-

. ing Chavez, .
If this committee is going to get close -to the guts of migratory

labor life in California, it should ask the Treasury Department to
release that recorded tape with allegations of involvement in the
assassination proposals.

.

The struggle of the farmworkers can only be described as heroic. I
refer hereto the 'United Farm Workers Organizing Committee, as
its leadership and membership have traveled across the Nation devel-

.. aping and snstaining a massive program. of economic. boycott.
In the 1930's the Nation, apeaking through Franklin 'Roosevelt .and

the Congress, said that the growth of unions was in the national in-
terest. This has been nowhere more true than in agriculture. Yet the
Congress :has failed to act.

Nationally, the farmworkers are still denied the basic liberties
granted to the industrial workers in. the 1.9304S. Farm- rk-ers still
(.10 rmt have the federally recognized and protected freedom to orga-
nize into unions and to bargain with growers .. over the terms and the.
conditions of emplo_yment. "Unemployment compensatiOn, one of the
nation's basic soeml insurance programs, is practically nonexistent
in agricUlture only one State provides such coverage, Hawaii; . if
the great banking and corporate powers of this State are interested
in the serial environment of the working people, and if they really
have. a commitment, to social and.lmman- values, .let them give. their
prestige, to the extension of unemployment insurance to farmworkers.

Only 17 States are covered by workmen's compensation with regard
to agricultural worker.S. California, fortunately, being one of them.

Effective on Februaryl. 1967, Congress, for the first time, extended
the Fair Labor Standards Act's minimum wage Protection to farm-.,
workers, but.at a reduced level. We do not have that protection in
California. We have a minimum wage for women and minors 'but
not for male workers. While the Federal minimum is $1.60 for most
covered workers, it is only $1.80 for farinworkers. Moreover, only
'about one -third of the farmworkers. receive Federal minimum wage
protection.

.

Farmworkers continue to live, in most cases,.in inadequate.housing,. . .1often without such baSic amenities as running Water .and indoor
toilets, The children of migratory laborers receive, at best, inadequate

.2i6
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schooling and, in many cases, practitally no schooling Mid, when
there %re jobs available in this highly seasonal industry, doinestie
farmworkers in California and many other.. States find thernselyes
competing with the illegal aliens who drive down already. low wages
and provide a reservoir of strikebreakers.

The Bank of America, incidentally,,was one of the great, leading
forces calling .for the continuance of the bracer° program which
involved the exploitation of. impoverished Mexicans to the erid. that
.wages were depressed by their presence in California. Fortunately,
that practice no longer prOvails,.but not because of the assistance, but
rather in -spite of the ,,opposition, .of such forces in the Bank of

.
Arnerica. . -;

In short, the. situation facing farmworkers in California and. .
throughout the. Nation is a scandal.

At a basic minimum, the following congressional action is required
now: ,

Extension of the National Labor Relations Act to farmworkers.
If -necessary,4 would submittliat we return to some of the petitions
of the Wagner Act Nat were not cOntinued under the later amend.-

"merits that became krithvn as the Taft - Hartley, Landrum-Griffin laws.
'. Second, the requirement that all States provide unemployment in-

%.qurance and workmen's compensation coverage for farmworkers.-
Third, extension of Federal minimum wage coverage to all farm-

workers!,
Fourth, ending illenJ alien entrance to California's farm labor

market and insistence on the Immigration Service enforcing, existing
laws on a practice that rni0t, be rather embarrassing to the
present Treasurer of the United States.

Fifth, provisions for' expanding 'the housing programs for rural
Americans in order to insure that all farmworkers have adequate
shelter. Those of us who have gone through the agricultural -fields
will' agree there is some excellent barrack housing, some 'fair bons-
ing, and some housing that is a disgrace to a nation that calls itself
civilized.

Sixth, development of federally funded educational programs to
provide a decent education for th0 children of migratory farmworkers.

Beyond this and on the focus issue of the hearing on the matter of
land ownership and water distribution,. I won't read from Bryce,
as Paul Taylor cited the essential of this observation and spoke to
the grea disparity between immense land holdings and propertyless
workers.

But I would get to the relationship of our organization withland-:
ownership and water usage. The California Labor Federation was
founded in 1901 as a State AFL organization. Today, you will notice,
it embraces 1,600,000 AFL-CIO members. There has been a conti-
nuity all through the years from the enactment of the reclamation
law in 1902, under Teddy Roosevelt. We have always stood for the
reclamation law with its 160 -acre provision.

Labor in California has long called for economically and
responsible policies of landownerShip and water usage. In 1902 Con-
gress. acknowledged the issue by writing reforms into the National
Reclamation Act in the form of a 160-acre limitation on federally

` subsidized water deliveries to individual landowners. The U.S. Su-
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preme Court upheld this' law in 1958, in a case involving theiFederal
Central Valley project, and said of the acreage limitation:

The project was designed to benefit pea, ple, not land. It is a reasoliablte
classification to limit the amount of pFojebt water available to each individ-
usi in order tbat'bebefits may be distributed in accordance with the greatest

. good to the greatest number 04 individuals. The' }imitation insures that this .; enormous expenditure will not gs in disproportionate share-to a few individ-
bals with large land holdings. Moreover, tt prevents the use Of the Federal
Reclamation Service for speculative purpose.

I. note With some interest that, among the chief opponents of this
160-acre provision has been the Bank of America. Mr. Robert Long,
who has testified here this morning; refers to the limitation as petty
and politichl, and just as the Bank of America led the fight to con-
tinue the importation Of braceros, it is in the lead among those who
would destroy the acreage limitation and thereby liquidate small
holdings in California's agriculture.

The viability of acreage limitation is even recognized Vora time to
time by grower publications. The California fanner is not noted for
its sympathy ,either to the.160;acre limitation or to tip union labor.
It carried in its September, 18, 1971, issue, the following description
of California farming 'under the title, "Is This a New ,era in
fornia Agrie,ulture

What happens
Iam quoting,

when, irrigation. water is introduced into an arid area? Does the 100-acre
.'limitation help or hinder? What 'does farming bkome under Unposed condi-

tions? * * * In short, farming in southeast Tulare. County bail taken on a
new glamor under the 100fcre limitation rule, or 80 it Would . seem. This

been done even in the face. of the accusation that the limitation was
throttling, rather than helping agriculture.**.* *

The quality of living, ton, in this new water area is is juidhati beeome
available to many people. 41 * -

In this operation; efficiencies, usually attributed tolarge acreage, can be met
and perhaps surpassed for an owner of less than 100 acres, while the quality
of living Is increased, L

The barren land of southeast Tulare County it fast .becoming a profitable
garden with highquality

Less than months ago, Senator, the validity of the 160-ade limi-
tation was strongly affirmed by your colleague, Senator Fred Harris
of Oklahoma, when lie introduced a bill strongly supported by our
California, Labor FederaVen, AFL-C10,by the National AFL-CIO,
and by others interested in the preservation of small fanning activi:
ties and quality living, to carry out. the congressional intent regarding ,
the excess lands; 14 provision of the 190ii net.

Now I have lie,ke numerous referencet4 the Senator's arguments.
I would like to read from one.

The reclamation net stated that land 'holders could receive federally sub-
sidized water for farms of 100 acres of less, or 320 acres in the ease of a man
and wife, provided that they live on.-or very near their land, In1920, Congress,
'strengthened the act by providing that any federally irrigated holdingSla
excess of the 100 .aere limitation had to lie sold within ten years at pre-
irrigation Prices.

/. gnforcetnent of this law meant the end of one of the Mt4=tena-
.cioits antilabor..growers in California, the DiGiorgio Faith's, which
had been obliged to sell their excess land.
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"k are supporting he legislation ;that Dr. Taylor referred to,,.,

that allows the Federal Government to purchase those excess lands at.
the 10-year limitation time, and the revenue- from the ultimate sale
of those lands by the Fedefal Government to be used for social pur-

.

We urge that a generous share of the revenues from resale or lease
of land for:those purchases be assigned to public purposes, partient
larly to education d to the National Land and Water Conservationt....0an
Fund. Wd lira reation of a public authority with the power sufficient
to plan land ise effe4vely in reclamation areas, so to create an en-,

. vironmental quality. its .we,lield with Senator Barris, who has been
the principal advocate of our legislation.
kAs Senator Harris correctly.noted:

because of the government's ,outrageous record of non-en rcement of the
reclamation' act, more than half of the irrigated acreage in th Imperial Valley
in California) is held by owners of more than 160 acres and two-thirds of it

by a-bsegitees. .

inWe submit that is in violation of, the law.,,We are now financing
what we regard as the people's effort to. stop this. We are, in part,-
contributing to the maintenance of the higher court tests that are in
volved in this case, tests to which Dr. Taylo? referred.

'Continuing, Senator Harris said:.
l'i the.Agribusiness ,giants such as rex, United Fruit, irral r_Jrvine Land Co.,

which owns 10,000 acres pi. the alley, are reaping huge profits because of the
water subsidy, Federally subsidized water is also being delivered to,lands in
California owned by Tenbeco, Getty Oil, Standard Oil of California, and the
Southern. Pacific Railroad. .

The monopolization of land and water rights by huge agribusiness
has a directbearing on the crisis in our cities and on our severe un-
employment and welfare problems. ' *

Senator, in summation, it is our view that there is a Critical need
to correct the imbalance of values existing in rural California and in
much of the Nation.

First, there must, be Federal recognition o f the farrnworkers rights
to organize into unions and to bargain with employers,

We would wercome the assistance of all iwho have nn interest n
aaricultural life.
"'Second, social and economic legislation relating generally-Ito work-

ers must be extendsed to farm labor. 4t
I am talking about unemployment insurance, minimum wage,

workmen's compensation. . .

Third, recognition of the unique nature of farm employment, Par-
ticplarly legislation needed in the areas of housing and education
and meaningful curbs must be placed on the employment of illegal
aliens. es.

Fourth, Federal reclamation law must be enforced and the' law
should be amended to provide for Federal purchase and resale, of

,excess lands for the Social and economic benefit of all, which would
mean recreational' and educational facilities a services, indeed ex-
tending beyond the immediate -agricultural 'areas. ,

Senator STEvENSOXThank you, Mr. Henning, for a helpful state-
ment.



As you know, there a e 'efforts under way in Congress' and also
in some cases at the State level, to accomplish the gods which yOu
set out 'in your very strong statement.

I was particularly interested, though, in your reference to the im-
migration and naturalization laws. A.8 you, know, under Federal law
it is a crime to harbor an illegal entrant, someone who has entered.
this country illegally. You can keep him' in the woodshed and be
guilty Of violating the law. But it is not unlawful to hire him. That
strikes me as an anomaly in the law that is not only strange, but very,
significant.

I understand California has recently adopted a law which would
Mike it illegal for employers to knowingly, hire an, illegal entrant.
As you know, it is estimated, nobody really know8; thht there may be
one and a half million, maybe more, persons illegally 'in the United
States. Many of them are from Mexico, working here and displacing
U.S. citizens from jobs. Have you enough' experience in. California
to have any opinion at this point about the effectiveness a the Cali-,

ifornia law ? .

Mr, IENNING. Senator, it was just adopted and' be effective'
until 90 days after the adoption.

Senator STEVENSON. It has not been effective yet, 'you say?
Mr. HENNING. No, but it will be in effect this year.
Senator STEVENSON. How effective will it be, do you think?
Mr. Hurixtico. It forbids the employer from knowingly hiring an

illegal entrant. I presume we will have to take the employer to the
authorities to prove that he knowingly hired. It has been called, if
you will forgive me, a kind of a Mickey Mouse law. It lacks the kind
of comprehension and rigidity we like to see in it; but it is a begin-
ning...We think we can make it effective by ha-vink our u ons
'police it. . .

I might say in this respect the United Farm Workers Orga iza-
tion is strongly for this law and strongly opposed to the appointment
of Mrs. Banuelos, because her premikes of busineSs operation was six
times raided by the Immigration authorities. It is a rather classical
case. It is very hard, applirently, to prove she is as guilty as our
union .representatives think. But I would. be pleased to submit a
statement, after a reasonable period of experience in the California
law. We supported the legislation, which passed, I might say, through
bipartisan support.

Senator STEVENSON. There is a good prospect of getting a sitnilar
amendment adopted to the Federal immigration laws. We, of course,
are working on it.

The continuing migration of people from rural America to our
cities has an impact on the urban Labor market. Do you have any
comments you would like to make about the impacts of that migration
on unemployment in the cities? -

Mr. HENNIN G.. Dr, Taylor in his paper noted the contrast between
the communities of Dinuba and Arvin, the theory being that the
small farm, operations made farm life, rural life something realistic.
There is' a place in the land for great numbers of people who are now -
being displaced by agribusiness. We argue with that.
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We also, however, would be obliged to acknowledge that mechani-
zation is moving people from the land, and not only in California,
in the United States, but in every industrialized nation in the world.
The increase in productivity rates during the last decade in agricul-
ture, was running about 9 percent a year as against 3 percent as an
average in industry overall. If that kind of thing Continues, I am
afraid, regardless of what we do in terms of making the land eco-
nomically attractive, there will be a continuing movement of dis-
placed workers from areas of no employment 'to the hope areas of
urban life.. -

Senator STEVENSON. How do you feel about cooperatives as a means
of providing job opportunities in-rural America ?

Air. HENNING. If they are genuine cooperatives, Ave think they are
quite good. I, happen to have had some experience with cooperatives
in other countries. I kno* in Israel, where I had the opportunity
to study and observe rather closely the moshav, which is the coopera-
tive farm2 that common purchase of equipment and grains common
sale practices were viable and successful. I think, surely, it is an area
that has to be encouraged- and, where such study is needed.

Senator STEVENSON.. You mentioned a disparity between the Fed-
eral minimum wage rates for the farmworkers and for other work-
ers. Why does that disparity exist?

Mr. HENNING. We have to go back to one of the few failures, I
might say,. Senator, the few failures of the New Deal. Franklin
Roosevelt, and the New Deal powers accepted a compromise with the .

farm bloc and did not extend any of the social insurance benefits
of the. New Deal legislation, to agricirltural workers. He left them
out of unemployment insurance, out of social security, out of the
minimum -wage, and out of the Wagner Act.

Now, times have changed, but the, farm bloc still prevails.d,You
couldn't get a proper measure through the Senate, if I may say that,
Senator, respectfully.

Senator STEVENSOX. I have tried a couple of times.
Mr. HENNING. The farm pow.es are quite strenuous in this matter.
Senator STEVENSON. I do think, the attitudes are. changing in the

Senate. I think just the fact that these hearings have attracted in-
terest is in itself significant and suggests a growing public awareness
of the plight, of people in rural America and the way we have dis-
criminated against them. The farmworker, the migrant in particular,
doesn't get the benefit of employment compensation, of all of the
soclItl and worker bene s that most of us take for granted. I have
never understobd the re ns for the apparent discrimination.

Mr. HENNING. We hav the richest State in the 1.1nion*Xve have
the richest agriculutural community in the Nation, and still we tol-
erate .the social disadvantages that are imposed on farm workers. I
can say, from more than 25 years of experience, that it comes down
to one thing, that there are powers in California and in the Nation
who argue that anything may be done In the name of economic profit.

Senator STEVENSON. It is more complex than that, too. For exam-
ple, with all of the concern in the country about the alleged break-
'down of the work ethic, of the concern about the rise in welfare

icosts, we have a group in America, the migrant, who travels the
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country, he follows the crops, he spends his life puttin down roots
nowhere, but travels everywhere searching. for work. He, more than
any other group in our, society, is discriminated against. He is leftout. That I find very difficult to accept or understand.

Thank you again, Mr, Henning. Your testimony has been very
helpful. Thank you very much for appearing here this morning.

(The prepared. statement Of Mr. Henning follows:)

0

-a
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My name is pbhn F. Henning. I am the Executive Secretary

Treasurer of the California Labor Federation, AFL -CIO. Our

Organization represents more than 1.6 million union Members

4.0 California.

We welcome this Subcommittee to California, for in this

state farm workers and theii famili "s have long suffered thess

social and econoMic hardships of seasonal employment and

migration.

The-farm labor tragedy is Inconsistent with professed

national ideals, and has been so recognized throughbut all

of this century, 0

Since 1901 a long series of` Commissions, federal and

state, has studied, reported and recommegWed what to do to

protect migratory seasonal workers an, d bring them clbser to

the national ideal. A partial list of d eral commissions

includes the IMmigratiOn Commission of 1911; the Industrial

Relations Commission of 1916;. the LaFollette Subcommittee

of the Education and Labor Committee to investigate "violations

of free speech and assembly and interference with the right of

labor to organize and bargain collectively" in the late 1930's;

the Tblan Committee on Interstate Migration of Destitute

Citizens; President Truman's Commission on Migratory Labor

in American AgrioultUret and now the Senate Subcommitte3 e on

Migratory Labor.

E7 -1330 2 pt. M .15
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Only a fewof the from the past have

been adopted. Old age insurance has been extended, and

to a very, limited degree the.federai-Minimum wage law.
. a

Farm workers remain, however, basically deprived, except

where they have become union members.`

In the final. analysis the only way farm workers can

achieve an adequate standard of living is thrOugh unionization.

We need something like the great union. organizing drives of

the 1930's Which lifted millions of unskilled!industrial

'workers out of poverty.

The United Farm Workers Organizing Committee, AFL-CIO,

has been notably successful in its efforts, despite the

relentless Opposition of powerful.agricultural interests,

here in California and elsewhere. Tie struggles of the

',UFWOC can only bedescribed as heroic, as its leadership and

membership have traveled to the far corners of the nation

developing and sustaining a massive program of economic boycotts.

The UFWOC has grown from itsfledglihg status of six -*

years ago to a Position where it represents thousands of

farmworkera having contracts with major growers. :_It is

basic to the development of a reasonable balance between

growers and an workers that the growth of the UFWOC continues.

We in the California labor movement and fellow AFT.e7CIO unionists
A

throughout the nation will do out part to insure this growth.

Rs,
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In the 1930's the nation, speaking through Franklin

Roosevelt and the Congress, said that the growth of unions

was in the.national interest. This has been nowhre more

true than in agriculture. Yet the Congress as a whole has

failed to recognize'this elementary fact.

Nationally, farm workers are.still denied the basic

liberties granted to industrial workers in the 1930's.

Farm workers still do not*have the federally recognized

and protected freedom to organize unions and to bargain

with growers over terms and conditions of employment.
5

Unemployment compensation, one of the nation's basic

social . insurance programs, is practically non - existent

in agriculture.
. .

In California farm workers are covered by,workmen's

compensation. Only 12 other states and Fuertglftco provide

such coverage. More than two-third the states provide

14\1no workmen's compensation coverage fo farm workers despite

the fact it is a highly hazardous occupat on.

Effective February 1, 1667t.Congress, for the first time,

extended the Fair Labor Standards' Act's minimum wage protections

to farm workers, but at reduced levels. While the federal

minimum wage is $1.60 for most covered workers,- it is now only

$1.30 for farm workers. Moreover, only about one-third of the

nation's farm workers receive even this inadequate protection.

2 4
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.Farm workers continue to livet in most cases, In inadequate

housing, often without such basic amenities as running water and

indoor toilets.- The children of migratory workers receive at

best.inadeqUate schooling., and in many cases, asra practical

matter, receive no.schoolingat all. And wheh there are jobs

available in this highly seasonal'industry, domestic farm workers,

in California and many other states, find themselves competing

with iljegA aliens who drive down,Already low wage

rates and proolde growers with a ready reservoir of strikehreakeri

In short, the situation facing farm workers in-California

and throughout the nation is ascandal.

At a basic minimum the following Congressional action is

needed now: n

1. Extension of the National Labor Relations Act to

tern workers. \\
2.° Requirement that.all states provide unemployMent

ifturance and workmen's compensation coverage for farm workers.,

V

3. Extension of federal minimum wage coverage to all

farm workers.

4: Ending illegal alien entrance to Callfornia's farm

labor market and insistence that the Mmmigration Service

enforce existing laws on aliens.

S. Provision for expanded housing programs for rural .

America in order, to insure that all farm workers have adequate

shelteraa,measured by the standards of 9714 not 1901.
1
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4. DevelopMent of federally-funded educational programs

to provide a decent education for the children of migratory

farm workers .

Beyond these immediate protections for farm workers, it

is imperative that Congress' face the issues of land ownership

and water distribution.

Here we are concerned-with *the
relationship.hetween those

who labor on the land and the massing of the poor and unemployed

in the cities. The relationship has prevailed for decadesi

largely because private speculation has determined the use

and distribution of our land and water resources.

More than 70 years ago the distinguished foreign observer,

James Bryce, noted the essentials of the California land and

labor crisis. In'his monumental American Commonwenith,Lord

Bryce wrote:

"When. California was ceded to the United States, land 4speculators bought up large tracts under Spanish titles,
and others, foreseeing the coming.prosperity, subsequently
acquired great domains by purchase, either from the rail-
wayawhich had received land grants, or directly from the
geVernment. some of these speculators, by holding their
lands for a rise, made it difficult for immigrants to
acquire small freeholds, and in some cases checked the
growth of farms. Others let their land'on shortteaseh
to farmers, who thus came into a comparatively precarious
condition; othbrs established enormous farms, in which
the soil is cultivated by hired labourers, many of whom
are discharged after the harvest -- a phenomenon rare in
the United States, which is elsewhere a country. of
moderately size&farms, owned. by persons who do most
of their labour by their own and their children's hands.
Thus, the land system of California presents features both
peculiar and dangerous, a contrast between. great pros-
peiities, often appearing to conflict with the general weal,
and the sometimes hard pressed small farmer, together with
a mass of unsettled labour, thrown without work Ante the
towns at certain times of the year."
(Bryce,Armricatmlonutealth, IX, 427. (1913 2d.)
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Organized labor recognized this problem promptly as it

emerged, but for too long our counsel has gone unheeded.
4 .

In May, 1878, the platform of the Workingmen's)Party of

California declared that "the public lands are the heritage

of thepeople, and should "be donated to actual settler-I in

limited quantities," that "no land or other subsidies should

be granted to any cOrporations,/ that "land grabbing must be

stopped," and "land monopoly must be restricted and in fuUre.

prohibited." (Quoted in J.C. Stedman and A.A. Leonard,

The Workingmen's Party of California.)

Labor in California has-long called for economically and

socially responsible policies of landownership and water useage.

In 1902 Congress acknowledged the issue by writing reforms nto

the National Reclamation Act in the form of the'160-acre

limitation on federally subsidized water deliveries to individual

1andowners. When the United States Supreme Court upheld this law

in X7.958 in a case involying the Federal Central .Valley

it said of the acreage limitation:

"The project was designed to benefit people, not land. It

is *d reasonable classfication to limit the amount of-project,

water available to each individUal in order that benefits may
the

be distributed in accordance with/greatest good to the greatest

number of individuals. The limitation insures that this enormous

expenditure will not go in disproportionate share to a few

individuals with large land-holdings. Moreover, it ,prevents

the use of the Pederal Reclamation Service.for, speculative purpos

`(Ivenhoe vs. McCracken, 357 U.S. at 2970'

2
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The viability Of'acreage limitation is even recognized.
' r.

from time to%tibe by grower publications. The California

Farmer, not noted for its friendliness to either. the 160-

-acre limitation or to organized labor, carried in its

Scptembet,18, 1971 issue the following description of

Carrfornia farming under the title: "Is 'This a New gra

in California Agriculture?":
'

"What happens when irrigAtion water is introduced
into an arid area? Does the 160-acre limitation
help or hinder? What does.farming'bocome under

. imposed 'conditions? In abort, farming in
southeast. Tulare County has taken on a new glanjw
der the 1`60-acre limitation rule, or so it would'
m. This has been done even in the face of the
usation that the limitation was throttlittg,
for than helping agriculture ..4

"The quality of living, too, in,thiq'neW water area
is good and has become Available to many people

"Tn this operation, efriciencies usually attributed
to large acreage can be met and perhaps surpassed for-
an owner of lent-than 160- acres, while the quality of
living is increased.

"The. barren -land of southeast Tulare County is fast
becoming a profitable garden with high cuality living."

Less than two monthg ago the validity .of the 160 acre

limitation was,ntrongly affirmed by your colleague Senator

Fred garrin of Oklahoma when he introduced a bill st ongly

supported by the California Labor Federation, Ari.-C1 and

the National APL-CIO (S. 2863) wavould establish a
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Reclamation Lands Authority to carry out the congressional
.

intent regarding the excess lands provisions of the 1902

Reclamation Act. On introducing the bill on November 16,

1971, Senator Harris observed:

"Our predecessors in Congress, recognizing that
irrigation is essential to American agriculture,
wisely chose to make a public investment in
irrigation when they missed this historic 1902
act. Just as wisely, they dought tb assure that
the benefits of federal irrigation projects 7'
whic* woad literally transform desert wastelands
in the West to the richest agriculturalareas in
the world would accrue to small homesteaders
rather than land speculators or monopolists.

"The reclamation act stated that land holderd could
receive federally subsidized water for farms,of
160 acres or less, or 320 acres in the case of a
man tnd wife, provided that they live'on, or very
4loar their, land. In 1926, Congress strengthened the
1902 act by'proViding.that any federally irrigated
holdings in excess of the 160-acre limitation had
to be sold within 10 years at pre-irrigation prices.

"Critic's of the'acreage limitation provision, both in
1902 and today, insists that huge farms are necessary
for their efficiency. That is a myth. The giant
agribusineSsen ate efficient. only in stifling farm
competition and in tapping the federal treasury for
subsidies. '160 acres.of prime irrigated farm land
or 320 acres in the case of man and wife, are more
than enough to support a prosperous faintly farm."
(Congressional Record November 16, 1971, Page S18638-9).

Senator Harris went on to point out that the men who

Championed the Pederalteclamation Act of 1902 were "visionary

Americans" in that they understood that land and water were not

boundless and must be protected from the few who would
r

monopolize their use.

23r
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But, he observed:

"Today, nearly two centuries after Jefferson and 70 years'

'after the passage of the 'Federal Reclamation Act, agrarian

democracy exists only as a myth. 4Mericals land', once puhliclir:

owned, and the federally financed water used to irrigate much

of it, are illegally in the control of large land interests."

Noting that these large laWinterests have always opposed

enforcement of the reclamation act's anti- monopoly provisions

and have used various devices to get around the 160-acre limitation,

Senator Narris said:

"What is surprising is the federal government's acquescence

in what_amounts to a giant land steal and a raid on the public '

.n

treasury."

Our California Labor Federation had this in mind at its

1970 biennitlleonvention When delegates adopted a policy statement

on natural resources which heartily concurred in the recemapndation

Of the National AVL-CIO. "that the government purchase excess

.land at the prewater price set by present law, taking note of

the estimate that in -California Acme, there are 900,000 acres

owned in excess of'the legal limit..
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-"We urge that a generous share of the revenues from resale

or lease'bf land so purchased be assigned to:publicpurposes,4

particularly to.education and to the National Land 'and Water.

OonserVation Fund. We urge creation of a public Authority'

with the.power sufficient to plan land use effectively in

reclamation areas and so to create an environment of quality,"

stat!Nnt said.

As SenatorHarrivpointed out, federalreplamation projects

have:resalted inagJ.ivery,Of: water' to'eight:million acres With

an annual crop yalueorl7. billion,

Moreover, Congress has appropriated et.aUthorized.spending

$10 billion on reclamation prejebta and it has been estimated .

that the amount of subsidy to western landowners kor irrigation:

e
ranges-from:0GO to $2,000 per acre.

Fit present this hUge pUblic'investMent is'channeling

millions of acre,feet of water to hundreds of:thtmSands 'of

acres ofjand owned-by giant corporations insteadof te a

:growing numbek of independent family as the law intended..



As Senator Harris correctly noted, "because of the

governMent's outrageous record of non-enforcement of the

reclamation act, more than half of the irrigated acreage

in the Imperial "Valley (in California) is held by owners

Of more than 160 acres and two=thirds of it by absentees.

Aaibusiness giants such as Purex, United Fruit, and the

Irvine Land Company, which owns 10,000 acres in the valley,

are reaping huge profits b'ecaUse of the water subsidy.

Federally subsidized water is also being delivered to lands

in California owned by Tenneco, Getty Oil, Standard Oil of

California and the Southern Pacific Railroad," he pointed out.

The monopolization of land and water rights by huge

agribusiness interests has a direct bearing on the crisis

in our cities and on our" severe' unemployment and welfare,problems.

The Reclamation Lands Authority Act introduced by Senator'

Harris and co-authored' by Senator Alan Cranston of California

is strongly' supported by the California AFL-CIO because it

could serve as a beginning of 'a national rural policy that

could give the independent family farmer, our veterans and

economically disadvantaged citizens as well as the general

taxpayer an opportunity to reap some retum. from the vast

public investment in reOlamation projects.

Under the proposed Reclamation LandsAuthprity Act; 70 percent

Of the revenues derived from it would be earmarked as grants

for public education._Another 10 percent would go into the

already existing Land and Water Conservation Fund and the

remaining 20 percent would be used to develop public facilities
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servicing project areas and to promote economic opportunities

, for veterans and persons living in SubStandard.conditiO4S.

Similar legislation has been introduced in the House of

Representatives and siX of the seven sponfEms of the House

bill are California Congressmen.

We trust that Senate hearings will' soon be held on this

legislatioh. Adoption of such a bill ean mean opportuniWoe

the land for many, including farm workers, and it can retard

the flow of landless, joblesb and destitute persons into

our cities.

Theodore Roosevelt, as President, insisted upon inclusion

of acreage limitation provisions in the original-reclamation

law that he signed in 1902. Nine years later, speekihg.at

the Commonwealth' Club in Sari Francisco, he justified the

limitation in words going far beyond questions of either

"efficiency° or the equity of preserving opportunity on the

land for those who work upon it. He'said:

"Now I have struck the crux of my appeal (for the excess.
land law). I wish to save the very wealthy men of this
country and their advocates and upholders from the ruin
that they would bring upon themselves if they were
permitted to have their way. It is because I 'am against
revolution; it is because I am against the doctrines of
the Extremists.of-the Sodialists; it is because T wish
to see this country of ours continued as ..a genuine
democracy; it is because / distrust violence and dig- '
believe in it; it is because- I wish to secure this
country against ever. seeing a time when the 'have-nots'
shall rise against the 'haves'; it is because I wish to
secure for our children and our grandchildren for their
children's children the same freedom of opportunity, the
same peace and order and justice that we have had in
the past." C7 Transactions of the Commonwealth Club
1011- 0112 -13,0
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in summary it is our view that there is a critical.

need to'correct the imbalance. of values existing in rural

California and much of the nation. First, there must be

federal recognition of the farm Workers, rifts to organize

into unions and bargain with employers.

Second, sobial and economic legislation idlatihg

generally to workers must be extended to farm labor.

Third, in recognition of the Unique nature of farm

employment, particular legislation is needed in the areas of

housing And education and meaningful curbs must be placed on

the employment of illegal aliens

Fourth, federal reclamation law must be enforced and

'the'law should be amended to prbvide for federal purchase

and resale of excess lands for thesocial and economic benefit

of all.

a
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Senator STEVENSON. Our next witness will be Dr. William Fried-
land, ITniversity..of California at Santa Cruz.

Dr. Isao Fujimoto is not able to be with us today..
Dr. Friedland, you may proceed with your statement.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM FRIEDLAND, PROFESSOR OF COMMU-
NITY STUDIES AND SOCIOLOGY, ADLA.1 E. STEVENSON COLLEGE,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT SANTA CRUZ CALIF.

Dr. FREEDLAND. Senator, Professor Fujimoto has asked tharI con -
vey his apologies for his absence. He has been involved in a project
activity at Davis that makes it impossible for him to attend.

I will enter mrstatement in the record with your permission.
Senator STEVENSON. It will be accepted and inserted following

your testimony.
Dr. Fromm Arm. I would like to summarize some points from the

statement.
My involvement in the issue raised in your letter of invitation to

participate in these hearings is focused on the question of whether or
not our Government policies and programs are meeting and serving
the needs of all the people iri rural A.merica.

My. work has not been primarily in the State of California; it
began in New 'York State when I. was a member of the faculty at
Cornell University. I Was at that time struck by the conditions of
migratory farmworkers in the State of New: York in, the area sur-
rounding Cornell 'University. When I began my study I found,
among other things, that Cornell University was itself an employer,
of migratory farmworkers.

As I studied migratory labor with my students, we discovered an
interesting fact: that the system of migratory labor in New York
State, far from being effective and productive, was,just the opposite.
It was ineffective and unproductive; it was wastefully managed and
wastefully organized.

I pondered on the problem as to why this system continued if it
was so wasteful, especially since many farmers I had talked to had
themselves condemned the system of migratory labor, a system that
has been exposed many times in previous hearings of this subcommit-
tee. As we spent more time studying this system, I came to the con-
clusibn that one of the agencies of the U.S Government is a primary
institutional support of the migratory labor system in the East. This
is the Farm Labor Service of the U.S: Department of Labor. We
found: _that farmers depended upon this service, and this service, in
turn, depended upon and supported the crew leader system in eastern
migratory labor. It is the crew leader system that is primarily re-
sponsible for the unproductiveness and inefficiency as well as for the
exploitation which exists of migratory farmworkers in the East.

After working on this subject in the East for some time, I had
the opportunity to spend a year in California. During this year I
discovered that the Farm Labor Service,, far from being a wholly
admired and respected agency of government 'in the State of Cali-
fornia, was considered rather, negatively not only by farmworkers
but, indeed, by some growersI again puzzled on that issue, and it

.:11146.4ed
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is quite clear -to me that the. institutional networks of agriculture
have made the Farm Labor Service a part of themselves; and, con-

, sequently sustain this service even though, as your first witness this
morning said, the Farm, Labor Service is relatively useless,to.him.

This finding, by the way, has been sustained by studiei as to who
uses the Farm Labor Service. It was sustained in a study conducted
by the State of California some time ago. This showed that few farm
workers use the Faim Labor Service to find their employment.

This is one way in whichl discovered how American policies, gov-
ernmental policies and programs

Senator STEVENSON. Let me interrupt, if I may, at this point:Who
does use the Farm 'labor. Service? .

Dr. FRIEDLAND. Who does use it I think that the employees of
the Farm Labor Service use it That is to say, most growers thave
had the opportunity to talk to seem to place relatively little de-
pendence upon the Farm Labor. Service to find sources of labor.
Some people do, unquestionably.. But the Farm Latbr Service. it
seems to me, has become essentially a self-serving bureaucracy which
is 1?art of die agricultural establishment.

Senator Srzynxsox. It is part of .the agricultural establishment,
and you do say some people use it. Are you suggesting thakthe family
farmer, the small farmer, does not typically use it,'but that large
agribusiness does?

Dr, FRIEDLAND. I cannot speak on this in California because' I did ,
not studs this in California, In New, York State, contacts are utilized
by most:growers, large' or smalli -It the linkages of farmer -to- Farris
Labor Service, Farm Labor Service to crew

linkages
and the crew

leaders, of course, are the key to the entire system. In other words,
the Farm Labor Service, in the East, does not seek to establish rela-
tions directly between the farmer and the farmworker. They go via
the crew leader, and the entire system is, organized that way, It is
this fact which gives' the crew leader his particular institutional
power. At the same time the crew. leader has relatively few man-
agerial skills; this is one of the sources of tremendous frustration
by groWers.

Senator STEVENSON. Why is that? Is there any reason why the
farm worker, as opposed to. the crew leader, can% maintain that con-
tact with Farm Labor Si.rvice?

Dr. FRIEDLAND. There are Many reasons, Senator. One of the rea-
sons is that most farmworkers in the East, until recently, were black
farmworkers. Many, of them were relatively uneducated; many of
them had no contact or experience with instrumentalities of the
American. Government. irhere they have had that contact, they are
suspicious and afraid. The crew leader, in contrast, stands as a, key'.
element articulating between the farm worker, who doesn't know his
way around the system, and the system itself.

Senator STEVENSON. Alld you are suggesting that the Minns Labor
Service does nothing to overcome the lack of political sophistication
or whatever of the farinworker; it dOesn't make any effort to bypass
the crew leader to reach directly to the farmworker?

Dr. FRIEDLAND. -If it did any such thing in the East, I certainly
did not encounter it in my experience.
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One of my students, for example, trying to enter farm labor, a
black student by the way, went into a Farm Labor office in New
York State. He was not referred to a farmer directly, he was referred
to a crew leader.

Senator STEvENsoN. It might be helpful, for ate sake of the record,
to describe the ere* leader system.*

Dr. FRIEDLAND. The crew leader system is a system which origi-
nates in Florida when the Florida. season comes to an end. The crew
leaders recruit their workers primarily in Florida, although many
of them make-sweeps through towns on the way north.

Senator STEVENSON. You are not confining it. to Florida, it. is cer-
tainly prevalent in Texas at the border?

Dr. FRIEDLAND.- Yes, but I, am dealing primarily with the crew
leader system with which I have had experience, which is in the
East. I have not worked in any significant way with the Midwest
stream of agricultural labor.

The crews are constituted as they are assembled. Some of them
consist of new workers who have never had any contact with the
crew leader or other members of. the crew. before. Some of them may
have worked with this crew leader for years. The crews move north
and when they come into New York State, for example, they settle
into camps generally owned by a farmer. The crew leader then. be-
comes the overall boss of that crew. He is their foreman, their banker,
their provisioner. Hs is the purveyor of alcohol. He frequently takes
a cut on a variety of illegal activities, such as the sale. Of alcohol and
the sale of women since, that also takes place. Of course he is a
banker; he lends money directly or extends a line of credit to farm-
workers. He maintains a record of these loans and of the workers'
earnings and at the end of a season or at the end of a' week he
ostensibly makes an accounting and gives them some cash.

This is a terribly exploitative system that has been exposed over
and over again and yet it continues to exist. It is my contention that
one of its primary bastions is the Farm Labor Service, an agency

* of the U.S., Government and of the States.
If I can continue with respect to a second point, I would like to

depart from the thrust of my statement to deal with some of the
arguments that have been made here today.

I know relatively little about issues,-OE land ownership or water.
I must acknowledge the ,areat expertise-4 Paul Taylor, who has
devoted his life, to this :subject, ,for the little knowledge that-1 have
on the subject,

But I do have some experience, as a participant in universities for
many years and.through my research in the East on migratory labor.
This experience is with what might be called the knowledge industry,
that is to say, how information gets produced which is of use to
the world.

That knowledge industry is an institution of which I am a part.
One of its major embodiments is the university. The knowledge in-
dustry which affects American agriculture was initiated in the
Morrill Act. This act, gave rise to the land grant colleges and subse-
quently to what I will call thedagricultural research establishment in
the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the agricultural experiment
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stations and agricultural 'extension. services in the States. This insti-,
tutional network serves three basic. functions of producing knowl-
edge,, people who -will use this knoWledge, and the diffusion of this
knowledge. .

This network, in my opinion, has contributed, to a, considerable
degree, to the shift of population from the rural to the urban sector.

Now, rural-to-urban shift is not a new. phenomenon, it is world-
wide. Itis caused by a complex of reasons. But the knowledge gen-
erated T3T thiS agricultural research establishment has been geared
largely toward making labor more efficient,- making labor more pro-
ductive, reducing 'the cost of flabor, and reducing the quantity of
labor. This knowledge has contributed, therefore, to reducing the
numbers of people that have been working on the land. and who can
make a living from the land.

As you yourself pointed out, Senator, the rural population has been
decimated in the United States; so has rural social. structure.

I want to deal with only one aspect of that decimation, the effects
of research. I want to point out one significant fact: If one considers
the University of California, only one element of the knowledge
industry, you will find in the budget of the university for 1971, a
budget of $23 million for organized research in agriculture. Orga-
nized research is only one single category, Senator; there are .many
other categories, and working your way' _through this kind of infor-
mation is; believe me, a full-time activity, and I have not been able
to devote full time to it.

. If you take only organized research projects, $21 million, probably
much less than 5 percent will be devoted to human social .questions.
If you take just the raw figures, where the money goes by depart-
ment, just over 95 percent of it, goes into the technological area. If
this were able to be broken down project by project, my estimate is,
that, we would'probablY be lucky to ,find 1 or 2 percent being used
for human-social research. This means that research is geared, mainly
at producing more efficiency, more effectiveness of labor and reducing
the work required: Much of this research, therefore, contributes to
the reduciion of the rural population.

Much of this knowledge generated by this knowledge industry, I
would contend, is distributed primarily tolarge-scale growers. Not
that it is unavailable to small growers, it is just that it is less.
available.

When one turns to the human and social aspects, we discover that
certain questions that have been raised at this hearing today cannot
be answered. Why is it, Senator, that it is so difficult to find out who
owns the land ? Why is it that the Bank of America finds it so difPi-
cult to know where its loans go by size of operation?

The answer is not accidental; it is not random. Knowledge is not
produced. at. random; knowledge is produced, I suggest, as .a result
of investment. If I, for. example, were to seek funds to conduct a

iStudy on how land is owned in the State of California. or how the
Bank of America extends its credit, I fear that I would not find
many granting institutions willing to support that particular study.
We study, in other wordS, Where the money is, and the money, I fear,
has not been in this particular area. now do we know what things
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can be studied and what should' be avoided? Senator, there is a com-
plex, informal network that tells us where you can succeed in doing
research and where we cannot.

Paul Taylor talked about the Arvin and Dinuba study. There is
scarcely a person who has spent 15 minutes studying the issues of
agricultural labor in the United States who has not learned of the,
experience of. Walter Goldschmidt in conducting thy ArVin-Dinuba
study. Walter Goldschmidt. WAS harassed, persehted, and soon
learned that it was far better to be a traditional anthropologist than
to continue, the useful work he had been doing dealing with rural
social structure in the United States.

I refer you to an articloby Richard Kirkendall, "Social Science in
the Central Valley of California t An Episode", California Historical
Society Quarterly,: 19641 pp. 195-218. This -article documents the
harassment that Dr. Goldschmidt confronted. His experience enters.
into our consciousness as scholars, Senator, and we consequently say,
well, it is too difficult to hassle, let's choose something else, and we do.

I would cite to you, for example, My personal experience. My per-
sonal experience was one in which I obtained support by the U.S.
Department of Labor and the New York State College of Agricul-
ture at Cornell. But I was informally told by the U.S. Department
of Labor: We are not interested in migratory ,workers except in
,settling them out of the stream. I was told informally that the condi-
tikin of migratory workers is just so miserable, that WO are dealing
with such powerful interests,, the only thing:we can do is get migrants
Out of the stream, settle them down. That, I think, was a realistic
perception of the facts. When I received support through the.College
of Agriculture, I was informally given to understand, because no
deliberate statement was made to that effect2 how delicate this area
was, how careful: one should be'in dealing. with the area.

Finally, it was made. clear to me, -again although nobody said any-
thing in specific terms, how vulnerable I was to being cut off from
support. It was this,, of course, that led me personally. to 'search for
support .outside governmental sources.

I want to conclude my comments by pointing out that knoWledge.-
gets ,produced according to where the investments are made. If you
want airswers to ,some of the questions that have been unanswered
here today, then it is necessary for investment to be matte in the
accumulation of that knowledge.

Now, I am not. trying to lye self-serving here,. although I am 'a
researcher; but I could conteyd that until there is a separate insti.
tutional device witlitn the frameworks, of American government, a
separate device funding agricultural research and extending it, we
will be unable to' make changes in the way in which knowledge is
produced. It is, in my opinion, almbst hopeless to wiped the U.S.
Department of Agriculture and the complex forinal and informal
network built around the Department's research units, the agricul-
tural extension services, and the agricultural .experiment stations to
make changes so that we can understand better what is ihappening
to rural 'social structure.

If percent of the University, of California's budget for organized
. research were to be devoted to human and social questions, we would

have a lot more answers to today's unanswered questions.
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I would like to make one offer in conclusion, Senator. I don't know
if I really can live upta this cUTer, but I strongly suspect that I:can.
If the Bank of America will open its books and make a. small sum
of .money availableI am not quite sure how much that, would be,,
but I would estimate we -could probably' do it for between $10000
And %MOOwe Could probably assemble a good and responsible
group of scholars to do a study of the Bank's operations, to find
out how loans are made. rhave reason to believe that such a study
would be possible, and I would like the opportunity, despite the fact
that I am a sociologist not an agricultural economist, to conduct such
a study. Unless something happens in the next few years, there will
be little rural social structure left. .

Senator STEliNSON. If that is an invitation, I think we might
convey that to the Bank of America.

Referring for a moment to the crew leader system, Dr.°Friedland,
I understand that in the Gomez case, a Federal court recently ruled

. against a crew leader who transported. and reduced farmworkers in
the East. The case involved charges, that the crew leader held workers
in involuntary .servitude. There are black crew leaders, there are
white crew leaders. Are there also racial overtones to the crew leader
system?

Dr. FRIEDLAND. Race is one of the key institutional supports of the
crew leader system in the East. I do not have exact data with me,
but, if memory serves me correctly, well over50 percent of the migra-
torY Workers in the East are blacic Race becomes a key factor in
the migrant: labor system because there has to be a gatekeeper, a
broker, between the world of the white grower and the white agricul-
tural community and the black agricultural workers. The black agri-
cultural worker, on the whole, knows little about functioning in white
northern society, All the experiences my students had in agricultural
camps in the East demonstrated this .fact over and over again. In
effect, the crew is surviving

is
what can be defined as a hostile

enyironment. BaSically, there is one person who knows how to func-
tion in that environment, the crew leader. This gives him his great
power not, only over. the crew members in their daily activity, but
to exploit those workers.

Senator .STEVENSON. The suggestion has been made repeatedly in
our hearing. that the publicly supported land-grant colleges have
a bias toward agribusiness and against the small farmer. In fact, it's
been estimated that one machine developed by one college will dis-
place 50,000 fanners in just one State in the. very near future,. the
State of North Carolina. The, machine is the tobacco harvester.

You said that 95 percent of the agricultural work,of the University
of California goes into technology, Much of it machines. Maybe
2, percent is put :into the social needs of the people in rural America.
:Why is that,?

We were talking a little earlier about interloeking directorates. Is
the same thing at work in land grant college policies? Are they
dependent on agribusiness for much of their financial support, is that'
part of it? Arether0 interlocking directorates here, too, board mem-
bers of the University of California or other colleges who also serve
on agribusiness corPorations, whol tend to influence the policies of
the colleges?
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Dr. MalIDLAND. There are ,seme interlocks, Senator; but I really.
don't regard myself as very expert ort.this.queetion. It seems to me
that the interlocking m a sense, more mforma and lees direct.
The interlock takes placer it seems to me, through the extensaivenet-
work of informal relations that exist between, let us say, faculty
members in the colleges of: agriculture who conduct research on these
questions, agricultural extension agents, and growers.

In my experienceand this experience is limitedagricultural
extension agents have contacts. primarily with larger-scale rather
than smaller-scale growers, and the problems of large-scale,growers

- get built into the research network.
I would point out that many developments that have-taken place

have been geared to deal with special problems existing in the labor
force. In California, for example, the tomato harvester was developed
at the University of California at Davis; that tomato harvester just
sat around until 1964. In 1964 the percentage of machine harvesting
of tomatoes began to increase dramatically, such that, within 3 or 4.
years, roughly 75 to 85 ,percent oft the tomato harvest had been
mechanized.,

What happened in the magic year 1964? 1964 marked the end of
the bracero program. Now, it is not simply the development of the
tomato harvester which was a major breakthrough in technology; a
variety of other-, kinds of research was necessary. The geneticist, for
example; had to breed tomatoes with a tougher skin.

Senator STEVENSON. We politicians are getting scared to go out
and stump any more. If somebody throws a tomato at us, we might
get seriously injured.

Dr. Famorausin..If somebody throws one of those new tomatoesTs
you might get, badly injured.

The geneticists have not only been working on skins but have
revised the shape of the tomato. Instead of being round therefore
more subject to breakino. up, they have become ovular, pear shaped.
The result is that they

breaking
break up in the mechanical harvester

as much.
These trends on the whole have benefited the large grower rather

than the small one. The tomato harvester is an expensive piece of
equipment. I don't know the extent to which the Bank of America
has extended lines of credit to small tomato growers, but my impres-
sion is that this particular phenomenon has had a significant effect
mainly towards large growers.

Let me make an additional point. Technological .innovation
changes social structure.

I do not have details in this because I have.not been able to conduct
'research, but I believe what lmppened in tomato harvesting in Cali-
fornia was to cause a shift from single males to housewives. H se
wives entered the labor force for a relatively short harvest . on.
That might be a good thing or a bad thing. I have no idea. One
does not know,what the results or the consequences were, for social
structure of this particular innovation. But it certainly would en-
hance our knowledge of rural social. structure if we did know.
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Take, for example, an issue discussed earlier toda that, family
farms are now incorporating at an increasing rate. file I am not
an agricultural economist, I suspect that this is happening because
you get better tax breaks* a result of Federal and. State Policies.

Whatever the cause 'May be, it is- a fact that family farms are
incorporating more and more. What are the consequendes on rural
social structure as more family farms incorporate? I haven't the
vaguest idea, 'nor, to my. Iknowledge, does anybody elte.f we in-
corporate . the family farm and pop becomes the. chairman of the
boareand junior becomes the manager; when pop becomes economi- .-

cally inactive but is still the Chairman of the board, will this affect
family relationS, will it affect the kinship group? I have no idea,
but don't you think, Senator, if we are ever to understand rural
social structure, that we had better understand the consequences of
tax policies on incorporation and, on the rural family?. It seems to
me that that is rather important:. I know of no research going along
those lines andit seems to me that that is a relatively dangerous area
to get into. It seems tome that we would learn a great deal about
rural social structure if; instead of the agricultural economists {3 tudy-
ing the relative cost of efficiency of packing a crop with this piece of
machinery as against that piece of machinery or this technique as
against that technique, those agricultural economists would spend
some time doing a study of how the Bank of America extends its
credit, *here credit goes, how land is owned, and the effects of farm
incorporation.

American rural sociologists know more about land reform in coun-
tries outside of the United States than inside the United States.

Senator STEVENSON. I think that is a primary question that we
should be concerned with, the incorporation of the family farm and
its possible effects on the family unit and on rural society and try-
to look into it.

Vire are running out of time, so let me ask you one more question.
You have "talked about the' impact of technokigy in rural America.

Can you tell us anything about the impact of agricultural technology
on the consumer, the nutritional value and the taste of vegetables
developed, like the tomato to be picked and perhaps not to be eaten?

Di. FRIEDLAND. I am afraid I can answer that more as a practi-
tioner, not as an expert, although I do follow some of these matters.
What hashappened, it seems to me, is that the quality of life in this
respect has declined. In dealing with mass production, with large
aggregates where production units have to produce on fixed sched-
ules, we do not get the efficiency of small-scale operation that Mr.
Berge Bulbulian testified to earlier. We get- large-scale production
units which produce crops that must ripen on the way to market
rather than on the vine. It seems to me that thiS has produced a
decline in the quality of life.

My wife and I had an unusual experience the other day when we
received' a Christmas package of pears. This was the first time we
have eaten pears that we. felt to be edible in roughly 3 or 4 years.
I. am dealing with 'subjective factors here, Senator, and I am not
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trying to put this forward as an objective study,.but I honestly must.
say I had not eaten a decent per in years, this is the first time in a
long time.

I puzzled about holy, in effect, one group of growers could do this,
and I don't know the answer to that question, but it is apparently
possible.

Senator STEVENSON. What has happened to the fanners' market?
That used to be a great institution for the farmer 'and the housewife,
didn't it?

Dr. FRIEDLAND. The farmers' market,* least, in my experience in
California, has been converted to a flea market where you can pick
up all kinds of junk. I have not seen a genuine farmers' market in.
a long time.. What used to be called "truck farming" when I grew
up has practically disappeared. This is a small unit producing for a
local market where you ett roughly a day or two between the harvest
and the consumption of the crop.

Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, Dr. Friedland. Your remarks
have been most enlightening, helpful, and challenging. I appreciate
the effort and thought you have put into these vital issues.

(The prepared statement of Dr. Friedland follows:)
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.4 interest in ad dressing _ this Subcommittee' originates
study thatwaS condUCted for over three:yeats,while I was a
member of the faculty of Cornell MuiversitY, This was a study
of migratory labOr'in New.York,and ?law 4erseY and- its OUteome
convinced Me, it teiMa::olthe purposes.eU,:these.:hearings that
-''our govern'ment's, policies and programa' Were not -"meeting
and serving the needs of:all the people oUrural America.'
If .I. can summarize the findings Hof this project, I.
State them as folio s':

ti

Migratory agricultural labor in the northeast is
ineffickent And, :unproductive; it is Wastefully.
managed andincrediblyexploited-.

*Tae.basii.for this system rests on the dependence that ---
most growers have developed on the Farm-Labor Service,:
an agency Of the United States Pmployment SerV ce.

*The Farm Labor Service, concerned primarily with. Pr0-
viding adequate labor for grOWetiaupPortaand sustains
the crew leader system,

*The crew Feeder qatem is the primary cause of inefficiency,
-lack of productivity, andexploitation.,

Ny noint is to indicate:that an agency.-of the United States'.
Severnmenthas becemea,major inatitutianal support-Of a
diadredited systeh that evea growers cOnSider wasteful and
.unproductive.. No one.. seems to,know how` to/change this
system; indeed,'the prevailing view in the east was-that
the, problem wouTh be-resolved by the system uliiMately withering
away;. prevailing view was that the present system could
not be changed through any conscious deliberate tational7act.
.This attitude was taken' :cause 'most yeeple inVolved believed
itwas'impossible to change-the fedi:vital and state bureaut.
craciea involved" and that the institntionni supporta provided
tothiae bureducracies:tareuih tIte pdlitiCal interests of
'organized farmers were too strong to be overcome:.

I did.not'study hoW researchlia conducted in agriculture,
it is impoSsible to' study what we did withimt learning a great
deal about organized research in agriculture, most of which
4:supported through public funds -- federal and state.

,Agricultural knowledge,is handled through throe inter-linkm4
structures: the colleges of:agriculture, the agricultural
experiment stationS, and agricultural extension: Over the
,past hundred years, -this has:emer,gedas an effective and
powerful set of institutions seared at; developing new
knowledge, training experts in that knowledge, and extending
that knowledge to farmersthe traditional functions of
research, teaching and service. !:bile theae; institutions ate
most impressive, I would contend that::: :'- - 9



Government pol ies and pidgrams have contributed
significantly- -.encouraging rural -to- urban
migration, 4/11'0:rUral4urban migrationit a world -
wide phenomeno tut iss. due to a cow)lor sot of causes4
government poliies in agriculture have4exacerhated
and encouraged ihete trends. .

. Government pol, es and programs-have not served all
Of the people oktural AmetiCa. They certainly haVe'

. not served those that wished to remaie in agriculture
but who have bad to leaVerlgricUlture and thorural
sector.

Government policies and programs haVe,setved primarily
privileged sectors within agriculture -- whether these
Sectors Wete rural or urban. Policy 4as.neither
strengthened the rural community nor obtained a better
distribution of income withinagriculture. Oui
policies have resulted, in the increase in size.of pro7:
deetion units, the requirements:Tor larger capital
investment the creation of highly stratified and
differentiated production units, and vertical inte-.
gration between production, packing, and' distribution

"ofitricnitural products.

In a word,government policy bas cOntributed,to agglomeration,
and concentration;,Andtherebk contributed toa Weakened
rural social structure in "the United States.

Let us consider how governm$nt policies have produced thete
consequencep. The bulk of reseatch,_current and past, is
devoted toStUdies of. techeology--what might be called the
"hard n scientifio " approach-. relatively little has been
Spent or is. being spent on the so- called "softerP1side-:-the

:0 human and social elements of Agiieultural and rural life and,
perhaps even more importaut,,the consequences of technological.
innovation.

In the University ag California system, which I believe ta be
typical of the agricultural research establishment in the
,United States,- in 19714 of Oudget of over $21 million for
,organized research, less than 5% will piobablkhe devoted to
human- social questions; indeed, this percentage will probably
be significantly lower.

The issue of the imbalance between technological.versOs human,
social is raised because the agricultural research establish-
mend -if I mayuse a saciologiernly deScriptive term-411AS
been institutionally disinterested in the:consequences of
their work for rural social structure. Throil0 the develop7
pent of a host of biological4 chemital and engineering

.

resources,. the agriCultural research establishment has
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effectively served the privileged sectors of agriculture,.
either. igaoring the less privileged or, in many cases,
actually doing damage to these sectors -. Pelatively little
4as been done, for example, to deal With the loW-income
Sector of rural society. If we consider the Support reported
in 1970 by the United States Department of Labor--am agency .-.
relatiVely concerned about agricmltiUral labor--to 'farm workers
and the rural areas,:! we find that only fiVe projects (of .

which two supported my work, at Cornell) had nolicy implications
intended for fora, workers as farmworLers.,This comparecrto
11-projects.-devoted-to varionSphases:nf settling farm workers
out of agriculture. 1The Major beneficiaries' of 26 other pro -'

Aects were geared toward groups,othertha farm 'Workers.: I

. have not had an opportunity to study the situation in the United
States Department of Agriculture but ink .opinion is that, they
:have. been much less concerned than the United.States Department,
of Labor about rural farm workers

It is .a peculiar fact that United States rurali, sociology--
Supppsedly concerned about rural social structure--probably
knowfsfar more abbut land reform in countries Outside of the
United States than inside. This is not accidental, in my
opinion, but a prodUct of how knowledge and information gets
produced. Rural sociology has occupied a marrinalstatus with-
in the colleges of agricultUrei it haO'been tolerated, I would
contend, only by its learning to ignore the demise of rural
society and community, in America. Agricultural economies has,
also developed censilierable emphasis on non- United State's.

problems; but'where there has been work in'the United States
it has fecuoed on issues concerned with'the relative costs.:
and efficiencies Of differing techniques or innovations rather
than. on policy issues' Of the distribution of income to differ-
ent sectors within agriculture.

hut. where Itasresearch-.-and implomentatio through agricultural
extension--been with resyect to rural social tructure, and,
in particular, with respect to how change has ffected the
bottom. Social levels Within agriculture?

The answer to this question. is epitomized in Valter Gold
schmidtls now-classical study of Arvin and Jinuba conducted in

in the 1940,si'a study that showed that agricultural practices .
in situations of smaller landholding produced more Satisfactory
social structures' than did large landholdings. As 8 result
Of nioimork, Professor Goldscbmidt Was harassed by the,agri7
cultural establishment,and learnedthat it was far less
traumatic'te engage in more traditional anthrepological re-
seerch (Anyone wishing to learn howa scholar is-traumatized
by powerful institutional interests would do well to consult

' Richard S. 4irkendall, ''Social. Science in the Central Valley
'of .Califerniai" California niatorical Society Quarterly:,
Vol.. XhITI (1464), pp.'.19S-2184 The lesson has not been lost
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on most scholars and only a few.heve been sufficiently
Motivated to engage in a difficultindeed,,almost hopeless
task of seeking research fundt4 let alone to confronting the
powerful establishment in aprioulture.

I have focused on the because this is the area where
I have had the greatest experience. It should be pointed out
that thit is but a small part of the way in which governmental
policies haVe encouraged increase in size and agglomeration
rather than in,supporting and'sustaining rural social structure.
One can point, for exempla, to the policies on taxation and -
subsidization inagriCultura where the primary:beneficiaries
have been the largest rrouert, tle seem, in agriculture, to
be following a patterwalready established in indUstry of
agglomeration and conglomerkte corpOrate organization.

The corporatizatiog of American agriculture appears to have
taken a new turn as a result of the incorporation: of .the

. family farm--a process which has now taken hold to the extent .

that a United States. Department of Agriculture publication
estimates that two-thirds.of the farm corpprations in the
United. States are now incorporated family businesses,' It
appears that incorporation is a better way to survive in agri-
culture because of tax advantages. 'net the Consequences of
such incorporation will be for rural family and kinship organi--
zetion, no one at present seems to know. here then is a
concrete kind of problembf government policy: -government
-policy produces .a"thrust toward incorporation of the family
farm but we know little Or nothing about the effects on rural.
family structure. Should not such policies be examined to

',determine if they will strengthen or weaken rural-family
Structure? Or. should we .continue to-blunder about.With the

y effects of policy upon social structure?

The consequences of mil' policies in agriculture cen.be visually
apparent to this committee if it travels the east and west
sides of the San Joaquin Valley. Here one can graphically
see the differences betWeen relatively small.- and large-scale
agriculture. On tho, east-side of the valley, you will tee
towns, human settlements, a rural satiety; On theWe side,
where water will now be provilea the Californie Ha r
Project and communication facilitated through Inteiltate S,`
there will be relatively little Social,development he
corporate housing of-large-scale growers.- -what wduld lavebeen
called in the old days "coM Cpany towns''- -are quit ''app rent.
:Seto are concrete results of policitacf econtmIbdevelopment
supported by fiederal and state funds, policies that Will bene-
fit large landloWnOrs primarily. -4

.
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Little research is necessary to Itent this anti we hardly
requite sophisticated batteries f research techbinues to
'understand how fedetal dolltrs have benefited large-scale
agriculture. If something is to be done in the near future,
it sill be.necespary forAdtion to be taken with- dispatch
to help sustain what is Taft of rural social organization.

I. would emphasize what I-'would regard as the hopelessness of
attempting to do this within fhe established agencies Of ,the
federal goVernment, through the United States Department of
Agfieulture-and the network dr agencies croaked to serve
agticultUre.-, the model of agiicultural research-teach-
ing-extension is a good ono, the existing structures are so
linked to established large -scale agricultural Interests, that
I-see no .h.ope of obtaining change through these agencies. If
change is to take place, it will be necessary to use the model
but to create new agencies. with distinctive sources of funds.
Otherwise, I-fear thatany efforts to produie change will
produce.whet has existed in the.past--either ignoring the
situation or occasional staging an insignificant effort that.
can be reported to the Congress or the public as representing
attempts to produce change.
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Senator STEVENSON. We will recess the hearing now for 20 min-
utes for lunch, instead of half an hour, and we will reconvene at
1:30. .. .

(Whereupon, the subcommittee recessed at 1:10 p.m., to reconvene
at 1 :30 p.m.)

,
laTER,NOON SESSION

Senator STEVENSON. The hearing of the subcommittee will cometo order.
.

Is Mr. Jerry Fielder, the secretary of agriculture for the State of
California, in the hearing room?

(No reeponse.) . .

Senator STEVENSON'. If no,t,':Zur first witnesses will be Mr. Mike
McClosky, executive director (*.the Sierra. Club; Mr. Keith Roberts,
an attorney for California Action; and Gerald Moral, of the Environ-
mental Defense Fund.

These gentlemen will form a panel to discuss the ecological and
environmental implications of present and projected landownershipand use patterns:

Thank you, gentlemen, for joining us.

STATEMENT OP DANIEL R. ROSENBERG, THE SIERRA CLUB OF
CALIFORNIA

Mr., ROSENBERG. Mr. Chairman, my name is Daniel Rosenberg.
Mr. McClosky could not be here today. I am here today on behalf
of 80,000 members of the Sierra Club who reside in California. We
welcome your committee to this State. and thankyou for this oppor-
tunity to appear before the committee. Mr. McClosky has been un-
avoidably detained in Washington and cannot be here today.

I would hope that the committee will allow me the prerogative
of diverting slightly from the main thrust of your' investigation
int &Impact of land use, ownership patterns, and distributionon, s andnd farmworkers, as I wish to discuss a matter of greatI: con rii. to the Sierra Club and many thousands of Californians, the
California water plan, and some of the projects to be constructed
and operated under it, and some of the possible effects of that plan
on the future environment of California, and especially the future of

, our wild rivers to the north of San Francisco.
Is the California water plan an outlint for the logical future

groWth of this State or for the environmental degradation of it?The Sierra Club and many thousands of Californians believe that
'implementation of the remaining elements of the plan Would result
in the degradation of much of the quality of life that makes Cali-
fornia living, both rural and urban, uniquely worthwhile. This plan
is now seen to threaten the drowning of the few remaining wild and
scenic river valleys of north coastal California., threaten the com-
plex marine life systems of San Francisco Bay and the delta, to
hurry the development of unneeded agrictiltural production on mar-ginal Itfaids, , and to provide the stimulation for expanded urban
growth ifi the Already overcrowded San Francisco Bay and Los
.Angeles regions. Is this what we all want?
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The California water plan is the overall plan under which the
development of California's water resources is expectedito take place
over the next several decades. It would supply the projected water
needs of the State primarily by draining the wild rivers of our
north coast. These rivers, the Eel, the Trinity, the Klamath, the
Mad, and the Van Dimon, are the only remaining large., untamed
rivers in the State. The impoundment of their waters will destroy
forever their value as free-flowing rivers of great beauty and recrea-
tional value, flood existing agricultural lands, and destroy valuable
fish and, wildlife resources.. These magnificent river courses are al-

--..._..---.

ready a major scenic.and recreational resource enjoyed by Millions
as they visit the reciwixid region. Their value for people escaping the
pressures of urban living can only increase in the future. Yet, these
intangible values have been ignored in planning the destruction of
these rivers under the Ian it is impossible to assign a numeri-
cal value to them. Nevertheless, their values are real and their de-
struction must not be tolerated in an age that espouses concern for
the environment.

The delta of the Sacramento-San.Joaquin Rivers is a water world
of meandering channels with more than a thousand miles of shore-
line. The San Francisco Bay-Delta estuarine system supports a rich
and diverSe fish and wildlife population that is a major part of its
recreational attraction. The anadromous striped bass, salmon, and
shad are vitally dependent on water quality in the delta, particularly
to water quality parameters of dissolved oxygen, dissolved salts, and
water temperature. So are the members of the food chains that sup-
port them. Similarly, ducks in the Suisun March are dependent on

wdelta water salinity because of the growth requirements orthe plants
upon which they feed.

Today, it is widely recognized that diversions of water into two
components of the plan, the Delta-Mendota Canal and the California
,Aquaduct, at the southern end of the delta, are presently causing
serious problems in the delta, as, most certainly, are the discharges
of vast quantities of poorly treated municipal, industrial, and agri-
cultural waste waters. These water quality problems can only be
increased by further diversions resulting from the expansion of the
Central Valley project and the completion of the State water project.
Pumping for these projects, and others contemplated under the Cali-
fornia water plan, would eliminate essential flushing flows through
the delta and the bay. In addition to water quality problems, in-
creased pumping will also have direct adverse effects on the delta
fishery because of the creation of unnatural currents in the delta
channels and the intake of eggs and larval fish at the pumping sta-
tions. Thus, the rich and diverse life of the bay-delta estuarine sys-
tem could be seriously endangered. The resulting lods of the delta
end San Francisco Bay as recreational resources woukl be enormous.

It is also recognized that,.with proper operation and releases to
the delta the proposed Perwheral Canal could mitigate some of

to the delta. he Sierra Club has Stressed the necessity of obtaining
these prob ma, but, without proper releases, it could be a disaster

enforceable guarantees that the canal will, in fact, be operated to
-protect anti enhance the delta environment., We have yet seen no
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believable guarantees of the releases needed to 'protect the delta,
though the canal continues to be advanced as the solution to the
delta's problems.

Possible future implementation of the water plan would supply
water for expanded agriculture, primarily in the Central Valley
where. the State water project is expected to bring 600,000 acres of

inew agricultural land into production on the west side of the Valley.
Completion of the plan will also expand urban growth in the San
Francisco and Los Angeles areas. These developments seem neither
necessary nor desirable considering many of the drawbacks past, un-
planned growth., has brought to these areas in the form of severe
congestion, critical levels of air contamination and unsightly urban
sprawl. At the same time, we appear to be approaching a peNod of
increased agricultural surpluses, both in California and nationwide.
Is this State to supply more water for agriculture while the Federal
GoVernment increases payments,.sout of our tax dollars, to buy up
increased agricultural surpluses and to take land out of production
elsewhere in the nation? A.nd whaeis morn needed in the Los Angeles
Basin, increased supplies of water to foster further population
growth or a better supply of clean air? All too frequently growth
is a self-fulfilling prophesy in that planning and preparations to
accommodate growth often stimulate groWth itself.

As an illustration, consider that the State water project will pro-
vide Inter to irrigate new cotton fields in the southern San Joaquin
Valley, particular? in Kern County. With project water can we
not expect that only larger surpluses of cotton will result, with the
possibility that the livelihood of many of our poorer, rural southern
farmers will suffer at dui marketplace?

The proposed East Side Division of the Federal Central Valley
project, another component of the California water plan, is a further
example of muddled thinking in California water planning. The
project would take water needed to protect the environmental in-
tegrity of the delta? plus additional water from the north .coast
rivers. It would irrigate marginal farmlands on the east side of
the San Joaquin Valley and the foothills of the Sierra for the pro-
duction of low-value crops, such as forage. Only the large subsidy
in such Bureau of Reclamation projects makes the price of the water
low enough for such use. But nowhere in Bureau economics relating
the costs to benefits of project water is there a consideration of the
true costs! to our wild rivers.

As new farmlands are brouglIt under cultivation by project water
so, too, will come the need for new towns for the farmworkers who
will cultivate, harvest, process and transport agricultural products.
Rue What steps have been taken in the.area of statewide land plan-,
ning to ensure that our farmworkers will find suitable housailag, ade-
quate educational opportunities, and medical care facilities in newly
urbanized areas?

Modern. agricultural practice brings with it the dependence upon
broad applications of nitrate-based fertilizers and a host of_persis-
tent pesticides. To the credit of the Bureau of Reclamation, Federal
water projects under the California water plan carry the require-
ments for the removal and treatment of agricultural drain waters



which are laced with high concentrations of nitrates. These same ni-
trates, for which there is no requirement for_removal under State
water projects, have and will increasingly cause, the contamination.
of drinking water, new, major public health problenis in thii,..Central
Valley.

And to the credit:of our State Department of Agriculture, Cali-
fornia is quickly and, wo think, positively, requiring the reductions
in the use of DDT on our farmlands. We would only ask why that
same department, with. the assistance of the Department of .Publie
Health, has not begun a long-range investigation of the possible.
public health hazards which may result from the use of dozens of
other pesticides which are rapidly building up in soil columns through
our farmlands? It appears probable that such buildup may lead to
saturation and eventual release of harmful bioactive chemicals into
ground water and surface water systems, possibly creating another
health hazard to both iral dwellers and downstream urban water
Users.

The California water plan Was last revised 11 years ago. It repre-
sents mainly engineering- thinking of the .1020's and 1030's"con-
(Tete' and cast iron pipe" thinking. As a result, the plan not only
fails to take' into account modern concerns for the quality. of our
environment, but it also fails to take into account much of modern
water technology. If it is assumed that there will be continued growth
in California, there is no denying the supplies of water must be
found. We question, however, the simple idea that such supplies
must come from tapping the wild rivers of California. Waste-water
reclamation, systematics groundwater management, And the buying
up of excess agricultural. water supplies all offer economic alterna-
tive. sources of water for municipal uses, and seawater desalting
should be economical in"the next decade. Such new sources of water
can no* yield modest quantities of water at costs comparable with
the costs of transporting water 500 miles or more. But the plans to
build more dams and aquaducts continue. .

I3ecause of th6se deficiencies in the. California water plan, the
Sierra Club and others have called for a complete reexamination
of the Plan and its environmental impact, including a re-evaluation
of its underlying assumptions and value judgments. We have failed
in our attempts to achieve protection for many scenic and recrea-
tional resources threatened by the implementation of the plan, and
we believe that only such a reexamination can provide the knowledge
leading to proper protection.

If a reexamination is to be meaningful, it should consider alter-
native ways of completing various projects to be implemented under
the plan. It is for this reason that. the. Sierra Club has advocated
a temporary...halt in the awarding of construction on plan projects
for the duration of a reexamination. Particularly affected lit such a
moratorium would be the Peripheral Canal, the East Side Division,
and the 'high dam at Dos Rios on the' Eel Riverprojects which
have yet to receive congressional approval.

I would.like to repOrt to you the result of just two questions from
a poll on the subject of California water which. was recently cone
ducted by .the Commonwealth Club of San Francisco. Its members,
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generally conjidered as a group of conservative business leaders,
were asked:

- First, should the next major development for the State water
project be deferred until plans are in effect to develop maxim=
economic quantities of water from renovations or reclamation of
waste water or desalination of sea water?

Y '
The result: 1,781 yes; and 762 no.
The second question, with regard to water project development of

northern coastal streams, should en-Girmunental factors take prece-
dence over economic factors?

The result: 1,813 yes; and 679 n .
Increased awareness of enviro ental pollution has stimulated

proposals and secured passage in California of a. $250 - million -bond
package for the construction of many new wastewater treatment
plants. We feel, however, that in arid lands, found in this State,
funds would be better spent for the construction of facilities to re-
claim wastewater for reuse. The technology for this is far enough
advanced that construction of facilities could start immediately.
Treated, reclaimed wastewaters are too valuable a resource to discard.

Much of the proposed dam construction in the California -water
plan is to assure adequate supplies orwater in dry years. An -attrac-
tive alternative to this is a proposal to store surplus and reclaimed
water in ground water tables during years of excess runoff, and to
tap this supply in dry years. This scheme would eliminate the al-
leged need for-such dams as the Dos Rios Dam.

There can be no doubt that a reexamination of the entire California
water plan, and the expected redirecting of engineering efforts, will
cost all of us some money. So does any worthwhile measure designed
to protect the environment, and the cost of not conductihg such a
study may be much greater in the long Dun. The idea that to quality
environment can be maintained fot- nothing is a myth thlt should
have been abandoned long ago: The Sierra Club believes the reexami-

. nation of the California water plan to be so urgent that we must
he willing to pay an immediate price. Not to do so may cost us the
price of our quality of life in California.

The California water plan is founded on a narrow concept of
iland and water use and is unresponsive to the new goals and values

society is fast adopting to insure its own physical and emotional
survival. Implementation of the plan will' irretrievably destroy the
remaining natural north coast water courses, therein the integrity
of the bay-delta estaurine systems, force unwise and. permanent pat-
terns of use on the land, needlessly stimulate the growth of already
crowded urban centers, and .foreclose the right of future generations
to exercise their own value judgments.

Senator STLVENSON. Thank you, Mr. Rosenberg..
We will include your entire statement at this point in the record.
(The, prepared statement of Mr. Rosenberg follows:)

.6'1.123 ft - 72 = pt. 3/1 17
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Daniel k. Rosenberg

January11 1972
.

Mr. Chairman and member. of the Committee, my name is.Daniel X.
.

Rosenberg. I am here today on behalf of the 80,000 members of\the Sierra

Club who reside in'California. We welcome your committee to ti\de state...end

thank you for this opportunity to appear before the Committee. T would hope

that the Committee will-allows* the perogative of diverting slightly from

the uainthrUst of your` investigation into the impact of land uses, owner-

ship patterns, and distribution on farmers and farmworkers, as I wish to 'die-

cuss a matter of great concern to the Sierra Club and many thousands of Cali-

'fornians -- the California Water Plan and some of the projects toile construct-

ed and operated under it -- end some of the possible effects of that Plan on

the future environment of California and especially the 'future of our wild

rivers to the north of San'francisco.

Is the California Water Plan an outline for the logical future

growth of this state or for the environmental degradation.of it? The Sierra

Club and many thousands of Californians believe that implementation of the re-

maining elements of. the Plan would result in the degradation of much of the.

quality of life that makes California living, both rural and urban, uniquely

worth while. This Plan is now seen to threaten the drowning of the few remain-

ing wild and scenic river valleys of north coastal California, threaten the

complex marine life systems of San Francisco Bay and the Delta, to hurry the

development of unneeded agricultural production on marginal lands, and to pro-

vide the stimulation for expanded urban growth in the already overcrowded San

Francisco Bey and Los Angeles regions. Is this what we all want?
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The California Water Plan is the overall plan under which the

development of California's water resources is expected to take place over

the next several decades. It would supply the projected water needs of the

state primarily by draining the wild rivers of our North Coast. These

rivers, the Eel, the Trinity, the Klamath, the Mad, and the Van Duzen, are

the only remaining large untamed rivers in the state. The impoundment of

their waters will destroy forever their value as free-flowing rivers of great

beauty and recreational value,, flood existing agricultural lands, and destroy

valuable fish and wildlife resources. Thesenmagnificent river courses are

already a major scenic and recreational resource enjoyed by millions as they

visit the Redwood Region. Their value for people escaping the pressures of

urban living can only increase in the future. Yet, these intangible values

have been ignored in planning the destruction of these rivers under the Plan

because it is impossible to assign a nu icalvalue to them. Nevertheless,

their values are real and their destru tioh must not be tolerated in an age

that espouses concern for the environment.

The Delta of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Rivers is a water world

of meandering channels with more than a thousand miles of shore line. The

San-Francisca Bar-Delia estuarine system supports a rich and-diverse fish and
.

wildlife -population that is amajor part of its recreational attraction. The

anadromoua striped bass, 'salmon, and shad are vitally dependent on water

quality in the Delta, particularly to water quality parameters of dissolved

oxygpn, dissolved salts and water temperature. So are the members of the food

chains that support them. Similarly, ducks in the Suisun Marsh are dependent

on Delta water salinity because of the growth requirements of ,the plants upon

which they feed.

Todayi it is widely recognized that diverniona of water into two

components of the Plan, the Delta-Mendota Canal and the California Aquaduct,at
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-the southern enA of the Delta, are presently causing serious problems in the

Delta, as moat certainly, are the discharges of vast quantities of poorly

treated municipal, industrial and agricultural waste waters. These water

quality problems can only be increased by further diversions resulting from

the expansion of the Central Valley Projectand the completion of the State

Water Project. Pumping for these projects, and others contemplated under the

California Water Plan, would elilinate essential flushing flows through the

Delta and the Bay. In addition to water quality problems, increased pumping

will also have direct adverse effects on the Delta fishery because, of the

creation of unnatural currents in the Delta channels and the intake of eggs

and larval fish at the pumping stations. Thus, the rich and diverse life of

the Bay-Delta estuarine system could be seriously, endangered. The resulting

loss of the Delta and San Francisco-Bay as recreittonal resources would be

enormous;

4 It is also recognized that with proper operation and releases to

the Delta, the proposed Peripheral Canal could mitigate some of their problems,

jxit.withPut proper - releases, it.could be a disaster'to the Delta. The Sierra

Club has stressed the neccasity of obtaining enforcable guarantees that the

Canal will, in fact, be operated to protect and enhance the Delta environment.

We have yet seen no believable guarantees of the releases needed to protect the

Delta, though the Canal continues to be advanced as the solution to the Delta's

problems.

POssible future implementation of the Water Plan would supply

Water for expanded agriculture,lrimarily in the Central Valley where the State

Water Project is expected to bring 600,000 acres of new agricultural land into

4 u

production on the west side of the Valley. Completetion of the Plan will also

expand urban growth in the San Francisco and Los Angeles areas. These develop-

ments seem neither necessary nor desirable censidering many of the drawbacks

pee
\unplanned growth has brtiught to these areas in the form of severe cones-

tion, critical levels of air contamination and unsightly urban sprawl. At
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the same time, we appear to bc.approaching a period of increased agricultural

surpluses; both in California and nationwide.' Is this state to supply more

water for agriculture while the federal government increases payments, out of

our tax dollars, to buy up increased agricultural.surplusee and to take land

gut of production elsewhere in the nation? And what is more needed ih the los

Angeles Basin, increased supplies of water to Coster further peOUlation growth

or a better supply of.elean air? All too frageently growth is a self-fulfilling

prophesy in that planning and preparations to accomodate growth often stimulate

growth itself.

As as illustration, consider that the State Water Project will pro-

vide water to irrigate new cotton fields in the southern San Joaquin Valley,

particularly ieKern County.. With ?reject utter can we not expeet.that only

larger surpluses of cotton will result with the possibility that the livelihood

of many of our poorer, rural'Southern farmers will Buffer at the market place?

The proposed East Side Division of the federal Central Valley Pro-

ject,'Another tomponent of the California Water Plan, is a further example of

muddled thinking inCalifornia water planning. The project would take water

needed to protect the environmental integrity. of the Delta, plus additional

Water from the north Coast rivers. It would irrigate marginal farm lands on

the cast Bide of the San Joaquin Valley and the foothills of the Sierra for tie

production of low value crops ouch as forage. Only the large.subsidy in such

Bureau of Reclamation projects makes the price of the water low enough for such

U8C rUt nowhere in Bilreae economics relating the costs to benefits of project

water is there a consideration of Wie true mite to our wild rivers.

As new farm lands are brought under cultivation by project water so

too will come the need for new towns for the farm workers who will cultivate,

harvest, process and transport agricultural products. But what steps have been

taken in the area of state-wide land planning to insure that our farmworkers will
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find sUitable'housing,'adequateedudetional opportunities and medical care

facilities Sri, newly urbanized areas!?

Madera asribultural practice brings with, it the dependence:upon

broad applications of nitrate-based tcralitors and a host of persistent,.

pesticides. To the credit of the bureau-of Reclamotioni federal water pro-

Vets under the California-lHater Plan carry,:the requirement for the removal:

and treatment Oragticaltual drain waters which are laced with high doneen-

trations of nitrates. :These same fiitrates'fotwhich there iSUo requirethent

for removal under Stafe'Water projects-have and will increasingly cause the

- ,
_.contamination of .drinking water new, major,publiu health:pkoblems in-the

,

Central Valley.

And to the credit of our State. DepartMent of Agtieultute,

fornia is quickly and, we think, positively, requiring the reductions in the

use of.DAT on our farmlands. We would only ask why that same departmeat,

with th'e assistahce af the Department of Public Health, has not begun a long

range investigation of the possible publie,healthilazarda which may result

from the use of (Wiens- of other pesticides which are rapidly building up in

soil coltns through oUr-farMlanda7 It appears p*Obable'that such'bnild$P

msy'lead.to saturation and eventual release orharmiulbioactive chemicals

'1Uto:grOund water and surface water systemipossibly creating another health-,

hazard to both rural dwellers and downstrean urban water users.
,

The California Water Plan was last, revised 14 years '43. It

represents mainly engineering thinking of -the 1920's and 1930!$ 7--"conetete

and cast -iron pipe" .thinking. As a result,. the Platy not only fails to take

into actourit modern-concerns for.the quallty,of our environment, but it also

fails to take into aceountmuch of modern water technology. If it is assumed

that there will be continued growth in California there is no denying the

supplies of water must be found: We.question, hoWeVer, the simple idea that',
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such supplies must-coMel*P tapping the rivers of California:. Waste -water

reclamation, systematiegrOund-water management, and the buying up of excess

agricultural water supplies all ; offer economic alternative sources of jater

for municipal uses, alkSea,water desalting shoSid be sconoMital.:ie the next

decade. Such new soUrcos of water can now yield modest quan4ties of water

at costs comparable with the costs oftransporting water 500 Miles or more.

But the plans to build more dads and acivadUcts continue.

Because of, these deficiencies in the Californiawater*Pian, the

Sierra Club and'ethersbave called for a complete re- examination of the Flan

and its environmental impact, including a re-evacuation yfits underlying

assumptions and value judgments. We have failed in our ettempts*to achieve

protection for many scenic and recreational resources threatenedbythe,im-

plementation of the Plan,, and we believe that only such a re-examination can
.

provide the knowledge leading'. to Proper protection.

If a re-exaination is to be meaningful, it should cOnsideralter-
,

nativeWaya of completing various projedtieto be implemented under the Plan.

It is for this reason that. the Sierra. Club hasadvocateda temporary halt in

the awarding -of construction oePlan projects for the duration of a re- exam -

ination..tParticularly affectedby.suoh a moratorium would be.-tle:Per pliers];

Canal, the East Side Division and the high dam at. Dos Rios ontheie'

projects which haVe yet: to receive Congressional apyrqVal.

IncreasedeWareness of environmental pollution has stimulate

proposals and secured pasSage in California of.a $250 million bond packagi:

for the constructiorvoany new waste Water treatment plants. We feel,

however, that in arid lands found in thie,State, funds would'be better, agent

for the. construction of facilities to reclaim waste water for reuse. 711k

technology for this is far enough advanced that construction of facili*

could start Immediately. Treated, waters are too paluab,1

resource to didcard.



would like:to report te'ytio the results of just two question$

fro0o.poll on thetUbjeet of California water which was recently Conducted

by the Commonwealth Club of San Francisco, its members, generally consider-

ed as a group of conservative business: leaders, were asked:

(1) Should the next major develoPment for, the State Water

':Project be deferred Until plans' are in effect to develop

MaXimum economic quantities of water: frOm renovations,

(reclamation) oflaatte water or desalination of seawater?

The result: 1,781 yes and 752 no,

Wtk*ogard to water project development of northern

coastal streams, should environmental factors take pre-
,

cedehce over economic factors? The result: 14813 yea.

and 679 no.

Much efthe proposed dam construction in the California Water
Mt

Plait 18 to assure adequate supplies of water in dry years. An. attractive

alternative to this46 a proposal to store surplus and reclaimed water in

ground water tables during years of excess runoff)'and to tap this supply in

dry years. Thig achame would eliminate, the alleged need for suchdaMs as the

Dos. Rios dam.

There can be no doubt-that a re-examination Of the-entire Cali-
.

fornia Water Plan, and the expected redirecting of engineering efforts. will

cost all of us some money. So:does any worthwhile measure designed to pro-

tect the environment, and the cost of not conducting such a study may be much

greater in the long run: The idea that a quality' environment dan.be main-

tained for nothing is a myth that Should have been:abandened.longago, The

Sierra Club believes the:re-eXaMination of the California Water Plan to be

so urgent that we :must be willing to pay an'Ammediate price. Not to do so

may cost us the price of quality of life in. California.
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The California Water Plan As founded on a narrow.concepCof

land and water use And i unrespepsive to the new goals and.Values soCiety

is fast adopting to insu 0 its own physical.andgMotionsl'survivai, Im-

plementation o.the Plan twill irretrievably destroy the remaining natural

.North-:7Coast watercourses, therein the integrity of the Bay=Deltaestuarine

systems, force unwise and permanent patterns of use on the land, needlessly

stimulate the growth of already crowded urban centers,,andforeclOse.the

right of future generations to exercise their own valueAudgments
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Senator:STEVENSON. Mr. 'Roberts, would you like to proceed.

.STATEMENT OF KEITH ROBERTS, ATTORNEY, CALIFORNIA
ACTION, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Mr. ROBERTS. Thank you,' Senator 'Stevenson. . a.

I am not going to read my prepared text because I. don't, like to
read what I' have written.

Senator STEVENSON. We will react it. It will be entered in, the record.
following your testimony. By all, Means, summarize if you prefer to
do so. .

Mr. 'ROBERTS. I would like to stitrt with a kind- of statement that
may be somewhat repetitious, 'but, having come relatively recently,
from the East, I think. it was important. to me to understand why
water was such an important thingto. everybody out here.

In the East it rains, you know, all too often, and, it no problem.
But here it only rains up in the mountains and where the people
are, it doesn't usually rain. Without Water land is generally not very
valuable. 'You'can't farm' it and.people can't live and you can't build
factories there. So in California and the Western United States, west
of the Rockies, you have to build systems to carry the water from
where it flows to theland where you want it, and' which land- you
choose to bring it to becomes uland whiCh appreciates in value. In
other words, water is very much the method by which the land value
is i.allocated in the American West. It is a source of- wealth for many
people and, therefore, is something that is highly controversial politi-
cally.

I came across water when I participated in the Nader Task Force
study of land and power in California. I was assigned. to study water
development as a subject,. that is, the construction of these syStems
for delivering water. and why they were constructed. .I found, in
talking about that study, that I should make it .very clear at the
beginning, what' I think is good and what. I think is bad, what my
criteria Fo

ir

judgment are, in hope that you can agree with them.
In the first place, since water is primarily an economic commodity

in the West now, the purpose of ,-water development is economic. I
think that you have to .have an economic justification for building, a
water project. It can be argued that even a project which Won't pay
for itself would have other benefits, social benefits and so on. I
haven't found that to be true, on the project that I studied, but it is
conceivable. But, even if such benefits occur, I would suggest it is
more consistent with the idea of legislative control, the idea of
democracy, to confer those benefits directly rather than through the
indirect mechanism of a project to be built basically for economic
reasons.

A second criterion, even if a project is economically justified,
would argue that you have to look at who gets the benefits and who
Prays the cost. Economic justification is a very gross way of looking
at something. If you simply add up all the benefits, reaardlesS of
who oets them, and all the costs, regardless of who .pays and. if
the benefits are greater, that is economic justification. I think if the
benefits are accruing mainly to a small group of people Who :'are
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already wealthy, and the costs are being borne by the mass of not-
so-wealthy people, -then there is serious question' about the value ofsuch a project.

,

So I would say that a system., which distributes benefits and costs
unfairly is also bad.

Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, among my criteria, is the
quality of honesty.. That wasn't a criterion when I began this study,
but, as I got. into this and looked at justification and what was 'hap-
pening, I came to realize more and more how important that simply
moral virtue is for very practical reasons. .The practical reason is that in considering water projects, other
major public -works projects, and, indeed; most environmental pro-
posals which are based on scientific reasoning, most legislators,. most
.(itizens, don't have the faintest idea-or' the faintest _possibility,, of
understanding for themselves the implications.

. For-example, if we have as a criterion the economic justification
of a Water project, I submit it is impossible for .you, even if you
understand the economies; with your 'busy' schedule to figure out
whether as given project. is *going to be justifiable or not. You have to
rely on your experts to:tell:you that, and the same is true if you are
passing on legislation concerning DDT. You really rely .on.scientists
to tell you whether DDT has harmful effects or not. 'Therefore, the
elementary integrity. With which the professionals come 'before you
and testify, is-very important. -Because,- if there is a public decision
.made by legislators and by the general. public at. large, if these. guys
can't be trusted, if you don't know.,.whether it is truq or not -what'
they. are saying, I think that the possibility' of rati .decision-
making. in our society is almost totally destroyed.

I might ,add that I don't think the-adversary system elps, because
then all you .get is a bunch of scientists screaming at ch other and
our ability to sort that out is like our ability to. judge a debate
conducted say, Serbo-.Croatian.

So that quality of honesty, to. me, is important not just because
of morality but to preserve the possibility for society to make. intelli-
gent public. decisions.-

In -studying the California State Water ptoject. and the Central
Valley project, San Luis Divisiont.which was the most 'recently
constructed water -projects in the. State. I th' k I diseovered, three.
basic things which I. will elaborate briefly 1, I hope:

First. is how very expensive and disru ve these projects are. For
example, the State water project co. The San- Luis

interest
proj-ect, if you count both nterest 'and principal, will cost something

like $1.9.4 billion. The distribution- system for this water being con-
structed. by one local agency, the Metropolitan Water District in
southern California, rill cost several billion additional dollars just
in ittelf. So these are 'Serious projects, and there is a lot of money
involved.

.

.

Secondly, these projects have.the effect of drastically and rklically
redistributing wealth. in this State. Redistribution -6f. Wealth, Usually
means from the riCh to .the poor but, unfortunately, this is .the other
way around. The State water project by bur, calculations will benefit
and by benefit I. mean' give substaiti..,4.,,,. more water or' water at
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a substantially lower priceapproximately a thousand people in the
State. i

Let me elaborate on that just briefly. Kern County,. will receive
half of all of the water between now and 1990, 31 percent of the land
in. Kern County which is eligible to receive State water, is -owned by
four ranches, and a handful of oil companies. An additional 38 per-
cent is owned by the Federal Government, which has about 5 percent
of it and owners of between one and five thousand acres. The remain-

ing land in Kern Countreligible to receive the state water is owned
largely' by cities and counties and used for roads and things like that,
for residents. ,

Almost all of, the rest of the water will go to southern California,
and in southern California the water will not be used or will not
benefit ordinary residents or citizens. I would explain a little later
how that comes to be, but the beneficiaries of water in southern Cali-
forniaWill be, again, a relative handful of companies and individuals.

O.K., those are the beneficiaries, but who pays? The people. who
pay are, by and large, State taxpayers, those people who pay taxes
in the State of California, and people who pay property taxes for
the water agencies which are buying water. Their taxes are not based
on how much they used, their taxes are based on other, criteria such
as the value of their land, and, in the very nature of things, therefore,
the,,peo le who pay are not the people.who benefit, necessarily, cer-
64'14 t in direct proportion to the benefit.

It 100 impossible for us in the time of our study to work this
it, prigely, but it seemed quite obvious,, given the nature of the

irAstribution of benefits and the nature of the tax burden, that the
people who pay will not be, by and large, beneficiarAs of the project.

The San Luis project is very similar, although the people who pay,
the taxpayers of the United States, are a little more widely dia.
tributed. However, the San Luis project, which is a $480 million
construction work, will

strict
exclusively to the benefit, right now, of the

West Lands Water District in Fresno County. The West Lands
Water District has about 550,000 acres; 200,000 of these acres are
owned by 18 farmers. Incidentally; these 18 farmers received over
$71/2 million in 1969 in Federal crop subsidy piyments, so they are
not amateurs of this game.

The rest of the beneficiaries in San.Luis, approximately 56 farmers
own most of the rest of the landI am sorry, 58--_so you have 76
landowners receiving almost all of the water from a $480 million
Eederal project.

The effects of this kind of distribution on individuals is substantial.
In the first place, it's been calculated by a professor of the University
of California at Davis, a scientist, that west lands and the State water
project works will bring .enormous amounts of new acreage into
production. The effect of this will be to drive the price down in those
crops which are being overproduced. These are, by and large,. the
high-priced crops such as grapes, almonds, and walnuts, and things
of that nature. The obvious'simple result will be that small farmers,
who have to make their living from selling these crops, are going to
go out of business because they canIt tolerate losses for several years

'in a row. So that is one very serious effect.
,
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A. second effect is the environmental costs. of, these projects, which
,Mr. Rosenberg for the Sierra Clubnutlined in some length. .

would like to point out simply one factor which may be over-
looked., Once you build a; pipeline like, the State water project, it
becomes .economically cheaper perhaps to add to that project than
to resort to other methods of developing, eater, such as desalinization.
Therefore, once, you have the basic thing, you have more or less
locked the State economically into' a, juggernaut, and Ongoing.opera-
tion- will consume the northern rivers and* probably end up taking
all of the Water up to Amchitka; if it is still there. .

So that is ,the- basic theme of the expense and disruptiveness of
these prOjects.

Secondly, something that intrigues- me as a lawyer and a reader
of detective-novels, is how well hidden the distribution of Cost and .

benefits of this project are, from the general public. There is a point'
to be Made here, a rather serious point, to find where the cost and
benefits are really going; you .haYei to look at the details of the law,
and you have to look at the fine lines in the accounting and finance.
I have found it. very difficult to present- that type of material in any
fashion whiCh will prevent people's eyeg from glazing over and
snores from coming up quickly; yet, that is 'where it happens, that
is exactly where these things go astray. Of course people who can
afford to lure lawyers and accountants who won't fall asleep are the
people who cau use these details to their; own advantage.

I will just. give you a -few examples,/however, because they are
so unique.

First of all, the State has declared44 will read it. This comes
from a docitnent by the Department of Water Resources, Bulletin
No. 151-67, entitled; "Water Progress Report," published in Sep-
tember 1968. This is typical, and there are lots of others, thnState-
ment, "that capital cost Of the State water project will exceed .$2,800

Project customers will repay about 9() percent of the total
project cost. "That:makes it sound very much like water users will
be repayinn. 00 percent of the cost, which wouldtift lie bad. But
project customers are not. water users, you see; project customers are

.water agencies, and -these water agencies repay . th inoneY.only
by virtue of assessing property taxes on all of the idents of their
area, whether they use water or not So the statement is incredibly
misleading and it turns out that, until I came along and had several
months .of free- time to spend fully looking into the water project,
none of the critics of the project had caught that little piece of deeep-
tion,-because it is perfectly true that project customers will repay
mOst of if, but the customers are not the water users and that is
what the implication of -the sentence is...

The sentence is usually used by the department in response. to the
criticism that taxpayers will pay for .the water. They say,; oh, no,'
project customers will repay 90 percent of the cost, and neglect to
tell us that the project. customers are our taxpayers.

.

Another little problem is whether State taxpayers pay 'anything.
The department has consistently denied State taxpayers will pay
money and, directly, they don't. It- would be impossible to find out
how 'State taxpayers. pay money unless we look at where all the
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nioney, is coming from. If you make a financial statement olhe
project, roil find that about $1.1 billion will be loaned to the project
by the State. Of course the department will tell you very quickly
it is being. repaid. What. they don't tell you is that it isn't being
repaid instantly, it is being repaid over a 65-year period, during
which time that $1.1 billion, if invested in bonds at present interest
rates, would earn about $2 billion of interest.

Where is that $2 billion going? You have to look very carefully.
Yo4u have to loOk at the repayment priorities which are listed on the
bottom of indentures and in other legal documents in the Department
of Water Resources'and, when. you get finished reading it and going

ihalf ,blind, what you find out is that the interest gets repaid to the
dePFtment, by the project; customers; that water agencies do repay
The interest to the department, but the.departMent never pays it back
to the State. The department .keeps it, puts it in a special water
account, ind then uses it for additions and changes and corrections.
to the California State water, resources program.

Gianilli,
I might add, by the way, that when I make this criticism, Mr.

the director of the water, resources, and. Mr. Mph' Brody,
of West Lands Water District, and others, reply very quickly, oh no,
the project customers repay that interest, and then they stop: You
see, they don't go on to say they only repay it to the departmenty
they don't repay it to the State, which is the key' point. .

One final example about this. One thing I Couldn't, figure out for a
long time is why the Central Talley large landowners wanted State
water,. because the State water which is delivered by 'contract will-
end up costing them about $35 an. acre foot, yhich, even for them,
is too much money. So I nosed around a bit and, in en old book- by
Cary. McWilliams about southern California I got the -clue. .The
clue is something called surplus water. It turns out. that the State
water project will deliver more water than what it has contracted
to deliver..The Contractual amount- is 4.2 Million acre feet, but the
canals are big enough' to deliver; 8 million acre feet and, in fact,'
according to internal memoranda, it is planning to deliver a con-
siderable amount. more than the contract ordered. This is called
surplus water. ..! ,

Why is it surplus water? It is surplus water because, if you look
at the very driest yehr.in the middle of the longest drought on record
for theStatEl. of California, you will find that the State water project
would not be able to deliver any of this surplus water; all they could
do is.ineet their contractual obligation and not one drop more. But
any other year than this driest year they would be able to deliver
more water, and that is what they call surplus water, that excess
water.

They are going to deliver.that water mainly to Kern County and
they are going to charge for that water merely the cost of trans-
porting it. That water pays: none of the -cost of construction, none
of the cost of operating the project, none of the cost of. maintenance.
or repair. As a result, the water will cost an 'average of about $3 an
acre foot in Kern County. The figure may have been revised ,since
I looked at it last.
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Kern County is slated by contract to receive 25 percent of the
project Water. I told you earlier that it will receive half of the
project water; the rest of it is coming through the surplus water.
What happens, then, is that the. verage cost of water. to. Kern County
is about half of what the cost looks like on the books, and brings it
down to $14 or .$15 an acre foot, which is just about what they can
live with down there. So that was a pretty unique little device. I
don't think the public has ever been fully informed about surplus
water, and I don't think the people of California know they are
paying a lot of construction cost to deliver a lot of surplus water
to Kern County.

The third major theme is this point about honesty. I have already
indicated a couple of instances where the State Department of Water
Resources has not been fully candid with_the public. .I think in my prepared statement I have a few more cases. What
I would like to submit for the record is a copy of the Nader report
dealing with water development in California, in which there will
be even further examples..

Let me briefly mention a couple of points. As I said, the dishonesty
is not dishonesty by politicians. In the first_place, some people might
tell you they expert politicians to be dishonest when they have an
interest at stake, and that May or may not be, but, in any event, it
is clear when they have an interest at stake and you can be on your
guard for it. But engineers, accountants, and other experts of that
nature like to parade as being objective and, until relatively recently,
I think most of the public did belieVe that So what are we to make
of the fact that, when the Department of Water Resources evaluated
the economic feasibility of this project they used such a bizarre

iexpedient to quote a study by independent economist, as valuing
water delivered in a desert area at $100 an acre, foot, when at that
very time there was irrigation water being used in that area at a
cost of about $15 an acre foot.

A. number of other bizarre expedient§ were used to justify the
project economically. I don't- think I will go into them here because
they are detailed and technical. I think they are clearly illustrated
in the statement.

Suffice it to say that even among the professionals who reviewed
the department's evaluations, there wad extraordinarily strong lan-
guage about the honesty of the conclusions reached.

I think that the use of the word customers instead of the word
water users is a factor. The concealment of the State interest. The
statement of cost which d read to you, 'a $2.8, billion cost, as you
recall I said its was $8.9 'billion. The difference is the State never

'bothers to say what the interest payment will 'be on this project.
Gianilli has responded that no oiJ ever states what he interest

will be on a major item. My. Gianilli is unaware of the truth-in-
lending laws which have been enacted by the 'Federal Government
and the States on the theory of when ypu fail :to state the interest
you have committed fraud on the buyer, and they require a complete
addition of the interest.

I will submit for the record a copy of such a statement by an
organization which has not done too well by this State in other
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matters, Boise Cascade. If you go to buy a lot of land at Lake Wild-
wood up in the foothills,. they will say that the cash price you pay
is $22,600, and they will say the finance charge is $13,165. If a similar
statement were made for the water project, the cash price would be

't $2.8 billion and the finance could be about $6 billion.
. I think I have made the basic points I wanted to make, and I thank

you for the opportunity of testifying.
(The prepared statement of 1VIr. Roberts along with other material

follows:)
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TESTIMONY OF.KEITH.ROBERTS BEFORE THE SENATE
MIGRATORY LABOR SUBCOMMITTEE, TUESDAY, JAN. 11, 1972

Greetings, My name is Keith Roberts; I an a lawyer practicing in
San.Francisco, publisher of a monthly environmental magazine, CLEAR CREEK,
and author of the section on water development in the Nader Task Force
study released last August, Power and Land in California. I would like
to submit for your record a copy of this chapter 6rEE(7report, together

.

with the "definitive rebuttal" to it from the Kern County Water Associa-
tion, and my reply to t t rebuttal. Although I sent this reply to the
Water Association immedi tely,.after receiving their critique, they never
bothered to mention it w e distributing their "rebuttal", and even
claimed recently that I had failed to reply at ell. I am happy to have

°a chance to set the. record straight..

INTRODUCTION

A study of water development is important for two reasons. First,
it doesnot rain much in the United States west of the Rockies. As. a
result, man must carry his water from the rivers and groundwater basins
to the land where he wants it. Very littlt land has much value without
the water made available by such development. Thut, water development
is a major mechanism for distributing wealth dnd power in the west, as
well as a major land use in Ateelf. '

Second, a studyOf recent water projects in California reveals
patterns of conduct which anyone making decisions about public works
projects, such as you, should understand. In my presentation today,
'I hope to make you aware of some of the pitfalls involved, and to explain
their importance.

In making judgments about the behavior of others, as we do in the
Nader report, it is important to be very clear about what one means 45,
"good" and "bad". So let me begin my discussion of California water by
defining some criteria for judgment.

1. Economic Justification

The basic function of water development is to confer economic value;
it make, land productive, or permits its development. We have long
passed the time when water development was needed to permit subsistence
in the Great American Detiert, and thus could be regarded as necessary
regardless of economic benefit. Since the goal of water development Is
to confer economic benefit, the crudest minimal requirement should be
that these benefits outweigh the costs. This is a requirement of eco-
nomic justification.

Arguably, some projects may have such outstanding social, political,
or environmental virtues that they should be built despite a net economic
loss. In most instances, however, it is clearer, simpler, and more
consistent with the principle of legislative control to confer such
additional benefits directly, rather than through the incidents]. effect
of a basically economic project.
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Conversely, when a project with bad social or environmental effects
lacks even a crude econqMic justification, it clearly should not be
built. This is true"of the California projects I studied.

2. Pair Distribution of Costs and Benefits

An economically justified projeet may still be undesirable it it
has a greater impact by distributing costs and benefits unfairly.
Whenever the. costa fall on people who don't receive the benefits, such
a project redistributes wealth. If such an effect is desirable, the
legislature should accomplish it directly and consciously, rather than
through.indirect and subtle mechanisms. which neither it nor the public
may understand. e.

I consider redistribution particularly unfair when the benefits
go to the rich, and the costs go to everyone else. While the reasons
for such a view are complex, reW people except possibly Governor Reagan
and his pals seem to disagree. Nevertheless,,the single most important
achievement of the projects I studied is an eriermous reallocation of
wealth from ordinary taxpayers to wealthy users of large amounts of water.

3. Integrity of Experts

Honesty is a moral virtue, but in areas requiring technical expert-
tine, like water development, it is also a practical necessity. Decis-
ions about large public works like water projects, or police measures
like pollution dontrollaws, depend on expert evaluation. The ordinary
legislator or citizen cannot possibly know whejher a project will be
economically beneficial or not., He depends On economists and engineers
to make the calculations which will toll him. Likewise, the average
citizen has noidea whether DDT is harmful or not; he relies on scien-
tists. And if the experts prove dishonest, he cannot sort out the truth .
for himself. Even, an adversary procedure only puts the ordinary person
in the position, as it were, of trying to decide a debate conducted
entirely in Ugaritic. I will return to this problem later, for x consi- .
dor it one of. the greateat Obstacles to rational decision-making.

Water development in California is so extensive that I limited
my focusto tour specific projects.. / chocie the California State Water
Project because of its size and controversial nature; the San Lai Unit
of the Central Valley Project as the most recent Federal project in the
State; the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California as the most
important "local" water agency; and the Kern County Water Agency is the.
most important agricultural purchaper. Since your interests are
X won't go into the lit V.1) unless YoW:itik me to.

o

The California State.Water Project

This project in the first step ofthe Massive State Water Plan for
transporting most Of the water in California's northern rivers to areas
of the State which lie south of San Francisco Bay. The State Water Pro-
ject is both a physical system and the contractual obligations dependent
on it. The contracts require the State's, Department or Water Resources
to deliver a maximum of 4.2 million acre Feet per year to 32 local water
agencies, Which in turn distribute It to users or, in some cases, even

t-
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localler water agencies. 4.2 maf, by the way, equals thirteen trillion,
six hundred billion gallons.

A. Economic Justification

There havebeen several economic evaluattions of this project. The
Department of Mater Resources supplied the basic justification in its
Bulletin 78 (1958)., Owing in part to questions raised about that
Bulletin, it,hired the Charles T. Main Company in 1960 to review the
Project's economic feasibility. In addition, at least two thorough,
independent economic reviews have been published. One, by a team from
RAND, became the basis for a vote of opposition to the Project by the
Western Economic; Association, the professional association for western
economists. The other,,by Professors Joe Bain, Richard Caves, and
David Margolis, Northern California's Water Industry (1960), proved
equally critical, anu concluueU that the Project, instead-of a 2:1
benefit-cost ratio, would barely return 50% on the dollar.

When I raised the criticisms to Harvey Banks, who directed the DWR
a he time Bulletin 78 waa written, he snorted and said, "You tell me

a*/ benefit -cast ratio you want, and I'll get it for you, without
s ining my conscience'elther". He meant that benefit -chat evaluation
entails many subjective judgments, about which men of integrity can
disagree,; Nevertheless, professional integrity does impose limit:S.
And quite clearly, Bulletin 78 -- and, in another way, the Charles T.
Main report -- transgressed these limits. As Bain, Caves and Margolis
:said, "Some rather bizarre expedients were employed to arrive at esti-
mates of benefits high enough to 'justify' the project on economio
grounds" -- op.cit., pp. 720-21.

.

The most important wars use of a discount rate* approximately 1 1/2%
lower than the lowest conceivably justifiable rate at the time -- a prac-
tice which inflated benefits by over 4 billion dollars. Various other
practices beyond the pale of professional integrity are discussed in
Appendix B.. In addition, or course, Bulletin 78 resolved every point
of legitimate professional dispute in favor of the project. Considering
the importance or these factors, perhaps the most surprising aspect of
Bulletin 78 was its resort to actual dishonesty.

The. Charles T.. Main report was deceptive in another way. Main was
asked to evaluate the economib justification for the Project. The body
of its report did So quite well, and In unquotable jargon concluded that
the Project waa a disaster. In the clearly written introduction and
summary, howeVer, Main postualatcd on unheard ofdefinitionof economic
feasibility, totally inconsistent with the study directions. (It defined
economic feasibility as a question or ability to pay. As one economist
noted, by this definition it would be."feasible" for the State to dump
a billion silVer dollars in San Francisco Bay, if it could raise the
money.) Using this definition, Main pronounced the Project feasible in

I

* The discount rat. is used to.discoUnt future benefits to present
value. The lower the rate, the higher will be the present value
of future benefits.



:.language Widely quoted thereafterby PtbjeetsUPPorterS.- ,Main s per
formance, unfortunately,fellows aeommen pattern, for the Project's-
independent eonsultaOte there.were six,different teams Over the years,.
lhey:first State;lA Straightforward,-quotabie language, what the eMployer
WaritstoAlear; and then qualify the statement to closer conformity with
the techhical truth in the jargonized hody,of the?report:

$ I also examined dfrectly the clait that.SOUthern California would
need State water by 1990. Bulletin 78 reaChed this CooclUSiorL.onlY by
ignoring ItS own caluclations about the, amount of waste water that-wOuld
be reclaimed; by asSumihgthat: the far higher cost ofStete7materVOuld/,-
not artePtA4se; and by everlooki4 the availability, f Cheap water Fli"C'7:
sently taed for agriculture.

Since ' the Nader report was released,. however, former GoVernor Brown
has claimed that the -need-arose from a Supreme COurt decision reducing
California4s share of-Colorado River water. But-the Rrojeit was begun
in 196aiJ:hree years before the decision. Further, the decision will
have no practical effect on California's water supply until 1985, if

'then, since. Arizona needs the Federal Central Arizona. Projedt to take
its full share. Finally, the economic calculation's of Project.tenefit,

-which show-it to be so small, take the Colorado decision into account. :
Ihequestion, after all, is notOnly:how much water is availablehUt
how much "water ia'deSire 4

EL Distribution! of-Costs

Project boesters Say it will cost t2.8- billiOn, and Project
customers will pay 90*Or thi cost, the r#s coming in-flood control
and recreation payments,. Unfortunately, both these statements are
completely raise..

I AModnt of Cost

. Cost ordinarie*meens the :amount paid for something, the
According-to DWR bulletinsj'the Outlay for construction will not be-
$2.8 billion,: but $8.9 billion. The difference between the DWR's pUblic
'statements and actual deleueltiOns represent$ the interest:the State
:pays, for the capital used in the Project.,: As with any'large construe- :,-

tion project, the cost cf capital is the largest single cost (althbugh:.:
the State. Project, for reasons peculiar to itself, has particularlyia
heavy, interest payMents).,

Gianelli has replied that-omitting the interestwas entirely
proper because no one everincludes interest in a cost statement. Aside
from the illogic' of that comment practice doesn't make perfect, so
to Speak -- Mr. Sianelli overlooks truth lending laws. These.laws
Were ,enacted on -the theory, that for expeosive items, failure to qtate:
the- cumulative interest is a-fraud on the buyer. Thus,'a purcha form--
fOr a 4007o0 house at Boise CaseadOs Lake WilOwood development shows
principdl of $220100, and interest of $13,0667under the terms of the '

contract,' I submit a photograph ofAuch a form for the record, taken
from CLEAR CREEK Magazine.

In any event, Wreferring to ordinary' praCtice in-the case"df



.othe bonds, Mr. Gianelli mixes apples and orangeS. ..One of the major
opposition arguments to the Project in 1960 was that Water:Users would
never pay for -it; leaving taxpayers. to assume the burden. The question
became, therefore, how much of a.: burden would. tbatbel The releVaht

-measure of the burden is not the $2.8 billion cost of labormhd-material,
buethe tetal'obligationor the State, 'the Tull $9 billion. This is
the question people were asking about the Project, and in thellormasg,gf
that question to assert a, $2.8 billion cost seemodeceptive.

The.total.cost-er a local bond, however, has far less relevance.,ter
the voter's concern. The local bond voter is-not concerned about his
ultimate obligation, because the bond imposes an immediate obligatioh
in the form of higher taxes. His question is how much will the bond
raise ,his taxes, and he generally gets, an answer. But in the case of
the.State water bonds, ihiS question was about the total Cost,-and he
received a deceptive answer;

Nor do Bureau of Reclamation n-practices justify the States.oMisSion
of interest charges. While the Bureau states cost of ltaprojecis
withoUt interest that otatementaceurately reflects what Bureau bene-
ficiaries Must pay, since the :Federal zOvernment absorbs' the interest.
Everyone inVolved is acutely awareof this, because the interest repro-

. .sents the subsidy-inherent in Bureau projects.

... Furthermare, Federal' projects pass. through a 000hiSticatedrevIeW
process involving:the Office.of Managemenband BUdget, the Reclama-
tion sUbcommittees of CongreSs, anctthe Appropriations Committees -- all
of-,whom Daly understand the specialized use of "cost" invexed. By
contrast, the State PrOject was submitted to the voters at large, few
of whom had any inkling that 4-costa did" not inclUde the largest cost
item

2. Who Pays?

The Department stetesthat ProjectOUstomers PaY-90% Of the :costs
in response to the-complaint that taxpgOrs are psyihg-fpr the Project..

. It ha$ proved an eftectiyaresponse for a long time becallse no one
realizes that technically project '!customere are NOT water users, but

:-_those 32 contracting agencies, plus power compales who but/ Project-
generated power!.: These agencies actually:oloriVe Mucb.Of heir income
from taxes

,

and ihraet the Kern 0ohnty Water:Agency was forMed expressly
to use the Eakersfield tax base to sUbsidide purchase Of State water
for the surrounding farms.

Another frequent'004PartMent asserbionis ,t4at State taxpayers pay
nothing for the Project. BY'avoidingany mention of intereStithe Depart-
ment can make this .statement seem true. But my curiosity about Project
interest turned up one of the cleverest and subtlest suboidies built,
into this Projeet,-a subsidy direct from State taxpayers.

AS DWR-buIletins clearly show, the. Project will borrow $1.1 billion
from the State's Tidelands Oil and Goa Revenues._ To learn when this

. money would be repaid,. .I 1 ked at the DWRts schedule of:repayment
pribtlties, Here I foundE hat, although the principal -- the $1.1

would b% totaidlinfdue course, the $2'billion in interest



would go into,a special ftnd tofinance Additional 'aspects of the,. Project.
,This did appear expgaitly, of course, but.Cah he,determined. from the
legal language of the repayment priorities. State taxpay4rs thus sub
sidize the PrOject in precisely the' way Federal, taxpayers subsidize Bureau.
projects -- by absorbing the interest. ,

.

The twist that makesthis 4ubslOY.particulAray subtle comes from
the fact tha Project customers those 32 water agencies -- DO repay
both the principal and the interest. But they repay'it to the DWR, and
the'DWR doesnIt tornthat interest back to theState; as if doeS With

46he principal. , :

35

,BOth Mr. Oianelli, and Mr. Bottorff in his "definitive rebuttal"
Which I submitted earlier,, Attack me on this point, They both assume .

my charge to be directed against Project customers, and, revealingly,
both inqignntly assert that:"CU-Otomers repay the interest in full
without saying more. Yet, both know very well the distinction between:

- Project customers repaying the,DOR, and the°DWR repaying the State.
,They know; 40d I know, and now yOu }snow', that these are net the same
thing. But tO the uninitiated, they_seem to be, and the assertion that
customers repay-the interest becomes athopoUghlY deceptive apparent
denialthatthe State contribUtes interest:

If one' adds up 'the State 044tribution in the form of that: interest,
local taxpayer contributions inthrtorm of tribute to their water
agencies, and various other State and Federal. payments, it turns out
that taxpayers will fopt between 48 and,65% of the Project bill, depen-
ding on futOre taxing PO.lieind of the agencies involved -- not the 10%.
irplied by th6 l5WR. " .

The leopon which emerges from this most,clearly is not so Much the
unfOrtunatedaddling,oftaxpaYers with. -costs they never expected. That
happens often, although notumlallyin'this maghitude. Nor is it the
deliberate llishonedty of the ProjectprepOneOta, at least those-close
tothe legal and economic technicalities, for that lesson pervades this
Whole discussion Instead, the disaudaion shows how the truly enormous
frauds under discuspion reside in the minutiae' of financial accounting
for this Project, and in the denseat thiCkets of-legal prose. This,
means, UnfortOnately, that detection:requires time and staff.-- more than
most legislators permit themselves.

.

C. Who Behefits? 4

A similar story leads to an understanding of who benefit$ from the ,

.Project, Thanks to the painstaking work of .a Central Valley group headed
by. OeorgeBallis, who took the. Project service area and pieced tOgether"
fromfhundred0 surveYors'amaps the land ownership. in this area,,we .

'know that 31%.of the eligible land in Kern County (which, receives
nearly all of the Central Valley's allocation of State water) helongs
to foOr ranches and a few,oil companies. Another '38% belongs to the
-Federal goverhmentandiarivatedipWners of one to Tive thoutand acres.-
Most 'of the rest beloBTA telocal goVernment for use as schools'and
roads, or- private owners in resideptialarea0-already supplied with



water.*

'Thatact that the benefit' goes to these huge landholders in itself
creates social misfortune. According to awidelybited. study,by4Q Davis .

Professors Dean. and King, the Project will bring hundredp Or:thousands'
of new acreage under cultivation. Travel Route 32now and you can see
the growing seedlings:. Because the water is expensive, the new acreage.
will be Planted to presently. high value.crops

:lbw
the ones which sustain, . -

small farmera north of Kern County. When the :lbw crops bome .to market,
theraWillbe a period or at least several years of low prices, requiring

. operation at or near a loss;' it the recipients-or State water were
small farmers who had to live on yearly-profits, they couldn't afford
this.and Wouldn't be planting.' Butthe owners are huge firMS with out-,
side income against which to offset these 1ossep for a tax deduction.
So they plant, and soon the present small fax will be squeezed off
the -land by the period or-lowprices.

The Price of State water `in Kern County,- by the way,. won't be quite
so high as it would seem. "Kern County Pays an average .$21 per acreIbot
for water delivered under the- contract. Add to thlsdistribution charges, -
and the-price is an astronomical (for farms). 05 anacra foot. But the- .

State has .designed its contracts for minimalobligationi In facts it
can deliver far.moraWater than the contract requires. These extra
deliveries of so-called-"surplus" water come, of bourse, in the off-season,

.

and onian. interruptiblabasis. Bue.if the recipient has a place to attire
the water,,such as a groundwater basin, itleas.good as any other water. '-
According-to -DWR reeords, so much of this "surplus" water00.11 be delivered
to Kern County by 1990 that Kern will reCeiva fully half 0'0.11 Project

.

deliveries through that year,: although its contract share IS 25%.

. What makes "surplus" water'so valuable. is'that the State.sells'it
for the out of pocket cost of delivery. It bearS no Share of-,the con-

. etruetion cost nor or the regular.Operation,..maintenance and repair
,costs.. Thus, 'surplus" costs Kern aboUt $3 per acre root, which sub -
Stantially reduces the average charge. By this devite,the' major, reci-
pients of State Water pay far -leas than their fair-share of the costsy.
even if we disregard the 48 to 65% paid by property ta,ses. -Department
officials almost never refer publicly to this

property
water device.'

Surplus water i$ important for two reasons., Firstit explains
WhY:Central Valley landowners were so eager: fora Statel:project:that
appeared to deliver prohibitively expensive water ($35Water would make
even high value crops out of the 'question). ThroUgh aarplas water, the
cost,'though still high, approaches that of other projectalhthe Central
Valley,

Second,, It explains who benefits in Sbuthern California. As I noted
earlier, SouthernCalifornia doesn't need State,water,.at least not for

, .
. .

.

-

,

.

* Not all of the eligible Sand will receive the water, but:the NS does
not make available the ownership recotdsor land which actually does
receive State delivery. So ownershiplor,eligible land must serve as
A guide to ownership of.actuallst.Vengfitted land. ''
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so-long a time that other sources, such as
1

desalinization,. seem a good
ipOssibility first. If so, the 'delivery of State water. to Southern
California creates no benefit,'exCept to landowners in the path who.
may thereby capture development which might otherwise have Occurred
elsewhere. While these landowners,.suchasthe Chandlers of -the Los
Angeles Times, undoubtedly had influence, the level of Support from
Southern California suggested other beneficiaries as.well..

It turns out that-the Very.laek of.need in Southern California
creates the other -beneficiaries.MWD, having contracted- to buy
2 maf a-year, finds It cannot sell that amount at full price. So it
creates a class of °surplus" water,.. Which it sellsto those with ground-,
water basins at half price or less. 3y chance, itwas possible to dis-
cover the water uSersin the major Sadins. They turn out tb be the
large-water users of SoUthern.Califorla.) such as the Irvine-Ranch,
various private water companies,- and industrial users such. as Standard
Oil of California and othercompanies ith oil refineries, steel plants,
and the like in the area, By reCeivi :their water in this fashion,.
these users save *60 or more per acre4oot over regular modes of deliVery,
an amount which adds up for a company like Standard 011 which uses
4500 acre feet a year.

If one defines beneficiary as one who-receives either substantially
more water than would otherwise have been available, or water at a sub-
stantially lower-price, it Seems clear that huge water users are.by far
the m j or clads of beneficiaries.from

a
the State Project.

-D. .Conclusion rd State dater Project

I think three basic themes emerge from this discussion. First, the
State Project it. dleariya very bad undertaking from the public's point-
of view. SecOnd, there has been 'pervasive dishonesty by its proponents,
particularly some of the lawyers, economists, and engineers inVolved. .

And third, remarkably subtle and ingenious manipulations Of the economic,
financial, and legal. details create the gross miscarriages which send

: ,benefits to the wealthy fewi coats to the general public, and transform
00000%4 faults into praised virtues or discreet silences.

ln terms importance, I would not care to choose between the
faultsof thiS.Projecti-7the environmental destruction it threatens-if
it expands and consumes the wild rivers pf the north; the human Misery
it must visit on perhaps thousands,of farm families deprived of income,
jobs, and homes; the huge but subtle cost to California taxpayers'of
buying an economically unrewarding Project instead or investing their
money in schools, or services, or for that matter the stock market; the
coat to democracy of c000 entrating yet more wealth in a remarkably few
entities; or the inaidibus effect upon the public decision-making process
as people learn, rightl , to distrust the experts,..-- anhUs to distrust
the only group that can elp us make rational decisions on many important
matters,

The'San Luis Project

-The Sanlmis Project consists of the San Luis dam, located west of
Fresno, which stores water to be carried through the Projectls canals to

2i9
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the Westlands Water District, A 550,000 acre area nearby. The: dam and
canal also serve the State water project, but by a feiat of metaphysics_
lawyeriangineers, and Santora have. distinguished the projects for pur-;
poses Of reclamation law..

This Project has two remarkable features. With capital coats of
$480 million,, it costs more than did:the ENTIRE Central Valley-Project
constructed prior to the inception of San Luis in 1960. Yet this stu-
pendous Project, with interest amounting, I believe,,to over a billion
dollars) will serve an area with just over 2,000 landowners. As with
other federal reclamation projects, the interest need not be repaid by
the beneficiaries; and constitutes a subsidy., But the subsidy will not
go equally to 2,000 owners. Eighteen of the owners account for over
36% of the acreage! And fifty-six mere account for nearly all of the
rest, for most of the 2,000 owners possesi residential lots.

As might baexpected, these owners are nbt exactlyneophytes in
obtaining Federal subsidy.. The eighteen alone received well over
7 1/2 million dollars in direct crap payments in 1969, including the
champion for the whole country, J.G. Boswell, and severalof his closest
competitors.

The Second remarkable feature Of San Luis is by no means peculiar
tolit. As the General.Manager for the Westlands Water District, Ralph.
Brody, has stated in reply to the Nader report, the Westlanda holdings
fall within the provisions of the 160 acre limitation. 'This is supposed
to mean that the owners contract to sell, at pre-water prpea and after

'ten years, any land in excess of 160 acres which receives the Water.,
And, as Mr. Brody has indignantly pointed .out, owners have signed con-
tracts for a great deal of the excess, land in Westlanda. It is worth
noting, that the value of receiving subsidized water for just ten years
is considerable. Harry Horton, general counsel for'acompeting area
which has done well at the Federal hrough,'the Imperial_Irrigation Dis-
trict, stated,in hearings on the San Luirrbill that thiTten year holding
pe'i'od was enough to Make the Project desirable to Westlands owners,
even though they wduld have to sell thereafter. If the water increasee
the value of land by $500 an acre, a reasonable estimate for Westlanda,
an, owner like Boswell has the income from $500 times 22,000 acres, or
$11 million 'for ten years.

But the gentlemen of Westlanda have a better deal than that. The__
requirement of sale at preWater prices is the key to the whole 160 acre
limitation.. xr an owner can realize the addedsvalue to his land by
selling at appreciated post-water prices, he in effect reaps all of the
benefit conferred by the Project -s- and in the: form of low tax capital
gains at that. *This of course defeats an aim of the 160 acre limit,
which is to sptad the unearned gain caused by the Project as broadly
as possible.

It appears that in Westlanda -- and, apparently, by national Bureau
of Reclamation policy everywhere the method of assessment guarantees

,that the'Bureauts version: of pre-water price includes most of that
'appreciated value. For example, one piece of Westlanda land priced under
contrast was apparently valued at only $25 an acre less than the -several
hUndred dollar per acre market value. At this.price, any sensible owner

,
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would be delighted to sell and take his capital gain, But. in facto the
price deters buyers. And in the absence of buyers, the original Owners
continue to farmthe land and reap the benefits, which is the present
Situation ,in Weotlando. To date; there has been only one Bureau.of .

Reclamation saleOf excess land In California, although possibly there
'hare bedin others since .1 last checked.

The Bureauls-asseeement prOcedure involves looking at the sale
of nearby land which doesiot. receive Federal water,and:taking this
as representative or the pre-water price, as it would presently stand.
It is hard'to.see where.thlawould make oenee, but it seemo particularly
improper in Weotianda. Prior to the Federal. project, Weciftlands had been
irrigated from a,groundwater supply 'which, in the late fifties, was
dwindling drastically under the demands. of overpumping. Pump levels
were dropping,ten feet or more per year, and most pf the land would .

clearly have been turned to desert dm a short time,withoutoutside water.
The availability of Federal water to come land relived the demand on
groundwater, thus conferring nearly equal benefit on all land in the
area. Intaking land. which did not directly receive Federal water for
its Measure of'pre-water prices, the Bureau overlooked this underground
pipeline' as it were, and thus came up .with its ridiculous price. By
the Bureauto caluclation, a Federal subsidy of nearly $2000 an acre
produced.a' gain of value of only $25.

This brief review or San Luis reinforces the cOmmenta.about the .

State water project. Cdr; Brody' indignantldefense of the-district on
the ground that the land to under contract amounts, in the circumotances,
to the kind of deceptive half truth which water experts seem to favor..
The Bureaufs asoesoment practice shown again how the mechanism for
enormous improprieties, involving hundreds of millions of dollars, tends
to be a minute technicality, a seemingly inConsequential thread in the
pattern of the whole.

Unlike the State project, San LUis amounts to a, violation of °Stab-
.11shed law. Indeed, the history of the 16b acre limit in California
makes an interesting story of how to destroy a law. The San Luis problem
arises on the level of the adtiniotrative rule; the administrators
themselves, I found, seemed quite' diligent and hardworking," although they
showed no inkling that a Washington interpretation had reduced their.
zealous enforcement to meaninglessness, Another level'of attack, which
has worked well for the Imperial Irrigation District, is at the point of
legal interpretation. The. obtained an interpretation from
President Hoover's outgoing Secretary of the Interior which ffectively
exempted it from the law until 1964,-when Secretary Udall reversed the
ruling. And of course you are probably aware ef`the most direct attacks,
attempting to exempt particular projects from thelaw, or repealing the
law altogether. .
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Tut.: CALIFORNIA WATER PROJECT AS A CURE FOR D001701IT. FAMINE.
VNEMPLOYMENT, AND THE 16O.ACIhE LIMITATION BLUES

(By Keith Roberts)
E raud fir04], n., orkeeeit; trickery; Ocotillo. (b) in law, intentional do

Option to cautic o periton to give up proper* or sontr.lawful right, .

-0 --Websteen. 'New World Eletionary
Five hundred dollars for every man, woman, and child buys California a -

giant plumbing scheme tf) transfer fresh water from San. Francisco hay 'and
North Coastal rivers to areas south. This scheme, the California State Water
Projeet, benefits a few cornOrate farms in the Man Joaquin Valley, a :handful
of landowners, speculators, developers, and. waterushigindUstries in Southern
Californiaand the Project builders. Economists who have analyzed the Proj-
vet's 'benefits and costs Oahu it will return barely fifty cents. in benefit for
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each dollar of cost. And that counts economic cost alone; the Project threatens
to destroy the an Francisco Bay Delta estuarythe largest in California, and
one of the most important Spawning and feeding grounds for fish and fowl on
the 'West Coastand, may destroY the wild nature of California's last free- -
flowing rivers. .

Fortunately, the decisions which would trigger the Project's severest envi-
ronmental damage have yet.to be made. But already, the PrOjeet has tost the
people of .California billions of unnecessary dollars and has set in motion
forces wbich are driving thousands of small farmers from the land.

The history of the State Water Project illustrates a far-reaching problenbof
modern American society. The Project is typical or vast, technical undertik-
lags by governmental and corporate interests (such as the 'ABM, the Vietnam

'.War, the highway system, dams and powerplants, the SST, aó.)projects
whose impact, only the experts and technicians can predict. Decisions shoot
these projects depend completely on expert-advice; yet, as the ranking and sell-
ing of the State Water Project shows, the idea of "objective expertise" is a
myth, Indeed, the systematic. prostitution of engineering to venality and con- .

.venlence is the Major cause of the Project's.existence. Fortuna,telyi, to under-
stand how water experts have fallen to their state of easy virtue is to perceive
some important steps toward rehabilitation,. both !Or water exports, and for
their brethren who sell other wonders of the-technological age.

Call ornianit he_never voted for the present Project.. T Burns-Porter Act,
Whit he' egislature 'Passed and COvernor Brown signed in 1959, did not au-
thor it. The .$1.75 billion general obligation water bond which the voters ap-
proved in 1960 was not meant to finance it. And the Voters who, in June 1970, .

agreed to raise the permissible interest rate so the rest of the loan 'eonlil lsi
obtained on today's market did not vote for this Project. What _Californians
did authorize and approve was something quite different.:

The approved project has the same physical characteristic's as the oue ac-'
holly, being built: a dam_ at Oroville to stop the frequent floods on the
Feather River and Impound a million, acre.leeti which would. otherwise flow
out to sea each year; the Delta. Pumping Works, to pump fresh: water from
the San Francisco BO Delta into the California Aqueduct; the Aqueduct'it-
stif, a e4Prete-fined ditch running from Tracy, in the. Delta, along the San
ionquin Valley's -Wes"de to the Tehachapi' Mountains. 200 miles south ; the
San Luirl reservoir on' the West Side near Los Banos; Tehachapi Pumping
Plant, to primp the water- 2000 feet up and over those mountains ;,,a, network
of canals feeding. all this water into various; areas and cities en routeSon- _

onta- and Napa County' north of the Bay ; Alameda. and Santa Clara Counties
south of it; Santa Barbara; LosAngeles; San Diego; and the Mojave Desert
southeast to Banitowand a drain, to take waste water from the San Joaquin
Valley lack. to the Iii y and out to spa. These physical works deliver fresh
water, which has flowed down the Saeramento River and its tributaries -to the
Melts', to 82 local wilier agencies Well have contracts to buy it.

Californians thought they were buying a $2 Pillion project, but the real cost.
as the experts knew, will he (User to $10 billion. The Project would save
Southern 'California from a rapidly approaching water famine, aeeording to
the experts; but hi fact rio shortage of. ("heaver, local sources was in prospect
until at least 1900. by which time desalinization would very likely prove prae-
tleai. The experts also elaimed that the Project would cost taxpayers virtually
nothing.' in reality: lonivver. they .will gray about half its cost ati, power Users
and as Federal. State, and local property tax payerswithout -counting the
cost of generally higher bond interest rates owing to the Project's erosion of
California's credit,2 The expetts proved 'equally deceptive about other impor-
tant aspects of the Project- -about its benefits and about its costs; about who
would benefit, and about who ivouldpay. This is what they did:

IAn iterp-roottlot amount of water needed to cover one nere one foot deep. 'contains
4125,851 gallons.- A Row of, one cubic foot per second (els) equals 1.98. acre-feet per day,

2 Areording.to A. Alan Post, the State's Legislative Analyst, California pays approxV.
maely,Ilifk more interest on its borrowings because of the Water Project a difference N... °
amounting to hundreds of millions of dollars for the towns. lines, school districts, and
other governmental units that rely heavily on bond issues. The Project also may have
.totally prevented^ some areas from selling bonds...
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. : THE COST SHELL OAHE
. .

..The agency -which created, promoted, and nowconstnicts the-Water Project,
California's Department of Water Resources, claimed in 1000 that the Project
would cost *2 billion, a flare presently adjusted to *2.8 billion.'Orw reason-for
the claim was that, when Governor Edmund G. Brown rook office in January,
Aill, his finely-honed political instincts told him thy/ voters of California
wouldn't accept anything costing more, llan *21)11110n: ccording to his Special
Water Assistant, Ralph Brody, the Governor therefore told the Departnient of
Water Resources to present a sPeeific project .at,that cost, As an analyst for
the Senate Water Committee later pointed out, however,, the Project submitted
by the DWR actually cost more than *2 billion; It was trimmed to an accepta-
ble figure Only by ignoring the quarter of a billion dollars -which the DWR had
calculated fat inflation. Barvey Banks, Director of the DWR at. the time,
claims that this omission was by Governor Brown's orders.. ,

Another- omission which slims down the Project's apparent cost is the .pro-
.posed Bel River Development, which the DWR presently estimates will cost
.;680 million of State money. Since the costs of other projected but as2yet Un-
authorized units arc included, there itt no justification for the Bel River omiii-
pion.

4ut these omissions amount to peanuts next to the main item - which the
DWR blandly neglects in its "cost" estimates interest: It is axiomatic that
the largest expense in any major construction project' is neither the labor nor
the materials, but the cost of the money-needed to finance it. That is why, for
example, housing construction drops when interest rates, rise, and Vice-versa.
The same holds true for the State Water Project. By the DWR's own ealettla-
Bona, it will be paying $2.7- billion .in interest on the *1.75 billion it had to
borrow to construct the. Project. On that lands, it would..pay an additional ;2.
billion for the money California intends' to loan. the Projectexcept that Calf-
fornitt will !flake the loan interest4re`e (so that the cost of the loan is charged
to the Stale, not the Project), But nowhere in the IJIVR's public Vaterneats.
about the Project's costs do those figures appear! The engineers, have 'simply
ignored tlteni. According to Ilarirey Banks, the reason is that there, is an "eng1-. user's definition" of costquite standard among engineerfolivIfich Ignores in-
terest. But regardless of what engineers,:think Cost is, th interpretation of
6fst which the Governor, the LegIsItiture,:and b public, acted *on was oh- ..,.'
vionsly quite different--cost as what the State ould ultimately pay fOr ,this
Project. And that amounts to anything from $8 billion on up.° .

.:
Tun WATEk FAH* HOAX

In 1004, some San Fernando Valley landowners, together with,,Los Angetea'
water supply "experts,"created public consternation bypredieting an imminent
"water famine," and -thereby' obtained -money to build the Owens River Ague-

...duet. Since the actual need for that water didn't materialize until several dec-
ades later, Los Angeles couldn't sell Its new supply, and had to virtually give
It. away-s---to the San Fernando Valley_ landowners, its it turned out. In 1028,
Ltis Angelenos and their neighbors again learned that it "water famine" was
nigh. IMP solution, tIvelr experts said, \VIM t7olorado River water, and the ex- .
perts -this time the Metropolitan Water District (111WD) of Southern Califor-
nia assured 1111 publi, that they would be using 400 cubic feet per second in
IWO: By Mt, the original members' of the 51WI) had just about readied that, 11
.1.00 eft leV'el --but meanwhile, they had subsidized the development of San
Diego and the Irvine RanCll'a Ortinge'rountY

What worked IWiel, worked.again in 1959, only this time the illinlam saute
from the Department of Witter Resources, 'and this time the experts. should
have kiiiiwn better. The fault. liter less with their population eStitritites, which
have Omits' out, to be grossly 4verstated, than. with their disregard for avail!
able alternalives. In addition, of coarse, the rhetoric somewhat distorted. even
the I)WIt't absurd estimates., ....

a...___.. ... ..._,

If .7,:;1 want to got peonmaleally 80phi/ideated,' and talk shout hoportunity costs," the,-
actual ,Pr,leet cost INVORISi several billion higher. It worlds this way: on you bareyalculaW1 the tiffThunt .fif will spend for the Project, you ask yourself whether you
could Invest this money elsewhere at a higher rate of return. The difference is the "op.
portunity cost." For example, 4C the Water ProJect merely breaks even, proViding no
beneficial rettirton pair tummy (economists think it ttetualixallsen, in terms a benefits),
but-at the wane timeyett could invest ,atet% interest, your Tpportunity cost is the 596
interest on yourkmoney- -a, staggering amount over Os Project's 50 year repayment period.
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. The Department approached the problem from two ends. It calculated the
water available to Southern California, and it calculated the area's "require-
ments." But in calculating the water available, the Departinent took absolutely
no account of various existing sourcesrecyceled wastewater, estimated at the
time to be worth 200,000 acre-feet a year (and now admitted by the DWR It-
self to be worth 000,000 acre-feet!) : groundwater reserves beyond the alnounr
replenished each year 1100 million acre-feet, by latest estimate) ; more of
canalsa Bureau of. Reclamation spokesman estimated that lining Just one
canal in Southern California wfiuld save 300,000 acre-feet per year on the pUr-
chase of water tieing used for agriculture au omission which, according to the
Bain, Caves and 1Iargolis economic; study of Northern California's Water In.
dastry "resulted at the extreme in valuing Project- supplies urban water in a
desert area at $150 per acre -foot . . . when abundant irrigation water in the
area could be transferred to urban use at . , . cost of no more than $30 per
acre -foot without significantly affecting the. supply of irrigation water." Nor
did the Department consider that desalinization would very likely be available
at tolerable cost by 1900.

Probably the least excusable problem with the. Department's estimates, how-
ever, stems from what economists . noW.sardimically as- the "requirements"
philosophy, the Department's meth:, of predicting the demand for water, This
philosophy determines how much Ater will be needed without referring to
price. Nineteen-ninety "requiremettx" are calculated9by projecting present
numbers of users, and amounts of upe to 4090, even though water in 1000 will
cost much more andpeople:,will preSumably buy less, But the Department's' ex-
perts assume that"the*anteTattern of use will prevailthat people will want
just as much $90 water as they now want $20 water. As another economist,
Professor ;rack Ilersidelfer of MLA,: comments, "There is a shortage of new
Cadillac* at a priceof:$500, except that the desires for Cadillaes are usually
tint dignified by the term 'needs' or 'requirements'." Even the Department it-
kelf, in n.suppressed 1908 report, has admitted that prlee will significantly af-
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feet demand-18o much so, that by including price in the Caluculation,
DWR's own report concludes the project was started at least ten years too
soon. But they knew that in 1900, too.

One of the DWR's truly astounding deceptions has been its frequent claim
that "Project customers will repay about 00 percent of the total project costs."
The statemkt is false as it stands, and false in its implications. As it stands,

. the statement ignores the fact that State taxpayers will pay a large portion of
the Project's cost. They do so by making an interest-free loan to the Project of
$1.1 billion from the Tidelands oil pnd gas revenues. Since the Project doesn't
PaY. Interest on the loan, the taxpayers do. The Tidelands money, and the in-
terest it could earn, is diverted to the Project from schools and other social
programs. Ta make up that diversion the State must raise. the money else-.
where. At present market rates, this costs substantially more than V billion.

Even on the DWR's own terms, its statement that "Project customers will
repay about VI percent of the total project coats" is grossly misleading. To the
untutored eye, "Project customers" rends like ."water users," especially since,
the DWR uses the statement to rebut charges that taxpayers will pay for ttie
Project. Burin fact, Project "customers" are not water users: they are pul.-
chasers of electric power, who will pay about 10% of the costs, and 32 water
agencieS, many of which are supported by local property taxes. The Metropoli-
tan Water District of Southern California, which will buy about hairthe Proj-
ect's water, presently pays more than half its water costs from property taxes.
Time Kern County Water Agency, which will buy about.a third of the Project
water, was formed expressly to let its agricultural water users draw on the

-4Iakersfield tax base; and it expects to meet one third of its payments
through propetty taxes.. AU told, taxpayers and power users will pay between
19 and (1.5% of Project costs, depending 6n the future taxing policies of local
water agenciesnot quite what is suggested when the DWR says Project ens.
towers will-pay 00% of the costs.

,P

Department of Water Resources Table
DWR says: DWR data says:

. Cost: $2.8 billion. $8 to $11 billion.
State pays: $280 Minion. $2.38 billion.
Other taxpayers pay: $74 million. $3 billion:

(Federal flood control).
Benefits: $2 per Si of.cott. $0.59 per $1 of Cost;
Environmental effects: Improve- Disaster for San .Francisco Bay

nient of water qualfty, more and north coast.
recreation.

CONSULTANT 13PEAK IMF! FORKED TONOVE
4

the project- Was being formulated and considered, the DWR used a
whole covey of "independent consultants" to cheek its work anti convince the

oseeptieal. But Oo examinotioh, these consultants prove nearly as dishonest as
the Department, 'Nearly all, deep Within the bowels of their jargon-laden re-
ports, disapprove the: Project but with the bright exeeptioit of one member of
one team of consultants, Professor Adolph, Ackerman, the eonspItInts kept
their reservations quiet, and allowed the public, to gain front their reports the
false impression flint they approved. The most remarkable example of such
skullduggery was supplied by the Charles T. Main Co., an eastern engineering
firm. After Akermaa's objections raised concern, fhb Dpartment hired Main to
evaluate the Project's "economic feasibility"meaning, whether its benefits
would outweigh the costs. Main released its report'Vust before the public voted
on the Project in 190. The Los Angeles Timm a Project promoter, headlined
Project (lets Sound Rating; the San Francisco. Chronicle, an opponent, said
the opposite: State Water Plan Called Impassible. What happened was that .

Wain said both. The firm's report declared, in clear and forthright terms, that
"On the basis of the preiyiously cited definition of economic feasibility, the
project . . . could pay back all costs. . ." The LA Timca, the DWR, and the
Project's other supporters seized upon that statement, But Main had also de-
ftned "economic feasibility" in a very strange way, to mean whether or not the
State could raise the Humpy. By this definition, It might be "economically fea-
sible" to throw a billion silver dollars into San Francisco Baybut that isn't
what Main was asket, and -that isn't what everyone understood by "economic

286 .
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feasibility" when the report sins issued. Furthermore, the rest of Main's jar -
gon-infested report goes on to say, in effecit that anyone would be crazy to
build such a Project. Butt, of course, reporters, politicians, and the general pub-
lic don't ;usually -wade through such fine print. (Charles T. Main, Inc., Final
Report, "General Evaluation of the Proposed Program for Financing and Con-
structing the State Water Resources Development System," Oetober 1900.)There are several 'reasons why supposedly reputable professionals engage in
this type of confiner. Each practice, fallacious, Misleading,, or unjustifiable as it
is, fulls within an area of generally accepted professional principles. When we
naked the I/WR's 1959 Director, Harvey Banks, why the statement of costs,
omitted interest, he explained that engineers always defined "cost" in this way.
'Phe omission of $250,000,000 Inflation cost from the original cost estimates, he
vcplained, was at Governor Brown's request, and was done merely by stating
costs in term of 1959 dollora, The Department's failure. to consider alterna-
tives other' than the State Water Project in studying the need for water in
Southern California was "justified" by the fact thatsuelt alternatiiIes could beassumed (by whom?) politically unfeasiblethe farmers would complain about

.people taking their water, people wouldn't want to drink waster water,Banks noted thnt the "requirements" approach, mistakenly, assuming that
price would not affect demand, was assuming it "standard" dgineering mite-
ticsanctioned in several textbooks, and by general usage, 35% "interest" rate;
for costs, rather than the 'higher one all economists agree should-be uSed, was
justified on two grounds: the ITS Bureau of Reelaniation was using the same
low rate, find anyway, the economists can't agree on 'any one rate that 8110111(1
be used. The statements about 'Project eustomers," of Ouse, are technically
aceurate If one defines cost as the engineers do: the engineers can't help it if
people think "Project Customers" means "water users," can they? AN to the
rommittintS, Mr. Banks did concede that they had been pretty deceptive, but hp
noted that Charles T. Main, Inc. had never done a water project before. It
perhaps epitomizes the state of engineering standards' that Mr. Banks could
say, when we,iiiilted hint why the DWR thought benefits of the Project would
outweight costs, "You tell me what benefit-cost ratio you want, and I'll get it
for you. without Stialuing nu conscience."

TNE Melt GET WATER ANli T1Ifi POOR GET SOAKED.

Legally, the Project is a scheme for selling water. The State sells it to 32
local water agencies, who in turn MO, it to users like farmers, residents. foe-
tortes, hotels, etc.,, or sell it, to yet smaller ivater agencies. While many people
ultimately receive this water,. the -only ones who' actually benefit from the
State Water Project are those who receive substantially more or substantially
elwaper miter than they would get without the Project. This leaves :Oitt the
average resident in Southern California. HP uses, at most, otie-fifthwati
nereoot of water per yenra high rate, butt still ton little for the Prilrii
nffeet. As already noted, he would be assured of water for the foreseeable fu-
ture- without the Project, But even assuming that his only supply would be
desalinized water costing $150 an acre-foot,"the extra cost over the Project's
MO per acre- toot .water would be only $18 per year. If the smaller user owns n
$10,000 house, he Pnys that in taxes to the Metropolitan Witter District any-
way. So the Project does not really benefit the average Southern Californian.

But the Project does benefit .two classes which use large amounts of water:
large landowuers, and water-using businesses. For one thing. they will ht' re-
ceiving most of the water the Project delivers; for another, the Project.'
through an extremely subtle and clever. trick, makes this Water available to
them for muchless than they would otherwise have to pay.

certain large landowners In Southern Califctrnht, such as the Irvine
Ranch (.0,0{10 acres), Tejon Ranch (10,000 mores, Partly owned by the Chan-
dlers, whicoWit the Los Angeles Plool). 1eu91n11 Ranch (48,000 acres), and
Rancho California (50,000 acres, jointly owned. by Kaiser and Pententral).
will obviously profit by the Water Project, the major beneficiaries are the cor-
porate farms of the San .ToMpilit Valley. More than half of all the water deliv-
ered by the Project between 1970 and 11790 will go to the San .tomptin Valley..
The lands in the Valley which will receive Project water have been mapped by
the California Labor Federation and the Young Democrats. According to their,
1059 survey', 04%of these. lands are owned by about 100 persons! Of the re-
maining land within the Project service area, it lailsitnittial amount belonged to
loenl governments.
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LAID OWNERSHIP IN THE SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY AREAS SERVED BY THE STATE WATER PROJECT

, .
Owner

Tenneco, Inc. (Kern County tartd`Co.) ... ... .
Standard 0.4 of California....
Other companies ... (...
Southern Pacific RR.. _ .... ...
Tejon Ranch I._ .
Boston Ranch (J. G. fioswell).. .

.....

Acreage Percent of Natal

348, 026. 46, & 7
218, 485.48
264, 678,84 -' 56;56

201,851.75 5,1
168,531,07 4.2
37,555,58 .9

Total owned by approximately 15 firms..,. . . % ... ... 1,238,228.98 1 81.0
Other private holdings over 1,000 acres/person_.. Ai , - . - . ' .... } 1, Ei,18)10:E..- . 64.1 "

33. 1

U.S. Government .... . .. .. . .. . .. . . . 192, 762,.13 4, 8
Owner! of less than1,000-acrestpersdn7tricluding city, county, and'Stale... 1, 240. 648.24 31. 1

__ . .. ...., .

I Does not Incligte acreage owned by Tejon Ranch ip southerriCalifornia.
Source: Table from Baths, "Land Ownership in the San Joaquin Valley." 105 Congressional Record pt.6. p.7677 (1959)

In Kern County, which' -wilt receive far the largest share of Spit Joaquin
Volley hate' ; 78% of the land to actufIly receive Statewater belongs to own -
ers of morti Bah IMO acres.

These large landowurk are the single, most important elan:. of belietielaries...
from the State .Watrwilroject4ndeed, they Ilittehed the Whole idea for the
Project', and provial the nat,lor lobbying Infrscle pushed' It through.
Mach,of tiatir land-, prior to the Projdet.,. lay fallow ; 'huge-Federal Central
Valley Project -supplies farms_ to the nortband east of them, bat did not reach
he southwestern section of the -Salt Valley. Moreover, what-groundwa-.

ter they had was rapidly reeding due to oi*eriise. To fariti or, otherwise
velop their land, these landowners had to import Water, The Jnost logical alter-
native, of cOurse, was tof extend. the :Ventral Valley Project. TIM- Would
..iirovide water and. its addition, the huge Federal subsidy that- goes with NE
reau of -Reel:101114mi trrigation projects. Unfortunately. .,for the landowners.
however, reciamatioh Water collies With a condition attached, based one's long-
staading Federal policy of'-encouraging sthall farms kind limiting the amount of
irrigation subsidy auy one farmer may receive. This condition, the 100 -acre
imitation, requires anyone receiving reclamation water on more than 160 acres
to,sell that "excers," land.- within ten Tears at pre-water prices. The large lend-
owners Wolilti have none of that, .pf' course. and fought for Many -yearsTto have

. the legislature repeal the timitatieno, the courts nullify it. or the Bureau of Re-
. (initiation ignore it. According to most observers; it was their failure to gain

any 'of these objeetiVes, whielf made them turn'to the State.'ealiforide,-.
of cotkrse, has no 160-mire lintitatiolt polieies, .!

So the Water'sProject brings theta much - needed Water. without imposing con-
dititins 'on its use. But it also supplies the water with a considerable subsidy..
Take Kern Comity as an example..

Kern Comity has emaraeted to hay it Maximum of 1.117 million aere-feet per
year from the State, The State has set the .price of this yontract water to
rover sill costs of constructing .the- system and plivering the Water -to Kern
t'isintYthat is, all costs allocated 'to "water users ". Presently, the State
charges Kent Comity an average of $21.Per acre -foot. But this charge does not
hichalt costs- borne by those who tiny electric power from the Project, nor the
real but unstated 'costs as- sinned by the State 'through its interest-free boast to
the -Project. It *probably costs. California 'closer to $3,5. an acre-foot to deliver
water to' Kern er)iflity. so right. there the landOW1IerS reeelVea $14 per acre-
foot subSidy.

Kern Coady has also established the Kern (bunts Water. Ageney, with the
sole fimetion of la-ying the water and selling it to local water. districts, This
intermediary exists for one Burpose,t to help pay, for the Water through si

1Ounty-wide property tax. Taxes hi Kern County now pay' approxiMately
wards every acre -foot the Agency buys, raising the totat direct, subsidy'. for
contract Water .going to Kern County's landowners to $2J) on acre-foot.
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. .But between noW'.001,990,; Kern County 'expects to receive. more water thanit has firmly eollit'airte4 The additional water is known. as "surplus"
water, time State,'Atirsesrnierely the cost of transportation-44 an .acre-fopt in.Kern County,,,,-Obtionslyi'.whatever "surplus" water Kern Comity. can obtain_
amounts to..a..trernendOns,:windfall. If, as now predicted, it receives _nearly as,.
much -surpins,'!.vrat0,.iis contract water, the average-price of its water will be .Towered frorli:42:i'periacre7fo-ot to $12.:10.pe 11 c reqon t
' The DIM jitStifles its give-away rates for tatrplus.water on the ground that
delivery:1S rixire11ir1Ne, Ainvelt, cannot guarantee the water's availability after
time .contractintl,..obligatinas ,Inlye been met in, a drought year, That makes
sease.-utdit inte,noLices altar the rroject's contractual obligations are solowthat plentiful ",!8unirus" water will be available in any year except one as dryas -the :drieSt .Year e'er recorded in California, which etime after a seyen'year...drought.; 'Flren. them "surplus" should be available until time year's suppliesretie commtractual

,,....1n.,,1tddition to the; tax' and "saiplus'"! ,Water subsidies, large landowners re-.
eive(Yet. another bonus from time State Water Project : increases in land-value.

land without water is Worthless; water gives it value.. Indeed,.
...water'..i.,na raise 'prices. $1000 -anracre or more. A 7sttuly Iit 1965, ,before waterlefiveries lord begun, showed that an isolated tract of Kern County. land rose

bYfex,Yei $100 an acre- in asSessed valltation, merely in anticipation of waterconing to Ilparby acreage.' Should the' Water. Project ultimately increase landvetoes. In the Service. Area by $300 an sere --a conservative guess the big
landowners will have received. a capital gain (taxable at .11 lower rate than. or-
ilinary income. stieb as wages) of $750.000.000,

t
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Incidentally. It is interesting to -no*. that -the..fariners bagging these. lingo
subsidies feed at the trough of public welfare elsewhere. JCI BosWell, owner of
the huge Boston Ranch. received over $.5.million in 1070 from the Federal Gov-
emnent in crop subsidies. Boswell is the nation's leader in income for NOT
growing crops, but the Other State Water Project -beneificiares are right up
there with him.:-Both Tenneco arid the Tejon- Ranch, for example; received sev-
eral hundred thoasand dollars too.

.F .
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA': BUCKING OUT THE SURPLUS

-At.first glance, Southern California's eagerness .for the State Water Project_
seems ha d,to underStand. Its agriculture does not need State 'water. Its resi--

dents do not need. State water. Even. the real estate interestsAhe
dealers a d specidators-lain nothing from State Water alive cheaper local
sources will sustain any foreseeable demand for development. Despite the
views of some conservationists, Southern Catornia'a popnIntion. growth Is de- .
monstrably mirelated to the State Water Project. .Another. expairiation .for
Southern California's eagernessRS reputed desire' to se6ire legal rights to
Northernwater before others did, since In 'California rights,go to those ?vim
first 'use the water also seems doubtful. With-adequate local water for a sig.
nificant period of time,' Southern California's best strategy would be to 'wait .
for desalinization, which in time Will surely be cheaper than dater imported
from the North. Thies, Southern Palifornia has no Pressing need to secure
rights .rights to The Northern water. ,

BM a closer fxamlnati(T yields explanations for the southland's 'undoubted
fervor on behalf of the water proje& Fist, and not to he under-rated, ls.tlie
fact that most Southern .Californians, ,InFIntling most IN1ders, developers, and

, speculators, know no more about the area's water _needs Mut any other ordi-
nary citizen. They, too, depend upon the ,exilerts. The -experts ail-told them the

I
lrictjectwali desperately. needed: So of course they suppor ted it.
'1-Southern Valifornian4 can look to others .aside ftom the Department of

Water Resources fog expertise.' For example. they can -look to Southern Cali-,
tondo's premier water agency, the Metropolitan Water District of Southern'.
('alifornia- (MWD), which supplies water to more than 1O Million people, But
tlubi agency, which has contracted to buy half the Project's_ deliveries, WM em-
barked on-a billion dollar building program of itsloWn. to distribute, the Water,
and coinftequently-has a very send. self-Interest iii-apcing the Project came to
fruition. Moreover, the ageno"a history.-und the recent remarks of its leaders,
-show n pert-dm-114n incompetence perhaps unrivaled by anN. other ageny in-
fiirrria!s history. The mad Story of the Colorado River, Aqueduct has already
been mentioned: by 1069, the orighml ine.mbers of the District -still had not
mached the level' of use Ahicb the MWI) had predicted for 1940. The Distriet's
recentrOonerai Manager 1111(1 present chief advisor, Robert Skinner, showed Ills
economic acumen and sense of monetary 'responsibility when he told a State 2
Semite (lommittee in 1082:

"I find-myself, you might say, way out Of bounds with the professional emit-
winiists because the tendency among the 'economists is to say you have to prove

'econonitic need before you spend.the money, and when we say we ought to over-.
size (water projects], we Allay be Snylug that we might to spend some Mello' -

before we ean ..preve when the need wimld rise,iiint I feel ---I can't help but
feel the bigger we could make these . . ague] et-S, the better off Southern
California would be.Calif, State Semite, Facet Finding Committee on Water,
Heating, October18; 1962. ,Hail Dilgo (Water 4rchives, Berkeley)"-' A. few very important interests within.Smithern.Californiastand. to benefit a
great deal" from this Project.

First, the developers. As' noted, developers. do not gain from the Project as a.
groupthe same total ,aindnt of development will occur. Project or not. Bnt
the Project does ebange the PATTERN)of development within .Sonthern Cali-
rondo ; it enables new Owns to spring up on interior sites where. but for the
Project, only jackrabbits Would*roam. Naturally, those. owning the lienefitted
land strongly favored the I'rojeet. The areas slated to lose development be-
cause of the project could not he specifically identified, and their myners there-
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fore mounted no countervailing objections. It, appears that t e Project willvisit its bounty on, virtually,a11 the major landholdings itt Southern California-
the Irvin Ranch, Tejon Ithali,Ranclio California, etc..

The Aeeond group of specile Southern: California 1Neneficiaries Ninsistswater users able to take. advantage of the "Arplus" water ploy mentioned earl-. ler. In Southern .Callfornia, this ploy takes a slightly, different tlyist,- since theProject itself will deliver comparatively little real "surplus" -water. 4-The INIWD makes up f(a. that,- howerez, by ereating. "surplus' Vtter !tif itsown. Quite the 'District- bag .contracted to btiy far more water fromthe State Ovid it eon sell at f011 price. Having place' itself in this ridiculous
position, the only "rational" solution Will -be to sell what It can at full price,and sell the, resttlie ."surplus"---lor Wbatkver, it Can get. This, of course, Is
preelselY.what Los Angeles had to do- with the Owens River AquKluct, and the,31WI) itself has Ilk to do with the Colorado River Aqtieduct.

There is an uppeilimit to bow- inueli.water most tt-iej's Will take,' even ifthey get it free.. Thus, the only real eust(lmers for the 1NTWD's "surplits'" water-- aye Wittier districts with a storage eapacity---prImarily those overlying depleted.groundwater basins known as- Water Replenishment Districts. Whereas the;11WI) intends to sell Statetwater for via an acre-foot to agencies which supply
water directly to their customers, it will sell "replenishment" water for. only $304 loan here-foot. The people living within a Water Replenishment District

411I be receiving their water for $30 an acre -foot, plus' the nominal cost oflmb* it Out .of the. ground again, The people living within a regular water
diStrict, such as these served by the Los Angeles Dept. hf Water kind PoWer,
-will .lie paying $60 an acre -foe plus substantial -additional fees for distribu-
tion costsall told, in Los Aligef614, about $120 per acre-foot.

Who are the dicky peoph living 'in Water -Replenishment -Districts? QuitesillIPIY. the largest 'water users In Southern California aside from blg.landown-
ers:. various private water-eomparties. and the biggest- industries. The -forowingfable is based on it survey! of tie() Replenishment Districts in Los- Angeres. The
subsidy calculation is based simply.on the differenee. (about $S0 per acre-foot)
between what these 'firms pay for their' water and what the rest of Los Ange-les pays. Only the stvailabilitY of Project water to supply their groundwater
basin keeps them ,,front' rapidly' -depleting it and turning to direct deliveries Vn
a 8111)1)13'. The subsidy ctoiculatI011 does- NOT include 'another very real subsidy'Many of these firms are receiving: the 111VD property tittl subsidy. Presently,thp "District meets half its waterpayments through fundk, raised from prtMertv
taxes. To tho extent that st sisal uses if larger .share of the water than It palsin' taxes, it receivk a tas subsidy4--and most. heavy water users would. fallinto that (!ategnrY.

2 9 2
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TILE CALIFQRNTA LARD USE STUDY: AN, INTYIRVIEW WITH ROBERT PELLIIETO

"We're not seeking to impose a foreign Ideology on anyone. We say, take
'yOur laws/ your rules, your Ideals, and pail then into effect. The American
system, if implemented properly:, would really work. We look for .key changes,
which: If made,would reverberate through the entire structure."

In the summer of 1070, Robert Felimeth 1(41 a 30-member team which stud-
!NNW, full iccape of human relationship to -land in California. This tenin W1114
seleKell from over 4,000 applicants, and inchalqd lawyers, biologists, econo-
mists, journalists, and urban piannefs. Felimeth and associates are producing
a volume titled Power and Land in.. Califoitict. The whole study cost $18,000.
These,professionals are clearly fueled by;something besides money. They are
associates of t1i ('enter for Stuck of Responsive Law, it group well known as
Ralph Nader's Raiders. -

,"(pie book .title does trot refer to eleetrical power" Felimeth smiled._ "It is
the &stool:Oar survey, with depth studies In key areas, of all agencies and
most laws cogently affecting land use in California." No longer smiling, Fell-

_ meth added: '"11's a game plan for We wan( detailed investigation in
each area. extensive litigationfor law chango and to disclose suppressed
reportsJobbying and perhaps even political action and demonstration:"

What if this Nader group achieved nil its goals? "In an ideal world," said
Felimeth, It would mean the resignation of the governor, halt the legislature,. "
and'half the execufiye branch. Two, new elections wool be held,-under new
ground rules. Thrhe, new laws regulating land use in California would be.
passed.

"Nothing 4, this sort Will happen," Felimeth assured with sardonic grin.
"Most likely, we'll create a necessity for. more vigorous public relations cam-
paigns! We holm, at least, to change .the: ground rules on conflicts of interest,
campaign, contributions, and regainelon of the legislative process." ."

Wily was California chosen for a, land use study? "Nader's phliosphy it4 to
take thi% biggest, or beSt.-or botilt. and see how it functions. California is,.stip-
posed to be a model in many areas. It legislature-was chosen number one in
a national poli% Land use questions are npt et moot in California, as they aye
in some eastern states. Mistokes of ;the east have not yet been made. At the
same time, there's an influx of people. land V011104' nre inflated, -and special
interests have a particular profit stake in California land,"

',Wharfs the political philosophy of the Nader Raiders? "The hpproach of thef Center," explained Felimeth, ."iS extreme pragmatism: It is grievonce-oriented.
problent-oriented. This generation tends to be concept - oriented; vetch can be
dangerous: it leads to 'the worship of a set of symbols, which is more produce

. tire of emotions than anything else. We belief e reformers should first get
down into the dirt. work with the empirical evidence. I myself belleve.America
is movirul toward the corporate state, In which the meanie. of production "own .
and control the government. I favor a balanee between industry anti govern-
ment, the two forces enpable of mass-enslavelqnt, with government Moving in

" to reguliite industry when necessary."
The :Miele on the enlifornia Water Project by lawyer Keith Roberts, which

appears in thik issue of Clear Creek-, is part of the land use study. It. focuses
Non the corruption of expert information sources by it nexus of land iscrons.
greeilY etirporictions,and power-driven bureaucrats.

Felimeth took Mild Issue with the conclusion9 oif teant moniber Roberts.
"Reforming the experts 101 not solve the problem." he suggested. "Experts
could have stopped the California Water Project. if other political changes had
made them Independent. Rather than being the cause- of reform, publicly-re-
sponsible expevts would reccult from reform somewhere else.

"The key prinelpie we are seeking to implement Is this: 'when somaone
receives a benefit from public money, he should pay according to the cost of
that benefit. If, this .prinelple was followed. California taxes would be cur In
half."

Then..glarnting at his watch, Robert Fellmeth was off to pursue rearrange-
-went of the lawrlinking men to land In California,

The industries do not receive din full benefit of these pherComenfil subsidies/
Long 'before they would hitve to pay an extra $100,000 a year. or more for
water, they would vonvert to rpcycling processes consuming vastly ICHE4 fresh
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wate(----prwsss .available 'to virtually all the' industries cited. The $363,360::41tbsidy to Atat dard OU nerdy saves Mtn MOW' the cost of such conversionItsaving of lierla $30.000 a yk'ar. Titus, these subsidies, are not only outra-geously ley are outrageously- inefficient. The Sande holds tnforfor the,N subsidies bet ryupplied. throfigh the Water Project to the farmers in the -SanJinunlin Valley. The total actual benefit those 11trmanreethe can be measured- by the amount their land-Increased In value---perhaps $780 million. list theeast, to flak State of.supplying that benefit, the- hominid of subsidy it providesby picking. up the differeace between' the real. east and the actual price -paid, issexeral times SI80 :Million: There are other-consequenees of providing these
enormous subtitdies. First,. the bag' fanners are prime customers, of the world'Ettrgest bank, the Bank of 41tArlea... Insofar as the State subSitly,,enables themrto extend their business. they berrefrw More money (for -crops and eqUipment)" *out the bank, and extend tile bank's near - monopoly hold over California
culture .yet further. Second/ even with The. huge subsidies, -State water is soexpensive that the only profitable craps these fanners-Can grow are presentlyillgl prieed "specialty" crop;frnits.,nutit, etc. But the farmers who now grow

-these. (Tops are mostly small farmers, who mint -gain enough income from 160
noes to .su port themselves. When' the San Joriquin agribusinesses weigh inwith their c lips in the next few years. prices- Will'idummet, and it hi-presentlyexpeeted th t thonsands of these small farmers Will be driven- from the land.This has m thing to do with their ellieleney, whielt rivals that of agribusinessin all areas except their ability. to obtain credit from the Bank of .Amerira,4and subsidies from the US Government.

SUBSIDIES TO SOME LOS ANGELES AREA WATER USERS

,,
Water pumped

per year(acrafeet Writer projectFirm .
><$500) subsidy/year

.0

Container Corp, of America ....
. 7 Fibreboard Paper Products

America ....

Firestone Tire b Rubber
Flintkole Co.
United States Steel , . .

Gull Oil Co.....
Richfield Oil Corp...
Shell Oil Co_
Union Oil Co....
Texaco.,
Standard Oil Co..

4

Note. Californians never voted for the present pkiject.

111

1,323 $105
12,8400521 1680

'1,
,
536 122,

,
880

2,567 200,560
1, 791 143, 280

. 1, 795 143, 600
A,428 354,240
4,516 , 361,280
2,670 213,600
3, 432 274,560
4, 542 363,360

1. The adminIstratiVeingeney which evaluates public projects should not.build Or administer Mem, sfnee the employment, power. and pretlge which
follow approval, make posthful motives to evaluate favorably. Band I4gislation
etaablimiting a StatZngent:i. of Project

Require agouties which do evaluate projeeta to adhere to intellectuallyvalid standard, Appoint a committee to create *nett standards (such as whatthe discOunt mkt should he), and set regulations fixiqg adherence. .
1 1 Create and thiforee adequate laws aping conflicts of interest, such as Mr.

Krieger's. Professional societies, such as engineering associations and bar amso-elations, siontld'iry enforce strict ethical standards, since otherwise tile baddrives ott the good.
Itrovide the legislative water committees (and other Oommitteem) wIthadeqinite staff and funds to make their own thorough, indepkdent evaluations

of probosals:11either the Senate nor Assembly Water Committees in 1(150 had
iultequate staffs. Consequently the legishiture had to rely on the DWIt's word.
as did Oa, Governor. Independent consultants, who must please their clients ifthey wain' further consulting work, aren't much good, as Charles T. Mainshows.

.e i.
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711IE SUMO: i.PERIPITERAL CANAL OR PUBLIC VICTORY

The Projtet's past is iistory of grass injustice and special interest favorit-
`.ism, of outrageous costs und slim benefits; But the construction now or soon to

beeompletedOroville Dart, Man.Luis reservoir, romping facilities, the rail-.
't fon& Aqueduct, and trunk canals --- has had little adverse a 'Viet .on the envi-

ronment (save possildy destruetimi,of the salmon rpn Ap the 'Feather River).
.The future plats, however. threaten environmental disaste.r..Conservationists.
who remained silent in Vali% have since become the leaders In opposition to

Projeet.
The future at present consists of'four related. Federal and State proposals,

none of Which have yet. been authorized or funded, all of which can..and
should he stopped. All relate to Ole t'entral mechanism by whirl' both the State
Water Projeet and the (*eland Valley Project operatethe Delta pool. Fresh
water flow; down the Saeramento River to the Delta.- from which both, the
MR and the Federal Daman of Reelamation pump it into tlfelr respeetive
canals for transport, farther south. '

The' projects relate to each other as follows: the Pt; Bureau of Rcelama-
tion's project. termed the Nast Side Division of the Ventral Valley Project.
would use 1111 present Saerathento River suppliesto irrigate yet more laud 'in
theSan .Toaquin Valleys That 'makes It necessary to ngturient the Sacramento's-
flow by divert-pig into it the nearest asyet untapped river, the pres-
ently wild river flowing through redwood country. to the sea. One of the rea-
som the Sun Joaquin Valley wants to inueli water is that irrigatiOn deposits
salts and eventually 'ruins the soli (e.g. Mesopotamia) unless farmers 'Hush
out " the salts with even more water. The Valley needs a sewer for the
"flushed" salts; pesticides. and other assorted poisons, and that's Pmjeet No.
As presently planned; however, this drain will dump.its4.aste ltkto the Delta,
pins polluting the very source of San Joaquin Valley irrigatibk water. Even
without the drain, however, engineers have found that the puntps for the State-
and Federal Irrigation plans yyill be .so powerful that long before they reach
fall vliPavIty they will be suckfiig up-saltlie water from the Bay. For these rea-.1
Solis. We Bureau and the DWR proposes-to Wilda' Peripheral Canal- to cireum-
vent the Delta altogether and-take all the unpolluted water they need directly
from the Sarramento River. Without Stiehl a drool, it would he impossible to
!mild the Bast Side Division, and unnecessary. to attack the Bel. With the
canal, the engineers. can .suck up ever-increasing amounts of water until they
have drained the Eel, the Klamath, the Trinity, and even the Columbia for
that matter. .

4 )2
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4 , iThese projects also threaten the Delta and San Francisco Bay itself. TileBay anti Delta form one, of the major estuary ecosystems on the West Coast,
supporting millions of tra, bleat and resident birds Intl providing spawning ormaturing ground for -innn etable fish and other water beasts. The demo idsfor fresh water now floWlo ;into this estuary, facilitated by the Peripheral('anal, would drastically red the inflow. Ecologists present conflicting viewson the effects, depending oil *ho. pays them (Geologists, too, are "experts"),but only those hired by the, Rtate or the Bureau show anything .other thangrave concern.

orcultoxe ver TO BE SIAM. ,
Tile Perifteral Canal cannot pr Ceti unless three bodies decide in favor ofit. The flowrnots is 'already on cerd as favoring it. The State WifterResources Control Board, which de( who has a legai right to the fre81)water. Is completing lengthy hearings o d erxnine how much water the Delta'

and how much tl der lopers can take. Since the Board's,'bus a right to- "use,"
are mostly old water-develoi vs hemselves, its staff comes largely,from the Department of Water Resource, and the law does not favor wildlifepreservation as a "use" for fresh water, a lecision adverse to the Canal seemsmost unlikely, The decisionmaker most Wet to present influence is theITnited States Congress, which must autho ze the Canal and ,,approve funds..

for it. Congressman Jerome Waldie of Contr Costa..County has been leading.The fight against the canal. In the House; both oS,CaIlfbrnia's Senators remainofficially uncommitted.
The Bast Side Division, which would be the I mediate trigger fOr "'develop-ment"'of Ctilifornia'fl north coastal risers, has no iiet received even the Gover-nor's approval. In Net. important California watt figures, such as SeerettfrY.:of Resources Norman Livermore and former Din 'tor of the DWR Harvey'flanks, have expressed opposition to it. "0 there rei alas it subgtantial chanceNat Governor Reagan will veto it. Should lie approve, the proposal would'ave to receive approval from both the President's f.tepartnient of BudOtaryAnalysis and Congress itself.
The Bel River decision has .an Interesting history. IU 1008 the Army Corpsof 101gincers proposed a dam stn the Eel at Dos Rios. be dam would havesome 'minor flood control fuetionthe basis for the rany's Interesthut-,,

.14
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would serve mainly to collect the Eel's water so it could be tunnelled through
the mountains to the Sacramento. The Corp'y plans found some angry ,conkr-
vationist `wafting: They didn't like burning ohe of California's last wild rivers
into It dead and turbid like, destroying orte of the few remaining salmon and'steel-
bead, runs in the,State, drowning a beautiful valley, and displacing its Indian
inhabitants In violation A!f_ their treaty. The .Corps eomplounded its difficulty by
presenting a particularly stitold-and., l&lionest "evaluation" in support of its
propePsal, which. wa Ws demolished by trison Brown and other economists
sought out by the conservationists.. The Corps also showed remarkable callous-
heSS to the Indians, proposing to tilde them worthless mountainside land,
from which they Mild tend tourists,' for theirltound Valley farms. As if all
that were not enough, the Department of Water Resources chipped in with,
some transparently dislumest estiftes 15f %Pater "requirements" in Southern
California, which it used to justi the development. Of course, the estimates

. proved transparently dishonest only becauk the conservationists half obtained
`a suppressed report, prepared. two months earlier by the Department's South-
'ern. Californitl staff, which showed requirements far lower than ithe Depart-
moat was asserting. Although the Department attempted, to discredit the
report (and reprimanded its authors), it obviously played a role in GOvernor
Iteligan's decision to call for additional studies.

r

44' magi,

1$ her man and gad had shored,

While those additional studies; colaph4d in 1009 by the DWR, again recom-
mended Dos Rios, the Department hal; Since (Owed its Bulletin 16040, survey -
ing and predicting all of California's water demands and supplies for the next
fifty years. While still full of problems, this document vastly superior to
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anything the Department has previously concluded-Most importantly for Dos
Rios, it draws upon revised population estimates and the more sophisticated
analysis of the suppressed 4068 document to conclude that Southern California
won't need any more Watt/ for at least ten more years. This in effect pushes
the Eel River decision back several years, and relieves at least the immediate
pressure for development. The report's conelusion may, have it similar effect on
the P ipheral Canal, though the Mit and the Bureau of Reclamation won't
admit that. Time Is probably working against them, and if 'they don't get the
Peripheral Canal soon, It may never come.

The Drain, once also ,a-hot issue,. has subsided for the present because
Valley farmers appear unwilling to pay for It 'until .their land becomes more
obviously polluted, tiffille sort of drain eventually, will be needed, but the solo-
tIon to that problem will probably be to remove the salts and poisons in a
treatment plant before returning the water to the Delta. The legislature and.'
the Governor will make the primary decisions about the Drain, although the
State's water pollution standards, and their enforcement by- the Water
Resources Control Board. may become Important as well. The Peripheral Canal
is the time and place to stop the State Water Project. To destroy our envir2n-

,
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merit to enlarge such u con game for already-bloated special interests id, n
Palle Obsconity. The cost of additional works will be huge. The DWR expects
most of that cost to be met, not from Project revenues or bond issues, *but

. from the public treasurys.by way of a'15C.80 million interest-free loan, pow proj,
carted fog use on Dos Rios. By stopping the Project now, the *State can save
itself thNnterest on that money an amount well over a billion :dollars. The
State's present financial squeeze seems to be due largely to the Project.

What of Southern California's water "needs"? They should, at the . very
least, be recaletilated with sound economic techniques. Bulletin 16040 is a
start; All indications presently suggest that "needtIP can be met thrOugh avail-
aldy water in the South, at an economic cost comparable to that of.11os Rios
or other State Water Project increments.

In conclusion, the prospects for stopping the State Water Project seem eXcel-
lent.,The Peripheral Canal, fhe East Side Division, and Dos Rios or its equiva-
lent must all receive Congressional approval, and Congress has shown itself,
increasingly responsive to environmental considerations: Congressumn-,Terome.
Waldie has submitted positivejegislation to give the Eel, Trinity and glalliath
Rivers Wild River status. Should Waidie's bill pass, the Project could not
draw npon.their waters and would be offeetively blocked. In addition, various
people are trying to stop the Project through lawsuits, Perhaps One will sue-
med. Efforts on the State level, while more dubious, may have a better (tame
once the facts this Project penetrate the smog of deception which the
DWR pours forth. .1rost politicians who favor the Project sincegely beliVe it
Is good; some, at least, can be per/Waded otherwise, . y

As this study should make clear, the chief losers from the Project are .
Southern Californians, who Must pay for It. Efforts by the Project's opponents
to make this a North versus South battle only obscure that point, and of
course place a majority of the 'State" voters firmly on the Project's ,alde. But
if the Project doesn't stop, now. Its continuation will have not onlyinistaken
reglimai factionalism on its side. but economics as well. For once ale basic
pipeline from North to South pxists, it may well prove cheaper to meet addl-

.
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. i"tional demands by damming another river, instead ofonttlating a whole newwater supply system such as desalinization. The State has full pions for thisfurther growth, ontlitted in a doctunent entitled the California Water. Plan. Itwill take all the remaining firers of the North Costthe Klamath, the Trill-ity. the Ban Dozen, the Mad. apt the rest of the Eelwith unforese,eable' effects on the climate. the beaches, the redwoods, the fish, and the other wild-"life. . . . ...Steps individuals can take:
14 Write Governor Reagan opposing the East fide Division; and any 'develop- .mentof We Eel. . : -
2; Write your congressman and fienatOrs in favor of Wild River status for

the Eel. Klamath. and Trinity Rivers. and in opposition to the Vast Side Dili-- sion, any Eel Rivet projects, and the Peripheral ('anal.
.

..,.
4. Californians: and indeed peOple in any Stete,,,should support legislation" designed to divest° publie works agencies, like tin' Department of Water 'Resources, of their.planning and evaluation functions, and to place these tune- ,tions, for all kinds of public works, in One ageney especially designeit to do .that.

. .,-
ti, .Tole or support organizations work* against the .litate Witter Project onOW State, Capgressional. and EVecutive levels. The individual hasn't, it chaneeof infleneing, say, the Departmoht of Budgetary Analysis, but orfoinizations,

if supported. can hire the lawyers' and staff who can. These include the Sierra. Club. Friends of the Earth. the Committee of 2. Million to Save the Eel, the
the California Planning and Conservation League. ,.',

NAmit WAN! is PLAYING NASTY GAMES

(By Alien Brttorff)
When. Ralph Nader,and his assftelates'ilemaml*Gie complete abandonment ofthe California State. Water Projeet the completed features those trader von-struetionand still others on the' drawing boar& it is necessary for this FarmBureau puilleation to offer an appropriate response.
We could' do not better titan to open the columns of the Farm News' to theman who served as Chairman of the Kern County Farm Barrett Water Prob.

. lems Department from 1953 td 1901lifn Allen Bottorff. W present herewit-
what we consider to be a definitive document prepared by tlib Californian best'
qualified to undertake such a task. .

«Allen Bottorff is nationally reeognized as a man highly qualified to discuss
Ilualleial matters as they relate to water developinent. Ile is trained and expo-rieneed in accounting and business and operates his own OfOrtere /nn in theButton.willow area of, Kent County. He lots been elosely identified with theState Water Project ranee 1932, was the first preoldW. and for 8 years a
member of the Board of Directors or file Kern County 11%tet Agency. At pros.,(Ink he serves as eonsnitant. and as thorized representative of the Agency on
tiq#State Water Contractors Audit Committee. of whieh he. was for several

1%. 3 ears the chairman..
Mr. lbOtm.ff serves On the finite Chamber of Commeree Water ResourcesCommittee. tie has for several years been..a leader in the California Water

Resources Association end was an incorporator of the Water Assoelittion ofNes Count 4*. -We take pride in making available this earefully prepared &Eminent on theCalifornia State Water Project.
* **

'SNOW TITS NADER TRAM 78 PLAYING NASTY OAMES----'-WIT\TIW a)UNIA RCM:
WATER etton,:er" . .

Secondguessing is great fart. ,TW(I 155 easy. rig. The devotees of this popular
sport (late bark into antiquityi 114 always been the delight of some people to
step into the arena of life...ttrtell.Ti, iiiTeNtt the folks Om are busy at the job ofJalitking that life, olreTlvable. *A ease hi point is the great 'California StateWater Project. 1.11 this ambitious endeavorwarefully planned by the ens!. .worm and Nen mistsdebated freely in the State Legislatureaired fully in.public hearth --given wide exposure to the people of the stateand thenapproved, by tt vote of the eitizenryhas not escaped the hazard of the "see._

."
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rind-gueSS,ers". At thirfitte date, gfter''98% of the initial construction features
are couipleted or well under !ivay, the detractors are sending in their first-

. string jsecond:gbeesers" adinittedfy to wattle the entire Project!
Jfia.as the beljefits.pf4this great undertaking are beginning to. he felt-I-just'

'a's- underground water _tables are beginning to feel its beneficial ,illupact,just
as the desert is becoming green and fruitful with . the application of watef

if tiftharnessed and unused would run out to the sea-An come those
who Say that the, whole Project is a fraud, a deception, a flim-fhim, a wWalfall
for _the wealthy; and a congarae.. They point out how the tProfeet can be
stopped, and,loultly claith. that it should be, and that the chalices of stopping
it. are excellent., . .

Of ourse, ..the "secondrguessers" of this hatchet squad have one possiie
.. minor 'tidVanthgethe advantage of hindsighta luxiiry not enjoyed.14 thoV.

responsible, in the first place for planning, authorizilfg, and implementing the
Project and, they; have not lived with or built any-part oft the .Project. And
though. they have gained stime*public attention by rushing !into the ;arena, .

screaming at a high decibel level,theY do brave the disadvantage of being late. I.

* Nou, if their purpose were to bet -helpful. rather than destructive their tardy
auggesticins would rate smite:consideration and use tort he extent yet found fea-
sible. .

This recognizes pat, admittedly, .n suchsuch psoject is effect ; and that--6y-%
project might be inttproved:It also rightfully assumes that such criticisms are
based. on fair and boxiest appraisals of all facts concerning the undertaking.
And it assuflies further that the Yaggeltions are not the result of contrived,
distorted,,itraccurate or,iincoinpltite information, or based on mistaken assunip-
tions,; and that, they are not induced by motives geared primarily to,the propo-
ition of stopping the project or impairing its usefulness.

Unfortunately, a. new grand-scale team effort is now an the wings, ready to
tnake and xublish major and serious charges against the State .1Yater Project.
Iiidged by Fat-rhetoric aPready"previewed publicly,-the motives displayed and
the methods employed do not add up'to a serious effort to be constructive. The
forerunner of this team effort-is an article called "The California State Water
Project" autItored by, a team' member, Keith Roberts,_a young San Erancisco
attor'ney, -MS blast at the efforts of California to molve its water problems
appeared 'in a San Francisco" publicafion callW Clear Creek. The Roberts arti-
cle was hex reprinted in full in the Congressional Re'Cord at 'the request of
COngressman .Terome R. Waidie of Califprnia's 14th District.

The 'introductory .tiemarks of the .Contra ,Costa County Congressmanas they
-appear in the cougreSSioxial Record, hail, and warmly. embrace- the ,11.4lierts
Article. Waldie reveals the article to he a part of ;a. larger Ralph Nader
Report, "Power and in California". At this Writing the report. has just
been released by Nader's Center For Study Of Responsive Law. .

..1

. Anti SES:EPITS-- WII0 PAYS? t1 .

The entry in the Congres'sional Record plaues'Roberts* in the.rote of skilled
. .

resetreher and inaste,icaudifpr. One 'ig given tlie impression that lone and 6are:
fut study has been-given hy. Roberts to all 'of the;Projec.VS: financial iispects.
These would include the fiscal and other, relationships with local water agen-
CieKtili011010Itt the state. = . .,

His Clear Creek article casts him in the role of expert critic Of the taxing
bollcies State, the Agencies!, and the Districts responsible for financial
and taxing programs. The entirerOject and many 'people and agencies coxi-
fleeted with" it are roundly attacked after, the author perused what he has-
since referred to as the "rather. Profuse publications of the Department of
Water Resources". ,

. .< .

. As we have since learned, - Roberts`'engaged in only limited, conversations
with Informed officials concerningthe Project. It' stands to reason 'that a gov-

.ernmental department charged with the, responsibility, of planning and cOri-
structing ao huge an undertaking as the California State-Water project would,
of necessity, be obliged to prepare and issue volinnindus reports-Also It can he
categorically .Said that no one in. a few short *eels -Could; witlamea, back-
ground of years of day-to-day experience' and. familiarity with the Project,'
hope to,absorb and pass judgement on the reports and the Projeot in all its
ramifications. , this very feat. Roberts' would have
accomplished,
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% . - .At this writing it is not known what the furl thrust or Impact of the com-plete Nader Report 'willT, lie, but : we do have befor'e -us the Roberts -section
which now fras become an important part. To get the feel of Roberts reportinglet ns Inok at his conclusion as found u. the first sentence of,its ebbing para--
graph. Ile admonished Ills readers to "Join or support orgaritzations workinghist the State Water Project. . ." The organizatIons Dallied as deservingth Support'are; The .Sierra Frienda of the Earth, The Committee .uf1Wo Million to Save the Eel, and the California Planning and' Conservation*: League.

-It is indeed disconcerting. td.contemplate the Probability that many present'members of these organizations may have been induced to join thtse efforts onthe basis of such misinformation and.brainwasbing as is foundln the Roberts
writings. ManY present members' probablYAdined- years' ago because the organi-zation appealed to their love of Naturea lore shared by manly -of us who arenot members: Now They find themselves saddled witir;policies -with which they',perhaps would not agree if .given the full 'facts. Whiell leads .to the furt)lerobservation that this latest blast adds no new lustre td the Nader reputation. s- A.Mr. Waldie, iii introducing the Roberts-article in, the .Congreasional Record.
quotes from an interview with Mr. Robert Fellinuth,.Chief co-ordinator for timeNiader study, who said concerning "The-key principle we Are seeking toiMpleinent is Aida: when someone receives a benefit from public money heshould pay aecoAing to the benefit". The implication is clear that the Nader
team Wouldbav7fus believe that the, State Water Project clearly fails*to meet-,this principle.

A little reflection, hoWever, will establish that the application of this princi-ple in governnient is more often noted for -its 'omission than-Its conimission,yet the fact is tbatqbe State WateePrhkot more nearly exemplifies this.prin-ciple than any other gevernment program, with. the pOslible exceptioniof sometdrf bridge programs.
.

.It is notable that the argainents by Robert's have as their centraltheuntOthat the Project is rife with!'sPecial interest favoritism" and "suhaidyto large, landholder4 that "ontrageous costs and slim benefits" mark the Proj-.ect's development and ftiture; and th*ii, it doeS a gross injustice to- the Califor-
nia taxpayer. Plausible cause: indeed, few scuttling the State Water Project,and most appealing to the average citizmi-t-if true! Foitunately Such chargesare completely untrue 4

To set the record -straight Will be the primary purpose of thil-article-It will
advise :both. lneniber Roberts and the Nader Team, as well as 'the general. public. concerning some of the facts overlooked in the Roberta article, andsome. of the errors and incorrect assmaptiona. it contains. In- what way's theRoberts article is 'wrong will be established through point-by-point analy$4; of'its charges. No attempt -will be Made; however, to respond toihem, all.- Otherobservers may have an interest and some responsibility in this mutter,

THE LABEL AND THE CONTENTS

First in line is the Roberts charge that the State Water PrOjOct, as is 'being developed. is something "quite different" from what the legislatureauthorized and the people voted upon. Frankly, nothing in this article tells usthat he lais the haziest notion of what -was, actually authorized by the legisla-,.;dire or aPproved by the people. Let usinform him They authorized and votedfor ',"The State Water Resources Development System for the State of CalifOr-nia".
Of, what dies this System consist? The answer: "The State Water Facilitiesas detined.in Section,12034 (d)' and such additional facilities as may now,orhereafter he authorized by, the Legislature BR a part of (I) the, Central ValleyProject or (2) the California Water Plan and including such- other additionalfacilities as the department deems necessary and desirable to meet local needs.Ineluding, but not restricted to. flood control, -and to agument the supplies ofwater in the Saclianiento-San Joaquin Delta and for which funds are appropri7ate pursuant to thq Act".
The Act, as approved, which is , actually 'a noenrnent of ten closely-printed

.pages, describes both generally qnd in some de all the State water,developmentsystem Which it-authorized. It lays down :the rnleslor its corlstruetion, opera-',tion ani maintenance and for its correlation with -the State (3entral Valley
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Project which was authorized by the tegislature'and passed by a vote of the
people nearly four decades ago. This latter act had been apart of the law for
yearsunused pecause 'no market existed for the bonds: it authorized during .

the dRpression years of, the oarly Thirties.
. %he State Water - Resources Deielopment,Bond Act- is a big order. One. and
three4luareet- billion (101111.4 of generar,,.oliiigati9n bonds were authoriied to
"assist"' construction effthe system, of whichrthe 'State- Watei Facilities are
but the initial 'unit. The State Central Valley Project Bond Act ,provided for
Revenue Bonds, but -it has been of assistance , to the financing program.
Obviously; Such a broad authorization can have different meanings for differ-
ent people. , .

However, the very. broadness of the concept denies anyone the right to
-charge that- the State :Water -Project, as it Is being developed' is something
"quite different", from what was intended.

At tie time this _Bond, Act was voted upon by the people of California the
State .Water Facilities were .necessarily described in general terms, .reflecting .

-the t accomplishnients expected of the, Project- rather than specifying details,
Sincelliat time the original outline baS been judiously iilled.in 'with' more spe-
cific plans and specificationa. Additional capitaLfunds have been hppropriately.
raised for .provided through the early State. CVP. Bond. Act. or, other legislation
as .eiSiltemplated in the 1900 Water Bond Act. The genius .and foresight of
those who conceived and planned the Project -can be attested to by the lack of
necessity for major changes during the li years since passage of the bond
tneasures.

Charges made were dictated largely'by changing circumstances over, the past
decade, None were made willy-nilly :or to deceive; neither were they made
without the benefit of piddle hearings; nor were changes made except as pro-
vided by existing law or new legislation.

Thus, let us dispose of all argument that the Project is "quite different"
from that sold the public. Its. variations from any early norm Were; expected,
and provided for either in the Act, or by new legislation, duly approved.

tate-comer Roberts is wrong in saying otherwise. Second-guessing may be
fun : it may he easy, but it can and did lead to false conclusions!

.MUCII WILL EnIE PROJECT .COST?

In- his related complaint Roberts says. the Project will Cost close .td tenbil-
lion dollars, instead of the two billion the people thOught: they were approving.
Ile .fOrther asserts that the people_ were not told about interest costs. How
.ridiculous.; Any reasonable asStimption would bejtist the opposite.
,.. The, public was not then, and is not now,. confused into believing that the
cost of the Project should be expressed as the sum. total of all- present and
future coatsincluding capital costs, operating, power, maintenance, replace-
nient and interest- costs from 1900 to date and for the next 05 years. Nader
authority Roberts should know this to be true yet he does not, for he includes
air of these Costs when he mentions his ten billion dollar figure. By doing 'so
the shows that he.is the one confused. It can well be mentioned here that als0
ditring that 05-year period, with cool heads prevailing, more than 200- million
acre feet Of water will have been conserved and ,transported 'to points of use
along the-, California. Aqueduct., Not a bad accomplishment for ten bilIiOn 'dol-
lars=or whatever the exact final all- inclusive cost may, be. '. -

As we continue to review the 'questions raised by .Nader's writer. concerning
matters . of costs ,-and their propriety, we shotild discuss the distribution-. dr -;
charge-out of these costs along nit I certain factors that are .extremely .Perti,
tient First, it should be known th for many years expenditureS made. by the
State for construction, and operation Of the State' flter , Project : Mire been .

.under reivew -by internationally recognized, independent certified public
. accounting- firms hired under contract by either a single agency or by a group
of agencies that.have contracted for water suPpliesfroni the Projeet,. , ..

During these yeafs of investigation both the anionnts and the methods of
distribution of ;costs among. the contractors for. project service have been regu- .

lady examined and reported upon to, the participating eontraOtors. Nothing is
known of any effort on the part of Roberts or any other Nader team member
to, consult with the agenciesinvolved in these audit 'programs or any member
of . these auditing firms :to. assist his review of fiscal aspects of the Project.
Had Roberts done lie might have written a far different article, or perhaps,
none -at all. , .

.

,
.
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any case, had they Contacted persona contracting agencies invol ed.
in /the audit programs, their understanding of the Project might 'have b n
substantially ,enhanced ...

A. 'second importantvfactor is the Water Service Contrads executed by tba.'State and the. 31 Agencies or Districts eft aged in receiving and distributing
-State Project!. Water: Under ,,these contracts these 'governmental'-entities . are
.eommitted to pay ALL capital coats 'of the Project allocated, in accordance
with the Act and ether particulars ofshivv,'to. the water supply functions of-
the .Project.- 'Presently' this is estimated to be 'about, 00% Of all c-pital costs
PlUs interest. We xefer to all capital costa to date,:and such future' capita). costs-.
as are brojected,.togethec, with interest' at the project interest ;atefrom the
date incurred until paid in full, phis all related-operating, power, maintenance
and rvlacement costs,lmyable as they are incurred.

Quite clearly these water Service contractors and their 'constituent have
been aware of this obligation includiug the interest payment 'requirem nt,for
it comes about through the contracts, all. of' which necessarily were a roved .
by public 'bodies-and. several of whim had to he fattier approved by the peo

. 'pie. Further, the Districts Securities Commission and ifs successor, the :Dia-
-tricts Securities_ Division, State Treasurer's Of ice, *Well- review the financial
details of ,atich agencies, prior 'to . their going to the market With, .their. own
securities -tp.tinance their Oa constraCtion-programs; is fully Informed, concern--
ing this commitment to;.pay such interest as -is the pubpc,through their hearings.,
'As noted; this accounts-for about 00% of all Project costs. What about 1,1te

other 10%? From.the 'C.P.A.'s audit reports, as.well as-frdra State Departmentof Water .Resonrces niay .be learned that Project costs allocated
or anticipated to be..altlbeated to.'etirets than the water service contractors and
reimbursed-by them .will'amount..to about 21/2%-. Costs allocated to norv-reim-burseable functions, such as, recreation, :fish and wildlife Zqdranedment may
amount to about VA% of the total project capital costs and .related .operating,
maintenance, power and:replacement Costs during the 75-year period. Mader',
tally, the FULL- eost of mitigating any dainagea from the Project cto fish or
wildlife Is entirely at the expense of 'the -water service contractors. Only .en-
hancement. values are. not reiniburaable liy the contractors. Every step in the
procedure of allocating costalim nori-relinburaable functions is controlled by lawand accompanied by public bearings:, . .What about the -costs of-these'non-reimburseable functions, who phys then'?
Generally speaking,,the.public at large pay such costs. This public 'also, in-
eludes thoSe who reside in areas served by State Project waterthe' same peo,
pleWhaparticiPate in repaying, in tull, the remaining 90% of costal Thus the -

principle of "they. who benefit shall pr6. Recording to. the benefit received" is
reasonably complied with in this situation. .

'Plu'A.non-reimbursable functions are those providing benefits that redoundto.
all the people of. California andlherefore Ore quite' properly. tecovered -from.the. State's tan:tors as a whole =with the exception .e f the costs of flood
trot- which are. paid by the United States' GovernMent as a..matter of national

These monies are -collected from taxpayers nationwide,

' NO INTEREST ON.TIIE TIDELANDS FT/NDS?

A third factor which also refutes 'Roberts' charge- that State money ad=
veneer!. to the Pi:oject, such as Tidelands ()it and Gas Funds are provided in-
terest-free..coneerns the utilization of such funds, how -the interest charges Lae-.
thally apply, and what they accomplish.

First. it sluipid he made clear that use of Tidelands Oil and Gas Funds for
part of the capital -for Project construction was both contemplated-in the early
years of Project.- formulation' and provided' .by legislative Actually; a
portion of.this support was drained away by.subsequent legislative action at a
time when the State Budget needed help, :Shiny view this action ,as a violtitien

. of a previous'commitment of such funds to the Project..
.These 'Conunitmenta of State support were made on the tlmeory that a reve-

nue derived from it State.non-replenishing resource, such as oil and gas, couldbe put to best use by :investment in a' premanent asset such as the State
Water Project, Apparently these factS are unknown ,to Mr: Roberts,

IfOwever, because of the way the. Water service contacts are Written, neither
the source of Project construction funds, or any parthfular legislative require-

hI 133 0 72 - pr. 0A 20
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ments concerning tbeir.repayment; really." Controls the charges to the water- sup-
Ply contractors with respect to interest. This is due to the fact, as pointed out
earlier, under the water service contracts interest chargeS begin to 'run
costs and are charged to the contractors immediately when such costs are -in-'
urred for Project construction, Thus. one of the important purposes of the in
dependent C.P.A. audits of tile. State records is to precisely determine tip. date:
and the amounts in which such costs are incurred. -;;'Now that we know. the water service contracting agencies intist pay .suelt
project costs WITH INTEREST, it may be-asked, what's doge ,wfth the inter-
est earned what becomes of the repaid funds? To respond, bristly, it is nem.'
sary again to refer. to the California Water Resources Ileveloinneqt Bond Act
which, phaidirased, says that such revenues, together-utith any net revenue
derived from power shall be deposited in a special accOuntiOr accounts in the

.-CallfornlaWat.er Resources Development Bond Fund...Then tick may be used
.t for the following purposes oply, and only in the followl g order:

. Priority No. 1.-7-Maintenance, operation and replae ent eoSts;. Priority No 2.Annual "payment of principal.* d interest On bonds
under the Act ;.

Priority No. 3.Transfer to the California. ter Fund-money to. reimburse
funds utilized from this. fund for cOnstructib' of the State Water Resources
Development System. .

Priority No. 4.7---Any surplus revenues if treqUired for the above. purposes,
and not required. to repay the General F' nd fin' State advances for payments"
on Bond principal and interest; shall b` re-deposited in a special account and
such. funds are then appropriated, an available..for future construction of fa-
cilities of the continuing State Water t esources Development System.

All of these revenues constitute a mat fund pledgild for the, above Purposes-.
aid uses and further pledged as s urity to the owners and holders of the is-
Sued bonds. .

All fiscal operations of the Ste Water Project are required to follow -these
priorities and rules. Thus, expen ea Project funds return to tile Project in full
circle, augmented by extra -.tote est -earned along the way. I)WR Bulletins of
the 132 series. fully describe tl s process, .both on a historical and projected
basis extending through the period froxii the year 1960 to the year 2035. "

These bulletins have several purposes, among which is the technical support
of the charges regularly billed to the water service contractors. Auditors for
the contractors closely review the bulletins anthcomment on their contents es
they relate to the propriety of such charges. .

Both the text and tabulations of Series 132 bulletins tell many interesting
things about the State Water Project, particularly when they are correctly in-.
terpreted. Bulletin 132-71 issued by the Department in May of 1971 forecasts
the grand total of the Project net revenues, or surplus at about' $2,567,000,000
for this 711-Year period. (if this amount About $1,067,000,000 (the amount of its
advances), will be returned to the California Water Fund in accordance With
Bond Act priority No. 3 requirements. This fund may be again drawn upon for
future PrOject facility construction or, as an alternative, it may be appropri-
ated by -.the State Legislature for other purposes entirely, In which event it
would no longer be available to the Project.

Tile remaining :surplus, projected at Itbout $1400,000,000, will be retained in
Project funds in accordance with Bond Aft priority No 4requirements. Such
funds may be. (Vown upon tor. construction of additional facilities of the State
Water Resources Developinent System in future. years. The need for Additional
Project Construction is now estimated' to materialize beginning about 1096.

It is particularly worthy of note that when, in the future, money from net.
ther priority 3 or 4 sources is expended. on later Project. facilities, interest
again begins to accrue on the *mounts' allocable to the water supply function
and chargeable to the water service contractors, Thus the refunding and :net
revenue circle begins again.-

One item of record, which may be related to the Nader. team's mistaken
theory that the Project's cost is ten Balloon, Instead of two Billion dollar's, is
found in Bulletin 13241. It indicates that Project' gross revenues for the pe-
riod 1960 to 2035 are antiquated to toal about ten billion dollars: NotOpartic-
ularlY lioWeVer, that this is revenuegross income --not costs.

This bulletin also projects total operating costs at about $3,135,000,000 dur-
ing the period ; projects bend service Trrinelpal repayment tit -about



. r - 963'\ ,_! : , .$1,07Z000,000; apd projects mind service interest at about $Z049,000,000. The
reinainder,:pro'keted at a little more than $2,500,000,00 eonstitgles the project's ''.net revenue or surplus mentioned above. ..,

The anticipated Project 'groat revenges ate derived from the. following-sources: .- .; .
.

.

. . .

Piojeeted Reimbursements To Be Largely Derived Froni Payments'by Agencies
. . Contracting for State Water Service

Delta water charges api1 costs reimbursement, including,
intered) $2;

Delta water charges (ope ating costs reimbursement)
Transportation 'Charges apital,cost sreimbursoment,' includinginterest)' 4,,
Transportation charges (ope

-
rating 'costa reimbursement) 2,

397,
450,

048,
490,

017, 000
977, 000 '

-,
541, 000
554, 000

Total reimbursements to the StatO by the contraetors.:i 9, 393, 089, 000

Other 'Revenues' as Projected
Davis-drunisky loan repayments -. $53, 753, 000Recreation, fish and wildlif enhancement (subject th.legislative

approval)
United States (San Luis share of operation)
Miscellaneous income, including . interest' earned anti Oroville

net power revenues after I year 2018 '

Total projectedre'vei'rnfea

Ilk 96k 000
126, 560, 000

. 319, 599, 0.00

10, 011, 964, 000
,

It maybe noted that the terms anticipated and projected are emphasized.Thepurpose is to draw attention to the fast that nil future values here shown
are anticipated or projected on the basis of Vepartment of Water Iltesources'
latest studies. Their assuMptions may' very somewhat- during the next 64
Years, however, their estimates have been pretty gob& so fait. The DWR fully. ,
explains the assumptions it Mses in the development of these projections. '

Obviously, the details cannot be fully reviewed here. Suffice it to say that
the' Department's projebtio'n'S are believed to be reasonable and ailequatei,,fqtheir purposes.

.
VIIE DELTA. POOL EXPLAINED

At this point a gnegtion_rerajle raised 'concerning the propriety of aceurau-.
lifting the huge net revenue .or surpitis projected from operations of the Proj-ect, Both the justification and the necessity for the procedures which make
possible this projected net revenue, or surplus, arise from the Delta Pool Con-
eeptn built-in feature of both the State NVater Resources Development Bond
Act, which, the public- approved 'in 1960 and the State Water Service Contracts.
IlssentiallY this concept established the principle that, when the supply of
water available to the State Water Project at the Ilelta of the Sacramentoand San Joaquin Rivers is diminishn below the entitlement levels called forin the Project water Service (primarily anticipated because of possi-
ble)inereased up-stream 'or Delta use) 'additional faellitics shall be constructed
to conserve; transport and make available a new supply of water at the Delta
pumps sufficient to make up the shortage.

The added cost of this new supply is then blended in with the Delta charge
already applicable, with the result for all State Service Contractors that a
new, probably higher, Delta water charge becomes effective, based on this new
average cost. At the' same flare, if late-corners desire to use a portion of any
newly develOped extra water supplies provided by the system, they can do soat no greater cost for conserved water than- that which must then be paid by
the other (larger contractors receiving water from the Delta.

It has lieconfe a Matter of great concern to the contractors that, though they
have fully assumed the obligation of future increased Delta Water costs under
this concept, they now are faced with a call for the :shut-down of the entire
Project and, a struggle to ward off those like Nader, Roberts and Waldic and

' others who would make4lt utterly impossible for them to fulfill their commit-
ments their own water usersor the late-comers,
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The proVision of the Act and the water supply contracts whtelt requiigthe
accumulation of funds for .future Project facilities in this manner to augment
the supply of water upstream and in the Delta, together with MO averaging of ....

both eaily and late costs among the early contractors and newcomers, mainly
upstream, are the practical walls' provided for the fulffilme4 of the Delta
Concept. 71 ./

.. Had the Nader Teaniwriter consultett with the Project's auditors or with
knowledgeable officials of the Department of Water Resources, or the water .
servieVagencies inrolv*d in the program, or had more thoroughly.studied the,
documents related to' the Projett; possibly, many of these matters would have
liten clear; and he might not have felt compelled to charge "gross injustice" ..and "special' interest favoritism" in the construction and operation pf the projz#eet. . #

From the beginning of Projtet planning it was generally Aseognized. that
costs, to the' areas o'f water use would be high, particularly -bemuse there

Iwould be no way for them twavold the interest costs of the,program, More-
:eover, an important natural water resource would need t6 be conserved tit great
expense, transported long distances, lifted for service to some areas as much
as 4000 feet. ..

The objective hgreed(upon by the water 'supply contractors was that the
-itate woukl develop and deliver this water at the lowest eat possible and the
contractors would pay properly allocated costs consistent with a policy of fair-

. 4 ness to all ; and by all was meant the entire State of California.
It is true that construction costs have risen across the nation in the past 11

years. Increases in the projected interest rate also have occurred, On the Other
hand, Some savings have been achieVed in Projection operdtlonal costs,. with
the end result that unit'valties per acre foot have been eontnind within ac-
ceptable limits. * '

This was the objective of the California Water Resourees Development Sys-
tem from the beginning. The record this far,,has been an excellent one,,in spite
of stitch eharges as the Nader report puts finth.

Perhaps- many of Roberts' comPalints againSt b5th the Project and against
thos,, who have participated in its development, will ,fall of their own dead
weight with' this better understanding of the Project.and its future.'

wno PAYS Von run rowEn?
. .

The'argument Nader's team Member 'Roberts offers that purcliasers of elec-
tric poWer will pay log% of the costs thereof is of_ no great moment-Alley
Rhouta 'do so. Actually, from the Bulletin 132 series we learn there may be
some extra revenue to the Project from power, particularly during 'the later
years but such 'revenues. would not have been possible had there not been a
Project and the vast participation of the water service contractors. Further.
more, vastly greater amounts of Power are equired for operation it' the Proj..
ect -than. it will produce. Always it -gas expected '. that the power 'produced
could he transmitted and used for pro]eet pumping, or the value thereof could
he Converted to dollars,Partienlaily when higher peaking values could he real.
izedthen used for parehasing 54( other more conveniently lacated or lower
costs, off-pealpower.

Ills arguments that Weal taxpayers in the Project service area will pay
taxes to support their Agencies' .water service 'contract program,* doahtless
trite in varying degrees --but why should there he any complaint about this?

Where ,sueh agencies will supply water for nmleipal and 'industrial par-.
poses, their billings froth the State are on a type of 5dVanee repayment sched-
ale Many of the agencies pay vast sums to the State 'under their conlraets be-
fore receiving a drop of State Project water. Consequently they must levy
taxes to, do so. These advhnee payments, however, effeellyely reduce the toal
Interest costs they must pay oultheir proportionate shake of all capital costs
allocated, to water supply and ultimately this will reduce water costs within
such ageMeies, I

On the other hand, the tax base of water agencies serving agricultural water
users from the Project is. generally insufficient to permit such advance pay,
ment; therefore, their contracts with ,the State have been geared to a longer
payment program. The effect of this deferment is an increase in ultimate costs
to the agricultural areas served, because of the longer repayinen riod, and

,
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conseqtently they must pay greater Interest charges with higher, total watercosts over this period. -.
I Experience does indicatq, however, that some taxes will be levied by' agen:.
cies serving agriculture to assist their porgrams for providing and distributing
water. Their taxing policies appear properly, to Iv matters of local determine- ,

tion, suleject to the general ortaelfic laws governing suchagenda

ZONES or urrirrcr (
u 1

`Kern
Nader team member Roberts Makes the ridiculous off-hand charge that the

County Water Agency plans to collect a third or more of the State bill
for Project water service by levying ad valorem taxes. It is true "the Agency
may levy some ad valOrein taxes but only in; accordance with`Vertain special
limitations and hkrings provided by the Kern County water Agency Act, de- dr
scribed below in more detail. However, the Agency's present projections Indic,
eate that not mord than 13 to 15r/0 of funds required to meet Site obligation!,
will be provided-by this means. It is Oath. to see that these projections' differ
radically from Roberts' claim that one-third or more will be collecte..in thismanner. '

How dote' time Kern Count Water Agency proceed under its' Agency Act?
Birk, sertain steps must pub cly,he taken; and certain. conditions must exist
before. any tax may be ieviet for the purpose of Waking any payment to the
State under the AgeriCty contract for water service. Prior to any such tax levy,the Agency aiust hold public hearings.'. a .

.

These lithrings, must be held by th Agency Board of Directors, and suplyie- '
Mental hearings, may ice held by the Kern County Board of Supervisors.Att'a
resat of Such hearings and public participation, zones of benefit may. be estab.
fished and ad.valorem taxes maybe .leveled within such tones for ,the purpose

.of assisting in payment for State Project water service.
HoWevcr, such taxes must be based solely on benefits to be received from .

the 'Project. In the establishment of thfi zones of benefit within which' taxes .may be levied, there must be taken into account thd following requirements:
(a) Improvement in the underground water supply.
(b) The contribution to the underground water supply made available lade-

. luqulentlY Of the agency., . .

(c) The adequacy of the 'cyder supply made available independently of-theagency.
(d) The prospective Deed for a water sapply. t(6) Extractions donv the haderground water supply in excess of.contribu.lions. -

(f) The economic impact resulting from the :water,.
supply made available

nailer such contract or contracts: provided that areas not receiving a surface
'water supply on an improvement in the underground water supply by reasonsof such 'contract or contracts stunt not be assessed pursuant to-this particular,
subsection.

Any fairi tinded consideration of these stringent requirements should- lead to
, einnnuindati to rtItiabv than condemnation 0,f the Kern County Water AgerleS.11

practices. $1 It eousideration would also rdveal how completely nonsensical is
Roberts' charge that the Agency was formed expressly to let its agricultural .

Users draw on tiff Bakersfield tax base. Possibly the City area could be deter-
mined as 'within a zone, or zones of Tenefit established through the above out-,
tined procedures, whereupon 1t portion of the ad valorem taxes levied could'
thereby relate to Ihe Bakersfield urban area, So long as this isdone in accord.
Mice with the Agency Act requirements; however, certainly there is nothing
improper with that. The voters approved this procedure long ago when they
voted in favor of the Kern County Water Agency Act in the first place, ifs did
the Superior Court later svin, in a lawsuit protesting it tax levy, it sustained
both the Agency's procedures and the Act.

BENEITTOR SOONDOSOLE?

When discussing suelt matters as the determination of Project benefits, it is
Indeed 'disappointing to note Nader team inmate? Roberts' complete failure to
recognize many of the valimble benefits that flow from the Project.

Nader's lieutenant Roberts acknowledges no general-type economic benefits,
from the Project, and no benefits to-Agri-businesses and their employees from

I.
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a strong agricultural economy rustilined by Project water; he admits to some
benefits fdr water users, but only those received by the larger landholders, par-
ticularly the larger corporate landholders, the spOelal interest water users, or
the land, speLfulators; he, acknowledges none of the benefits that may accrue to
the smaller, mill-run type landowner, or farm operator. ..

Nader's analyst Roberts seems also to be totally anaware of any Onefit
from'. the Project received by .reereationists, or achieved through Project ench-
aneement of fish and wildlife. ..

While he acknowledges some benefit may be received by the Project builders,
he makes no referencii to the millions of man hours for which good wages
wertepald to thousands of people employed in this endeavor.

Neither does Roberts recognize any.possible benefits from the Project in the
Way of flood control 11r salinity repulsion.

Ills super-failure, howevei, is his omission of any reference tp the tremeny
dons benefits received by the publielfa larpe.trom farm production made possi-
ble by State Project, water in the fian Joaquin Valley, or elsewhere, where its
.use may.' he feasible despite its higher level of cost. In the valley, because of

. this water, farms, large and smallcorporate, individual, or partnership in
ownershipnow contribute substantial amounts, and later promise to provide

?- greater amounts 'of fond and fibre essential to human life and elemental lb the
erononile prOsperity of 'county, state and nation,.

160
USERS-LAM ANS SMALL

.
The farming ItIdustry Is- not staticgreat changes constantly occur; amens

these, the losspf farmland to,,,vrban .and Industrial use, parks, highways, and
airports, to name a few. Changes occur, too, in the .eapacity of lands to pro

-duce_ whether from eroppifig patterns, pests, weed intrusion, air pollution, or
what not.

Without defending-or criticizing the rights of the larger, or the.smaller farm,
operators,-'or the right of corporationeto participate in this changing pattern.
or the right of any farmer to share-in the Production of farm produce needed
to. make up some part of the deficiencies arising because of `these, with.
out fear.of contradiction, it .may be said that the farm prodnets.restiting from
this activity give greater'strength to our state and nation.

Project water is really 'needed by many farms that have been in production
for a long time; arid it is ,essential- to any additional agricultural grew it: It
will, when received; overcome increasing groundwater" deficiencies that mve
beendeveloPing for Years, threatening thousands of pioduetIve acres. .

As one-well-informed Kern agriculturalist analyzed...it "water represents a
bashc resource necessary not only to develop .new acreage but also to sustain'
acreages In -Kefh County. It is known. that the native aquifer its declining Mi-
na:111y Moth in depth and quality and can now be projected to a date of pots-
hie unuseabilifyits well as econonde limits for agriculthral use. This means
that without project watar ..ta supplement our native .supply agriculture In
this areals.terminal,"

Speaking to the general q0esion of new hind development as well as contin-
ued production on older lands, and, further, to the question of Mtge vs. small
farm .operations, be added: "The'development of new agricultural acreage is
often artsoeiated with 'oversupply' In terms of agricultural production. The
term *oversupply' connottel that waste will be associated with increased produc.
Hon and that .supply isqletually greater than demand In a physical sense. Ac-
tunny. supply will equal demand at a certain price, 'Oversupply' also neglects
factors of quality nod Implies that all agricultural products are the same. If
an increased simply means somewhat lower prices to the farmer, the ultimate
benefaetor will be the consumer. The development of agriculture in California
with new production meth6dm means better availability and higher quality
products for Valifornkt and the rest of the nation. Further, the statement that
.small tartars will be drivk out of agriculture 'hy the thousands' is mislead.
fag. Some of the less ethelent producers will not be able to mateh new proelac.
that or .quality standards nod will leave -agriculture, This type of ,,process has
been in existence throughout HO history of free enterprise agriculture. It has
meant that the general public Is better off in terms of quantity, price and
'quality of good'4produeed." (end of quote).

The' closeSt Nader's Mr. Roberts conies to admitting any benefits from Proj.
vet water is when he says, in Ids Clear Creek article: "While' Many people
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Ornately receive this water, the stay &tea who benefit are those who receive
grfttantlally,more or Isubstantiall'y cheaper water than'they nould.get without
the Project.' Admittedly, under such circumstances, when they exist; a benefit

be established ; but such circumstances full to account for many other
benefits to many' others that accrue wifiiin the Project service area.

At another point. in this article he says: "The Project does not really benefit
the average Southern Californian. But the Project does benefit two!) .glasses- which use large amounts of water: Large landholders and water-using hut&
misses." While he acknowledges some of these beneficiaries are in Southern
,California, his ehoieest barbs are thrown at the San Joaquin Valley whet' be"
says: "the majot beneficiaries are the corporate farms." Accepting data Ine-
pared by others in 1059, he flatly but falsely. declares the total acreage of such
corporatearmt served by the State Water Project is more than 212 'millionacres.'

Without intention- at this moment Of either defending or condemning the IIlarger corporate farmsbut simply because I detest exaggeration and false-
:hood, I would say, right here is a good place to draw the linethe place

- declare, as General Anthony'.MeAuliffe once declared at Bastogne, "NUTS".
It's' time. for Roberts'. credibility to be mica:mined: (1) because he fails,to no-

. tice obvious benefits ,available now, and inereping15, to become available from
the project ; and (b) because he btandly accepts and brashly reports ipespon-
.sible computation8 by others, that 1.T. million acres of corporate held acreage
is served by the Project, This is drastically more acreage than the suet} total
of all acreage to receive such service in the San Joaquin Valley.

First, it can be acknowledged, without prejudice, that larger corporate farmsdi) exist in the valley and they do includeAnsiderable acreage that xpay- be `-
Served by Project water now, and later. They employ a substantial number of

. people. generally at good wages. Some of these corporate :farms are large
some of them relatively fnalL.Also,there ave. many (Aber farms in the valley .that receive or will receive, Project service- that.are not corporate - owned. Sonic
of these are large-:-;some are small, They, too, employ many people, generally

- at good wages. They are all a'part of the economy of the valley.
Second, the entire water supply to be provided in the Sad Joaquin .Valley-

f.roin the Project is only sufficient to serve about 500,000 to,600,000 acres with
a- full sumpbased on a nt:rximum use of about 212 feet per acre a
ininimam for successful farming. Many propertie8, 'whether owned by large or
small operators, howeveri will not receive a full supply; therefore; it may be
.reagomibly estimated that' a maxinnun of 700,000 to 800;000 'acres may
niately be served to some degree by the Project: -'

This total acreage, Is .less than a third the corporate acreage -alone claimed,
by Roberts to be served by the Project.

But that is not all,
. - .

More- eknet Information on this question Is available froin the Kern County
Water Agency which,' through Oft member units amp' improvement districts, will ,
distribute about 80% of all San Joaquin- Valley delivered Project water, This
Agfney's recap indicates that all larger corporate landholdings to-he served by
the Project within these Kern districts account for not more than about

, 225.000 acres. Smite of this avenge will receive little, if any, Project water--
other such acreage perhaps a full supply.

The larger corporfile'holdings in the San Joaquin ValliT other than those in
Kern County, but served by water district's receiving State Project, water, al-
though substantial In acreage, account for far less Projectserved corporate
acreage than- that served in Kern Countyperhaps 58 much as 100,000 acres. in
total, Accordingly, a fair estimate of all larger corporate landholdings 'receiv-
ing State Project water would perhaps be something in the order of 325,000
acres in the Project's San Joaquin Valley service tires far less than the 212million acres Roberts claims would be supplied.

Obviously Nader team member Roberts Is guilty of Irresponsible retorting on
this score. No n ore irresponsible, however, than with respect to many othercharges he lev ed In his Clear Creek article and now used in the Nader re-port,

This-disposes festions' concerning the actual frreage of larger. .corporate
landholders served ,by the Project. Adniltteilly these corporations do engage in
farmfngmany have done so fir many decades. They have committed their re-
sources to payment of the cost of Project Water with interest in accordance
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with-the water pricing Twitch's. and taxing* policies of the respective agencies
or districts

In view- bf
wheriae char
u#earbed benefi

Ing them.
hese fake Naders team member Roberts, however, lays an egg
a these torporate landholders receive great subsidies And other

-rts We respond to the Roberts charge that Kern County agricultural water users
'-k-41)ndrimilly benefit from a -subsidy of, $20.00 or more per aere foot -through

Agency 'yr State malfeasance, reuires stating again =that, neither under the
State Wafer Service Contracts, nor under the NC-WA-member milt contracts, is
there anr prospect of any such subsidy, Additional proof that no subsidy ex-,
fists, eonld lie demonstrated by farther'apalysis of the pricing ant taxing poli-
cies -of each "-Kern County Water Agency member unit district, but this eau
hardly nertalten here.

It is sufficient at this time to indicate that basic policies by which these
I member unit -water- districts are guided are essentially the game as those

which control the'sKern County Water Agency itself and many oth6r water dis-
tricts in California. Essentially, this policy calls for payment of all properly
allocated costs by.:those who receive the benefitthe, "Felhauth prineiplell if
you will.

SURPLUS SUBSIDY?

However, the charge"Nader team. member Roberts tries to establish concern-
ing an alleged State Impropriety and a vast subsidy to users in State delivery

r of Project surplus water-tit a reduced charge, of about $4 an acre foot requires
attention. His claim thatVroject surpluS water is not surplus in reality but is
firm water instead ,waith full price, calla for answer. His basie.contention'is.
that water labelelirguiplus- water by .the. State itnot actually surplus because
it woulil alwayst p e available except in an extremely dry year.

Why this is correct, and why surplus water has greatlY reduced value, and
T-the considerations -that must be taken into acconnt when considering its tietual

.

\availability, will he explained hero: First, it should be pointed out that water
' charged for, at so much per acre foot, is not the say the water bills from the
State to the ageneies read.

Instead, each contracting agency Is billed in full, with interest, for its pro-
Portionatil share of costs of conserving' the water, and its proportionate*share
of the costs of transporting it to the, takeout points serving the Agency's serv-
ice area..

Tints the capital costs of the Project, with Interest, which are paid ftar on a
deferred basis, and the operating costs of the Project. which are paid for on a
Seinlanntitll or itionthly basis. are fully paid by such agencies, each to the ex-
tent It is required to share in such costs under its i.ontraet, and regardless of
the exact amount of watk actually received.

In effect, SIN Prudential sxbuld say, each agency is buying "a piece of the
rock", tir as the younger generation might. say, -a Wive of action,"
fact. that no title to this capacity is conveyed by the State to the Agency doeS
not diminish the fact that, when an agency assumes suet,' an obligation under
its contract with the State, It becomes entitled to use of a specific share of the
eapacity of the project transportation facilities am specified by tin' -contract.
while it also assumes, and must pay Die eapital costs with interest and the re-_
looted fixed operating costs, regardless of whether Its water entitlement is fully
received or not .41

If Project firm water to short oftaceting tt contraclor'j entitlement, the varl-
:title transportation costs (laige power costs) would not be charged..

Why then, under such eircumstances, Should not facilities and service thus
paid for he used*th provide surplus water when available? As this question Is
examined. it should be pointed out that many physical or regulatory factors,
some of which are unknown In advance; can.have 'hearing' on the amount Of
surplus Water available at the Delta. A

One fnetor is, that the State Water Project is not p gravity system-
.. Instead it depends on massive' pumps and electrical energy to deliver water.

The pumps may fail, -or the electric energy mu' not be available or the power
contracts may not permit 'the supplying of power for pumping surplus water'
even though the water is available at the Delta, even when itquedutit capacity
to move the water is available.

We out remind ourselves that rulings of the, State Water Resources Control
Board, or other agencies, may affect water availability. IVe .nlso know -that,
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tinder the State Water Service Contracts, the agrienitural 'water supply fink
suffer the first deficiencies as compared to municipal and industrial supply in

/anyevent of drought and water shortage. This.reductiod is without benefit of/any reduction in the fixed chargeel to the contractors for'related capita costs
or operation costs of the Project. Those that would like to use surplus P_ roject
water must consider these-hazards and these- unrewarded costs. They cannot
agree that .surplus water is dependable. Whilerthey plan to make use of some

. surplus water, when available particularly in early years, of the Project when
local distributiOn .cests, too, are 'burdensome; and while they hope solidus

-. water will be available later, they also must 'hedge, by Maintaining costly
wells and pumps, to provide the. dependability needed, even though they may
not Use them. Obviously, too, surphis water will only be proided by the State

..when it is amply available. All ofgthis speaks eloquently for making surplus
water availabwe to users at lowest :cost whenever all circumstances permit ifs
Ilse. a

AVT1101V8 110TE -'
.

.

The Nader Report .released August 21st damning the State Water 'Project
every conceivable wayalong with tilmos4 emything else in:California as well
as detaining just about everyone having .anything to do with the Project, had
not. beCti released at the time of the writing of this article, now re-titled- by
the author to read: "Now The Nader Team- Is Playing Nasty GamesWith
The California State Water Project."

The author was verbally advised, -however, on August 6th, that release of
the Nader Report was anticipated "the latter part of the Month." Ile was also
told through that same phone call to the. Washington:11C. MIMI of the Center
for Study of Responsive Law, when -talking with Robert Pellunith, the Nader
Report's chief co-ordinator, that Hen Roberts' Clear Creek article inserted in
the,Congresslonal Record May. 2i; 1071, by Contra l'Oeita- County Congresman
Xerome R. Waldie, had been fully aecepted as the basic thesis for the Nader

'Report's section on the California State Water Project. Necessarily, howeveri
at the time of the preparing of this article for publicatton August 27th in theharm News it could only be written under certain restraints, because the
Nader report was as yet unpublished, but the Roberts article was In full view.

With the current flood. of releasesand press conferences fully reflecting Bic
relationship between Nader and team member Roberts, readers of this response

. may now rationally inti.rehange the name Nader with Roberts, and vice-versa,
as they consider what Is said here. It is now abundantly clear that -the views
of both Nader and .Roberts, and the pseude-facts and distortions- presentedboth in the Nader Report and the Roberts article are identical, This thought
now eomes to the author as The firestorm set off by the Nader Report burns
on: "The game they play is with matches. e .

Third, Is yet another overriding consideration-411e .economic preservation of
a natural resiaireegroundwateronsidering the fact that the recovery -and
use of groiunlwater involves suliiitantial cost for pumping and, at times, costly
gonvesenanee there are good and. substantial reasons for providing surplus
water at the lowest possible coot -tooth for direct replentshment of groundwa.
tom and fins, direct application of such water to permit less pumping than
would otherwise be 'required.

By so doing, thergroundwater resources of the State, as they exist in the
areas of the Project.-can be conserved and, in the course of time,

the public benefited, In the meantime, no harm is done to anyone ;, no new
costs are imposed on any except those who may Iwnefit. And those who beneplt
stand to.gain no more than they should all things considered. Why then, coin-
plain 7

.

STOP THE STATE PROJECT?
. .

,,

''' Nader's author'Roberth has made it abundantly clear through his Clear Creek
article. that his conelusions arc based .on certain prejudices. and certain objet-
Liven, He states clearly that -his motive is to stop the State Water Project, He-

- 411111g to reduce the taking of water, from the Delta, even though, the water
service contractors have' footed the 1)111 to conserve it. Among his methods,the
,stottping of the Peripheral Canal is considered by him to be a key necessity. f ,

To defend the Peripheral Canal concept point-by-4ioint will not be an °Wee--
live of this article. Again too nitwit space .Would Is' reouired and the readers
should not he further burdened at this time.
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IloWeter, one observation may be in ordet, namely, this: rflie State Water
Resources Development Bond Act and the System it contemplates will take
ere of the problems. of the Peripheral Canal, and indeed, there may be some,
In a way that will be fair to everyone.'Roberts is Coolish in trying to contend
otherwise, just-as,many of his other complaints about the Project are foolish..

Perhaps we should not' blame him. too much for ,his mise9neeptions. The
State Water yroject, is indeed, a complex and Massive undertaking. Perhaps
jts workings are not readily apparent to the' casual student. But perhaps what
has been written here will serve to Accomplish in At small way a needed part
Of the understanding that is desirable.

.. TIM PAOJECTRA.NE OR BLESSING?
.

. Personally, I think we can be very proud of the State Water Project proud
of the ,water pioneers, the engineers whose- early studies led to its concept,
and the engineers and officials, and all persons involved in its construction and
operation to this day. We can also be proud of legislators who approved the
Bond Act in 1050 and have steadfastly kept the Project on course.. Too, we can
be proud of the voters who approved this measure in'1000, and who later have
been called upon to ward Of measures, that would have crippled the State
Water Resources Development Systeth. , . -

Continuing, I think. we 8110111d appreciate and be grateful for the Project's
capacity AO serve so many people throughoutao much of the State, now and in

`the future. We -should recbgnize with appreciation the important part playbd
-by the water agencies and districts in this program, many of which have as
their primary purpose the serving'Of State Project water to their areas. Like-

' Wise, we can be proud of the officials of these agencies for their unselfish work
. -." in behalf of theit constituents. Credit is due the,great state of California for

.. 'its part in tha,Project.. . .

;'- y But the capstone on this huge structure consists of the many people through-
...opt the service area who have accepted respOnsibility for repayment of so
''' Ihrge a share Of the cost of the California State Water Project.

This report through the rourteay 'of the Water Association of Kern County
and the California Water Resourkek Association

.

CALIFORNIA ACTION, INC.,
San 'ranciseo, Calif., September 24,1971.

Mr. ALAN Borroarr,
The Parni News, .

Kern County Farm Bureau,
Bakersfield, Calif.

DEAR Mn, 13ononFr: To try, in a few brief pages to went all of the zniseon-
ceptions, distortions, deceptions and falsehoods in your attack on my report
would be, futile. I would like, however, to touch upon the highlights. If, as the
Kern County Farm Bureau maintains', you haVe written the "definitive rebut-
tal" to my report on the State. Water Project, my criticisms Wand confirmed
for you have not made one accurate, Proper or meaningful eritielsnwof that re-
port.

To begin with, the lead headline "finder Seeks to Sack Project" is mislead-
Ing. I do not tadvocate sacking the tate Water Project. I do not advocate
leaving the present pines to rust 10 the desert, What I do 'advocate is not ex-
panding the Project any further.

You ehallenge my coat figures by mistakenly assuming that I included oiler -,
sting costs in the construction costs of the Project. Mr. Cianelli has bad avail-
able since May a detailed appendix. showing exactly how I arrived at every
figure I use on the State Water Project. Ile has not found it possible to make
sow objejetion to these figures, and one reason is that I do not make such Mc.
mentary errors as confusing construction costa win', operating costs. For the
rest, you seem to agree that the Project will cost much closer to $10 billion
than to $2.5 billion. 'Your PRetnIeR for constantly reciting the latter figure as
the cost haye little merit.

In the first place, you aay that nobody IN deceived because the water agen-
cies with their battalions of experts know the true cost. I do not dispute ills,
but fe people are familiar with water sgeneles and what their hired experts
say. The people deceived are not the.iniunreda who might know what water
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0agenelesare. doing, but the millions who know only what the .Department of

Water -Resource's propaganda proclaims. J., ,e)
In the second place, you, together with llIr; Clime 111 of the Department of

Water Resources, claim that bemuse cars, refrigerators and houses have been ,
sold wIthout.stating the sum of the interest to luf paid; it is properto sell UM
State Water Project inp the-same 'way. Neither of you seems. familiar wit re
cent trends of law, however,. since the Federal Truth in Lending Act and laws
in various other states have now;-. °Wowed precisely- this practice on the
ground that it is deceptive, misleding,. end fraudulent to the prospective.
buyer. If you will examine the sales of houses in 'California you 'will notice
that the price. of sales in interstate commerce includes a statement-of the ag--
gregate interestprods& the statement lacking for the State Water Project.
But. omission of the interest charges on large construction projects is even
more deceptive. When buying a car or a house the aggregate interest does-not
amount to as much as the basic sales price. Whenbuying a huge construction
project with interest to be repaid over a period (1'60 years or more, however,
the cost of labor and material is almost Insignificant in ComparlSon to the cost
of capitalthat is, in large construction projects. capitaixis the. largest single ,cost factor.

It Is eonvenient for the Department of Water ItesohrOS: to neglect interest
costs because,. the omission diverts attention from thelnige State subsidy by
virtue of interest free loans. 'You say that Water Prdiect customers till repay
the amount of the'§tate loan with interest, and suggest that therefore the loan,
is not interest free, But to whom is that money repaill?.It is not repaid to the
General Fund nor even to the Tidelands Oil and Gas Revenue Fund which
made the loan originally. As you yourself show, repayment either directly
funds existing Water Project obligations or goeS into a fund fOr future addl.,.
tions and extensions, tir the Water Project. Thus, while the water contractors
pay the interest, hac to the Department of Water Resource% thellopartment
of. Water Resource's is not required to 'Par it . back to the State and to . the
State 'S taxpayerk who made the .loan in'the first Once. Anti that is why,it
amounts to an interest free loan. .. .

1Vho pays the costs? I claim that taxpayers will pay betwee&half and Ciro
of the costs. You do not seriously deny this allegation. You slinply ask, so .

what?amt deny that this mounts to a subsidy to large water users. Let Inc
take these points in order becausethey are distinguishable. . .

Several general objections can be filitile to taxpayers paying for the Water
Project. The most basic is quite simple. The Department of Water -Resources.
and other water leaders have constantly suggested that the public was not.
paying for the Watv PrOjliet. This falsehood nOw.stands exposed.

Semis', tax subsidy removes freedom of choice. and distorts the true demand
for .water. That is, a IsIrson involuntarily paying half his actual water costs
through the tax rate, as In Southern California. perceives his water charge as
being only half the true cost, lie therefore uses more than he would if the
water were fully priced and be spends more on water than lie might if he had
the choice to make himself. And in the absence. of a clear picture of true de.
mond -',- as Created by the amount of water ikinple are willing to buy when It is
fully priced -- -water ageneles must substitute their bureaueratie judgment. In
Smithern California this has proved.disastrous. . . ..The gist of your defense of the tax subsidy centers on the praetices.of the
Kern County Water Agency. You Manage to convey a thoroughly erroneous Im-
pression of

chat
my article Mutiny says. Alt :tough I am generally critleal of

subsidizing' voter usersparticularly large ytiffAir usersI said in my article
and in tin' Nader report that the citizens II -1Kern -.County, and partieularly
Bakersfield, could rationally decide tq, subsidize -surrounding farmers. 411' other
words. Bakersfield Can make a resonable deelifisn to subsidize its farmers. But
most other sections of the State: such is Southern California. eannotshuply
because the return- for 'their subsidy is. neglible and indirect. in Kern County,
however, the economy obviously depends on the well being of 'the local. farms
and if that well being requires cheap water, the Minus can rationally decide
to subsidize it. Subsidizing water for the Kern County Land,Company is equiv-
alent to. accepting lower wows. Local citizens can decide to do either.

Surprisingly, you also dispute my claim Mot the Kern County' Water Agency
was formed primarily to allow the Bakersfield tax base to subsidize the large.
water users. I had not thought this to be a matter of dispute. It was openly
admitted to me, bolt as I said above. not necessarily a bad thing. The subsidy
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arises. in the following way; Bakersfield will Use apnioximately lid of the
w." Kern County Waterl Agency water. It is taxed on its property base; however,

at the same rate as all .bat one. of the other water districts within the Kern
County. Water Agency, Consequently, It pays 30 to 40% of the total taxes ab-
sorbed by. the water, aftency. This amounts to subsidy. By my cakulations,

Kbased on ern County Water 'Agency figures, the total tax payments to tlie
agency in 1070' amounted to $0.90 for every acre foot of Water that the agency
receives 'froth 'the State. The agency pays an average price of slightly over
*21.00an- acre foot forrthis water..Thus, my statement that 33% of the water
is subsidized. v. . . r

Lye our attempting to distort my comments about the Kern
County- ater Agency in article for publication in the Kern4COmity Farm
Journal. In fact, Iithadsome rather nice words to say about the Agency. 'Let
me quote the conclusion to-the Task Force Apppndix on the Agenevt.

"Task Force finds little fault with the Kern ,County, Water Agentr internalnternal
operatione There are `some questions about the extent to which Kern County.
voters' were aware when they adopted' the Agency in 1 01 that its purpose Was
to subsidize Kern County landowners or how wealth the major recipients
would be. On the other band, if there was deception amounted at most to
obvuseation, rather than outright dishonesty, and the voters have ended up
*Rh a water operation which may be .of- benefit to them all. Aside from this
possible problem, the Agency deserves praise for its intelligent structure and
fair operation. Of course, whether Kern County should be receiving these belie,.
.fitS at all, or as many as .it does receive, is another question discussed , else-
where."

One final point about use. of the ta* subgidy.. You attempt to justify it on
the long-since discredited ground that a tax subsidy IS necessary in the early

of revenue bonds rEconoinistsht Ieast.independ-
years to permit a long tm Project, such as the Mate Water Project, to be
built, live.you- never head
ent econonlists,elaim , uniformly, so far as I know,- that an eConoinically
worthwhile project should be'able to finance itself. - -

. Furthermore, your Statement that advanced payment on these projects saves
. the .taxpayers' money is absolutely outrageous. For what you say is precisely

the opposite of the truth. While adVanced payments. through taxes redtice proj- -

ea interest costs, they increase taxpayers' costs. Consider: the "Project. pays_
about 4% interest on its tax exempt bonds. Prepayment 10 years before actual
use thug. saves 4% Over 10 years. But the taxpayer 'who is payinglithis money
for 10 years Must 'borrow at 8% or more to make up for what he is premn-
Wray paying., - . .

I won't in:detail list all of the project benefits which you claim that I. did
not consider, but which In fact Illid consider. Suffice it to say that I consid-
ered every benefit you have named except one. This, one benefit yeti describe as
the construction benefit. In economic terms, however, ;there is no such thing.
The reason 'IS quite. simple. The cost of .construction,is.,equal 'to- the benefit it ..

brings. Consequently, construction cost always, balances benefit. Moreover* the
construction benefit would be the same '.if the money'. were spent, building a
State Water Pro ,ect, a bridge to China, a pipeline to 'India, oft'any other invii..
ect. When I span of benefits and costs, I am using the economic .term and 'in. .

using it to measure the value of this project to the general public:` In such 1
measurement construction benefits, asyou ptit them, have no placesimply be-
cause the same expenditure On some other project would have equal benefits or
perhaps even greater ones.. '. .. - .

One other benefit'you claim I neglected*my "super failure " -=.--is the agricul-
tural benefit. Perhaps my use of economic germs rather.than Chamber of Com-
mem blurbs . misled you. For indeed I included these benefits in my .

calculations. Actually; the' calculations are not mine, They 'are the calculations
of Bain, Daves and 3Iargolis, three extremely reputable' economists who Stud-
ied California's water probjems intensively, and also thencalculations of Profes-
sors Ilirsbleiger, Milliman and Derlaven who are located in Southern Califor-
nia and have likewise studied California's water- dustry intensively. v

I cannot resist adding, however, that th benefits-tend to be Vastly
overstated because they do not take Into acc0 nt the enormous. losses Whieli

- e

will result from the State Water Project. -I am speaking specifically of losses
,th 'small farniers. The ,State Water Project will irrigate primarily huge tracts
of land owned by corporate giants such as Tenneea,,Standard Oil, Union Oil,
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Sonthern.Pacific Land Company, These fracts;many of which presently stand
barren will be planted to high vette crops. The high .value crops will drive
present prices through the 'floor. When the price falls,'small farmers without
outside income lose their farms while the large corporations can use their out -"
Side income to sustain them during this time, and. later find themselves with
exclusive control of the almond, grape, nut or other high" value. type of crop.
This effect of the State ,Water Project, according to Professors Deane and
King of U0 Davis; will be extremely costly indeed.

. You havtiolso distorted ray land ownership point. I never claimed that every
acre in the 2 million acre State Water Service Area would receive State 'Water
Project water. Indeed. the proposition is ridiculous on its face. I did claim and .'dill' maintain that the. concentrated nature of land ownership in the StateWater Project Service Area is a clear reflection of the concentration of land
ownership in the areas Which will actually receive the water. Indeed Kern
County Water Agency's 4gures confirm what I say. Out of 418,170 acres in
Kern Connty slated to receive State Water, 73% of the land is held by ownersof more than 160 acres. For the central Valley as a whole, 76.5% of the land -
receiving State Water is excess acreage. It is a fair assumption that in KernCounty, as in the State \tater Service Area-as a whole 6 enterprises, counting
a- group. of 5 or 6 oil companies as 1 .enterprise, own :3A or more of the land
which will receive this water. . ., . .Finally, we come to the surplus water argument. To me, surplus water. is
the most subtle and outrageous' subsidy .in the entire program. Here your main
defense seems to be that since each agency is entitled too-a proportionate shareof surplus water, It is fair that all pay proportionately for the costs of con-
structing the system. to deliver that surplus, water. Which .is like saying that a
resident of Bakersfield should pay taxes to Su* Francisco for maintaining
Golden Gate Park since' he is entitled to use It as much as aft San Francis-
can. To quote you : "in effect, as Prudential would say, each . . . is buying 'a.piece of the rock,' or as the younger generation might say, 'a- piece of the .action.' " .- . ..:.

Well, everyone may be entitled to their share o surplus water but only a\ few districts have the capacity to..absorb it, As a result, if you count surplusAl, water deliveries, Kern County Will receive i/2 of all State Water deliveries be-,
tween now and 1990; wherea,s it pays:only 255' of the Project's constructioncosts.' I consider this an enormous Subsidy. Nor is a subsidy of tit' extent jils-titled by
livered convenient times. Certainly' those facts suggeSt that so eduction/ha

The factlhat surplus water need not be delivered and ed not be Ile:
rn

1; ' i price might be 'appropriate; they do not suggest' that the State deliver the
`, . water simply at costwhich is, precisely what. it Is doing. In any .event you

grossly exaggerate the possibility that SurpluS water.may not be available. The\' Project has been planned so that Surplus water will be' unavailable only if we
I+ ' have a reappearance Of the driest draught year ever recorded for the StateVt, (4 California.

. .

In conclusion I will ire you ,a challenge, Mr. Bottorff. -You have joined
, other 'chief water developers in this State, men like William Gianelli, Ralph
. Brody and Governor Brown in attempting to refute my arguments. you have
Said nothing that does so, although . you have managed to distort what- I say.
.Face me in debate. At any time, any place, before ally audience, in any forum
that allows time for fair comment and reply. If you prove me wrong or mis-

'I taken M any respect, I will happily admit it."If you could' show me that the
State -Water Project is, in fact, .a good project. I would be very happy; for ins
own ego's stake in being right is far less important than the State's loss.

Sincerely,
REITTTROBERTS.

Senator STEVENSON. Mr. Meral would you like to proceed next.

STATEMENT OF GERALD B. XERAL, ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE
FUND, BER1CRIEY, CALIF,

Ml ,ALI Thank you, Mr. Maintin.
will -try to summarize my remarks and submit a copy of my tes-

timony for the record. .
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Senator STEVENSON. entered in the record following,
your testimony.

-Mr.- Mmi.u...-The Environmental Defense Hind is a group of,sCien-.
lists and lawyers concerned about. thit deteriorating quality of our
environment. We are very much concerned about the agricultural
Overdevelopment. We have recently :joined a., group supporting- the
national legal enforcement of the 160-acre limitation,

California is the Nation's :leading .agriCultinal- State, and things
that hatipon-here often presage developments that will,. happen else-.
where. I...will try to discuss three facets of California agriculture:
The environmental 'effect ofsmall.--,verstiS .large farms Nthe need-for
further irrigated agriculture; -.and the environmental effects of con- .

strutting -more irrigation projects. . .
Human resources are among the most valuable Wehave..A number

of witnesses have discussed the Arvin. and Dinnba study anti I
would like to reeinphasiZe the importance of that study and urge the.,
committee to fund farther studies of this nature. This study is get-
ting- quite -o14.noW.I knOW Of..no updating of it and I think. it is
.quite vital that- this study be updated, not onlYin California but in
other parts of the country. .

'Concerning .the natural environment I would like- to talk about
three thino'S briefly.

First, when there is a.' pattern of small- farm§ on the land, espe-'-
cially in the Midwest, not perhaps so much -in California, there is. .

more h4bititt JO local wildlife and other animals-since. there are
hedges, fences and outbuildings tip. provide cover.
.:-Seeond,. in comparing small versus large:farms, there is an in-
creasing rate. of -fertilizer used as farm sizes increase, I haVe- in

.chided this data in table 1- of my text.. This is quite importint in the
Central Valley, because as inore.fertilizer is used the higher the Ili, s
trification of the soil ,beComes... The disease .methemaglobanemia, a
blood disease which particularly. affects infants is yrevalent.When
trogen levels in the drinking water become high.

Another point with regard to small versus large farms is the use
of pesticides. I will attempt. to perSimde .Prof. Richard Norgitard,.."..
who was to testify On the importance of the use of pesticides in the
Central Valley, to submit some testimony. .

Let me turn to something that is perhaps more relevant. Mr. Ro-
senberg discussed the over-;11 water problems in the State. Mr, Rob-
erts -discussed past water problems. I would like to talk about what
is going to ibe happening in the future.

In .general the State of agriculture. in California is not -particu-
larly good.- This is shown bydataon income, land val.' and equity.
My- first chart 'shows total California. farm income, -adjusted' to 1967
dollars, Despite the fact that we have had a very rapid increase in
irrigation arid other types of agriculture in the State, we have a
steady decline in farm income between 1950 and 1970, and it should.
be noted this decline is increasing rapidlY.,The last two figures are
projectonsfor 1972 and 1073 done by the.Bank d America.
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Not only is farm income decreasing, but so is the value of farm
land, which I consider twi indicator of health of farming economy.
The second fig,iite shows the value of the farm land adjusted to 196$
dollars (deflated by a price index). It shows a number of different
types of farm land over the entire State, orchard and 'groves, truck
industrial farming, cotton and peaches and so on, barley and other
grains and, finally, piistnrage. There is a steady decline in the value
of irrigated land, between 10 and 20 percentover the last 4 years,

As you might know, there has been a land booin in California
rui.al subdivisions and so on Tins farm land value is in direct con-

- trast to this other trend of increasing land value in the State.
There is a final sign to ill health in the State's agricultural econ-

omy. This was dis,cussecl by Mr. Long. I am not too sure -41eie he
got hiS figures .this morning, but he said they were generally una-
vailable. I find. that they. are published by the State Department of
Agriculture.

The average' investment of a California ft_ymer is about $260,000.
-When you consider the cost of his labor and management, his re-
turn, as Mr. Long pointed out this morning, is about 3 to 4 percent.
This is a very low figure for a high-risk, high-fixed-cost business

'such, as agriculture.
Taking recent trends into account, I would like to look to the fu-

ture of agriculture in California.
Keith Roberts pointed out that there have been an increasing

number of studies at the University.of California at Davis showing
we are faced with an excess of irrigated agriculture in the State.
Part of this depends on how many people actually live, in the State.
In the past 2 or 3 years there has been a very marked decline in the
number of births and in the number of marriages in California, de-
spite the fact the postwar babies are now doming into the suppos-
edly reproductive state, For ZPG enthusiasts this is fine, but for the
farmer this may not br so. good, because if he is planning to open
new production the market just may not be there at all.

Dr. Gerald Dean from the University of California at Davis (in a
new publication) states by the year 2000 we may have between 1 and
2 million excess acres of- irrigated land in the State of California.
This is an enormous excess acreage, and the competition for small
farmers who do not receive any avernnaent subsidies for crop sup-
port or water is going to be tremendous.

One of the causes of excess acreage, as Keith pointed out, is the
state water Project. But I don't think we can do much about that
any more.

I would like to look at the next step, which will be undertaken by
ithe Bureau of Reclamation, that is, the proposed east side division,

which I have illustrated on' a map of California. This consists of
three reservoirs and the delivery system. The reservoirs are the little
dots and the deliyery system is a ery long canal running down the
east side of the valley. The %feint of Reclamation is reticent, I
found, about talking,about how -this water will be used, but, having
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dug back in the-1958 report which' they merely summarized. and did
not submit to Congress, I found that they proposed to use this new
water for cotton, oranges, alfalfa, and irrgated pastures.

It has often been
the

that many of these crops receive the
most support in the Department of Agriculture subsidy program;
and, indeed, the total subsidy cost in California for cotton, wheat,
and feed grains in 1970 was over $100 million. In addition there
were 200,000 acres - removed from production and another 6,500,000
acres of potentially producing land put in the conserving. base.

Given these facts, do w need,more irrigated land in California?
The Bureau of Reclamation argues that rather than cotton, more,

specialized crops should be grown. Mr. Roberts, in his report, men-
tioned that the high-priced specialty crops, ,walnuts and so on, also
face serious excess problems, As a matter of fact, excess problems in
California agriculture are getting's° bad that this past year the leg-
islature for the. first time enacted a strong peach marketing order.
which was vetoed' by the Governor.

Nevertheless; expectant cling peach farmers are pressing quite
hard for some restriction tO this new acreage. Facing them, of
course, is the Bureau of Reclamation. pressing quite hard.

I would also like to submit along with my testimony some chap-
ters from the recent Nader report on the Bureau of -Reclamation
called "Damming the West,'' which outlines these problems in much
greater detail.

(The, material referred to appears in -the appendix.)
Finally, I want to briefly 'mention technical problems. The Bureau.

of Reclamation has told me 90 pereent of this new development
water will go to replacing groundwater supplies which are presently
overdrawn. HoweVer, examining their own data and that ,of the
U.S.G.S., I find there is a rapidly decreasing problem with respect
to overdrawing groundwater. Groundwater in California has been a
very critical problem becauSe in some places there's been a 'decline in
a rate up to 100 feet a year in the groundwater table.

This problem seems to be coming to an end partially due to more
professional groundwater practices and also due to new service and
supplies. I think the giant East Side Division will not be required to
solve the groundwater problems of the state.

I have tried to illustrate at least the reasons whythere. is no need
for new major irrigation projects in the Central Valley at this time,
despite proposed legislation by Congressman- Sisk to authorize the
East Side Division.

Let me just briefly mention the environmental effects of new proj-
ects. The first problem is in:the south end of the San Joaquin Val-
ley, which the East Side Division would service. This is the problem
of soil salinity. Soil is quite saline down there and, if there is a lot
of water and no drainage provided, the soil becomes unfit for any
kind of al.Y,riculttire.at all. Perhaps it would only be fit for subdivi-.
sions around I3altel.sfield.

The second problem is tlif.tt the East Side Division is under con-
struction, although not authorized, That is, the two .reservoirs, Au-
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burn and New Melones, are under Construction and are authorized to
supply water to the East Side Division. If these reservoirs are
constructed, another 55 miles of wild. river in California. will be
gone forever.

.

.The most crucial problem environmentally is that of the San Jon-
quin and Sacramento Delta where the Sacramento and San Joaquin
join and flow out into the lly...141r. Kerry Mulligan, who is the head
of the State water resources control board, has in recent speeches
made it eminently clear if the'East Side Division is constructed, es-
pecially the East Side Canal, it will be absolutely impossible to pre:
serve delta Ater quality without Creating new dams on the north
coast of California. This is, l?roposed.legislation in the House which
would preserve these wilct rivers in northern California., If the de-
velotnnent of _these new irrigation projects are necessary, I contend
it will make it impossible to preserye the last remaining wild riversin the state.

Finally, let me talk about the.effect 'of irrigation developments .on
farmers and farm workerS. I have already discussed the present
trend of the decline of farm income and land prices. Due to trends
in mechanization, which we have heard a lot about today, we have.
been faced with a steady decrease' in farm employment. In 1966
farm employment. was 401,000; in 1969 it was down to 384,000, de:

ispite the ncreased.farm acreage. This detine was all in the class of
farmers and seasonal faimworkers. Perma4rit farm worker is not a
deelining.class of employment.' As the num.* of farmers declines, it
becomes increasingly more difficult for a farmworker to become a
farmer himself,.if that is, indeed, his goal. I,.believe that one of the..
causes that has been discussed many times today is this inability of the
farmworker to gain land' upon which they can grow crops is the non-
enforcement of the 160-ade limitation. The Environmental Defense
Fund intends to press. quite strongly for enforcement of this law
anitwe are pursuing this effort in court right now.

Let me close with two suggestions for your subcommittee.
First, until farm prices and income stabilize and begin to increase,

any new irrigation projects in California shOuld be rejected.
Second, if the -Federal Gdvernment wishes to' aid. the farmer and

farmworker, then it should reverse the present policies of nonen-
forcement of the 160-acre limitation, 'of continuing to increase irri:7
gation projects while subsidizing crops produced by these projects,and of wrongly favoring the environmentally unsound large fent
over the more manageable small farm.

Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, Mr. Meral.
I believe it was Mr.-Roberts who acknowledged the vital importfuice

of water in the West, water not only for farming but also for the urban
consumers of water. It may be that the cost and benefits of the water
projects were maldistributed try acknowledge a need for water. I-Tow
do you get water Desalinization is a long way off.

Mr, Rorisars. Actually, there are severaranswers. In the first
place, peed is not absolute ;.people 10 not' consume 160 'gallons a year

61.133 0 72 .-pt. 31.. 21t^-\
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regardless of anything else. The price of water has something to do
with it and, if you charge a price for water which reflects a price
for delivering it, it turns out that the need for water in California
would decline markedly.

I will give you an example. A number of industries in the Los
- Angeles area use enormous amounts, of water hundreds of millions

of gallons per year. It would cost them relatively little money to
convert to systems which don't use much water at all. For example,
Kaiser Steel has a plant at Fontana near Los Angeles which uses-
very little water, yet 'United 'Steel consumes several thousand acre-
feet a year. The cost of the conversion is nowhere near the cost of
supplying them.with all of that water and, if they had to pay the .

full cost of all of "that water, they would rapidly convert. That is
point one.

The second point is that 'there are, many sources of water which
have not been tapped. One example, the Bureau of Reclamation
official said, if you just line the irrigation canals in the Coachella.
Valley, which is way down south there, you would save 300,000
acre-feet a year, which is something like 900 million gallons a year. .

Third, the present law in California is such that water gets used
extremely wastefully. I don't know if this has bethi discussed before
here, but under the law the first person to use water gets' to essen-
tially own that water as long as he uses it, regardless of what he
uses it for. Therefore, a guy is using water which may only have a
value of $1 an acre-foot for him, but has to keep that water even
though another guy may be willing to pay $10 an acre-foot, and he
can't sell that right. Those are problems.

Looking to the future, I personally don't like to look more than
about 30 years to the future because it is so hard to predict what is
Ring on and reducing present calculations of what the values of ac-
tivities are at that time is a meaningless exercise, really, but it is ob.,
vious from the type of experiments going on that desalinization is
good possibility. Of course you must emphasize very little money, is
being spent on this very good possibility. The State Department of
Water Resources has spent, less than it million dollars on this in the
last 10 years.

Senator STEMISON. My impression is, and .I am not sure it is ter-
ribly important at this point, that many people are spending large
sums of money trying to perfect feasible means of desalinizing
water. The work is being done in other countries. Some of the tech-
niques contemplate use of nuclear power, which might create some
environmental problems, too.

What effect would enforcement of the 160-acre limitation have on
the rate of water consumption in California, if any?

Mr. Roman. It is a question I haven't given a great deal of
thought to. I don't offhand see why therethere is not a great effect
one can detect except in this sense.. The enforcement of the law, and,
by the way, that means enforcement, effective enforcement, would
obviously split up the large land holdings. Smaller -users, according
to Mr. Moral and other studies, tend to be more efficient.

341:
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One aspect of the efficiency of the farm is the way YOU irrigate. If
you irrigate one way, you can probably use half of the -water you

. will use by irrigating another, and it seems more likely that the
smaller farmers might be more efficient. But-I would have to check
that; I don't. know whether I could make that statement.

Senator STEVENSON. I certainly don't know, but I think it might
have the opposite effect, it might increase the consumption.

Mr. ROBERTS. Why would it do that?
Senator STEVENSON. By helping reverse the outmigration ,trend,

keeping people on the land and in the small towns, and increasing if
not the agricultural, consumption, the other forms of consumption.

Mr. ROBERTS. In California T think 88 liercent of all water is used
for agriculture, so you could increase that all you want and it would
not have much ,effeet.

Senator STEVENSON. Perhaps so, if your assumption about the d-
ficiency of the little farmer as a water user is a fair one..

I was very interested in your figures on land. values. These figures
are in valiance with all the experience and information we have re-
ceived about the land values in the other parts of the country. Else-
where it appears, almost universally, land values are rising very
raPidly, partly, it appears, as a result of the advent of corporate
landowners not just farming, but thb. advent of corporations in rural
America, whether it is for farming; or for recreation or timber or
the exploitation of minerals. Are the declining values in California
in. part due to a general economic. condition and in part perhaps also
due to the fact that this particular land does' not Have alternative
uses or speculative vdlue. that land elsewhere might have?

Mr. Mtrat. That is a very difficult question to answer, I only
learned of this data myself a few weeks ago. I might add the source
of it is the Farm Real Estate Market Development of the USDA
from this last August. I think both of those factors are, to some ex-
tent, a problem. Speculative land in "California is foupd mostly in
the Sierra foothills and around cities where the climate} is somewhat
more amenable. Land in the valleys is extremely hot during the Sum-
mer and not much good for recreation during the winter, so there
isn't quite the speculative use in most areas.

However: I think the principal cause of this decline is simply a
surplus of irrigated acreage in California as I discussed earlier, and
this deeline seems to be accelerating at least in some crops, although
there is a fair amount of variation. I think this is going to continuo
as long as new acres come into production, and, I might, add, we are
faced with a certainty of about half a million new acres being put
into production within the next 10 to 15 years clue to already con-
structed projects. This doesn't take into account the possibility of
construction of new projects such as the East Side Division.

Senator' SrEvExsox. Do you have any figures on the rate of land
acquisition in the valleys of California by the corporations? They
ran, I suppose, accept the risks that are apparently pretty significant
in farming? The return on investment is not high. You are stibject
to all sorts of uncertainties, subject to losing money, and other risks
that the little fellow can't afford to take. What is happening?
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Mr. krium. I just don't think ram competent to answer that clues-
Hon. P6rhaps Keith, baying -worked with the Nader team?, can do a
little bit better.

Mr. Itommrs. I don't have data on how,.truthfully, large corpora-
tions are buying

i
up land in the valleys; but I think I can explain

something of what s happening in terms of why they might find it
attractive to do so.

The basic reason, I think, resides in the tar laws. Unlike any
types of business, if you make a capital investment in agriculture,
that is, you plant trees or you. buy equipment, you can deduct that
as. an ordinary expense item against your other income; like Ten-
neco,. if you have other income, it is nice to make that deduction.
Then when the capital item has blossomed into use, you could theo-
retically, sell it and you could reap a gain that would be taxed at a
much lower rate than ordinary income is -taxed; it, is taxed at the
capital gain rate, For that reason, even though you operatell a farm
at a loss of $10,000, let's say, if you lost $10,000 on your operation
I will give you a money example an your taxes on ordinary in-
come are 50 percent, that loss then 4ountt to only $5,000 Ices of
real money because you deduct it against your ordinary income. So
now you have lOst $5,000; by the operation; but you have improved
your land by an amount of $10,000. Let's say you sell it for that
$10,000 increase, you are only taxed on the increase. 25 percent, or
taxes V,500. So I think the figure comes out to be that you end up
with a $2,500 gain, even though you have had that big a loss on
your land) and that is profitable if you have lots of acres. I think
that is one of the major factors that are at work.

I think another probability here which is that there is an effort by.
some companies, Tenneco, as an example, to develop a vertical inte-
gration control of an item from the soil to the housewife) as it were,

' and I think that may be a long-range strategy of some corporations,
although tion't bane access to their deliberations.

Senator STEVENSON. Thank you very much, gentlemen. You have
contributed to a very important aspect of the problem under investi-
gation by the subcommittee, and the issues you have raised cannot be
overlooked by those who share a real concern about what is happen-
ing in rural America.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Meral along iwitk other material
follows:)
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My ran'e In Gerald H. Meral. X am Staff Scientist for.
0

the Avfropmental Dofense Fund of Mast Setauket, New York;'

Perkeley, California; and D.C. I wish to thank

the Committee for extending an invitation to present testimony

on current trends in Western Agricultural development. The

Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) is a non -profit, public-benefit

Memberehip corporation organized under the laws of the State.

of New York, with principal offices in New YOrk,'Weinington,

D.C. and California.

EDP is vitally concerned with agricultural development

since it affect;' so many important human and natural resources.

As an indication of our involvement, we recently Joined d'group

supporting the legal enfornement. of the 10 acre limitation.

California is the nation's ,eadtng agricultural state,

and develommtc here often preange developments in the rest

of the country, . My testimony will discuss three facets of

California agriculture: the environmental effect or small

versus large farms; the need for further irrigated agriculture;

and the environmental effects of constructing more irrigation

projects.

1
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I. The ignvironmental :Streets of SmalY Venue Law's Farms.

Human resources are among the most valuable we-tave.

Variou3 witnesses have discussed the implications of Gold-

schmidt's landmark study .61" the sociology of Arvin and Dinuba.

X,wish to re-emphasize the importance of the main finding:

.communities of self-employed farmers are far more stable and'

piovide a higher quality of life than.coMmunities of workers

for large agribusiness corporations. The latter have higher

percentages of migrancy, fearer locally controlled butinesseS,

And are generally less desirable. I Urge the. committee to

consider some meancvot having more such studies undertaken,

espeCially since the percentage of corpOrate agricultuj'e is

increasing.

In terms of the natural environment, twist] to mention

three points. First, when small farms Are the patterb on

the land, there is more habitat for local wildlife, since

hedges, fences, outbuildings, and so on provide more cover.

`Second, the rate of fertilizer use increases as farm

size increases (Table 1). Fertilizer use in the Central

Valley is the prime caUse of increasing nitrificatioh of

ground water supplies. Increased ground water nitrates causes

methemaglobanemia, it blood disease particularly affecting
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small children. So called "organic 1Srming", which de-emphfsizes

the use of fertilizers and pesticides, would relieve this

situation to some extent. 'Put this, type of taming seems only

to be practiced on small farmS.'.

Third, a similar situation seemb to prevail with-the use

of pesticides, whose public health and environmental effects

are increasingly will known. More data is needed on this

problem, but as other ilitnesses have and will testitY, pesticides

are usually used more carefully on small than on large farms,
.

to a large extent due to more personal involvement of the

small farmer with his workers. I need hardly point out that

the best way to preserve,the,_amenities of the small farm is

through enforcement 0V.:.tha'160 acre limitation, as required

by the Reclamation Act of.1902. This act is now being flagrantly

violated throughout California and the West.

II. Is There a Need for Purther Irrigated'Agriculture in California

wish.to disques this topic generally, nd specifical

,

with respect to the proposed cast Side Diviton of the Bdreaa

of Reclamation.

.The present status of California agriculture is not

32,7
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' Particularly favorable. This is'shown by data on incoml,

land values, and return on equity.

Figure 1 shows.the realized net farm incepe of the State's

agriculture industry. This is during a period of great agri-

Ctilteral expansion, mainly due to the opening of Federal irri-

gation projects. let incOme hasactually shown 't steady decline,

and recently is declining even fester. While this is in part

due to declining farmyrices and ihcreased-costs, it may also

be due to increased production.driVing gown prices. In any

case, it seemsifeasonable to 'conclude that farmers would do

well to keep new land out of production until total income

stabilizes oxi'begins to increase.

Not only is farm income decreasing, but so is the actual

value of farm land, another indicator of the health of the

. -farming economy. Figure 2 shows the value of. irrigated farm

land for the major crops in California over the pact four

years. A decline of about 10 t(; '20 percent is noted, although

most land prteis in the.State have risen markedly. If new

farmers are paying 1 ms for irrigated land, we may again con-

clUde that farmers wcu d be well advised to(knep.DOW land out

of produetion until land prices stabilize.

A final egn of the ill healtk of the State's agricultural

328
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"economy in the return on equity farmers receive. On hie

aVerme investment o1 $260,03C the California ,farmer makes

abOut 3 to 'Orcent, when the cost of labor and'management:

are takeh into account. ,1111a is an extremely low figure fen

..-such;a: high risk; high fiXed cost businene, aS.agrichiture.

Taking into account the present somewhat tarnished picture.

of:thNolden State's agrioulturelhduntry,:let us 'look to

'the fpture.

In thefpast Wyears there have been an increasing, stream

of 'reports from the University of::California at Davis which

ehew that the State faces a serious surplus of itrigaled.':

adreagno:eapecialiy:ifjaresent trends continue. Last year for

the first time a bill'passed the:Statelegislature which would

have made possible some State acreage liMitations.:Xt was

vetoed.bY the'GOVernoi. One reason for the oversupply of

irrigated acreage'in the deereaSing rate Of population growth

in the State and the NatiOn The most recent data show

very couraging picture: the rates of marriages and births

in California are declining 4teadily. If the present trend

continues California could move to the lower end Of. the D

schedule -of population growth in thedhext few years But

this good:p0PWA4on news is bad news for the farMer:Who'hes
.



opened new production, Or Is:Planning to produce more in the

teming:Years. The markets will simply not be -there.

reports by Dean. among others indicate a possible'

surplus of as much as 500,000 irrigated acres by 1980 and al

irrigated':aeres by the year 2000. This will mean,

strongly-increased competition for State farmers-, anda decline.

among those who do notreceivegoVprnMent subsidies such as

-Tcrop support or underpriced water.

One of the pri* causes,Of this excess acreage is the

State Water Project, which will deliver water to hundreds of

thousands of new acres on thewest side of the San Joaahin

Valley. But that project is now nearly complete, and'very.,

littie-_can:be done abbut it.

Thenext large scale agriculture development is the

Bureau of Reclamation's prOposed East Side:DiviSion of the
' (Figure 2)

Central Valley Project!. This project would take water from

rivers in the Sacramento and San.Joatquin Valleys, transport

it around the Delta*, and:send it down the East Side of the

ValleY4n.4 new Canal to serve areas of, the south San Joaquin

Valley, The Bureau of Reclamation is reticent about discussing

how this wate,r would be used, but Table 2 shows their own

figures. Cotton, orangP4.1 alfalfa; and irrigated pasture
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-would be the mostimportant crops produced with the new

water. But some of these crops are highest on the Department

of AgrigUlture subsidy program. Table 3 shows the amounts

of money paid out in Subsidies to cotton, wheat, and feed grains,

in California in 1970: the total cost Was over $100,-030,000.

In addition, almost 2004000'keres were removed from production

under the program,..and another, 6,354000 acres of potentially

producing land'wes retained it the conserving bas0,-From these

figures it seems unlikely, that there is further need for pro-

duCtion Of the traps which would be grown by new Water from

the East Side Division.

The Bureau argues- that more specialized crops may be

grown with the new water,..but the repOrts from U.C. Davis

indicate that these: crops also face surplus problems from

West Side production. It is impossible to escape the cot-

elusion that increased irrigated acreage iarnot now required.

The conflict I have described between the Policies of

the Departments of Agriculture and Interior has seenfully

deicribed elsewhere, most recentlyiin the Nader report on

the:Bureau of Reclamation entitled "Damming the West".

Another argument is that the water which was originally

331
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4

to be used for irrigation of new lands on the East.Side now

will be used to supplement present Supplies., becausethere

a serious overdraft of'groundwater in the San'-,Joaquin Valle

But this supposed overdraft is not as perique as the Bureau

states. In the,'proposed East Side service area there has been

a marked decline in the rate of groundwater depletion. This

is caused 1,11 part by new surface supplies, and in part by
5

stabilization, of the demand and supply of groundwater. This

decrease in the rate Ofdecline in groundwater can readilY'be

seen in two studies by the Bureau oflieclaMatiOp entitled

"Generalized Change in Water Levels Spring 1947 to Spring 1957"

and "Generalized Change in Water: Levels Spring 1960 to Spring

1970% A similar decrease in the rate of groundwater depletion

can be seen in -the service areas of:the AubUrn Folsom South

Prbject; part of the East Side Division,, where groundwater

declined..about 2 feet per year until 1963, but now is declining

only. 5 feet per year. (Auburn Folsom South Service Area:

Weighted average Spring Depth to water, Bureau of Reclamation.)

While there has been continued subsidence in some of the

problem areas of the. State, most of these are now to be served

by the State Project water or local deyelopments,-obviating

the.need for-the Bast Side Division.

I have shown that there.ia little need to construct a

332
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new majoxt irrigation project in the .Central Valley at this

time, despite the pretent plans of the Bureau-of Renlaration.

Let me now turn to my final topic.

///. The Environmental Effects of New Irrigation Projects.

The major ongoing. and. presently scheduled irrigation pro-

jects in'California .arethese which. would supply water to the

Eastilde -Division. The first environmental problem caused by

such projects is increased salinization of the'soiI in the

.closed basin of Tulare and Buena Vista Lakes in. the south San

Joaquin Valley. The Corps -of Engineers recognized this problem'

in their. Environmental IMpact Statement on the Melones Project,

'which will supply.water,to the area via the East Side Canal.

Unless' agricultural Wastewatei.is-removed,, the amount of land

permanently removed from production in the valleywillmarkedly

increase.

The second problem is 'that to supply water, to the-East

Side Division there must be construction of new storage

'facilities. Two such facilities, the New Melones Project on

th tanialaus River and the Auburn project'on the American,

RiVer rre. now under .construction. Their completion. will mean'

the lose of another 55 miles of wild rivers, at a,time when

333
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river recreation is becoming Increasingly popular. The.seenic

and biotic values of the.river canyons will of course also'be

The third, and porhaps.most crucial problem is that of the

San. JoaquinSacramentonelta, Presently the State and Bureau '

of Reclamation remove much of-their water directly from the

Delta, but propose to Construct a Peripheral Cahal to bypass

the Delta. If the East SideElivision is constructed, another

1,500,000 acre feet of water would be removed from the Delta,

Ina, recent speech, Kerry Mulligan, head of 'the State Water

Resources Control Board, made:it clear that the Board's recent
)(,*

decision regarding Delta Water citiality cannot be met without

some development of the North Coast Rivera unlesa the Bast Side

Division is not constructed. So deVelopment of major new

:irrigation projects in the San Joaquin Valley must Surely

lead to development of the last major free flowing rivers in

the State, those of the North Coast.

IV. Effect of New Irrigation Development on Farm Workers.

Finally, let me turn to the effect of flew irrigation

M
developments on farmers, farm workers, and others. I have

already discussed the present trend of farm income and land
6

334
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prices. -Due to these trends, along with an increasing degree

of farm mechanization, most notable on. large corporate farms,

there hai been a steady decreati in farm-employment in

California over the past years. Total employment was 401,000

in '1966 but only 384,000 in 1969, despite increased farm

acreage. Almost all of this decline was in farmers-.and

seasonal farm workers. Ai-the numbers of farmers declines,

..so does the opportunity for stem worker to be employed or

become a farmer himself. One of the main reasons for the de-

cline of the farm family is the non-enforcement of the 160

acre limitation, a topic which a ab;sr discussed by ProfessOr

Paul Taylor. x wish only to note that a recent favorable court

decision may:open the way for farms receiving Federaf water to

be family Owned and.operated..

Let me close with two suggestions for committee action.

First, until farm prices and income stabilize.and begin to

,increase, any new irrigation projects. in California should be

rejected. Second, if the Federal Government wishes to aid

the farmer and farm worker,_ then it should reverse the'plesent

policies of non-enforcement ofthe 1.60 acre limitation, of

-continuing to increase irrigation projects while subsidizing

crops produced by these projeets, and of wrongly favoring the

environmentally unsound large farm over the more menegable

Small fariti.
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Table 1

FERTILIZER USED. SY UNITED STATES AGRICULTURE

Size of farm
gross sales in 100,000 of $

all farms 1-2 2 -5 5-10 10+ (1+)

lb/acre fertilized 306 370 A48 561 689 (46o)

_Source: 1964 Census or Agriculture

02-132 Cr- 12 - pt, M 22 836
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.
Table 2.

PROPOSED USE OP LAND IN EAST SIDE DIVISION SERVICE AREA

Crop

Oranges

Olives

DeciduoueFruit

Grapes

potatoes

Misc. Vegetables

Field Corn, Milo

'Irrigated Grain,'

acres in
1958

14,764,

2,645

44,168

133,801

6,896

6,773

48,972

100,993

acres in ultimate
development

77,662,

9,282

73,717

163,330

9,850

16,582

0;392

87*219

increase

63,000

6,600

29,400

30,000

3,000

10,000

im,000

.-13,000

Alfalfa 116,076 186,456 701000

Irrigated Pasture 58,480 109,526 514000

Cotton 185,066 227,725 .42,000

Misc. Field Crops 23,568 28,400 5,000

-Idle . 18,755 - 21,000

Non-bearing Fruit

.39,075

.1731 - -17,000

Integrated Crops 7,875 - - 8,000

Double Crops *. 3,931 -.49,559 -(46,000)

811,232 1,049,312 238,000

3 314
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dfable 3

CROP SUBSIDY PROGRAM IN CALIFORNIA

Subsidy Acres Set Aside

Cotton $ 89,752,779 '104,173

Wheat 4 6,067,679 80,585

110d Grains.' $ 10,366,087 40,075

Potentially productive conserving base; Acres removed from
production 6,354000,

Source: California Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service

ai38
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Figure 1

111.
California Realized Net Farm Income (3 Yr. Avitrage)
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Source: California State Chamber of Commerce. Economic Survey
Series. (Estimates for 1971 and 19721 Bank of America.)

Dollars adjusted by use of Consumer Price Index
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FIGURE 3

EAST SIDE. DAISION, INITIAL PHASE: STORAGE AND DELIVERY FACILITIES
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Senator STEvzigsox. Is Mr. Jerry Fielder here?
Mr. Fielder is the Secretary of .Agriculture of the State of Califor-

. nia. -
I thank you, Mr. 'Fielder, for joining us this afternoon. I apolo-

gize for any confusion about the precise time of your appearance. If
you have a statement, we would be glad to hear it, or you may enter
it in the record if you prefer just to summarize.

STATEMENT 'OF JERRY W. FIELDER, `SECRETARY OF AGRICITL.
TURA STATE. OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. FizramR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I do have a prepared statement. Much of it would be redundant

after all you have heard thus far today. I will skim through and
highlight some areas that I think aro of significance and try to .add
a little to the record.

Senator &MUNSON. Your prepared statement will be inserted at
the end of your testimony.

Mr. Fteroric. It has been pointed out, of course, that California
agriculture is its No. 1 industry, and certainly, as such,.represents a
very important impact on California's economy.

In the area df world tradenothing has been said about that
today the United States represents about 20 percent of forsigii
agricultural trade throughout the world and of that, California's par-
ticipation is about 10 percent of the approximately $48 billion of
products, that California will Have produced in 1971. Over half a
billion dollars of those products are exported out of the State, win.
eipally to foreign countries in offshore markets.

There has been some alluding to the fact that net, profit has
declined in California agriculture, This would represent a reduction'
from about $966 million in 1970, as compared to $1,045,700,000 in
1969. It is anticipated that the net income of California agriculture
will remain about level with 1970 for the current year.

California is unique in that it 'produces tnore commercial crops
than any other. State, representing over 200 commercial crops. Cattle
and calves are the States leading farm products. These are followed
by dairy products, grapes, hay, and eggs. Of the 20 leading farm
commodities, we have such crops as tomatoes, lettuce, oranges,
peaches, almonds, and strawberries. Most prople associate these as
particular types of California crops.

Farm labor is the most critical and costly input into California
agricultural production. California farm emnployers and closely
related agricultural services report the amount of over $1 billion in
wages a year. This has been increasing and is' expected to be signifi-
cantly higher, in the records of 1970.

3t2
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Wages paid to California farmworkers have continued to increase
and are among the, highest in the Nation. The annual average com-
posite hourly rate in 1970 was $1.87. This was 9 cents or 5.1 percent,
higher than the $118 per hour average for 1969. The 1970 Calif4.-
nia rate was also 45 cents, or 32 percent, above the national average',
of $1.42,

The seasonal or temporary farm labor force is made up of both
local and nonlocal, or migratory, employees, who live in and out of
the State. We have had a trend which might be of interest to you.
For the migratory laborers who live in California, there, has been a
decline, but for migratory workers coming from other parts of the

United States into California, there has been an increase. This
might have some significa4 impact in your deliberations as you are
looking at the. picture across the country. ah

There has been some talk about the .coriporate strutirrffe and I
think that has been pretty well worked or today. It has been
brought out particularly that the corp.orate structures in California
also includeand I think it is an important pointmany. farm-
family. operations, which have grown from small to sizable opera-.
tions or have remained small and are incorporated.

Thera has been considerable comment as to the efficiency of the
small operator,' and I would like to comment on that. This, has been
alluded to and I certainly concur with it why are the smaller opera-
tors in California, the good-managed operations, able to complete
with the larger sized structures? I think it is probably due to the
unique charketer of the commodities grown in California, especially
the type of commodities that California: grows, and that person who
is the entrepreneur and so closely associated with the operation can
give it a more intense, sophisticatdd attention'than maybe the larger
corporate structure.

There has been a considerable amount of fear and concern as to
the competitive position of the larger conglomerates, so-called con-
glomerates, and the smaller farmers and I think there is every
reason to be concerned in this 'area, hut I submit that the competi-
tiveness is not so much from the size but from some of the tax
advantages that have been alluded to. We have taken a serious inter-
est in this particular aspect aid we do look with somq.concern on
the ability of sorne,organizations, some structures, to tan advantage
of tax benefits that others are not able to take the benefit of, and
thus exercise a more competitive position as a result of that.

However,0I would like to point out that it is quite possible that
even the conglomerates are not going `to continue to take over Cali-
fornia apiculture. As an example, two very sizable ones, one that
has been mentioned quite frequently today, have sort of struck their
toe in the water and tested the temperature and have backed off of
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California's agricultural productidn. one being the S. S. Pierce Co.,
and the other one being Terfreco. .

Mechanization, of course, has been a very important feature, in t
development of the farm labor picture in California. I point to the
fact that it probably has increased the number oftstable -year-round
workers or has been. one of the maiorscontributors to this, because,
as agricultural production has become more sophisticated and use of
mechanization has become a very important feature in California
agricultural production, this has required a more highly skilled
worker and development of skills which, in turn, a worker is able to
cash in upon as he develops these skills in demanding a 'higher
return for his efforts.

In my report I allude to the fact that one of the most dramatic
examples of this kind of development was in the case of a tomato
harvester which now picks all of the California canning crop of
tomatoes. Another crop which has become highly mechanized, almost
completely mechanized, is the production of sugar beets. However,
the development of the tomato harvester hasn't displaced the total.
workers as it has been pointed out as doing, because mechanization w
has absorbed about half the nurn1Nr involved in the harvest now in
the form. of domestics, 'mechanics, machine operators, part-time

. workers who work on the tomato harvesters, and it hasn't affected
the mrge number of work force as anticipated.

The returns to California agriculture, for both small and large
farmerS, of course, have-been alluded to as being affected by the
cost-price ratio. One of the areas of Considerable concern to us is the
higher percentage of support through propertY taxation that agri
culture, is contributing to the economy, for the cost of operating the
government. The Williamson Land Act attempted to alleviate this
and sonieholVI today. in referenceto it, it. was alluded to as providing
a mechanism whereby agriculture is not carrying its fair share, of
the cost of Government.

I would like to speak to that for a. moment and say that, true, th% `
Williamson Land Act has given some relief and some very much
needed relief to California agriculture, both` large and small, but I
would like to also point to the fact that in spite of that, I think,
,California agriculture is still carrying far more of its share of the
cost of Government support than I think it should.

I refer to a study which was developed in Ventura County, and I
wish I had this.

If I might submit it and send it to you later as part .of the record,
I would like to do so.

Senator STEVENSON. You ,ma do that.
(The information subsequently supplied follows ;)
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ThIS study was undertaken .so that you might have a better understanding of some of the
et:unarm implications M. conserving agricultural land in Ventura County This report, dealing with
the economic impact of agriculture, represents one part of an Interim Open Space Policy. The purpose
behind this aspect of the Interim Policy is to ascertain whether agriculture can be as profitable as
commerce or inclusq when all the economic benefits are presented as well as the cost-and benefit
accruing to local giniernment .The study is general in nature and should he read 'and used with such
an understanding

The Ventura County Planning Department is indebted to William W Wood; of the University:of
California, Agricultural Extension Service, for his aid and advice in this undertaking. Dr. Wood 0.

contributed of his time generously in creating and developing the framework of this study. Thanks
should also be expressed to the Ventura County Farm Bureau: Agricultural Commissioners' Office,.
and Agricultural Extension Service, as well as Moorpark College. While recognizing that many
_individuals.and agencies contributed to One study. the staff of the Planning Department bears full
responsibility for its content.

This study wai. conducted by Ronald Poitras. Protect Ma er. and written by John Sewell,
under the supervision of Victor R Husbands.

347
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SIM
this report' alien to demonstrate the importance of agriculture in Ventura County. Pres-

ently, agriculture rs the :eading industry m Ventura County and also contributes greatly to the
economir, solver. v, of iovernthental, services This study then illustrates the economic strength
of ;igriculture

The Nanning Department conducted a' cost-benefit analysis study seeking to derive the
imps( t of alternative growth patterns in our agricultural land through 1980.

The Er orionirmi of Agriculture,portion of this study has been divided into four sections. The

first sec tom ietionizes the economic importance of agriculture on the local economy and the costs
and revenues derived from an acre of agricultural land in 'Ventura County Section two, three and
four measure the economic impact of residential, Commercial, industrial and governmental growth on
the local economy and the cost and revenue from an acre of developed land. These sections differ
in that each model represents a different degree of growth and density in the 100,000 acre area.

Section two illustrates protected land use growth to the year 1980 based on present trands.
Section three iepresentr, a different degree of density of growth to 1980 and Section four shows the
area as beirm completely developed

The folloinne lour tables indicate the economic impact of various lend uses plus the cost
and revenue of each land use, In each instance, agricglture has less economic impact than do other
land uses But in terms of costs and revenues derived from an acre of land, agriculture is more of
an asset to local governments than the other land uses.

EllS11111 LABS

Agriculture

[ With the Multiplier 536,260,252

ECONOMIC IMPACT

Total Value 5170.693,2004

GOVERNMENT COSTS AND REVENUES PER ACRE

Type of
Land Use

Total
Costs

Total
Revenues

Net Government
Revenues

Agriculture $4.74 $125.00 $120.26

SWIG! VENTURA COUNTY. PlANNINO Pt.PARONT 11170

is 1,1 r4) I yppp 11.4,1111V (motispnixt In cull01.11tudsie n Voitut (
,. p. a 1.141110 ' 1711111I1111161

1
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ECONOMIC IMPACT

Residential
Total Personal Income $ 758.402.117
With the Multiplier 2 328.294,500

[ Indusirsal

rev'

Total Sal es

With the Multiplier
660.450 560

1.643,400,309
. .

Cornatircial
Total Sales 729.005,000
With the Multiplier 1,277.288,432

Agriculture .
TotJI Sales 114.879.600
With the Multiplier 355.858.677

Government
Tow! Expenditures 110;154,111
With the Multiplier 432.905,656

GOVERNMENT COSTS AND REVENUES

Type of
Land Use

Total.

Costs
Total

Revenues
Net Government

Revenues

Roar lent ial $ 96,959.764 (88.1%) $39,770.647 (60.1%) -57,179,116
Indmitriat 8.916,600 ( 8.1%) 8,069,969 (12.3%) -846,630 ,
Commercial 3.908,250 ( 3.6%) 2.572,466 1 3.9%1 -1.335,754
Agriculture 379,497 ( .3%) 15,701,154 (23.7%) 415,321,657

TOTAL $110,154,111 U6,114,235 -44,031,173

CUTS MEIN
ss -

Y

.

W0.1%
1811.1 W.

..-J
SOUllet vA11084 COUWV, PLANNING DIPARMINT. itrS

2
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ECONOMIC IMPACT

Residential
Total personal income
With the multiplier

S 368.429.800
1,192.479.446

Industrial
Total sales 495.337.920
With the multiplier 1.157.218.356

Commercial
Total sales 385 443,292
With the multiplier 958 3/9,365

Agricultural
Total sales 153,443 292
With the multiplier 475.367.318

Government
Total expenditures 62.722.055
With the multiplier 246,497.676

GOVEANMENr COSTS AND AVENUES

Type of
Land Use

Total
Costs

Total
Revenues

Net Government
Revenues.

Residential $46,551,120 182.2%) $17.619,420 (40.6 %) -4.931.699
Industrial 6,687.450 (11.8%) 6.052,477 (14.7%) -634.972
Commercial 2 932,635 15.2%) 1.930,301 ( 4.5%) -1.002,333
Agriculture 425.685 ( .8%) 17.612,050 (40.7 %) 417,186,365

TOTAL $56,596,110 $43.214.241 -13,312,639

CMS MINS
AI%

0
II

4.
..

40.0 N.

00. Js

SOUK! VINILINA CUUNTY. PLANNING DIPANTONINT. 470

3
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MIIEI III IEVEIIPMEIT

ECONOMIC IMPACT

Residential
Total personal income
With the multiplier

$ '4 890,710,000
15;014.479,700

Industrial
Total sales
With the multi ter

Commercial
Total sales
With the multiplier

3,302,252,800
7,714,789,036

2,594;091,200
6.433,346,176

Government
Total expenditures 550,674,600
With the multiplier 2,164,151,178

GOVERNMENT COSTS AND REVENUES

Type of
Land Use.

Total
Costs

Total
RECIMURS

Net Government,
Revenues

Residential $486,405,600 188.3%) i199,532,822 (78.9%) -286,872,778
Industrial 44,583,000 18.1 %) 40,349,848 (16.0%) -4,233,152
Commercial 19.686,000 ( 3.6%) 12,957,274 ( 5.1%) -6.728,396

TOTAL $650,604,800 $252,840,274 -2117,834,326

rMS 10111111 .
t,

SOUAtt VANTURA COUNTY PLANNING GIPAAINCNI 10/0

N

0,133 l/ pt. 3A .43 352
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ACMICIRTIRE IN VENTURA CIIINIT
*f

Califormo rats !.vhileimily been an agricultural state. and for the last twenty-two ytars
has had the tattiest value of agricultural production in the nation. In 1969. gross cash receipts

trom form marketing!, in the state totalled 54 38 billion.

Veiniec County has contributed significantly to agricultural production in California and

in 1969 was. a teading nationwide producer, of the following crops and livestock ,Commodities.I

. Commodity State Ranking Nationwide Ranking

Avocados, Fuego 2 2

Broccoli . 4 i 4

Cabbage 1 "4

Carrots (other than desert/ 4 '4

Celery -... 4 4

II Eggs. Chicken . 7
\

7

Grapefruit lather than desert) 3 6

Lemons 1 1

Oranges. Navel 3
(In Southern California)

Oranges. Valenclas 1

(In Southern California)

Peas', green
Peppers, bell

2
4

8
6

Peppers. chili .2 2

Spinach, fresh '2 1 2

Spinach. processing 3 3

Strawberries 3 3

Tomatoes. fresh markot 6 7

The types of crops grown in Ventura County in 1969 reflecia changing pattern of agricultural

production As the following chart notes. fruit and nut and field crops have declined in acreage
while vegetable. cut flower. and nursery stock increased. Andwhsle production value of crops has

risen in the last decade. total acreage has declined an average of 1.800 acres a year.

Av,,,ocu,,, 1949 0,,,,f,Nrentu Lildorm OtrYirrwilt ut AptiCtattoe.

353

ay 15701
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TOTAL VENTURA COUNTY AGRICULTURAL. PRODUCTION 115$ AND MO

,
"1"""h.

Acres

Changes in
Harvested

Acres
Percent. Production .

Value

Changes in
Production .

`'
Value

Fruits and Nuts
1959 53.821' $ 56..595.032.28
1969

. .

51.444 -2.377 -4.5 86,653 800.00 $30,057,767.00

Vegetable Crops
1959 35.894 24,191.246.76
1969 38,979. 4-3,088 48,0 44,171.000.00 19.979,753.00

Field Crops
.

1959 32.326 5,566,751.65
. 1969 . 18,837 -13,609 -58.2 ' 5,189,800.00 -376,951.65

Cut flowers
1959 810 1,001,960.00
1969 1.733 -923 452.4 3,287,000.00 2,35.040.00, --........

Nursery Stock
1959 : -- 1.065,968.00 .
1969 956 2.732,900.00 1,666,932,00

Dairy Products"
1959 3,358,014.85
1969 3,621,000.00 262,985.35

Livestock and Poultry
1959 10,936,675.00
1969 24,674,700,00 13,739,025.00

Apiary Products
1959 105,700.00
1969 363,000,00 257,300.00

TOTAL:
Searing and
Nonbearing

Acres

1959 137.650 $102,121,341.34
1989 116,562 -17,9111 A1704113,200;00 $47,871,151.4

tuuRC/ 'MIURA ttluNIY. DIPAAIINNt i011itutTURI.111711

The picture. then. ts one of increasing crop specialization andvalue in Ventura County even
though acreage is declining. Of course, this yearly trend of less total acreage and increased county
value cannot .continue indefinitely; eventually total value will have to be reduced as progressively
nitre and more agricultural lands are transformed to urban purposes.

6
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UrtfOrturiately, as the loss of farm land continues in Ventura County, it is foreseeable that
irreplaceable Lieu lands will also Ix. lost to urbanization throughotif(Gilifornra and the nation. For

example, Santa Cora C amiy; Cal.lrma, hat. lost over 50 percent of its prime agricultural land to
date' while ()orate Celinty. California, has mete horn a 1950 figure of 120.000 acres of crop land to
a projection of t. s than 50,000 iii,res by 1960.1

The Runt to bo Marie is that as cultivated acreage. continues to shrink, that remaining be-
comes incriseaiiiity valuable. This is particularly two. as is the case for Ventura County. where the
crops produt eta art' hravily weighted in favor of high value, hard-to-duplicate specialty crops.

Even 1,v1:11 the realization that productive acreage will be ever more valuable, it is projected
that Class, I. JIM, prime agricultural lands will diminish, following. present land use, absorption

.trench, by than 21,000 acres by 1285 Presently, the. following prime acreage is estimated to
lie within incorporated boundaries 4

A.

Planning Area Total Acreage Incorporated Amigo

Camarillo - Las Posas 40.000 8.074
Conejo - Coastal 8,000 6.752
Fillmore - Piru 15.000 1.101

' Moorpark.. '4,000 --
Ojai .

4.000 330

Oxnard - Port -Hueneme . 41,000 7i,,t 12.955

Santa Paula Am '1" 1.468

Simi 13,000 I R, 10,005

Ventura 20.000 . 6.962

TOTAL 166.000 . 47.647

VOW( vtratuaaeoutc44. PLANNING iMaimilatm4 ISM

If present trends are not altered, the future for agriculture in Ventura County does not appear
very promising And the loss will not merely be econorniC, farm land also has aesthetic value and
acts as a posrtive force in shaping and delineating urban fOrm,

Two ideas being advanced by the Assoi ohm of Bay Area Governments aimed at preserving
prune agriruitural land might provide direction for altering the trend toward future intrusion of urban
development on Ventura County's prime agricultural land The first proposal is to direct urban
services toward the least valuable agricultural lands (value is defined as value of gross agricultiiral
output less the cost of operating capital and labor). This measurement would include the potential
of land, given soil and clirpate conditions, lb grow high value crops

2 t..a see. Clots County
30H19 Space in dientle Count, Anitaait and Itetaanamuhniiinii Minns Univatiiny til t i.r.wnrn EMMition. Match 19701
4 7(1.0.1...011tIni tOrt.Idljferi at genacif %Ince unity wen. ilaniinetilen licaa thit ANY .n tha WI Savo*? Aa a ma'
setow,,,, nut Vhil I* %11/10.0111t nigh& 111*, the actual Damao* Ci r,*. I and II vont in thy houtMan hail or the County
cif 145 Na 64..5

7
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The second concept is to direct urban service, and consequently, urban development *Sy
from agricultural lands by measuring costs other than initial construction costs, which are almost
invariably cheaper in agricultural areas. It is suggested that- the annual source of income from
agricultural acreage be capitalized an a soi.ial benefit basis which would provide a longer range
perspective of costs and benefits than do initial development costs alone 5

TIE IMMO IF
This section is dividtd.into four parts.

1 The present economic importance of agriculture on the local economy and the costs andrevenues
derived froM en acre of agricultural land in Ventura County are examined

2 The economic contribution which will be forthcoming from the growth of-residential, cormstrcial.
and industrial lands by 1900 and what governmental revenues and costs they will generate are
determined

i.

3 The third part is identical to the second except the growth ratios have been reduced to 75 percent.
Of the expected trend, and population density has been increased,

4. The final part is an analysis of a total deVelopment projection using the present trend ratios of
growth for residential, commercial and industrial purposes

The purpose behind this aspect of the Interim Open Space Policy is to ascertain whether
agriculture can be as profitable as commerce or industiy when all the economic benefits are pre-
canted as well as the cost and the benefit accruing to local government.

IMPACI IF AllICIIIIIE IM TIE' IICAL [cloy:

AGRICULTURE IN 111011

In 1969, Ventura County hail a total value of agricultural production, processing, end pack-
aging of $170,693,200,' However, to state this figure is not to imply that this is.the sum of eco-
nomic consequences of agriculture and its related industries, As an 'example,. to produce, package,
and transport $100 worth of celery or head letttice (equalling one ton of each) requires the following
listed inputs or cost,:'

t'llty At*. Roping' 0.'1111.1114 Pel1flINI1 Arcultutal Rosourcs SA+ ,Illartialeyt Atlisociation of any Asti Goya' la,
August 196V

e VOntino. ClIkItIlf Annual NOW *MI Cfep Stelottlti, 1141 amnia Paula, California. Arscultiaal Commissionall
7Agmuitural fatenintt !yowl,

` CI

3
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Agricultural
Labor

.Material. Servicon- T`'""""'
Cation

Packaiiid
Process

Machinery Saltine TOTAL

Ci tory $18.18 516,12 $1.06 $2.92 $ .73 $47.85 $ .91 $6.21 $66.116

i1/30 ac.)

Head Lettuce S 4.78 5 7.88 $1.43 s3.896 $ .73 $47i27 $1.04 $6.80 $73.112

11/33 sc.)

The flouts from other sectors of the economy, in turn. require' secondary inputs in Order for
these industries to make their sales to the agricultural seder's production (which in this instance
is.the primary economic activity). This: process of each sector selling to and purchasing from one
another to create the added dollar Volume of final 'demand foragriCultUral produce continues` to act,
as an economic catalyst until the Value of the dollar cycle IS completely spent.. This economie
process is termed the multiplier effect. The multipliers used in this study are estimates taken from
multipliers developed by the Agricultural Extension Service in California in 1969. The multiplierfor
crop agriculture is-3.37 and for livestecieagriculture, 2.01. '

Differences in the' two.; figures are largely accounted for by the fact that crop agriculture is
much more labor intensive, than livestock agriculture, and wages are a strong catalyst to economic,

tivity.

Summing up the value of crop agriculture of 5142,034,500 and livestock and related agricul-
ture of $28,648,700, by their respective multipliers gives a total economic contribution of agriculture
to Ventura County 9f $536,260,252-:\

GOVERNMENTAL REVENUES AND COSTS IN AN AGMCULTURAL ARIA OF 6,200 ACRES
EAST QF OXNARD

0

Average tax revenues derived from agricultural lands in the area east of Oxnard are approxi-
mately S125 an acre. (This does not .include Improvements on the land).' To determine the cost of

-.governmental services, all the ,budgets of air the goVernmental entities (taken by tax code areas)
were examined for 6,200 acres east of Oxnard.'° Analysis was made of how much revenue each'
taxing jurisdiction would need to operate for one distal year after excluding subventions and carry
over revenues, and these figures Were divided by .lie population within each taxing area. All the

8
.

. . . .

.

A.-Sto ily et the Economy el Nape County, C. Winne.- by Irving .Hoch- and Nickolas TryphonoCoulos (University of CaWi
forma'. Oivision of Agritulturat SCninces and the Giannini Foundation of Agricultural. Economics. 'August 19691. Giannini
Research Report No. 303. .

. . .

i Ventura County .Alsessoit Office . Otk
. . .

10 The 6.200 acres consist of twO abutting properties. The last property was bounded by Old 'Norte nouitivorti In the WWW.
Elting Rend- to the South noprinornately 3.000 Iasi above Pleasant volio Road to the North, and to the East by Wood

. Road-. 15ft second property runs West of Weed Road.anci faSt along Fifth and 3,000 feet above Pleasant Valley Mad to
.-

. Semi Road

3



individual per capita costs were then added together to give a total per capita cost of governmental :

services.v.I. In the area under consideration, we derived a per capita cost of '0408.93.1? Taking this
cost, we `theri.divided this figure by the number of people in the area under analysts and arrived at a
per acre Cost of governmental services of $4.74 16,200 acres divided by 72 people). Therefore, in
the 6.200 acres used.for analysis, a per acre cost of services of 04.74 and an average revenue per
acre of $125.00 were derived. This is a net gain of 0120.26 per acre for each acre under cultivation,

THE TOTAL ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION OF THE.6,200'ACRES.EAST OF OXNARD:.

Arialytis of the crops and gross sales value of crops within the 6.200 acres reveals that
. approximately.. 39 percent of the. land is in Citrus and the remaining ,62 percent. is in vegetables.

Of the acreage in citrus, about 2.20O'acres are in lemOns, 75 in oranges, and 74 in grapefruit. -Based
on average crop value per acre in 1969. the total acreage in citrus would have'generatedgross sales
value of somewhere in the neighborhorid of $5:838,000.

The remaining 3,850 acres. it mainly_ comprised of -vegetables. Some of the primary summer
crops are tomatoes, celery, and green !Inv beans;. some dominant winter crops are cabbage,. cauti-

.cetery, spinach, peppers, and lettuce..1n general; the area is doublecrepped.. If the assump-
tion is made that in-1969 all the area

more

double cropped (realizing some of .the acreage grew one
crop while..,tome acres grew three or..more crops a year), a generalization' can-be determined as to
gross sales. per ace of vegetables in the area: An acre of land growing two tropS in celery would
have gross sales in 1969 of approximately $6,000. On the other hand, an- acreof-tomatoes and head
lettuce would. have gross sales of somewhere in the vicinity of.$3,000 and an. acre of head lettuce'
and bell peppers would have gross sales of approximately $1;800. For this, ieastiri,:. any general-

--"ization on the gross sales value of vegetables is-somewhat arbitrary; however, a figUre of .$3,000
per acre does not. seem- unreasonable; llsingthis figure; gross sales of vegetables of $11S50.000
are derivadiogethei with citrus; this is a -total gross sales of $17,388,000. The total economic
impact for 200 acres would be appreximitely $58,597,000.

This 'detailed analysis of 6;00 acres reveals some of the costs involved in urbanizing prime
'agricultural. lands, The costs are very-significant in terms of the lose Of yearly agricultural sales

.

andthe economic activity generated by growing, harvetting, transporting,.and retailing farm produce.
Add to this the loss of acreage that returns much more in revenue than it costs in terms of govern- .

mental services, and the decision to convert agricultural land to urban pilrposes takes on an eco-
nomic /light seldom considered since 'agriculture has traditionally- been Considered-a residual fend

. . j4ekuse.

V.,
. .. s

1 Thu onto tether ctinstdel ation wes-ththded'in th; ptothsion al wads chottt sennces lay the Ocean View gclteol OtitrIct
'and the Pleasatt. Vlley Sthooi.bistrict- Founuiposes of. this study. wo assumiktaii-itwpovis in the ireemere Served

. by this 'Pleasant Valley, School Diatnet. and we detenthned pe.r Capita cost ot wad* sChool.services on- tlis basiS. :
121hosii Costs:are total in ihrtt they not Only- thethde basoc governneeital cotte .for fires floodnOriirol, tchoo ' ''o--M01:.. . . .also caste that are wed for through service charoessuch a% bighting; waist. -MC.' ..

, ,
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ECONOMIC

.Taking an area of 100,000.acres, which roughly corresponds to cultivated acreage in Ventura
County, a 'forecast .was made of residential.induStrial, and commercial land takes through 1980. It
is projected that 15;507 additioneacres' will become residential, 3,080 industrial, and 1,350 com
mercial. The consequenCies of pursuing present trends are as follows.

t

. Residential ..

the'population of Ventura County is projected to increase hy340,000.by 1980,. In addition,
it is hypothesized that :throughout the county, the population density will rise to an average.of 17.3
people per acre. Considering this increased.density will affect the entire county,..,it ip,forecast that-
268.271 of these new residents will live within the 100,000 acres of undevelOped land being usedas---
ern:idol; and the remaining 79,2794411 reside in present urban areas, The per capita income of.these

.
268,271 people has been held conetant.as have all other economic data such as industrial, agricuk
tura, and commercial sales per acre, and government costs per acre. Pei capita income is $2,827, 13

aggregated thiS will add $758A02,117 worth of personal income to the County. However, as'noled

earlierfor agriculture, this is not the total economic consequence of such projected personal income
since -a large; share of these dollars will be circulated to. purchase goods and services and will

stimulate additiOnal economic` activity. Using A-.multiplier of 3,07, a total economic impact of
.

62,328,294,500 is forecast from personal income,

Industrial 14
441

.
.

Of the 3,080 acres of additional land going into industrial uses by 1980, the assumption has
been made.that it will all be in our model of undeveloped land. Taking 1969 manufacturing payrolls,
.capital improvements, and material costs, and the value added to manufactured products result in
final industrial sales of.-:$.523.039,470. With industrial sales per acre of $214,432 (after subtracting
10 percent of the acreage assumed to be in the Food and Kindred Sector), the additional 3,913Cf.acros

-.. will create new industrial sales of $660,456,460.. To apply a multiplier. to this'figure requires a.
determination as to what percentage of firms are endogenous (local) and what percentage areexoge.
nixie (firms. and headquarters outside the. county): This was necessitated by the fact that multipliers
for the twotypes of firMs differ fairly. significantly. Exogenous firms have a much lower multiplier

because of their greater tendency. than ,endogenous firms to purchase materials and ship finished.
products to other regions, with a resulting reduction-in the amount of economic activity generated.
It has been found: that 2/3 of the county's firms are endogenoils and 1/3 exogenou$, and the asstimp

bon has been made that thissatio will hold constant through 1980; The multiplier applied-is 2.56 for
endogenous firms and 1.89' for exogenous firma, On the basis of these two multipliers we will have
an economic contribution of $415,667,768 from exogenous firms and $1,127,732,541 from endogenous'

firms fora total increase of economic activity generated from new industrial lands of 81,543,400,309.

13Por capita intorno figures are tar 19611'reld wore token-Inert Security Notional Bank'o, California Ripoti;. A Shay .1
Growth and Economic .Stotere .

14 fon d and Kindred Prodiets (SIC Codes19:39) him been ekcluded to teet, trom'rkerb(0 counting. since they Mei hem
incorournted into OW Anricuttutal Cometowoner's Amine! Report 1101.
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Commercial

Commercial land is projected to increase by 1,350. acres by 1980, and, as with industrial
land use trends, an assumption has been made that all growth will occur within the undeVeloped
areas, In 1969, taxable sales in Ventura county amounted to.$479,746,000.15 Another S1111,297,060.
was forthcoming in non - taxable retail sates for a total of $729,005.000, Ie Dividing total retail sales
by present acreage in commercial development gives us an average sales. per acre of 4381,484.
With an additional 1,350 Acres. of commercial land, new retail sales of $515,003,400 Will be created
by 1980. Adding a. multiplier of. 2,48 will, lead to total economic activity stimulated by new com-
mercial lands of $1,277.208,432.. '

. %-

Agriculture

.Uting our 100,000 acref undeveloped land and assuming that:it conforma to the present
acreage under cultivation leads to the predictable.,conclusion that less farm land will remain by
1980. Following present trends, 19,937 acres will be released to industrial, commercial-, and resi-
dential uses in the next ,ten years," This figure has;. as a. consequence, been subtracted from
cultivated 'acreage to give us a new figure of 80,063 acres in agricultural production by 1980; The
80,063 acres of remaining agricultural land will result in a crop of liveitock value of production
of .$114;879,600.

.. Assuming that the final sales volume of livestock and related agriculture 'will continue to
be 20 percent of the total and applying the. appropriate multipliers, The economic contribution of
'agriculture is projected to amount to $355,858,677 by 1980. --

Government

Governmeet expenditures in 1980 were prOjeCted by-.taking all -costs by all governmental
entities In an urban area (subtracting subventions and carry over revenues) and dividing this amount .

by the population within each jurisdiction,' Adding up all these individual costs gave us a total
per capita cost of 5410.07.19 this cost. tristhe projected population in the undeveloped area
provided ..us with a total local governmental expenditure by 1980 'of approximately 3110,154;111.

1° Treat Outlets end Tornado *red Sales in Celdernie. Ninth Annual Rears. (Sacramento Research inti.Statistics Unit,State board of Equalization. April 27. 19701. .
16 1=4''hie. An estimate is made of total slate nontaxable feted sales in this report. Assuming the county's percentage oftotal state nontaxable retail, sates is the same asits pertenlagivol taxable sales, the figure of $141.297,000 of non-taxable retail WOOS is obtained.
171t

must be littot in mind that this does not actually conform to total land tzars since this study has only concerned
itself with those lends protected to be developed for cornmermal,_ industrial. and residential tenuous. It does notconsider the 29 percent of developed land that will go to other urban purposes by 1910,

ill/ The swami reduced horn present total value Cl agricultural stiles is bartd.C4 average per acre sales In the model wee(combining citrus and vegetables) of $2.1100. This figure should be indicative of the agricultural valui of screw!which will be developed in the next ten years since it was derived for the Oxnard Mains and this area will continueto be a leading region for urbanization.
19 The per capita cost in this instants is slightly larger than that listed artier in our analysis of governmental costs andbenefits in an agricultural area, However. this ascend case is for an urban situation, and, since we are *plying this

per capita cost to what is protected to be s developed tae, .it is felt the figuis of t410.07 Is The best refleCtion ofactual costs.

12
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local government is highly loCalized and its labor intensive, it has a large multiplier effect.
Therefore. after employing the multiplierof 3.93 for local government expendittfres, a total economic.
activity is engendered of 3432.905.856.

Summary

The residential..industrial, -commercial, agricultural, and governmental sales or expenditures
in the area .under consideration are estimated to have the following total Iconomic impact on the
county by 1980..

Residential $2,328,294,500_

Industrial 1,543,400,309

Commercial 1,277,208,432
Agricultural 355,858,677
Governmental 432,90058

TOTAL $6,837,667,574

SOURCE VENTURA COUNTY,
PLANNING OIPANTM*NT.

GOVERNMENTAL REVENUES AND COSTS

Revenues

Revenues. for each sector of the economy previously discussed have been determined by
taking total assessed land and improvements for each category, dividing it onait acreage basis,
and applying the tax rate per $100 worth of assessed valuation:20

'1.- According to Planning Departinent projections, the population will increase to 17.3 people per
acre by 1980. At -an average faintly size of 3.2, this will mean 5,4 dwelling units per acre.
'Taking net family incomein Ventura County of approximately $6,500 and assuming all families
purchase or rent homes worth approxiMately 2-1/2.tinie3lheir annual income, there would be an
average assessed value in these new residential areas of 828,487 per acre, Applying the tax '-
rate of $9 per $100 of assessed value, a revenue of $2,564.69 is gained per acre. Total receipts

Ir
from new residential acreage is, then, estimated to amount to M770,847.83.

2. Industrial lands and improvements have an assessed value of 183,846,000. Dividing this figure
into a total of 2,720 acres gives us $30,825 of assessed. valuation; With a tax rate of $8.50 per
$100 of assessed valuation, an average revenue of $2,820.12 per acre of industrial land was
determined.

3, -Commercial lands have an assessed value of 841,923,000; With 1,870 acres of commercial
development, a 'tax rate of $8.50 per $100 of assessed valuation, and- an average revenue of
$1,905.53 is generated. .

2° Tee rates end assessed values lesupr for resideiuM maul we for the tercet yeW

13
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4. Agricultural land has a total assessment of larid and iMprovernents of $217,909,600, This figure,
divided by the 100,000 acres of cultivated acreage gives us. aa'average assessed Value per
acre 0'42,179 and average revenues per acre of $196:11.

5. Taking per acre revenues derived by, residential, industrial, commercial, and agricultural lands
and multiplying such receipts by protected land takes by 1980 provide the following eslimaleSi
revenue from new land uses and remaining agricultural production.

Residential 15,507 Acres $39,770,647,63,
Industrial` 3,060 Acres 8.069,969.60
Commercial . 1.360 Acres 2,572.466.50
Agricultural 80,063 Acres 15,701,154.93

TOTAL 100,000 Acres $61,114,237,86

SOURCE. VCNTUAA COUNTY. PLANNING CIIANNAINT. ION

a

Costs

The method of determining urban per capita costs was explainedeperlier. To arrive at per
acre costs for each type of development, the $410.07 per person was divided between sChooi and
other costs. Per capita schodl costs were then multiplied.by the 17.3 people per acre Ithee projected.
density by 1980) and the number of acres going into residential uses to give us total school costs.
The aiming $216.01 of per capita governmental costs was applied to all land uses on a per acre
popul tion density of 13.4 people since our original per capita cost was averaged over an area with
mixed rban uses, not jutt residential. This necessitated, then, that ire average the projected
popula on over .the entire acreage estimated to be added to Commercial, industrial .and residential

.

uses by 1980. After doing this, other urban per capita costs were multiplied first by.the density of
population and then by The total acreage of anprojected I uses for a total governmental cost of
approximately *109.774,614. The merit Of this latter figure, owner, is that it is now broken doven
by each land use as follows:

19$0 GOVERNMENTAL COSTS IN
THE NEWLY DEVELOPED ALAS

Residential $ 96,949,764
Industrial .8,916,600
Commercial , 3,906,250

TOTAL 4101,774,614

SOLOACE VENTUAA COUNTY.
PLANNING OfPARTMINT. TON/

g acreage of $379,497.
agricultural per acre costs of governmental services of $4.74 there isa total expense for theta-m.4)
m

If, furthermore, it is that the remaining 80,063 acres'is'under cultivation, and we apply the

14
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SWAM OF PRESENT TRENDS

As noted, the economic impact of industrial, commercial; and residential land on an acreage
basis generates a larger amount of economic activity than does agricultural-production, This differ-
-once is -somewhat reduced when the multipliers are added -since agriculture has a large multiplier
effect on the economy Nevertheless,- comparison. of pit acre sales of industrial and canned's!
land or urban- per capita Income on an acreage- basis with per acre sales of agricultural products

're (rather than total sales) creates the impression thit the latter"s contribution is rather insignificant.

AVERAGE TOTAL SALES PER ACNE IR LAND USE TYPE

Industrial Sales Per Acre 4214,432
Commercial Sates PerAcre 381,484
Urban Per Capita Income Per Acre (1960) 61,121

' Agricultural Sales Per Acre
(Including Packaging and Processing) 1,706

SOUK' VINTUNA COUNTY, PLANNINO OtANTUYNT, INTO.

1

A different picture is revealed when local governmentocosts to service each function as well
as total property taxes generated are analyzed.

TOTAL GOVERMENT COSTS AND REVENUES FROM
PROJECTED 1440 DEVELOPMENT

'43 '' Type of
'4. Vent Use

Total
Costs

Total

Revenues

NM Government
_Revenues

ReSidintial $ 96,949,7642' 439,770,647.83 -57,179,116.17
Industrial 8,916,600 8,069,969.60 -846,630.40

Commercial , 3,908;250 2,672,465.50 -1,335,784.50
Agriculture 179,497 15;701,154,93 +15,321,657.93

TOTAL $110,164,111 KA 114,237.1111 -44,038,573.14

110UNCT %MOURN COUNTY ?TANNING OMPANTITINT, INTO

From a property tax standpoint, .it can be seen that agriculture as the only lend use that pays for
itself when industrial and commercial property is given a cost based on total urban expenditures by

-,government) Of course, there are revenues derived from urban development other than property taxes;
but on this basis, agriculture is, from the public perspective, the least expensive land use,

11Indusertal and commove. costs are greeter than revenues bums* ell expenditures related to People could not be
separated from those relined to land. Therefore, the costs above we urban costa which lova fuiduttal as Mimed to
Conenerctal and industrial govetnmental expenditures, Total costs, of cools., will remain the eamennitsuctive of the
breakdown.

15
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Following actual projected growth trends and assuming they will take place within our model
of 100,000 acres, we arrived at the previously outlined4sconcimic consequences on Ventura County
and the costs and benefit; to local government. With the alternative growth pattern, we simply start
with the prenitse that (1) population will increase by three-fourths the expected rate (commercial
and. industrial expansion are also assumed to be 75 percent of projected growth trends), and (2) the
population will reside at a density of 20 people par acre rather than-17.3, Using this alternative
growth pattern. the following economic impact and local governmental costs and revenues are hy-
pothesized.

ALTERNATIVE POPULATION AND ACREAGE POOJECTIONS

Projected population 261,000
Projected population in the newly developed area 137,40022
Residential acreage 6,870
Industrial acreage 2,310
Commercial acreage 1,013
Remaining agricultural acreage , 89,807

ECONOMIC IMPACT

Residential
Total Personal Income
With the Multiplier

S 388,429,800
1,192,479,486

Industrial
Total Sales 495,337,920
With the Multiplier/ 1,157,218,356

Commercial
Total Sales 385,443,292
With the Multiplier 958,379,365

Agriculture
Total Sales 153,443,292
With the Multiplier . 475,367.316

Government
Total Expenditures 62,722,055
With the Miltiptiar 246,497,676

lOUFGt VIENTURA COUNte PLANNINO btFAII7Miter,

I
22 AS the pawmul 1.avoto rt iron asturned 4hat the densrty would abto domes* 01 existrnp urban Ileac Thereto'.

rt was neco,lary in auto/act the numbot or prof* edrected to go into already den/eloped rayons

16
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GOVERMIENT COSTS AND REVENUES (ad valorem Property Tax)

Type of
Land Use

Total

Costs
Total

,Revenues

Net Government
Revenues

Residential $46,561,120 $17,619,420.30 - 28,931,680.70
Industrial 6,687,460 6,062,477.20 -634,972.80
Commercial 2,932,636 1,930,301.89 -1,002,333.11
Agriculture 425,685 17,612,050.77 +17,186,366.77

TOTAL 166,61.00 ft $43,214,260.11 -13.3112,1130,84

iOURCfi VINTUIIA COUNTY. PLANNING OPPAITONINT 1174

The third model uses Present frond data for household'inixoe, per capita income, population
density par etre, ratios of commercial, industrial, and residential develognint, etc. it differs only
in that it assumed all 100,000 acres are developed; this assumption, was made to enable us to assess'.
the economic impact and costs find benefits to government if all 100,000 acres of agricultural 1ind
Were converted to urban purposes. The following results were obtained from following such i pro-
jection. 7

*.

ALTERNATIVE POPULATION AND ACREAGE PROJECTIONS

.Projected population in the newly developed area 1,730,000
77,100
15,400
6,800

Residential acreage.
Industrial acreage
Commercial acreage

C

ECONOMIC IMPACT

.: .nesidential
Tots( Personal Income
With the Multiplier

.

$ 4,800,710,000
15,014,479,700

Industrial
. Total Sales 3,302,252,1100

With the Multiplier 7,714,7119,036

Commercial
.

Total Sales 2,504,091,200
With the Multiplier 6,433,346,176.

Government
Total Expenditures 650,674,600
With the Multiplier 2,164,161,178.

SOURCE VINTUNA COUNTY. PLANNINO omurrooNT. 1ti4P
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GOVEPINNENT COSTS AND REVENUES (ad valorem' Property Tax)

Type of
Land List,

. Resitient,it
Indentrit:
Convner i.ial 4

Total

Costs

$486,405,600
44,583,000
19 686,000

Total
Rove/wit

Net Government
?revenues

5199,532:822
40,349,848
12,950,274

-286,872,778
-4,233,152
-6,728,396

TOTAL I $550,674,600 4252,840,274 -287.634,33

%LA Pt i vtN1UNA COUNTY. OLANNING OtPARTIACHT. 19111

The datum presented is a first approximation and is not meant to imply that-the figures are
exact Rather, it is indicative of the consequences of various growth trends From the standpoint
of this analyrls, agriculture is the only land use that pays its own way in relation to the costs and
benefits accruing to local government. This is a well known fact the purpose of this study was to
quantify it The per acre economic Impact of agricultural, industrial, commercial, and residential
land uses, are also quantified and it is clear that, economically, agriculture cannot compete with
urban uses

The analycrS makes it explicit it Ventura County simply wants the largest amount of economic
activity possible, lc:should bedgrapared_to develop all its agricultural land as rapidly as feasible.
However: if the concern is with governmental solvency and environmental quality, it will be neces-
sary to consider agrichlture as more than a. residual land use If this concept is accepted, it may not
be too late to preserve some of Ventura County's unique agricultural heritage.

VENTURA COUNTY PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Dei ember 8, 1970
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Mr. FIELIM. In that report a study was conducted of the four
segments of the ecthiomy in Ventura County, principally the resi-
dential, the commercial, the industrial and the agricultural, as to
what each of these were contributing in the cost of support of the
Government and what each was benefitting from Government. It
was quite revealing that all three, except agricultural, were receiving
far more benefits, In the case of residential, something like $20 mil-
lion .in excess of what they were paying into the cost of . Govern-ment; whereas a 'culture was paying in excess of $20 million overwhat it was benefit 0 from Government services. .

So I make that point from the standpoint that, in spite of the
relief that the Williamson. Land Act has provided for agriculture,
they are still paying more than their fair share. iii support of the
property taxation.

I-would like to read a bit here, if I might, on page 4, where it
states:

It should be noted that the total number of people working in California ag-
riculture has been declining for a number of years, at the rate of about 1.6percent per year, In the 10-year period between 1900 and 1970, the estimated
average total number working on California farms fell from 337,700 to 289,300,a drop of 44,400, or 14,3 percent Most of the reduction was due to the decreas-
ing number of farmers and unpaid family help and the termination of the bra-cern program..

The trend to fewer but larger farms has probably had its greatest impact onthe number of farmers and unpaid family help. In 1900, the average number
of people in this classification was estimated at 09,000 and represented SO per-cent of the total work force..By 1970, the number had dropped to 78,900 andrepresented 27 percent of the work force.

* * * * . ,.

The loss of the bracero program and the reduction In the number of farmers
'and unpaid family. help repreSents a total reduction of over 00,000 farm work-
ers since 1060. This is considerably more than the reduction in the average- total number working on California farms.

Yet, if you examine our migratory pool, it has not increased, so I
ithink it is an important point that we have; though, increased our

numbers of year-round employment and provided a goo& quality
return to that employment.

.

There is considerable here in the record. that I could comment On
now, but the day is getting short and there are a few things that I
would like to add for the record if I might.

There wat some concern expressed as to the availability of agri-
cultural credit: 'We in the Department of Agriculture are most con- .

corned about this. Two years ago we put together representatives of
all of the credit agencies, including Government as well as th© pri-
vate sectors, institutional representatives, and supply creditors. 'We:
brought them together with representatives of the Unitersity of Cal-:
ifornia Foundation to conduct a study as to whether or not agricul-
tural credit was going to force out the production of agriculture.

It was interesting to us to learn, and most .reassuring, that, as we
studied the matter, Actually the inplits.into agricultural credit needs
and supply had increased continua:4:411TO the past . year; and that
there was a strong commitment from Ill: of those represented that
they were not going to forsake agricultural credit needs and were
going to continue to support it. - !. .--

,..

1 ) 7:2 an g:11
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T think that was brought out somewhat by Mr. Long's testimony
in regard to the Bank of America this morning, but it was also the
response from all of the major credit sources that we, worked with at
that times,

One of the things that has been a major detriment to California.
agriculture has been the interruption of transportation, the move-
ment of our commodities. Fortunately,"the railroad strike didn't last
too long. The dock strip has hurt California agriculture, and your
particular interest is in the area Of the so-called small farmer. I can
tell you that he has been considerably and seriously hurt; by the
interruption of movement of his products.

If I might take the liberty of suggesting, certainly legislation,
mechanisms, need to be established that somehow in the future will
prevent the interruption of the important segments of our economy
that have such a tremendous impact upon not only the industries but
the public. r -

Another point I would like to speak to and incorporate into the
record is the concern that has been expressed 'here, I think it was
stated this morning, that it was absolutely impossible for young
people to find ingress into agriculture. I really find that one very
difficult to accept because I can look in my own community and
within just a very recent few years point to some young people who
have started, and the assists in credit support for these kinds of
people who have the ability and who have the determination to get
started are available, and young people are 'getting started, so the
door isn't completely shut without a question. Admittedly, it is far
more difficult now than it was in the past, say, 20 years ago or even
10 years ago, and it is far more difficult to remain 'in business, but
nevertheless, the opportunities are there and the abilities are being
demonstrated.

I think I have hit the highlights, Senator, and I do, have a writ-
ten statement.

Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, Mr. Fielder.
You indicated that you felt the family farm unit was relatively

efficient. You indicated also that it might be relatively more efficient
in the production of labor intensive or unique commodities, rather
than others. T find it is true everywhere. I come from Illinois where
we grow feed grains primarily,and everything I know about agri-
culture in the Middle West. indicates that the family farmer is, rela-
tively speaking, a very efficient producer; given a chance he can pro-

, duce just as low or at a lower cost than the larger corporate farmer,
although we don% have quite the competitive situation there that I
think ysziii have here.

We have heard enough testimony to indicate it, is not a question so
much of efficiency; it is certainly a question of whether policies and
activities of Government really don't 'work against the little fellow
to make it difficult for him to survive.

You mentioned the tax laws as one of tluS advantages that the big
conglomerate has. Other things have been mentioned : Loopholes in
the immigration laws, and lax enforcement of our border laws. Is
that going to continue to be a problem in California after the new
law becomes effective which makes it a crime to hire an illegal
entrant?

4
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Mr. FIELDER. -How 'effective enforcement of that will be is, of
course, speculative. There is noo question but what illegal aliens do
find work in California, not only in agriculture, though, but in other
endeavors as well. But I don't think it is as widespread, and I am
expressing an honest opinion here, as is often contended that it is.
Moro and more you 'see the utilization of the domestic year -round,
more highly skilled worker; that isithe trend, and I think it is going-
to continue to deVelop.

Senator STEVENSON. We have also heard. testimony to the effect
that the Department of Labor Farm Labor Service program really
doesn't benefit anybody except the bureaucrats or, least of all, the
Small firmer. Does your Department have anything to do with the
administration of that program in this State or do you have a State
employment service that administers it?

Mr. FIELDER.. We have a Farm Employment Service in California
that is separate and aside from our Department. We don't have that
responsibility.

Senator STEVENSON. Do you have any opinions about its value tothe small farmer?
Mr. FIELDER. Yes; I have ,a very definite opinion. I think it is

based upon my own, personal experience. I was a small operator and
we utilized fhe service and had very good benefits from it. We have
to fudge from the, reports that come through our Department from
their Department that they are placing people in California. I think
that they are performing a service.

Senator STEVENSON. I have heard that it was primarily used in
California to place welfare recipients in farm work, except that it
frequently didn't work, welfare recipients didn't turn out. Is that
the case; is it being used partly for that purpose?

Air. FIELDER. Of course every effort in California is being made to
put to work -Welfare recipients who ire able bodied citizens and, if
they are agricultural workers, then they are referre,d through that
Service.

ittSenator STEVENSON. What if they aren't agricultural workers?
Mr. FIELDER. I can't speak to those who aren't agricultural work-

ers; I am not familiar with it.
Senator STVNSON. The activities of land-grant colleges have

been mentioned by all of our witnesses so far this morning. It was
estimated by one witness that 95 percent of the agricultural work of
the University of California went into technology and very little, if
any, to the social problems of people in rural America. How do you

, feel about that ? Is that a fair estimate, or breakdown?
Mr. FIELDER. There arc thoSe in agriculture who might say they

think there is greater effort on the social than there is in the research
endeavor on their behalf. No. I am rather familiar with the Univer-
sity of California, particularly the Davis branch. and more particu-
larly the College of Agriculture, whieh is now the College of Agri-
cultural, Environmental Sciences. I think they are trying to develop
a balance of service to the exploratory and research needs of agricur-.
ture. At the same time they are trying to address themselves to the
relationship of agriculture to society and California rural America.

Senator STEVENSON. The Land Reclamation Act has been dis-
cussed at length today. We have heard testimony about the figure
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to enforce the 160-acre limitation. How . do , youyou feel about that
policy; should it be enforced and, ifnot, why not?

Mr. FIELDER. First of all, happen to be one who-7-Jet me answer
your 5-fustion-as to the enforcement

Being head of a department that is regulatory in nature, naturally
I believe laws-should be enforced. This is a raw. that hasn't been fol-
lowed in practice necessarily for quite some time, and a system of ,
economy has developed around what might be construed as a lack of

.,euforcement.
I Started to say I happen to be one who, feels the 160-acre limita-

tion isn't' a practical figure. any more. Something that hasn't been
said here today is that the 160-acre limitation, if reinstituted, and
.adhered to strictly, would not suffice to .take .care. of what, is the
average size, operation, whith' has become the minimum economic
entity for a successful operhtion.

Senator STEVENSON. If I can interrupt right there, is that -so, or
aren't we overgeneralizing a- little? Don't' you have an economically

,,self-sufficient unit of 160 acres if it is in pisbachio nuts or almonds
: or walnrifs?

Mr. FIELDER. That point was made today, yes, and in some com,
modities even. 40 acres.9is an economic unit, but the average is 654
acres.

Senator STEVE sox. Theri would you bring the limit up to the
average, or up to e highest figuret or would, you have some kind-of :
a floating limit, dep ding on the nature of the crop? What -Would
you-do ?'

that more closely" approaches what would be :an economic operitti
Mr. FIELDER.' It ma es more sense somebring it up, to SWe figure

Unit: i

limitation i alifornia ?'
Senator triersoic. Do you think 6n acres Would be a reasonable

, Mr. FIELDER. I merely used, that figure because that is the. average
farm.size in California, which obviously is a result 'of economics. .

I think the. point I .was trying to .make here was that, if ,you
enforce the 160-acre jimitation, you wouldn't necessarily put people.
back on the farm. What would happen, you might foiga some,
changes of ownership but you still have 'to seek that level of efficient
operation, and it could be somewhat larger than that, depending
upon the commodity. If it were feed' grains, it could be several thou-
sand acres. So the 160-acre limitation isn't the thing that is going. to
put people back offthe farm. That is the point I am making.

Sefuttor STEVENSON. It 'seems to me it would be very Mmplicated,
:.because we are also. saying the efficient' level of operation depends
upon tax laws, it defrauds u.spon land-grant colleges, crop subsidies,-
immigration laws, farm labor services, and so on. If there was .
reform up and down the line, and we were trying in all cases to
eliminate the biases in our policies, I should think one that might be
included Would be the Land. Reclamation Act, or the nonenforcement
of the water limitation. If you are eliminatmg some of these other
biases, maybe. 640 acres-Vvould. be too high, wouldn't it.?

Mr. FIE,LIDER.` It is possible: Again, if you are talking about an
operakion, that is dependent upon the commodity you are growing

A



and the cost of operatiOn. The 160-acre limitation isn't that closely,
directly related to it is my point.

-Senator STEVENSON. One, other subject that has not come up'so far
this-morning that I have heard-concern-expressed-about in the past
is the ability of the family farmer to market his products. There
have been suggestions that large growers are forming associations,
cooperative devices for marketing ,their products and, except in
times of short supply, it can be very 'difficitlt for the little fellow

.simply to sell the fruits of 'his labor. Is that a problem in California
for the family farmer? "*"...

Mr. FIELDER. Certainly. Marketing is really the name of the game
in all areas of operations of production of agriculture. The .oppor-
tunities for a larger corporation to build a market structure, admit-
tedly, are greater.- If they are a corporate structure, they have more
autonomous control. They answer to a smaller board. of directors: On
the other hand, through the cooperative effort, and marketing order
programs. that we have in California, the small operator does have
avenues to address himself to ,his marketing problenis. And I think
there are some very fine examples of c,00perative marketing /efforts
that have served this particular need with the smalrgrowers.

Senator STEVENSON. AS you know; we have also heard a good deal
about land ownership plitterns ill. rural California. Is there any
agency of the State government That inventories the land. and that
has the figures on ownership of land by corporations, and which cor-
poration? How do you find out in California who owns the land, or
can you? "

Mr. FIELDER. Of course the only 0 13:1107 who owns
the land are the assessors of each:co e is rio government
structure that has a record of what cO vwn land and what
-are partnerships, private ownerships, a ith. We don't have
access to that type of

Senator Satreicsobr. Thank you for your testimony. Mr. Fielder.
also want.to say I have heard a, great deal today, about how

California is the No. 1 agricultural State in the Union, and it is
making me increasingly uncomfortable. We have always looked upon
Illinmt as the No 1 agricultural State. We may not be the No 1
agricultural producer, about the best I can do' at the moment is to
say we are the Noe agricultural exporter.

Mr. FIELDER. r41.ew that,
'Senator STEVENSON. We . don't produce any walnuts or pistachio

nuts, but we produce a lot of corn., '
We in. Illinois are worried about the problems in the transports

tion industry. Another subcommittee of the Labor and Public Wel-
fare .Committee of * Senate 'does- haves before it now a number of

_proposals to deal with this very serious problem, not only for farm-
.-ars but everybody in the country. I' certainly hope we can come up

with shine new mechanisms for resolving disputes in this very criti-
cal industry;and soon.

Mr. FreinEu.1 commend you,
,:Senator Sgreverrsorr. Thank you very much.

(Tip ,prepared statement of Mr. Fielder follows :)
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TESTIMONY FOR SUBCONNITTER ON MIGRATORY LABOR

Mr. Chairman, and members of the ComMittee, I am pleaded at the

opportunity.lo present testimony before yout.Committeeregirding'Cali-

fornia's agricultural' industry and trends taking place in the industry

whiCh are affecting. both farmers and farm workers.

Because it is our number one resourcebased industry, agridulture

Is extremely important to California's economy. For the past 23 con-7
(

aecutive years, California has led nation in gross cash receipts

1111

from farm marketings. In 1970,'Wl.th only two percent of all the natio .'s

farms, the State's gross farm income totalled 4,49 billion dollars. This

represented 9.2 percent of the national'gross income from farming. It is

estimated that gross farm income in 1971: Will total a record 4:8 billion

dollars, up fivepercent from 1970,

Uhile,gross farm income has been increasing,-realized net income has

been falling because of rising productiOn costs. In 1970, neOncome was.

966,.2 .million dollars,.down,eighr percent from the net income, uf,1,,OM,01,

milliou in 1969. It is expected that net income will sh;a0litt/e change

in 1971. It should be kept.in mind that farmers are coipensated for their

management and capital investment from net income.

Ho, other state produces aswide a variety ofloOd. products. Approxi-.

(
..,.

mately.200 commercial crops are grown in California pion though California

is the leading, .or exclusive,,U.S. producer. at abOUt 50 of tfiese'cropavno

, --
one commodity is dominant. The extent of aiversifigation is illustrated by

She fact that most crops indiviolually:account for Iess than two percent of

the State's total farm income.

Cattle and calves are the State's leading farm products as far ei.ferm

value'is concerned. In 1910, cattle and calves were followed:by dairy
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products, zrapes, andchicken eggs. Seth of these commodities had

a farm value in excess of,a quarter billion' dollars. Included in the 20

leading farm commodities are drops such,as tomatoes, lettuce, oranges,

peadhea, almonds, and strawberries, which moat people associate with .

California, agriculture. Also included among the top twenty, however,

are crops such as rice, potatoes, cut flowers and barley. California

cut flowers, for en example, ranked fourteenth and had a farm value of

almost 87 million dollars'in 1970.

Farm labdi is the most critical and costly input in the production

of California's farm commodities, many of, which are labor-intensive

specialty crops. California farm employers and closely related agricul-

tural:services reported slightly over one billion dollars in wages during

1969. The total is expected to be significantly higher for 1970.

Wages paid to California's farmgworkers have continued to increase

and are among the highest in the nation. The annual average composite

hourly rate in 1970 was 11.87. This was nine, cents, or 5.1 perdent

Ihigher than the $1.78 per hour average for 1969.' ',The 1970 California

rate was also 45 cents, or 32 percent above the national average of $1.42.

The farm labor force is made up of farmers and unpaid family helpi,

and hired domestic employees, both year-round and seasonal. With the end

of the Bracero Program, no foreign contract labor has been used. in Cali-

fornia since 1968.

of both local iMd non ocal, or migratory employees, which may live in or

out of the State.

Chang aking place California agriculture whieh:are

affectin the de d for farm labor and the kinds of farm workers being

The,sessonal'or temporary farm labor force is made up

employed. Perhaps the most important change in this regard is the trend

3 75
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".1tia fewerbut larger Zeiss. -In 1960, there was a total of 108,000 faras

In California. with an average size of 359 acres. By 1971, the number

Of farms had' dedeased to 56,000, while the average size of farms had

increased- to 654 acres. In 1970, the average California farm, including

land and4uildings, was Valued at 338,000 dollars. ,Nstionally, the

average-farm size in 1970 was:.383 acres, with an average value of

71,000 dollars.

. While some of the increase in farm. size_ involvei conglomerates and

integrated corpOrations, the operation of agricultural enterprises,

regardless of 'ownershipOs highly competitiVe and will continue to be

So.' :In virtually all respects the form of ownership of the farming

operation is far less important than is the availability of capital and

expertise in production, marketing and management,
0

The increasing mechanization of production !agriculture is also an

important factor which is affecting the structure and demand for farm

labor in California. Mechanization has been well-established for many

:years -in the production and harvesting of field crops such as cotton,

sugar beets, and rite.- The mechanizationotour specialty fruit and

vegetable crops.is more difficult, blit much research work is being done

to develop machines that can be used feasibly on a commercial basis.

The mechanical. harvpatipg of Some tree crops such as almonds, walnuts,

and prOnes is already wellestablished.'

The most drematie.example of the development and rapid wide-spread

use of mechanization took place in the California canning tomato

industry. In 1063, the canning tomato crop was picked entirely by hand,

principally.ly bract:mg from Mexico with a peak workiforce of over 42,000.

,
Almost 100percent of the crap is now harvested by machine with a. peak.

work force.of about half the number used previously.

376
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'Work is proceeding to develop mechanical hariesters for other crops,

such as grapes, which utillize more labor during the peak harvest season

than any other crop. The mechanigal harvesting of wine and raisin grapes

appears at hand, but will be more difficult for table grapes which require

more careful handling, Machines to harvest other crops such as cling

peaches, asparagus, olives, apricots and berries, are also being developed

and tested. This work is being financed to a large extent by the industries

concerned. 4
,

California, which has long recognized the importance of agriculture

in its economy, has taken affirmative action totprovide needed food and

fiber to the growing population.. Land taxation is one of the major fixed

costs of farming. As population increased land values also increased and

the property taxes went up. In order to preserve farm land for farming

the Legislature passed the Williamson Land Conservation Act in 1965. That

Act, which now embraces almost 10 million acres of land, allows tax assess-

ment olf:rmland to be based on agricultural income rather than market

value. The Landowners is required to commit his land to agricultural
-.-

production for a minimum of tap years', extended annually for one year, in

order to enjoy.the tax benefits. The State will reimburse the counties

for some of the tax losses they sustain.

The trend to fewir but larger farms and increasing mechanization are

probably the most important factors at the farm level which are affecting

the demand for farm labor and the type ofarm worker being employed.

The changes and trends taking place in the type of firm worker employed'_

are clearly discernible and very interesting.

First, it should be noted that the total* nuMber of people working

in California agriculture has been declining for a number of years, at

the rate Of about 1.5 percent per year. In the 10-year period between

377
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.1960 and 1970, the estimated average total nulber working on California

farms fell from 337,700 to 289,300, a .drop nf,44,400, or 14.3 percent,

Moat of the reduction was due to the decreasing number of farmers and

unpaid family help and the termination of the $racero Program.

Ths"trend to fewer.butlarger farms has probably had its greatest

'impact on the number of formers'and unpaid family help. In 1960, the

average nUmber of people in this classification was estimated at 99,000

and represented 30 percent 'of the total work force. By 1970, the number

had dropped to 78,900-and.represented 27 percent of the work force.

From the iid7195011 until 1964, foreign contract workers, brought

in principally under,the $racero Program, made up about 10 percent of

the State's Wel farm work force. During 1960, an average of 42,700

were employed. Since 1968, when the program Was terminated, no foreign

contract workers have been,used,

The loss of the gracero Program and the reduction in the number. of

farmers and unpaid family help represents -a total reduction of over

604000 farm workers since 1960. This is considerably more than the

reduction in the average total number working on'Colifornia farms.

An increase, of Course, has occurred iathe number of year-round '

and.seasonal local workers While one might expect that a considerable,

increase would have occurred in the number of migrant workers, such was

not the case. Farmers have substituted machinery for labor tO achieve

better control of production costs as well as( be able to continue

operating with a reduced labor force.

The trend to fewer but larger farms and greater agricultural

.'machanization has Shulted in more jobs for managers, foreman, soil.
-

.

and crop specialists, sachineooperstors, and *admits. In short, the

r14r
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demand for regular year-tound workers is increasing. In 1960, the

average number of year-round workers was estimated at 93,500 and repre-,

seated 26 percent of the total work force. By 1970, the numberhad

increased to 96,800 and represented 34 percent of the work force. We'

feel this trend is good for both the farmer, from the standpoint of a

stable and reliable work force, and the worker, from the standpoint of

year-round employment with a higher income and better living conditions.

The hired yeir-round worker now sakes up the largest single segment of

the farm work force in California.
Conversely, migrant workers constitute

-only. about 9 percent of the farm work force.

California's farmers are facing problems associated with surpluses

of many'products, increasing costs of production, competition frem foreign

souses of supply, shrinking export markets, and the present concern about

the ecology. A

A. Surpluses in production cut drastically into the-net returns of

farmers. TheAalifornia farmer has one oftwo alternatives4.(1) to reduce
9 .

the surplus by self imposed commodity adjustments or surplus removal

programs, or 12) suffer the price reductions which tome About by marketing.

more of the commodity than consumers are willing to buy at a profitable .

return to the producer, neither alternative is satisfactoiy.

I. As production costs increase, and lacking any meaningful tariff

protection, California farmers are.increasingly feeling the pinch from

imported farm products from Mexico and from off-shore sources.' Tomatoes

from Mexico, grapes from Chile, and olives from the Mediterranean area are

but a few examples of imports which have seriously impaired segments.of

,

California's farm economy. .

C. High costs of production, processing and particularly unfavorable-

transportation rates, have cut into the export markets previously eu)nyed.

319'
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by California producers. The dock etriko as particularly damaging in

1971 for all commodities. Foreign subsidization of transportation and
A

processing have reduced exports,of cling peaches and fruit cocktail.

Non-tariff barriers, quotas and equalization tixes(imposedby foreign

countries on imports have kept our products out of many countries which

are potAtially excellent markets.

Di California agriculture, operating in an atmoiphare of envirow.

mental concern, is nacessarily.subjected to increased costs of production.

resulting froi efforts:to maintain an' acceptable environment. Agricultural

wastes that once were burned on the farm must now be collected, loaded, and

transported to contraldumps.for disposal. Pesticides once used as integral

parts of the farm production procesk have been discarded because of their

suspected environmental hazardtsometimes without replacement prochicts

beiniAvailable. The demand for meat, ens, and dairy products has caused

Increased amounts and concentration of animal waster{ resulting in odors

and dusts Whith ire offensive to an increasingly urbanized society, aa ell

as offering a potential source of water Contamination. The costs of

controlling all kinds of envAtinmental problems on the farm mutt be borne

by thc-farmer and thereby decrease his net income. California agriculture;

operating in competition Stith not' only other states in our own country but
r

with other. countries, is at a distinct economic disadvaniagewhon
competing

with areas less environmentally oriented in their concerns. .

-.,...:
.

..../n summary, the Makeup of California's far* labor fO4Mhaschanged

conitderibly during the.'piat 10 years. The demand foaar-round workers

will continue tOincrease-andwill constitute an even ircater proportibp4 ,7

of the. farm Ifi,the'future. Farmers and,unpaid family help, on the

other hand, will cogilnue to decrease._ We.feel that the number of

-7-
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seasonal local and migrant workers will also tend to dscrease, principally

because mechanization will play an increasingly Important role in the

Stateaagricultural economy. This increase in msehtnization, however,

is likely to be at a slower rite than in the recent past because of the

complexity of the work to ba,dona..

It is really disappointing to us that no national legislation has

been developed to providaforthe rational handling of the farm labor

situation. We feel there is a need for Ted2ral farm labor legislation

that would be equitable from the standpoint of both the grower and the

farm worker. We recognize that farm workers have the right,to Join a

labor union of their choice. The food need, of the population must be

kept in mind. ?armlet's, also, it must be remembered, have very little

bargaining power at harvest time. Unlike most other businesses, the

farmer's entire annual income depends on the harvesting of his crop.

Host of our specialty crops must be harVested during a relatively short

period of time. It is our hope.that federal farm labor legislation will

be passed which takes into accOunt
n
the problems of both growers and

farm workers and the Interests of all consumers in the country.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this distinguished

Committee of the United States Senate. Thank you.

I will try to answer any questions you may now have.

381
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Senator Smvmsorr. We will now hear from Dr. Peter Morrison
of the Rand Corp.

STATEMENT OP DR. PETER MORRISON, RAND CORP., SANTA .

MONICA, CALM

Dr. MonnisoN. You invited me to testify on the subject of rural-
urban migration and the paper I have handed out will furnish an
overview of what we know about the subject.

In this oral statement I will summarize the answers to three key
questions.

First, why do people move from rural to urban areas?
Second, how does this movement affect migrants?
Third, how does it affect the origins and destinations of this

migration?
Regarding the first question, people who move away from rural

areas to urban centers do so for many reasons which, taken together, .
could be viewed as reflecting longrun demographic and economic
imbalances. On the demographic side, rural population has always
grown more rapidly than urban population. Urban families produce
slightly more offspring than are needed for generational replace-
ment;. the rural, population, however, produces substantially more
offspring than required for replacemtnt:

On the economic side, the mechanization of agriculture, as you
know, has reduced absolukply the demand for labor in rural areas,
and this reduction has fallen very heavily on the kind of farm occu-
pations that tend to be filled by blacks.

So, faced with the prospect of underemployment and unemploy-
ment, many people have been drawn to urban centers.

Although the basic causes still remain, the phenoMenon of coun-
try-to-city migration is largely over. Rural population is largely
depleted and there are, in addition, indications that rural areas are
beginning to retain a somewhat higher proportion of their growth
than befOre. This is something that appears to have.set in during
the 1960's. As with many aspects of change, public awareness tends
to lag behind the facts that are coming out of the 1970 census.

Turning to the second question, what are the effects of migration
on individuals? From the private standpoint, rural-to-urban migra-
tion is unquestionably beneficial, measured by improvement in living
standards and employment opportunities. Compared to the earlier
rural environment, the urban center offers migrants greater earnings,
a lower incidence of poverty and unemployment,, and higher occupa-
tional status. Disadvantaged groups, blacks especially, appear to ben-
efit enormously from moving.

One of the most important effects of migration is that it,opens up
many paths of occupational mobility that generally do not exist in
rural areas. With this new mobility, an individual's social status
comes to dependonore on his own achievements and less on a legacy
of advantage oridisadvantage.

The appendix to, my prepared testimony contains a detailed
review of the evidence that supports these statements. I,invite you to
glance through it.

382
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How well do migrants adjust 1 the urban environment? Accord-
ing to the research I have examined most migrants report they are
happier and better off in urban areas than they were in rural areas.
Given the choice of all the places they have lived or visited,. the vast,
majority of migrants 'say they prefer an urban area. Blacks and
Mexican-Americans stand out, in, this regard; Anglos tend to be
more or less evenly split,

I should caution that these statements are not readily generaliza-
ble to the entire populations. The existence of ethnic and regional
differences is :very pronounced. From what evidence we have,
though, I think it is fair to say they appear to be happier, and
believe they are better off, after they have moved to -an urban area.

Let me turn to the, final question: How does migration affect rural
areas and urban areas? Outmigration does work in the, proper diree:
tion in that it reduces labor surplus. But ,beyond a certain point, it
has a tendency to accelerate rural areas' economic obsolescence. It does
this in several ways that I would like to call to your attention. ..-

First, outmigration usually draws away the more valuable and pro-
ductive mend) of the local labor foree. Those who are left behind
tend to be tideleducated, underskilled. and overaged.

. Second, the people who do stay behind are; for. a variety of rea-
sons, less likely to migrate. There is a selective process whereby
those who are prone to.move are drawn offfirst. The residual, less-
mobile, population remaining behind means that stronger and
stronger economic incentives would be needed to induce additional
'people to move away (if population and employment were to 1X3
kept in balance).

A third reason is that, with a labor force that is declining in
indus-

tries.
many rural areas gradually become less attractive to new ndus-

tries. Enterprises that'-want,to make use of undereducated, under-,
skilled, and averaged labor force tend to lee in. nonrurar sectors;
typically they are marginal firms, in some'. instances of a fugitive
nature, that pay low wages and contribute littlerto local industriali-
zation. .

In short, outmigration leaves behind people who are leadt able to
cope witithe unfavorable conditions that originally led to depopu-
lation. The remaining residents have few of the' attributes that
would attract new employers, or ensure employability, Or predispose
the residents to move away.

Finally, the rural areas are obligated to educate the yoUrig, but
the returns on this investment go to other labor markets where these*
persons migrate, 'usually as young adults. .

What about the impact of rural migration on urban .areae This
question has to 14,answered, I think, against the background of
broader changes in population size and composition under way in
metropolitan areas. The impression that all metropolitan, areas are
bursting with population is a misleading one. Growth rates differ,
considerably . from ohe metropolitan area to another, ranging from
explosive, as in the case of San Jose, to instances of absolute decline,

..

bound-
aries gemarcitting the central cities Anise come ,to coincide 'morn
closely with the boundaries of nonwhite areas. In 1970 there were 16

.
. 0 . ..

..... 4

I

as in Pittsburgh.
Within metorpolitan areas, suburbs lave expanded outward; draw-

6 ing whitest away from the central city, and the jurisdictional bound-
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central cities with more blacks thatCwhites. In Washington, for
example, seven out of 10 residents were black.

What part does rural-urban migration play in these changes, both
in size and in racial composition? Interestingly enough, net inmigra-
tion contributes a relatively small part of urban growth today, about
one-fifth of .it. Urban centers now grow chiefly through the natural
increase of, their own native population. Furthermore, if we look at
thiS relatively small net innugration into the urban centers, only a
small- fraction of these. are rural-to-urban migrants. In fact, most t.of
today's migrants to urban areas emanate from other urban areas. So,
while rural migrants are a large demographic subtraction from a
small rural base, they are ndw but a minor addition to a large urban
base.

The effect of rural migration on urban destinations is alktly
debated subject. Migration from rural areas

'
especially black filfkra-

tion, supposedly increases urban poverty, produces -ghettos, acceler-
ates the movement of whites to the suburbs; and drastically alters
.racial composition.tO central cities. The evidence, however, does not
Support these suppositions. The cumulative effects of rural-Urban
migration over many years have contributed to some of the problems
that we now see in our cities, but today rural-urban migration is not
a major determinant of these problems. Today's urban black is typi-
eally the offspring of parents who migrated to the city, but he him-
self is an indigenous urbanite .and his wealth or poverty, allegiance
or alienation, success or failure mirror the urban condition.

All in all, rural-urban migration is economically . beneficial, as I
have said. Migrants are much more like the urbanites whom they
join than the rural residents whom they .leave. There is little evi-
dence to nourish the belief that migrants impose a significant drain,
eithei absolutely or relatively, on the urban economy today. They
may not be a net gain when they first- arrive, but they soon 'become
indistinguishable in economic ,terms from the urban population of
the same education, age, and, race.'

We have concentrated too much on the migrant as a newcomer
and as a social problem and have given too little. attention to migra-
tion as a vehicle of long-run change. The research evidence is not
conclusive, but the signals seem to be coming through loud and
clear:The individual himself is better °oft for .having.migrated and
the area he left is relieved of surplus population. The initial cost of
absorbing the newcomer at the urban destination is likely to be more
than repaid in succeeding years.' Using Federal' pressure to slow
down such migration would seem to be a serious mistake in light of
these basic findings.

If curtailing rural-urban migration is not the answer, how can
public policy cope .effectively with the problems that accompany
rural decline? .

Policies are most effective where they exploit 'existing procesSes of
change, where they channel momentum rather titan generating it. In
my judgment, a more productive direction for policy would be to
strengthen the effectiveness of rural outmigration as a mechanism Of
ilulivrcltnal improvement while attempting to offset its negative

on the origin area.
'rite point of such policy should be twofold: First, it should aim

at improving the welftre of persons whomight 6thetwis6 find them-

In 111 11 1J pt. "1,1 01
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selves. progrissively more disadvanilio.e4 in ik14tion4from. a Metro-
! politan society; and, second, it shourdjetain the dn;ersity of resi-

dential: settings, rural as. well as urban tliat 'eau remain
within Snell. -a society. --

.4.s to the first suggestion. migration could be a major- escape route
for disadvantaged meniberS of the rural popillation! I baye.in Mind
partiularly-the rural population such areas as"-the Ozarks, Appa-

and also the black population.. The evidence shows that cer-.
twin disadvantaged. groups such as .blacks benefit remarkably
they migrate, It show4 there is a sizeable resertoir'of potential
migrants, --people oriented toward the leaving but who are unable to
it-Won their plans and --preferences. There is, I think', an iMpOrtant
role. ileere for. public policy. Since many :of those. who do .migrate

ti. A, appear to benefit, others who could migrate might also benefit..
t. Regarding- the secagd.nbjective that I mentioned, we have to be

cagnizant -ofthe 'anticipated Ilirection of national urbanization in
this cpuntry and its inipliCation for rural. areas: The American mon-
omy and,way of life,-for- better or for \verse, will continne to becotnd

.-metropolitan.Wilke andioinore pepplqrhave come to reside either in
metropolitan areas,, /WC now define themt or- within the sphere of
emergiligprban regions. Thelinkages that define tliese regions were
,apparentni 1-960, if you will refer to the -figure on-the lop of page

fl 11 in 'my prepared tAtimony.. '..fost of the Natipn's. populatedletri7-
Airy was within commiiting,range. of a city,- and 95 percent of the
tr.S..popplatiou, rural and urban,..resided within:the daily commnt-,
ing -field of-these cities, if not within their jurisdictional boundaries.

Urbanization can be read. its,a'snccessive modification of statiStical....
.; classifications in, light. of -realities: that,' existed decades.' earlier. I- I

'would like to. leave with you the thought that much of what is now
clasSified asrural Anierica actually is urban America, writ largeand .

loose. Most of Itodity's rural population will be. iound' living itt
tomorrow's urban region...oriented to nearby urban.centers that pro-
vide the goods and services of it metropolitan society. .

,;Thank you. (r. ..

. Senator STEVARYN'i Thank you,.D. Morrison, for a very compre-
\,_. hensiVe and provocative statement which, as I say, we wal enter,in

the feord at the end of your testimony.
You said that on 'the basis of your stndieSonigrants,'andi I don't.

know if you were-referring exclusivelytto black migrants,,wtre hap-
iiier in urban areasthan.on the farm, in rural. Affierica,.Isn't
ness a state, of mind or spirit' that is diffidult to quantify 'and .per-
ilaps defies any statistical,' or very scientific analysis'?

I ask you because I have asked HUI 'same question of dicks, and.
some have!: told ,me "yes," as you have, .asked black. migrants in the
cities if they are happier, anch they will -say yes. The blacks tell inc
that. But I wonder if -is not natural That they will .say 'that. To

.admit that they aiy nnbappiar is to admit defeat" They have been in
rural America. theeflitive been on the farms, and they have been in
small. towns: "They have- seen and watched teIeVisior?' is one
they say. From television in this colintry you quickly-get the impres- 7

sinn that -the- action,. the...excitement, the ,glamor of life, is in the
cities. They hen from their relatives, maybe their older brother- or

. ' -
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sister, who have gone to the city that it is exciting, and so they go,
too..Onlyjarely do they admit that' defeat,, admit that they really
are unhappier. ,

-'.- I also,-lial'e - soave statistical evidence which seems -to conflict with
yon-rgrTfie Coimniksion on Population Growth has been doing some

-surveys, public-opinions, on this:questiOn; Among other things the
survey indicates'that 30 percent Lof tht population- now, -lives- in ..
medium and large.Aze 'cities but that only: 17 percent prefer toulive.

et in medium and huge size Aies It disclosesthat 20 peieent of the
populatioh now alive in the suburbs of mediumlind large Size cities;;

. milV 1$ percent prefer to liN;ethere.. ' . ,: .-- . .

,- On the other side of the Coin, this survey inqiichtes that 11 percent
of the-,Popillationlive on farms.or,inr.open 'country near-farms, that k.A
is the classification; and that 34 percent-of the -people would prekr

. to.live in such communifties,-on farins.ancliirrurahareas... ;./- .. '
- I don't know how- to --explain the apparent disparities- between
vonr statistical. evidence and thee, lint -I do wonder when you try to
'dete(rmine throngh such techniques -Where. Somebody Would prefer to
live, where he would be happier, whether you aren't. tpidilg on a dif:

.. ficult.or-perhaps impossible assignment. 5"- .. - .. . i,Dr. Matra-sox. Diffienit; yes: impossible, no. I think one .0W-he
problems with interpreting the question, "Would vein rather live.in-LL.-
rural area or in a large city . or inediinn sized 'eity",. is that

'..-- hat. yes, they would-like to live in ti rural area. ..

-8;1111111111g.11 (t1 roY'°stlinallei:liliqi_7111.e'O, arrbIlsetir.eatti ....

usually 71(i)iii.ie(!ateoeprefaced INI,'.%itImin(tlj.teiclellotiii)she., a"11;ef

. ..
I. aii familiar with the data from '(the ComMiSpipn oi). POpoilation

.Grockth . and the.Anierican Futnre.- These findings-reflect -a -combina.;
.: troll p-rilostalgia .ainl the actual tradeoff where most people make

.therr dmiproquse SurVeys of this type that probe more deeply intli- ;
cate..th4 when people amose "rural," they niiderstand a low-density
settlepent- which is withityriimmutino. distance of an urban center. .

TheY , want. a rural place, to live bur, an urban level. of amenities,
health care, and education.. Als6- they seek insulation from iirban
problems. Vris-type of rural: area which they envision we call -a ,,/-Suburb... .4 ' .

Ns. .
Now hi terms of the fvideUce I have cited al.y6at the rival ohtini- ,..

grants, it refers especially to the deeply disadvantaged: However
bad life may be in an inner-city ghetto, it is infinitely better there
and offers one much more opportunity than the equivalent situation.ip rural -gliettosr 4''''' , 'C

Most policies kilned at cdrtailing.thigratkm-lo. the-eitias,assume
that people woad be liappiert nd. better' off:in rural poVerty, can ,
only rely on the :statistics, hitt they...show that thegineidente r.tt pov-
eity is extremely high in rural area',- ."Mlyny of us are not' familiar
with the rural ghetto- because it. is disPersed- tkid not as Aisitile,lis.the
situation in the inner city. The figures that have seen indicate that

.111acT;s and other disadvaittaged groiii2s.,,who,.do.inove to cities.seeits'
4. to make' out much bettel.. They may be 1XCle or 119 liefter relative to

urban poptilatiim that they _join;' but eertainly,An :terms of the-
staiidiu.d- of Jiving they enjoy; they are ..e.(ilisiderahly -better Off than ,.
where they formerly lived. c,
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. I Would agree it is -very difficult to- measure these dimeiisions.
Studies that probe more deeply than. with p. single question reveal a
whole. range of difkrent aspects of migrants':. adjustment in new
Areas. - .. . .

Inoportant factors intervene. For example, -did they have assist-
ance when-they:moved. to the city?. Were there people' there to d

,
jobs for them?-1Ad they have some place to stay When they ist
ariived? When it group of..mestions are put together as a comp s-
-ite, they. point up many problems associated with this transition to
urban society. Atthesame time, though a hest of benefitS. ShoWs
through, .acrd on balance, with the very important qualification about

,.. ethnic variations and regional ..-ariations, migrants appear to be :.
much. better, -and believe.they.ar'eobetter oft", in their new urban. set-
ting. . . -, .

...
'.. Certainly this evidene('.,..arreSponds with' how people vote- with .
their feet. There is. Very -TittleHblack return migration to t'he South..
IThwever,..there is Aubstantialrethrn migration .by. yvhites beeause Vie
society they are4eturning to is not one in Which opportunities. are :

- restricted.. One.41aSto view the evidence as particidarly applicable 'to
disadvantaged ilopulationg. Perhaps it would not be- as 'applicable to
hondisadvantftged populations. .

Senator $n- vi- I just don't know how you strike that balance
,- and conclude that the Meek migrant is better oft iii the citY.,11On't

I- fow how you .quantify and evaluate all the conditions' hat Make

. .
.1p,IiiS existence in the ghetto, with a drug pusher and a loan shark

:around ev4y corner., without enough. jobs, with no. good schools to
.

send Children to, With the environmental afflictions that they face in.
.. the _city. Maybe )Vedoift have time in these hearings, but Ithink it

',e. ' would be most fortunate if our purpose at'some point be.devoted to
.

figuring out where be is the.least unhappy, iii the rural or the urban /.
.. -, '-. . ghetto. .. .. . . . .

What I' gness we want to try to do is give him: a choice. You said
it moment-age- they dichil have aehoice,or you suggested some such

`-thing. That, I thitik, .is really what. this hearing is all about. We ..
Would. really like to try to devise. a fair and realistic policy which
could give people, a choice. mid an opportunity to lead almippy life

. in,aurtil America. . .
.

I. am .

just not at all sure', from 141utt I have heard' from many
Weeks, that beneath it all they aren't really happier with that =for-

) tunatc. choice they now have, the rural ghetto as opposed to the
itrban 'ghetto.' .

I also see a 1968kallup Poll which h-shoWed that '56 .percent bf all
Amerieans would prefer to live in 'rural 'communities,- 18 percent
'preferring City lifet.:245 percent thesuhnrbs. Maybe-that is not their.
choice, but if it is, if the preference-is to live in rural communities,
it would seem to me that we ought to be tryingyou aee saying the
same thingto give them that-

; Dr. MORRISON% I am Saying we have to distinguish between rural .

INing that is totally isolated, as in Appalachia, and rural- settings,
.... whetljer suburban or ej,Eurban, that are viable economically rather

than isolated from the American economy.
Senator STEvr.Xsox. Thank you very much., Di. Morrisjon. 1

(The information suPpliedby Dr. Morrison follows:)
$P.,
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, In considering future policies on migration tnd labor, this Sub-
. .

committee should.remain-abreest of recedtjesearch on. the ruril,;-to-urbart
k

wolhment of poptlation.,7 This testimony furnishes a,brief overview of
i

evidence tearing-On ,three key queTtionsv

1. What causes people'to move from rural to urban are e?

2..How does this movement
.

affect.migrants7-,
1..-

...
.

J

3. Row does it affect,rural origin an0 urban destination areas?

'I. DETEOINANTS OleRURAL-UiAN MIGRATION? -
v

0, , 4
lb ',ohoo.'

..-

.
People dove away from rural areas ind into.urban cemtera for, many

reasofls which,, taken together,., reflectlonis&run demographic and economic

imbalandes. On the demwographic side, rural po%Pulation has always -

. -

grown more rapidly-than'Urban4Opulatiod. Urban'families produce fi.

slightly more offspring than are needed for generational replacement:

rural femilees, however, produce substantially more .offspring. '.

t f
.,,

On the economi4\51 e, the mechanization of agriculture has'led to

.
t

an absolute dectease in emandfor labor in rural areas. This decrease '

. hat bees: particularly y sharp in those farm oCcupatioits .th tend to be

4 -, . ' .
1 filled by blacks.

.
The combi'ned effect of these two factors in-rurar areas -- high
1,

femtility and shrinking labor dteand bas been'increasing unemploy-

oaent and underemployment. Facedyiih this prospect, many people have

'been drawn to urban.centers, attracted by both job's and amenities

heard about through relatives and friends and, increasingly, the mass

1 media.

In 1969, for example, the cumulative fertility of women nearing

-. the end Of the childbearing period (35-44 years old)' was 12 percent

higherfor nonfttropalitan women (and 28 percUtt higher for farm women),

than for metropolitan women. Source: U.S.' Bureattof the Census,

Current Population Report°, Series P-20, No. 203, July 6, 1970,'Table 5.

**
In the South, for example, the number of white family, workers

in agricultural employment in 1969 was aPPrOximeltely 44 percent of what'

it was in 1950. -For.blacks,.however, the comparable decline left 1969 t

employmedt at only 21 percent, of its 1950.1evol. (Figures cited in

Daniel 0: Price, Rural -Urban ifi4ration and Povdrtip. A 91mthssis" of

Research Findings, With a Look at tho ritterature Ofti e of Ficonomic

Opportunity,. Washington, D.C., 'July 1991, pp. 2-10 n.
r

4
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Now, however, country -to -city movement is largely over. The farm

population has shrunk to about one -third itit1940 size, and the.
%-
-peak off-farm movement is long past. The non-farm segment', which-is

IN *bout 80 percent of.,virural pOpulatipa; will be the principal' source

of ebture rural-urban movement. Hera, too, the outlook is for reduced

outmigration: natural increaselwas lower during-the,1960s, :and rural

areas appear to be retaining a much higher proportioA".kf theiT'growth'

'than formerly.. AS with many'aspecti of chinge, public Itareness lags

, about a, decade behin'd the trend.

II. THE EFFECTS ON MIGRANTS:

What are the effects of migration on indiv4duali? From, the -
e

priiate standpoint, ruralkObn Mrgration ip unquastiodably beneficial,.

measured by_improvement in living' standards and employment oppor-

tunities. Compared to the earlier rural environment, the urban/center

offers migrants greater earnings; a lower incidence of poverty and

unemployment, and higher occupational status. .D.Nadvantage'd'groups

blacks especially ...A appear:to benefit enormously from moving. ThOss,

one of the most important eRects of, migrption is that it opens up

many paths of occupational mobility. that generally do not exist in rural

With this new mobility, an fidtvidual's pocial status comes

to depend. more op-his own AchieviMentis and less on inherited advantage

or disadvantage. (A detailed review of the evidence supporting these

.statements is,furniebed in:the Appendix.)

A kiy question, with major policy implications, is: To ghat extent

are all orthese favorable effect redraft of migration rather than'
°the characteristics of people YHochooae.to migrate? At

t
this point

we do not know, except that-something of.each seems to be operating.
4 6

The initiatilive it takes to migrate is known tits.`be.morecharactertstic:,

of people with superior social origin, education,.antwOrk -experience

all factors that make for upward social mobility. To k great:

extent, then,migration moves, people more likely to sucCeed'anywhere

4 3
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to:places where ehli greatest Opportunities for Success are available

. to anyone.

How well do rural migrants.adjust'to an.urbsn,sivironmenq

Generalizations about adjustment are difficult because: (1) the

outward signs'of adjustment vary from one subculture to another;

(2) a migrant may be "adjusted" within the confines of his,immediate

group, but.notintegrated into the broader comihniti; (3) migrants' .

success in adjusting to a new environment.is, in part, shaped by

their sotivetpinp_for moving.**

Most !studio', agree that friends and relatives play a crucial tole

In-the edjustmeneprocess, length of residence in the city le another

important factor. And, as would .'expected, the migrant is twirl;

always satisfied when he experiences economic success. '

"Migrants' sense of well - belts=,. at -they report it in the urban
ti

edvironment, tends to,be quits high, although ethnic variations do

exist. A recent comparative study found Maxicat-Americans to be the

happiest sand least frustrated by urban life. Blacks Vert disappointed

and alienated somewhat more frequihtly (even though their economic'

improviement.yasthe most dramatic). Anglos, although not inordinately

disappointed with urban life, were the, most frequent to desire rural

living once again. Ihesa difference. should not, however, opscure the

fact that most migrants report being happier and better off in urban

than in aural 'areas.
***

And given their choice of all the places. they`

had lived o vieited, the.vast majority of migrant blacks and Mexican-

Americans stated they preferred urban areas. Anglos were about evenly

dlvided between urban and rural areas.

Peter M. Blau and Otis Dudley Duncan, The American Occupationai

Structure (New York: John Wiley, 1967), P. 273.

* *Price, op. cit., Chapter S.
4*
77anOO. O. Price, A iltu4 of &anoint(' Coffirequences of.Rioa to

Urban Mgratfon, Office of Economic Opportunity,-Washington,

D.C., 1969.

391
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Any research on subjective evaluations of urban living must be

heavily qualified. So far as we can tap these dimensiOni, though,

migrants appear to be happier, and believe they pre bttter.off, sf4r
moviat to an urban area.

.

. tat 4 turn now to the final question: Hon/ does migration affect

.ruvol areas and urban areas?
A.

1049
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III. THE IMPACT OF MIGBATIOSION ORIGIN AND DESTINATION AREAS

Outeigration from rural areas acts as an economic adjustment
4,

mechanism-by reducing labor surpluses and lasening competition for

scarce-employment. But beyond a certain point, it tends.to accelerate

rural areas' economic obsolliscence in several ways.
%

First, since outmigration usually Irmo awlythe more valuable;

and productive members of the labor force -- the young, the more

educetig, and the the labor force lef'ebehind tends to by

under-educated, under-skilled, and over-aged. This effect often is

further accentuated by inmigration of people similar to those emaining.

Second, since the people:who stay are gentrIlly less likely to

0 migrate subsequently, the remaining population also showsi gradually

reduced potential for mobility. This means that stronger and stronger.

economic incentives Would.be required to induce additional pedple to-

move away in order to maintain any balance between population and

shrinking employment.

Third, with a labor fOrce that is declining in quality, rural areas

become less attractive to new industries looking for a supply of skilled

workers. Enterprise that want an Under-educated; under-skilled,-and

over-aged, laborfo c tend to be in non-growth sectors -- marginal

firma paying low wages and contributing little to local industrial-

. ization.

Prolonged and heavy Outmigration, then, leaves behind those people

who are least able to cope with the unfavorable conditions that have

led to depopulation. The remaining residents possess. few of the

attributes and skills that would attract new employers, assures'employs-
.

bility, or predispOsethem to- move away.- - Finally, rural areas one"

1



Obligated to.educate .the'yourrlikhut the returns on tttie investment in
i .

huMatcapittl are paid out to, other lAbOr markets to which these-
. . .

pereons migrate ,- usually as young adults. .

That about the impact" ruralf.nigrants On urban'ereas? This

question must be answered against the background of broader. pilingss

in population size and. composition under way in metropolitan areas.

The impression thit all large Metropolitan centers ale bursting with

population is misleading. Of the 66 Standard Metropolitan_Statistical

Area' (SMSAs) with half a million or more residents in 190, only 12
. ,
had inc eased 30 percent or more since 1960; 17 regittered increases of

10 percent or leis; and 2 actually declided in size. In short, growth

. rates differ considerately ft-prone SMSA to another. 4,

Within metropolitan areas, widespread -- though not universal --

affluence has enlarged the functional limits of urban territory and

-sharpened d(fferentititions with it Suburbs have expanded outward,. , -.

s

draWing whites away frow-einttal cities; and the anachronistic jurisr

fdictional boundiries demarcating central cities have come to coincide

more closely with the bOundaries of dpnwhite areas. Thnt, in.1970, -

16 centralcities had more black than white residents, andinsome

(e;g.t Washington, D.C.) seyen,out of ten ipidents were black.

What part does rural-urban migration-play in these numerical and

racial changes? Interestingly enough, a relatively small part of

urban growth -- al;out one -fifth -- is contributed by net inmigration;

//the major share comes from natural increase. Furthermore, of this7-

relatively smell inmigration'into urban centers, only a small freetion

are migrants'from nasal areas; moit.of today's migrants to urban areas

--,emanate from other urban areal: illencej. while rural migrants are a large

demographic subtracWn frim mall rural base., the are only a minor

addttionto a largo urtan .bcceij.. To be sure, country-t city migration

has contributed a sizeable portion of urban growth in the past. But 4,

in numerical terms, its role today is minor and will continue to

shrink as the rural population is further depleted.

The effect of rural Migration on urban destinitions is a hotly

debated subject. The handic a that rural origin allegedly confers on
.,,

people moving to urban are have beheaAmphasized almost to the point
-,-:1P44 ,,,, ,
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where all poor urbanites are assumed to be country migrants. Migration
from rural areas especially blaCk Migraqpn supposedly increaser

urban poverty,ierauces ghettos, accelerates the movement of.whites to
,

the aMpurbs, and drastically alters .racial composition in central cities.

Thi evidence, however, fails to support these suppositions. The

cumulative effects of many years of-rural-urban migration may have

contributed .to some of the problems now visible'in the cities; but

rural-urban migration today is not a major determinant Of these problems.,

Todite Illban-bleick is typically the offspring of parents Who migrated

to the,citx., but he is himself an indigenous urbanite, and his wealth
of poverty, allegiance ot,alienation, and success or- failuremirror the
urban condition. -0

If the influx of rural population into the cities today is rela-

tively.small (and shrinking), why is it blamed for so many uAari;111s?

This question is really'several other.more specific questions that can
be,answered on the basis of recent studieW7r

1. Dbee Migration move merely totPanoplant:rural poverty to urban

settins? '

8

Not to any substantial extent for whites, anAnot at all for

.,'blacks. White rural-urban migrants have a somewhat higher. incidence

of poverty than do the urbanwhites they join; poverty among Mick

migrants, however, is no more frequent than for their counterparts of

=ban origin. In fact, black milrants in the yoUng adult years (17-29)

ate much,less likely to be--poor than their urban counterparts (see

Appendix, gable 1). .ThCre is-a vast difference, however, between

Whites and blacks in poverty, suggesting that heifirfilaik-16 1:41Ittrmore
o,

a/determinant of poverty than is a rural background.'

Comparative data on income-show a similar pattern. 'Among whites,

rural-urban migrants have somewhat lower: incomes than theoUrban popula,-

'tion of urban origin. Among blacks, though, rural-urban migrants earn

incomes no lower than the urban- origin population. In a word, whites

are somewhat disadvantaged by rural background; blacks are substantially

disadvantaged by their race' regardless of their background.

0 ,



. Do raral,uran migrante.Odd to the welfare reZes in disproportionate

era? .

cent Studies shoW dist migtante white* especi4y
.

welfare enefits somewhat more frequently than their urban counterparts:.

But.onde a in differences of background are eclipsed by those' asso-

ciated with ra e: of white families heided by rural - urban migrants,

4.0 percent,recei d some form of welfare assistance in 1966, compared

with. 2.3 percent for he population of urban origin. 'For black families,

the corresponding figure -are'17.3 percent ind 15.6 percent. (Unrelated

individuals- show the same p tern.)

These differences must, ho ever, be interpreted carefully. Other

studies thaw that favorable welfar benefits are not what draws,104-

incomelamilies to large metropolitan eas like New York and Chicago.

In the New York Metropolitan area, fOr ex2 le, relatplely few of those

migrants receiving public a$XiStance i'n 1966 erarecert.arrivals.

Indeed, fully 85-percent of the, black migrants, 75 percent the

white migrante,receiving assistance hacentered the rea prior tO.1960.

Risirig lev,els of urban welfare dependency reflect e cOnCentra-

tion in central cities of the aged, the disabled, and the
, .

heeded household. Today this concentration arises chiefly fromNthe

selective outflow of whites and the affluent, leaving behind in the,

_centriticity* increasingly. welfare -prone population. burden of\-,

responding to these demands, however* falls on relatively few unitaOf

.governme t. that, for historicar.reasons, are conditioned to be more

responlive than.are rural governments to these needs.j In chid sense,

national problems of disadvantage, and discrimination -,-; not necessarily.

Problems- eV cities -,cope Co be located in them. . '

3. Isr4ral-urban migration ofblacke responaible for changing racial '

composition in the Citibe k'
',Not any longer. Today's base population of urban blacks1, if not,

of rural origin* it ultimately of rural descent; but that is history.

. Gladys X. Bowles, "A profile of the Incidence of Poverty Mont
Rural -Urban Migrants and Comparative Populations," paper presented at
the annual meeting of the Rural Sociological Softety* August 1970,
Washington, D.C., Table 1.

a9
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By 1970, three'out of eery five blacks liVIod 10 the central city oi.a

metropolitan area; hence, that is where natural increase occurs. The'

racial composition of Cities is,becomineincreasingly black, because

of the.cumulative effects dt pvesious inmigration, compounded by

subsequent natural increase of black urbanites and movement of whites

to the outlying suburbs. The pattern is well recognized and

characterizes all metropolitan areas, whether or not rural blacks,

still flow into them. Oentrallties with a predominantly black pop a-

tion.41act a racially separate society, in which municipal bounder es

have coos, to coincide with economic and social boundaries imposed by

racial discrimination.

All in all, rural-urban migrants are economically much more 1 ke

the urbanites they join than thkrural residents they leave. There is

little evidence to nourish thebelierthat rural migrants impose

significant drain abstliutely or relatively -- on the urban ec nomy

today., Although they may not comprise a net an when they fir t

e,
e 3arrive, migrants of'rural origin soon become indistinguishable cono-

mically from the urban host popUlation of the same education,
*

rate; and sex.

r

*itit. CONCLUSIONS

ge3

Over a decade ago, Donald Bogus ebeervee, "We°have Concentrated,

too much on thd'ImiArant as4:newdoter and as 1--Rodlal problem and

hive given too little attention to migration ari_e vehicle of long-run *

change." 'Subsequent eVidence has iltoWn this statement to'be especially

applicable to'rural-urban migration. The individual himself it better

off.for having migrated, the area left is re/ivied of surplus population,

kind the initial cost of absorbing the newcomer at the urban destine..

tion is likely to be more that repaid in succeeding years. Using PeltulaZ

proopuro to clal Ach agration wnute cm to to a serious mistake

in light of thew basic conclusions, "

*
Ric4rifY: ertheimer, II, Mc Ronstary Pawardircgratz!04,

Within 4 e.U.S. (Washington: The Urban Institute, 1970).
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If curtailing rural-urban migration is,not the answer, llow can

public policy cope: effectively with the'pioblems that accompany rural

4% fdecline4.:' The answer 4otti4S. clecstion hinges largely* on what .we believe

these problems tt . : ,

Chronic declineconftOnt8,policymaicers with a "people Oroblee'and
T

a'4plac, problem." !,!AlipleprOblem" Centers on the residual popli

'lotion left behintbY prolanged,Odemistation :-,,residents who possess

few of the attributes4and skills trtat, assure. employability. . The
. . K , ,

"place probleM" is that,: within the isrger coin ext of a,metropolitto

Society, cert`a-in:areisIgre no lOnger competitive. They have little

Troppedt of lattvacting eboAbmicactivity:,although subsidies sometimes::

knging theirs them te attract marginal firmtpaying: .

low Wa ges.//
'

xthe thrustof past. policies-..has been distinctlyjaadeoriented...' '

.7*
;They- have soUght. through infOsiOn of7dtielopmentuhdoi to revitalize

declining areas:On the:asauMpiOn thatthest meetnteo wouIa.iftertete.

andausMinNDCiaelfare of people living4the

)1ut:,policies are most-eifectiirtwhere they exploit existing

processea of Cbangti 'channel/14 momentum rather than generating it,.

My judgment,.a moreprOduCtivtdirecilOnfor-yolicy would be to

strengthen thet.ffetiVenett of rural outmigratien as a mechanism of

indivi&ual improvement while attempting to Offaifs neiative effects
. ,

on thetriginareas: the pant oluCh policYoghould-slie to both..(1)

improVe welfait,ef-:.personiyho.might ,otherwise' find thtmtelves,progret-
.

moreAlselvaotIlied'in isolation frot:a.metrOpolitan alrciety:and

(2);:retain the diversity)if*redidentialyetttings 7- rural and urban' --

thieten..remain economically viable within such asociety. P
Gains in income and occupational statutv!andredUction't.f.poverty

and Unempoyment suggest that,, tigratidn could be *major escape route

fordi#advantaged members of therural7populatiOn: The evidence shows

that certain disadVantaged-groups -- blacks esOiCiallY benefit

,L.

L

remarkably when they migrate:. This fact,' auPled With'evidenCe;that.

there is a sizeabreieservoir of,potential Migrants people who are,.'

oriented, toward moving but fail to act de their plans .or preferences 4141



.corrinut ibg to a ntecropriliten

.rt.rees tvith Wilt dally .. ': .
per scow. mile, . .

and areas with lesi than 1 -2 persons dit,

National OM! Indian reservations;

. , center. -
. . ..,. .

Fig., i'''2,- Coimilling Ateas; Unpopulated. Areas, and Gape.

.

SOURCE: U.S. Bureau ofthe"Cenaus, Metropolitan Alva Pen:mit-inn; A EV-;.7
Evqiitatinn af-Conaept And S*atiatical.Practice (Bureau of the Census Worki9g
Paper No. 28) Washington, D:Ct,1968.

4 i .

-NC
suggesta that. there is hn important role for pubA.ePolicy. Since

A

many of thOde who do migrate benefit, others who pouid migrate might,
also benefit. % 7 a ' , 4

., . : ' :

Cf

We must...else assess the extent cf.anticipated national . urbanize,-

tion and its implications forjural.areas.
The American:oconopy and way

of-life, for better or worse; will qpntinme to becomemetropelitan:

More anctmore, people-have come to reside either in metropolitan areas,"

as now defined, lOryithin the funptional.sphere ,of emerging Megalopeliegs.

, .

The linkagesithat define these laige,,,decentralized,
heterogeneous urban

..

r gions were apparent-eVen:in 1960: most of the nation's pOPuisted -f V't rritOry yas within commuting range of A city (see Fig. 1);:04 fully.. -
95 percent of t...- he U.S. population arelOY resided withintheit daily
Commuting:fields, if,not within their jtrisdictilonal boundaries.

.
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Urbanization can
tfcal classifications
earlier. i_should 11

be read asra successive modification of statis-..
in light of. realities- that* existed decades

, '

ve with you the thought thae.much ..of

what is now classified as' rural America rea Ty

large and loose. Most 'of today's fetal, population will be found
living in tomorrows's' urban region, oriented -to nea3r1;y.urban centers

that provide the goods"and services pf a metropolitan society.
-

Araeilea,r weft
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Apbendix

alLTECTIi/St BENEFITS OF 14IGRATION

Objedtive benefits comprise effects that'are relat d to ;monodic

'.7,"'' j weili6eine, improvemenis in earnings, avoidance of Po rty, and
enhancement of occupatidhel status. These dimensions are measurable,

and sufficient research exists to permit dseful conclusions about
A .

hat types of migration are personally advantageOlis for which people:
.

`Monetary.Gains -

.

Comparini migrants with nonmigra ory, individuals'who"are similar

in other respects ii,one useful wa examine how mobility and earnings

are xelated. Certain txpes of moves are especially!likely to be

AccOmpenied by higher incomes. In particular. "people who have'left

rural areas for urban areas now earn more on the average than:those

who remained in rural areas, and people who hsve,left the Deep South
/ now earn more on the average than those who remailled'there This

Statekent,mustbe interpreted. carefully,..the autbormCaution,.-ao as

not to confuse the absolute effect of mobility with thepersistence

of relative diaadvaiztagee that -mobility may partially reduce but ndi*

Thus, people moving fram.tural to urban areas, while
. A

improving their earnings relative to those remaining behind, may still

find themselves disa4antaged relit/ye to persons at the deitination.

These findings are amplified in anothpr.study,.which estimated

the present value -?of expected gains in lifetime income associated

with various kinds of Migration: Overall, the results underscore that

"there are substantial economic gains to be:had by moving out of the
' South and by moving from rural allies into cities." ** South-to-North

migration is tspecially-profitable for nonwhites. Regarding orban7
,

ward moves, "The return to migration for moat Migrants from rural,"

*
John D. Lansing and Jame' N. Morgan "The ect of Geographical

Vbbility'on Income," The journal. of liuman!Resourdes:Nol, 2 (Fall 1967),
P. 460.

** 0

Wertheinkr, op. cit., p. 57.
'

62-195 () -12 pt. 4A ; 26



areas to:urban areas ranges from $3,650 for small cries, $5,075 'for
0 -

medium cities, $9,125..fpE large cities, to $12,500 for very large

usii.Og a 10 per4iiit rate_of discount.
*

Even
*

after,adjustmie for cat of living,: the income gains corre-

lated with migration remain positive and, for migrants With initially
-

lowincotes, very'large. .0thtlr studies ConfirmAhat despite higher ,

*.a
living costs in urban areas.migrants experience a real increase in

**
standard of-741Vixqtas.compared with rural areas.

poverty n the-United States is heavily .concentrated in rural

Are* 1.n-1967, 22 percent of the'tdult rural population of rural

orikin fell below'federally jefined poverty thresholds, or nearly
***

70 percent above the nationWideleve/., Rural poverty may be less

evident than its urban'etenterpat, being less visibly concentrated

in one place. Asreservoirs of poVertx, though, rural areaa..are make:

meaningful statistic lly; for the policymaker, they"also offer's

dramatic illustrati n of migration's edectiveness in alleviating

poverty for reside s.who' are Willing to leaveN

A series of recent studies bised on the Survey. of Economic

Opportunity has compared the incidence ofptverty among rural-to-

urban migrants with that for comparable populations at origin and

.destinatiorx.***

Reduction of Poverty .4

*- ,
7**Daniel.

0, Price,-A Ctudy ujf E19nomid Cpneequencas.of Rural to
Urban Mijration, 3 vols., Office of Economic Opportunity, Washington,
D.C., /969;* William L2'Hailkiton:et &L. 16 Sauses .of Rural to Urban
110.1ration Ampn4 RepOrt submitted to Office of Economic
Opportunity by Abt Associates, Inc..;' -March 1970.

***
towles, op.mit:, p. 7.

"*"Incidence of poverty" ii the percentage of population liVing
under poverty conditions. It refers to conditions in 1967,.not those
prevailing at the time thi7m1grants'left or joined other populations.,

41
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Data sboWn in Table 1 refer to three adult giOups: (1) the rural

population of rural Origin (rural nonmigrants andjur 1-rural"mi,grants),

4111(2) rural-urban migrants (persons who residet42rura areas it age.

1,¢ but in urban areas in 1967), and (3) the urhanpoRulation of. urban

origin (urban nonmigiants and urban=u n migrants). These Xigures

show that by moving to Urban areas, mig tstepec ally blatki.--

tend to improve their economic well4bei g targeted to persons who

remain in rural areas. For the total adult popUlatio the incidence

of poverty is considerably lower for rtira -urban migr is (12 percent)
1

than for the 'rural. origin population (22 p rcenf), although not as tow"

as. Am thaUrbin:fiOst population (9'percent . ReducfiMain blacks' .

poverty Is impressive: whereaenearlyaix in ten of aarigin group'.

are in poverty, only'about one in four migrants are'.

When particUlar age - categories of the black popul tion are examined-,
t. . .

the decline in poa ty is especially dramatic. For & age group -l7

through, 29, the lInCidence of poverty is 21.5 percent' f r migrants, well

below thatfor the urban host population (27.3 percent)..and a major

impivement over-the level at origin (57.1 percent)., #,FOrseveral

other.pegmenEs of the black population, this pattern is duplicated:

the lowest.incidental'of poverty, is. found among rural-urban migrants.°

learelatedanalYsisbieed on SUrvey. of Economic Opportunity

examined two fori*.aspects of poverty: cly whether it& frequency

among rural-urban migrants varies. according to the tire of the de"tina-

tion where they move,,and (2) whether poverty is less frequent among
*:

migrants who have resided longer in urban areas.. The answer to eaali-

question is substantially different for blacks than for whites.

"-Regarding the first, Figure 2 shoWs thit the incidence of,

for black rural -urban migrant' declines contisteatly with increasing

size of destination. "Aft incidence of poverty 61.41.percent for Negro

rural-urban migranisin nonmetropolitan areas and of 20 percent for

those in metropolitan areas of 750,000 Population and tiller represents

*
.V.,Neal Ritchey, "Poverty Among Rural-Urbin Migrant' to..Metro-

politan Areas," papdr presented at the annual meeting'mf the Rural Socio-
-logical Saoiety, August 1970, Washington, D.C..

4
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- 18

Negroes

(

YN411V

r

All race,

Whites _rY
Som ,r

*we

IT amroga '
e. 1940 1940-1949 1950-1959 -- 1960-1967A

Decade of last cove

of poverty in 1967 by decade of last" move:

rarcl-LI tan migrants,- 30-49 years old,. in metropolitan

areGs *2- 250,000 popilation,

:.SOURCF.: Ititchey, ibid.', Table- 8 .(based' on the 106) Survey of

.Economic Opportunity.

I .

a total decrease of 21 yircentage point's as size of place increased."
*

Among white rural-urban migrant's, on the other haul., this pattein is

notably absent eXcep,t for the two highest-size categories. As migratory

destinations, larger urban areas appear to be more conducive to eaonomie

Well-being for blacks,hut hardly so for whites:

/ As to the eecond:question whether the incidence of poverty de-

dclines with,prolonged urban experience -- the answer again differs for

whites and biicks. Figure 3 shows the incidence of poverty in 1967

for rural-urbammigrents by recency of moving into metropolitan areas.

For w4ites, poverty declines sharply with increased duration of urb,tm

experience -- from 11 percent to 1 percent. In marked contrast

*
Ibid., p. 10.
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poverty among bleck migrants shows no decline: long-teim residents
t .

are in poverty as frequently as move-recent arrival, to thurber0
center. !

The same difference was founslwhen specific parts of.metropolitan

areas. -- central cities or poor areas within central: 'cities.-- were
examined. Unlike their white counterparts; black rural-urban migrants
do,not show a decline in poverty with prolonged urban expetience.

'.Evidently, factors accounting. for the high.incidence of poverty imong

blacks,. while reduced by utbanward406veMent, are not mitigated by s

continued utban experieAce.

I
Occupational Gains

Thg above :actions, which have examined specific aspects of

individuals' economic well-being, shOw migr'ktion to be associated with

beneficial outcomesk- whether gains in income or avoidance of poverty.

These specific findings accord neatly with the results ofa considerably,

broader analysis of the American occupational structure in which the.lvf

occupational careers of migrants also proved to'be superior to those
of nonmilitants: 4

.-*
Whether Migiation between regions or-between communities is
examined;, whether migration since birth or only after
adolescence is considered; whether migrants are compared to

.nenMigrants within ethnic-nativity groupings or without
employing theme controls; whether education and first job are

,held constant; and'whether migrants are compared to natives
'inJtheir place of origin or their place of destination --
migrants tend to attain higher occupational levels and.to
experience more,OPward Mobility than nonmigrants; with only a
few exceptions.*

4

Conclusion

Moving appears to be accompanied by substantial
economic'.benefits,

partieularly for rural-urban migrants and for blacks. Contrary'to

conventional wisdom, black migrants to large metropoliten,aroam,tend.to'

*
Peter M. Bleu and Otis Dudley. Duncan, As American Occupational

Structure (New York: John Wiley, 1967), 144.272.
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, make large economic improvements. Continued residence in the city,

'however; :does not appear to produce further gains foeelacks as it does

for:whites, Reflecting on this.point, Beale observes:

The general picture that emerges . . is that black rural-
Urban migrants, despite a distinct edutational.disadvantage

. until recent years, have succeeded in earning average family
incomes tearly the equal of that of black urban natives and
In doing AO have avoided any incidenCe of pove ;ty Cispro
port/onate to that of other urban blacks. -Nor do they appear
to have any but a marginally greater reliance on welfare in.-

.

come. I doubt that these findings conform to the general
stereotype of the economic status of-black rural migrants,
especially those who have come to Northern and Western cities
from the South: Furthermore, on any available scale, of
comparison, their economic and educational statue is far
superior to that of,black: still 11,4ing in rural areas. It
is well to reiterate, however, that'the bleak rural-urban
migrants are far more afflicted with poverty in the cities
than are their white counterparts.*

*
Calvin'''. Beale, "Rural-Urban Migration of Blacks: Past and

Future," paper presented at the,American Agricultural Economic'
Association Meeting, Deiroit,"Michigan, December 1970, p. 13.
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nator STEVENSON'. Our next witness is Charles Dhvenpor of the
ha v school of thel-ni versity of cal ifornia at Davis.

STATEMENT) CHARLES DAVENPORT, SCHOOL OP LAW,'
-UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS, CALIF.

TAX POLICIES

.Mr. DAVENPORT. I thank you for" the opportunity to. be here this
afternoon

and
.discuss the Federal tax laws with relationship to agri-

culture and migratory- labor. Even though some of the other wit-
nesses have touched on this subject briefly, I have a statementand I:
am going to try to summarize it to.cut the time. But. there -are fea-
tures of it that I would like,to cover rather carefully. They indicate
how. it is that Some people/ have 'a benefit -conferred 'upon them by
the Fe9lerai tax law which is not available to others,

, It Iftis touched on by Keith -Roberts, who talked about the deduc-
tion of ekpenditures which are called capital expenditures.'

In most businesses, there are items that will produce income over a
period of thine. The cost of them cannot be deducted from.. income.
This is not always true for-agricultural 'assets. Generally, in the live:-
.stock area and in fruit 'and nut crops where the major costs are the

. costs, of raising the product, these costs may be, deducted as they are
incurred. Perhaps the problem of this should be .spelled out a, little
bit.

Let's assume-I am to take $100 and put it into what we call cultural
practices- associated with an orchard, that is, the costs which are Con-

'fleeted with the growinn. of the trees after they have.been planted.
Thetplanting cost must capitalized; it cannot be deducted..I take
$100 of these cultitral practices and invest them in my orchard. I
ran deduct that, and this gives me a farm tax: loss. If I am in a 70
percept tax bracket and have a lot of .other outside income, I can
take a farm tax loss and reduce my taxes on my other income by
$70. That leaves- me with .just $30 invested in the orchard. -14yf. I
hadn't had my Other outside, income, say, earned from the practice
of law, investment business, or something of that- nature,. the farm
tax loSs would have been of 110 use to me (hiring that year..The.con-
sequence. of being agog( to deduct this farm tax loss was demonstrated
some years ago by Prof. Cary Brown. If I can deduct the cost 'of ac,
(miring au asset Which is used in my business over a period of time,
the income Which is then produced by. my remaining investment, in
the example I gave, by my' $30, which is tied -up in my orchard now,
the income which is produced by that orchard, in efPct, does not
bear ;my federal income taxes at all.

This is what we call in the farip tax area a zero tax rate. The zero,
tax rate is -not, good enough for some investors. If he is .shrewd, he
will try for what is called anegative tax benefit.

4.)8
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now does a negative tax benefit come about? -Srtiip Ose. sell my
orchard into which T originally .put the $100 and. sell it exactly at
my cost, for .$100..Tf I. can repOrt that sale,. and usually .1 can, as
long-term capital gain, I do not declare the entire $100. as taxable
income in the year of sale. Thstead I am. permipted, by the law, to

'Nleclarelny income as only $50. If that $50 bears the same '70.pereent
. tax rate, I }}will pay in the year of sale $35.in Federal taxi's.

T Wight-ate as an aside. ope Witness mentioned. there would be a
25 percen tax rate.,That rate, has been changed since 1909.. At this
point, if I ('Am count- up in benefits, :.on notice I have my $100 back
on my :original investment., In addition, I.'saved myself $70 when.I
made the investment in cultural practices expenditures, and that
gives me a total of $170. T inive paid, hoWever;-$35 in taxes, which
leaves me with $135. The consequence of this is on an investment

.
:which just broke, even -economically, I am ahead by KO. rhave '
in Iv pocket that I would not otherwise have. It is just like a pay-..
meat --from the Federal Government to me for -engaging. in the
chard Inisiness.This aspect has been.ieferred tows a negative tax.

In 1909'mlien some of these WM provisionS ..were'up for question
l Congress,Aere. were a lot. of arguments about this policy being a.

- deliberate policy..on the part of emigres§ to subsidize; formers. That
argument seems tame not to hold water because, for the most part,
the subsidy aspect rests on the adiiiinistrati'Ve action taken by the De-.
partment of the TreaStiry in 1915 and 1919.. Furthermore;'I mould
question whether the Treasury Department has,, authority to subOi-
dize.farin operations 'through administrative action. At least until.
1971 I, had never. heard;itlie Treasury Department say it was empow-

-eregl to dispense subsidies to business.
The capital gain aspect, which is only a part of the subsidy; was

added rather inadvertently in 1942 and 1951. In large part I think.
. the administrative actions on which the subsidy is based rest upon'

an assumption that farming is a way of life and-not a-busines .

We might note that the revenue- losses from the inte ,tion of
those Provisions are estimated at more than $800 million

That is the situation as it existed before .1909. Tn 1909 Congress
added it number pf exceedingly complex rind confusing provisions to
deal with farm losses. I do not want to dwell oat this point. They are
largely ineffective. I have heard no one assertwith the exception of
the pi.ovisinn which,, as originally 'meted, related.only to citrus, and
in 100' it was extended to .stlmonds----I have heard no one suggest

A that the 1969 act reduced the subsidy, the,tax benefit for many tax
farmers. . . .

AlSo we should have known ahead of time that the 1969 legisla- .

tion would not be effective because the best- estimates on the revenue
to be generated by the 1969 changes was about $20million, approxi-
nuttely one fortieth-of the 'annnal revenue loss, attributable to the

minteraction of premature deductions and long-term capital gain.
That is-21/2' percent of the lost revenue was estimated to be recovered
by the 1969 act..
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Those reVefine estimates, incidentally, are on tlie..annual basiS.
What is the-effect of all this`bn agriculture? Tli %armr thing that.

we have to focus on is. that these benefits are available only to oho
whq has.a large sonny of income film sonrces other than tilefarm.

A

Generally speaking. this, boils. down to two kinds, of taxpayers. Oneof them is large..Corporatel.oliglomerate.-farmer who leas other
profitablehnsinesSes winch, without the farm tax loss, Would bear
tax rate of approximately 48 'percent. there are indiVidual
taxpayers with higher tax brackets- withrates ranging allthe Way. up-:tai 70,percent.

In the usuil ease, one finds that an individual taxpayer might not
have :sufficient capital to go into the farming business and lie invests
thuough a syndicate. Syndications today are the name. of the tax .shelter game, one of them, anyWay. in California. In ..a syn Region. 'a group of promoters will combine with -Persons who h ve somefann expertise and )vho.controlsome iand. The funds for t e devel-opminit are then raised through the sale of limited Punic hip in-
terests to numerous invesfms from Nall Street to Mai tgomery
Street. The equity in these cases is: invested by. these hives ors who .are told in the offering brbehures that they can write off O. 50, .9.00,in a good one maybe 300 percent of their capital investmo t in the ,.
year,, ,f investing. By doing so; they are left with little or nothing in

'Iii ost of the syndications, I would expect that the investors an-

the 'c iterprise., but continue to receive tax' benefitp which we have:,norm lly reserved for equity. .

ticipate .4 sale at capital gains, rates within as relatively shoit period
.of tinge, probahly not more than 8 years. . =_

What is the result of all of .this? The common thread between
these investors is the large source of incomefrom the security busi-i.
ness, the Wall Strret law praetWe,-their medical practice, from4 Which they take income and invest it in the farm assets and obtain afarm loss. 'Phis is what attracts them. Sin& a good part of their re-turns IIis tite reduction in taxes on noufavin income, they can survive
on much lesser economic margins than those who.do not, have thesesources of outside income. The consequence is a weakening and asdriving out of those who are dependent upon agriculture for their
livelihood. Those who can garner the tax subsidy do not Bate to relyon tbe land to produce an acceptable return. Rather, they Combine.
whatever benefits there are from the product.of the land With the
tax ubsidy, Together these will mike up at least an economic, profit.

Of e consequence. then, is to drive out the taxpayers who do not.- hal, income from, sources other than fanning. Another is an over=eapi alization with it consequential overproduction of certain kinds
of produets. We say this greatly,,,for instance, in citrus and almonds
before the changes were mule in 1969 and 1970. ,

I might point out on the side here, Valencia oranges went from.in
1.60;almosf $3.97 a box clown to $1.95 a' box in 1970.

Another consefnience- is absentee ownership. The capital which is
involved in this kind of syndication and conglomerate corporations

0
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is also abseliteC. capital..I .do not intend; to speculate on whether or
,

. not that is good for farniing,.but it does /have another feature to it.'
If --you-have.--aksentee-- capital, maniigernent "that is managing the _

farm 'investment does-:not have its OW11 capital. The consequence is \
that the managers . who Make the 'decisions affect somebody. elSe'e.

; innfitability...$neh deoisions are likely, to reflect a higher degree of'
-.Objectivity dna not much of the social eonscionsness that your might\
ex, ect we had people emplOying their .oWn. capital were making
th eAecieions. , . - . ' . .. ,

A iothereonseqnence is that in these cases the ownership .is large,.: r.,
scaleOwnersbilt because it is 'very easy to aggregate large amounts . '

of caOal and, indeed, the -froiA-eiid.eosts, those are the eostspfAlim.'-
tyers, the accountailts, the printers, the' costs of marketi,r,ig.theSyridi-
cation 'fire so hj h that large.arnounts of apital must 4recessarily be

be fed into the agricultural pr ess. Over all, I think Vat
s of the SubSid.y.from our tax loss to certain kinds of

changed what Used to 'be- an American \way of life
ing, ;into a business,. and in large business with abseil-

,

in g becomes a- business; it seems to me that it, should be
et, to Pnost of the regulatory measures, such as work-
a\tion,with unemploymettt ilsinance and the like, that

se have to carry. ' . 41

bend is are .rinfair in the sense. that they benefit only
have SU\ stantial nonfarm income. and, indeed, they even

prefer peo le. whOl ave that. kind. of income. and who are.. willing to
,

make 'far i invest4ts 'over .those' who, for one reason or another;
do mot wa A to make aim investments. This is a problem mbich has
been muc written a, ut and discusstd; indeed, I. 'and others have
Written. or it. I do no ave with me today, brtt I would like.at some

1 point to ubmit for the record some of the writings in this area
which detail-With greaterclarity how the.ta, subsidy operates;

If I -could, I .might iffsO take. a point that was mentioned by Mr.

there4Was some partictilar b, refit, to incbrporate. In a senke 'that is.
Friedland this morning abo A corporations in farming. lie indicated

true. Even the family farm` might well be incorpofated. .... ,,
. ..-- 1Ithil4k there would be two 'benefits that oncs_ might, obtain trom

that:"Ort6 of those benefits would be the pension anil. profit-shring
plans which are available-to corporate Omploftes wt!ich usually are
not so generally available to .th 4ise who .operate. a .brisineSs, be it a
farm or otherwise, on "his OVn behalf. ..- . ,

secondly, there is another .proVision of the Internal ilevenne Code
which permits an employee to exclude from his 'income lodging and'

,,, meals which ke, must take as a conecondition of hiS employment andkwhich

are for the benefit of'his employer. .A farmer 'Who is operat-
ing his own farm has His house_ and :u es his farm products anti he
gets no tax..benefit from that. HoweVer,.by incorporating, the eorpo.i
ration may be, able deduct the cost f maintaining the house, the. cost
of growino- the crops.' and the la er who is not a corporate pm-
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ployee, may be able to exclude from his own income the, rental .bene-
fit of the home, and the farm products which he may consume' on his
own behalf. ,

I have nothing more at this time. . .
Senator STEVENSON. 'Pia I understand you to sfiy that' the .

regulations of the -Treasury Department treated crop differently?regulations
Thiht is to say,in some, cases the costs of -Production of crops could "
be deducted but iu other cases has, to be capitalized? You mentioned'
citrus and almonds at one point. What, basis is there for difFeren-
tiating in the tax treatment according to the nature of the product,
if I understood you correctly ? ' ...

Mr. DAvEN-rou.r. Prior to 1969 citrus and almonds also -.qualified
fOr this treatment. In 1969 the Tax Reform Act 'required that the
cost 'of raising citrus: trees be capitalized.durhag the first four years
of the life 'of tke citrus tree. In 1970 the same law was extended to .,
almonds..

Senator STEVENSON. But not to walnuts?
Mr.14DAVENTORT. Not to . walnuts; to pistachios, Kiwi fruit,

peaches, grapes; i
,Senator STEVEN6N. Why is that? Is this an administrative deci-

sion?
Mr. DAVE:NPORT.. NO ; .This was- tyetually written., into the statute

and nosy appears as section 278 of the Internal Revenue .Code: My-
understa.nearg\ Stith respect to the- citrus was that Mintife Maid,
which, I believe-, is a subsidiaty of Coca-Cola. at one point had plans
to plant, a couple of, hundred thousand acres of new citrns in Flor-
Ma, and beginning in tha'nsiddle 1960's there was a drive by same -

"''Florida Congressmen, namely, Representatives Haley and Rerlong,
to require that the ;lost of citrus trees be e'apitaliize , and, while theyt.
introduced this bill a number of times during tl 1960's, it wasn't
until we hacligeneral tax reform in 1969 that they were successful, in

...getting it written into the code. ' ..
... It is -obviously piecemeal legislation. The consequence has been, as
you look at the syndication offerings,' thattnost of the citrus syredi-

` cations; are phasing out. They are at least in'my own familiarity.
The were not, huge ,n,umbers of almond syndications, although' there were some , --

Senator STEVENSON. Is this piecemeal approach in any way the re-
sult of ii, calculatedt effort in the Congress to encourage the cultiva-

. tion of pistachios and walnuts asopposed to almonds?
WI.. ZAvEN-rou.y. It doesn't appear in-the testimony of the commit- ....

tee reports. The. Kiwi fruit, Which is the newest gimmick, if you
will, that I have run intorilow sells at approximately $1.80 a pound
on the Los Angeles market. -Where I am, I have been unable t. buy
any. There is a question in my mind about whe r o it e Fed-
eral treasury should be subsidizing ayoduct sal lig at that price.

Senator Srin-Ex kx.-Where are Kiwi fruits -oWn ?
Mr., DAVENPORT. Chico, Calif. ,.

,412
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Senator SrevExsoic. Or should I ask in whose congressional dis-
trict? '

Mr. TiAvF.-Nrroirr_Chico, Calif.. Tliere is ah, amicultural substation
up there thot has. develop the iwi fruit plant' and there are some
syndicators who are not very active at the moment, but who do have
some syndication material out indicating that Kiwi fruits have great
maricet ,potential as well as the tax shelter.

'Senator Srevmsoic. How are apple trees treated? We have some
apsple trees in Illinois. I am afiaid we don't have any Kiwi fruits or
pistachio nuts.

Mr. DAVENPORT. Apple trees would lend them,elves to the Same
technique: The cost after planting may be ,written off 'until such time
4s they bear and I think one reason that'maybe apple trees haven't
been syndicated is that I believe, and some agricultural. expert' could
correct me on this, California has never been a large producer of ap-
ples. It produces , some, and the truth of the 'matter is on a lot of
th'ese agricultural syndications California has led the , nation. The
conseqiience has b,pen because, apples haven't responded as well, I
think,- agriculturalry, so there has been less syndication of them.

Senator STEVENSON. Could you tell- us anything about the incid-
encenf property taxation and its effects on agriculture?

Mr. DAVENPORT. I am really beyond my eld on this some. I have
done a little bit of word with .the William Act, which was dis-
ciisSed earlier. The. Williamson Act, if I m not .mistaken, really
takes piettsy largely-theincome from farm land and establishes a
value by_capitalizing the income e-from it.-In the usual_ case, the capi-
talized value, of the farm land is less than the market' value. The; as
sessment under tilt Williamson Act is made on the basis of the capi-
talized value rather than the market value. The consequence has
been a shifting of taxes, pitoperty taxes, from agriculture to urban.
areas and other kinds of land.

Let me say also the 1Villiamson -Act was sold in large part' on the
ground-that it would conserve 'own spaces in, and near the cities 13e-..
cause, by reducing property taxes, it would not then be necessary for
farms to go out of business and they could stay in business in and
around cities. , -

The history under the. Williamson :Act, I believe,, would show that
the longer it is in operation the farther out frail.' the cities Rnd
towns lies land, which is taking advantage of this benefit. It requires
a conscious decision by the local governing board to enter into this
kind of an arrangement. That in 'most- counties has not 'presented
any substantial-4ifficulties. ..

Senator STEVErrsow. Do you think:that the irrdferential treatment
for unearned income, namely, capital gains, as opposed to earned in-
come, is one of the reasons for.the corporate invasion of rural Amer-
ica? Isn't' there a great incentive to the corporatio to retain earn-
ings instead of paying them out in the form of div dends which get



taxed to their shareholders at ordinary income tax rates? Conse-
quently, don't c.orpOrations tend to split their stock and-declare stock
dividends,- accumulate earnings, and then, of course, with the provi-
sions against unreasonable accumulations, seek means of investing
those accumulated earnings? Is that one of the reasons for the
growth of cOnglomerates and their adventures in agriculture?'

Air. DAVENPORT, rthinklke thing that perhaps causes conglomer-
ates to want to get into aesibulture more than any other reason is
the ability to write off the investment, a large part of the invest-
ment, to reduce taxable income in that year, while really creating an
assets hat will have substantial value. As tb the capital gain, asp t
and corporations, and I am surely speculating, it is my belief tha
conglomerates that get into the farming are not looking for the cap -.
ital gains on the sale nearly as much as are the individuals that get
into the syndication. Indeed, some of the larger coaporations that
have-gone into farming I think, tend* to 'Stay m it for a longer pe-
riod of thine, which would mean the:play they are making is on the
premature deduction of costs which in a sense can reduce the income
earned by these agricultural investments really to a zero 'tax rate. If
they then eau sell capital gains, they will go on and get the'secalled

. negative benefit I would hazard the guess that conglomerates are in-
terested more in the prenfeture dednction aspect of it

Senator STEVENSON% Do the estate, and inheritance taxes work to
the disadvantage of the individual landowner? When he dies the
value of his laid is subject to estate and inheritance taxes: but the co).-
porittion doesn't die. .

Mr. DAVENPORT. That is true. Of course the corporate shares heldby a' taxpayer would be subjected to estate and inheritance taxes.
Over thei,years there have been a *lot of farm groups that have made
presentations to the Treasury on the gixiiind that the inheritance and
the estatetaxes were-requiring the biettkup of a lot of farms.

Let ni; say I don't think they ever made a very convincing case on
that and, secondly, there. are provisions of the, Internal Revenue
Code which permit the estate. tax to be spread out over a long period
of time and, indeed, they could be spread out for, in some circum-

._ stancesot least .10 years, with an interest rate of 4 percent accruing
on the unpaid taxes, and that is really a very favorable interest rate
even in today's mon* market.

Senator STEVENSON. I probably addressed you improperly Is itProfessor Davenport? -

Mr. DAvyziroar. That is quite OK. I was a mister before was aprofessor for quite some time. "

SenatorSTEv-zilsow. I was a mister not longago myself.
Thank you, Professor Davenportjeit being very helpful to us thisafternoon. .

Mr. DAvErtroirr. Thank you.
(The pmpared statement of Mr. Davenport follows;)

A
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V
Statement of Charles Davenport

on Farm Tax Losses

Actin& Profesior of Law
Univerity of California, Bolivia",

Before the Migratory Labor Subcommittee
of the Senate Committee on tabor and Public Mrelfare

January u, 1972
4

.s.
My name is Charles Davenport. 1 teach Federal, income tax law

"7-,st the bchool otter, VniVersity of California at Bavis,'California.t,

spper before this ,Subcommittee solelY in-my,own capacity, not

`:'representing any firm or organization, as ',citizen, with a special

knowledge of taxation. thaws had\considerable experience in the

taxation :of farm investmebts. "!From 1960 to 1967 I practiced ir,),

San 'Francised with a firm that represented fans investors and

operators. From 1964 to 1967, I was a member, vice - chairman, and.

chairman of the Committee on Agriculture of the Tax Section of the

'Apericen Bar Association.: From 1967 to August, 1969, I workedt

in the office of Tax' egislative Counsel in the Department of

Treasury. Mhile IVis with the Treasury Department; I participated-

in the consider onof many,.and in the development oftwo, proposals

cOecerning the arm tax lois problem.:

lITATERENT PF THE ROBLE!
AND ,ME -1969 LAW

I will state the fern talc loss prdblen in.tirsm,of he tax law

as it existed before the 1969 Tax Reform Act,.

Premature'Deductions

The fart tax lops problenAas been much discussed and written

about. Its roots. liegwin administrative dispensations to "farmers",

nearly SS old as the InternaIllevenue Code itself.

re-the tax law, thera,is the Concept of "capital expenditures."

In general, a capital expenditure is the cost of an Income producing,

asset which is going to be used by the taxpayer for more than a yea

Most taxpayers are. not permitted to deduct the coats of such assets:

when incurred. Rather, if the taxpayer can show that the Asset has

a limited useful lifes'i.e., the the asset will exhaust or be used

0 up over a period of time, the he coat of the asset can be amortized

or depreciated over that period, In other words; the cost is

-teduoted ratably as the asset is ueed.in the taxpayer's business.

435.
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bra.

This prohibition against full deduction of the cost of an Asset
in the yearn of acquisition has riot been applied to some farm investments.;
Under. the Treasury decisions made in'1915sni1919, farmers ere
Permitted to deduct as incurred capital costs associated with growing
animals and withgrowingplants Such as trees and vineyards which
produce =Annual crop each year. In the latter ease, the cost
of putting the plant in.the ground Mot be Capitalized, but ell costs
incurred thereafter may be deducted di incurred eve; though the plant.
wilfnot produce any fruit or nuth :for some long period of tip,.
In any other business, comparsblesosta would have to'be capitalized.,

4 but "farmers" may deduct these costs.

:The tax consequences of t ese rulei need to be spelled out.
We can do that by reference to simple example, Suppose that I
invest $100 in cultural prelate 'associated with an orchard. Since
this 4100 is a deductiblefexPens and since the orchard is not
producing any income, I will have a "farm tax loss" of $100for the
year. Thie "farm tax loss" may be deducted against income earned in
Some other endeavor.. If I AM in, the 70% tax bracket, my deduct*
of this loss against income earned in, say, the prectice'of the ley,
will reduce by $70 *taxes on 16, firm income. In other words, 70
pf-the dollars which I hav4 used, to riiao the orchard; pill be
refunded to me by the Federal Government atAhe end of the year.
.Effectively, thin reduces my-Investment in the ordhard to $50. If
I had not had axu income from the practice of the law or sonepther
such endeavor, the farm tax loss which I created by investinOn
the orchard 'would be of no use to me,. Or if I had had other income
which was taxed at a much lower rate, the amount returned te.tmrbr
the Federal GovernMent would have been a lower amount with the result
that mr continuing investment in the orchard would be a hither amount,
professor E. Cary Brown demonstrated some years ego that the economic
effect of allowance as a deduction in. the year of acquisition All
the costeOfscquiring assets has the effect of exempting from tax

- the income from the remaining investment. This is a zero tax rate,

CeAtal Gain "

This tero tax rate may look good, but alehrewd investor may want
'to do better. Be may went 'es negative telOenefit, (i.e., tax benefits
which exceed tax burdens). Now Aloes this come about? Suppose I sell

orchard in Which I have invested $100. If-I make the sale at alr
cost,, $100, and if I cWreport that sale as long term capital gain,
I need only include $5.O in my income. in the year of sale. Let us

.: Assume that WS amount will be subject to a 70% tax rate. Ur taxes.
on'the sale will be $35. '(Before the 1969 Act, the maxMmunttax
Would have been $25.)

Notice that I have sty $100 Wick. In addition I have saved $70
4 in taxes when I made the investment giving me a. total of $17.0. 'That'
total must be reduced by the 435in taxes I paid on sale of the asset,
3.eaving.me with 4i35. The Consequence it that in an investment which'
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juat broke even economically, X in ahead by $35 because MY taxes
Otherwise 'swab e to the Federal government have been reduced by that

amount., This i just like a payme4.1rom the Federal government.

These nefits available to one.Who makes an economic profit,

and they also available to one Who maker aneconoric Aoss. In

thelstter 2104 tax benefits may be greater than the econoelk
loss so that when combined there is net profit.;:

Let me add that despite some argument's to the contrary, none
of this seems to have been a deliberate polio on the pert of COngreed

to sUbeidize.farmers. That arguMent seems irpoesible ih the light
of the fact that the subsidy aspect rests inclarge part on administrative'

actions taken by the Treasury Departiment in 49l5 and 1919, and prior

' to 1971 X had never heard the Treasury Department argue that it wae
empowered to dispense subsidies. The capital gsin aspect,.which
is the.frosting on the. cake, wuadded in 1942 and in 1951 without.
any specific legislative histOry indicating that the Oongress.undrstood
the subsidy resulting from the interaction of the deduction Of premature
capital cost and capital gain. I think that the 1915 and 1919 decisions
rest upon an assumption that fermingyas really away of life and '

not a business. Incidentally, the Supreme POUA has questioned

the legitimacy of these decisions.

The revenue losses from these provisions are estimated et more

tham$800'million annually. .

VIE 1969

Suchas the lay as it existed prior to the enactment f the Tax

Reform Act of 1969. That legislation had a number of provi ions which

bear on the above.. They are complex in the extreme.' They be
,

briefly summarized as: (1) thmestiblishment ofanExcess Deductions
-Account (EDA) to recapture fares losses used imoiTset nonfarm income.

When farm property is sold, (2) the recapture of sob. and water

.
conservation expenditures upon sale or .disposition of 1a di.(3)

recapture' Of encomia livestock depreciation, ,(4) exte on Of the -

holding perio4lor livestock to quIsliiy for capi ns treatment,

`(5), prohibition of the tax-free exchange of livestock of d fferent .

Sexes', (6) capitalization of-the planting and'development c ste for

citrus moves, and (7) tightening of hobby loss xgAes.

The major provision was the excelss deductions account which

was designed to deny/the negative tax benefit resulting from the

long term capital ga(in provisions. EDA requires a taxpayer to enter

an amount in EDA if his "nonfarm" income is more than $50,000. The

amount entered it so much of the "farm loss" as exceeds $25,000.-

'On.subsequent sales of farm assets, that would otherwise be treated

as capital gain, the proceeds of Sale must be reported as,ordinary

income to the extent of the amount of a taxpayer's EPA. Three features

should be noted:. (I) EDA is not activated unless there is a sale

th.
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of assetsf (2) ERk does nothing to disallow the premature deductions
Of capital costs; and (3) Ea opiratee!oh only the fammloas in excess
Of $25,000 and then only.it the taxpayer has non farm income of
$50,000.

. . .
. .

With all the complexity generated by'EDA, . with all,the other
changes made in 1969, and except for the change which reqUirte
the capitalization of citrus development coats %Lich was amp' ed to
include alMonde in 1970, the tax shelter created by investing in
assets was not ignificant4 affected, At most, it was only alte lad,:

`somewhat. JON& have argued that the most fIagrant,abUse have beep,
eliiinated, but there is no evidence supporting that agument.

a

a
The ineffectivenus of the'legislatian is readily apparent When

one looks at revenue expected to-be geneftted by the 1969 change*
'about $20 million about one - fortieth of the revenue lots attributable
to farktaxlosels.

EFFECTS (/ AGR/CUBTURE

' One need not be a theoretical economft to generalize about the
effect of the taisubsidy. Oile need onlk be an empiricist ready to
report his observations.

/
We noted above that the subsidy aspect ot the c rules is .

available only to those who have a large source of i inst,

tax bracket, the greater t value of that tax lima. One

whith. the farm tax loss can be dedrid. qe also rioted that e
higher

would suspect then, that this tax shelter, as it is affectionately
'

_called by its salesmen, would'attract a lot of very high bracket
income in out-of thecoldvet weather of the Internal Revenue Code.
Since smell and intermediate size farnera'normally do not have. these
other sources of income, they are unable to mike-use of these subsidies/
There are, however, at Aaattwo-kinds of taxpayers who heft income
which may be sheltered by the use of thelfarm loss. These are
Corporations engaged in other profitable businesses with a marginal
tax rate of approximately. 48g; In addition, theft are a'fiumbir.Of
individual taxpayers' in the higher brackets.with tax rates ranging
all the way .up to 70%.

6

Kinds of Ierestors

It appears tome that the corporate farmer is usually a conglomerate.
A. conglomerate would not, X think, be attracted it it'did not think
the economic climate were favorable. But the faVorable economic
climate is enhanced by the ability to Write off a substantial amount
of the capital investment and thereby recover approximatelY 50% of
the capital costs by deducting them from other taxable income. It is
MV belief that most such corporate investors'are not necessarily
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'leaking the farm investment fOr s:fast turnover. Instead, by minimizing

the capital investment through the writeoff of the` capital costs

against other income, the economic returns in the farming business are

substantially enhencedi.and unfairly so over the farmer who has no or

little.income otber than that produced by the farm.

The second 'group of intestori are those inveetins AhrouSh-synd.t.

cations which are now numerous. In these caries, a group of promoters
will usually combine with persons who thrive some farm expertise
and/Or persons uho'control some expanse of land. Funds for development

are raised through the sale of limited partnership interests to numerous

investors from Vial Street and Montgomery Street. The "equity" in

theme cases lies With these investors who are told that they can
*ite'off.50, 150, 200, maybe even 300 percent of their capital investment

;;in the year of investment. By so doing, .they are left with little
fOr,nothin in the enterprise but continue to receive the tax.benefits

4Wttributable to "equity." I suspect that moat'ot-the investors in this

kind ofVehicle inticipat&a sale aA capital gains rates within a

relatively short period of time troM one to seven or eight years,

before the realization of any oubstantial ordioerY4ncome frottheir

investment.

Unfair Cipetition

The coniMon thread between tlese investors is th se sources

of ordinary income which,would'oTherviee be taxed ata ry high rate.

The purchase of firm assets becomes a "tax" loss Olich uces times

on other income, and the investors recover a largo part f the cost.-

of the farm asset. This is what'attracts them. PAnoe e.good

part of.their returns are the tax-subsidy, they_canAiiiiive7on
e-Iiiier!e&nehlebaYgni-than1others_whp do nOt_hAVe.these sources

which to deduct their farm cagitalrinvestments.

the coneeqUerirtheVeakelaing of thoee who are dependent. upon

iiiiature for ifiiit livelihood because of the unfair competition
resulting fEmiTehe-tex.suhaidi: 'Those who can garner the tax

. subsidy do not have to rely only onthe land to produce en acceptable

return. Bather, they combine the 'benefits produced frothe land

With the tax subsidy. Together( there will make up at least

an economic. profit. The subsidy thud will have the effect Of

driving out those persons who must rely only upon the pr6duct

of the land.

a

'Overproduction,

There.appears to be at lealit one other consequence: Overproduction

of producti which yield the tax subsidy. Citrus and almonds demonstrate

this phenomena. In both caves, persona who had a vested interest

in thi citrus or almond industry have prevailed, upon Congress

to change the lint with respect to their very narrov problem.

9
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Absentee Ownership

There it also another consequence. The capital which is involved-
in these cases is absentee capital. 'Whether absentee ownership is a
good thing forthe farming community or not is really beyond the scope

,

of *y expertise. There are indications however, that:absentee Owner..;.
ship does not necessarily produce a healthful economy. .

s

Absentee ownership also has another side to it. Management does
..not have its own capital at risk in-mach cases: The consequence is that
we have managers whose decisions affect their invnntors' profitability.
Such decisions are likely to reflect a higher degree of objectivity
thaviould be the case if the manazste own capital were involved. Sone
ofthe social cOnsciodsness that one might expect in the employment
of capital is.likely to disappeat when management does not have
a capital interest and is *eking a decision for snabeentee owner.

large Scale Ownership

Such ownership is also large scale ownership becau se large amounts
of capital, may be easily aggregated. The consequence of large scale
ownership as. compared to small scale ownership has been the source of
at least one excellent study made by Dr. Walterfl..Goldschmidt, .

Assistant Professor of Anthropology and Sociolograt the University
of California, Les Angeles. He made his study in 106 as a report 'of
the SpeciaLCOmmittee to Study problems of American Small, Business.
This report was reproduced in 1968 by .the Subcommittee on Monopoly_
of the Jeleat Committee on Small Business in its hearings on
Corpordtion ?amide.' Generally, .Fie found that where anicultural,
wealth was not concentrated,'morePeople-yete

able to, live at ay:,
i higher standard of living with better pbysical facilities, polleols,

parks,-recreation areas, newspapersvend churches.

.

CONCLUSION

The attraction of Outside capital to certain selected areas of
agriculture highlights a trend which can be meaningfully expressed
as a transformation of firming from .a way of-lite to an absentee
business.` Once absentee farming capital 40n the hands of businei;
managers, many of the premises ,son -Vlach our' concept of farming
ha,+ been built disappears. Me extension of many benefits tc "ratmers"
and the exemption of. "farmeri" from many burdens seem inappropriate
in those circumstances. Can a conglomerte reellitically complain

.

about excessive bookkeeping coats and centralizatigon of economic
-paver-in thee, hands of unionst There is of course ...question
whether minatory labor can be effectively unionised and uhethilr-,
unionizing minatory labor is the proper means of handling the
concentration of power which results from the continued influx
Of outsides capital into fasting by the we of 4x Zmentivr..

b

I
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In conclusion, the Federal tax layseven"fellowing the "reform"

of 3.9690fire built on,the assumption that'rarmingis theimericlul

war of life. That assumption is not valid where corporationc and

large syndications are involved. Farming is rov in the hands of

business managers "and operated by than for the benefit of absentee

owners. ,

Furthermore the tax benefit.. available to these business farmers'

foster two inequitable advantages: (1) Those fern taxpayers that

have no other income are at a substantial disadVantage to those who

have outside income. (2) There is4 substantial unfair tax

adicsntage is between those who have farm investments and thoole who do

not. In the. first case, the advantagisis an *fain competitive

advantage which permits the tax farmer to obtaili higher.profits

on lower prices. The tax farmer thus is in the positionto drive

out the terser who regards farminwas a way of life rather than

a' ',business. The second advantage lies in:the preference of

persons cradling farming investmentaaaconpared
to those who do

not desire to make farm investments. Those making fern invesiments

have a preferential rate of tax which not only shields thoLfama

income from tax but helps to shelter their. inOpme from pther

sources.'. This is unfair.

There aressinyways by which this problem, edul& be handled,

and Congress should'do so to remove the unfair competitive-advantage

given the tax farmer over others. Dyso doing, it could perhaps

dieconregathe' trend toward large oblentio ownership.of firis.

'4

4
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Senator STxvxxsorr. Our next witness is Dr. Michael Perelman of
Chico State College.

STATEMENT OP DR. MICHAEL PERELMAN, CHICO STATE COLLEGE,
CALIF,

Dr.. PERELmAN. My mune is- Michael Perelman and 1e-reside in
Chico, Calif.

Much of what we are going to talk about now has been covered
before b'y different -people and by bits and pieces, so I am going to
submit a paper for. the record which is what I originally intendeid tosay. .

Senator STEvENso$. They will be entered in the record.
Dr. PERELMAN, begin by quoting* part of tilt Agricultural

Act of 1961:
it is hereby decliredlo be the policy of Congress to:
* *- Recognize the importance-of the family farm as an emetent unit ofproduction* * -.

On the streets it would be called schuck; in more polite company,
we might call it,reverential.sheioric. But the farms we really admire ,are the lafge farms. .

1' quote for you from the introduction to the,ITSDA.'s-"Yearbook
of Agriculture, 1970." Clifford' ffardin, Secretary of Agriculturesays:

Using a modern-teilding system for broilers, one map can take care ck 00,000to MO® chickens. One man in a modern fet'dlot can now take care of 5,000
head of cattle. One man, with a mechanized syStem, can operate a d,airy enter- -prise of 50 to 04) milk cows:

Agriculture, in short, Aloes ap amazingly efficient job ofprodueingfood,
Hardin is correct, that very 'few peoPle do work on farms today,but I question that agriculture does such an,amazinglytefffeient jobof producing food. The reason js there are so few people on .the

farm thai the farm requires large amounts of non-farm. inputs. The
farms of today are. supported by many people who have never -set
foot on a farm; they work in the factories, They work in the cities.

Besides that, the farm requires large -amounts of raw materials.
We will spend more time with that later.

For instance, if we were to take horses-to get all the horsepower
that we use on the farm today, if we were. to get this from horses,

. we would require from 20 to 50 times as much cropland as we have
today just to feed these horses, 'The fact we can feed our machines

. on oil instead of hay is the most important technological advance:.
. We will talk a little.bit more about this technology in a few seconds,

about the shortage of ,energy, what this means for agriculture in the
future.

The question we have to look at is what, indeed, does constitute
efficiency) The, usual criteria is profitability. I .quote to you now

11?2
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from Simon Askin, Tenneco's Executive Vice President for Agricul-
tore and Land Develdinnehtnotice how Tenneco puts the two
togefherAgrieulture and Land Development.

'We consider land as an inventory, but we are all for growing things on I
while we wait for price *predation for development. Agriculture pays the
taxes plus a little. ..

California land values have tripled since 1950. They Are now fall-
ing a bit because the specidators have overreached themselves. The
reason the speculators wanted this land, it was a ticket for subsidies;
it was ticket for capital gains; it was a ticket for other benefit
acCiii( 0. to them, benefits that have to do with the .p.rice-earnings.
ratio o agricultural holdings, relative to the price-earnings ratios of
an industrial stock. So profits are ,rir fuzzy. measure and they depend
as much on tax accountants who publish the loopholes and lawyers
who reap theSubsidies as they do on the man who is out there, in the
field. . , . .

One study by the legislative, reference service questioned that
farms with sales. over $40,000 per year could actually exist profitably
in the absence of farm subsidies. . ,

- Earlier we heard from Mr. Long from the Bank of Americas who
was talking about how small agricultural firms can have credit. One

.-of the main advantages' which adds to the preferential treatment of
agricultnre,,is that. they do get credit as well as cheaper prices on
other inputs. I have submitted .some figures on this in one of my '
papers that I ain submitting. - ,

. Here is the president of John Deere tractor sales :
To us credit is a sales toot We provide it because we Inust, 4` * * Tlie Vtilvr

we accept from dealers carries higher rates than the banks charge farcsuch
paper and our rates are as low as any in the Indus:0y. * * * Surely thelim-
ited availability of credit from other lower cost ward% must be it factor in
the situation. . .

we do not attract this business by taking excessive risks,. Our credit Ulm
Ards haye been high * * * fatal) par losses have been minor.

,, That is, if the 'Bank of America had been doing '.What they say ,

they hue been doing, John Deere would not have gone 'into the
credit business. Later we will gee, when we talkabo(0, Tenneco, that
part of the reasonwell, we will get into credit there. n

Another advantage of large farms which nobody fills- mentioned '.;
thus far is that they guarantee a market for supilers of farm','."..--....,
inputs. This enters into the profitability. - .* -4, ,i..;...

I would like- to quote now from Peter Grace who is the Bead 0.
W. 11. Grace, which is a large chemical corporation. This was *At-

, ten in 1907: lie said.: .
. .

* * ItS. nitrogen plants are operating at only 78 pereent.of operating en,
',sway in 1968. 1

.
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Then. he continues: !,
Moat firms- supplying petroleum prodticts and ag chemicals are being forced

by the competition, to offer credit (like Sohn Deere & Co.). They *mild prefer
not to do this, especially with today'a high coat of money. .

Apparently I can add that the Bank of America also preferred
not to-do it.

During the struggle for control of Kern County Land Company last ummer , .

this was written in 1967-- .
.

more thanone fertilizer firm- was interested in aequisition, from the standpoint
of guaranteeing an outlet for a large amount of their produets on the compa-
ny's huge Irrigated crop acreage. .

4

The large corporations can use the farms they buy to set up, an
integrated firm so they can guarantee an outlet for their .products,.
especially 'when they have a glut of the agricultural inputs they
market. So I venture to say that profitability hi not a very good
.measure of what is efficient and what is inefficient in agriculture. I
submit to you that we can use a much more common -sense measure
of effieiency. . -

Today we read in the paper -about population threat,. when we
read about running-out of 'many 'natural resonices.'W then Should .

be looking toward agricultural technology capable of toping with
large. population and capable of ectnioMiZflig on our natural

. .resources. .
-. . .

I quote, to You filial K. F. L. Mather who'wrote a hook in 1944,
that is 25 years ago. Mather says:..,ye

A hundred yeara ago nearly 80 Per cent of all things men jused were derived
from the plunk and animal kingdom with, only 20 percent from the mineral
kingdom. Today only about 30 per relit of ''the things we use in industrialized
countries come from things that grow. Alma 70 Per cent have their origins inmines.

i(,,
.

That s the main source, I subMit, of agricultural efficiency, that
Nve are using_ nonagricultural inputs and we are not paying a very
high price for them.

. , ,
Let's take one exam*, energy. Americans use about 18 billion .

horsepower of energy. One man, tired Cottrell; cOmpared fi'J'apanese
farm and an American rice farm. His book was written in 1956, and
the studimhe used wereld'one somewhat earlier, so what I etc going
to-tell -you Is even more extreme today ,than it was when Cottrell
wrote it. in spite of the fact that the Japanese are industrializing
their agriculture. In Japan 1.-acre. was harvested with only 90 Man-
days of wor equivalent to 90 horsepower of work. Then Cottrell
looked at the studies of an ArkansaS rice farm, it took more than
1,000 torsepowe . just to run a tractor and .truck. Consumption. of
electrical energy on the Arkansas rice farm exceeded. 600 horsepower'

,
..

.

tl
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liours. e did. not even, bother to ask about the energy usedlo pro-
duce the tractor and ruck and other c4Ipital equipment. ,.

-We a running Anto a prblern. with energy. The 'whole 4.1i'ska
find, whi is so highly touted, according to the oil and gas journal,
Will prob oly provide us with enough petroleum to supply our,needs

.. for less t an 1,000 days. That is less than 13 years,
tarms, so- called, efficient large-scale farms, consuMe.more than 1

each
.

calory of fossil fuel for each -calory of food they produce. That is
not an effi ient operation - -

We
i

pri ourselves in a technologY which. toasts about how few
,

men t em loys. Just Chink of Hardin bragging about how one man
can feed 7 ,000 chickens. I. suggest to you that we will do fai better
to think a out a technology which co, d use 4abor and .use if pond
structively ;\ 'that 'does not mean to, empl braceros or farm laborers e.
at a_ less thhn living wage. If you look the statistics, a very3'\ very
sriukpart o our total food price goes to farnilabor.

Our pope ation explosion also-sTeans we need more and more
. bode .A. sM 11 farmer can, in fact, produce more per, acre than a
large farme For instance, I found it surprising, when I learned
that Mississi pi, uThindustrialized Mississippi,. backward Mississippi,
not very to nolorically. advanced Mississippi, 'produa& less dollars
worth of foo per acre tlimi does highly mechanized Iowa. \

Now I, wo ld like to spend the last minute or so reading to yoa\
out of backar und, Senator Stevenson, on what I have Jearned from
looking at t history of corn in our country, and `I think, it has \
something to. s iggest about the way our agriculture is going.

American. Soils leave been almost legendary for their fertility. One eommenta-
tor was only sli htly exaggerating when he said, Mat our soils are so rich
that "if you tick e them with a hoe, they laugh with a harvest", Vire were so
mindless about p otectirrg this fertility ;that we have spent much more effort
worrying about rm Soils themselves. Part of our carelessness was 'Under-
standable; we see ed to have a boundlesS supply of land and so long as there
was new land to ut under cultivation, the effects of soil depletion would be
less' striking.

This might be f interest to you Senator Ste nson :

'13etween 1870 an 1920 corn yields yemained cons tant, but about two-thirds
oT t to increased ac edge wat locatRd in eight cornbelt states where the mean
yi was 20 per c nt higher than the United States average. Then between
19 - and 1925, yiel i s were able to increase slightly, but this increase in yield
was made possible because less, fertile land, like that found in Texas and
aOklahonia, was, take out of protraction. Soon after the beginning of tbe 1920's

"'Yields began to fall and, although acreage remained constant until the ,early
1930's, production began a downward trend. Then from the 1937 low, yields
rose lo. a 74 per cent above the 90-year mean for the period 1870 to 1900. One
part of the explanati n is-that production was discontinued on more than 17
per cent of the 1937 acreage In the relatively low yielding southern states.
This land was probe ir taken out of production because the soil Was too de
pleted to continue furt i er cultivation of the corn.' ..
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JAnother Tea 'on for the rising yields of the late 1980 s was the introductionof lirgli .yieldip hybrid corn. The more extensive roots system. and aggressivefeeding,characte !sties of the hybrids; enabled them, when first luttoduced, toextract fertility vhich was .inaccessible to open-polenated varieties. That is,hybrid cern sped u the rate of soil depletion.

But there was a other reason why the hybrid corn produced more. The 'in-creased yields were bi ught at ost of lower protein content.
You asked, Sena or, about the quality of our foods. In fact:the'agronomists refer to what they call- the inverse nitrogenjaw which

says that the more nil ogen we find in a crop the less we can expect
its yield to be. And sim ttrly the higher the yield the less percentageof nitrogen we can expe' ito find. Nitro en is found ih all preiteins1and may. be taken a roug proxy for the\ protein level of the corn.

-, For example, low yielding dian corn ha shown a protein, contentof .from n tor 15 percent. S er; the year we selected those seedswhich produced more -onti). t protein content, fell substantially.
But even before the advent, of brid corn it was still possible toraise hogs on an exclusive diet of c rn.

Then in-between '1037 and 1947 he average protein content ofcorn fell by more than 10 percent. A first livestockmen complainedabout the value of hybrid corn its a ed, but we (lop% hear mueli
iabout that anymore, because 'feed toda is supplemented by heavy-doses of fish protein.

We import enough fish protein to wipe out half of the proteindeficit in Latin America.. That is where our hh comes from. That iswhy we grow so many chickens, so Many hdgs, because people inLatin Ametica are starving.
Our technology is not efficient; it will' never b efficient until welearn to take account of people, until we learn tc think in otherterms than profit. hopefully that day will come soon.Thank you.
Senator STEvEwsorr. Thank you, Dr. Perelman.
It is,getting, late and we will have to push on.
I was just going to say that if Clifford Hardin can b ast aboutone man taking, care of 75,000 chickens, it boggles the mind o imtg-ine what Earl ButzAvill be boasting about. .

,'And, although I will not at this point ask the 'questions sit IJutve in mind, I want you to know how grateful we are. for youreffort to document the efficiency of the small farm unit compare tothe large units of gianteorporations and conglomerates.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Perelman follows:)

4
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ErFiciicx AND AGRICULTURE
, .

A cynic might even assert that thefaMily
farm is an institution which functions to entice
farm families to supply batches of labor and cap-
ital 'at-substandard rates of return it order to

supply Ake general' economy with agricultural pre-

ducts a6 bargain priceS.

Glenn):aohnson

Econom,ics Department
Chico State College
Chico, California
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In the spirit of Je6fersonian demociacy we have always
. .

f paid lip service to the family farm. For instance, we can

read in the Agriculture Act'of 1961 that "Itis herehy de-

clared to be the policy of congress to: ...recognize tfie

importance of the family farm aan efficient unit of pro-

duction and as an economic base for towns and cities . in

rural areas to encourage, promote, and strengthen, this form

of farm enterprise." sir..

But we are much more willing ttpraise the Small

farmer than to help him; moreover small scale farming 26 not 4

even praised; the farms we really admire are the large,

cgpital intensiVe tperations. Clifford Harden reflects this

basic attitude when he writes:

Using a modern feeding system for broilers, one
man can take care of460,000 to 75,000'chickens. One
man in a modern feedloecan now take care of '5,000
head of cattle. One,man, with a mechanized system,
can operate a dairy enternrisaof 50 to 60 milk cows.

'

Agriculture,in short, ales an amazingly efficient
job of producing food.,1-

If we measure efficiency by output per farm worker,

then we must agree with Seci"etary.Mardinis analysis; and 4

in that case, we should clear the land of the inefficient

small farmer to make way for the large modern farms which

are cApable of using the newest technology.

On the other hand, should we measure efficiency by`

output per manhour? One United States Department of

1
4

4
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jgriculture Yearbook Cites Solombn Fabricant, Wh&-addressei-
.

dr himself to this question; he writes.

Wa-general rule...itis better not to limit-
.

productivity indixes that purport to measure change
in efficiency to a comparison of output with a single

resource. The broader the coverage of resources,
generally, the better is the productivity measure.
The best measure is one that cqmpares output with the
combined use of all resources.

After all, no man alive can. really feed 75,000 chickrMy .

himself. In reality he is aided .by.tany other men who have

made the cages. and grown the feed. But we don't see these

_other men at the broiler factory; in fact, some of them

might hayinever seefoot,On a farm. Yet they are farmers

nonetheless, for without their production of the capital and

other. inputs, the Modernfarm would wither away. For in-,

stance,-estiAVeby'men-An-the Department of AgrieultUre
.,

indicate that five million persons worked in the induStries

which supply farmers.. By 1954 their numbers increased to

six million. Assuming a 40 hour week, these 'workers spent

from 10 to 11 billion hours in.ProdUcing goods and services

purchased and used by farmers in 1947-1954. At the same

time, work on the farms took 17 billion to 13 billion hours.

XnduatrieswhichAsuppl farmerp still employ about 6.m

workers according to ie 1967 Census of.ManUfacturers,_but

by 1967 the number of workers'eMployed directly in aglricUlture

had:fallen by 3.7 million fromthe 1954 level_of 8.6 million

farm workers. Thus, work done of the farm continues to
4

become more and more important relative to'work dOne on the
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4.

Table I gives us some idea of the importance of non-
,

farm inputi to agriculture: The table lists the total farm,
i

production expenses betWeen 1954 and 1969. These, expenses are

broken down into different categories and the total Value of

farm marketings is also given for a comparison. NOti that

,

the cost of capital represent6 between 1/3 and 1/4 o 1

expenses. More than 10% of the total costs go to the category

labeled "Miscellaneous" expenditures. These "Miscellaneous".

expenditurtos as well as the oapitai on the'farm replace labor;:

as a result, hired labOr represents less than 10% of the totals'
.

farm 'costs. lich7eVaT-Erte important question we mus,g, t'not ask ,.

how little labor we can use on the farm, but rather does

society benefit from the replacement of farm labor by capital?

Xs it profitable to make such atreplicement? Indeed, modern,

large scale agriculture does appear profitable. Otherwise

majortcorporations would not be inventing in these farms.

Sowever,Ais profitability evles a great deal" to accoun-

tants and attorneys. ,Through their expertise, non -farm

businesses' and wealthy individuals can "farm." They can raise

,

,

cattle or develop an orchard. .These operations will not turn
I° . .

a profit until the cattle or the trees reach maturity, and'so-

long as they do not produce any profit the owner can write
.

i

0

off these expenses from his,non-farm income. .,And just When

they are mature the owner can sell out at a profit, and de-
,

clare a capital gain so that he.is taxed at a.lower rate.

.. ..o0
The government has long been aware of the danger'to the small

farmer of these tax loopholes., In 1963, Secretary of the



The gbvernment .cuts beak the amount of land in ultivatione to

limit'the harvest so the market price of farm produce will be

raised. Moreover the more successful the government is im

maintaining high pZ1:::-Zie more incentive the farmer has to

raise his yields. 'High yieldsaZ*-gbd, except that the

farmer has to raise his Yields. High yields are good, except

that rmer of today takes a shortcut to high yieldsl.

namely lots of ecologically damaging fertilizer and biocides*

1089

5
"Treasury Douglas Dillon told the House Ways and Means Commit-

tee that the tax farniers "Create unfairicompetition for farm-

ers who may be competitors rho do not-pay costs and

eXpenses out of tax dollars bUt ho must make an economic.

profit in order to carry on their arming activities."5

Secondly* farm subsidies fav'r the largest corpora-

tions. Payments are roughly proportio l to farm sales, so.
*

that the large farms naturally get more t an the small ones.

Moreover*"both price support and direct pan benefits of

the farm commodity programs are more highly c centrated-

among the large.farmers than is income itself-."

One study by the Legislative Reference He ce of the

Library of Congress conCludedthat the large farms wi h over

forty thousand dollars sales per farm would feed greate

financial difficuliies if price supports had .been disconti. Ued.

Costa on the average would have exceeded receipts for these

large operations. 7

To some extent the subsid.test-especially the acreage

limitatign progtams,.are at least partially se T defeating.

63.133 0.12 - pt. 3M1 4 3 2
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and the small farmer uses less of these ice's per acre

'
thin the large farmer. 4

A third advantage of the lace_ farm is'its ability to

purchase inputs cheaper. Table II shows the relationship'

between farm size and the_costs of .capital and other inputs.

Part of the profitability of large farms rests upon their

ability to buy inputs cheaper, showing hov:/jrofitability can

have nothing to do with efficiency. lk

One of the most crucial-inputs fOr a farmer is credit

and the-small farmer has difficulty in getting, it_ reasonably.

Industrialists wtho4011- -46 the small farmer are awitie. of

_Abe flotatted::'140n to what the president of John
"

Company had to saribthtitbe availability of qa

the small fermert--

TO us credit is a sales tool. We provide it bei-
cause we must (because banks 4o not)...The:paper we
accept from our dealers carry higher rates than the
banks charge for such er and our rates are-as low '

as any) in the industry. Even 0a.tto amount of retail
paper our company had 4tellands'last Odtober 31
(15$7) , the end o year, approzimated,ono
hundred million ddllars,.twohundred percent more than
thr..le years ago. Surely the liKited availability of
credit from other rower-eirtrclust e a ac or
in the sill-17E1m.

We. do not attract this business by taking execs-
:sive risks. Our credit standards have been high...
(and) our losses have been minor.

Xpu might think that Mr. Hewitt was just complaining,

becaute he too, like the banks, preferred not to lend any

money to the inefficient small farmer. But Don Paarlberg, the,

current Director of Agricultural EconoMics for the United
.

States Department of Agriculture and colleague of Earl Butz

433
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4

8

at Purdue, says -"We know from our studies in the Department

of Agriculture that the .ratet of foreclosure and delinquency

tare greater on big farm-loant,'for the large scale farm unite's.-

than for smaller loans .on family farmt."10

So it turns out that the "inefficient" small farmer

makes a better risk than his larger more modern counterpart.

BUt why should the large businessesgo into farming if they
,

are not more efficient? We have already tOuclftd on some of

the reason's; to this'list we
1
shall add two more: a desire

for the economic integration of their induttries and specu-

lation.

Let us. begin with'integration. In an articlejn

Doain2LacielraLleport, entitled "Big Corporations Invest
4

More in P.griculture," Peter Grace, President of W. R. Grace,

is quoted as saying in 1967:
.

...O. S. nitrogen plants are operating at only 793

of operating capacity in 1968."

The article continues by notingthat:

Most firms supplying petroleum products and ag chemicals
'are being forced by the competition to offer credit
`4(like John Deere and Co.), They would prefer not to
10 this, especially with today's high cost of money...

During the struggle for control of tern County
Land*Company last 'summer, more than one fertilizer firm
vise interested in acquisition; from the standpoint of
guaranteeing an outlet for s'large.ampunt of their
products on. the company's huge frrigated.crop acreage.

In the end, Kern County Land Company was bought out

by Teneco Oil Company. Now Teneqo produces fertilizers for

its almOnds, harvests them and then packs them. Teneco has

three thousand,. eight hundred acres of grapes; one thousand

0

435
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9
eight hundred' and fifty acres of almonds; one hundred acres

. ,
of citrus; nine hundred acres of peaches and plums all on a :

. very-email fraction of its total land holdings. 12- These are'

yery, lucrative specialty crops which produce a valuable crop

on'just a.fect acres.' Teneco can supply its 0W11, petroi-chemical

. .

products to run all aspects of their opeeation.

Teneco provides us with a useful example of th

reason for large corporations 'desire to enter the agricul-

tural sweepstakes; Speculation. Urbanization, farm subsi-

dies and the' general growth of population all contribute

to the rise in farm real estate value. Aere is what an ag*
,

ricultural economist with the'Pediral Re;eiVe.Bank-of .Kanids.

had to say on the subject:

* Past rates of appreciation on farm land, and rural
estate have been impressive. Although there is no
assurancerof continued increase in land prices, ac-
quisition ot farm land remains an attractive infla-
tionary for firms with adeauate liquidity.
Because o other consideration's such as rapid trans* .P

portation,' urban sprawl, population-growth, and ex-
panding recreation needs, Zendmay be aeqUiring,a
renewed investment appeal.'"

Another agricultural economiet put the answer more

sliMply. Pe said, "Many people who invest in farmland...

simply count on capital gains occurring; that is, a rise in

the value ofthe Xand.14 :Simon Aski, Teneco's Executive..

Vice-President for Agriculture, and Land Development agrees.:

Be says that at Tepeco'"We consider land as an inventory, but

we are all for growing things on it while we wait for price '

appreciation of development. Agriculture pays the taxes
.plus a.little. 015 Table IX/ shows hp f fast farm real estate

4 3

-kr

.10



appreciates...

,The effect of favorable tax laws andcheap credit.

large farms is that "high leverage (that: the ability

to use borrowed money) and capital gains oh the scale

perienceirover-the past debacle can convert a nominal rate

e ; f

of return ow-total investment of 1 or 2% into-,on effective

rate'efireturn on.aquity of -.8% to 10% or higher."16 Land
,

-

speculation and the #opportunity for vertiCle integraon;make
* .

-large farming even more profitpablei: stoCk fiarket manipule

tions also play a role In making large scale agriculture

more.attractive to hon-farM corporatic AcCordin4 toA

.
Walter ilinger a:v.ice-OreSident of the Bank ofeAmetia in

pOan
Francisco,

Most agri*b usinessi companies donst sell at near
the P/E (price to earnings ratio) of the non -

agricultural companies. In other words, a non-
':agricultural firm earning a hundred thousand dollars
per year might he-expected to sell for around two
million dollars. 'On the other hand an agrieultUral
firm earning the-same amount Might be expected to
sell for seven hundred thousand dollars to one million
dollars, or at a much more Favorable PIE ratio....11hat"
this means is that the company acquiring the'agri-
businesS firm gettan immedtate imprOieMont in its-
share earnings."'

Thus, much of the profitability of ihry0 scale farMing has

nothing.to do with, efficiency but it does have a great deal

to do -with the viability of the. family -gam.

S

1094i

10

Given Our unwillingness to Put more money into the

hands
.

of the hiingry, we have an over supply of food. As a

result, the market should signal that resources should be

taken out of agriculture and channeled into other areas

Where they could be used better. Out the subsidies, tax laws

4-0



.401;DV-other forces we mentioned give an,opposite.Signei.- they !

..4ebeourage Sorporations and' ire ltny,inaYidu'ala to deVote:I. ; .7

more resourdes to agrichltu 6,-thusinereasIng the glut of

food. -.These Counter signal's are very Strong. The Subsidy

urograM alone transfers from 9 to 10 billion do4lart from

4a740yarti an0 constmeis'into)the nands ottarmers.18* The-''

large liquid. corporation can find,tliW ilituatiodideal.'

.1 -7 only a small profit,. 4.f.anyOS earned,oe:tni; groWieg of
food, so few iaxes have to Pe'paid oh.tnia",part of,the.b. -

,,.0. . . , -.
operation. At; the same tilhe4;the land.becemee much more valu-

.e
4 .,

' able, Ng taxes (except prop&rt'yqtaXes):Nave to be paid on Y

f .

this increase in value until the iand gs abld,'and then it 4.-t';'7---
,

will be taxed at the ied. Uced
capitalg6

ains-rate.

the small ,farmer. has different needs; Atnless ee'can .

,. . 4
,

,

cell his harvestn, for a decent price, he cannot make a living.
: -

!Ie.:mean ti4Lincome today .t,d'pay for hitturrentexpenaets:

The rising.land,yalues:do not help himmuch injas Earpincl

he can take advantage of them only when7he ceases to farm.
4

Many small farmern.cannothkd on. Between 1950 ard

1970 the number' of farms ini our nation was 'almost halved.1P'

,

Bpreover, the numbgr of people employed on farms fell at a

alightl faster rate. Rudolph A.-Peterson,

What is needed is,a program which will enable the
small and uneconomic farmer!,--the one who is unwilling

,.or unable,t0,bring his fart to the commercial level .

.Nby-exnansion Br meraer--to take his land out df pro-(7.
\uction With dignity."PO .

A spokesman for Gates Rubber Corporation was a little

more blunt:

4.38
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1

The $P0npraiits sa that forty perdent of the
people inagrieUltpre re going to have to leaves
,tho farma CvPntUally74 Wre Just helping some of
them:toMake the :change

iroolde4ve gates' Rubb9r has proved a:- failure in its venture

in agriculture.

The disappearanceof th .small farm is a tragedy for

two reasons. Firstly, many o' the displaRed:farmers and

farm workers cease to play a p Oductive rolgz:topiety..,

Their training is worthleSS in th city. As'aresult
4

:.add to the welfare roles and to burdens of the pity.

Secondly,itbe small farm has so e very pOSitive human ValUes.:,

A 1947 Study by Walter GoidschMi t is illustrative.ZZ

,Goldschmi4 studied two farming oMmunities-it California's

Central Valley. One was dominate by large farms and the

Other was a community of small f- ily farms. Where the'

faMily farm preVailed,.tpldachmd fOund a higher standard
,

of living, tuperior physical..,-facil'tieslike Streets, and

tidewalks, more parks, more stores with snore retail trade,

and. twice the number of organizatiO s for civic improvement

and social recreatioh. Besides, he tmallfarmOommunityad

two-newspapers where the othe only had one.. In short, the

small farm community was a be gr pl ce to dive, perhaps

because the smallfarm offers anopp rtunity for 'attachment'
_ .

to real biological' processes. As .(Evans wrote:

Deepened by the 'devotion of daily work and. Sea-
sone]. festiVaI and by the tradit onal use of home-,
grown.fpods., and of locaiAn4teri is for '6o0lai orafts,'
.clothing, and housing,;;Whe peasant; Irieentinuous
touch with the -whole cyCle of pro uction, can sense
the wholeness of life and derive herefrom sabisfac7
tipnand Self-confidence.923
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TABLE II

REAL.. ESTATE VAUESC:
U.$,;.AND. CALIFORNIA

Year California U.S.

1950 58 65

1960 109 106

1965 160 139

1969 186 179
- A1957-1959 =,-100)

,Farm Real Estate Market: Developments, 1965-March:1969,
u.s.p.A., E.R.S.,'Appendixr P- 6-

TABLE III
AVERAGE VALUE OF AN ACRE OF IERIOiTED LAND USED

FOR ORCUARES AND GROVES IN CALIFORNIA
AND THE SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY

Year \San JoaqUin Valley California

1965

1966

1967

13'1968

1969

2160

3103

2850

2800

2850

Source:

California 2,41cultu 0-1969 'A Reoort on California's;:
rinOWal CroLand LiVastoch Commoditie, Californiata7657
and avestoa Repot:tiny Service, Eacramellto, California, f/
4r0 19,10,

13
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Now we come to the hear _of the paper in which'we go

into some economic, ecological and social reasoi7-lor the

superiority of the small farm. Our arguement is grounded on

onehistorical fact: that until the.age of industrialization,

all societies had to work harder to feed themselves as their

population grew; that'is, a one percent inlease in population

meant a larger than one percent increase in the work required

to feed everyone. You can find a very nice documentation of

this fact in Ester Boserup's The Conditions of Agricultural

Growth.24 We have reversed this trend with industrializa-

tion only by ans of harnessing the energy of fossil fuels.

This stored, re erg made it possible for the farmer to cut

the soil wit eel plows/ to harvest with sophisticated

machinery and then to take his-produce to cities hundreds

or even thousands of miles away.

The most dramatic form of inanization was the tractor.

As lateas 1920, more than 20 Ilion horsepower was provided

by horses and mules. These aniJels hid tobe fed from the

land,25 With the adoption of 'the tractor, this land.was

freed to produce food for humans instead of horses and mules,

A,tractar feeds on oil.,Not only was land freed by the

tractor; labor was also freed because one man plowing with a

tractor could do the work of several men plowing with a mule.

The net effect of mechanizationlis shown in Table IV.

The displaced-workers left the farms to go to the

-

-cities where they produced inputs for agriculture as well as

the goods and services which constituted our GNP. But as we
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produced more goods, we consumed more and more of our stored

up. energy.

TABLE TV

How Mechanical Power Replaces Human Power,

YEAR
TRACTOR

e HORSFAWER

MILLIONS

MAN HOURS
OF

FAEM WORK
miumus

COST OF OPERATING
AND MAINTAINING
FARM CAPITAL'

MILLION DOLLARS

/1920

1950

1960

1969

.p5

93

154

203

y 13,406

6,922

4,590

3,431

5,640

8,310
.,

11,500

1

Source: Changes in Farm Production and Efficiency' A Summary.
RePort, 1970, United States Department of Agriculture, Statistical Bul-letin, No. 233, Washington, June, 1970.

"To.show what high levels cf energy Consumption mean

foragriculture Fred Cottrell tried to compare-the energy

budgets of Japaneese and American farming.26 Be found Com-

parable Ftatistics for tworice farms, one in Japan and the

other in Arkansas. Each had approximately the same yeild per
*

acre. In Japan, an acre could be cultivated and harvested

with about 90 man-days which is equivalentlp 90 horse er

hours. On the Arkansas farm, more than 1,000 horsepower h

of energy were used just to power the tractor and truck. More-

over, the non-residential consumption of electrical energy

-exceeded 600'hp-hours. Cottrell did not even include the'

energy required to produce the tractors and equipment.

For instance, in the United States farmers use the

average tractor four hundred hours per year.2 Since the
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average tractor is a bout 40 horsepower, we can estimate that

each tractor represents about 16,000'horsepower hours of use.
28

Assuming that the average tractor consumes about gallon

of fuel per hour, then its use represents 1,600 gallons of

iEuel per annum:29 Since we have fiVe million tractors in the

30
U. S.., we can estimate that tractors alone consume about

eight-billion gallons of fal.

These 8 billion gallons represent about one thousand

trillion BTU's of heat value or almost 2 percent of our total

energy budget. The average American,cconsumes around 3,000

calories daily whiekis equivalent to 756 BTU's, or an

annual rate of consumption of about 275,000 BTU's. Two

gallons of gasoline have .a heat value of almost 275,000,BTU's.

Since our populatiohris about 200 million, we eat about 55

trillion BTU's or ab ut 1/20th as much energy as we burn.in

Our tractors. liar ld C. Barnett estimates that if we were'.

get all of our farm horsepower from horses, we would need

20 to 50-tiMes s much crop. land just to feed these animals.31

Electricity also bontribules a great deal to farm

production..Tlectricity use by. farmers accounts for about

21/2% of all electricity used.32 In' 1968 our electricity gen

erating nts consumed .the equivalent of a little more than.

14,000 trilli BTU's.33 Thus, agriculture consumes the

equivalent of 350 trillion BTU's, of fuel, or an equivalent

almost 2:million BTU's foi4,1316 inhabitant of the United

States. Tha heat value of 2 million BTU's is approximat ly

equal to that of 14 gallons of gasoline. t

443



AceOraitg to Belwiche'S estimates we actually Use

more than twice as much energy to prepare, seed and Isar st

our farMS,34 -Mt_estimates that we use 1.5x10 calories of

energy for-each hectare (2,471 acres) of land we. cultivate.

-In 1964, at the time of the last Census ofiAgrioulture. Me

farmed,about334 Million acres of crOpland.35 This muckt-r

land (which does not-'include grazing land). would require the

equivalent of abOut 3x1010.gallons of gasoline, or about 150

gallons of gasoline for each American we feed. Even here, we

have not 'taken into account the ,energy required to produce

' the farm equipment. nor the energy used to -store and dis-
,

tribute the food. For instance, fa;mers purchase:products.

containing 360 :411anpounds of rubber, about 7% of the

total U.S. rubber production, and 61/2 million tots of steel

3.7

in the form of truckst, farm machinery and fences. Farms con-

some about one third as much- steel as the automotive industry.36

Our fertilizer industry alio cdnsumea enormous amounts

of energy.. Our current technplogy requires abput 107 calorie

for each kilogram of ni fertilizer we produce commercially."

In 1969, U. S.'farms:co sumed about 7,5- million tons of-nitrogen

fertilizer' which requir about 2x1014 BTU's which is the

equivalent in heat value of more than 1.5 billion gallons of

gasoline, or about 8 gallons for each American we feed.3
8

But

then our nitrogen fertilizer makes up only one fifth of our

total commercial fertilizer supply.. 39

-I don't moan to imply that agriculture is the main

user of energy in.our society. In 1970, the consumed

about 64,000 trillion BTU's of energy. Thus, the average

444
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American consumes the equivalent of about 5,000 gallonelof

Nsoline per year. 'Forinstance, a tmpical American consumes/

the energy equivalent,of about 10 gallons of gasoline just to

Watch a black and white television set.
40 By that standard,

agriculture's consumption of 100 gallons of gasoline to feed

one pAs6n does not seem extravagent. Besides, we use more th02

20 percent of our acreage for exports which feed citizen6 of

other lations, and weuse some of our crops for industrial

'purposes. The problem is that agriculture is supposed to be

the 9.2.1ergy_producing sector of the economy. The crops we

harvest should capture the energy of the sun and store it in

a useful form so that we can use it to nourish our bodies or

to perform some other scryide for us.. And now our agricultUrp,

has become a major consumer of our stores of energy. In fact,

agriculture uses more petroleum than any other single industry.41
ar \s,

If we are facing an energy crisis, then we mightdo

well to measure efficiency in terms of output of food per unit

of.energy instead of output of food per unit of labor. This

new Measyr3 makes more sense in light of the population ex-,

plosion...which makes mani people think of a redundancy of labor

rather than.a scarcity.

If we should decide to measure efficiency in terms of

the conservation of energy, then American agricultUrel comes out

very poorly. Barris estimated that Chinese wettiae.agriculture
.

Could produce 53:5 BTU's of energy for each BTU of huminnergvIt

expendedin farming it.42 But this energy came from humans-whe

burnt rice in their bodies rather than fossil fuelf If we

are facing an energy crisis, than our present system of ayri-
.

cultUre is clearly irrational. ro. r each unit of energy the
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wetrice .farmer expents, he gets more than *rtil return; for

each unit of fossil,fuel energy we expend (assuming we use no

other energy than that consumed by our tractors) we get about

1/20th in return:40n the basis of'these two ratios, Chinese

wet rice agriculture is more than one thousand times a$ effi-

cienteient aS ouri"own System.. Moreover if we include the energy

expended by workers on the-farm as well at energy used to

.support. other parts of the farm operation, American agricul-
.

tusre would appear even more inefficient. In 1969, we used

more-than 63 thousand-trillion BTU's f.'emergy.43 About .10%.

of our total domestic demand.forpet4leum products goes to

agriculture.14 If this statistic were applicable for energyagriculture.44
t I....4041..4,7'0y u.; r

consumption. as a. whole (and I supposes it is then 344 pouTir

estimath that agriculture consumes. 6,300 trillion BTU's on

the basis of this estimate of the energy used in agriculture,

Chinese wet rice farming would be 6,000 times as efficient

as our own.

Let us take a moment and lco, to the type of technology

we will need in the future. yle have already mentioned the

population explosion. More people will be-Oompeting for a

fixed or diminishing supply of natural resources. All other

things +being equal, the "excess" of people should lower the

Value of labor relative to the value of raw materials. litir

our technology 0.s based on a histor4al pattern of rising

prices and falling raw materials'costs. Take the price of
-

gasoline, for examPle. We saw earlier that two gallons of

gasoline had a heat value almost sufficient to Supply a human

with enough calories to keep him alive for a 'whole year. We

44(
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pay less than.one dollar for these two gallons. of fuel. Even

400t these low costs of fuel, about 1/2 to 1/3 of the cost of

45
'and operating a tractor is the cost,ofluel. If we

paid as much for a calorie of.gasoline.al we psOfor a
.

caloiie of Corn., the cost of farm maa): iWOUld be

Furthermore, with a population explosion wc Abed to

discover ecologically sound means of employing our popUla-

tion. Agriculture and the care of natural resources seems
.

a good place to start.

I tried to make a rough estimate of the effect of care

on agricultural production, using data from. the 1964 Census

of Agriculture. I found a pattern which showed that in any

state the value of the crops grownon the average acre tend

to be larger when the average farm size in small: For in-

11 Stance, Rhode Island has,the 'mallest average farMsize,.

.

ninty-four atres.
46 An average Rhode Island acre pr

$103 worth of crops, almOst as much as the leading sta

Connecticut* whose average produc:ivity, is 01924er acre.
r

(Connecticut's average farm size is 119 acres.) Other state

with large farms produce much lets on the average acre of

land. One explanation might be that many small farms in

Connecticut are truck farmers who produce for nearby prban

markets. You cannot compare these farms with ranches in

Nevada orwyoming. so let us look at North Carolina, which

has the second smallest average farm size, 91 acres. The

average North Carolina farm produces about $74 worth of

-AO

y.

447
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crops per acre on very thin soil. This amount is only $3

less than what the average Iowa farm produces per acre, yet

I:0m land is much more fertile. It. is in the center of the

corn belt and it is. associated with the most progressive

forms of American agticu;ture. Thy isn't Iowa more productive

than north Carolina? )I suspect that one major reason is the

.care which the poor, southern, dirt farmer gives his land

in. order to make a living from his impoverished soil. He

.is in more intimate contact with his soil.. Lei us use a

very rough index for this contact; take the ratio of how
.

much money is Spent for gasoline and other fuels in any state

to the number of people working the 1and. 47 In /owa about .

0
$40 is spent on fuel for every man working the soil. In

RNIth Carolina,, the amount is about $177, about half as much

as Iowa, and less than any other state.

A. comphrison with Maine reinforces our picture: The

average "Iowa farsriaalittle larger than the averagellaine

farm.(219 acres compared to 201 acres).. l'ittt7the real estate
,,,

value of the average Maine farm is worth about 1/3 as much

as that of the average Iowa farm.40 Paine soil is not very

fertile, yet the average 4!a Le acre produces $99 worth of

crops. Maine farmers spend only $194 on fuel for each mat

working on Maine farms. Again, care of the land seems to
4

produce better crops. If we, goingoing tofeed.an overgrowing

population, we are,going to need more and more of thiS care.

But it in cheaper to pollute our, water with pesticides and
. !i

nitrates; it is cheaper to dessicate our te soil. As a

result, our natural resources are wasted, and as we shall see

69.133 - pt. 3A - 44
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in the case of corn, the euarity of -our food suffers. More-

over, our yields are not\verylligh even though we have some

of the finest agricultural soils in the world. For instance,

Japaneese peasants are able to harvest 1,100 more kilograms

per hectare than an American farmer:" Yet the Japaneese have

considerable worse climate and much pb4i soil.49

In the on nt, however,care bf the land is a fine

art. Although' m h of their land is marginal, they have b en

able to farm it with 'yields comparable or'higher than our

%own. Yet this land hes been farited for fo ty'centuries.

One example might help to explain how the Chine

for instance, have been able to maintain thea resour s.

.In the part of the United States where I liVe we clea our

Iands of rice stubble by burning, the fields; in China, rice

.stubble was used forsall sorts of purposes, but it was also -e

burnt as a cooking fuel. The heat from the stove. was drawn

of through pipes and led to large black blogks of subsoil

Which absorbed the heat. These blocks made nice, wart{

beds fa:: the Chinese. Sooner-or later, the beds began to

crumble; the heat and the nutrients from the smoke had opdned

the blocks ap to microbial life. So the crumbling beds were

returned to the fields where they made excellent fertilizer.

Everything was used and -nothing was wasted. According to some,

Chairman Mao is Maintaining this ethic in China today.
50

As

the Peking Review wrote last year, "There is nothing in the

world which is-absoiute waste. 'West under one condition
51

may be valuable under different.ones.

4 4,9
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HoweVer, we have no such ethic, and because we do-not

. cake for our natural resources, neither our yields nor the

quality.of our food is very high. The history of our corn

crop is instructive here:

American soils have been almost legendary for
A -

"their fertility. One commentator was only slightly

exaggerating whin he said that our soils Ske'so rice

that "if you tickle them with a hoe, they iiugh with

'.452a harvest. We were so mindless about protecting

this fertility that we have spent much more effort
4 ,

worrying about faeM soils theMselves. Part of-our

carelessness was understandable; we'seemed to hive a

llioundiess supply of land and no long as tbere'was

new land to pu nder cultivation, the effecis of sOil

depletion wool be less striking. For instance, between

1870 and 1902 corn yields per acre remained constant,

but about two-thirds of the increased acreage was

located in eight cornbelt states where the mean yield

was twenty percent higher than the United States aVix-

age. Then between 1902 and 1925, yieldS were able to
.

in rease slightly, but this increase in yield was made

1,pe sible because less fertile land, like that found in

Texas and Oklahoma, was taken out of production. Soon

after the beginning of the 1920's Yeilds began to fall.

and aithough'acreage remained constant until the early

1930's, total production began a-downwardtrend. Then

from the 1937 low, yields rose to a.74% above the ninty

45)

1
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year moan for the period .1870 to 1960.. One part of

the explanation is that production was discontinued

on more-than 17% of the 1937 acreage in the relatively

low yielding southern states. (This land wes 'probably ,

taan out of production becauie the soil was too

depleted to continue furtIler
cultivation of the corn.)

Another reason forAthe rising yields of the rate 1930's

as the introduction of high.yiebding hybrid corn.
53

,T }e picture of the patternof corn yielps is shown in

Figure I. The more extensive roots system.and ag-

gressive feeding cheiracieristics of the hybrids.. enabled

them when first. introduced, to extract ferti'li'ty which
.

was inaccessible to operi polenated verities. That is,

hybrid cornisped up the rate, of soil-depletion. But

there was aiibther,reason w 1 the hybrid corn produced

mere. The increased yie dB were bought at .a cost of

lower protein content.
54 The agronomists refer to

what they call the inverse nitrogen law which says

that the more nitrogen we find in a crop the less we

can expect its yield to be. And siMilarly idle higher

the yield the loasTercentage of nitrogen we can expect

to find. Nitrogen is found in all proteins and may

be tahbn as A rough proxy for the protein level of

the corn: For evmple, low yielding Indian corn has

shown a protein content of from 12 to 151; over the

years we selected those seeds which produced more'

until the protein Content fell substantially.'

4:51
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Figure_ X
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When in 191Ivbefore'hybridization the
practice was'common, the mean concentration
in,.this feed grain waA reported as 10.30%.,fOr
a single grade., By 1950, the topif,144 among
five,, then listed contained 11.0311 the
lowest had'7.9C., By 1956, ar0OnOUttested'COr
grains from the outlying e:perfir4enfields of he
ydssouri txperiMent Stationone CaMple of these
hybrids reached:4 low of 5.15% of "crude" pr9te n,.
'or-.P Value just half Of What it hadbeen 45 yea s
ago.

Atfirst4 liVestdckMen compldined about'-the valu

of hybrid corn as afeed, 56 but we' don't hear much ab

that anymore, because feed today issupplemen d with

heavy doses of fish protein:' Most of this tom s from

fish caught oof the shore of Peru where..the.pdipple .

suffer from protVn deprivation.', The United States_

itroort'enongh fish prOtei to Wipe..Outione7balf of

thelefein)deficiencypl th.e entire continent of

SoUth'2merita.57 ' Mhat our corn crop required:

foreign proteln-'spbsidies to make it in o a' sufficient-

ly nuttitious.an al

Moreover,When\ I;00.1* e largor yields through

heavy fertilizer.a*lioatio s, we upset the balance

'of nutrient's in the soil and induce deficiencies in

our foods4 50 Commercial fertiliers.hdve added'to

another problem which our farming methods have caused,

namely, soil depletion. A comm1173,, ittee of the National

Academy of Sciences belibves that we haye'lost about

one third of our topsoil.59 According to Barry Commoner,

the organic content of our Midwest soils has declined

in 'Ildlast 100 year's by about 50 %.6b While many people



beli ve that commercial fertilizers can reerse the

proc ss of soil depletion. studies at the M ssouri

Exper ent Station show that they actoally.s eed up the

loss f fertility.
61

The magnitude of, manes effect on

the to soil is so great that some scholars believe

that, t1- main reason for the increase in our attospher-
.

ic\earbon dioxide comes from the oxida-y_on of organic

soil carbon rather than from the burning of fossil

is

',Perhaps the 'moSt'ipportant property of hybrid \corn

its regularity; because all the hybricj_oern plants

arejest0about the Same height on the stalk,\mechanial

harvesting becomes a sitple matter. Thus, hybrid cop

. helped speed up the mechanization of agriOniture.

perhaps most of ell; hybrid corn demonstrated the

,:.productivity of. lefficiLte agriculture.

Soweve* our'technology weakens our crops and makes

them more susceptable to disease, witness the recent
.

Southern Corn Leaf Slight Epidemic which was caused by

theay in which we manipulated the genes of our .corn

crop.63 The chemicals we use to aid in farming are'

dangerous to, many different life forms: birds, pets,

.and even humans. Yet, all this is considered efficient.

41:1 fact, economists have not paid much attention to the

drawbacks of oer technology while they try. to carefully

assess its benefits. One of the best examples of this

bias is the work ,of Zvi Griliches, who made an empirical '

454
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evaluation of the effects of the research which made-

hybrid.corn a reality. Griliches goal is to estimate

the dividends which this' research .paid in,terms'of

social benefits. AcCording to his ca)lculations, the

benefits of hybrid corn was mbre corn at lower prices'

minus the extra cost of hybrid seed. For eacDAollar
',-

which society spent for research, Griliches estimates

that."at least 700%,per year was being earned as of

1955, on the average dollar invested in hybrid-corn

research.I. That is, Griliches estimated that this

research was as profitable as an investme t in which

one dollar earns $700 in the following ye r and $700

in every year thereafter. Griliches stand by his

estimate. A few paragraphs earlier,-he 1.16 lares,

.actually I believe my estimate is hiasc downward,;

for whenever I had to choose aMong alternative assump-

tions, I chose the assumptionwhich.led to the pwest
---

estiMate.65 0.
,

What we need is a complete rethinking of mhatKefficieney

Means. qe nee. to thin of efficiehcy in a way.sevthat when

that

.

someone says that a farm or a factory is efficient welman that

..

it makes our:lives better than any other-"form of farm pr
\

ifactor.
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Senator STEVENSON. Ou next witness is Mr. Floyd Allen, the
west coast editor of "Organic ardening and Farming"

STATEMENT OF FLOYD
"ORG1L2PIC GARD

Mr. ALLEN. Senator Stevenson, w h your permission, I will read a
summary of my submitted statement.

Senator STEVENSON. That would be le and we. will enter your full
statement in the record following your to imony.

Mr: ALLEN. As it should be, as an edi r of "Orgazic GardeningPO

and Fanning", my testimony is biased, op oo ing most of the current
agricultural practices followed today, as w 1 .as certain numerous,
almost countless, practices utilized by eonven onal .food processorsand retail chains.

As a representative of the Rodale- Press, most f what I eipress
surmises more than 25 years of publishing a van of periodicalsand books on a subject ranging from nuclear po r logy, food
marketing, guiding' the'farming, recycling, hea h any ood technol-. ogy,

A.s this committee understands very well, the difficulty examin-ing a single facet of agriculture such as migratory works or dan-
gerous pesticides, these cannot be properly understood withou, beinrelated hi context to the whole field of agriculture and
marketing, including at least a brief insight into the history.

For examplefpnor to 1930 migratory workers and dangerous
ticides Were not a significant factor in the distribution of food and
fiber. As a, matter of fact, millions of very small family farmers),
operating without migratory work, and compounds such as DDT orparathion, and utilizing horses and mules and hind and labor abun-
dantly, produced enough .food and fiber to bland and maintain
the eines and counties and towns and villages inherited by the20th
`century.

Relating this to the United States, by 1930 our comparatively verysmall family' farmers had, according to our Government "over-pro-
duced." The Nation was told that warehouses were bursting and that
the American farmers were-supposedly producing more commoditiesThan the IT.S. could consume or .export.

In a nfdio address, IL R. Tolley, Agricultural AdjustMent Act
AdministrAtor, described the fain problem accordingly : "The expo-Aeneas of the .1920's and 1930's taught us that it is necessary to beable to put the brakes on farm productions P

After describing the problem of overproduction, it would seemthat: Federal regulation would act to restrict or reduce production
by limitingoacresges or at least by encouraging smaller farmers, pos-sibly by establishing subsidies which diminish rapidly as 'acreages.exceed minimal levels. Dnimatieally millions of meat animals weredestroyed, or supposed to be destroyed as Federal price support pro -grains were launched! A most remarkable paradox followed where.
in spite of increasing surplus and periodic cries of alarm, importsto this country have increased and the Q.T.S. Department of Agnelli-

WEST COAST EDITOR OF
G AND FARMING"

1*

v
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ire,has spent billions of dollars researching and promoting methods
s hybrid seed and so forth to increase production.

ncreased production has been accomplished with programs and
re rch almost entirely. designed to promote larger holding*,
Ma et development and distribution, utilizing USDA. inspect--
ings, the law, and powers to severely penalize ,have been used to

.devel and maintain monopolies and price controls which operate
specifi lly against the potential- for profitable production from
small a reages. Market orders, State and Federal, and quality

are been- designed which limit the marketable quality that
may be, arrested per acre, without limiting acreage. Other pro-,
grams t, by law, the production -which can be produced on spe-
cific acreag s.

Methods, hemicals, and equipment have been introduced without
_adequate, or ven inadequate attempts to understand their immedi-.
ate, and long- ange impact Upon conservation and the environment.
Large acreages of productive land have been permanently destroy6d,
through erosion even larger areas are now eroding seriously. TJnes-

timable f tons of humus have been mined from the soil as
a direct result o farming larger holdings with bigger equipMent

Auld synthetic ferti 'zers which nothing to soil's fertility or tilth.
Vast areas, partieu in southern States, are now severely crip-
pled by thei loss o litmus and by methods and materials 'which
have produ ,ed large- ale conditions of hardpan. Other regions,

'including p its of Cali ornia,/are beginning to experience dangerous
levels of sodi in.build-ui due to salt fertilizers.

Increasing] environm .ntal experts are beginning to identify the
agricultural prt ices dew, aped over the past 35 years as the major
contributor to po ution. "Water pollution due to nitrogen com-
pounds has been recognize, and largely accepted, however, the

_extent is yet to be seen. Mc annual estimated loss of the topsoil
which is choking rivers and servoirs. and= washing out to sea is
amplified by the annual cost of dredgin reservoirs and waterways.
.The astounding rise in the vo tme of agricultural Contaminants
introduced into our environment, om 1940 to 1970 is traced by Dr.
'Barry Commoner in his book, "The losing Circle".

'During the early- 1940's a numbe of Americans, academicians,
businessmen, farmers, publishers,. an 'the like, alarmed with the
destructive trend set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, sought
to establish an overview which would re irect the-Nation's agricul-
ture. Calling themselves The New rieulturists and/or The
Friends of the Land they published a num r of books and periodi-
cals which describe current trends and desc be alternative methods
and materials,' citi g demonstrations and exa les., giving statistics,
and seeking for t first time in this country to romote the concept
of the elite- far r, or at least an agricultural tem based upon a
firm foUndatio of master farmers operating em an overview
which would p tect our soil, and environmentf,and our health.

Apparently the concept was too much before the circumstancesand
farmers largely failed to respond, and consumers fai d to under-
stand the relation of safe, nutritious food to farming methods.' ,
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The movement is significant to this committee on two counts:
(1) An alternative agriculture was presented mid demon-

strated which would have enabled smaller farmers to operate
. profitably on a nearly self-Ostaining basis; and -

(2) It called to attention then that federal regulation was
sponsoring and pursuing food-producing practices which
'ignored nutrition and was, in fact, sponsoring methods and
materials which would produce a health hazard.

Perhaps in response, and belatedly responding to a USDA survey
taken in, he mid-1930's which indicated fiat one-third of the
Nation's pie were "ill-fed", and Pasting numerous peculiar TO-
tions upon the 1933 USDA position that the Nation was suffering
from overproduction, white flour and bread was "enriched", by lawl
in the early 1940's, with li vitamin and iron. With this single excep-
tion, the I4,91DA and related agencies have failed to pursue and to
develop methods and materials which would improve, or at least
guarantee a high level of necessary vitamins, trace minerals, and, the
necessary amino acids. Which suggested farmers are legally pre-
vented from producing food that is more nutritious, they are simply
not encouraged to.

The market is a term which seems to be describing what consum-
ers are buyinv, and, while it does reflect what is moving, it tends to
mean what ,rahilers buy.-Frequently, in fact more and more, farm-
ers would like to supply the real quality and variety which everyone
knows that consumers would like, such as food nutrition, but the
market price remains the same, and perhaps less. There is little or
no profit incentive for real quality or for extra risk. The market
dominates and often the size or typebf a packing crate is more
important than the quality otthe product within.

Quickly summarizing, the developments over the past 39 years
produce a picture where a stabilized agricultural system of family
farms was disturbed, perhaps unnecessarily,- 'systematically elimi-
nated, and is now on the verge of destruction. May we ask why, or
perhaps a better question would be what we have in exchange.

In terms of meaningful efficiency, the. exchange has been disas-
trous. If we add together all of the taxpayers' money which has
been _spent for agriculture-related programs, and add this to the
foodthat we buy, then we are probably paying twice. as much as we
think we are. If 'uniformity in a rather boring, mediocre system is
important, uniformity is one plus picked up in the exchange.

Then it is, also said that the move Into larger agricultural units
has brought improved distribution, which might be questioned' on
two counts. One, distribution was bound to improve simply as a
matter of need and evolutionary development. Two, why should the
produCtion of a 1,000-acre unit improve distribution more than if
the same are operated as ten 100-acre units. The real question has to
relate to something more, like nit attitude, wide wants improved
distribution for(a very, veryb 1 i rge unit, to som %thing like, there
shall be no differences and un4forf ty shall spr i cross the land. .

In any event, there is anTlitiS; wen an an ittle attitude, some-
what as though little or small 'or:di eat aging and undesirable.

133 11 7J. pt. 3A 30 464
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The attitude is unable or unwilling to adjust to more than one type
of agriculture and one type of marketing. There shall be no differ-
ences is fanatically employed almost endlessly, and a quick review of
past events reveals it has been applied detrimentally. It has created
an industry, largely unable to adjust or to respond meaningfully to a
clear and simple demand, the clearest defined consumer demand in.
our history, for better quality and safer food. It lacks the capacity
to recognize that ai,large growing alternative market is occurring
where consumers do want .to understand particular problems -of
those farmers who want to understand them.

The no difference attitude may well be the most dangerous entity
to the Nation's well-being today, far .-Outweighing enemies some-
where abroad. While '21 nations refuse to eat U.S. meat because, in
their official judgment, our meat is unsafe and incorporates needless
unsafe factors, our.millions of Americans are compelled to eat such
meat without choice or even without the knowledge that they may
be consuming carcinogenic agents and developing immunities to
emergency lifesaving antibiotics.

Again, as in the 194.0's, the official response to the shocking knowl-
edge that our Nation's people are still suffering from increasing mal-
nutrition has been to e ploy the same olq--,voiceLquieting technique

niby adding more 13 vita nand iron to white bread. .4

crying no differen e, no difference, they seem to hope that, in
doing so, they will pre ent the logical questions which must come:
Namely, can there be a difference? Pan our food be grown and proc-
essed more nutritiona ly and siiftly without additions of agents
rate eapacity to either be efficient farmers, in any terms, or to pro-
duce better natural flavors, put fresher food on our tables?

In our contact with farmers throughout the year, organic and
nonarganic. I have yet to talk to a single framer who fails to agree
that the quality of .food,. in loose terms, can be upgraded through,
better farming methods.

The attitude that big is better and that, therefore, the adoption of
a big conglomeration of big.produeer-"marketing companies should
also then be better has been viewed as experimental. As an ecohomist
attempting to develop a working model- of a pet theory without'

-.relating to the histoneal and practical components making up the
model. As a matter of immediate quid long-range history, there is
absolutely no reason for assuming any great confidence in the corpo-
rate capacity to either be efficient farmers, in any terins, or to pro-
duce a desirable. agriculture. The facts suggest Othertrise. ,

important
suggest that it is a gtossfinstake to operate anything as

nnportant as food production on--the basis that corporations know
what they are doing and have a clear understanding of their-own
best interest. With the least amount of research, reams of substantit
ating examples could be supplied. Offhand examples demonstrating
the point might be Boise Cascade, the Pent) Central Railroad, and
the Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Alljemonstrate that it is not practical
to imagine that corporations always operate efficiently. As 14matter
of fact, their consistent `history of high cost overruns and ex)pensive
mismanaged, contracts with the U.S. Government suggests that a

40)
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.. super orporate agriculture mill probably havel taebe subsidized to an 1

amoun likely to-reach annuals of $15 billion OWinore; It is already
being sad that Purex has sustained extensive Asses in agriculture
and is -wi drawing.

The vie is easy to picture where, as isuperec44aie, agriculture
'

bumbles an stumbles into fantastic "oveirunOrind.:breakdowns, the
pressures tha will then develop will be for some type of permanent,
Federal entry nth agricultural production,

We really cannot afford to permit our food production and our
food-producing resources to slip any further into 'the hands of an
institution which is entirely, committed to marking money pnd to
moving hi and on of profitable markets. For our oWn protection,
we must have a strong alternative which has demonstrated for cen- . ..
tunes it is committed, first, to producing food. ii, . ' f

Then there are liu an values to weigh. In 1910, 41 percent of the
ilation lived on farms; in 1963, '25 percent; by 1966, 0,"..perqnt;

and by 1972, 1 percent. , ./
These statistics correspond with two probably related4facfors. One, ,..

the automobile; two, the mobile society. _ Our people -we .r6stless,
moving, frequently changing locations, driving througlwasantF traffic
conditions in madcap lammed weekends attempting to be somewhereit .out of a city- Our young people move about the, planet, hitchhiking,
wandering and drifting, .camping f in fact, our national parks are
being deteriorated literally by the feet of youth, seeking some way.
and somewhere to feel with the land, to. be part of an ex *nee

' which has generated a tremendous yearning to live quietly in ftpatu
re nent and produce food for a living.

There is also a disturbing lack o orientation, a lost and not' did
land of opportunity., - r

The great yearning to return to the land is 'rapidly identifying
. with the elimination of. the family armers, and..-poracularly .*ifh

small farmers. It hid identified will organic. farming and natural
processing. The pressu s develophig ire more extensive and will*
!bore peristent,than. currently uncle s do& The trend is osititts;
in 40, it has been-characterized as the 'Oentae Revolution" and it
can eurrently, be described tis the beginn'ng of. an agricultural Ren-
aissance. Exciting innovation is already ii progress; an overview is
emerging which is pulling towards a syste of elite farmers, greatly

4 :mink-aced by the erfperienees of the iiatisC ai d the Iftntastid.possibili-,
ties for a personalized, direct, input from set ntists and technologists.

Thank you, Senator. -
Senator Srovtxsow.

Senator. .

you, 'Mr. Allen. ,
On page 16 of yOnr- premixed statement y u say "that the small

farmers tend to f1843 mare'pestichres than do large growers." Why is
that so?

Mr.' ALIEN. Small farmers, in the State vCalifornim p articularly,
tend to use more pesticides than do large growers, one cause they
don't know what they are doing and, Ova, because ;they -have been

, red-tagged, which is a term meaning that their \ crops -have either
been stopped at the county or state line because the insect tolerance

c. level is too high, and "so, in ordei icrprevent this \from- happening,
they use more pesticide. k

, e.

-

.
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4§enator SVE;isorr. Can you tell us a little a,bo t your program
of 'label identification for the consumer? °

Mr. AT.T.Ex. Yes, I can The program is paid for an .sponsored by
Rouble Press, and it incorporates a, commitment q estionnaire in
which the farmer can take acertain specified ddsignate acreage and
commit It to the use of etrg,,anic methods. Then he comp etes a proce-
dimes qUeStionnaire in which he outlines his problenis, is deficien%
.creS, and Trocedtires,- the -orga is 'procedure§ which he ill foilow.
Then in our certification we relate or substantiate his ethocls-in
two witys, through personal pections, by Rodale Press representa
tives, and we utilize. the se of Agrisonics Laboratory \ who send

-.;-their technicians to the f usually, oh, anywhere from three to
six times'a year. We test t , the water and plant tissue. ,.'..

The Rodale PreSs insp ion will examine pro dureS, and might
ask to see receipts fcir such as tRucking receipts v rifying what has
been trucked in,. seed receipts; et cetera. .,

Senator SIEVENSON. Do your have many farmers participating in
this.program?' "

Mr. ALLEN.- Seventy have been accepted to date.
.Senator SWENSON. What *happens then,,-- are their product%

labeled_ in such it Way that they become especially identified?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes,, they' are. We provide a seal 'called the organic

farmer seal, certified by "Organic Gardening and. Farming'?. Oux
seal does no certify-the 'fOod;although"the food flay be identified
with the. seal. are certifying the farmer, that -he is or does use
rganic f4imi ethods and materials to produce the foods which

-.he sells. . . .
w

-

Senator °S'rEVENSON. Do those foods find theirs way primanly-n4
'the sotcalled health foodstores?

Mr. 4LEN-. 'They, are beginnincto find their way into supermar-
kets iqfif, Chico'salnion produets;rice cakes and brown rice, I under-
stand, are now being 8olsi in a good many of the supermarkets. They
.:arcding their way 'very rapidly 'throughout all. of the marketing

e , ,
Senator SrEvstcsorr. krid, is it _your impression they- are meeting

with a grow- ing consumer acceptance?
Mr. ALLEN". Yes, they are.,,,,t.t a premium price, I might say. ..

Senator STEVENSO1Y. Why is that, iS that because of growing. con- .
suiper disenchantment? .

Mr. ALLEN. With the premium price?
.

Senator SttvErisow. If he is willing to pay the pregimna price?
Mr.A.ALLEN.. Organic farjners receive approximatbly 5 to 20. per -

cent more for -thbir commodities, which dOes not always reflect the
price in the retail storge biit, because of the nature of the industry,
separate distribution is set. up' and distribUtion cost nibs about to
10 percent higher than ,standard distribution; and there is a tendency
to market a little higher in a number of the stores and in hiriermar-
kets. 4 ,

Sbnator SrEmpoisr. But the consumer acceptance is good?
Mr. ALLE.w.lxcellent I would say =
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, - Senator Would that partly reflect the growing dissat-STEVENSON.

isfaction on the part of the consumer with the products he encoun-
ters in the typical supermarket? . \ , ';

Mr. AT2LEN, The demand has consistently pxceedell supply with .
perhaps one exception, and that would be mat rally, grown beef.

grown Without antibioties and hormones, The pro lem in this are
This would not be an organic beef but this would a grass-fed beef

has been that natural.food stores and health, foocl.*res cannot sto
meat. .

Senator STEVENSON. Do you suggest any pliblie4tolicy chi ges
that ooght make it easier for the organic fanner and ultimo, y for
the consumer? ,....,.....--
... Mr. ALLEN. I wonder .if I would want to just i

.localze to the
organic farmer. Much of the problem in bringing- the f er_ and
the consumer together, of bringing a better method of p duction; a
More appreciative 'method of production, relates to the gricultural
codes which` we have, both State and. Federal agric tural codes,

..market orders, and advising districts. We do `have gii, to a bit more
organic food right now. As a matter of fact,there ateta ninfiar of

` 'excellent growers in California that have converted long ago to
organic soil method programs by necessity' .and they need only to
Convert their sprays. However, the insect tolerandes are so restric-
tive, they are almost mandatory requirements to Use sprays, find; as
long as these restrictions 'remain so narrow and so tight, they have
little hope of shipping their commodities outside of the county or -...
the State line. , c '''',.. - , ,

ay I give an example. For exaMple, good example would be
plums or nectarines or peaches: The principal insect problem for
these fruits is an insect called a thrip, and when the plum Or. the -

fruit is very small it is penetrated byAig insect, it does no damage
-to the fruit but it does lea yz a mark or a scar, and this remains with
the fruit; and, if the percentages of these Arks exceaded a very low
minimufn, the fruit cammtNpass the State line. . .=

Senator STEVENSON. 'Even though the insect has no effect on the
safety of the product? . , ,,

is Mr. Amax.. That is correct, Senator.
As a matter of fact, sorcalled quality standards, both -State and .,

Federal, Ate misleading. They are not quality standard& as we
would think them to be. They are appearance standards. They are
cosmetic standards. They might designate a minimum size, for

\example, a minimum shape. They are-not even really consistent with
maturity.

A gentleman earlier mentioned that he had not been able to buy
pears for 4 ylars that tasted like a pear. .The pears were probably
picked too green, as most of the fruit is picked. ,

Senator STEVENSON. That is very interesting,-Mr. Allen, and .I am
very grateful to you for joining us today. We will print your entire,
unabridged statement at this point in the record.

° (The prepared statement of Mr. Allen follows.#
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Or Stevenson

Illisabors4of This Committee:

1. I :ones:wrote that ',examining an industry:like agriculture:with
its complexities in it's magnitude which is eort oraik.moMione
Witting out to explore a math cave using a tiny ponlight.4. I
mention this because inpreparing a formal eitatement- for this com-
mittee I'hiva rediacovered this observation and thi feeling that it
is iepossible to meaningfully examine a. single facet of a ture,
such is Migratory' Workers or tilause of dangerous pi ticide , With-

,/ outmlso,attemptingto relate these facets, at leastjhriefly, to a:
!akettiih!ot past practices,. burrent practices, trende; attitudes, -arid
OpportunitAse.

is en editor of ORGANIC GARDENING. AND TAMING my chief qual=_

ifications consist of being a related riter, reader, and observer;

for.example during the past tweiVonthe I have probably. traveled
40;000 miles visiting, perhaps,-one hundred farms throughout theState
of California. and the United Stated.Sometimes visiting the.saMe farm
two orcthree 'times, and frequently-extending,the visit overnightane
upon one oocasion for three days. Since the nature of my visits were
related to ouOrganic Farmers Certification 'Program which,is paid
for and oonductid hy'Rodale Prins, or to collecting information for
erticles and editorial background, they may be:chsracterized'as tfadt
finding' and intensive.: Farms visited ranged in size from 1 acre to
35,000 sores and inClUde moat of the basic food commodities consumed
today..

In addition, and in Socardanceswith a carefully prescribe,
1 -

.policy to find and tays:-ankMeans to assist.family farmers
and consumers to mutually, and realisticagy:bnderstand problems.
which are oommon to both segdinik,*io:my duty.to contact, visit,]

.and commuMieate with packers,-,distributors, proceisora, and retiilere.

As:it should'qui asibmid,.My testimony is biased, opposing moat

of the current lotionitUral practicia followed today, as well es

certain numerous, almost.covutlees, practices utilized by conven...

tional, food,proceeecra and rataiI chains. Asa reeresentative'e

Rodale.Presej most of what exprems'summarizes more than twenty-
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five year of publishing d variety of ieriedioals and boolis an

tubjeots ranging from nuclear, power to ecology, food marketing,

gardening and farming, recycling and composting, hialthi-indfood

technology.,

PAST PRAGTIOSS `17
,

POpulation densities, limited land, Uninterrupted continuity,,

and an acute Understanding of human needs as these needs can be

baianced successfully with the'immediatmenvironment Created

agricultural systems and_prpduction,efficienoiss which have neither.

been duplicated nor even broadly understood in the United Stakes.-

In Europe, and in Sngland, balanced ecology, or ecological

farming, had already developed to a sophieticated stage by thi.

17th century. Farms, large and small, were. owned and/or operated

by extended family arrangements which held to the view that land

was an inheritande which included generations of rospOnsibilities .

to the poil, water, wildlife, and to the people involved. In suc

cession, generation by generation, each -4461 family prOduoed a !head'

who was groomed, or trained, to understand, protect, and if-poev4w14,

improve the inheritance.- The inheritance view might very aptly be

described as a long-range overview, f the area's agriculture, and

the variabled produced what can be called the "journeyman farmer ", .

the "master farmer"; and the "'elite/armee, 'What was produced

generally depended upon what was inherited,

While it ii,poesible to distinguish between en elite farmer

and a master'farmer in terms of physical factornandpOrtUnitiee

what'. is meant to be deicribed is a higher level'of consciousness.

Under the elite farmer all things were accounted for including an

amazingly curate inventory of the farMle ecology. For example,

he probab knew, 'within clop* numbers, how many wild rabbits in-

habited hi land, their impact upon his crops, and how many could be

taken each without diminishing the returns. He made the ease

calculations. in de ining how much wood could be taken for fire.

Wood each year. All living things upon or effecting the'farm were

identified, .their habits understood and balanced against the overview..

471
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He knew what fields produced what best,,whet4ortiona of his

field. were weak, what sections had failed when arOprchably why.

In his mind he carried a long -range weather calendar,. imoluding I

passed along memories of events which ()centred during previonagen-

station*, consequently changes which could be 1p:rho-cod by the

. Vironment, such as drainage, new roadways, new cultivation and the

like were-made carefully, without unnecessary distuptionand in

consideration or all extremes.

Without:benellt:of scientific input or modem:technology he

mastered the practical secrets of fertility, plant and animal,bised-

ing breeding both plants and,animale to meet his needs while re,

maining:consistent witnhis overview, deVeloping reliable techniques

for harverting and etorage.:and the, dependable capadity to supply ad-

. equate, evenaubstantial, food year around,.

03. While the overview varied With looalities, cultures, and each'

family and family head constant Teeters were: The fa must be as

self-sufficient and'self7sustaining as poSsible.: 2. The s 07.

Wane, of the farm, including the doille fertility, necessary wild

life,. and so forth, must not be diminished, destroyed, or interrupted

by mistakes in judgment, indifference, or negligence. 3. Production

and storage must supply, or strive to MAPPly adequate food and,mlOth7,

ing , including times of extremes. 4. Neceseary maintenance, ia-'

provement and production, including harvest, Must depend'primerily

, upon the labor cOntainod within thaself-enffiCiency or, as in some.

cases, upon additional local help.

Contrary to first impressions, overviews were neither narrow,

eintici nor limited ... simply very, vety,careful,. Innervation, ev-

olutionary development, and diffusion ocentrod'ecintinnally

along well defined, broadly related paths;- Abstractions which could

not immediately be relatedto the overview were required to stand...

the teat of time,and performance. Possibly, with the exception of

thilirtigation sprinkler" and mechanized harvesting, all funds-

mental too16. and concepts used, by modetn agriculture, including

poisonous peeticides, were developed before the Pilgrims toughed

Plymouth Rocks. To my knowledge, ncvnothisticated plant or animal was

"domesticated after 1900.
. .
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4. Independently and Centuries before Europe's Agricultural

development, Asian agriculture had achieved,' with variations,- systems

of peanint-farming which were so oarefully balanced with the imp

.pediate ecology and thifaithfulreturn.ofoorganrnsette that the

systems have been described as " almout atperianentjmoittcrOf theme

:primeval forest" operating with a steady and reliable.oatput, self

sustainingly for four thousand years. s . -

Their continuous, almost perfect conservation did not occur o'r

does not maintain itself incidentally. Considorable.ikill, Perhaps

approximating a peasant's equivalent of elite farming was, and is,

required-to product their high production efficiencies while main

taining optimum fertility at nearly e"study state". An understand

ing of the productivity and stability of these remarkable systems of

agriculture can be glimpsed from F.H. King'i introduction to his

book titled FARMEMS'OF FORTY CENTURIES OR PERMANENtAGRICULTURE IN

CHINA, KOREA, AND JAPAN, stating thatin 1907 Japan's. three main

islands maikned a populatiOn of 46;977,600 supportedby 20,000'

square Mile cultivated 1 d4 or an area, equal to a rectangle 100

n miles wide and 200niles lo , with a population rate*Of 2.349 people

per square mile, more than three people per eaolvaore. In addition

to the people, each square mile of cultivated land supporied.325".

working animals, such an horses and'eattle, a flock of mixed youltry

.consisting of an average of 825 birds, and 13 farm animals ittch as

sheep, goats, or%swins. Apparently dogs and cats Were not counted.

As with Europe, the tendency was, and probably still 10; to

look upon land as an inheritance which:includes a similar but more

defined. and perhaps Aus V very limited land and population den
sities, more restricted oierview. Until thmiddla of this century

most of Asia's small plots were owned andoperated by extended. family

arrangements, and a family 'head' who managed the farm.

According to Dr. Kusum"Nair, agricultUral expert with the Oen,

_ter for Asian-Studirs at MiChigan State University; Mainland China

lias reversed its collective policies for Reiland China's agriculture.,

and has returned; at least in defacto, to the traditional overview,

and to organic farming. Dr. Nair is advocating, Contrary to Claims

heralding the "Green 2evolution", that Asians must improve their
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agricultural output by developing organic Yarning pet ds. -

The term organic as it is related.to agriluli' Methods

Was coined by J.I. Rodalaand largely propotetthe a option of

method., and the overview deviloped by the Asians. Since this

camsittes will de4;te such of its attention to s estimator
land reform in the United States and arguments weighing. the merits

of large-Vaal corporate faraingssopposed to small 'male family

farming may it be suggested that the observationnoontained within

the work* of Nines FORTY CENTURIES OREM:WNW AORIOUlTURX IN

CHINA, Oak, AND JAPAN and Sir Albert HoWa;dos works, particularly

AN AOR/CULTURAZ TESTAMENT, be examined with the view that they can

provide factual informationin determining what form and sixtvef

agriculture s land reform couldrealistically encourage..

. A number of 'Cultures in other.timem and other parts of our

planet have developed highlyefficient selt,oustaining systole of

.agriculture. In the Philippines, for example; and in terms of

sfficient:prodUctimon a ratio measuring yield volutes per given

areas cyen sustained selfpeustainingbasis,:n?.nulture,

cludi g the United States, has developed systems and efficiencies 1

which exceed those eveloped by the'Incas or thy; AWES.

By aoving.hu e boulders and carving terrace*, sometimes as

narroitas ten fest, out:of living rock mo tainnhe Incas created

system otdopendable efficiendies exc., ed only by the Aztec.,

_Incorporating an extremely sophisticated otem of,controlled.irri-

gationwhich ooncentrated falling rain without dams and extensive .

canal systems, they reached a high 1.481 of ecological awarenels.-

For exempla, wild life, such as deer, were taken for food and bides

by conducting periodic drives and culling thesniials according to

a level where th. annilil return !Tad not be diminished. Obviously

the Incas also managed their foa4A,roduction according to a long=

range overview,.and until Spanish oonquerors destroyed their oivili-

zation they flourished.

' In Mexico, the Aztec' developed .a self-sustaining agricultural

efficiency capable of producing up to omen crops perlaell, two of

which were corn,-or maize. The system depundud upon relatively vote

÷ 0 ..t.

I
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Waal plots of land which extended out andwor: irrigated by a '

.shallow lake in the area where Mexico City is situated today. Paoli.

plot wan 'Owned anisperated.by an extended family. arrangementotarv.

aged by an overview which included the view that the land was an in-

heritance The rise and maintenance of the Aztec power can be re-

Iated to this system of agriculture which unfortunately was destroyed

when the Spanish drained-the lake and conquered the Aztecs.

6. The devolopment of agriculture, mnd the4ume of agricultural

landAs.in the United States hips beim, in theVain, developed wilhout:'

a coherent, viable overview capable of relating to a long-range is

pact upon the, environment, thrIerm itisif, pr upon tomorrow's eco-

nomics. 'It developed by functioning largely from an soonomio

Viewing land as a prOperty, and until in recent rearm operiqing

priaarily on .a semi- extended family arrangement where incomeWpro-

duoing property may be passed along through inheritance.

With the exception of.the'Dutoil immigrants who settled along

the Hudson and in the Pennsylvania aria and'ecattersindividuale

.from various counties, the early settlers in this country generally

lacked for farming skills and the desimor the capacity to think in

N....terms of a permanent agricultural system. 'There was, steminglyfrun-

limited land to the south and to the west and as farms "wore out"

farmers simply moved on to."virgin soil", creating the migratory

farmer and attitudes which still persist.

Superstitions, mieconoeptioni, appalling ignorance" faith in

hard work, and' at-born4ba dominated the formation of America's

, agricultural ayet . Infudion, and trial and error gradually pro.-

oducedwOme skill or a pattern of,failUri. The Oivil War inter-

raptflOand seriously retarded the development of a constructive

agriculture, particularly in the South. The Midwest, and eventually

the Welt, began to fillwith migrating farmers and immigrant: from

Surope. ,A good port/* of these later immigrants were skilled in

farm-Work and manyme.y be doeoribid as journeyten farmers.; Their

skilli gradually diffused, and were adopted,at least in part, by

sigratory farmers. Attitudes mingled and merged and as the Nbrth

Americans begmato realize that the nation,e'boundarias were limited.".'.

4 7 5
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tame an unitise began to tabiliro.

7. One oar attic do which would be of particular interest to
thie'comeittes fight 4peoribed as the 'gat bigger syndrome'.
Atun t land d thei ire to duplioati certain land ideas which
Is brought ov r fray ope and England created the view where

g was equate with lity and suCCIee'depended upon being large.
Consequently t ere tendenoi tc'etake out': or to'aoquire
'more land than ooul of eotively be farmed with limited labor.
Volute was substi tsd for a skilled unaerstanding of the moil's

o*pacity to produce auetainingly. Conservation was ignored ao..
farmere'literally worked themes es and their families to exhaus-
tion and into failures.attempt to work farms far too big for
them.

Toooften, "successful" farmers were thoba who oould pub-

'mtitute the ability to manage, to organize, to acqp4re' dditional'

labor, for * real undirstanding of farming includin aniew
-.0 which underatoodthe'long-range.impact of certain t pee of farming

upon the environment and upon the country. The t bigger' myw- ,
drops was reinforced... A pattern was sitabliahed and the -dream
jelled where the idea has been to acquire more labor, or *ore some-
thing, oapible of producing from more acres.
. As the ambers of this comaittee would know very well, early
legislation repogniZed that land grabe, and expansion patterns oi-
.erated against the common opportunity and 041.3nel/the best interest
Of the nation, azuCtherefore hots euoh as the Homestead Act and the
Reolamation Act were 'established to limit size and absentee owner-
ship. ,Through the years the intennt ^:. and affective application of
both wasuree have bun negated or oircumvented.

8. By the early 1900's and with 'Chu rosarkable virgin ferlility

of our land continuing to hold, the ganeral level of fsteing skill'

had reproved cnnuiderably; farmers wero;aleo learning to manage

their holdinge.mire efficiently. Real and artifioiaily induoed

problems of dietribution'crintinued to reduce or limit their profits,

but an institution of family farmers had established and farming

4 7,



were beginnirigtaatok-Anwerd for' i-better skills and an improved

understanding of the potential of their farms. The First World

War'interrupted and permanently, altered this developmentimer7

gencies Createct.rofitable opportuniti Management farming

panded. Restrictions were suspended; sentee ownership encouraged;

and the 'agricultural inda*try! was int oduced.

Reduced exports, the Crash of 1929,and the depression which

followed produced a situation -where enormous. quantities-at-food and

fiber abruptlyleceme "farm surpluses". Unable to sell tti*ir tom-

moditiez at a px.ce exceidineProduction cost, farmers went bank-

rupt, farms went fallow0and prices collapsed, and farmers began

migrating to the cities. Those Wilt stayed behind scratched things

together beat they Could, adjucted to the new market, and hoped

'that7.the neWly, farmed States Department of Agriculture was

gtiagott-do,poMething to help the small farmer.

National Defense and our entrance into World War II created a

sudden demand for large quantities- of foOd'and fiber. Prices rose

Whet reached a prkeh which topped 43.00 a bushel4'flax

hit ,a.00;landa*me faimers with large land holdings earned the,

then astronomical, 'high' of a million dollars per crop. .Acres

meant more bushels4 land wao.stili Cheap.and farmers began increasing

their holdings, buying and leasing land vacated by those who had mi-

grated. to the,cities. Fruit and vegetable growers in California,

Arizona, Texas, and Florida expanded. More labor was imported from .

Mexico, or came in illegally, and the reservoir of migratory workers

increased.

Corporatirfarming and absentee farm management flourished. The

percentage of importations from other countries increased while

correspondingly the percentage of exportations from the United State*

decreased. Surpluses mounted. As subsidies fell below parity the

tendency was to increase holdings in ordertt retain or to increase,

incopen. Primpupport and surplus control programs were refined,

focusing upon limiting the legal, marketable production per acre.

New efficiencies were established. Small farMers were told to get

bigger 0 they would probably have.to get out.
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9. In 1933, Congress pansed the Agricultural Adjustment Act and
the bill was signed into law by President Pranklin D. Rooievelt.

. Originally described an an omer'genoy measurer the act itself proi

vides the means to be discontinued by the President when h nds
that the national emergency relative to agriculture has ended....

Establishing federal regulation of U.S. farms for the first
f time the act waspansed to adjust "Overproduction", to ease the

burden of surplus crops and swelling warehouses-, and to increase
the farmer's income. According to a 1938 radio address by H.R.

Tolley, Agr cultural Adjustment Act Administrator, The experiences
of the twentiee and thirties taught ua that it it neceseary to be
able to put the -brakes on farm production." Retrospect indicate*
a growing impression that farm surpluses were produced, at least is
much, by sluggish or mismanaged distribution.

The point has also been made by Dan P. Van Gorder.in ILL PARES
THE LAND that in the year 1922, "our farms, for the time inour
history, failed to produce enci4h food to supply eXport. demands and
domestic. requirements." It is *Iwo his contention that surplus'

statistics are misleading, "Our food readurces were not measured in
terms of supplies'per capita of total population."

The possibility which r emphasized here is that surplus ate

1
tistics may be misleading, a d that whatever, federal control over ..
farm production was enacted o reduce a situation alarmingly des .._
cribed as a "Cradling overproduction". By federal proclamation.

. -small family farmers and very small relative to'today's farms, ...

. utilizing hprsea and mules, and extremely limited unsophisticated '"

mechanical. equipment, natural fertilizers, limited -irrigation, and
very'feW pesticides, if any,' were; accordingly,,producing more food
and fiherthan the nation"could consume or export. ' .

Seemingly,' federal regulation,would acts to restrict or to re-
duce production by limiting acreages,, or at least, by encouraging 'i)

smaller farmers ponaibly by establishing subsidies which diminish
.rapidly as acreages exceed minimal levels. Dramatically, millions

0
of meat-animals were destroyed, or were supposed to be destroyed, as`
federal price support programs were launched. A most remarkable * VP

paradox has followed where in spits of increasing sUrpIusda and
.

478
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periodic cries. of alarm imports to this country have'increased and

the United States Department-of.Agriculture ias:spent.billiOne-of

dollars researching and promoting methods and materits, hybrid

seed and etc.. to Kincreaee produCtion".

".Increased production" has been. accomplished with programs

and research almost entirely designed to promote larger holdings.

karkit development,'and distribution utilizing 3SDA inspectinga,

the' aw, and powers to severely penalize havebeen ueed to develop.

,:- and. maintain volvme monopolies 'and "price controlswhichoperate

specificallyi'apinot the potential for profitable prodUctibn from'

small acreages. Market orders, state and federal, and "quality"-

opecifications have been designed which limit 'themmarketable.

quality" that may. be harVested per acre, withoutlimiting acreage..

Other programs limit, by-law, the production which can bi'produeed

t . :,'
on specific-acreages.,

10" Dovetailing with programs sponsored by the USDA, manufacturers.

of agricultural Equipment and agricultural chemicals have succias-

fully mad in succoopive'generating spiral/al larger and larger vol..;

umes of chemiCale,.and bigger and bigger equipment, each .succescive.

step developing. larger holdings and compelling farmers to increase

their'acreage or eventgally migrate to the cities.

Methods, chemicals-and equipment have bian.intreduced WithoUt

adequate, or even adequate attempts to understand their immediate.,',

and long-range impact upon conservation and the environment. Large

aqreageo of productive land haVeheenpermanently.dootroyed through

or sion; even larger areas -are now eroding seriously. 'inestimable

le lions of tons of humuo haVe bead mined from the soil as a direct

. *cult 'of farming larger holdings with bigger equipment-and byn-'

sp ,thetic fertilizers which add nothing to twill* fertility or tilth.

Vast areas, particularly in southern states are now severely crippled

by their loss or humus and.by methods and materials which have pro...
. ,

duced large-scale conditions of hardpan. Other regions, including

parts of California, are beginning to experiende dangerous le4els

of sodium buildrdp due to salt fertilizers.

For facts pertaining to soil conservation-and the current

419
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statue of the nation's eoil, tilts -committee would find the 1911
.,report published by the :,U.S. Soil Conservation Service helpfful.

/

r.jiarry Commoner** beak THE CLOSING CIRCLE amply relates the \

eed for *n agricultural system with an overview that will repuild
t-and Maintain a safe percentage of humus in the soil. "Reshaping
the Soil", MICRIGAN FIENCE IN ACTION NO.5. Michigan' State Uoiver
sity, 1969, wi p. proVIde useful information.

: ,

Increasingly, environmental .experts are willing to identify
the agricultural practice developed over the past 35 year, pyhe
major contributor to pollution. 'Water'pollution due to-nitrogen

compounds has been recognized and largely 'accepted, how the.ex4
tent in, yet to be seen. The annual -estimated lois of6he topsoil
which is choking rivers and reservoirs and washing out td sea 46
amplified'by the annual cost of dredging reservoirs and waterways.
The nctounding rise in the volume of agricultural contaminantap4ntrO

duoqd into'our.'environment from 1940 to 1970 is traced by Br. Barry .

Commoner in his book, TDB CLOSING 0/ReLp..

We are only now beginning to realize the fint *tic impact which
l'rgerscale agricultural, practices ,have had upon o it climate. Exien.:

ivit'sy0emn ofdkao, irrigation canals, and laige irrigated acreages
ve already affected areas ouch an-ttdpan Joaquin Valley in.Cali

ornia. In a recent three week mating, described as the "Study of
aft's Impact on Climate?) sponsored by the Massachusetts Institute

f Teohnologyeaconductad tn StOckholm, SWe4amo, 30 of the world's
.

lenflang scientists 'representing 14 countries citid the burning of
:waniicrops and vegetation, overgrazing, dust storms resulting from

overgrazing, deforestation, irrigation of arid areas% dams, man made
-lakes, diversion of rival% from one region to another' and cloud
seeding as caxible of creatintchanges which "could,have serious

'regional and even global -repercunsiann.0.

.11. During the early fortiemanumber of Americans, academician*,
...a...... .

busineanmen, fattier*, publiehers, and:101, like, alarmed With the
destructive trend set by the United States Department of Agriculture,

nought to.establtsh an overview which would redirect th nation!*

!Agricultura. Calling themselves bill New Agriqulturists 'and/or The

. 73 14, ;14 11

V.

L.
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jitfends of the Land they publisied a 'lumber' of books and'imriodicaliv

,which describe current triads, and describe alternativsmethods and

materials, citing demonstrations and examples* giving statistics,

and Seeking forqhe first time in thiscountry to promote the cop-

oeptSZ,the elite farmer,* at least an agricultural mystem.based

Upon .a, firm foundation of Vaster farMersoperating from an overview

mhiCh would protect our soil, and environment, and our health**,

4pparently thsponcept,ese too much,before the circumstances

and fags largely failed to ,respond, and consumersfalledAo

ilUderstand therilation of safe, nutritious food to farming methods.

The moyement, is vignificantto this committee on.two abuniat 1. An

alternatitAagricul4mre was Presentedand demonstrated which would

have enabled smaller farmers to operate* profitably on,a

sustaining basis. 2. It called to attention then that federal 11,15-

ulation was sponsering and pUl.suing food producing piacticds which

ignored nutritiormand wait, in fact, sponsoring methods and materials.

which would produce a health-hazard.
.

142, Perhaps_in repponsd* and belatedly.respondingto.s. USDA ::ty,t!

taken in the sid=thirties:Shich indicated that one-third of ,.,

naticass people wire 4.11.-fed,! and casting numerous pecultar:.,

'questions upon the 1933 USDA position that the nation pee isuffefir;,,

from oVerprodUction,..etite flair and bread'waa"enriched", by lit(

in the early.410's, With B Vitamin and iron, With this ainglevx-

ceition, the USDA and related agencies have failed to pui.sueane to

develpp methods and materials which would improve,, or at least 0.9.11--

44tee-a high leverof;ndlessary vitamins, trace minerals; and the

necessary amino acids. t
. Since this committee.ie considering proposals for land reform

and therefore alternatives to our current, agriculture it may wish

.to examine neutral, data, capableaf supplying comprehensive infor-

'laation in scientific 11.tail, of a comparative study conducted con -

tinuously over:i period of Severaloyeats, If so, it may wish to

become-familiar with the Haughley ExPeriplent which ie,conductekby

the Soil Association in Haughley, England.'

Briefly, theaxperiment has been in process since.1945, The
4 .

Ai/L .
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Yx4Sndifl of the Land tliey published a noberif,bodim,and'periodioias
which describe curtmittrepdS, and des*ibedlfernativs method@ end.!:.
Material., Citing dsmOnstrati.ons find extmpledi givengstatftitice,_
-.1inyeitOking for .i114-first time' in this country to pro,ote the cork .
cept of the elite farMei, otat leaSt aeagricultural'eysto, bait%4

upon a firm foundation of masterta;mers operating from an overview
which would protect our soil, and enkrirenMenti and ourhealth..

Apparently the concept Sae toe much.befote t*cirousistances
andfarmepnlargely failedoto reSpond:,andsonsumerebsiled to'
understand the relation of safe, nutritieuefood to.farming methods,.
The movement issignikicant'to

thiscoMMitteson two count's: 1.. An
alternative agriculture was presented and..deMonstratedwhich Would
hate enabled emallerfarmers to operate profitably ona nearly
sustaining; basis. 2. It called ,to attention ihen that4aderaiiLe:

ulation warosponsbringend pursuinefoodItoducingSrac4;ces:viAichs.

ignored nutrition and was, in lacWaponsOring mitapdeendjmaterialg;
which would produce a heelth hesard -

0
.12. Perhaps in reeponae,. and belatedlli respOndink%to a USBA:,,

taken in the mid-4hirtiehich
indicated,that*one-thIrd of wa...

nationfsipeople were-"ill -fed" and casting numerous peculiar'
7.

questions upon the 1933 USDiposition tat the nation was sufferir
from overproduction,.:.white Flour and bread. wars. "enriched ", by law
in the early 40'15, witeB vitamin and Aron.,Ovith this

,

ception, the .USDA and related agencies hate failed to'.pursueaiV.

develop methods and materials vidich WOU10162Prove, or at least,*
Atee high Level of necessary vi:tamins;.tracc minerals, and .the
necessary Olin° acids. "

.

Since this committee ib dens.ideting prolposales for'lend refimm
and therefore alternatives to our current agricultureit,may'wish.
to examine neutral data, capable of eupplyingoemptenensive

tmatien in scientifib dptail,-af a.coMparstiVe study conducted cow-
tin*sly over a peril:46 sevedal,yearstIf so, it may Wish to

become familiaxWith:the Haughley Experiment whiCh id:ponducted by
the%Soal Association in Haughley, England;

Briefly, the experiment has been in process since

P
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-4ipoil'Aseoclation:Pusliehis journals which deseribsthise results'

tas Utilizing,ofganic 'Methods it is possike to maintain

revel of ferAlity with minimal applications of organic matter.

2; Xielda are leas than the field which. receivedspplications of

icommercial typo fertilizes. 3. The field receiving commercial for-.

tilizers becema.addicted, and'Afelda -fell drastically Without con-%

tinuous application/I,. 4. In the experiment equal herds of milk cattle

%areheld permanentlx,and separately in both organic and not - organic
. ,

fields... Organic cows produce greater volumes samara butterfat on

the'emaller Organicyield. 5. As generations ofekttle are produced

(samshulr for both horde) cattle feeding on commercial fertilized

.4614 instils more illness, and reqUiremore Veterinary attention.

13. By 1933.and until World War II, farmers supplying the fresh

market had reaohed 4 very high degree of harvesting and handling.

skill. Distribution wao much more di4erseend competitive,_and seem-

singly more capable of handling fresh produce rapidly without exten-;

Isive,systems of refrigerated storage and lopg delays of several

or even. everal weeks. Wholesale produce markete, which freto,uSuallY

. a conglomeration of independent competitors, were geeredtahandle

transactions very quickly; sometimes farmers
woulitusload,nly a few

hours before retailers weirs there to load. :Markets "rare more accosts-

sibla, either directly, oiIhrough thippera,c6hersquently 'consumers,

particularly on the coast and larsajor.nitias, enjoyed a greater

varlet); and quality selection of mature fresh fruits and vegetables.

Quality control was exorcized by wholesalers, /shippers, retailers,

'and largely by the coneUmera themselves. Grading standards rtergegr

relative to size, ehape,,taistsand' freshness which.farmerSunder-

stood very well and they jealously guarded.their reputatiehl_for

-providing.a top pack and/or packs which were accurately labeled.

Packs labeled other/ripe were rejected and the farmpse wire no4 paid.

It was not, unusual to find three and even%four Oades of the

samsproduce displayed/in the-same producs,departmenThe system

supplied constanareiwith a
multiple choice in terms of real quality

at whichever priae-they wanted to pay, and faraers werarkble to

,sell most of their crops, honestly, at prices corresponding to grades,

"
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Hundrsdsaf thOu'aands wall farmers, primarily using familror
local labor, wertabl o earn an adequate ;tiring on three, foul-s.or
were acres, depending upon the location and olimati.- , .,
, "Cold.ptorage" was net a well established technique, and IOt
too.popular; the frloalf produce market,operated,In the main, strictli

. upsiapply and AeMand. The-idea otaiOloverproduotio46 in any .."

lif
,4.1saisirg4 quantity i :fficuli to see at this time, however.
. controls and price s part.progralsi were establidhed, and state and
federal codes wars iritten which regulate the flow of freshroduce\
by -regulating the "marketable qUality" that minim' shipped out of \ '
the county or the (state.

"Ihiveyetma of-Mairketable quality acts to . '
limit the profitablvproduction per acre, wipeut limit.ing'ihe

. acreageswhich-cm n be planted. It is ret4foroa4 by inspectors, state
and. fedemiltagricultural,,health, and FDA, who have "red- tagging"

. powers, which'means that when a crop, or.4 shipment is ored-tagged"
it"maynot be oold.

.

. H ..
)

Marketable quality relates to the tort "quality standards" or
to specifications which specify appearances, thatsis,Minimum appear.

.

,

ancori.,:Mhich_meatie, for example, that a earrot.aust be eo long. .."-
apt longer., and the diametermust be so much, bat not lees nor not
!met .6% the diameter of an apple must be so big, but not less,..

''atamall Orange itay not be packid with a Urge orange; large head,i
. of letiUce may not be packed with small heads of lettuce andeo on.,'. ..

Quality standards will else specify insect tolerances, gene).
ally Meaning the percentage of insects which may be present, or the

Y , percentage of insect bites which Can be present on fresh produce.. '
Tolerances' re generally determined Oioninspection byexemining a
percentageef the shipment. The legal tolerances which have been
established through the years are; for the most part mandatory re.
quirements.te/uae pesticides. pertain ainimul Mize standards, es-

.pecially fo5 peaohee, nectarines, and grapes are difficult to obtain'
irany volume without:stimulant and eynthetio fertiiixers.

Other quality apecificatione ipecityleinimtna aatarlties, a
specification which through the yens has.largely deteriorated. Ar-
tifjoial dyes* such as dyeing orange* or.nuts,/and techniques for
I'sweating.00lor.inte green tangerines are not restricted. 'Talking

I t.
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specification., specifying size and type of.picking containers,*

have become quits specific and are bechAing more so.

k
Quality standatdeiere established in a number of.ways.. They

mayeimply have teen written into the agricultural code, state or

r federal, defined,bylihistrict agricultural advisory board, or es

tablished through a state or federal market order. The practice

which has emerged isthattistrici agricultural boards will te4d to

represent the,volume growers. Market orders art commonlytaritten,

specifying certain market conkrolling decisions by $1 percent of the

volume. Often, tentative codes are written and circulated among .

. noweros associations, food proosesors and etc., and voltam pro

1 duper:, before enikAment into
W'

'OUIOIEWX-PRAOTIOES,,'
y

14. The "Market" is a*teim which was to be desoribinf what col

sumer* arrbuying,'and while it does refliOt what is, "saving" it

tends to mean what retailers lay.. While Comma's' are PV4vided

choicis in labeling, brand X over brand.Y, Rodent merchandising

techniques are calculated tolimit their.pllicos by simet.bylirice

or by volts, For example, standard:vality oranges'will4probably

be offered in two choicesz.in,bulk at a"lightly higher price per

pound, or in ten pound bags slightly less than the bulk oranges.

Seat is offered in a variety of cuts, usually desoribed see

'"choice"; consumers have other choice, and no information which

will helAthea to know whether it was:groWn in a feed lot or grass.

fed. Every year oossodities are yailkble on farms, and

Welt Which consumers would buy, or:Might:wish to huyfif retailers

would provide the choice.

Frequently, in ,fact more anti more, farmers would' like to :supply

the real quality and variety which everyone know" that - consumer's

would like, auch as maturity, but the market price remains 1441 same

and perhaps less.. There I. little or no profit incentive tar r71
0'

quality 'or for extra risk. The "market. dOsinate's1,0 ILO ortin t.

site. or type,ofpacking crate is sore theavAheiquelitY of

the product within.
I

ttt

.
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By almost absoluts,necessity farmers adheri rigidly to those
lormifications whiah they knoW to be °:osensitivel , particularly said'
farmers Who have been red- tagged far mote often than large' gz4owers;
theiefote it is Said with some truth that mall farmers tend to °use
more pisticides than do large gramma. Frequently marketing chpn;iils
for small firmer* are limited to one processor or shipper, or to
direct marketisg frail,. the farm.; Increasingly where farmers are
limited to one Marketing channel thsy:ari 'oleo denied, orb it Seems

that they are deniedt their' fuli 'hire of Marketable quality. For
.example small apple ana orange growers rliot that oonsistantly high .

ratios of -their fruit are graded into proceesing,.. at% a price 'sub- ,
etantially below their operating cost.

1Th. legal inability to chip mixed Sias and the high cost of
setting up sorting .and paciiy4exi3ities limits such farmers to
whptever market thii have, for wIrtever price for hoWavor long they
can hold out. Frequently when packing container requiremenis are too
rigid, probably because the market, has specified accordingly; they
are".timpIy out of that market. At 'other times their small volume
prohibits thew from purchasing containers at prices which will en- #
able them to realize aperponal )fro4t. At limes, the pecking oon/
tsinse is worth more tclin the prodUit packed.,

- There are open Wholciale Markets distributors which are pri-
"airily located in the major cities, fox' example in Caliiornia, most
of them are located in an Francisco and Los Angeles.-, Parsers ,and.

shippers may ship to these distributors who 'supply independent re-
;ttoilers and small supermarket chains in the state of California4md

throughoUt th'tatiok. The produce which is shipped must ?test state
and federal codes. Produce' distributors buy some Produce; the balance
is "handled". Wholesale distributors charge farmers 20 to 27 pircint
of the' wholisale price for handling. Acceptance of a shipmentt is

not a' guarantee ;that the iproduce will by sold. Market "'Looses is

also limited to wholesalers, 'comps /Won is considerable, frozen
frUiim and vegetables have drasticalay.redticed fresh retail sales:
The margin is narrow, and cagy distribiktors operate at a Does or very,.
'close to e. loss.

Deducting 20 to 27 percent from the,wholosale pries, _adding

1143
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packing and container cost,plUs the spiralling, astronomical cost

of transportation prevents most small farmers from profitably;

reaching markets, particularly inhs peak of the season. The

limitation produces a situation'whers,Aor example, semi:rip is.

mature peaches or apriAte-will be selling in a Los Angeles super-

market fOr 330 to '350 per 'pound while growers in the San Joaquin

Valley and in other areas will be.-experiencing a "surplus crop".,

The practice of WOvetting immature fruit early in the season in

. *order to take atvantage of the high: prices floodiathemarket with

sour fruit apd acts to dopiess salesLcor'ihs balance of the season.

Growers who wait for.ma ituritmight lois substantially, and as al-

ready stated,,market men will not pay sore or guarantee better.prices

for mature food.
Perhaps the California seedless table grape emphasises the

common dilemia best. This is primarily due to imilturetharveitint

and the practics of treating grapes With' ICOhmeioal torione which

inorsases size and not the flavor and produces* dour,

watery grape.. Thegrapei are lam, and doceptiVely Attrahtits, and
handle especially well. In California.pricem range in 0,8\290 per

pound, area during ps:k season andifoiemint is limited. '810! move-

ment affects the grower and the consumer- sore than it affects the'.

,supermarket where the table°graps sintioh.i simply, and not, a maall

portipn of thaPproduce department, end where specifications *pacify

Fruit ihioh with.thaleast amount of care and 161,
pert information, relative to actual iugar carte* in todayliMgripe

and a study ox current practioss ind.their diminishing effact Moon

growers could be supplied by Dr. 1(14ton Nelsen, professor of vitiu

'culture, U.C. Davis, and Items* Larson pi Coachella Valley.

,Sometimas transportation costs will be the sass for a she

diatance as it will befor a long distance by a different

For azample, it may cost a grower 41.00, piir crate to ship lettuc

crates (24 to each amt.) three bundredmiles by:comAon carrierOrhe

wholesale market-price for lettuce ranges trod 0.50 per crate ta"t

an avurags of.41.75 to a high of 42.25. ThMourfaht average coat'

to ship a case of 48 oz. juice cans from-California to New York
>
ii

41.00-.eInatate sapping ranges form 40.to80 per Auldincludink

weight of the crate. ;Atom-state shipping ranges from 4g to
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per pound. Private- transportation systegsand enormolia volumes-
can either reinucacost vermeils. m profitAn volume. .Smaller
growers who ship in one 9r two oarleadMituuitities hit difficulty
obtainir!goufficient.profit after transportation cost. Rails are
often unavailable, and delivery unpredictable. 4Price of shipping
1.17 truck varies, ranging fr:cla $900 per load to 41800 per load, Mi..'
pending on availability o'rnil oars.

Transportation difiio4ties and fluctuating priCSm ars, of
course, old problems torfarmers. New problems. which are being
scheduled to occur or being prepared in the Midwest, for example,
concern the.position that the traditional grain elevators in each
little town along a railway 11. illeftiCillAt And that a prate* of
now, larger elevators should ha construotilil,at more efficient
,.spacings*. Currently fermereowho'are aiMapting to develop their

'!OWn direct marketing to gills mnd etc.' find that rail cost exceeds.
trucking, and that tracking costs are.restrictive,in loads less than
40,000 pounds. %

Generally speaking any distribution which falle,in the category
Out of an established high volume pattern will be premium and perhaps
defeating. Farmers, as an example, who would prefer touse natural

. fertilisers and foil conditioners such nadolomits,*rock minerals,

manures and so forth frequently decide ily14 the transportation cost
cannot reelisticilly be relatSd to thOir productiOni.

It isnot likely that these, and other transportatitiprobleas
are unknown to the United States Department of Agriculture, and the
isteemingly pbyious 'visa that mall firmers could be helped consider-
ably if certain rate* were restored aid perhaps controlled, and if
piiiiiMps transportation subsidies would be proposed that woulg,beer,
direbtly upon firiSis with manlier productions, ,/f the view. ex-
pressed in a conversation with Frederick J. Posts of the USDA,
Washington V.C. reflects the official position then 'officials'
smaller, en not so small farmers have been written out Of agri.
culture, no*,, because "they cannot operate efficiently because they
ar4Ounable to produce in volum which will, produce a profit over
their transportation cost."

r.

.
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15i The iniiiitty, lack of experience, and inclination on the pert

.4- of firmer., 6041414411y small raisers, ...to cope with official languagNr

and,paper work details places them in.tiet, pe'rtIcularly4vulnerable

position'where "red0tape" and complex, confusing, diffiCult, or eve

awkward to painiintormatipn tends to *grind! than down and out of

farming. Price support prepass.and Dietrict Agriouitural Advisory"

BOards frequently require Meticulous records of sales. and productidh

be maintained and reported regularly to enable the Board to control

movement and rsgUlate prices accordingly. .0ometimis the oords are

irOgtradely difficult for a farmer to.undorratand and often equips

donmiderable time to dol'a good example of this must ba the Advisory

-Board which controls the Date industry in the State of. California !..

an industry whiCh'atcOrding to our rte is now Owneeand actually

controlled by Tenneco. «
Large grows can, of ourme, afford to hire. capable book-

keeper* and people who understand the complexities amtateAnd .

w/ federal agricultural codes; texesand so'forth. Consequently'tbsy

have a clear undprstanding of when to !lose' and when to prOfic In

fact it is maid today that the efficient farmer =kis most of Ilia

money pitting a1 his desk. Small farmers'are oonfused. They have

a difficult time struggling through the - "paper work* and a tendency

to rely upon the wrong information. Letters and interviellt, reveal

that it is `a common.praOticer to mislead farmers regardingeregulations..

processors, shippers, and co -ops often tend to mix company policy

with government or state regulations And many termer' operate less

g /profitably by abiding with what they believe to 'be the law.

Few maallor.farmera hire a copy of state or federal dodelpi;

ivi flier would_have the 'book tonicity* to understand or the

confidence to challenge if they did understand what they veers read-
. .

ing. 7he lanivage, Particularly in the'California code may be equiv...

ocal,.frequently tracing down to a Director's decision. The 196

California Code,afor example,. contains 1001 pagekand costs $15.00

per copy, upon written request or upon request in person!, in Sacra-

mento. .

.

. -While small growers stoically accept red - tagging p5 final, or

in most oases. Large growers are more apt to seek an ad3ustment.
.

4

. I.
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An excellent example of this possiVity waedimonstrated ate'
convention otothe Produce, Packaging, and Marketing Association
when two boxes of grapes were presented aid. by side, dne had palsied

Mho teat for U.S. NOL.t:... meaning high grade of a...tumor, while
the other box had been rejected by federal-state inspector* but,

carrying a stamp lamest identical to the other box it :rent to:sarket.

The deteoiable difference depended upon liaisons. understanding the
Yig to the cods used in the stamps.

16. *Smell farmers seldom have pOliticei pOwer, individUally or as
mgroup of mean farmers. In several states 'typical farmers do

enjoy some politics' influence,end.probably in all of the states
large producers and large farms& organizations have as influince,

___Stuthe state level. At the national levil'faraers, and farmerst
organisations are not believed to be too effective age1est the 200
Washington lobbyists "(hit% iepresent the food industry. The plame-
went of.food processing plants throughout the United Stain; provides
the food industry with adveritageous opportunities toappeal dirsoiar
te-oasgressmon natiOn-wide, Where Crurel:congreseman elects to
represent the farmer's point of view* there will probably be all
urbemoOngrissman with a different constituency. Since consumer*

are not represented they spurt accept the pOlicietind legislatioe

which affect. them, .

t.

17; ,Vertical integrated agriculture is an sconamicconcept which
titans,. or did mean, that farmers would develop their riw commodities
as far up the ladder to-the teneOmersi as possible and thereby'io-

ores.e their possibilili for profit. They might do 'this individ-
ually or as aAio -operative. Currently a number of individual farmers',

particularly organic: farmers, are in various stage* of vertical de-.
velopmsnt, and there are some coop'..which use the conospt,

.

what minimally. 'Unfortunately the concept combined pith advanta-
geous taxes, land speoulation, and the, success of Sunkist Growers

Inc. and nationally advertised pioduee,.4as boomu the magic lode-

stone Which is attracting super nom-farming corporations to earl-.

culture...
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Sunkist Grower. Inc.; Diamond Walnut,. and Vatted Fruit's aha-

quits Brand bananas have deaonstrated that produoe can be 'nationally

advertised and:Soltiby brsbd name*, verifying vertically tntegrited

possibilities on a mammoth:sail* and the exclusive opportunity for

corporations big enough tomake the entry.

Sine it is obvious that this committee has acmes to source

for detailed information pertaining to leuperporporative Agxioulture",

private and oorporate land speculation and development, auperco..

porats market control, corporate &attract foz farmers, tax adysn-

tsp. and,the subsidies reoeived by large,corporationa, and bankini
pm:tic...relative to farmer* aplatib,teatimiony in theme areas is

dmitted.

TRENDS

18 '' The nation under the guiding band orthaltSDA, the FDA, re-

lated tats and federal agencie.,and the food industry is_moving

Sauk toward.* a tolgily4integrated computorisodindustrywherermore

than.ever, Uniess:Cheokedby an aiternattve, Ametioans will Set what

has been set before them. /natant calcuiations.of all available oar

prioem,Jpaokaging, transpoitation sn so fortn,willletst

mins what food, who will get, and whore. profit earnings of Oaottons

of a 'cent Will weigh more in the rapid determination than quality,

inoluding oonsumor sought quality such an flavor, frethnesis, and nu-
trition. : ;

By 1980 perhaps fewer thin 50 gigantio shooksiwill he pre-

paring as such al 80'percint of thefood which will'belerved in

institutions .;, hospitals, schools, oat.teria0, restaurants and iS

forth. food technologist and riper dietitians will prepare mono

for millions its computers determine fraotionall'coort differencess.4- .

deade whatSill be for dinner. Choice selections will be narrowed

.es alternative availabtlitie are eliminated. Intig6ted steps in

prooessing'will supply food preparers and Anorioana with more overly
ptoceseect foods than ever. "Fresh" will become a'worddescribing

,:loodwbioh has not been:frozen, canned, preeerved, or dehydrated,
Q

and eaninglses in oontext with any understanding of just #arvested.

491
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Oonateserio will have leas voice, if possible, in date pingwhat- chemicals will. be added to what foods. In, prepared t ds soldin institutions they Si.1.l be denied (as they are today) access to
. information enabling them to know the full, content of foOds served,and whether'processing and preparation had been entirely eats.If the current.trend into suporagrinulture is unchecked; thecurrent, and official, 'misleading projection suggesting that by 19801.9 million fame will supply the nation,* food wild. be ,more scour-ately stated as less than one million( and saving rapidlt.towards

a situfation where less than 500,000 farmers working under oontiract,.or as tenant farmers far less than 1000 gigantic farm corparationswilt' produce 90 percent of the food _consumed.
U.S. Citizens' will be denied. physical Imess to large areas ofland, possibly portions approximating the size of countien si ex-isting roads,will be, removed or blockid to provide massive areas ofland for crop prrduction. Recreation in the country.lin be sorelimited a4d spedified. It in likely that future recreation areaswill be developed and operated by corpoiate farmers theaselves. The

re-emergence of the *company town iv probable, and the creation ofthe corporately owned city is a not t'oo di;tant.
Markets will continue to be lost to ferment and groweri, largeand larger, over the 'next .ten years, as accelerating imports fromoountriee with cheap labor; tax advantages,oand no environmental con,-trol pour i.11. inparta will be, and are, oalaulatid corporatelyon an -international basis and will con%nue for an long as computerreadings are favorable. The\cont-profit 'squeeze which is

sting Asierictd farstrs will blipplied to foreign.. agriculture as .
their dependence upon 9.1.1. markets increases.

Immediately, fermata arebeing told that the profit squeezewill level out as they intensify their yields per acre and incrsas
aareages to efficient levels. They are being prodded into follyeasthey rush into clone inteheitied oroppink, close cropping equipaent,
considerably greateer volumesbot manufactured fertilizers and pestii-
cides, and automatic harVesting equipaint: They simply cannot get
big enough, test enough. re in Affect being encouraged to
exhaust themselves sooner.

'4 9 2
O
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Quality stand.14a; end particula ly costly change's in container ..1. fang;
epeoifications continue to eS,ing* gaari and ediatemarkete.
Manipulated surpluses ... or Marketable commodities will-swamp fanners,

already lmnothredin debts incurred attempting to get.bigger. More

:farmers will simplylcloss their, doors and walk ark. ,By 1980 or .
shortly thereafter, Ve.`will probably, witness a mass wall.: out, as
Independint citrue grower's in Florida and California realize that they
have' been:encouraged' to; overgant themselves into a surpLie Which

begin to engulf them by 19'0. Sunkist- Growers Inc., that is/ mile top
;,co-opeAtiver level of majox private corpora:tic:ite and grmer-owned

4sprocessors, -CocatCola, and Libby, McNeill A Lib* will, in probability,
uf the pieces', Relative to farmers operating 'on the-verge of

Winking ou,S, end the many facet binds which continue to plagde them
committee may wish to contact Richard Wilson, rancher, inipavelo,

!California.
A

It is almost ,needleasto -point out that trends Lidicate that,

peettcides"'will tie used in. increasing Volumes: In 1571, in spite .of
growing puhlic ...concern the use 'of pesticides continued to increase,
and torgenlp.phosphates, -Ouch as;Malathion for 7'example, described as

4 breaking down rapidliare deionstritinglr remarkable Capacity for
remaining.Eareistently in foodsupplie& It is not difficult to

-predict. the day 'then erivironinentalists will be:told in more eon-

phatic. termer tii

'Riumning counter` to= current food production, processing,' and

marketing imentices, a major trendhan developed among con13'urnern

and fanners .arid particularly arating'yourig,peOple for organically-grown

:foodgr.'Which hays been naturally proCessed. As more and more fanners
recognite that orsps.can and are being ,produced profitably. without
agricultural. chemicals they are alteringitheir method -and moving into

orianic production; Indications are edek to gater which indicate -"'

that possibly one....tourithirorAeors.';.; of our natiOn's farmers are be-
ginning to vies the organic marketas their only alterriative for
.suryival. California Extension employees' 'report consent and'

growing, inquiries, for apecifiO infOrmation relativeto organic,me-

thods. Fans- wgents evertatere report tAs Same. And grudging1Sro'.



and alarmingly the California Department of Agriculture reports
the same sleQ.

Our finding, through,dirett contact andoorreaiondenca, revsall
that large sections of farmers are no* preparing to or want to pr
pare to,beginOrganio

produCtionThe-recent.entry of the Nationa
Farmers.. Organization into the orgemigaMmrket Zemonstrateathii ,int.
Ourrently, eeveraltrganiz elmeileEroupeareiforming indapendentlys
in various parts of the nation.

.,FOr'example, Deaf:,SMith County,
Taigas now -has 50,000:acres

undervOr in4moparation to%e put under
organic produttitni.

Farmerutheraare estimating that:06,percent of!
the county4 farmerb:will'be.organic by 19800

In:thocountY just north of Deaf.Smith'another grOUp offermera
are:conVerting to organic meihads:. Oreignificante to thin otomeittee,is the Intereeting.fct

that:while organic Vomiters inDeaf Smith are
'receiving premium of 1.5%, the primihr thrust into oiganicjarming
is dueteithe destructiveeffeet of, what:is

45Onthosoil, operating coat, and yields. 1.

In wiehingori State a similar group Of farmers, raising.cOmAnd-
`ities ranging through varieties of fruits and vegetables,-and beef
are completing'' plame which will,inoludf their own canning oforgan-.
itally-grown food4.'A developfent,iel,now

Otturringin North Dakota
which prdmisee.'tq eliminate:once and.lOr all the e.ynthetic 8:2.p:seat"
that herbicides andWinthesized..fertiliers

are efficient or necew4
nary in order to raise grains. In Northern 0alifornia,in.cohtrast.
to what was Waidtobe impossible,

theInuadbergBrothere have pro-
ducekorganicallpitrowntrice year affer<yeari, have expandgd.organic

,'production intotheirneighbor4, fields, and have a waiting liet:of.
fawners Wanting to'go,organic,. -

.

A
It Is, somewhat redundant.to 01; on iteMizingandjibtineor-

genic farmers. Rodalo Press has been listing,and publishing their.
names and locationsi,for more than 25 yeare.'Ourrently our backlog
of applications from *Ulmer, who are requesting certification, willing
to,meet.any methbd of,inspeition

andanalysis,:ia.running into the
hiundreds and,promites shortly to reach into oeveral thousand...,Or-
gamic faritero are ieporting eIlost impossible nail, 16kottmoi05
letters per,dey, end constant stream, of visitors ileeking imiormation



tonethods'and the:market'.
1
The Canadian government ig now

exploring and preparing information on organic !aiming and.marketing

,for. Canadian farmers. - ' --

In the .trend to-more organic farming, Urns* are generally

-realizing from 5% to 20% norafortheir commodities, hOweier paral*

ipling economic possibilities iaan increaeingun4erstanding of

what consumer* Want than; o produce and her There in; also, almost
.

an awakening to the...realization that they have been mina methods
j

Aind materialswhich are destructivaimthe envirealment'ana.hazir-,:

Acluk to our health.v."There are organic farmers, for. who sill

their commoditieiAatconvention prides to the conventional market -

`without labeling organic, as a eMtter of personal principle. per-

baps i:goOd examPli of Such afarmer would be Ihisselyolter in, ''
. g,

',Catimol,.California. ,
.

,At this point it weeMis important to mention that there are

thousands of: whO'have farmad. organicalWup tatwentrfivw.
. ..,

'/earamnd,more as a matter of conviction, have related to anoverview

which includes oaf* and healthier fOod production; an uncontaminated,

environment, and a responsibility to past along better land than thly

received,.. and have Marketed conventionally without an extra, premium.

income.for organically-grown quality.. .

. .

For exaMple,in the midst of an industry where exPerts posi*

tivelt,dlaim that production and processimg is impossible, or if

possible then only with unacceptable reductions in quality, without

the memo: several varieties of pesticides, herbicides, And menu -'

factured fertilizers, Thoiai Lukei df!Kingsburi, 'Cal)ifbrnia has pro-

between 15 to 22 ton. of the highest quality raisins on 11* acres of

landwithout manufacturedlertilizere, herbicides, sulfur, or pesti-

--old's. His raisins are sold-to,a conventional packer. ., , ,

Kr. Luker is rare-in hie industri, but not unique; he presents,

howsvoi, a view, or's' trend whicis expanding either because of .

greater.consumereMand or because farmeps like Mi%:Lukes arceeeking

better methods. In 1971

Company

a contract to an organic distri,..:

butor, thelkinnerpackin1Canpany:in Fresno, California, working with

independent growers And i*i6vativs new methodkproduced 900,0001be..,

olOraisini withoutnsing manufactured7fertilizere, herbicides, or

,

,
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*pesticides, either during crop production, or during drying. This
committee might Oleo wish, relative to organic farming possibilities
for family farmert, to consider the farming practices if the Amish,'
orMinnontte groups'which.arencaOhred in various paite.of the .g 6

United States alld.Canada.

At the consumer level the trend is developing a new'degree of
sophisticated awareness motivated by an armed concern, for Oafer,

1 ,

fiealthier food, an enVironmentnoniakinated with agricultural chem-:
ieals, and a backbone of-an:ihtimated two million hard -core organic

gardeners, and possibly another three million in variousorgenio

stages who do know that theis a difftrence. TS; 2 to 6,Million
.gardeners probably give away IargeAnantitioa of food to smotherA0
to 15 milliOn people who do knOw,therefori, that food can be pro.. '
dined with more nitural flavOr aricinutrition.

The trend is accelerating bythrOtufining realization that
malnutrition among the beat fed is increasing, falling-below 1950

`standards, and a mertality rate Which:has droPped our national per-
centage from 11th. to 36th. The high rite of cancer combined with the
continuing use of known carcinogenic agents, 'pesticides, hormones.and
the like is driving consumers'to locate food which they knoMto be as
freights tiossibleof agrioultural and: processing ohemioala.

POOr quality, lack of freshfiese, blindiflavorless food,has
boymid direct marketing. Sales direct from farm and roadside stands

havtincreased'isnuch as 700 percent in some areas. The growth has
been so phenomenal thatnearly every agriculturally relate'd
ity Or college in'the United Staten has.conduoted independent studies
and several have published comprehensive reports. To mention a few:
Rutgers University, University of Delaware, University of Illinois,
andirginia Polytechnic Institute.

..' The studies taken altogether' combine to produce interesting

constant which cgrrelate witli our own findings: Sousehivea.are
willing to drivieextra miles saoh week, and entire families are
willing to. drive long distances to 'pia their own', because 1. Setter:
quality in terms of natural flavor, freshness, and'if possible with-
out sprays. 2. Price is not the overriding factor; price complaints
are described whenA the price is too high for the quality, B the

price is icahigh.for the volume purchased.

89133 0'. 72 - pt, 2/1 32 496
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14i'Ootober of 1971 the qan Sarni 0o4oratientd(Icted' and

:4ubliehedari4na:pinaent-expleratory,axatinationof t trend .

'Wird orOmicell4r.grown naturally proceosid,fOods.Wb4 the ociimittei

many fihdhelpful. ZtiliMing;lperson4 "fecUsed depth interviews ", of

famiI housewivesliving.in their own houeshol4S,11CStamford,c'ton-.

Tharlottfi. North arolima:and,LogAngieles,

Thketudy concluded with 'Wife: Judgment that ibefood industry should

coamunidate and "respond rapidly?ao P041).14 o the navudemenda."

Our own studies indiOate that corPdrate agriculture and many

of the food processors are likelytoixtOretOken,poosibilitisat

re-whaeiXing in advertising, in,aabeliai and in merchandiOing

techniques, and utilizing 'low profi41 pressurebifore,inamajority

will attempt to move sincerely to rill the demand.'

. ATTITUDES , 1

19. The United States Department of Agriculture and related a-

gencieahave been remarkably effective inprOmoting attiiudee *high.'

lave been largwly accepted without examination, orAyen adequate

-information, and without proper questioning on the part of our

.universities and farmers themselves. Much of this has to do with

'team playing' or simply carrying someone else's ball when it .ie

advantageous, sort of 'you scratch my chemical back and.I'll

yourzysarch grant'. At the same time.,:it,is difficult tovisuelixe

aflourishing agricUltUrelachool flourishing, and with esteem, while

maintaining attitudes contrary to theUSDA. A good deal'of their.

,success has had to dc; with scientific implications, trigger slogans

and confusion. No.estall degree of-euccese can be attributed to the

Department's elccese:tO public media for the opportunity to dispense

verbal punishment for attitudes which fail to vomply.

In fact, one statement can tharacteriie the offioial admi

tratiira position which has, persisted unswervingly for nearly 39

years: There shall be one type of agriculture; it shall be ohem

and operated by one integrated system of very ,
large producers..

marketers.

,The sudden reshaping of our food supply cannot be viewed as

entirely evolutionary when compered to "enthusiatic proaximsliro7.

407
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jsctions" such as was recently described by'Dr. George W. Irving, Jr.,
research-administrator of the United States Department of Agriculture.

"Agriculture. will be highly specialized and farms in one area
will concentrate on growing orangs0, thhes_in another.aiektomatOid,

in anothsi potatoes capitalizing on the compstitiv1; tO4ntigeo

soil Or climate give foi a particular crop. /

"yields will
d
bs larger, with swan trees, hedges and roadways.;

Machines will be bigger and more powerful and able to do more pPer,/:.:'

ations in fewer trips across the land. They'll be:autOmated,Ixaarr'
radio controlled, with close Circuit T.Y. to lit an operator sitting-
on a'porch Monitor what is going on. '

isn't difficult to visualizaagricultural plata several
miles 1 g and ahundred fest wide. Equipaint Straddling the stzip

will roll on tracksor paved runways, swinging around at the end to

Work thSladjacentoplot without a whssl-totich cOmpacting.ths moil

cultivated areas.

. "leather control may tams hailstorm and tornadoidangers.

Atomic energy say supply imor to level bpi: or provide irrigation
water from the Sea. Patsllites and airplanes overhead wil; trans- .,,

iit readings enabling afarme to-spot diseases breSking out in his

'crops sore surely than he Could by walking through the fields.
,

"Sensors buried in the soil will tell him whip,hia.plants need.

watering, and automated irrigation system. sill bring it to this. He

may have at hand chemical means of Speeding or sloling crop growth

to bring harvsats to -market at optimum times. Such things sound fan-

tastic, but already they exist in pilot form or in tharesearch

stage."

Weighing. Dr. /rVilaits enthusiastic tone, and his capaoity as

researchaMainistrator, it is, to imagine that the onit

research department has concentrated much, if any, attention towards

developing methods and means Which would enable family farmers to

survive While improving their soil and providing-more-nutritious

food for a nation suffixing from unnecessary malnutrition. As a

matter of fact, it is difficult to imagine that Dr.'Irving means

that there sholdi 11 any family farmers whatsoever'.

Dr. Irving does,not represent in isolated viewpoint in .the
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United Sta.tes Department-of Agriculture. The Director of what ii

called:the Agricultural Department's Farmer Cooperative Service,
Eric Thor, a /farm eboncatist" expresses s. similar enthustatic;vistr.
"Yarning is moving withi,full aimed Award bicoising.part: of an in-.

tegratednarhet- production system. This 'system, once it. -is de
veloped, will be the same as industrialized .aystems, in other U.S.
industries." 0

Other comments; by Mr. Thor isms' to indicate an attitude whibh,
as a farm economist, has not given him sleepless nights attempting
to rind ways to stabilibe faily farming. The battle for bigness
in the food industry wa fought and settled 35 years ago - chain
stores' vomitus 'Ms and. stores.'." Ail a 'matter of correcting the
records,. 'Ma and Pa stores 'lost during, the Second World War, and
particularly durink 'theperiod whin, food was rationed,.

The attitude p4sitsti throughout the Department and into areas
which 'were,... or which 'warm described as established to 'help the
small !ander'. ?or 6example, the .Parzters Home Administration under
whose authority 1diie are made' to small farmirs and in reference to
a limn reqUast,which was denied to a co-bperativa of small family `

farmers in Watsonville, California, who have done exceedingly well
in prodtiction and malee,:Homer Preston, deputy adizinistrator of ..-e`

USDA's Farmer CoOperatiVb Service expressed this view, "The low-,

income farmer problem not personally my- cup of tea," "Our con-
venticfrial. co-oPs ars not exactly enthusiastic about them.. They
don't hive much to offer except labor and- it is less important-to-
day. , hose people were cotton croppers." "They're tied/ in with'
idealism and Civil ri.glits, and a lot of romanticism. The purpose
of cooperative&is not to keep as numbers in farming but to help
those who remain. You can't g0 against market trends' when every-
thing else 'points to bigness .".

In each progressive step toward bigness the position which
hale been pinked up and echoed is a vagtew)kmefererice to "efficient
farming". The attitude has immediate followed each step where any
thing less than the .efficierit tainimum is impossible. Aatually the
word,, or the term is pradticallyrateaningless ixcapt when related to
manipulated Markets and price .00ntrol cog's: we were to think

499.
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in terms of effichent production Which mould polUtc:to total yield
' per am:* of.14id .,plum quality of maturity, freshnesaflavirr
nutrit\ion, and soil management then it would he extremely diffiCUlt
to match the ca city of small farmers utiliang family labor and
porhapsnome re sr help.

,,This ib easy to understand WhepfOr example it is realited-
that,- say a small apple or peach grower withralto 20 acres Will
not be apt to use "shakers" and oniO shot harveiting techniques, bUl.°
Will harvest-in three or four go-iarounds as the fruit Matures:'& ..
a real quality basis, or even 'upon marketablequalityAimmiel; the
tonnage frail-this type of culture Will' exceed* moderhtebhniques 0

which'are extremely waoteful,, perhaps by'twice.
.

. Small farmersaare.aell acquainted with their land; they know
it%well add when to Concentrate extranttantion.Bmall orchardist* '
can walk through iheii.trees,,and tree bytros, rsaiteaach treats
production Par-years. They know which tree* prodhcaythe,biat quality.
and which tree' need help. They are sensitive to the werirbailig of

growing things; the feeling exceeds sot:musics, for exaMple a little
tinge of light green on young string beans Will generaflYAnterrupt

the peawof mind of a typical small farmiuntil thccoMdition.

Cdrreot* or he has, found the Correction. '

But this ii not called scientific,,however Wha't called
- 4-

scientific agricultureor thenttitude that Modern agriculture

has been and iincientiflo ie misleading to'theepoint where it:is
, ,

.false. To cite a common exaapli, typical* any farmers, including,

farmeia who are graduated from agriOultural schools, do not take, or
may him*xt have taken soil samples. One of Californian laigest

,

producor-marketing firms, farming okthoueands Of *cies has never,
ao6ording to thoili. far* supervisor; had &pia]. sampling made, and

certainly nothing approxiaating U.C.*recommendations fox' sampling ,

*Oil. .

The average conventiOnalfarmer relies mainly upon cemmeraial

* fertiliser salesmen and their soil analysis. Pesticide* are 'old in
thenasuksMAher, and farmers an plogusd withimottoide. and fertilizer

ialesien and thtir rehash of the same pitch,.. which is always a scare

spiry of farmer' being wiped out, an impending infestation, and the

numerous bugs in the'firmerts field. The turn over of pesticide .

4

4
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salesmen is continuous, with the average salemian lasting two years.

'Millions of dollars, huntrade of millions dollars, and hundreds.'

of millions of pound' ofpesticides are.dumped'ihto our environment ..-

yearly on the advice Of these eitlesmen.

Public statements, official or representing the use of pieti-

aide', and quoting various exports, who may alsq by entomologists: 4'

to clitioribs*w necessary pesticides ari'fail to indicate that, and

..-teneirally,elich experts obtained th,p4faxpertim byetudying,or

. develaping poisons 0 kill idiects. They ars riot experts in the 4

40014641 applicition of: biological controls; intervieh reveal

considerable sops relative to recent infrication and to the extant

cite which iu4 7pontrols hate been suacessfuliy applied.

Tils.camaittes may wish to seek additionel4nformation relative

.lo the practicatposeibilitiekof biological controls. Dr. Everett

Dietrick of. the BiOlogioal Control DiVision of the Vitova Compelly
. .

in Dialtoo'California would be able.to supply detailed infOreation.

Otherexperts.would include, Dr. Kenneth Hobbs of Clermont, Calif40 4'

ornia, Willitm Olkowski, Berkeley, California, James R. Stewart,

and Jamie h. Cordon both of Exeter, California.

'Tha attitude encouraged officially and picked up by, for exr.

ample, farmers magazines and_tho like that rely talmost entirely upon ,,

advertising revenue from Snemical and equipment companies is unable

to adjust tb7eorethan one type of agriculture and marketing. *There

shell be no difference is fansitiailly applied, clAo'st*mindlessly,.

4n4 a quick reqiew of past events reveals that it has been applied

detrimentally' It has created gain iodustm largely unable to adjust

Or tp respond meaningfully to a clear consilier 4 .. 'the clearest,

best defined,consumor:dmand in our history for'be r quality and

wafer food. at lacks the capacity to recogniwtha 1)4irge growing A

market is 'occurring where consumers dd want to understand and pet

for the problems of those family farmers who do want to understand

thee.

The no difference attit.dit may well be the most dangerous

entity'to the nation's health end.Well-being today; far Outweighing

0enemisiii, somewhere abfosid. While 21 nations refugia to eat U.S.



Pmeat bicatisi, in their official judgment, our meat is unmake and
incorpliratees needless unsafe factors, our millions of American are
cmapelled td eat ouch meat, without choioe.or even. without' tote War.,
Mition that they maybe consumiing carcinogenic agents and developing
immunities .to emergency lifesaving antibi.tkics.

tgaiii,*as in the fortiis,. the official reap-mums to the chocking
knowledge that bur nationla people are still suffering' from ini
creasing malnutrition haim been to employ the Wm" ald voice-quieting
technique by adding more B vitamin and.iron to white flour and bread.

In crying onolifferencew "no difference" they aot almaris:
mesmerized by their own words while scionelpw hoping to prevent this
ldgical question which must come, namely: Can there be a difference?
Can our food.,be grown and Processed more nutritionally and safelfy
without additions of agents whi;h are known to be harmful? Are there
methods that Will produce better natural, flavors and, put fresher food
on our tables? Zn our donact with faimers throughout the year,
organic and not-organic, we have.yet to. talk to a single farmir
who has failed to agree that the quality of our food, real terms,
can be upgraded through batter farming method.. currently,_ there 're
many_thousands of family farmers who have the eiportisi and the dal.
sire to provide wholesome meat, fromoinimals whifh sere treated..hu-
manely and without the introduction of stimulants., At priseat their,
effitiiency is limited only by the stubborn resistance of the merchen-,
dizers.

:1 The attitude,that big is better, and that, therefore, she
, adoption of a big. conglomeration of huge ,producer-marketing companies '

should also- thenbe better has to be viewed as experimental; as an
economist attempting to develop a working model-Of a pet theory with-
out relating to the historical alla practical compdhents milking tip the

- model. A. a matter of, immediate and long-range history there is
absolutely me reason for assuming any great confidence in the cor-
porate capacity to either be efficient 'farmers, in. any term*, or to.
produce .a desirable agriculture. The facts suggest otherwise.

The facts suggest that it is a grass mistake to operate any..
.'thing as important as food production on the basis that corporations

know what they are doing, and have a cigar understanding of their

5.02
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own best interest. With the least aMOUnt of reasarch, reams of

wubptantiating examples could.be supplied. Offhand exaMples.dam-

onstrating the point might be Boil** Cascade, The Penn Central. Rail-

road, and the lockheed Aircraft Corporation. All demonstrate that

it is not practical to imagine that oosporations*Mways Operate -:

efficiently. As a mater of fact, their consistent history of high

cost overruns and expensive mismanaged contracts with the United

Stites Government suggests that a supercorporategriculAure rill

prebibly have to be subsidized to an amount likely to reach annuals

of 15:billion dollars, or more. It is already-being said that:

Purex has sustained extensive losses in agriculture, add is with-

drawing. ' 4

The view is easy to picture where as supercorperaie agricul-

ture bumbles and stumbles into fantaitic 'overruns' Ind breakdowiae

the pressures that will theii develop will be for some type of per,.

moment federal intry into agricultural production. ;

OPPORTUNITIES

22. ° This atatasatit has endeavored to provide information that will

realonably suggest that a meaningful land reform will have to be

accompanied with corresponding reform in food marketing.

In 1910, 410 of the population lived on ferme,,ini-1936, 250

and by 1966, 60. These statistics correspond with two '.probably

related factors. Ones the automobile, and twos the *ohne sSciAy.

Our pe434 are restles$6..noving frequently changing locations,

driving through insane traffic conditions in madcaLjammed weekends

attempting t4 be somewheraout of a oity. Our young people move-

about the piianst, hitchhiking, wandering and drifting,. camping,

in fact our national parks are beinedeteriorated..literally by

the feet of youth,Alesking someway and somewhere to feel with the _-

land ... to be part of an expo fence which has generated tremendous

yearning to live quietly in akatural environment and produce food'

for a living. .

There is also a disturbing lack of.orientation ...a lost and

not found land of oglortuniti.

5a
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The great yearning to return to the land is rapidly identifying
with the elimination of the family fanners,. iin4 particularly with
still farmers; it has identified with orginic farming and natural
processing. The preseuress developing are more extensive and will be
more persistent than is currently suspected. The trend is positive,
in fact .it has been charitcterized as the "Gentle Revolution" end it
can currently be described as the biginning of an Agricultural
Renaissance. netting innovation is already in progress; an over-
view is emerging which is pulling towards a system of elite farmers,
greatly enhanced by A. experiences of the past and the fantastic

possibilities for a personalized, direct .input from scientists and
technologists.'

-/
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Senator STEVIINSON, Tlie testimony `of .1kIr. Allen concludes the tea--
dony scheduled fo be received by the' subcommittee today, and is
e last of a long series of wititeSses,
It has been' a long day and, on the whole, a long, sad story of life

. liuminifzed in rural American and in, urban Ainerica, too.
` It tippears that thiSTis in part attributable to argovernmluital pref-

ence, however unintentional, for the rich and the powerful, at the
pense.df little people. .

' I read in 'the newspaper' jest this morning, that the cost of the
?demi Government's direct,and indirect subsidies amounts to about
.3 billion annually.. After' a long day, I can't help wonder who is
ing subsidiied. Ican't help wonder ,whether perhaps everybody is
ing subsidized except the people.
I hope before these hearings are concluded that representatives of

.:ribusiness will accept our repeated iuvitationscto appear. St, .far, T .

ill have to say that'a pattern of some reticence. on the part of agri-
tsin'ess is emerging. I

We will recess the hearing until tomorrow morning,,Tanuary 12, in
,reSn'o. We will be back in this same room at 9 o'clock on Thursday
°ming, JaimarY 13, for, our last day of thiS three day hearing.
I note that this courtroom that seats well over several hundred
arsons has been filled to almost standing room only capacity for .

islong day, and I am Appreciative for the witnesses; who have
Teared as well as citizens who have listened° to what hai tran7

° ,ired. ,
At this ,t?Oint I order printed. the supplemental statement of Mr.
llen amt. till statements of those Who could not attend and other
Ttinent.material submitted 'for the record:
(The material referred to follows i)

a.
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8

eclitor:orOMANIO OARDENINGAp
-ificatiOns conclist or.being a related writs: 'for evirimis-dtiring thy ifihet twel-Vamonthe:

40,000 miles viniting,, perhaps hnehandri

ofTalifornia.and the-UhitediStatei. SoM
two or three time., and frecluentlyrxtend n the visit overnvight and,
upon on occasion: forthree days. Since the nature' of myi.vfaito were
related to our Organic farmers,Oertification Program'which is paid for
ind'conduct"ed by Hodale Proms, or to'c011ecting iriforhation for
ales and editorial background, they may be characterised se
finding' and intensive. Parma visited ranged in iza.from 1 acre to.
35.,000 sores and- incline moat of the basin rood commodities consumed
today.

s'

UM myvhisf Via**
reader, observer;

is probably trivele&

rmathroughcut'the 0'41
es visiting the'sasare.

it j

2. . A. it ehoUld be assumed, my testimony it biased,- opposing, iiiOlt.
of the current agricultuialpActices.follOwed todsi;a0.well as
aertainnuftrous, almost countlese practices utilimed,hy convention-
ill food processors and retail chains. As.a representaiiveof godals
Presa,,moat dr what express summarizes mora.than twenty-five years;'.'

publishingla variotir of periodicitl andhookaon eubjeOts ranging
. from ni\clear power tasoology; food marketing,' gardening and farming,

*,

recycling and'compOsting, health, and food technology.
...,

3. As_this committee understands very well the difficulty in exam.
fining * single facet of agriculture, such as migratory workers 01"
dangerous peititides'is that they cannot be properly understood witho
out being related in context to the whole picture of agriculture And
food marketing; including, at least, a brief. glimpse at their hiss
tory. Vor example, prior to.1930 migratory workeriand dangerous'
pesticides were not a significant factor in.the development of Agri.,
culture and the distribution of rood and fiber. As a matter of WA,
millions of very small family farmiri operating without,migratory.
workeri and compounds such se DDT or parathion, and utiliaing horses'

5
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s114..mUlen andjhana labor abundantly produced` enough food and fibek:

to build and maintain all the cities and countiees towns and vi1

lagee inherited-by the twentieth century.

0 :: Relating this t M:the, United States, by 1930 out:farmers, out ...

comparatiVely yerremallfamily farmire had,: according to our g04'..

ernmept "over produced ". TAO nation was told that vidt,ehoupeM-liere

1n:toting and the ,American fatmer were' supposedly producing:I:Ore

oommOditiei than tie U.S'..-c Uld consume or eXport. 'Ina radie, 41.6:

4a1drase.R. R. Tully, Agricultu Adjustment Act Administrator, de*,,.

scribed the far0 problem accordingly: "the;:experiences of the tven
, ,

ties and thirties: taught us that it is necessary to be able to:put

;the brakes on farm production"..

5. After descxibiog the prohlei ae:ovetprodugtion it would stem

thatfedeial regulation would act to reariet or to reduge:prOduc*

Aion by limiting Acreages, or at least, by encouraging sMaller farm*,

*is possibly by eetabliehing subsidies which diminish, rapidly as

acreages exceed minimal levels. Dramatically, millions of meat an

male were destroyed, or were euppotied to be destroyed, as 'fedeial

price eupgiert programs 'were launched. A most remarkable paradoX has

followed:'Where in spite of incieasing surpluses and periodic cries

of alar+-importe.tn thi# CoAptryhava-4noteased and the Wilted Stales

Department of Agriculture has epentbilliOnsOf dollarMree arching

and promoting.Methods'and'Matotials, hybrid seed and. -se foi , to

"inereadeprodUction".

,

. ',Increased production" hae been accomplished with programs and
.

.

research 'almOst entirely designed to promote larger holdings. Market

:development, and distribution ,utilizing USDA inspettione, the law,

and poWeistoeevetely penalize have bin used to deVelOp and main*

tarn monopolies and "pride 'controls" which, operate tipecifically tit,

gainst 'the p

)
tential for profitable production front email acreages.

Market Order , state and federal, and "quality" specifications have

been designed which:limits the "marketable quality.. that may be hat*

tested 'per acre, withOut 1,ilmiting acreage. 0ther prograMe limit, by

lee, he prodUptiolt which can be. ProduCed:On specific: acreageS.



. Methods,' chemicals and eqUipment havebeen-introdoCedwithoUt
adequate, orieven-Adequate attempts 0 understand their imtediate;
andlOngArange impact UpgrucOnservation and the environment. Large
acreages of,produCtive land haVe been permanently destroyed,threugh
erosion; even larger areas are now eroding seriously. Unestileabla
millions. of tons of.humue have been mined from the soil as a direet
result of farming larger holdingswith bigger equipment andayn:..
thetietertilizers which add nothing to Bens' fertility or filth.
Vent aread, particularly in southern states are now severely Prip-
laedby.thejr loss of humus and by. methods and materials which have
produced, large -scale conditiohe of hardpan. Other, regions,, including
parts of California, are beginning to'experience dangerous levelorUf
PodiuM build-updue to salt fertiliiere..

Increasingly,,envirOndental experts are willing to identify the
':agricultural practices developed during the past 35 years as the
Major cOntriblior to pollution. Water pollUtion due to nitrogen
compounds has been'recognized and largely acCeptedOlowever the ex-
tent is yet to be seen. The annual estimated lOsS of the topsoil
whiCh:is choking riversvand reservoirs and washing out to sea is
amplified by the annual abet of dredging reservoirs and waterways.
The astounding rise in the volUme:of Agricultural Contaminate in-
troduved into our environment 'freij.940 to1970.110 been amply, traced
by Dr. Barry Commoner in his book, THE CLOSING CIRCLE.

Turing the early fortieb a number of Americana, academicians,

businessmen, falters, publishers, and the like, alarmed with the
destructive trend: set, by the United Stgtes Department of Agriculture,
sought:it) establish An overview whiCh would redirect the nation's
agriculture. Calling.thembelves The Rew.AgricUlturists and/or The
Friends of the Land they published a number of,books and periodidals
which descr1bedpurrent trends, and 'described alternative methods
and materials, citing demonstrationa.and examplep,' giVing statisticai
and seeking.for the first time country to promote the concept
;or the elite farmer, or at least an agricatural system baled -upon a
firm .fOUndatiOn..of master farmers operating from an overview which
Would protedt Oureoil, der environment, and our health.
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10. ; Apparently the, concept was too much before the circumstances

and farMere largely failed to respond, and consumers failed to uno

,derstand the relation of eafe, nutritious. food to farming methods.

The movement is bignificant,:to.thia-ooMmittee on two counts:.

1. An alternative agriculture was presented and demonstrated Which,

would have enabled smaller farmers to operate profitably dna nearly

-self-sustaining basis. 2. It calTbd to attention then that federal

regulation was sponsoring and pursuing food producing-Practicee

:which ignored' nutrition and was, in fent, sponsoring methods and

materials which would produce a health hazard,

11: Perhaps in response, and belatedly responding to a USDA sUrvey-

taken in the mid-thirties which indicated that one-third of the

ration's people were ".ill-fed" '.-and casting numerous peculiar

questions upon the 1933 USDA:positionthat the nation was Buffering ,

from overproduction, 4.white flour.andbread was "enriched", by

lawin the early 40't, with B vitaminAnd iron:, With this single

exCeption, the USDA and related agencies have failed to pursue and

to develop. methods:and materials which would improys,-or'at least .

guarantee a high level of necessary vitamins, traCuinerals, and

the necessary amino acids.
a

12. Which is not to suggest:that ferrets are /egally prevented from.

-producing food that is more nutritious, they are simply, not encouraged

to. The "Market" is aterm which Bemis to be describinewhat consun.--.

ere are buying, .and while it does reflect what is "moving" it tends

to mean what retailers buy. Frequently, in fact more and more,' farm-

ers would like to supply the real quality and variety which everyone

knoWe that consumers would like, includingAmproved nutrition, but

the market price remains the same and perhaps less. There is little

or no profit incentive for real quality or for extra risk: The

"Market" dominates, and Often the size or type Of a packingCrataie

more importantthan the quality of the product

13. Quickly summarizing the developmente Over the past 39 years

produces the picture where a etabalized agricultural system of family

farmers wandisturbed, perhaps unnecessarily, systematically climit.

509
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nated, and is now on the verge ofatinetion. May we ask why, or

perhaps a-better'qUestionwould be,'what have We got in exchange ?;
.1n terms of meaningful efficienoies'the exchange has been die-

Adtereue-and..if we ddd together'all of the taxpayers' money Whioh
has been spent for agricUlturally related programs and add this
praportidhately to the food which we buy, then we are probably pay-,
ing twice as Much:as we think we are.

14. If uniformity, a rather boring mediocre sameness is important,

then-uniformity is'one plus picked,up in the exchange. And theni%
it ie also that the move into. agricultdral units has
brought improved distribution, Which might be questioned on two
counts. 1. Distribution was bound to imprOve simply an a matter
of need and evolutionary development, -2. Why should."-the production
of'a one thousand-acre unit improve distribution more than if the

-same-area operated as ten ane..lundred acre units?

15. The real answer has to relate to something more like an atti-,
tudawhich wants improved distribution for very, very large unite.-
Tolsoiething like, "there shall'be no difilbrendes and uniformly ig
shall spread across the land". In any event, there is and has been
an anti- little attitude, somewhat as though little ()roman, or.difs
ferent..ia alien and undesirable. The attitudevis unable or.UrrOill..

4ing to adjust to more4tham one type of agriculture and one type of
marketing. "There shall be difference" is' fanatiCally applied,

almost Mindlessly, and a quick review of past events reveals that it
has been applied detrimentally. It has created an industry largely
unalqp to adjust or to respond meaningfully to a clear consumer de-
mand, . . the clearest, best.defined consumer demand in our history
for better quality and safer food. It lacks the capacity to recog

-

nize that a. large growing alternative market is occurring where con.
sumers do want to understand and pay for the problems' of those fam-
ily farmers who do want to understand them.

16. The, no difference attitude may well be the most dangerous entity
toithe nation's health and well-being today; far outweighing 'enemies!

. somewhere abroad, While 21 nations refuse toeat U.S. meat because,

510
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in their official *judgement,our meat is unsafe and incorporates

needless unsafe factors, our millions of Americans are compelled

to-eat.such meat, without choice or eveawithout)cnowledge that they

may be consuming carcinogenic agents and developing immunities to

emergency lifesaving antibiotics:

17. Again, asin the forties, the Official response to the shock-

ing knoiledge that our nation's people, are suffering fAmin-

creasing malnutrition has been to employ the same elCvoice-qUieting

technique by adding more B vitamin and iron to White flour and broad..

18, In crying "no differences", "no differences" they seem twhope

that in doing so they will prevent,thellogical-questions which must

come, namely; can there he a difference? Can our food be grown and

processed more nutritionally and safely without additions, of agents

which are.known to be harmful.? Are there methods that will produce

better natural flavors and put fresher food on our tables? In our

contact with farmers throughout the years, organic and not-organic,

We havakytt to. talk to a single farmer who has failed to agree that

the.qUality of our food, in real tirms,can be upgraded throug

better farming methods.

19. The attitude that big is better,and that, therefore, the

adoption of a big conglomerationrofluge producer-marketing cold-.

panics should also then be better hat( to be,Viewed_as experimental;.

as an economist attempting to develop a working model ofa pet

theory:witAit relating to the historical and practical components

oinking up'the model. As a matter of immediate and long-range hie-

tory there is absolutely no reasonifor assuming any great confidende

in the corporate capacity to either be efficient farmers, in any

terms,'or to produce a desirable agriculture. The facts suggest

otherwise.

The facts suggest that it is a gross mistake to operate any-

thihg es important as food production on tha basis that corpora-

tiOns know what they are doing, and have a clear understanding of
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their own beat interest. With the Ieaat amount of reFearch, reams
of substantiatihg,examples could be supplied. Offhand examples
demonstrating the point might be Bosie CascadeiThe Penn Central
Hailtoad,_and the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation. All demonstrate
that it is not practical to imagine that corporations always oper-
ate efficiently. ta a matter of fact, their consistent history (of.
high Cost ovrrruns, and expensive mismanaged contracts with the
United States Covernment:ouggesto that a eupercorporati agriculture
will probably have to be subsidized to an amount likely to reach
annuals of 15 billion dollars, or more. It in already being said
that Furex has oultained extensive losses in agriCulture, and is
withdrawing.

21. --' The view in espy to picture where as supercorporite agricul-
.ture bumbles and stumbles into fantastic moverrune and breakdowns
the presaurea that will, then develop will be for acme type of perms-

fed6a1 entry into agricUltural production

22. We cannot really afford to-permiteur food production and our
foOobprodUcing resource° to slip any further into the hands of an
institution which is entirely committed to making money and to moving
in andout.of profitable markets. For our own protection we must

have a strong alternative which has demonstrated for centuries that
it is committed first to producing food. And then there are human
values to weigh. In 1910, 410 of the population lived on farms, in
1936, 251L, by 1966; 6S, and by 1972, 1S, Theoe otatietice corree
pond with two. probably related factors. One: the automobOle, and
two: the mobile society. Our people are rootless, moving, fro..

quently changing locations, driving through insane traffic copiditions
in madcap jammed weekends, attempting to be somewhere out oea city.
OurCpUng people move about the planet, hitchhiking, wandering and
drifting . . camping, in fact our national parks are being deter-
iorated-literally by the feet of youth, peeking someway and borne-

.' where to feel with the land . .', to be part of an experience whioh

has generated a tremendous yearning to live quietly ina natural en-
vironment and produce food for a living.

69. 33 0 - 72 - pl. 3A - 33
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8

23. There is also a disturbing lack of orientation . . a lost
.

and not founeland of opportunity.

24 The great Yearning to return to the land ip rapidly identi-

fying.with the elimination of the family farmer, ang particularly"

with small farmers; it is identifying with the problems Of migra-

tOry workers; ithas identified with organic-farming and natural

/procesaing. The. prescuree developing ara/kore extensive and will

bi more persistent than is currently understood. The trend

positive, fact-it has been characterized as the "Gentle Revolu-;

tion" and it can be described as the beginning elm Agricultural.

Renaissance.. Exciting innovation is alma, in'progreest an over-

view ie.amerging which is pulling towards a esslem of elite farmers,

greatly enhanced by the experiences of the past,and the fantastic

possibilities for a personalized, direct input from scientists and

technologists.

4

5 3
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Senator Adlai Stevenson
SubcomMittes on Migratory Labor
201 Senate Anne**
Washington, D.C. 20010

De4r Senator Stevenson:

Pursuant.to your requesttnthe public to pray in-_formation for. the Subcommittee record on the agri ins"'operations, I4km enclosing a copy of an article of min
entitled 9Sultipie*Ownrships and Single Operation -'An
Aspect of'the-Acreage Limifation'in Reclama4on.Law",'
published in the Natural Resource Journal, Vol. XXX, No. 2,May, 19/0. It examines tdhniqus for interpretation of the
individual ownership requirement of Reclamation law so`as to put together large-scale farming operations.

6212 Redwing Court.
Bethesda, Maryland
20034
March 8,..1972

Enc. 1

A

4 sincerely' yours

/ A7) ovietn

.Harry J. -ogan t

514
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.f

Natural
Resources
Lawyer
Volume III, Number 2'
May, 1970

Journel of the .

Section of Nitural Resources Law
American Bar Association
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' HARRY J. HOGAN*

Multiple Ownerships and Single
OperationAn Aspect of The Acreage
Limitation in Reclamation Lltw

a
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.(Whereupon, at 5:15 the .hearing- recessed reconvene at9:30 MM.) Wednesday, Jan. 12, i4, resno, Calif.)t°
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